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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis undertakes the task of tracing and documenting the development of  
the Wirkungsgeschichte of the portrayals of Joseph in the canonic gospels of 
Matthew, Luke, and John, within early Christian and early medieval narratives 
and art between the period of approximately 150 CE and 800 CE. After providing 
an initial review of the current state of scholarly research into the subject of the 
development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the canonical portrayals of Joseph in 
Part I, this study then provides a detailed reading, by means of literary and 
narrative analysis, of the portrayals of Joseph in Matthew, Luke, and John in Part 
II.  The thesis then traces and documents the development of these earlier 
portrayals of Joseph in four non-canonic narratives, the Infancy Gospel of James, 
the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, the History of Joseph the Carpenter, and the 
Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew and in eighteen works of art, in Parts III and IV.  In 
the process of this analysis several different concerns are addressed.  These 
include: the date, provenance, purpose, and content of the various narratives and 
compositions; the characterization of Joseph they portray; the independence and 
distinctiveness these later literary and artistic representations of Joseph exhibit 
from earlier canonic and non-canonic literary referents and prior artistic creations 
of Joseph; and the different perceptions and beliefs narrators and artists and their 
respective ecclesiastical communities held with regard to Joseph.  At the same 
time, consideration is given to the prospect of patterns or trajectories that might 
emerge as the review occurs.  Attention to the development of this 
Wirkungsgeschichte in the four non-canonic narratives leads to the discovery of 
the presence of two trajectories --- one that affirms, enhances, and continues the 
positive narrative portrayals of Joseph found in the canonic literature (and is 
found to be present in two of these texts); the other that diminishes these 
portrayals (and is found to be present in the other two texts).  Further, similar 
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attention to the eighteen artistic creations, also leads to two additional discoveries: 
first, that these two trajectories are present in these artistic creations; and, second, 
that most of these artistic works present positive portrayals of Joseph.  Therefore, 
the presence of these two different trajectories in both the non-canonic narratives 
and the artistic compositions helps explain the very different perceptions and 
beliefs about Joseph found in the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the 
portrayals of Joseph in the canonic gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John between 
the period of approximately 150 CE and 800 CE.  Finally, in Part V, the study 
revisits the goal of this thesis, evaluates whether or not it reached its goal, 
explores the implications of the discoveries made in Parts III and IV, and 
considers the conclusions that can be drawn. 
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PART I 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
THE PROBLEM 
 
In the history of Western art and literature much attention and many studies have 
been directed to the subjects of the nature and character of the portrayal of two 
figures in the holy family, notably Jesus and Mary.  However, only a few scholars 
have shown serious interest in the subject of the portrayal of the other person in 
the holy family, Joseph the Carpenter.  Further, none have formally focused on 
the reception history and interpretation of the canonic portrayals of Joseph, in 
Matthew, Luke, and John, in the first several centuries of Christian literature and 
art (the Wirkungsgeschichte of these New Testament representations).  This is the 
case despite the fact that most of these literary portrayals are found within two of 
the most popular and studied narrative sections of the New Testament (birth and 
early childhood sections of Matthew and Luke) and despite the fact that numerous 
and significant literary and artistic records of their later reception and 
development are extant from the early Christian and early medieval periods.  
The purpose of this study is to offer an examination of these initial 
narrative portrayals and further examinations of four later texts and eighteen later 
images that document their reception; to review the earliest literary portrayals and 
to trace and record the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte, the history of the 
reception, of the canonic representations of Joseph in Christian literature and art, 
from approximately 150 CE to 800 CE.  Thus, the objective of this thesis is to fill 
a significant lacuna in contemporary scholarship. 
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THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH 
In order to fill this lacuna it is necessary initially to review the work of those 
scholars who have shown an implicit interest in the Wirkungsgeschichte (which 
thiὅΝὅtudyΝaὅὅumeὅΝincludeὅΝandΝencompaὅὅeὅΝtheΝ‘hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝinteὄpὄetation’Ν
Auslegungsgeschichte, as defined by the biblical scholar, Ulrich Luz) of the New 
Testament nativity narratives and accounts pertaining to Joseph the Carpenter.1  
Therefore, their work will be noted in this history of research.    
Research in Biblical Studies 
 
While several biblical scholars have provided very brief insight into the character, 
role, and portrayal of Joseph in the gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John through 
the means of textual, historical, form, and redaction critical studies found in 
commentaries, only four have focused upon the character of Joseph in a 
significant way, namely Raymond Brown, Dan Via, Ulrich Luz, and Joseph 
Fitzmyer. Thus, the attention of this initial review of related scholarship in 
biblical studies will focus upon the research of these four individuals.   
 
 
                                                          
    
1
 This study accepts the definition of Wirkungsgeschichte articulated by Ulrich Luz in his 
commentary Matthew 1-7 (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2007), p. 61.  
Luz writes:  
ἧndeὄΝ“hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝinteὄpὄetation”Ν(Auslegungsgeschichte) I understand the interpretations of a 
textΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝinΝcommentaὄieὅέΝΝἧndeὄΝtheΝ“hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝinἸluenceΝoἸΝtheΝtext”Ν
(Wirkungsgeschichte) in the narrower sense I want to understand how the text is received and 
actualized in media other than commentaries-in verbal media such as sermons, canonic 
documentὅ,ΝandΝ“liteὄatuὄe,”ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝinΝnonveὄbalΝmediaΝὅuchΝaὅΝaὄtΝandΝmuὅic,ΝandΝinΝtheΝ
chuὄch’ὅΝactivityΝandΝὅuἸἸeὄinἹ,ΝthatΝiὅ,ΝinΝchuὄchΝhiὅtoὄyΝ…ΝΝχtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝIΝundeὄὅtandΝ
theΝ“hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝtheΝinἸluenceΝoἸΝtheΝtext”Ν(Wirkungsgeschichte) to be a more inclusive concept 
thatΝincludeὅΝ“hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝinteὄpὄetation”Ν(Auslegungsgeschichte)ΝandΝ“hiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝtheΝinἸluenceΝ
oἸΝtheΝtext”Ν(Wirkungsgeschichte) in the narrower sense. 
ItΝiὅΝbelievedΝthatΝδuὐ’ὅΝbὄoadeὄΝdeἸinition of this interpretive method and process permits the 
acknowledgment of the work of other scholars who have worked in the fields of non-canonic 
studies, church history, and art history.   
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Raymond Brown 
In his groundbreaking work, The Birth of the Messiah, Raymond Brown pays 
particular attention to the role and portrayal of Joseph, especially in the Gospel of 
Matthew.2  Using the methods of form and redaction criticism, Brown highlights 
the importance of Joseph within this narrative.  Consequently, he acknowledges 
thatΝ‘theΝεattheanΝinἸancyΝnaὄὄativeΝ…ΝcenteὄὅΝuponΝJoὅeph’ΝandΝthatΝεaὄyΝ
‘ἸiἹuὄeὅΝonlyΝonΝaΝὅecondaὄyΝlevel’έ3  In addition, Brown goes so far as to suggest 
thatΝ‘theΝἸiἹuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅephΝholdὅΝtheΝnaὄὄativeΝtoἹetheὄ’έ4  He believes this because 
he sees JoὅephΝaὅΝtheΝchaὄacteὄΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄativeΝthatΝmaintainὅΝ‘theΝcontinuity’Ν
between Israel and the new movement of Jews and Gentiles.5  It is he who, as the 
central subject of the infancy narrative, brings together the salvation history of the 
Hebrew people and the salvation history of the rest of the world.  It is Joseph who, 
aὅΝψὄownΝὅayὅ,Ν‘pὄotectὅΝJeὅuὅΝἸὄomΝtheΝhoὅtileΝauthoὄitieὅΝoἸΝhiὅΝownΝpeopleΝandΝ
brings him to safety to Galilee of the Gentiles’.6  It is he who, according to 
Brown, in his righteous, obedient, and faithful acts, offers us, by his example in 
the Matthean account of the nativity and infancy,Ν‘theΝύoὅpel and its destiny in 
miniature’.7  For this reason, by his emphasis upon the significance of Joseph in 
Matthew, Brown provides an important foundation for further reflection and 
analysis on the portrayal of Joseph within the New Testament. 
            Nevertheless, significant as his analysis is with respect to the portrayal of 
Joseph in Matthew, he seems reluctant to see the importance of Joseph in Luke. 
This is obvious in both his earlier reflections about Joseph in the first edition of 
The Birth of the Messiah as well as in his later observations found in the second 
and final edition of this text.  HeΝacknowledἹeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄeὅence in the first two 
chapteὄὅΝoἸΝδuke,ΝnotinἹΝheΝiὅΝ‘betὄothed’ΝtoΝεaὄyΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘pὄeἹnant’,ΝwhomΝύodΝ
                                                          
    
2
 Raymond Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1977).                                         
    
3
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 33. 
    
4
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 231-32.  
    
5
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 231.   
    
6
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 232. 
    
7
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 232.                                                                                                                   
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haὅΝchoὅenΝtoΝbeaὄΝ‘aΝSavioὄΝwhoΝiὅΝεeὅὅiahΝandΝδoὄd’έ8  Brown also recognizes 
that Luke identifies Joseph as ‘theΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ (2.48) and has twice stressed 
thatΝJoὅephΝwaὅΝoἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavidΝ(ΰέἀιΝandΝἀέζ)’, remarks that affirmed that 
‘inΝaΝJewiὅhΝmindὅet,ΝthὄouἹhΝJoὅeph’ὅΝacknowledἹment,ΝJeὅuὅΝcouldΝbeΝleἹally,Ν
evenΝiἸΝnotΝbioloἹically,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅonΝandΝthuὅΝὅhaὄeΝJoὅeph’ΝDavidicΝdeὅcent’έ9  
Further, Brown confirms that ‘Jeὅuὅ’Νpaὄentὅ’ΝweὄeΝὅpiὄituallyΝobedientΝJewὅΝwhoΝ
ἸollowedΝtheΝ‘laws involving the Temple and sacrifices (2.22-24, 39 and ζΰ)’έ10  
And, yet, he is unable to say little more about the role and place of Joseph in Luke 
andΝconcludeὅΝthatΝ‘Joseph will never be more than a shadow figure or speak in 
theΝJeὅuὅΝὅtoὄy’έ11 
 
Dan Via 
In his article, ‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝ
Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝViaΝenἹaἹeὅΝinΝ‘aΝmoὄeΝoὄΝleὅὅΝinteὄnalΝliteὄaὄyΝ
analysis of the surface structure of this narrative in relation to its deeper structures 
and the implications of the narrative world for ethical responsibility’.12  In the 
process,ΝheΝpὄimaὄilyΝattemptὅΝtoΝinteἹὄateΝthiὅΝ‘aeὅthetic’Νliteὄaὄy analysis with a 
‘ὅtὄuctuὄal’Νanalyὅiὅέ13   This particular structural analysis is based upon A.J. 
ύὄeimaὅ’Ν‘teὅtΝὅeὃuence’ΝwhichΝconὅiὅtὅΝoἸΝἸiveΝἸunctionὅμΝ‘(ΰ)ΝεandatinἹ,Ν(ἀ)Ν
Acceptance (or Rejection), (3) Confrontation, (4) Success or Domination, (5) 
ωonὅeὃuence,Νχttὄibution,ΝoὄΝωommunication’.14  Each of these functions is 
containedΝwithinΝtheΝthὄeeΝdiἸἸeὄentΝtypeὅΝoἸΝ‘teὅtὅ’ΝύὄeimaὅΝbelieveὅΝὅhouldΝbeΝ
appliedΝinΝanΝanalyὅiὅΝoἸΝaΝnaὄὄativeέΝΝἦheὅeΝthὄeeΝ‘teὅtὅ’ΝaὄeΝidentiἸiedΝbyΝhimΝaὅΝ
                                                          
    
8
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 287 and 393.                              
    
9
 Raymond Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1993), p. 589.       
    
10
 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1993), p. 625.                                      
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 Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1993), p. 642. 
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1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἀἁ-50.  
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 Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝεatthewΝ
1-ἀ’,Νp. 129 
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‘ὃualifying, main, and glorifying’.15  Still, Via goes on to qualify his use of 
ύὄeimaὅ’ΝmethodΝby stating that his ‘analyὅiὅΝ…ΝwillΝtoΝaΝlaὄἹeΝextentΝbeΝlimitedΝ
toΝtheΝἸunctionὅΝ…ΝandΝtheiὄΝὅuὄἸaceΝmaniἸeὅtationὅ’ and this is especially evident 
in his reflections on the portrait of Joseph in the Matthean narrative.16 
Having enunciated his methodology, Via relates that he believes Joseph is 
theΝpὄotaἹoniὅtΝ(‘theΝὅubjectΝmandatedΝtoΝpuὄὅueΝaΝtaὅk’) of Matthew 1-2 and 
believeὅΝJoὅephΝ(whoΝiὅΝacknowledἹedΝaὅΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅ’)ΝandΝ‘hiὅΝὅtoὄy’ΝὄepὄeὅentΝaΝ
‘ὅemanticallyΝpackedΝminiatuὄe’ΝoἸΝtheΝεattheanΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,Ν‘hiὅΝὅtoὄy’,Ν
andΝ‘theΝὄiἹhteousness demanded of his disciples’.17  In the process, Via 
acknowledἹeὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝidentityΝaὅΝ‘aΝὄiἹhteouὅΝman’ΝiὅΝlaὄἹelyΝpoὄtὄayedΝinΝ
thiὅΝbiblicalΝaccountΝ‘byΝhiὅΝactionὅ,ΝbyΝhiὅΝdeciὅionὅΝto render a difficult 
obedience’.18   
InΝhiὅΝὄecountinἹΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ‘deciὅionὅ’ΝViaΝaddὄeὅὅeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝinitialΝ
‘deciὅion’ΝinΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝhiὅΝὄealiὐationΝthatΝεaὄyΝhaὅΝbecomeΝpὄeἹnantέΝΝInΝthiὅΝ
caὅe,ΝViaΝὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthatΝwhileΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝdiὅposes him to obey the 
law’,ΝtheΝὃualityΝoἸΝitΝalὅoΝleadὅΝhimΝtoΝdecideΝtoΝdoΝthiὅΝ‘ὃuietly’ΝὅoΝaὅΝtoΝpὄotectΝ
Mary (and the child she bears) from possible punishment and even death.19  
Further, Via argues, it is this very ethical dilemma of Joseph, highlighted in his 
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 Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝεatthewΝ
1-ἀ’,Νp. 129, adds:  
All three have the same five functions, but they are differentiated in that the Consequence or 
Attribution function differs in each of them in content with regard to the object 
communicated. In the qualifying test power or a helper is attributed to the hero; in the main 
test a good or value, liquidation of lack, is communicated to him; and in the glorifying test 
recognition, or a message, is attributed to him (Greimas: 197, 202 - 203, 206; Calloud: 28). 
Obviously, in order to distinguish the three tests, it was necessary to give the fifth function a 
more specific semantic content than it has in the test sequence per se. Therefore, the three-
teὅtΝpatteὄnΝiὅΝleὅὅΝabὅtὄactΝ(leὅὅΝ“deep”)ΝthanΝtheΝὅimpleΝteὅtΝὅeὃuenceΝandΝὅhouldΝbeΝcalled,Ν
inΝouὄΝἸὄameΝoἸΝὄeἸeὄence,ΝanΝ“inteὄmediate”Νὅtὄucture. 
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 Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝεatthewΝ
1-ἀ’,Νp. 129. 
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‘embaὄὄaὅὅment’ΝoveὄΝhiὅΝdiὅcoveὄyΝaboutΝεaὄyΝthatΝleadὅΝtoΝaΝ‘dὄamaticΝ
encounter of self with self, God, and the world’ΝthatΝleadὅΝhimΝtoΝmakeΝnewΝ
decisions.20  ItΝiὅΝthiὅΝ‘dὄamaticΝencounteὄ’,ΝἸacilitatedΝbyΝtheΝannunciationΝoἸΝtheΝ
anἹelicΝmeὅὅenἹeὄΝduὄinἹΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝdὄeam that changes everything and 
ultimately reshapes his understanding of righteousness, the law, his relationship 
with Mary (and the child she bears), and his identity and purpose in life.  For in 
thiὅΝ‘encounteὄ’ Joseph is commanded to reverse his present course, andΝtoΝ‘takeΝ
Mary as his wife’, andΝmakeΝJeὅuὅΝ‘hiὅΝleἹal,ΝadoptedΝὅon and thereby also son of 
David’.21  Therefore, in his analysis of the portrayal of Joseph in Matthew 1-2, 
ViaΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝitΝiὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝacceptanceΝoἸΝtheΝanἹelicΝmeὅὅaἹeΝandΝcommand 
thatΝὄevealὅΝbothΝtheΝconὅiὅtencyΝinΝhiὅΝchaὄacteὄΝ(‘heΝpeὄὅiὅtentlyΝhaὅΝtheΝ
diὅpoὅitionΝtoΝdoΝtheΝwillΝoἸΝύod’)ΝandΝhiὅΝmoὄalΝandΝὅpiὄitualΝ‘ἸlexibilityΝandΝ
openness’Ν(‘diὅplayedΝinΝhiὅΝcapacity - seen especially in his first decision - to 
change hiὅΝviewΝoἸΝwhatΝtheΝwillΝoἸΝύodΝὄeὃuiὄeὅΝandΝoἸΝhowΝoneΝknowὅΝit’)έ22  
Ulrich Luz  
A pioneer in the use and application of Wirkungsgeschichte in the interpretation 
of the New Testament, Ulrich Luz, has contributed three significant studies on the 
Gospel of Matthew, namely, Matthew in History: Interpretation, Influence and 
Effects (1994), The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew (1995), and Matthew 1-7, 
initially published in English in 1989, and later adapted and reissued in 2007.23  
This in turn has been followed by the publications of two other volumes in his 
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J.B. Robinson; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Matthew 1-7 (trans. Wilhelm C. 
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Matthean commentary series:  Matthew 8-20 and Matthew 21-28.24  It is his 
volume on Matthew 1-7 that is most relevant for the present study. In his 
examinationΝoἸΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝtwoΝchapteὄὅΝoἸΝεatthew,ΝδuὐΝacknowledἹeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
importance and centrality, particularly in his comments on 1.18-25 and 2.13-23.25  
Even so,ΝὅiἹniἸicantΝaὅΝδuὐ’ὅΝcommentὅΝaὄeΝwithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝandΝ
role in the narrative, he makes only brief references and allusions to Joseph in his 
discussion of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the first two chapters of Matthew.  
  With respect to 1.1-17, Luz recognizes that most interpreters in the ancient 
chuὄchΝdidΝnotΝconcuὄΝwithΝtheΝideaΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἹenealoἹyΝ‘demonὅtὄatedΝtheΝ
DavidicΝdeὅcentΝbecauὅeΝ…ΝheΝwaὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝleἹalΝἸatheὄΝ…’,ΝandΝnoteὅΝthatΝmoὅtΝ
acknowledged Matthew’ὅΝἹenealoἹyΝaὅΝ“Joὅeph’ὅ”’.26  In his comments on the 
second pericope (1.18-25), Luz focuses upon the reception history of 1.25.  With 
ὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝthiὅΝveὄὅe,ΝheΝnoteὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄeὅenceΝὄaiὅeὅΝὃueὅtionὅΝaboutΝtheΝ
nature of his relationship with Mary following the birth of Jesus and this, in turn, 
leads Luz into an extensive discussion about Mary and the role of this verse with 
ὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝlateὄΝdiὅcouὄὅeΝaboutΝtheΝtheoloἹicalΝdoctὄineΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpeὄpetualΝ
virginity.27  Curiously, Luz does not explore these matters with respect to Joseph 
in any depth or reflect upon later theological or artistic portrayals of Joseph based 
upon this pericope.   
    This lack of attention to Joseph is also evident in his discussion of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte in the second chapter of Matthew.  In his analysis of the 
Adoration of the Magi in 2.1-12, Luz gives serious consideration to the 
representations of Mary, the Christ child, and the Magi in the later interpretations 
of numerous church fathers and theologians.  Further, he also gives serious 
consideration to their representations in the later images of some artists (including 
two notable images, the composition of The Epiphany in the large anonymous 
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 Ulrich Luz, Matthew 8-20 (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2001) 
and Ulrich Luz, Matthew 21-28 (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2005).   
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mosaic in S. Maria Maggiore in Rome and the composition of the central panel of 
the triptych of the Adoration of the Magi by Rogier van der Weyden in the Alte 
Pinakothek in Munich in which Joseph is present).  Yet, Luz ignores the 
reflections and portrayals of these interpreters and artists with respect to Joseph.28  
Neither does Luz include any later interpretations and portrayals of Joseph in his 
diὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝtheΝ‘Flight to Egypt and Move to Nazaὄeth’ΝinΝἀέΰἁ-23.  This is 
especially surprising since this particular pericope has evoked much response 
from later narrators, church fathers, theologians, and artists and invited 
fascinating representations and compositions of the Carpenter.29  
Joseph A. Fitzmyer 
InΝaΝlectuὄeΝἹivenΝatΝStέΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἧniveὄὅityΝinΝΰλλιΝinΝPhiladelphiaΝandΝlateὄΝ
published by that institution under the title, Saint Joseph in Matthew’s Gospel, the 
Jesuit scholar, Joseph A. Fitzmyer, reflects uponΝtheΝtopicὅΝoἸΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝσame’, 
‘ἦheΝχncientΝSouὄceὅΝthatΝἦellΝἧὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph,ΝtheΝώuὅbandΝof Mary’, andΝ‘ἦheΝ
PictuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝεatthew’ὅΝύoὅpel’έ30  In the process, Fitzmyer provides 
much information about the portrayal of Joseph in both Matthew and Luke, noting 
‘theΝimpoὄtantΝὄoleΝthatΝJoὅephΝplayὅΝinΝtheΝinἸancyΝnaὄὄativeΝ(εatthew)’ΝandΝ
draws a substantial analogy between the Joseph of the New Testament and the 
JoὅephΝoἸΝύeneὅiὅ,ΝwhomΝόitὐmyeὄΝidentiἸieὅΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ἸamouὅΝἹuaὄdianΝof a 
patriarchal family in Israelite history’.31  However, it is striking that though 
Fitzmyer acknowledges Joseph is identified by the writer of Matthew as the 
‘huὅband’ΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝoὄΝ‘Ἰoὅteὄ-Ἰatheὄ’ΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝandΝaὅΝaΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅ’Ν
andΝ‘obedient’ΝJew,ΝheΝmoὅtΝoἸtenΝὅpeakὅΝoἸΝhimΝaὅΝ‘JoὅephΝtheΝἹuaὄdian’ΝandΝ
ὅummaὄiὐeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝactivityΝinΝεatthewΝaὅΝ‘pὄovidinἹΝὅaἸetyΝandΝguardianship 
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University Press, 1997). 
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for Mary and Jesus’.32  Thus, while Fitzmyer goes into some detail about the 
character of Joseph within Matthew and the rest of the New Testament, his 
theoloἹicalΝaὅὅumptionὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝviὄἹinityΝandΝhiὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄoleΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝ
‘JoὅephΝtheΝἹuaὄdian’),ΝὅeὄiouὅlyΝinhibitΝhiὅΝanalyὅiὅΝandΝhiὅΝconcluὅionὅΝaboutΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝpoὄtὄayalΝwithinΝtheΝἹoὅpelὅΝnaὄὄatives of the birth and infancy 
of Jesus.33  As a result many aspects of Joseph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝinΝεatthewΝare left 
unexplored.  
Research in Non-canonic Studies 
Although Joseph the Carpenter is a prominent figure in the Infancy Gospel of 
James, the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, the History of Joseph the Carpenter, and 
the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, only one scholar has taken formal interest in his 
character, role, and portrayal in this material, notably, Ronald Hock.  Specifically, 
Hock reflects on the reception history of the New Testament portrayals of Joseph 
in Christian non-canonic literature.34  
 
Ronald Hock  
WhileΝRonaldΝόέΝώock’ὅΝmainΝἹoalὅΝinΝThe Infancy Gospels of James and Thomas 
are to provide new English translations, updated Greek texts, along with 
introductions and commentaries for both of these early Christian apocrypha, he, 
nonetheless, offers important insights into the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New 
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 Fitzmyer, Saint Joseph in Matthew’s Gospel, pp. 2, 3, 4, 7, 12-13, 17, and 19-20.  Fitzmyer 
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(ed.), The New Testament Apocrypha: Gospels and Related Writings I (trans. Robert McL.Wilson; 
Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991), pp. 470-85 and J.K. Elliott, The Apocryphal 
New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2004), pp. 48-51, 68-69, 84-86, and 111, and A 
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with regard to the work of Reidar Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus: Decoding the Apocryphal 
Infancy Gospel of Thomas (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2009).   
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Testament portrayals of Joseph in certain circles within early Christianity.35  
Although he acknowledges with Elliott that much of the focus of these two 
naὄὄativeὅΝiὅΝonΝὅtoὄieὅΝaboutΝεaὄyΝandΝevolvinἹΝεaὄioloἹy,Νώock’ὅΝappὄoachΝtoΝ
them permits him to reflect seriously upon their authoὄὅ’ΝὄepὄeὅentationὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ
and Joseph.  In the process, Hock identifies several perceptions the authors (and 
likely their communities) held about Joseph, which constitutes an important 
contribution to the reception history of the New Testament portrayals of Joseph.
 Hock finds the image of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of James to be quite 
different from his portrait in the canonic gospels.  While he admits the author of 
this second century non-canonic narrative makes use of the material relevant to 
the canonic portrayal of Joseph in Matthew 1-2 and Luke 1-2 and keeps 
significant portions of the outline of the canonic narrative in place, Hock 
recognizes that the author introduces important innovations into his 
characterizations and narrative, including specific innovations that profoundly 
alter the canonic portrait of Joseph.36  Among other places, these innovations 
appeaὄΝwithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝconceὄnΝaboutΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancyΝandΝinclude,ΝaὅΝ
ώockΝnoteὅ,Ν‘aΝὅoliloὃuyΝbyΝJoὅephΝaboutΝεaὄy’ὅΝconditionΝ(ΰἁμ1-η)’ΝandΝ‘aΝ
confrontation between Joseph and Mary (13:6-ΰί)’έ37 
ώockΝbelieveὅΝtheΝmoὅtΝὅiἹniἸicantΝinnovationὅΝoccuὄΝinΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝ
chaὄacteὄiὐation’,ΝchanἹeὅΝthatΝheΝaὄἹueὅΝ‘aὄeΝneceὅὅitatedΝbyΝtheΝauthoὄ’ὅΝ
emphaὅiὅΝonΝεaὄy’ὅΝpuὄityέέέ’38  In addition, this author makes every effort in the 
tone,Νdemeanoὄ,ΝandΝὅubὅtanceΝoἸΝtheΝwoὄdὅΝheΝplaceὅΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmouth,ΝtoΝbuildΝ
a spiritual and psychological wall between Joseph and Mary, to remove any 
suggestion of a close personal relationship or intimacy between the couple during 
the period of the birth of Jesus (19.1-13) or later (9.8).39 
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    At the same time, Hock finds even more innovation in the image of Joseph 
in The Infancy Gospel of Thomas, a collection of several stories about the 
childhood of Jesus.40  Here, as he notes, Joseph is placed into a largely new role 
wheὄeΝheΝmuὅtΝἸatheὄ,ΝaὅΝitΝweὄe,ΝaΝ‘new’ΝJeὅuὅΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘aΝvindictive,ΝaὄὄoἹant,Ν
unruly child’ who, as J.K. Elliott puts it, ‘ὅeldomΝactὅΝinΝaΝωhὄiὅtianΝway’.41 Thus, 
the author of this infancy gospel offers a further portrait of Joseph that not only 
stands in some tension with the earliest canonic images and the portrayal offered 
by the author of the Infancy Gospel of James, but contributes extra elements to 
the narrative portrayal of Joseph that further stretch the parameters of the 
conception and image of the Carpenter in early Christianity.  Among these 
elements is the fact that in this gospel Joseph is a very active father who is 
substantially engaged with Jesus.   
In placing his analyses of these non-canonic gospels side by side, Hock 
permits his readers to perceive the differences and similarities between these 
respective portraits of Joseph; differences and similarities that highlight both the 
apologetic concerns of the early church and the fluidity in the perception of the 
role of the Carpenter. 
Research in Church History 
While several scholars in the field of church history have made contributions to 
an understanding of the portrayal of Joseph, four in particular, Joseph Seitz, 
Francis Filas, Geoffrey Parrinder, and Joseph Lienhard engage in implicit 
attempts to attend to the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament portrayals of 
Joseph.42  Thus, the attention of this initial review will be upon their work.  
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Joseph Seitz 
In a text published in 1908, the Jesuit scholar, Joseph Seitz, made a substantial 
effort to document and survey the history of devotion to Joseph.43  In order to 
accomplish this task, he sought to document and examine evidence about Joseph 
found in relevant literary and theological sources (including the narratives of the 
New Testament and Christian non-canonic writers, the theological writings of the 
church fathers, and the later writings of medieval and renaissance theologians and 
spiritual writers) and in related works of art (covering the period of the earliest 
Christian art to that of renaissance artists and artisans).  In so doing, Seitz, 
brought new attention to Joseph and, by means of the quantity of evidence he 
presented, challenged scholars to reconsider Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝimpoὄtanceΝinΝ
Christian salvation history.  Accordingly, Seitz offers a wide array of literary, 
theological, and artistic evidence to support his conviction that devotion to Joseph 
grew over time, became substantial within the medieval period, and reached an 
appropriate height by the time of the Council of Trent.  In the process, he provides 
evidence to aid in the analysis of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament 
images of Joseph.  
      While the strength of his text is found largely in its breadth, this breadth 
also reveals its limitation. This limitation is demonstrated, among other places, in 
his work in chapter three which covers the early Christian and early medieval 
periods that are the focus of this study.  Although he provides some critical 
documentation in these chapters, Seitz inevitably misses much evidence that 
explains the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament 
images of JosephέΝΝόuὄtheὄ,ΝSeitὐ’ὅΝwoὄkΝiὅΝlimitedΝbyΝceὄtainΝtheoloἹicalΝ
assumptions that underlie his study (namely, the assumption that Joseph was a 
virgin throughout his life and the assumption that he and Mary never 
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 Joseph Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum 
Konzil von Trient dargestellt (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 1908).   
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consummated their relationship and had a family, as the early gospel texts may 
suggest).  Among other things, these underlying assumptions lead him to negate 
part of the portrayal of Joseph in the New Testament and dismiss the significance 
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝrole in the Christian non-canonic literature.  Thus, ultimately, both the 
breadth oἸΝSeitὐ’ὅΝwoὄkΝand these two particular assumptions inhibit its value with 
respect to the narratives and art addressed in this analysis. 
 
Francis Filas 
Much the same can be said in regard to the research of the Jesuit scholar, Francis 
Filas, who spent a large portion of his academic career engaged in analysis of the 
portrayal of Joseph as his publications indicate.44  While all of his volumes reveal 
an implicit interest in the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament images of 
Joseph, this interest seems most notable in his last.45 
ώeavilyΝdependentΝuponΝSeitὐ’ὅΝeaὄlieὄΝwoὄk,ΝinΝJoseph, the Man Closest 
to Jesus, Filas examines the evolution of devotion to Joseph from the earliest 
years of Christianity to the modern period.46  In the process, Filas focuses upon 
some subjects that are relevant to this analysis, notably, the portrayal of Joseph in 
the canonic and non-canonic gospels and the history of devotion to Joseph in the 
early centuries and in the Byzantine Church. 
However, aὅΝinΝtheΝcaὅeΝoἸΝtheΝwoὄkΝoἸΝSeitὐ,ΝmuchΝoἸΝόilaὅ’ΝwὄitinἹΝiὅΝ
shaped by the two underlying assumptions that informed Seitz as well as an even 
more heightened desire to defend additional Catholic doctrine.  It is also 
inἸluencedΝbyΝόilaὅ’ΝdeὅiὄeΝtoΝcoveὄΝeven a larger time period than Seitz; a goal 
                                                          
    
44
 His publications include the following: Francis Filas, The Man Nearest to Christ: Nature and 
Historic Development of the Devotion to St. Joseph (Milwaukee, WI: Bruce Publishing Company, 
1944); Joseph and Jesus: A Theological Study of Their Relationship (Milwaukee, WI: Bruce 
Publishing Company, 1952); Joseph Most Just: Theological Questions about St. Joseph 
(Milwaukee, WI: Bruce Publishing Company, 1956); and Joseph, the Man Closest to Jesus: The 
Complete Life, Theology, and Devotional History of St. Joseph (Boston: Daughters of St. Paul, 
1962).  
    
45
 Francis Filas, Joseph, the Man Closest to Jesus: The Complete Life, Theology, and 
Devotional History of St. Joseph. 
    
46
 Filas, Joseph, the Man Closest to Jesus: The Complete Life, Theology, and Devotional 
History of St. Joseph, p. 15, acknowledges his heavy dependence upon the work of Seitz. 
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that inevitably diminishes the strength of this text as well as the quality of his 
scholarship.47  Therefore, while there is much to commend this large work, it has 
limited value for this thesis. 
 
Geoffrey Parrinder 
RebuttinἹΝtheΝ‘tὄaditionalΝbelieἸΝinΝaΝviὄἹinalΝconceptionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’,ΝPaὄὄindeὄΝ
asserts in, Son of Joseph: The Parentage of Jesus, his own belief that Joseph was 
the biological father of Jesus.48  Using the historical critical method, he engages in 
considerable reflection upon the heritage of the historical Jesus, as it can be 
discerned, in both the New Testament and early Christian non-canonic gospels.  
This leads Parrinder to conclude, among other things, that some early Christian 
narratives, theoloἹy,ΝandΝaὄtΝ(baὅedΝuponΝthiὅΝ‘tὄaditionalΝbelieἸ’)ΝdiὅtoὄtedΝtheΝ
identityΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝandΝdiminiὅhedΝtheΝὄoleΝandΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝJeὅuὅ’ΝliἸeέΝΝ
Consequently, summarizing his thoughts in a chapteὄΝentitled,Ν‘Joὅeph’,ΝPaὄὄindeὄΝ
argues that Joseph played a substantial role in the life of Jesus.  In his role as a 
Jewish father, he believes Joseph helped determine Jeὅuὅ’ΝeaὄthlyΝvocationΝaὅΝaΝ
caὄpenteὄ,ΝhadΝaΝὅiἹniἸicantΝinἸluenceΝonΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὅpiὄitualΝbelieἸὅΝandΝideaὅ,ΝveὄyΝ
poὅὅiblyΝὅhapedΝJeὅuὅ’ΝconceptionΝoἸΝύodΝaὅΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Νand,Νnatuὄally,ΝledΝpeopleΝ
whoΝknewΝbothΝtoΝidentiἸyΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έ49 
  The priority he gives the canonic narratives is a reminder that their 
portrayals of Joseph must first be sufficiently reviewed and analyzed before a 
study of the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament 
images of Joseph can truly begin. 
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 Thus, Filas spends a lot of time focused upon certain subjects that are not directly relevant to 
the concerns of the present study.  These include theΝὅubjectὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝanceὅtὄy,Ν‘Joὅeph’ὅΝ
miὄaculouὅΝὅelection’,ΝhiὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝtheΝ‘bὄethὄenΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’,ΝtheΝpὄoὅpectΝoἸΝhiὅΝ‘eaὄlieὄΝ
maὄὄiaἹe’,ΝtheΝauthenticityΝoἸΝhiὅΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝtoΝεaὄy,ΝtheΝiὅὅueΝoἸΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝἸatheὄhood’,ΝandΝotheὄΝ
matters that are particularly relevant to the Catholic tradition. 
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 Geoffrey Parrinder, Son of Joseph: The Parentage of Jesus (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1992). 
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 Parrinder, Son of Joseph: The Parentage of Jesus, pp. 110-15. 
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Joseph Lienhard 
In his brief study, St. Joseph in Early Christianity, Lienhard, also a member of the 
Society of Jesus, reflects on the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New Testament 
portrayals of Joseph in early Christian non-canonic and patristic writings.50   
Although he considers the representations of Joseph in several of the early non-
canonic writings (the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, 
the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, and the History of Joseph the Carpenter) in 
relationship to the canonic gospel images, he focuses most of his attention on the 
narrative of the Infancy Gospel of James, the narrative he considers the most 
important and influential theological text within Christian apocrypha.  Among 
otheὄΝthinἹὅ,ΝδienhaὄdΝidentiἸieὅΝ‘ὅeveὄalΝimpoὄtant,ΝbutΝpὄoblematic,ΝaὅὅeὄtionὅΝ
[withinΝit]Ν…ΝnotΝaccountedΝἸoὄΝinΝtheΝἹoὅpelὅ’,ΝincludinἹΝaὅὅeὄtionὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
that later authors further developed or embellished; assertions that dramatically 
shaped patristic interpretations of Joseph.51  
Research in Art History 
Although much research in art history has focused on representations of the holy 
family, a significant amount of this work has centered on the two figures of the 
Christ-child and Mary or upon the figure of Mary alone; with little reflection on 
the figure of Joseph.  Numerous examples of this concentration can be found 
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 Joseph Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity (PhiladelphiaμΝStέΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἧniveὄὅityΝPὄeὅὅ,Ν
1999). 
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 Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity, pp. 9 and 11. Lienhard believes the church 
Ἰatheὄὅ’ΝinteὄeὅtὅΝweὄeΝpὄimaὄilyΝcenteὄedΝonΝpὄovidinἹΝanὅweὄὅΝtoΝceὄtainΝὃueὅtionὅΝthat addressed, 
amonἹΝotheὄΝiὅὅueὅ,ΝtheΝappaὄentΝconἸlictΝbetweenΝεatthew’ὅΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝἹenealoἹyΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ
andΝδuke’ὅ,ΝtheΝinteὄpὄetationΝoἸΝtheΝἹoὅpelΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝtheΝbὄotheὄὅΝandΝὅiὅteὄὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝandΝtheΝ
marital status and position of Joseph. The patristic fathers believed these were very serious issues; 
iὅὅueὅΝthatΝὄaiὅedΝὃueὅtionὅΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’Νdivinity,Νεaὄy’ὅΝviὄἹinity,ΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
ἸatheὄhoodΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmaὄitalΝandΝὅexualΝὅtatuὅ,ΝandΝtheΝnatuὄeΝandΝchaὄacteὄΝoἸΝtheΝ
relationship between Joseph and Mary. Therefore, they devoted a lot of time and effort to these 
questions. Having posed these issues, Lienhard, St Joseph in Early Christianity, pp. 11-56, then 
goes on to provide an interpretation of the patristic responses to them and to offer an extensive 
antholoἹyΝentitled,Ν‘PὄincipalΝPaὅὅaἹeὅΝἸὄomΝtheΝόatheὄὅΝoἸΝtheΝωhuὄchΝonΝStέΝJoὅeph’ΝthatΝdetailὅΝ
the perceptions and thoughts of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Julius Africanus, Origen, Ambrose, 
Hilary, Augustine, and Chrysostom, Pseudo-Augustine, and Pseudo-Origen, among others. 
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within the standard catalogue raisonnes of both major and minor artists as well as 
in numerous special studies.  Of the various scholars who consider the portrayal 
of Joseph the Carpenter, the work of Gertrud Schiller, Tom Pitts, and Brigitte 
Heublein, disclose implicit attempts to attend to the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of the earliest gospel portrayals of Joseph.52 
 
Gertrud Schiller 
In her two volume text, The Iconography of Christian Art, Gertrud Schiller 
reveals an interest in some of the portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter in the history 
of Western art.53  Indeed, in contrast to many other art historians, she makes brief 
but important efforts toΝdetailΝtheΝhiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝpoὄtὄayalΝinΝeaὄlyΝ
Christian and early medieval art, the periods of interest for this study as well as in 
lateὄΝpeὄiodὅέΝWithinΝtheΝcontextΝoἸΝheὄΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝtheΝbὄoadeὄΝὅubjectΝoἸΝ‘ἦheΝ
ψiὄthΝandΝωhildhoodΝoἸΝωhὄiὅt’,ΝSchilleὄΝdocumentὅΝtheΝἸluidityΝandΝvaὄietyΝinΝtheΝ
artistic representations of Joseph in the evolution of the Wirkungsgeschichte of 
the earliest gospel portrayals of Joseph through the means of several images that 
recount the Matthean and Lukan nativity scenes.  In the process, she creates one 
of the most important analyses of the development of the reception history of the 
Matthean and Lukan accounts of Joseph in art history, research that will be given 
serious consideration.   
  Among other images, Schiller draws attention to several significant 
portrayals and interpretations of Joseph in the mosaic pictorial cycle of the birth 
and childhood of Jesus in the triumphal arch of the Santa Maria Maggiore, the 
earliest and only extant Roman cathedral from the first half of the fifth century.  
Created, under the direction of Pope Sixtus III, following the important Council of 
Ephesus in 431, in which the larger church declared Mary, the mother of Jesus, to 
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 While the great scholar of early Christian images, Wilpert, Giuseppe, I Sarcofagi Cristiani 
Antichi, Volumes I-V (Roma: Pontificio Istituto di Archeologia Cristiana, 1929-1936), 
periodically reflects upon the presence and portrayal of Joseph, he does not engage in the kind of 
concentrated reflection found in the work of these other authors.                             
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 Gertrud Schiller, The Iconography of Christian Art, 2 vols. (trans. Janet Seligman; 
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be theotokos,Ν‘theΝbeaὄeὄΝoἸΝύod’,ΝthiὅΝcathedὄalΝwaὅΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝtoΝbeΝdedicatedΝtoΝ
the virgin Mary.54   As Schiller notes, it is these images of Joseph, inspired from 
the Matthean and Lucan narrative events of the Annunciation to Mary and the 
Annunciation to Joseph, the Adoration of the Magi, the Presentation in the 
Temple and Joseph’s Second Dream, and the Three Magi before Herod as well as 
a scene from an early unknown non-canonic gospel, the Greeting of the Holy 
Family by Afrodisius at Sotinen in Egypt during the Flight into Egypt, that 
provide some of the most memorable and fascinating representations of the 
canonic and non-canonic accounts of the Carpenter. 
 
Tom Pitts 
In his 1988 PhD diὅὅeὄtation,Ν‘The Origin and Meaning of Some Saint Joseph 
όiἹuὄeὅΝinΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝχὄt,’ completed at the University of Georgia, Pitts 
aὅὅeὄtὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘imaἹeΝoἸΝStέΝJoὅephΝ…ΝinΝtheΝaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝeaὄlyΝωatholicΝchuὄchΝwaὅ,Ν
in certain examples, based on classical figures that were chosen as models for 
theiὄΝabilityΝtoΝcommunicateΝJoὅeph’ὅΝappeaὄanceΝandΝemotionalΝὅtateΝaὅΝὄelatedΝ
by the Bible and earliest non-canonic naὄὄativeέ’55  He explores this thesis by 
surveying classical pagan images and determining which of these prototypes bear 
the closest resemblance to images of Joseph created within the first several 
centuries of Christianity.   
Before Pitts begins this substantial survey and comparison, he documents 
and evaluates three early Christian literary sources in chapter one, notably, the 
two nativity accounts in the gospels of Matthew and Luke and the account of the 
non-canonic Infancy Gospel of James, that he is convinced informed early 
representations of Joseph with regard to his appearance and emotional state.  He 
doeὅΝthiὅΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝdeteὄmineΝ‘the variety of emotions to which the artisans 
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 Schiller, The Iconography of Christian Art, I, pp. 26-27. 
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 ἦomΝRichaὄdὅonΝPittὅ,Ν‘ἦheΝτὄiἹinΝandΝεeaninἹΝoἸΝSomeΝSaintΝJoὅephΝόiἹuὄeὅΝinΝϋaὄlyΝ
ωhὄiὅtianΝχὄt’,ΝPhDΝdissertation (Athens, GA: University of Georgia, 1988), p. iii. 
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neededΝtoΝὄeἸeὄ’ in their compositions of Joseph.56  In the end, it is his belief that 
the authors of Matthew, Luke, and the Infancy Gospel of James, leave their 
readers with the impression that the most dominant emotionὅΝ‘experienced by 
Joseph’ΝweὄeΝ‘sadness and anxiety …’57  
  Once he completes his discussion of the literary and theological 
background of early portrayals of Joseph, Pitts then seeks to substantiate his thesis 
by means of a survey and comparison of antique classical images and early 
images of Joseph. In order to establish that specific resemblances do exist, Pitts 
compares the classical images with the portrayals of Joseph.  Using the diverse 
categories of body type, age, beard, hair length, costume, gesture, placement in 
the composition, similar situations, character traits, and emotions, he precedes to 
make the case, in the rest of his text that substantial parallels exist between 
several different classical pagan figures and early figures of Joseph.   
   In chapter two, Pitts asserts that one of the basic types of Joseph, often 
describedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘depὄeὅὅed-appearinἹ’ΝoὄΝ‘mouὄninἹΝJoὅeph’, bears a close 
relationship to antique images of anonymouὅΝmouὄneὄὅέΝΝχὅΝheΝnoteὅ,ΝtheΝ‘type of 
Joseph who sits with his head on the palm of his hand’, in fact, has antecedents in 
classical philosopher figures as well as Roman capta figures and, thus, should be 
interpreted more broadly.58  Referring to several examples of early Christian 
portrayals of this type of Joseph, he asserts that this pose and gesture, in some 
compositions, also represents other emotions or mental states, aside from that of 
mourning, including,Ν‘attentionΝtoΝtheΝwillΝoἸΝύod’, ‘watchfulness over the safety 
of the mother and child’, andΝ‘worry, thought, sleep, and submission’.59  
   In his concluding remarks, Pitts offers an excellent summary of the 
challenges that confronted early Christian artists with respect to their construction 
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayal,ΝchallenἹeὅΝthatΝevenΝὄemainedΝἸoὄΝlateὄΝωhὄiὅtian artists.  He 
writes: 
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The creators of early Christian art confronted a difficult problem in the 
task of creating the first Joseph images.  In their cast of classical figures 
no one figure could best be adapted as the basis for the saint in all his 
various roles.  In addition, there was scant literary description of the man.  
ἦhiὅΝὅituationΝwaὅΝcomplicatedΝbyΝtheΝaὄtiὅan’s goal of creating a Joseph 
figure that expressed a vast range of human emotion. Also, to complicate 
the matter was theΝeaὄlyΝωhuὄch’ὅΝtwoΝattitudeὅ toward the Saint.  On the 
one hand, he was an important witness to the birth and protector to the 
child and mother, and on the other hand he was a threat to the belief that 
Christ was of virgin birth and that Mary was forever pure.  The artisans 
responded to this complex situation and produced the first images of the 
husband of Mary by utilizing a multiplicity of sources for body types, 
dress, and character features, and they adopted the time-tested language of 
gestures from the classical realm.60 
 
Brigitte Heublein 
In a text published in 1998, Brigitte Heublein addresses the subject of the 
iconography of Joseph in German and Dutch contexts from the medieval to the 
renaissance periods.61  Thus, the focus of her attention is only upon a limited 
scope of the artistic representation of Joseph.  She also shows minimal interest in 
a formal analysis of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the earliest gospel portrayals of 
Joseph although her own analyses inevitably lead to the documentation of later 
examples that reveal specific responses to this narrative record. 
   In chapter 2 of her discussion of the portrayal of Joseph (in scenes of the 
birth of Jesus) in the early Christian and early medieval periods, she provides both 
evidence and commentary on several works of art that constitute important 
examples of this development.62  These include, among others, portrayals of 
Joseph in artistic scenes related to the birth of Jesus in carved sarcophagi from 
Arles and Le Puy, in ivory-carved images in the cathedra of Maximianus in 
Ravenna, in an illuminated manuscript composition in the Syrian Rabula Codex in 
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Florence, and in ivory-carved ecclesiastical book covers from Milan, examples 
which will be both acknowledged and evaluated in this thesis.63 
  A review of the history of research of both explicit and implicit scholarly 
studies of the development of the Wirkungsgeshichte of the Matthean, Lukan, and 
Johannine portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter in the fields of biblical studies, non-
canonic studies, church history, and art history suggests that a scholarly 
examination to trace and document these representations of Joseph the Carpenter 
in Christian literature and art is necessary and appropriate to fill this scholarly 
lacunae. 
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THE METHODOLOGY 
The methodology of this study is based upon the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer 
who introduced the idea of Wirkungsgeschichte, the history of influence, in his 
1960 work, Wahrheit und Methode.64  ItΝiὅΝἸoundedΝonΝύadameὄ’ὅΝaὅὅeὄtionΝthat a 
‘tὄueΝhiὅtoὄicalΝobjectΝiὅΝnotΝanΝobjectΝatΝall,ΝbutΝtheΝunityΝoἸΝtheΝoneΝandΝtheΝotheὄ,Ν
a relationship that constitutes both the reality of history, die Wirklichkeit der 
Geschichte, and the reality of historical understanding, die Wirklichkeit des 
geschichtlichen Verstehens’.65  To acknowledge this is to accept the marriage 
between the reality of history and the reality of historical understanding and to 
recognize the potentialities for interpretation and scholarship despite our own 
historicity and limitations. 
 These potentialities for interpretation have been recognized by many 
scholars including Hans Robert Jauss and Ulrich Luz.  Some twenty years after 
theΝpublicationΝoἸΝύadameὄ’ὅ Wahrheit und Methode, Hans Robert Jauss, a 
ὅtudentΝoἸΝύadameὄ’ὅΝatΝώeidelbeὄἹ,ΝcὄeatedΝwhatΝheΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝanΝaeὅtheticΝoἸΝ
reception, Rezeptionsästhetik, his own hermeneutical theory, in his text, Towards 
an Aesthetic of Reception.66  InΝitΝheΝaὄἹuedΝthatΝ‘χΝliteὄaὄyΝwoὄkΝiὅΝnotΝanΝobjectΝ
that stands by itself and that offers the same view to each reader in each period.  It 
iὅΝnotΝaΝmonumentΝthatΝmonoloἹicallyΝὄevealὅΝitὅΝtimeleὅὅΝeὅὅenceέ’67  Rather, it is 
an object whose meaning can only be actualized as different generations and 
groups of readers engage the text and interpret it.  This is certainly true for the 
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biblicalΝnaὄὄativeΝwhich,ΝinΝoneΝwayΝoὄΝanotheὄ,ΝhaὅΝalwayὅΝbeenΝanΝ‘inteὄpὄeted’Ν
text.68   
At the same time Jauss asserted that modern interpreters can only really 
understand texts if they take into account their readers, those who have engaged 
the texts and interpreted them.69  For this reason, it is essential that the modern 
scholar attempt to recognize the different presuppositions readers have brought to 
their interpretations of particular texts, the ‘hoὄiὐonὅΝoἸΝexpectation’ (Horizonte 
der Erwartung) the readers hold that have informed and shaped their 
interpretations.70 
  Likewise, building upon the work of Gadamer, New Testament scholar 
Ulrich Luz has further developed his own ideas with respect to 
Wirkungsgeschichte.  As a result, he has become convinced that 
InΝaΝὅpecialΝὅenὅeΝtheΝhiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝtheΝtext’ὅΝinἸluenceΝthatΝἹoeὅΝbeyondΝtheΝ    
history of interpretation reminds us that understanding a biblical text takes   
place not only through determining what it says, but also through doing   
and suffering; through singing,ΝpaintinἹ,ΝandΝcompoὅinἹΝpoetὄyΝ…71  
 
Subsequently, this has encouraged other scholars to consider the evidence 
of other factors, such as other types of literature and art, in their own 
interpretations of New Testament texts and literature.  Certainly this can be seen 
in the early work on the history of effects of A.C. Thiselton,72 R.C. Trexler, 73 and 
M.M. Mitchell.74  Such considerations are also visible, among other places, in the 
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 εaὄyΝωhiltonΝωallaway,Ν‘What’ὅΝtheΝἧὅeΝoἸΝReceptionΝώiὅtoὄyς’,ΝpέΝηέΝΝPapeὄΝpὄeὅentedΝatΝtheΝ
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eὅὅay,Ν‘ἦheΝχnnunciationμΝχΝStudyΝinΝReceptionΝώiὅtoὄy,’ΝbyΝἦoὄd Fornberg, and 
the study, Walking on Water: Reading Mt. 14:22-33 in the Light of its 
Wirkungsgeschichte by Rachel Nicholls , both of which exemplify the different 
ways the Wirkungsgeschichte of a New Testament document can be explored and 
offer suggestions for how the present study might be conducted.75   
InΝόoὄnbeὄἹ’ὅ attempt to address theΝὅubjectΝoἸΝ‘ἦheΝReceptionΝoἸΝtheΝσewΝ
Testament as aΝωontinuinἹΝPὄoceὅὅ’,Νhe engages in an examination of the text of 
the Annunciation to Mary, found in Lk. 1.26-38.76  In the process, he traces and 
documents several literary, liturgical, and artistic responses to this pericope.  
ἦhuὅ,ΝheΝpὄeὅentὅΝaΝbὄoadΝandΝextenὅiveΝcollectionΝoἸΝ‘eἸἸectὅ’ΝἸὄomΝtheΝeaὄlyΝ
Christian period to the modern age.77  Detailing these, Fornberg records responses 
to the Annunciation of Mary in the writings of theologians (from Ignatius to 
Thomas à Kempis to modern Protestant and Catholic theologians), in other 
Christian narratives (from the Protevangelium of James to the Biblia Pauperum to 
later Marian narratives), in the establishment of certain liturgical events and 
practices (from the development of Apostolic and Niceno-Constantinopolitan 
Creeds to the emergence of the feast of the Annunciation and the practice of the 
Rosary), and in a variety of art (from the earliest image in the Christian catacombs 
to the innumerable portrayals of this scene in later Christian art).78 
   In her monograph, Walking on Water: Reading Mt. 14:22-33 in the Light 
of its Wirkungsgeschichte, Nicholls, approaches her exploration of the history of 
reception of this text by first enἹaἹinἹΝinΝ‘hiὅtoὄicalΝcὄitical’ΝandΝ‘liteὄaὄyΝcὄitical’Ν
examinations of it.79  Following this, ὅheΝcompaὄeὅΝtwoΝdiἸἸeὄentΝ‘cluὅteὄὅ’ΝoὄΝ
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 Tord FornbeὄἹ,Ν‘ἦheΝχnnunciationμΝχΝStudyΝinΝReceptionΝώiὅtoὄy’,ΝinΝεoἹenὅΝεulleὄΝandΝ
Henrik Tronier (eds.), The New Testament as Reception History (Library of New Testament 
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typeὅΝoἸΝ‘eἸἸectὅ’Ν(one,Νliteὄaὄy,ΝandΝone,Νaὄtiὅtic)έ80   In the process, she first 
analyzes ‘howΝthe story is understood in some mid-late nineteenth-century 
theoloἹicalΝtextὅ’ (notably, in the early nineteenth century writings of  H.E. 
Paulus, and the mid-late nineteenth century writings of, R.C. Trench,  B.F. 
Westcott, D.F. Strauss, W. Hanna,  F. Schleiermacher,  J.B. Mozley,  and  F.W. 
Farrar).81  In order to comprehend these lateὄΝtheoloἹicalΝ‘eἸἸectὅ’, Nicholls takes 
into account theΝdiἸἸeὄentΝauthoὄὅ’ΝpeὄceptionὅΝaboutΝmiὄacleὅΝandΝtheiὄΝviewὅΝoἸΝ
theΝcὄedibilityΝoἸΝ‘theΝaccountὅΝoἸΝtheΝmiὄacleὅΝinΝtheΝύoὅpelὅ’έ82  By doing so, 
σichollὅΝbelieveὅΝὅheΝiὅΝableΝtoΝ‘bὄinἹΝintoΝἸocuὅΝtheΝthouἹhtΝoἸΝtheiὄΝpeὄiodΝaboutΝ
walkinἹΝonΝtheΝwateὄέ’83 
  She next considers how this New Testament account is understood in six 
artistic works.84 The first composition comes from the earliest period of Christian 
history and is a mid-third century fresco fragment from the Dura Europus [Syria] 
Collection at Yale University Art Gallery, in New Haven, Connecticut.85  The 
next four works come from the medieval and early renaissance period and include 
a mid-late twelfth century marble bas-ὄelieἸΝoἸΝ‘JeὅuὅΝWalkinἹΝonΝtheΝWateὄ’ΝbyΝ
the Master of Cabestany in the Museu Frederic Mares, in Barcelona, Spain;  an 
early fourteenth century tempera on panel of the ‘Appearance on Lake Tibeὄiaὅ’Ν
[from the Maesta] by Duccio, in SaintΝPeteὄ’ὅΝψaὅilica, in Rome, Italy; an early 
fourteenth century mosaic of the ‘σavicella’ΝbyΝύiotto,ΝalὅoΝinΝSaintΝPeteὄ’ὅΝ
Basilica, in Rome, Italy; and an early fifteenth century tempera on panel of ‘St. 
Peter Walking on the Water’ by Luis Borrassa, also in the Church of Santa Maria 
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in Terrassa, Spain.86  Lastly, Nicholls considers a modern Christian painting, a 
twentiethΝcentuὄyΝoilΝonΝwoodΝoἸΝ‘WalkinἹΝonΝWateὄ’ΝbyΝωhὄiὅtinaΝSaj,Νlocated in 
the collection of the artist, in America.87  In σicholl’ὅΝexamination of these later 
artistic effects, she conὅideὄὅΝeachΝ‘inΝiὅolationΝἸὄomΝtheΝotheὄ’ΝandΝtakeὅΝintoΝ
accountΝaΝvaὄietyΝoἸΝ‘Ἰactoὄὅ’, including, the materials used, the size and condition 
of the work, the use of colour, light, line, texture, depth, symmetry, space and so 
on; according to what is appropriate to the particular image.88  She thinks it is also 
eὅὅentialΝ‘toΝconὅideὄΝ…ΝanyΝindicationὅΝof the context and purpose for which it 
[theΝaὄtiἸact]ΝwaὅΝintendedέ’89  
Thus, both Fornberg’ὅ andΝσichollὅ’Νanalyὅes offer a variety of criteria to 
conὅideὄΝinΝtheΝevaluationΝoἸΝtheΝvaὄiouὅΝ‘eἸἸectὅ’ΝὄelatedΝtoΝσewΝἦeὅtamentΝtextὅέ 
  Finally, the growing interest in Wirkungsgeschichte can also be seen in the 
series of Blackwell Bible Commentaries, edited by John Sawyer, Christopher 
Rowland, and Judith Kovacs.  Writing about this series, Kovacs and Rowland 
note in their Revelation volume that its purpose iὅΝtoΝὄevealΝtheΝ‘ὄichlyΝvaὄiedΝ
appropriations of eachΝbiblicalΝbook’,ΝincludinἹΝhistorical interpretations from the 
arts as well as theology.90  Engaging in an analysis withΝὅimilaὄitieὅΝtoΝόoὄnbeὄἹ’ὅ,Ν
Kovacs and Rowland record responses from the early age of Christianity to the 
contempoὄaὄyΝaἹeέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝtheyΝalὅoΝoἸἸeὄΝaΝwideΝandΝdiveὄὅeΝὅelectionΝoἸΝ‘eἸἸectὅ’Ν
with respect to different parts of the narrative thatΝincludeΝtheΝχpocalypὅe’ὅΝ
‘textualΝhiὅtoὄy’, ‘theΝἦyconian-Augustinian approach to the Apocalypὅe’(with its 
belief that it is a source of insight into theΝ‘pὄeὅentΝliἸeΝoἸΝtheΝωhὄiὅtian’ rather 
thanΝ‘aΝbluepὄintΝἸoὄΝchuὄchΝhiὅtoὄyΝoὄΝwoὄldΝhiὅtoὄyΝoὄΝaὅΝaΝmeanὅΝoἸΝcalculating 
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the time of the end’), the interpretations of the medieval monk, Joachim of Fiore 
(whoΝ‘ὅawΝtheΝχpocalypὅeΝaὅΝaΝheὄmeneuticalΝkeyΝtoΝbothΝtheΝentiὄeΝὅcὄiptuὄeὅΝandΝ
theΝwholeΝoἸΝhiὅtoὄyΝ…’), Lutheran and Calvinist reformers (who saw it as a foil 
against Catholics), radical Anabaptist reformers (who, likewise, saw it as a foil 
against both their fellow Protestants and the Catholic Church), and the Romantic 
poets of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (whoΝὅawΝtheΝtextΝ‘inΝ
existential terms with its conflicts related to theΝὅpiὄitualΝliἸeΝoἸΝtheΝindividual’).91  
At the same time, Kovacs and Rowland also consider more modern theological 
perspectives, including those that believe the Apocalypse should be interpreted 
‘aὅΝaΝὄepoὅitoὄyΝoἸΝpὄophecieὅΝconceὄninἹΝtheΝἸutuὄe’ (such as John Mede, John 
Nelson Darby, and Hal Lindsey), those that think it should be interpreted in terms 
oἸΝ‘theΝciὄcumὅtanceὅΝoἸΝJohn’ὅΝownΝday’ (such as the historical critics who follow 
Hugo Grotius, in particular, R.H. Charles), and those who are convinced it is an 
onἹoinἹΝpὄopheticΝjudἹmentΝuponΝhumanity’ὅΝhubὄiὅ,ΝpeὅὅimiὅmΝandΝneedΝἸoὄΝ
salvation beyond itself (such as Karl Barth and Ernst Bloch).92  Then, they take 
into account the different ways the Apocalypse has been appropriated in music, 
art, architecture, and in the liturgy and worship of the Christian church.93  Thus, 
when they turn to a close examination of the narrative, they pull from these 
various resources.94 
     Inspired by the groundbreaking work of Gadamer, Jauss, Luz, and later 
efforts of other scholars, this analysis of the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portrayals of Joseph 
will employ a method designed to address appropriately the subject of this thesis, 
as well as contribute methodologically to this emerging discipline.  Treating the 
narratives (both canonic and non-canonic) as portraits in and of themselves, like 
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the artistic images that will be examined, this study will consist of three basic 
parts (Parts II, III, and IV).  
        Part II will focus on the canonic portrayals of Joseph.  Chapters 2, 3, and 4 
will concentrate on the representation(s) of Joseph in the canonic literature (in the 
gospels of Matthew, Luke and John) by means of literary and narrative analysis, 
seeking to identify image(s) of Joseph in order that the response to and reception 
of those canonic portrayals in the work of later interpreters in theological 
literature and art can be traced. 
            In Part III the focus will be upon the responses of certain later Christian 
writers and their communities to the canonic portrayals of Joseph.  In chapters 5, 
6, 7 and 8, attention will be centered upon the development of the canonic 
portrayals of Joseph in the non-canonic narratives of the Infancy Gospel of James, 
the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, the History of Joseph the Carpenter, and the 
Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew.   
            Initially, in order to understand the response of these later Christian 
writers and their communities to the canonic portrayals of Joseph, consideration 
will first be given to the issues of the date, provenance, language, stability of the 
text, history of translation and dissemination, availability and accessibility, 
purpose, and content of each non-canonic narrative, to the extent to which they 
can be ascertained.     
            Second, attention will be directed to the characterization of Joseph; to the 
particular way(s) he is portrayed within the text.  This will include consideration 
of the varied details each narrative reveals about Joὅeph’ὅΝage, his physical 
features and characteristics, demeanor, and posture; his proximity to Mary and the 
Christ-child; his physical position and location within the particular event or 
scene in which he is portrayed (i.e. within the narrative background or foreground 
of the image); the roles and actions in which it appears he engaged; and the 
different ways he and Mary are juxtaposed as complementary or contrasting 
figures.                                                                                                                                                                                            
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            Third, the focus will then turn to theΝindependenceΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝwoὄkΝ
reveals between itself and canonic and earlier non-canonic literary referents, as 
appropriate; its substantial or minimal difference from possible narrative 
referents; to the role earlier canonic and non-canonic portrayals of Joseph 
(narrative and artistic) may or may not have had in the portrayal of Joseph in each 
non-canonic narrative, i.e., to the distinctiveness of the portrayal of Joseph in each 
of these texts.  
            Fourth, an effort will be made to determine if and how a specific narrator 
received or assimilated canonic as well as earlier non-canonic narratives; if he/she 
may have created their own non-canonic portrayals of Joseph independent of 
received (and certainly later) non-canonic texts; and if and how a specific narrator 
may have been influenced by prior visual iconographies of Joseph. 
            Fifth, in light of the information discovered from the analysis of these 
initial four concerns, attention will then turn to the perceptions and beliefs these 
specific narratives suggest their narrators and their respective ecclesiastical 
communities appear to have held with regard to Joseph.   
            Sixth, and finally, conclusions will be drawn with respect to portrayal of 
Joseph that is found in each non-canonic narrative and the nature and significance 
of its response to the canonic portraits of Joseph in Matthew, Luke, and John.  At 
the same time, it will be determined if the representation of Joseph in each non-
canonic narrative reveals evidence of a pattern or trajectory that largely affirms 
and enhances his portrayal and role found in the canonic accounts or evidence of a 
pattern or trajectory that largely dismisses and diminishes this portrayal.    
     In Part IV the focus will be upon the responses of certain later Christian 
artists and their communities to the canonic portrayals of Joseph.  Chapters 9, 10, 
11, and 12 will focus on the development of the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine 
portrayals of Joseph and the responses to them found in eighteen different 
portraits of Joseph in Christian sarcophagi, mosaics, ivories, and other artistic 
images within the period between c.300 - c.800 CE.   
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            In contrast to the prior analyses in Parts II and III that were organized 
according to the approximate respective chronology of each narrative, in this case, 
in Part IV, this review will begin with some initial remarks about the beginnings 
of Christian art and the ways Christian artists may have received and assimilated 
canonic as well as non-canonic texts related to narrative portrayals of Joseph (a 
matter that will be addressed in more detail later in the essay).                                                                                                
            The formal examination of eighteen art portrayals (that include portraits of 
Joseph) will follow and will be organized according to five specific iconographic 
themes/subjects found in canonic or non-canonic literature.  The first images to be 
examined will be representations of the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph that will be reviewed in Chapter 8.  These will be 
followed by compositions of the four other themes, notably, the Water Test (in 
Chapter 9), the Journey to Bethlehem (in Chapter 10), the Nativity (in Chapter 
11), and the Adoration of the Magi (in Chapter 12).   
            Next, consideration will first be given to the theme/subject, date, 
provenance, as well as these matters can be determined.95     
            Second, attention will be directed to the way and manner in which Joseph 
is portrayed and characterized in each composition.  In this regard, as with the 
narratives, the focus will be directed to: the age of Joseph; his physical features, 
characteristics, demeanor, and posture; his proximity to Mary and the Christ-
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 Although the provenance of certain objects can be determined with relative certainty, that is 
not the case with others, as O.M. Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era 
(London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1909), pp. xliii-xliv, notes in his remarks on ivory 
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The fact that a given ivory has been preserved for centuries in one place is no proof that it 
was made in the same part of the world foὄΝ…ΝὅuchΝobjectὅΝtὄaveledΝinΝeveὄyΝdiὄectionΝaὅΝ
gifts or merchandise from a very early period.  The migratory habits of the makers tend to 
increase the difficulty.  In the earlier centuries of the Middle Ages ivories were chiefly made 
in the great monasteries; and monks who were distinguished for any particular craft, whether 
caὄvinἹ,ΝenamellinἹ,ΝoὄΝἹoldὅmith’ὅΝwoὄk,ΝmiἹhtΝbeΝὅummonedΝtoΝdiὅtantΝhouὅeὅΝoἸΝtheiὄΝ
order, or their services might be requisitioned by high ecclesiastics or secular rulers with 
whom their own superiors entertained friendly relations: in this way the style of the same 
man might affect the art of places situated at considerable distances from each other. 
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child; his physical position and location within the particular composition (i.e. 
within the background or foreground of the image); the roles and actions in which 
he appears to be engaged; and, finally, to the different ways Joseph and Mary are 
juxtaposed as complementary or contrasting figures.  
            Third, an attempt will be made, with regard to each work of art, to 
determine if and how a specific artist may have received or assimilated canonic as 
well as non-canonic texts; if he/she exercised independence from possible canonic 
and non-canonic literary referents and from prior visual portrayals of Joseph; and, 
thus, if the work is distinctive. 
            Fourth, in light of the information gleaned from the analysis of these 
initial three concerns, consideration will be directed to the perceptions and beliefs 
these specific art works suggest their artists and their respective ecclesiastical 
communities, patrons, commissioners or guilds, appear to have held with respect 
to Joseph.   
            Fifth, and finally, consideration will be given as to whether or not an 
artistic portrayal of Joseph reveals evidence of a trajectory that largely affirms and 
enhances the portrayal and role of Joseph found in the canonic accounts or 
evidence of a trajectory that largely dismisses and diminishes this portrayal and 
role.           
            Part V of the thesis will be devoted to the conclusions and implications of 
these prior analyses.  Subsequently, the results of the study will be summarized, 
their contribution to scholarship noted, and their implications for further academic 
research considered.  
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PART II 
 
 
THE CANONIC PORTRAYALS OF JOSEPH (70-100 CE) 
 
THE GOSPELS OF MATTHEW, LUKE, AND JOHN 
 
The earliest literary representations of Joseph the Carpenter are found in the first 
century narratives of the Matthew, Luke, and the John, likely written in the last 
quarter of the first century of the common era.1  Joseph figures most prominently 
in the Matthean representation, a position highlighted not only by his 
acknowledged roles as the betrothed and husband of Mary and the legal father of 
Jesus, but also by his repeated responses and obedience to the direction of God 
mediated through an angelic messenger through dreams.2  
                                                          
    
1Although there are differences with respect to the dates of these gospel narratives, most 
scholars concur with this assessment. See Luke T. Johnson, The Writings of the New Testament 
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 InΝtheΝεattheanΝnaὄὄativeΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝmentionedΝbyΝnameΝὅevenΝtimeὅΝ(ΰέΰθ,Νΰκ,Νΰλ,Νἀί,ΝἀζνΝ
ἀέΰἁΝandΝἀέΰλ)έΝΝώeΝiὅΝalὅoΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘huὅband’ΝoἸΝεaὄyΝtwoΝtimeὅΝ(ΰέΰθΝandΝΰέΰλ)έΝΝInΝtuὄn,Ν
Mary is identified as hiὅΝ‘betὄothed’ΝoὄΝ‘wiἸe’ΝthὄeeΝtimeὅΝ(ΰέΰκ,Νἀί,ΝandΝἀζ)έΝΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅΝ
and other ways Joseph is conjoined to Mary and the child, it should be noted that Joseph is either 
united with Mary or with Mary and the child on fourteen occasions (1.16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25; 
ἀέΰἁ,Νΰζ,Νΰη,Νἀί,Νἀΰ,Νἀἀ,ΝandΝἀἁ)έΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝneveὄΝἸoὄmallyΝdeὅiἹnatedΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝoἸΝ
JeὅuὅέΝσonetheleὅὅ,ΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅon’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝεatthewΝΰἁέηηΝwheὄeΝheΝiὅΝ
ὄecoἹniὐedΝbyΝὄeὅidentὅΝoἸΝσaὐaὄethΝaὅΝ‘theΝcaὄpenteὄ’ὅΝὅon’έΝΝεoὅtΝimpoὄtantlyΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝpὄominenceΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄative,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝtheΝpὄimaὄyΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝdὄamaticΝactionΝinΝmoὅtΝ
of the Matthean nativity account.  
      WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄominenceΝinΝεatthewΝὅeeΝψὄown,ΝThe Birth of the Messiah, p. 33, 
whoΝacknowledἹeὅΝ‘theΝεattheanΝinἸancyΝnaὄὄativeΝ…ΝcenteὄὅΝuponΝJoὅeph’ΝandΝthatΝεaὄyΝ
‘ἸiἹuὄeὅΝonlyΝonΝaΝὅecondaὄyΝlevel’έΝΝAs has been previously acknowledged, other biblical scholars 
also infer the primacy of Joseph. They include Pierre Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu 
(Neuchâtel, Paris: Delachaux et Niestlé, 1963), pp. 14-19;  Eduard Schweizer, The Good News 
According to Matthew (trans., David E. Green; London: SPCK, 1976), pp. 30-43; Tarcisio 
Stramare, ‘Son of Joseph from Naὐaὄeth’,ΝCahiers de Joséphologie, 26.1 (trans. Larry M. Toschi, 
Montréal: Centre de recherché et de documentation Oratoire Saint-Joseph du Mont-Royal, 1978), 
pp. 31-ἁἀνΝΝVia,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝ
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   Joseph is also important in Luke.  However, here, Joseph plays a 
subsidiary role, particularly to the character of Mary, a role overshadowed by the 
extenὅiveΝnaὄὄationΝaboutΝεaὄy’ὅΝencounteὄΝwithΝύabὄiel,ΝheὄΝὅelectionΝaὅΝtheΝ
mother of Jesus, and her purity and obedience.3  σonetheleὅὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝinteὄactionΝ
and action, particularly in conjunction with Mary, expand his image and reveal a 
portrait worthy of extensive study.   
   In turn, Joseph is also mentioned twice in John.  These references, though 
often forgotten or ignored, also warrant consideration.4 
   Thus, the main concern of this chapter will be to focus on these three 
respective portraits of Joseph in order to identify properly the New Testament 
images of Joseph. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                              
Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἀθ-27 and 132-39; Daniel J. Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew (Collegeville, 
MN: The Liturgical Press, 1985), p. 30; Frederick Dale Bruner, The Christbook: Matthew 1-12 
(Waco, TX: Word Books Publisher, 1987), pp. 35-36; W.D. Davies and D.C. Allison, The Gospel 
According to Saint Matthew (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988) I, pp. 183–85; Robert H. Smith, 
Matthew (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Publishing House, 1989), p. 35; Leon Morris, The Gospel 
According to Matthew (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1992), pp. 26-27 and 32; Donald 
Senior, The Gospel of Matthew (Nashville,TN: Abingdon Press, 1997), p. 89; Craig S. Keener, A 
Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids and Cambridge: William B.Eerdmans, 
1999), pp.86-96; Edwin D. Freed, The Stories of Jesus Birth (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
2004), pp. 33-34; John Nolland, The Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids and Cambridge: William 
B. Eerdmans, 2005), pp. 94-98, 103, and 116;  Stanley Hauerwas, Matthew (Grand Rapids: 
Brazos, 2007), pp. 35-36; R.T. France, The Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids and Cambridge: 
William B. Eerdmans, 2007), pp. 39-40 and Luz, Matthew 1-7, pp. 93-97.                                                                                 
    
3
 In addition to Mary, the Christ-child also has a prominent position with respect to Joseph that 
is especially highlighted in the final pericope of chapter two of the gospel where he becomes the 
centὄalΝchaὄacteὄέΝΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄominenceΝandΝcὄiticalΝὄoleΝiὅΝevidentΝinΝὅeveὄalΝplaceὅ within his 
nativity narrative (see especially Lk.1.26-38, 1.39-45, 1.46-56; 2.1-7, 2.16-19, 2.34-35, and 2.48-
51). 
    
4
 John 1.45 and 6.42. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of Matthew 
The account of the nativity of Jesus in the Matthew is relatively short and may be 
briefly summarized.  In chapter one, the readers are presented a genealogy of 
JeὅuὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝaccountὅΝoἸΝtheΝmaὄitalΝὄelationὅhipΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
ἸeaὄΝandΝconceὄnΝatΝtheΝdiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancy,ΝhiὅΝὅtὄuἹἹleΝwithΝthiὅΝ
diὅcoveὄy,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝdὄeamΝ(diὄectinἹΝhimΝtoΝacceptΝtheΝchildΝoἸΝεaὄyΝaὅΝoἸΝ
theΝώolyΝSpiὄitΝandΝtoΝnameΝtheΝchild,Ν‘Jeὅuὅ’),ΝhiὅΝacceptanceΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝheὄΝ
pregnancy, his abstention from sexual intimacy with Mary, the birth of Jesus, and 
Joὅeph’ὅΝnaming of the child.  In chapter two, in turn, readers are presented the 
accountὅΝoἸΝtheΝadoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹi,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅecondΝdὄeamΝ(diὄectinἹΝhimΝtoΝ
take Mary and the child and flee to Egypt), the flight into Egypt, the residence in 
ϋἹypt,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝthiὄdΝdὄeam (directing him to return to the land of Israel), and the 
return of the family from Egypt to Galilee.  Finally, there is also reference to 
Joseph later in the gospel (Mt. 13.55), within the pericope concerning the 
rejection of Jesus in the synagogue in Nazareth (13.54-58).  Although this 
reference is brief, it is important, and also warrants further examination.  
 Thus, readers are introduced to a fascinating portrait of the Joseph in the 
Matthean nativity that invites acknowledging and analyzing three main issues, 
through the means of literary and narrative analyses: 1) the ways Joseph is 
presented and represented, 2) the respective characteristics and roles that are 
attributed to and associated with him and, in turn, 3) when and how he is 
juxtaposed with Mary, and the child, as well as other narrative figures.                  
 ἦheΝἸiὄὅtΝἸoὄmalΝmentionΝoἸΝ‘Joὅeph’Ν(੉Ȧı੽φ) is found in the last part of 
the first section of the nativity account concerning the genealogy of Jesus (1.1-
1.17), in 1.16b.  Here, readers are told that through his father, Jacob (੉αțὼȕ, 
1.16), Joseph has descended from very important spiritual Hebrew males, 
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including Abraham, Issac, and [the earlier] Jacob, the father of [the earlier] Joseph 
(1.2), and King David and Solomon (1.6); as well as four important foreign 
female figures, Tamar (1.3), Rahab (1.5), Ruth (1.5), and the wife of Uriah 
[Bathsheba] (1.6).5  This long list of Hebrew males would certainly have 
impressed the readers, and likely evoked contemplation on the longstanding 
fidelity and faithfulness of God.  Nevertheless, the presence of the specific 
women in this list of descendants, unexpected and provocative characters and 
outsiders as they were, may well have evoked the most surprise and reflection and 
served as a literary precursor to the forthcoming surprises of the special roles of 
the previously unheralded Joseph and Mary in the salvation drama and the 
miraculous birth of the Messiah (1.16b and 1.18-25).6  Still, the primary purpose 
of this extensive genealogy of the past, indicated in the long list of expected and 
unexpected heirs of Abraham and David (1.2-16), appears to be to connect Joseph 
with the past, present, and future of the Hebrew people.7   
                                                          
    
5
 With respect to the different ways the women in this genealogy have been understood, see 
especially Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, p. 16; H. Benedict Green, The Gospel 
According to Matthew (Oxford and London: Oxford University Press, 1975), pp. 52-53; 
Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, pp. 24-25; Brown, The Birth of the Messiah 
(1977), pp. 71-74 and Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), pp. 590-96; 
Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 28 and 30-32; Bruner, The Christbook, pp. 5-8; Davies 
and Allison, The Gospel According to St. Matthew I, pp. 170-74 and 187-88; Smith, Matthew, pp. 
32-33; Craig L. Blomberg, The New American Commentary: Matthew, Vol. 22 (Nashville, TN: 
Broadman Press, 1992), pp. 55-56; Margaret Davies, Matthew:Readings (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1993), p. 31; Donald A. Hagner, Matthew 1-13 (Dallas, TX: Word Books, 1993), 
pp. 10-12; David E. Garland, Reading Matthew (New York: Crossroad, 1999), pp. 17-19; Keener, 
A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 78-81; France, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 35–38; 
Warren Carter, Matthew and the Margins (JSNTS 204; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
2001), pp. 58-61; Robert H. Mounce, Matthew [NIBC] (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 
2002), pp. 8-9; Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel of Matthew (tran. by Robert R. Barr, Grand 
Rapids and Cambridge:William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002), p. 17; Freed, The 
Stories of Jesus’ Birth, p. 32; Hauerwas, Matthew, pp. 31-32; Luz, Matthew 1-7, pp. 83-85. 
    
6
 Reflecting on what readers must have thought, Daniel Patte, The Gospel According to 
Matthew (PhiladelphiaμΝόoὄtὄeὅὅΝPὄeὅὅ,Νΰλκι),ΝpέΝΰλ,ΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝtheyΝ‘canΝonlyΝmaὄvelΝatΝύod’ὅΝ
interventions which raised up children of Abraham with the help of these progenitors but also in 
ὅpiteΝoἸΝthemέ’ΝἦheὄeἸoὄe,Ν‘ἦheΝἹeneὄationΝoἸΝtheΝ…ΝchildὄenΝoἸΝχbὄahamΝandΝoἸΝDavidΝiὅΝnotΝ
merely the result of natural, human procreation but is also the result of supernatural interventions, 
aὅΝiὅΝtheΝcaὅeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Νbiὄthέ’Νἦhuὅ,ΝἸὄomΝhiὅΝpeὄὅpective,ΝPatteΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝbelonἹὅΝtoΝthiὅΝ
genealogyΝ…ΝbecauὅeΝheΝἸullyΝbelonἹὅΝtoΝthiὅΝἹenealoἹyΝoἸΝpeopleΝwhoΝaὄeΝchildὄenΝoἸΝDavidΝandΝ
χbὄahamΝthankὅΝtoΝύod’ὅΝinteὄventionὅ’έ 
    
7Alfred Plummer, An Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Matthew (London: 
Robert Scott, 1928), p. 2, notes thatΝ‘σeitheὄΝJewΝnoὄΝύentileΝwouldΝdeὄiveΝtheΝbiὄthὄiἹhtΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ
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 Following this important narration (1.1-16a) of the biological and spiritual 
children of Abraham and David, which provides an historic, spiritual, and familial 
context for Joseph, he is formally introduced to the readers by name (1.16).  
ψὄinἹinἹΝtheΝlonἹΝἹenealoἹyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝaΝconcluὅion,ΝεatthewΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘andΝJacobΝ
the father of Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom Jesus was born, who is called 
theΝεeὅὅiah’Ν(੉αțὼȕΝįὲΝἐȖȑȞȞȘıİȞΝĲὸȞΝ੉Ȧı੽φΝĲὸȞΝἄȞįȡαΝȂαȡȓαȢΝἐȟΝਸȢΝἐȖİȞȞȒșȘΝ
੉ȘıȠ૨ȢΝὁΝȜİȖȩȝİȞȠȢΝΧȡȚıĲȩȢ, 1.16).8  Several things are revealed in these words.  
First, readers are toldΝthatΝ‘Jacob’ΝiὅΝ‘theΝἸatheὄ’ΝoἸΝJoὅephέΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝtheΝὅameΝiὅΝ
not said with respect to Joseph and Jesus as Daniel Patte notes.  He writes that  
            The hand of Matthew can again be seen in the last entry (1.16b), which 
disrupts the pattern set in the rest of the genealogy.  In 1.2-16a, the active 
ἸoὄmΝoἸΝtheΝveὄbΝ‘toΝbeἹet’ΝiὅΝuὅedΝ…ΝwhileΝtheΝpaὅὅiveΝἸoὄmΝiὅΝuὅedΝinΝ
1.16b.  This last statement announces theΝὅtoὄyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝbiὄthΝ(ΰέΰκ-25).  It 
leads the readers to contrast the ordinary conceptions of David and Joseph 
with the extraordinary conception of Jesus.  They could now wonder 
whether the genealogy should be viewed as that of Joseph, who is called 
‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’ΝbyΝnoΝleὅὅΝanΝauthoὄityΝthanΝ‘anΝanἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(ΰέἀί),Ν
rather than that of Jesus.  In other words, the text creates a tension between 
theΝadoptionΝandΝtheΝmiὄaculouὅΝconceptionέΝΝIὅΝJeὅuὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’Ν
merely because of his adoption by Joseph, who belongs to the biological 
lineage of David while Jesus does not?  But Matthew clearly wants to say 
that Jesus is son of David both because of the adoption of Joseph and 
because of the miraculous conception, since he relates the miraculous 
conception,ΝtoΝtheΝἹenealoἹyΝ(ΰέΰθ)έΝΝϋvenΝthouἹhΝJeὅuὅ’ΝconceptionΝiὅΝ
extraordinary, it is not out of place.9  
 
Thus, early in the narrative, readers suspect that Joseph is not the 
biological father of Jesus.  Nonetheless, with the acknowledgment that Joseph is 
‘theΝhuὅbandΝoἸΝεaὄy’Ν(ĲὸȞΝἄȞįȡαΝȂαȡȓαȢ,Νΰέΰθ),ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝauthoὄityΝoveὄΝtheΝ
child, as well as his responsibility toward him (that will be fully revealed in 
Joὅeph’ὅΝἸoὄmalΝacceptanceΝoἸΝεary and his naming of the child, 1.24-25) is 
                                                                                                                                                              
ἸὄomΝhiὅΝmotheὄ’έΝἦhuὅ,ΝitΝiὅΝnatuὄalΝthatΝtheΝἹenealoἹyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝbaὅedΝuponΝhiὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝ
Joseph; his being seen or believed to be the true heir of Joseph. 
    
8
 This translation of the Greek text and the accompanying translations from the New Testament 
(in this study) are taken from the National Council of Churches of Christ in the United States of 
America, The HarperCollins Study Bible (New Revised Standard Version Bible 1989; New York: 
HarperOne, 2006). 
    
9
 See Patte, Gospel According to Matthew, pp. 18-19. 
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recognized.10  χtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmaὄitalΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝεaὄy,ΝaὅΝwellΝ
as his familial relationship with both Mary and Jesus is established.  In addition, 
theΝwoὄdὅ,Ν‘εaὄy,ΝoἸΝwhomΝJeὅuὅΝwaὅΝboὄn,’Ν(ȂαȡȓαȢΝἐȟΝਸȢΝἐȖİȞȞȒșȘΝ੉ȘıȠ૨Ȣ, 
ΰέΰθ)ΝὅpeciἸyΝtheΝlimitὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝenἹaἹementΝinΝtheΝἹeneὄationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅέΝΝInΝ
turn, these words also identify Mary as the biological mother of Jesus and a 
unique figure in the narrative account. Finally, it should also be noted that the last 
two verses of the genealogy clarify the identity of Joseph, specifically with 
respect to his relationship with Jesus (1.16b) and Mary (1.16).  In particular, they 
acknowledge, (ahead of the next pericope, 1.18-25) that Joseph is the legal father 
of Jesus.  As such, they directly connect him to the rest of the story of the birth 
and earliest childhood of the Christ (1.18-2.23).  
ἦheὄeἸoὄe,ΝalthouἹhΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἹenealoἹicalΝbackἹὄoundΝpὄovideὅΝauthoὄityΝ
and credibility to this character, his selection and call to be the husband of Mary 
and the earthly father of Jesus is still, in many respects (as was the selection and 
call of the foreign and provocative women in the genealogy), unexpected, a 
surprise.  χlthouἹhΝheΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝaΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(υੂὸȢΝΔαυȓį, 1.20), there is 
                                                          
    
10
 In this regard, see R.V.G. Tasker, The Gospel According to St. Matthew (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans, 1976), pp. 32-ἁἁνΝVia,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅe: The 
Marvelous and Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἁΰ-34; Robert H. Gundry, Matthew (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1982), p.18-26; John P. Meier, Matthew (Wilmington, DE: Michael 
Glazier, Inc., 1985), pp. 7 and 9; and Francis W. Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew 
(Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1987), p. 61.  Especially note the remarks of Davies and Allison, 
The Gospel According to Saint Matthew I,ΝpέΝΰκηέΝΝἦheyΝwὄiteμΝ‘…ΝεatthewΝhaὅΝinΝmindΝleἹal,ΝnotΝ
necessarily physical, descent, that is, the transmission of legal heirship; and the idea of paternity 
on two levels - divineΝandΝhuman,ΝwithΝpoὅitionΝinΝὅocietyΝbeinἹΝdeteὄminedΝbyΝtheΝmotheὄ’ὅΝ
husband - waὅΝἸamiliaὄΝinΝtheΝancientΝneaὄΝeaὅtέΝΝInΝaddition,ΝtheΝεiὅhnahΝὄelateὅ,Ν“IἸΝaΝmanΝὅaid,Ν
‘ἦhiὅΝiὅΝmyΝὅon’,ΝheΝmayΝbeΝbelieved”νΝandΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝεatthewΝ(andΝpὄeὅumablyΝhiὅΝtὄadition)Ν
Joseph gave Jesus his name and thereby accepted the role of father.’ΝWith resect to this see also 
Heinrich August Wilhelm Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Gospel of Matthew 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1877), p. 59; Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, p. 17; William 
Hendriksen, The Gospel of Matthew (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1974), pp. 128-29; 
Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, pp. 25-ἀθνΝStὄamaὄe,Ν‘SonΝoἸΝJoὅephΝἸὄomΝ
σaὐaὄeth,’ΝpέΝἁινΝώaὄὄinἹton,ΝThe Gospel of Matthew, pp. 38-39; Bruner, The Christbook, pp. 12-
13; Garland, Reading Matthew, pp. 19-20; Keener, A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 
94-95; Nolland, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 103; and France, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 46-59, 
as well as others.  It is intriguing and quite appropriate that France, in his commentary on the 
Gospel of Matthew, entitles the early section of the narrative, 1.18-ἀηΝonΝpέΝζθ,Ν‘Joὅeph,ΝSon of 
David,ΝacceptὅΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝώiὅΝSon’έ 
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no indication that he is either a person of present spiritual power or influence 
within the Hebrew spiritual community or a person of present political power or 
influence as some within his genealogy were.  Nonetheless, the readers discover 
God sometimeὅΝchooὅeὅΝindividualὅΝaὅΝJoὅephΝandΝtheΝ‘ἸoὄeiἹn’ΝwomenΝtoΝenactΝ
and fulfill his will.  Joseph and these women, stand as spiritual precursors and 
models for the readers of the mysterious and marvelous ways God may use Jews 
as well as Gentiles who are faithful and obedient to enact and fulfill his will. So it 
is not surprising that as the readers reflect upon what they have read in the 
genealogy that they find themselves challenged both to contemplate the 
mysterious and unexpected ways God acts and the faith and obedience to which 
all the followers of God seem called.   
As the readers encounter the next section of the narrative (1.18-25), they 
alὄeadyΝknowΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdiὅtinἹuiὅhedΝbioloἹicalΝandΝὅpiὄitualΝheὄitaἹeΝandΝhiὅΝ
place within the history of the Hebrew people.  While aspects of this heritage may 
beΝalludedΝtoΝinΝthiὅΝnewΝpeὄicopeΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝemphaὅiὐeΝἸuὄtheὄΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
importance and spiritual authority, the readers also discover new elements in the 
portrait of Joseph that expand and further illuminateΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimaἹeΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝhiὅΝ
relationship with Mary and the child.11   
Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way. When his 
mother Mary had been engaged to Joseph, but before they lived together, 
she was found to be with child from the Holy Spirit.  Her husband, Joseph, 
being a righteous man and unwilling to expose her to public disgrace, 
planned to dismiss her quietly.  But, just when he had resolved to do this, 
anΝanἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄdΝappeaὄedΝtoΝhimΝinΝaΝdὄeam,ΝandΝὅaid,Ν‘Joὅeph,ΝὅonΝoἸ 
David, do not be afraid to take Mary as your wife, for the child conceived 
in her is from the Holy Spirit. She will bear a son, and you are to name 
himΝJeὅuὅ,ΝἸoὄΝheΝwillΝὅaveΝhiὅΝpeopleΝἸὄomΝtheiὄΝὅinὅέ’ΝχllΝthiὅΝtookΝplaceΝ
to fulfill what had been spoken byΝtheΝδoὄdΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝpὄophetμΝ‘δook,Ν
the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall name him 
ϋmmanuel,’ΝwhichΝmeanὅ,Ν‘ύodΝwithΝuὅέ’ΝWhenΝJoὅephΝawokeΝἸὄomΝὅleep,Ν
he did as the angel of the Lord commanded him; he took her as his wife, 
                                                          
    
11
 Beare entitles this section of the nativity narrative, Matthew 1.18-ἀη,Ν‘ἦheΝχnnunciationΝtoΝ
Joὅeph’ΝwhichΝiὅΝinΝmanyΝὄeὅpectὅΝaΝmoὄeΝappὄopὄiateΝtitleΝthanΝthatΝoἸΝ‘ἦheΝψiὄthΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝoὄΝ
parallel titles. See Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 61. 
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but had no marital relations with her until she had borne a son; and he 
named him Jesus (Mt. 1.18-25). 
 
            τneΝoἸΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝthinἹὅΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝεaὄyΝ
iὅΝthatΝheΝdiὅcoveὄedΝὅheΝwaὅΝ‘withΝchild’Ν(‘pὄeἹnant’,ΝἐȞΝȖαıĲȡ੿ΝἔȤȠυıα, 1.18) 
before they formally lived together and engaged in sexual relations.  Further, they 
are informed that Joseph was not initially aware, as they have been informed, that 
εaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancyΝwaὅΝ‘ἸὄomΝtheΝώolyΝSpiὄit’Ν(ἐțΝπȞİȪȝαĲȠȢΝਖȖȓȠυ, 1.18).  Thus, 
they understand that Joseph faces a personal crisis.   
Even so, following this revelation, the readers are also quickly informed 
thatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅ’Ν(įȓțαȚȠȢΝ੫Ȟ, 1.19), an attribution that suggests the way 
in which readers are to perceive him as well as what they may expect of him.12   
                                                          
    
12
 Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝεatthewΝΰΝ
- ἀ’,ΝpέΝΰἁθ,Νbelieves Matthew ὄepὄeὅentὅΝJoὅephΝaὅΝaΝ‘conὅiὅtent’ΝἸiἹuὄeΝwithinΝtheΝnaὄὄativeέΝΝώeΝ
wὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘theΝchaὄacteὄΝoἸΝJoὅephΝiὅΝconὅiὅtentΝinΝthatΝheΝpeὄὅiὅtentlyΝhaὅΝtheΝdiὅpoὅitionΝtoΝdoΝtheΝ
willΝoἸΝύodέ’Ν 
With respect to the attribution of dikaios to Joseph, see the work of the following scholars, 
including Meyer, A Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 68-69; Alan 
Hugh McNeile, The Gospel According to St. Matthew (London: Macmillan and Company, 1915), 
p. 7; Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, pp. 19-20; Albright and Mann, Matthew, p. 8; 
Hendirksen, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 130-31 and 145-46; Green, The Gospel According to 
Matthew, p. 55; Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, pp. 30-31; Stὄamaὄe,Ν‘SonΝoἸΝ
Joὅeph’,ΝppέΝηθ-ηλνΝVia,Ν‘σarrative World and Ethical Response: The Marvelous and 
Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἀθ-27 and 133-ζἁνΝχέΝἦoὅato,Ν‘JoὅephΝψeinἹΝaΝJuὅtΝεanΝ
(εattΝΰμΰλ)’,ΝCatholic Biblical Quarterly 41 (1979), pp. 542-51; Gundry, Matthew, p. 21-22; 
Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 34-40; Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 68; 
Bruner, The Christbook: Matthew 1-12, p. 22; Senior, The Gospel of Matthew, p. 89; Davies and  
Allison, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew  I, pp. 202-205; Smith, Matthew, pp. 35-36; 
Blomberg, Matthew, p. 58; Morris, The Gospel According to Matthew, pp. 27-28; Hagner, 
Matthew 1-13, p. 18; Garland, Reading Matthew, p. 22; Keener, A Commentary on the Gospel of 
Matthew, pp. 87-95; Carter, Matthew and the Margins, pp. 67-68; Mounce, Matthew, p. 10; 
Schnackenburg, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 18-20; Nolland, Gospel of Matthew, pp. 94-96; 
France, Gospel of Matthew, pp. 51-52; Hauerwas, Matthew, pp. 35-36; Luz, Matthew 1 - 7 (2007), 
pp. 94-95, and H.W. Basser, The Mind Behind the Gospels: A Commentary to Matthew 1-14 
(Brighton, MA: Academic Studies Press, 2009), pp. 31-33.  
ψὄown’ὅΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝinΝBirth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 125-27, is particularly noteworthy. He 
ὄemaὄkὅΝthatΝεatthewΝmakeὅΝeveὄyΝeἸἸoὄtΝtoΝpoὄtὄayΝJoὅephΝaὅΝanΝ‘upὄiἹht’ΝpeὄὅonΝ(ΰέΰλ),ΝwhoΝiὅΝaΝ
ἸaithἸulΝJewΝandΝ‘obὅeὄvantΝoἸΝtheΝδaw,’ΝwhoὅeΝpietyΝiὅΝaboveΝὄepὄoachέΝΝόὄomΝψὄown’ὅΝ
peὄὅpectiveΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdikaios,ΝhiὅΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅ’ΝoὄΝ‘upὄiἹhtneὅὅ’ΝiὅΝinἸoὄmedΝbyΝmeὄcyΝ(εtέΝΰέΰλ)έΝΝ
It is for this reason that Joseph acts as he does. According to Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), 
pp. 125 and 138-39, Joὅeph’ὅΝdikaios iὅΝalὅoΝexempliἸiedΝthὄouἹhΝhiὅΝobedienceΝ(aὅΝaΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝ
David’,ΝhimὅelἸ)ΝtoΝtheΝanἹelέΝἦheΝanἹelΝcommandὅΝJoὅephΝtoΝtakeΝtheΝpὄeἹnantΝεaὄyΝ(andΝthuὅΝheὄΝ
child) into his home (1.20) and to name the forthcoming child (1.21).  Joseph, in turn, fulfills both 
commandὅέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝthὄouἹhΝhiὅΝobedience,ΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’,ΝJoὅeph,ΝaἸἸiὄmὅΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝalὅoΝ
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χtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝtheyΝalὅoΝdiὅcoveὄΝthatΝthiὅΝ‘ὃualiἸicationΝandΝattὄibution’ΝoἸΝ
‘ὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅ’,ΝaὅΝViaΝnoteὅ,ΝwillΝbeΝexempliἸiedΝ‘pὄimaὄilyΝbyΝhiὅΝactionὅ,ΝbyΝhiὅΝ
decisions to render a difficult obedience’ in the face of the present dilemma 
(1.19), as well as later challenges and dilemmas in later passages.13  
Thus, in the face of the present dilemma, Joseph must decide how he will 
respond.  On the one hand, the narrative reveals that he could act in reaction to his 
discoveὄyΝoἸΝtheΝpὄeἹnancyΝoἸΝεaὄyΝinΝὅuchΝaΝwayΝthatΝὅheΝwouldΝἸaceΝ‘publicΝ
diὅἹὄace’Ν(α੝Ĳ੽ȞΝįİȚȖȝαĲȓıαȚ, 1.19).  However, he negates this prospect as a real 
optionΝandΝdecideὅΝtoΝὄeὅolveΝtheΝhumiliatinἹΝdilemmaΝ‘ὃuietly’Ν(ȜȐșȡᾳ, 1.19), in 
a way that will protect Mary and the child.  Still, his reluctance to expose Mary in 
their community and society, important and virtuous as these qualities seem, do 
not necessarily lead him in the direction God wants him to go (1.19-20).14  As 
such, his desire to live his life in righteous obedience to God (1.20-25), permits 
Joseph to receive and accept direction and revelation from God, in the present and 
theΝἸutuὄe,ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝmeanὅΝoἸΝanΝ‘anἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄdΝinΝaΝdὄeam’Ν(ἄȖȖİȜȠȢΝ
țυȡȓȠυΝțαĲ'Ν੕Ȟαȡ, 1.20); direction and revelation that lead him eventually to fulfill 
                                                                                                                                                              
tὄulyΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(ΰέΰ)έΝΝψὄownΝὅubὅtantiateὅΝtheΝimplicationὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeὅponὅeὅΝtoΝtheΝ
anἹel’ὅΝcommandὅΝbyΝatteὅtinἹΝtoΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝJewiὅhΝteachinἹΝ‘theΝlawΝpὄeἸeὄὅΝtoΝ
baὅeΝpateὄnityΝonΝtheΝman’ὅΝacknowledἹmentέΝἦheΝεiὅhnaΝBaba Bathra 8:6 states the principle: 
“IἸΝaΝmanΝὅayὅ,Ν‘ἦhiὅΝiὅΝmyΝὅon,’ΝheΝiὅΝtoΝbeΝbelievedέ”ΝΝJoὅeph,ΝbyΝexeὄciὅinἹΝtheΝἸatheὄ’ὅΝὄiἹhtΝtoΝ
name the child (cf. Luke 1:60-θἁ),ΝacknowledἹeὅΝJeὅuὅΝandΝthuὅΝbecomeὅΝtheΝleἹalΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝ‘theΝ
child’έΝInΝψὄown,ΝBirth of the Messiah,ΝἸootnoteΝΰκ,ΝpέΝΰἁλ,ΝtheΝauthoὄΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘δeἹal father is a 
betteὄΝdeὅiἹnationΝthanΝἸoὅteὄΝἸatheὄΝoὄΝadoptiveΝἸatheὄέΝΝJoὅephΝdoeὅΝnotΝadoptΝὅomeoneΝelὅe’ὅΝὅonΝ
aὅΝhiὅΝownνΝheΝacknowledἹeὅΝhiὅΝwiἸe’ὅΝchildΝaὅΝhiὅΝleἹitimateΝὅon,ΝuὅinἹΝtheΝὅameΝἸoὄmulaΝbyΝ
which other Jewish fathers acknowledged their leἹitimateΝchildὄenέ’ΝΝἦheΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝIὅaiahΝinΝ
1.23 are taken from two Septuagint sources: Isa. 7.14 and 8.8 and10.  In this regard see also 
Brown, Birth of the Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), pp. 605 and 625.  
    
13
 Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝEthical Response: The Marvelous and Righteousness in Matthew 
1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἀθ-ἀιέΝΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdilemma,ΝalὅoΝnoteΝtheΝἸuὄtheὄΝcommentὅΝoἸΝVia,ΝpέΝ
ΰἁἁέΝ‘…ΝJoὅeph,ΝknowinἹΝleὅὅΝthanΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ,ΝbelieveὅΝthatΝtheΝpὄeἹnantΝεaὄyΝhaὅΝbeenΝ
unfaithful.  Since his righteousness disposes him to obey the law, he knows that he must divorce 
her because an engaged woman who consorts with another man is legally guilty of adultery, and 
the law demands the trial and punishment of an adulteress (Deut 22. 22-ἀι)έ’ 
    
14
 Patte, Matthew,ΝpέΝἀθ,ΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝwaὅΝoἸΝnoΝhelpΝtoΝhimΝtoΝἹainΝtheΝ
pὄopeὄΝpeὄὅpectiveΝoἸΝtheΝὅituationέΝΝInΝἸactΝ…ΝitΝiὅΝaὅΝ“ὄiἹhteouὅ”ΝthatΝJoὅephΝmakeὅΝanΝincoὄὄectΝ
evaluation of the situation, and this even though his righteousness is the better righteousness 
(5.20) of a person who has mercy and compassion (5.38-48; 7.12) for someone else. This is 
indicated by his wanting to divorce Mary quietly so as not to expose her to shame (1.19).  Yet 
such a righteousness is not enoughέ’ 
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the immediate will of God (1.21-23).15  This, in turn, enables him, paradoxically, 
to expand his understanding of what it means to be righteous and obedient to God 
andΝtoΝpeὄceiveΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancyΝandΝtheΝἸoὄthcominἹΝchild,Ν‘theΝchildΝconceivedΝ
inΝheὄ’Ν(ĲὸΝȖὰȡΝἐȞΝα੝ĲૌΝȖİȞȞȘșὲȞ, 1.20) in a completely new light.16  Thus, readers 
comeΝtoΝundeὄὅtandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝthὄouἹhΝwhatΝheΝdoeὅ,ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝὅpeciἸicΝ
actions he takes in response to unfolding personal events and the direction of God 
mediated through an angelic messenger. 
όuὄtheὄ,ΝthiὅΝ‘ὃualiἸication’ΝandΝ‘deὅcὄiption’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝaὅΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅ’ 
connectὅΝhimΝdiὄectlyΝwithΝtheΝpuὄpoὅeΝoἸΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝ‘theΝchild’ΝwhoΝheΝiὅΝtoΝ
declare to be his son and raise and nurture (1.24-25); the one who, as the text later 
ὄevealὅ,ΝhaὅΝcomeΝ‘toΝἸulἸillΝallΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅ’Ν(πȜȘȡ૵ıαȚΝπᾶıαȞΝįȚțαȚȠıȪȞȘȞ, 
3.15).  As such, this text and these series of events (1.18-25) provide an important 
lesson for readers about the interconnectedness of spirituality and morality.  In 
addition, as the text reveals these insights, it also invites and permits the readers, 
in their reading and contemplation, to recognize and acknowledge Joseph as a 
spiritual exemplar, whose close relationship with God is exemplified here (1.18-
25) as well as at other key places within this nativity narrative (2.13-15, 2.19-21, 
and 2.22) and to imitate him.  Further, along with these representations and 
portrayals, the image of Joseph as a guardian or caretaker of Mary and the child, 
is also suggested (1.23-25) as well as highlighted and illuminated in the narrative 
(2.14-15, 2.21-22, and 2.23).  
                                                          
    
15
 Meier, Matthew,ΝpέΝι,ΝcommentὅΝthatΝJoὅephΝ‘iὅΝ“juὅt”ΝinΝaΝdoubleΝὅenὅeμΝheΝwiὅheὅΝtoΝὅhowΝ
loyalty and kindness to Mary, yet he must satisfy the requirement of the Law not to countenance 
adulteὄyέ’ΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝwithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝthiὅ,ΝVia,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWorld and Ethical Response: The 
Marvelous and Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝpέΝΰἁἁ,Νconcludes that it is the very circumstance 
of this dilemma and crisis that leads Joseph and, in turn, the readers of the text, to reevaluate and 
chanἹeΝtheiὄΝ‘undeὄὅtandinἹ oἸΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅ’έ 
    
16
 χὅΝVia,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝandΝRiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝ
Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝpέΝΰἁι,ΝacknowledἹeὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝbelieἸΝthatΝύodΝhaὅΝὄevealedΝhiὅΝpὄeὅenceΝandΝwoὄdΝ
inΝtheΝdὄeamΝmediatedΝbyΝtheΝanἹel,ΝleadὅΝJoὅephΝtoΝ‘allowΝtheΝlawΝtoΝbeΝcomplemented, if not 
tempoὄaὄilyΝὅuὅpendedΝ…’ΝandΝpeὄmitὅΝJoὅephΝtoΝpeὄἸoὄmΝ‘aΝὅpeciἸicΝactΝἹὄoundedΝinΝaΝ
reorientation of his existential and moral self-undeὄὅtandinἹέ’ΝΝχdditionally,ΝitΝiὅΝalὅoΝtheΝcaὅe,ΝaὅΝ
Patte, Matthew,ΝpέΝἀι,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅ,ΝitΝiὅΝύod’ὅΝinteὄventionΝthatΝeὅtabliὅheὅΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝvocationΝ- of 
takinἹΝεaὄyΝaὅΝhiὅΝwiἸeΝandΝoἸΝadoptinἹΝJeὅuὅέ’ΝΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝaccompliὅhed,ΝPatteΝaὄἹueὅΝ‘byΝpὄovidinἹΝ
JoὅephΝwithΝ…ΝtheΝcoὄὄectΝevaluationΝoἸΝtheΝὅituation’έ 
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Thus, it is not surprising that the readers find themselves both comforted 
and challenged by the example of Joseph; comforted by the fact that God has 
chosen one who is not unlike them and used him in such special and holy ways; 
challenged by the realization that his character and life is defined, in large part, by 
his faith and obedience, by his positive and specific actions in response to the 
special, surprising, and gracious actions of God (1.18-25; 2.13-15; 2.19-23); a 
faith and obedience that they are also called to exhibit.  Thus, as they read further 
the readers are challenged to contemplate the meaning of their own lives and the 
significance of their own actions within the drama of salvation history.17     
   InΝtuὄn,ΝalonἹΝwithΝhiὅΝnewΝὅpiὄitualΝundeὄὅtandinἹ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἹenealoἹicalΝ
and spiritual heritage is also underscored, especially when the readers are 
reminded that this Joseph,ΝtheΝhuὅbandΝoἸΝεaὄy,ΝiὅΝalὅoΝaΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(υੂὸȢΝ
Δαυȓį, 1.20), an identification that he bestows upon Jesus in his decision to obey 
the revelation of God and name the child (1.25), the name the readers have 
already read (1.1) and already know.18  Joὅeph’ὅΝἹenealoἹicalΝandΝὅpiὄitualΝ
heritage is reemphasized when it is observed that Joseph is also, as his spiritual 
forefather Joseph, a person of such extraordinary spiritual depth that he is the only 
person in the narrative that God addresses through the means of an angelic 
messenger and directs through dreams (1.20).19    
                                                          
    
17
 See Patte, Matthew, p. 22. 
    
18
 In this regard, note the words of Patte, Matthew, pp. 27-ἀκ,Ν‘ἦheΝmiὄaculouὅΝconceptionΝiὅΝ
complemented by the adoption of Jesus by Joseph. Even though the role of divine interventions in 
human affairs is now unambiguous in the miraculous conception, it does not abolish or bypass the 
ὄoleΝoἸΝhumanΝbeinἹὅέΝἦheΝpuὄpoὅeΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝactionΝ- that Jesus be the son of David, the Christ, 
who will save his people and be the manifestation of the Holy among us - is realized only because 
Joseph received a vocation and accepted carrying it out. Note that it is Joseph who has the 
eὅὅentialΝὄoleΝoἸΝnaminἹΝtheΝchildΝ“Jeὅuὅ”Ν(ΰέἀΰΝandΝἀη)έ’ΝItΝὅeemὅΝthiὅΝinὅiἹhtΝiὅΝinἸoὄmedΝbyΝanΝ
eaὄlieὄΝὄeἸlectionΝoἸΝPatte’ὅέΝSeeΝPatte,ΝMatthew, p. 20.  
    
19
 This genealogy appears to associate Joseph with a particular figure in Hebrew history and 
literature, [the earlier] Joseph, the great dreamer of the Hebrew people whose dreams brought 
hope to his people and led him ultimately to guide and protect his people for many generations 
(Genesis 37-50).  Although not directly mentioned, this Joseph would certainly be remembered 
and come to the mind of many who read and heard the words of this text.  In turn, both the 
ὄecollectionΝoἸΝthiὅΝeaὄlieὄΝJoὅephΝandΝhiὅΝdeedὅ,ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝpatὄiaὄch’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝimpoὄtance in 
Hebrew history, would give Joseph a special authority and credibility within this narrative.  
      Meier, Matthew,ΝpέΝι,ΝbelieveὅΝthiὅΝdὄeamΝmotiἸΝinvolvinἹΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘ὄeminiὅcentΝoἸΝtheΝdὄeamὅΝ
ἹὄantedΝtoΝtheΝpatὄiaὄchὅΝinΝύeneὅiὅ’,ΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝthatΝoἸΝtheΝ‘patὄiaὄchΝJoὅeph’έΝΝδikewiὅe,ΝὅeeΝ
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χtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝdiὄectionΝtoΝJoὅephΝtoΝtakeΝεaὄyΝaὅΝhiὅΝwiἸeΝ
andΝbecomeΝheὄΝhuὅbandΝalὅoΝὄevealὅΝύod’ὅΝchoice,Ν‘takinἹ’,ΝandΝὅelectionΝoἸΝ
Mary; a choice and selection conἸiὄmedΝbyΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝὄevelationΝthatΝtheΝchildΝ
withinΝheὄΝiὅΝἸὄomΝύod’ὅΝώolyΝSpiὄitΝ(ΰέἀί)έ20  Once Joseph clearly comprehends 
the significance of this first angelic visit and the revelation that the child is a 
creation of the Holy Spirit of God, his understanding of his responsibility to Mary 
and the child are heightened, as seen in his immediate responses to both unfolding 
events in the story and further angelic visits and messages (2.13-15 and 2.19-23).  
όuὄtheὄ,ΝbothΝJoὅeph’ὅΝactionὅΝandΝtheΝanἹelicΝὄevelationὅΝdiὅcloὅeΝύod’ὅΝchoiceΝ
and selection of Joseph,Νύod’ὅΝ‘takinἹ’ΝoἸΝhimΝtoΝbeΝtheΝhuὅbandΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝ
ἸatheὄΝoἸΝheὄΝchildνΝaΝchoiceΝandΝὅelectionΝconἸiὄmedΝbyΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝἸuὄtheὄΝ
revelation and direction to Joseph that he is to name the child andΝὅpeciἸicallyΝ
nameΝhim,Ν‘Jeὅuὅ’Ν( ȘıȠ υȞ,Νΰέἀΰ)έ21  In addition, they hiἹhliἹhtΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
significance in the story. 
Next, the readers are clearly told that everything that has been said up to 
this point in the narrative (1.1-1.21) has occurred in order to fulfill the prophecies 
                                                                                                                                                              
Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, pp. 20-21; Green, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 
55; Davies, Matthew, p. 32; Carter, Matthew and the Margins, p. 68; and Mounce, Matthew, p. 10.  
In contrast, Dereks Dodson, Reading Dreams (Library of New Testament Studies 397, London: T. 
& T. Clark, 2009), pp. 139-47, sees the strongest parallels between Greco-Roman dream 
narratives. 
       In turn, Senior, Matthew,ΝpέΝλί,ΝbelieveὅΝ‘εatthew’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝὄecallὅΝtheΝ‘JoὅephΝ
of the Hebrew scriptures (Genesis 37-ηί)’έΝΝInΝaddition,ΝadaptinἹΝtheΝthouἹhtὅΝoἸΝPatte,ΝMatthew, 
pέΝἀἀ,ΝtoΝtheΝἸiἹuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’,ΝinὅteadΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’,ΝitΝalὅoΝὅeemὅΝappὄopὄiateΝΝtoΝnoteΝthatΝJoὅephΝ‘iὅΝ
not the puppet of a God who would have predetermined his existence; he is a person called by 
God for a specific and extraordinary vocation and given the means or qualifications to do it.  He is 
aΝpeὄὅonΝἸὄeeΝtoΝὄeὅpondΝtoΝthiὅΝcallέ’ΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅΝὅpecialΝὄevelationΝthatΝJoὅephΝὄeceiveὅ 
here and later in the nativity account, Luz, Matthew 1-7 (ΰλκλ),ΝpέΝΰἁκ,ΝdoeὅΝnoteΝ‘aὅΝaΝἸineΝnuanceΝ
thatΝonlyΝJoὅephΝiὅΝheldΝwoὄthyΝoἸΝtheΝ[actual]ΝappeaὄanceΝoἸΝanΝanἹel’Ν[withinΝεatthew’ὅΝaccount]Ν
(1.20; 2.13, 19).  See also, in this regard, Patte, Matthew,ΝpέΝἀἁέΝώeΝbelieveὅΝ‘εatthewΝpὄeὅuppoὅeὅΝ
that his readers are familiar with Scripture and view it as containing promises that are fulfilled in 
Jeὅuὅ’Νtime’έ 
    
20
 It should be noted that this is the second and last place in the Matthean nativity where direct 
reference is made to the intervention of the Holy Spirit.  See also Mt. 1.18.  This manifestation of 
theΝanἹelicΝmeὅὅenἹeὄΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝdὄeam,ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝinΝtheΝdὄeamὅΝthatΝἸollow,ΝappeaὄὅΝcloὅelyΝ
connected with, if not part and parcel of, the earlier manifestation of the Spirit in the generation of 
the child in Mary. 
    
21
 ἦhiὅΝnameΝὄeἸlectὅΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝpuὄpoὅeΝoἸΝtheΝchild’ὅΝliἸeΝwillΝbeΝtheΝὅalvationΝoἸΝ
humanity from sin (1.21). 
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oἸΝIὅaiahΝ(IὅaέΝιέΰζΝandΝκέκ)έΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝἸollowedΝbyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimmediateΝandΝobedientΝ
response (1.24) to the revelation of the angelic messenger, which additionally 
ὄevealὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸaithΝandΝiὅΝaΝὅiἹnΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝpὄeὅenceΝwithinΝtheΝὅtory for the 
readers.22 
    Therefore, in the second pericope in the Matthean account, 1.18-25, 
concerning the birth of Jesus, Joseph is in the center of the dramatic action (1.19-
21), a position he reassumes in the fourth pericope (2.13-23).  In contrast, Mary is 
in a largely subsidiary and passive role.23  And, yet, Mary does not play an 
insignificant role for she is clearly identified as the biological mother of Jesus 
(1.16), a figure central in the narrative of this gospel (1.18), and a virgin ( 1.16 
and 1.25).24  Indeed,Νεaὄy’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’Ν(ĲોȢΝȝȘĲȡὸȢΝα੝ĲȠ૨) is 
emphasized by the repetition of this designation on six occasions (1.18; 2.11, 13, 
                                                          
    
22
 Meier, Matthew, p. 9, is convinced the pattern of ‘command-and-execution-of-command’,Ν
ὄepὄeὅentedΝinΝthiὅΝveὄὅeΝ(ΰέἀζ),ΝandΝὄepeatedΝelὅewheὄeΝinΝtheΝnativityΝaccount,Ν‘appeaὄὅΝaΝnumbeὄΝ
oἸΝtimeὅΝinΝtheΝἹoὅpelΝtoΝὅtὄeὅὅΝthatΝaΝtὄueΝdiὅcipleΝobeyὅΝimmediatelyΝandΝpeὄἸectly’έΝΝώeΝaddὅΝthatΝ
this obedience is alὅoΝevidentΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝwillinἹneὅὅΝtoΝἸoὄeἹoΝ‘maὄitalΝinteὄcouὄὅe’ΝwithΝεaὄyΝἸoὄΝ
the time being (1.25). 
    
23
 As previously recognized, Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 33, notes this early in his 
commentary on the gospel.  Keener, Gospel of Matthew, p. 88; Nolland, Gospel of Matthew, p. 
116; France, Gospel of Matthew, pp. 39-40 and Luz, Matthew 1-7 (2007), pp. 90-91 and 94, also 
acknowledge the subsidiary and passive role of Mary. 
    
24
 Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 132, believes that Matthew’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝconceὄnΝinΝtheΝ
ὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝviὄἹinityΝinΝveὄὅeὅΝὅixteenΝandΝtwenty-five is to emphasize that Mary is a 
viὄἹinΝatΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝbiὄthΝ‘ὅoΝthatΝtheΝIὅaianΝpὄophecyΝwillΝbeΝἸulἸilledΝ…’ΝΝSeveὄalΝotheὄΝ
ὅcholaὄὅΝconcuὄΝwithΝψὄown’ὅΝconclusion. See also  Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to 
the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 65-75; Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, pp. 17-22; W.F. 
Albright and C.S. Mann, Matthew (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1971), pp. 7-8; Hendriksen, The 
Gospel of Matthew, pp. 130-45; Green, Matthew, pp. 54-56; Schweizer, The Good News 
According to Matthew, pp. 25-35; Via,Ν‘σaὄὄativeΝWoὄldΝandΝϋthicalΝReὅponὅeμΝἦheΝεaὄvelouὅΝ
and Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἁἀ-33; Allen, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
Matthew; H.P. Hamann, Chi Rho Commentary on the Gospel According to Matthew (Adelaide, 
AU: Lutheran Publishing House, 1984), pp. 14-16; Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 34-40; 
Bruner, The Christbook: Matthew 1-12, pp. 66-72; Smith, Matthew, pp. 35-39; Blomberg, 
Matthew, p. 61; Davies, Matthew, pp, 31-34; Hagner, Matthew , pp. 47-59; Carter, Matthew and 
the Margins, pp. 66-ιἀνΝJackΝDeanΝKinἹὅbuὄy,Ν‘ἦheΝψiὄthΝσaὄὄativeΝoἸΝεatthew’,ΝinΝDavidΝϋέΝ
Aune (ed.), The Gospel of Matthew in Current Study (Grand Rapids and Cambridge: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2001), pp. 154-65; Mounce, Matthew, pp. 9-11; Freed, The 
Stories of Jesus’ Birth, pp. 56-69; Hauerwas, Matthew, p. 36; Luz, Matthew 1-7 (2007), pp. 93-97, 
183-84, and Basser, The Mind Behind the Gospels, pp. 28-38.                                                                                                    
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14, 20, and 21).25  όuὄtheὄ,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝtwiceΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘huὅband’ΝoἸΝεaὄyΝ
(ĲὸȞΝἄȞįȡαΝȂαȡȓαȢ, 1.16 and ὁ ਕȞ੽ȡΝα੝ĲોȢ,Νΰέΰλ)έΝΝInΝtuὄn,ΝὅheΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝ
wiἸe’Ν(Ĳ੽ȞΝȖυȞαῖțαΝα੝ĲȠ૨, 1.24).26  At the same time, it seems equally important 
toΝnoteΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝchild,ΝtheΝchildΝJoὅephΝiὅΝcommandedΝbyΝtheΝanἹelΝtoΝname,Ν
‘Jeὅuὅ’Ν(੉ȘıȠ૨Ȟ,Νΰέἀΰ),ΝiὅΝnotΝJoὅeph’ὅΝbiological heir (1.16), as the reader can see 
byΝtheΝdeὅiἹnationΝ(pὄoἸἸeὄedΝbyΝtheΝanἹelΝtoΝJoὅeph)ΝoἸΝtheΝchildΝaὅΝ‘aΝὅon’Ν(υੂὸȞ, 
1.21, 23, 25).  In addition, it is evident that Mary has been chosen, in part, 
because she has not had a sexual relationship with a man (1.18, 20, 23, and 25).  
Further, at this point, a clear demarcation is also drawn between Joseph and the 
childΝbyΝtheΝidentiἸicationΝoἸΝtheΝchild,ΝjuὅtΝnoted,ΝaὅΝ‘aΝὅon’Ν(ΰέἀΰ,Νἀἁ,ΝandΝἀη)ΝandΝ
theΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝεaὄyΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’Ν(ΰέΰκ),ΝandΝthe absence of any reference to 
Joseph as his father; a demarcation that appears to be reflective of a certain 
ambiἹuityΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝbothΝtheΝ‘ὅon’ΝandΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’έΝ
Thus, this division is highlighted for the reader. 
In contrast to the second pericope, the third, 2.1-12, concerning the 
adoration of the Magi, serves as a transitional section between the second (1.18-
25) and the fourth pericope (2.13-23) that marks an intermission in the direct 
activity and centrality of Joseph.27 Nonetheless, the dramatic action in this 
                                                          
    
25
 όuὄtheὄ,ΝεatthewΝindiὄectlyΝidentiἸieὅΝεaὄyΝaὅΝtheΝchild’ὅΝmotheὄΝonΝὅixΝotheὄΝoccaὅionὅΝ
(1.16, 20, 21, 23, 25, and 2.1).  
    
26
 Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 125, notes that Matthew goes to some length to 
establish a portrait of Joseph as the real husband of Mary, as Matthew admits in verses sixteen, 
nineteen, twenty, and twenty-ἸouὄέΝώeΝclaimὅΝthatΝ‘ὅinceΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝhaveΝtaken the first step 
inΝtheΝmatὄimonialΝpὄoceduὄeΝbyΝexchanἹinἹΝconὅentΝ(betὄothal),ΝtheyΝaὄeΝtὄulyΝ“huὅband”ΝandΝ
“wiἸe”έ’ΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅ,ΝὅeeΝalὅoΝχlanΝώuἹhΝεcσeile,ΝThe Gospel According to St. Matthew, 
pp. 6-7; David Hill, The Gospel of Matthew (London: Marshall, Morgan, and Scott, 1972), pp. 77-
78;  Tasker, The Gospel According to St. Matthew, pp. 34-35; Gundry, Matthew, p. 21; Beare, The 
Gospel According to Matthew, pp. 66-67; Davies and Allison, The Gospel According to Saint 
Matthew I, pp. 182-84, 202-205 and 218; Keener, Gospel of Matthew, pp. 85-95; and Luz, 
Matthew 1-7 (2007), pp. 93-94.                                                                                                                                                    
    
27
 Hill sees evidence of dependence on the Moses stories in chapter two of the Matthean 
nativity. See Hill, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 81-85 and 86. χllen,ΝalὅoΝbelieveὅΝ‘εoὅeὅΝiὅΝinΝ
mind in 2.1-ΰἁέ’ΝSeeΝχllen,ΝCommentary on the Gospel According to St. Matthew, pp. 16 and 18. 
Beare is also convinced that this pericope and the rest within the Matthean nativity are modeled 
aἸteὄΝ‘theΝὅtoὄyΝoἸΝεoὅeὅ’έΝSeeΝψeaὄe,ΝThe Gospel According to Matthew, p. 72 and 75. Further, 
see Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, pp. 39-43. In turn, Senior, Matthew, p. 91, 
believes much of 2.1-ΰκΝ‘ὄecallὅΝtheΝeventὅΝconceὄninἹΝεoὅeὅ’Νbiὄth’έΝ 
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pericope moves the story forward, and in so doing, makes the fourth and final 
section of the narrative more comprehensible.28   
    Here, in contrast to the previous pericope, the lack of a specific reference 
to Joseph suggests he is either disengaged or absent from the encounter between 
the Magi and Mary and the Child.29  However, the righteous, obedient, and pious 
Joseph would likely be in the mind of the readers as they first read of King Herod, 
as would the substantial contrast between these two characters, which would 
become more evident in later parts of the narrative (2.13-15, 16-18, and 19-22).30 
In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea,  
wiὅeΝmenΝἸὄomΝtheΝϋaὅtΝcameΝtoΝJeὄuὅalem,ΝaὅkinἹ,Ν‘WheὄeΝiὅΝtheΝchildΝ 
who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star at its rising, 
                                                                                                                                                              
In contrast to these scholars, Albright and Mann, Matthew, p. 18, do not see the clear 
connections others note.  In concordance with them, Morris, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 
ἁζ,ΝaὄἹueὅΝtheὄeΝiὅΝ‘noΝevidenceΝthatΝtheΝwὄiteὄΝoἸΝthiὅΝύoὅpelΝuὅedΝthemΝ[ὅtoὄieὅΝaboutΝεoὅeὅ]ΝaὅΝaΝ
baὅiὅΝἸoὄΝcompoὅinἹΝὅtoὄieὅΝaboutΝJeὅuὅ’έ 
    
28
 Ulrich Luz, Matthew 1-7 (2007), p. 109. See also Via, ‘σaὄὄative World and Ethical 
Response: The Marvelous and Righteousness in Matthew 1-ἀ’,ΝppέΝΰἁζ-35; Davies and Allison, 
The Gospel According to St. Matthew, I,  pp. 252-54; and France, Gospel of Matthew, p. 75 with 
respect to the unity of this narrative content. 
    
29
 Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook of the Gospel of Matthew, p. 89, does not believe 
Joὅeph’ὅΝabὅenceΝiὅΝ‘impoὄtant’ΝoὄΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝtellinἹέΝΝώoweveὄ,Νψonnaὄd,ΝL’évangile selon Saint 
Matthieu, p. 27, disagrees, noting that the lack of mention oἸΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘contὄaὄyΝtoΝitὅΝDavidicΝ
conceὄnΝ…’ΝSchnackenbuὄἹ,ΝThe Gospel of Matthew, pp. 23-ἀζ,ΝconcuὄὅΝandΝὅtateὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
abὅenceΝ‘iὅΝὅtὄikinἹ’έΝΝSeeΝalὅoΝDavieὅΝandΝχlliὅon, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, p. 36 
and Carter, Matthew and the Margins, p. 81, in this regard.  Meier, Matthew, p. 12, notes that the 
‘centeὄΝoἸΝattention’ΝiὅΝnowΝuponΝ‘theΝchildΝandΝhiὅΝmotheὄ’έΝώeΝciteὅΝἀέΰΰ,Νΰἁ,Νΰζ,ΝἀίΝandΝἀΰΝinΝthiὅΝ
regard and appears to conclude, with respect to the rest of the narrative, that ‘JoὅephΝ…ΝappeaὄὅΝ
onlyΝwhenΝneededέ’ΝInΝtuὄn,Νδuὐ,ΝMatthew 1-7 (ΰλκλ),ΝpέΝΰἁι,ΝnoteὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘Ἰoὄmulation’ΝoἸΝἀέΰΰΝ
andΝtheΝ‘omiὅὅionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝindicateΝtheΝὅpecialΝpoὅitionΝoἸΝεaὄyΝinΝtheΝὅenὅeΝoἸΝΰέΰκ-ἀη’έΝώaἹneὄ,Ν
Matthew 1-13, pp. 30-31, agrees.  In a similar spirit, Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 166-
200, does not comment on the absence or omission of Joseph or explore the possibility that 
Joὅeph’ὅΝpὄeὅenceΝiὅΝimplied,ΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝmentionΝoἸΝtheΝ‘houὅe’Νpὄeὅumably shared by Joseph 
and Mary (2.11) and, in light of the immediate introduction of Joseph in the second half of the 
chapter (2.13). In Brown, Birth of the Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), pp. 614-15, he 
ὄeviὅitὅΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝ‘theΝhouὅe’ΝandΝaὄἹueὅΝthat  
      Matt has never mentioned Joseph and Mary being anywhere but Bethlehem; he has told us that      
      Joseph took Mary (home) in 1:24; he tells in 2:11 that the magi came into the house where 
      they found the child with Mary his mother; and in 2:22-23 he explains that the reason that the   
      family did not return to Bethlehem and went instead to Nazareth was apprehension about   
      Archelaus. 
See also Gundry, Matthew, p. 31 and Blomberg, Matthew, pp. 65-66. 
In contrast to many other scholars, Hendriksen, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 170-71 and 
Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, pp. 37-ζἁ,ΝaὅὅumeΝJoὅephΝiὅΝpὄeὅentΝwithΝ‘hiὅΝ
Ἰamily’ΝandΝtheΝeventΝoccuὄὅΝatΝtheΝ‘houὅeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έΝ  
    
30
 Gundry, Matthew, p. 30, alludes to the contrast and juxtaposition of Joseph and Herod. 
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andΝhaveΝcomeΝtoΝpayΝhimΝhomaἹeέ’ΝΝWhenΝKinἹΝώeὄodΝheaὄdΝthiὅ,ΝheΝwaὅΝΝ 
frightened, and all Jerusalem with him; and calling together all the chief   
priests  and scribes of the people, he inquired of them where the Messiah 
waὅΝtoΝbeΝboὄnέΝΝἦheyΝtoldΝhim,Ν‘InΝψethlehemΝoἸΝJudeaνΝἸoὄΝὅoΝitΝhaὅΝbeenΝ
wὄittenΝbyΝtheΝpὄophetμΝΝ“χndΝyou,Νψethlehem,ΝinΝtheΝlandΝoἸΝJudah, are by 
no means least among the rulers of Judah; for from you shall come a ruler 
whoΝiὅΝtoΝὅhepheὄdΝmyΝpeopleΝIὅὄaelέ”’ΝΝἦhenΝώeὄodΝὅecὄetlyΝcalledΝἸoὄΝtheΝ
wise men and learned from them the exact time the star had appeared. 
Then he sent them to Bethlehem,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘ύoΝandΝὅeaὄchΝdiliἹentlyΝἸoὄΝtheΝ
child; and when you have found him, bring me word, so that I may also go 
andΝpayΝhimΝhomaἹeέ’ΝΝWhenΝtheyΝhadΝheaὄdΝtheΝkinἹΝtheyΝὅetΝoutνΝandΝ
there, ahead of them, went the star that they had seen at its rising, until it 
stopped over the place where the child was.  When they saw that the star 
had stopped, they were overwhelmed with joy.  On entering the house, 
they saw the child with Mary his mother; and they knelt down and paid 
him homage.  Then, opening their treasure chests, they offered him gifts of 
gold, frankincense and myrrh. And, having been warned in a dream not to 
return to Herod, they left for their own country by another road (Mt. 2.1-
12). 
 
Though the worship of the Magi can be understood to focus the readeὄὅ’ΝattentionΝ
to the majesty of the Christ, the son of David (υੂȠ૨ΝΔαυ੿į, 1.1), the savior (cf. 
1.21; 2.15) and the Immanuel (ἘȝȝαȞȠυȒȜ, 1.23 ), it also directs readers to Mary, 
whoΝiὅ,ΝonceΝaἹain,ΝpoὄtὄayedΝandΝdeὅiἹnatedΝtheΝ‘motheὄ’Νof the child and set in 
the foreground of the scene with him before whom the Magi ‘paidΝ…ΝhomaἹe’Ν
(πȡȠıİțȪȞȘıαȞΝα੝Ĳ૶, 2.11).31  
     In the fourth and final pericope of the Matthean nativity, 2.13-23, 
concerning the flight into Egypt and the return from Egypt, Joseph reappears as 
the central figure in the narrative action.  
            Now after they had left, an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a            
dὄeamΝandΝὅaid,Ν‘ύetΝup,ΝtakeΝtheΝchildΝandΝhiὅ mother, and flee to Egypt, 
and remain there until I tell you; for Herod is about to search for the child, 
toΝdeὅtὄoyΝhimέ’ΝχndΝJoὅephΝἹotΝup,ΝtookΝtheΝchildΝandΝhiὅΝmotheὄΝbyΝ
night, and went to Egypt, and remained there until the death of Herod.  
This was to fulfill what had been spoken by the Lord through the prophet, 
‘τutΝoἸΝϋἹyptΝIΝhaveΝcalledΝmyΝὅonέ’ΝWhenΝώeὄodΝὅawΝthatΝheΝhadΝbeenΝ
tricked by the wise men, he was infuriated, and he sent and killed all the 
children in and around Bethlehem who were two years old or under, 
                                                          
    
31
  Luz, Matthew 1-7 (2007), p. 114. 
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according to the time that he had learned from the wise men. Then was 
ἸulἸilledΝwhatΝhadΝbeenΝὅpokenΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝpὄophetΝJeὄemiahμΝ‘χΝvoiceΝ
was heard in Ramah, wailing and loud lamentation, Rachel weeping for 
heὄΝchildὄenνΝὅheΝὄeἸuὅedΝtoΝbeΝconὅoled,ΝbecauὅeΝtheyΝaὄeΝnoΝmoὄeέ’ΝWhenΝ
Herod died, an angel of the Lord suddenly appeared in a dream to Joseph 
inΝϋἹypt,ΝandΝὅaid,Ν‘ύetΝup,ΝtakeΝtheΝchildΝandΝhiὅΝmotheὄ,ΝandΝἹoΝtoΝtheΝ
landΝoἸΝΝIὅὄael,ΝἸoὄΝthoὅeΝwhoΝaὄeΝὅeekinἹΝtheΝchild’ὅΝliἸeΝaὄeΝdeadέ’ΝΝἦhenΝ
Joseph got up, took the child and his mother, and went to the land of 
Israel. But when he heard that Archelaus was ruling over Judea in place of 
his father Herod, he was afraid to go there.  And after being warned in a 
dream, he went away to the district of Galilee.  There he made his home in 
a town called Nazareth, so that what had been spoken though the prophets 
might be fulfilled,Ν‘ώeΝwillΝbeΝcalledΝaΝσaὐoὄean’(εtέ 2.13-23). 
 
  After the departure of the Magi (2.13), Joseph reappears and has another 
dream, which is recounted in the next brief narrative account (2.13-15).  Though it 
mayΝappeaὄΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeappeaὄanceΝandΝtheΝὄepeatedΝanἹelicΝappeaὄanceὅΝ
present a repetition of the past, the supportive and threatening characters and the 
troubling events (2.3-4), introduced in the previous pericope (2.1-12), suggest 
otherwise.  In fact, theΝεaἹi’ὅΝinteὄactionὅΝwithΝώeὄodΝ(ἀέἁ),ΝtheΝὄeὅponὅeΝoἸΝ‘allΝ
oἸΝJeὄuὅalem’Ν(πᾶıαΝ੊İȡȠıȩȜυȝα, 2.3), the dream of warning the Magi receive 
(2.12), aid in the reintroduction of Joseph, and with him, a new angelic revelation 
from God.  Thus, the characters and events of the previous section actually 
disclose more of the real spiritual challenges to Joseph, Mary, and the child as 
well as move the story forward.32 
Further, the reiteration of the earlier dream type (2.13-14), lends additional 
credibility and authority to the figure of Joseph as do his behavior and actions; 
demonstrating, once again, his righteousness and faith as well as his close 
relationship withΝύodέΝΝχtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝtheΝintὄoductionΝoἸΝ‘ϋἹypt’Ν(ΑἴȖυπĲȠȞ, 
2.14) as the new destiny, and the prospect of life there, might also reconnect 
Joseph more directly with the patriarch Joseph, spiritually and geographically, 
                                                          
    
32
 Plummer, Matthew, pέΝΰθ,ΝhypotheὅiὐeὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘εaἹiΝwouldΝtellΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy of the 
excitement which had been produced in Jerusalem by their visit, and Joseph would naturally think 
itΝpὄudentΝtoΝwithdὄawΝtheΝchildΝἸὄomΝPaleὅtine’έΝΝώeΝbelieveὅΝJoὅephΝwouldΝknowΝenouἹhΝoἸΝ
ώeὄod’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝtoΝὅuὄmiὅeΝthatΝhiὅΝἹὄeatΝinteὄeὅtΝinΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝaΝkinἹΝoἸΝtheΝJewὅΝ‘bodedΝnoΝ
Ἱood’έ 
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further illuminating his role as protector of the future salvation of Israel (2.13).  In 
fact, here, Joseph acts as did his Hebrew spiritual ancestor, the first Joseph, who 
brought Jacob/Israel from Canaan into Egypt, and leads Mary and the child on 
their own exodus from Israel, from haὄm’ὅΝwayΝintoΝtheΝὅecuὄityΝoἸΝϋἹyptΝ(ἀέΰἁ-
15).33  Thus, again, the readers are invited to focus on the example of Joseph, to 
see him as a model for their own lives.  At the same time, the pointed demarcation 
betweenΝJoὅephΝandΝ‘theΝchild’Ν(ĲὸΝπαȚįȓȠȞ) as well as between Joseph and Mary, 
previously acknowledged in the review of the second pericope (1.18-25) as 
ὄeἸlectiveΝoἸΝaΝceὄtainΝambiἹuityΝinΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝbothΝ‘theΝ
child’ΝandΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’,ΝiὅΝreiterated, here (2.13-14) and later (2.21-22), in the 
anἹel’ὅΝὅpeciἸicΝinὅtὄuctionΝandΝtheΝὅpeciἸicΝnaὄὄationΝoἸΝhiὅΝὄeὅponὅeέ 
    Nonetheless, the introduction of a new challenge - to flee with the child 
and his mother from Herod and others - highlighted by the goal of the new 
geographical destiny of Egypt (2.13), intensifies the narrative drama and raises 
theΝinteὄeὅtὅΝoἸΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅέΝΝώavinἹΝwondeὄedΝhowΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝdilemmaΝ(ΰέΰκ-
                                                          
    
33
 See Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 216.  Brown, pp. 203-204, also notes several 
accounts in Hebrew literature (the flight of Jeroboam from Solomon, 1 Kgs 11.40; the flight of the 
prophet Uriah from King Jehoiakim, Jer 26.21; the flight of the high priest Onias from King 
Antiochus Epiphanes, Josephus, Ant. XII ix 7) to document that Egypt has long been considered a 
refuge for the Hebrew peoples. Later, Brown, Birth of the Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), 
p. 586, asserts the the foundations of this account can be found in the obvious similarties between 
itΝandΝtheΝὅtoὄieὅΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝεoὅeὅΝ‘atΝtheΝendΝoἸΝύeneὅiὅΝandΝtheΝbeἹinninἹΝoἸΝϋxoduὅέΝώeΝ
does not see a significant correlation between the NT Joseph and David.  In this regard, see also 
Blomberg, Matthew, pp. 66-67 and Basser, The Mind Behind the Gospels, p. 57.  
InΝcontὄaὅtΝtoΝtheΝviewΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝactὅΝaὅΝ…ΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝJoὅephΝwhoΝbὄouἹhtΝJacobήΝIὅὄaelΝἸὄomΝ
ωanaanΝtoΝϋἹypt’,ΝὅeeΝDavieὅΝandΝχlliὅon,ΝMatthew, I, pp. 258-64. While they acknowledge that 
Matthew may have been aware of numerous ancient legends with similarities to the account in 
2.13-ΰη,ΝtheyΝbelieveΝ‘theΝthὄeatΝtoΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝtheΝyounἹΝJeὅuὅΝhaὅΝitὅΝcounteὄpaὄtΝinΝtaleὅΝaboutΝ
εoὅeὅ’ΝinὅteadΝoἸΝthoὅeΝoἸΝtheΝpatὄiaὄch,ΝJoὅephέΝψonnaὄd, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, pp. 
29-30, and Nolland, Matthew, pp. 120-22 concur with this.  Somewhat differently, France, 
Matthew, pp. 76-78, and Carter, Matthew and the Margins, p. 83, see evidence of both the Moses 
and Joseph traditions in 2.13-15. While Luz, Matthew 1-7 (2007), p. 119, also feels the account in 
2.13-15 may have some connection with the story of the first Joseph in Genesis, he believes, as 
DavieὅΝandΝχlliὅon,ΝthatΝtheΝ‘JewiὅhΝωhὄiὅtianΝnaὄὄatoὄὅΝoἸ our story were especially familiar with 
the tradition of the rescue oἸΝtheΝinἸantΝεoὅeὅΝinΝϋἹyptΝandΝPhaὄaoh’ὅΝmuὄdeὄΝoἸΝtheΝIὅὄaeliteΝmaleΝ
childὄenέ’Νσonetheleὅὅ,ΝdeὅpiteΝtheὅeΝὅimilaὄitieὅ,ΝδuὐΝthinkὅΝ‘εatthewΝἀέΰἁ-ἀΰΝiὅΝaΝnewΝὅtoὄyέ’ 
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25) would be resolved, they are now left to wonder how Joseph will meet this 
seemingly greater challenge.34                                                                           
    Accordingly,ΝinΝthiὅΝὅectionΝoἸΝtheΝpeὄicope,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝandΝ
faith are, once again, demonstrated, disclosing his roles as husband, father, 
spiritual model, and guardian of Mary and the child.  In so doing, the readers learn 
that Joseph also fulfills the prophecy (Hos. 11.1) and the will of God, as the story 
of the history of salvation is further revealed (2.15).  Once again, by his obedient 
responses to the angelic messengers, Joseph demonstrates he is both head of his 
young family as well as its guardian (2.13-14).35  This is evident, directly and 
indirectly, in the first part of this section (2.13-15).   
  As the narrative moves forward it can be seen that although the readers 
haveΝalὄeadyΝleaὄnedΝoἸΝώeὄod’ὅΝdeathΝ(ἀέΰη),ΝἸuὄtheὄΝdiἸἸeὄenceὅΝbetweenΝJoὅeph 
and the evil king are juxtaposed,ΝalbeitΝbyΝimplication,ΝaὅΝtheΝaccountΝoἸΝώeὄod’ὅΝ
ὄuthleὅὅΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝtheΝεaἹi’ὅΝdeception,ΝtὄaditionallyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝthe Massacre 
of the Innocents, appears in the next section (2.16-18).  Brief as it is, it does, once 
again, juxtapose the figures of Joseph and Herod and, additionally, sets before the 
readers two spiritual choices: to receive the child, the Messiah, or to fear, and 
even reject, him.  It also further discloses (2.18) how the events of the story, 
including the horrific action of Herod, had been predicted by a Hebrew prophet 
(Jer. 31.15). 
            In the final section of this last pericope of the Matthean nativity (2.19-23), 
resolution comes to the challenges and obstacles Joseph has faced, showing, as 
beἸoὄe,Νύod’ὅΝcaὄeΝἸoὄΝJoὅeph,Νεaὄy,ΝandΝtheΝchild,ΝthὄouἹhΝanἹelicΝὄevelationΝtoΝ
Joseph.  In this case, two dreams are noted and introduced.  Following the pattern 
                                                          
    
34
 Brown, Birth of the Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), p. 616, appears to suggest that 
JoὅephΝiὅΝaΝ‘modelΝἸoὄΝἸatheὄὅ,’ΝanΝideaΝthatΝheΝtakeὅΝἸὄomΝJέχέΝψὄuce,Ν‘ἦheΝόliἹhtΝintoΝϋἹyptμΝtheΝ
DὄeamὅΝoἸΝόatheὄὅ’,ΝSaint Luke’s Journal of Theology 27 (1984),  pp. 287-96. 
Summarizing Bruce, Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1993), pp.writes:  
        Loyally he (Joseph) endures anxiety even though he cannot forsee where things will  
        end; he is innovative and not immobilized by complexities; and he does his duty  
        even though he does not fully understand the reasons.         
    
35
 See also Mt. 2.20-23 for a further demonstration of this role. 
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of the dreams previously encountered (1.20-25 and 2.13-15), and the visit of the 
anἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄdΝtoΝJoὅephΝinΝϋἹyptΝ(ἀέΰλ),ΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝinὅtὄuctionΝtoΝJoὅephΝ
(2.21) is virtually identical to the earlier instruction (2.13).36  Here, the angel 
directs Joseph to act, and in this case, return to Israel.  In response, as before, 
Joseph does as he has been told, and immediately rises and takes the child and his 
motheὄΝintoΝtheΝ‘landΝoἸΝIὅὄael’Ν(ȖોȞΝ੉ıȡαȒȜ, 2.21).37  Thus, Joseph takes on a new 
role and leads his young family on an exodus, this time, as another Hebrew 
spiritual ancestor, Moses, led the children of Israel, from Egypt into freedom.38  In 
acting as he does, inΝobeyinἹΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝcommand,ΝJoὅeph,ΝaἹainΝdemonὅtὄateὅΝ
hiὅΝobedienceΝtoΝύod’ὅΝdiὄectionέΝΝInΝtheΝpὄoceὅὅ,ΝheΝalὅoΝὄecapitulateὅΝIὅὄael’ὅΝ
history by leading Mary and the child, the savior of Israel, back into a land that 
will, once again, offer salvation for Israel as well as the peoples of all other 
nations.  In this case, the husband of Mary and legal father of the child leads them 
not to Bethlehem, where he and Mary previously resided, but to the city of 
Nazareth in Galilee (2.19-23).39  Therefore, Joseph, again, demonstrates his 
obedience to God and his faithfulness to Mary and the child and this underscores 
for the readers the importance of obedience to God.    
                                                          
    
36
 Morris, Matthew, p. 47, notes that the visit of the angel of the Lord to Joseph in Egypt 
indicateὅΝthatΝ‘ύod’ὅΝpoweὄΝandΝύod’ὅΝoveὄὅiἹht extendedΝtoΝϋἹypt’έΝΝItΝalὅoΝindicateὅΝthatΝtheΝ
jouὄneyΝandΝὄeὅidenceΝinΝϋἹyptΝhaὅΝnotΝchanἹedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝύodΝandΝthatΝheΝ
remains as spiritually close to God as before. 
    
37
 ώeὄeΝiὅΝanotheὄΝexampleΝoἸΝhowΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeὅponὅeΝiὅΝoἸtenΝidentical to his instruction from 
the angelic messenger. Again, in this respect, see the Greek texts of both the angelic message and 
the response and action of Joseph. 
    
38
 Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, pp. 29-30; Green, The Gospel According to 
Matthew, p. 60; Davies and Allison, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, p. 39; Gundry, 
Matthew, p. 38 and Schnackenburg, The Gospel of Matthew, p. 27, see parallels between the 
Matthean stories of Jesus and the early Hebrew stories of Moses. Davies and Allison also see this 
connection. See Davies and Allison, Gospel According to St. Matthew, Vol. 1, pp. 258-64, as 
before (in 2.13) and page 271 with respect to 2. 21.d 
    
39
 See Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 216-17. He also notes, p. 214, 
        The human instrument in this deliverance is Joseph, through his absolute obedience to the  
        divine commands - aΝJoὅephΝwhoΝhaὅΝalὄeadyΝbeenΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝ“anΝupὄiἹhtΝman”Ν(ΰέΰλ),Νiέeέ,Ν 
        aΝJewΝtotallyΝἸaithἸulΝtoΝtheΝδawέΝΝInΝεatthew’ὅΝmind,ΝJewὅ who are true to the Law and the  
        Prophets stand alongside the Gentile magi in accepting Jesus while the authorities reject  
        him. 
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   These things are also exemplified in somewhat different language in the 
second dream of this section (2.22), although it does bear similarities to the dream 
received by the Magi (2.12).  In this case, upon entering the land of Israel, Joseph 
hears that Archelaus, the son of Herod, has replaced his deceased father (2.22).  
This discovery makes Joseph afraid (2.22); a fear that is both verified and 
assuaged in this final dream.  While the recollection of this dream does not 
include specific words from an angelic figure, instruction is, nevertheless, implied 
byΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchanἹeΝinΝdiὄectionΝ(ἀέἀἀ - he departed into the district of Galilee) and 
his final destiny (2.23 - he settled in the city called Nazareth), portrayed in the 
text.  In addition, with respect to the final geographical destiny of Joseph and his 
family, the reader is led to see that Joseph’ὅΝ(and,Νthuὅ,ΝJeὅuὅ’)ΝhomeΝiὅΝtoΝbe,ΝaὅΝ
ψὄownΝnoteὅ,Ν‘ύalileeΝoἸΝtheΝύentileὅ’,ΝaΝὄeἹionΝthatΝiὅΝὅuἹἹeὅtiveΝoἸΝtheΝdiveὄὅityΝ
oἸΝtheΝὄecipientὅΝἸoὄΝwhomΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὅalvationΝiὅΝintended,ΝaΝtὄajectoὄyΝthat extends 
from Abraham to the Gentile women in the genealogy (of Joseph and Jesus) to the 
Magi (the first worshippers of Jesus) to this domicile which is a fulfillment of 
prophetic scripture.40 
    Thus, Joseph demonstrates his obedience and faithfulness one last time, in 
the last verse of this chapter when, once again, he helps fulfill a prophecy about 
the child (2.23).  Here, again, Joseph leads Mary and the child, this time to reside 
‘inΝaΝtownΝcalledΝσaὐaὄeth’Ν(İੁȢΝπȩȜȚȞΝȜİȖȠȝȑȞȘȞΝȃαȗαȡȑĲ)ΝinΝoὄdeὄΝthatΝ‘whatΝhadΝ
been spoken through the prophets might be fulfilled’Ν(੖πȦȢΝπȜȘȡȦșૌΝĲὸΝ૧ȘșὲȞΝįȚὰΝ
Ĳ૵ȞΝπȡȠφȘĲ૵Ȟ)ΝandΝ‘ώeΝwillΝbeΝcalledΝaΝσaὐoὄean’Ν(੖ĲȚΝȃαȗȦȡαῖȠȢΝ
țȜȘșȒıİĲαȚ).41  Thus, Joseph reasserts his authority and position as pater familias, 
                                                          
    
40
 Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 232. Thus, it is not surprising that Joseph goes to 
Galilee. 
    
41
 Scholars are not agreed on the identity of this prophetic reference. With regard to the debate 
around 2.23, see Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Gospel of Matthew, pp. 99-100; 
McNeile, Matthew, pp. 21-22; Bonnard, L’évangile selon Saint Matthieu, p. 30; Albright and 
Mann, Matthew, pp. 20-21; Hill, Matthew, pp. 86-88; Green, The Gospel According to Matthew, 
pp. 60-61; Tasker,  Matthew, p. 45; Brown, Birth of the Messiah (1977), p. 219; Beare, Matthew, 
pp. 84-85; Bruner, The Christbook: Matthew 1-12, pp. 61-63; Allen, Matthew, pp.16-17; Gundry, 
Matthew, pp. 39-40; Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 45-46; Blomberg, Matthew, p.70; 
Morris, Matthew, p. 49; Davies, Matthew, pp. 39-40; Hagner, Matthew 1-13, pp. 39-42; Garland, 
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the active earthly head of this young family and, additionally, his role in the 
fulfillment of the prophecy about Jesus of Nazareth (2.23).42  
       At the same time, reassurance and resolution are also conveyed in the 
cloὅinἹΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝtheΝtext,Ν‘ὅoΝthatΝwhatΝhadΝbeenΝὅpokenΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝpὄophetὅΝ
miἹhtΝbeΝἸulἸilled,Ν“ώeΝwillΝbeΝcalledΝaΝσaὐoὄean”’Ν(ἀέἀἁ),ΝὅoΝthatΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝ
sense not only that one prophecy has been fulfilled but that this marks only the 
beginning and that more prophecies and promises will be revealed as the will of 
God is further disclosed in the story of the life of Jesus of Nazareth.  In the 
process, the prominence, spiritual authority and integrity of Joseph, as well as the 
impoὄtanceΝoἸΝhiὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝanΝexemplaὄΝἸoὄΝύod’ὅΝpeopleΝinΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝ
maniἸeὅtationΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝὅalvationΝinΝJeὅuὅ,Νaὄe,ΝonceΝaἹain,ΝconἸiὄmed and set 
before all the readers. 
     The final reference to Joseph occurs in Mt. 13.55, in the account of the 
rejection of Jesus in the synagogue in Nazareth.  Here, unlike previous references, 
Jesus is publicly and formally identified by some residents oἸΝσaὐaὄethΝaὅΝ‘theΝ
caὄpenteὄ’ὅΝὅon’ (ὁΝĲȠ૨ΝĲȑțĲȠȞȠȢΝυੂȩȢ).  The text reads: 
He came to his hometown and began to teach the people in their 
ὅynaἹoἹue,ΝὅoΝthatΝtheyΝweὄeΝaὅtoundedΝandΝὅaid,Ν‘Wheὄe did this man get 
this wisdom and these deeds of power?  Is not this the carpenteὄ’ὅΝὅonςΝΝIὅΝ
not his mother called Mary?  And are not his brothers James and Joseph 
and Simon and Judas?  And are not all his sisters with us?  Where then did 
thiὅΝmanΝἹetΝallΝthiὅς’ΝΝχndΝtheyΝtookΝoἸἸenὅeΝatΝhimέΝΝψutΝJeὅuὅΝὅaidΝtoΝ
                                                                                                                                                              
Reading Matthew, p. 31; Carter, Matthew and the Margins, p. 8; Mounce, Matthew, pp. 19-20; and 
Schnackenburg, The Gospel of Matthew, pp. 27-28;  See also Luz, Matthew 1- 7 (2007), pp. 122-
23 for an extensive discussion of the prophetic source Matthew may be noting. Further, Basser, 
The Mind Behind the Gospels, pp. 63-64, offer an explanation based on Rabbinic interpretative 
tradition. 
    
42
 In his comments on this last pericope of the second chapter, Luz, Matthew 1-7 (1989), pp. 
142-48, notes that, as in 1.18-25, Matthew, once again, places Joseph into the center of the 
narrative account.  In so doing, he places Joseph into both an old and a new role.  As before, now 
in 2.13-14 and 2.19-21, Joseph continues to receive direction from the angel of God and to 
respond in obedience to this direction (pp. 143 and 146).  But, this time, in contrast to his portrayal 
in 1.18-25, Luz argues that Matthew does not attempt to present Joseph as a father (p. 146).  
Instead, Matthew presents him in a new position - that of protector and guardian - and ties this role 
together with his old role so that, as Moses before him, Joseph can become the obedient spiritual 
hero who protects the Child-Savior and his mother and leads them to freedom and safety (p. 144). 
ἦhuὅ,ΝεatthewΝplaceὅΝtheΝ‘thouἹht oἸΝdivineΝἹuidanceΝandΝtheΝobedienceΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ…ΝinΝtheΝ
ἸoὄeἹὄound’Ν(pέΝΰζκ)έΝ 
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them,Ν‘Pὄophetὅ are not without honor except in their own country and in 
their own houὅeέ’Νχnd he did not do many deeds of power there, because 
of their unbelief (Mt. 13.54-58). 
 
χlthouἹhΝtheΝaccountΝinΝεatthew’ὅΝnativityΝnaὄὄativeΝwouldΝhaveΝceὄtainlyΝledΝ
readers to believe, as has been noted, that Jesus was the legal son of Joseph, this 
ὄeἸeὄenceΝconὅtituteὅΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝexplicitΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅon’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝ
this gospel.43   χdditionally,ΝbyΝὅpeakinἹΝaboutΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅon’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝtheΝ
present tense (Ƞ੝ȤΝȠὗĲȩȢΝἐıĲȚȞΝὁΝĲȠ૨ΝĲȑțĲȠȞȠȢΝυੂȩȢ, 13.55),ΝtheΝ‘peopleΝinΝtheΝ
ὅynaἹoἹue’Ν(α੝ĲȠὺȢ,ΝΰἁέηζΝ)ΝappeaὄΝtoΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝinΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ
has been of a substantial length and may be ongoing.  Consequently, this 
reference contributes to theΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝ
Jesus. 
  Thus, it can be concluded that the portrayal of Joseph in Matthew as the 
earthly father of Jesus and the husband of Mary is, to a certain extent, 
complementary to his presentation as spiritual exemplar and model for the 
ὄeadeὄὅέΝΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝὅubὅtantiatedΝbyΝtheΝἸocuὅΝonΝJoὅeph’ὅΝheὄitaἹe,Νauthoὄity,Ν
spirituality, righteousness, and obedience as well as his care for his wife, Mary, 
andΝ‘theΝchild’Ν(ĲὸΝπαȚįȓȠȞ),ΝJeὅuὅνΝaὅpectὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄ which are, in one 
way or another, reemphasized so that the readers may have a clear sense of the 
identity and importance of Joseph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
    
43
 ἦhiὅΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝveὄiἸyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝhiὅΝἸatheὄhoodΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝbὄotheὄὅΝandΝ
sisters (13.55-56).  
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CHAPTER 2 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of Luke               
δuke’ὅΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝnativityΝand infancy of Jesus may be briefly summarized.  
In chapter one, the readers are introduced to accounts of the annunciation to 
Zechariah of the birth of John the Baptist, the annunciation to Mary of the birth of 
Jesus, the visitation of Mary with Elizabeth and Zechariah, the song or magnificat 
oἸΝεaὄy,ΝandΝZechaὄiah’ὅΝpὄophecieὅΝaboutΝJohnΝtheΝψaptiὅtΝandΝJeὅuὅέΝΝInΝchapteὄΝ
two,ΝinΝtuὄn,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝpὄeὅentedΝtheΝaccountὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
journey to Bethlehem, the birth of Jesus, the annunciation to the Shepherds, the 
adoration of the Shepherds, the circumcision and naming of Jesus, the 
presentation in the Temple, the return to Nazareth, and the story of the young 
Jesus in the temple.  In addition, in the latter part of chapter three (3.23-38), the 
readers are introduced to a genealogy of Jesus in which it is attested that Jesus 
‘waὅΝtheΝὅonΝ[aὅΝwaὅΝthouἹht]ΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(੫ȞΝυੂȩȢ,Ν੪ȢΝἐȞȠȝȓȗİĲȠΝ੉Ȧı੽φ, 3.23).  
δaὅtly,ΝtheὄeΝiὅΝoneΝbὄieἸΝἸinalΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝζέἀἀέΝώeὄe,ΝintὄiἹuinἹly,ΝinΝ
this pericope (4.16-30), which recounts the rejection of Jesus at Nazareth, Jesus is 
explicitly identified by some residents of Nazareth as the son of Joseph.  The 
ὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldμΝ‘χllΝὅpokeΝwellΝoἸΝhimΝandΝweὄeΝamaὐedΝatΝtheΝἹὄaciouὅΝwoὄdὅΝ
that came from his mouthέΝΝἦheyΝὅaid,Ν“IὅΝnotΝthiὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅonςΝ(Ƞ੝Ȥ੿ΝυੂȩȢΝἐıĲȚȞΝ
੉Ȧı੽φΝȠὗĲȠȢ,Νζέἀἀ)”’έ44  
χlthouἹhΝmanyΝὅcholaὄὅΝhaveΝemphaὅiὐedΝtheΝimpoὄtanceΝoἸΝδuke’ὅΝ
portrayal of Mary in his gospel, few have noted the significance of his portrayal 
of Joseph. 45  Therefore, it is essential to do so, as was done with respect to 
                                                          
    
44
 This reference to Joseph in Lk. 4.22 is suggested in the parallel account in Mt.13.55 but not in 
the account in Mark.  
    
45
 σumeὄouὅΝὅcholaὄὅΝmakeΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝimpoὄtanceέΝΝσoteΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝtheΝwoὄkΝoἸΝJohnΝ
Martin Creed, The Gospel According to St. Luke (London: Macmillan and Co, 1950), p. 16; 
Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 286-366; J.B. Green, The Gospel of Luke (Grand 
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1997), pp. 85-129 and François Bovon, A Commentary on the Gospel 
of Luke, I (trans. James E. Crouch; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2002), pp. 26-30 and 42-65; 
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εatthew’ὅΝpoὄtὄayal, by examining the same three issues: 1) the ways Joseph is 
presented and represented, 2) the respective characteristics and roles that are 
attributed to and associated with him and, in turn, 3) when and how he is 
juxtaposed with Mary, and the child, as well as other narrative figures. At the 
ὅameΝtime,ΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝpaucityΝoἸΝὄeὅeaὄchΝonΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝδuke’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝ
Joseph, it is also necessary to focus upon critical but oft neglected details such as 
the number of times Luke mentions Joseph by name, identifies him as the father 
or parent of Jesus, conjoins him with Mary as her partner and husband, and 
conjoins him with Mary and Jesus as husband and father, details readers would 
likely note. In this regard it is important to acknowledge several facts in the text 
that inform the portrait of Joseph.  First, ‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝmentionedΝbyΝname five times 
(1.27; 2.4, 16; 3. 23; and 4.22).  Second, heΝiὅΝexplicitlyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν
of Jesus two times (2.33 and 48); and in the latter reference it is Mary who uses 
the designation in response to JesusέΝΝInΝtuὄn,ΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝὅon’Ν
twice (3.23 and 4.22).  Fourth, Joseph is specifically represented as the de facto 
father of Jesus (1.27; 2.4-7, 16-17, 22, 24, 27, 33-34, 39, 41-46, and 48-51) much 
more than is often suggested. 
ἦheΝἸiὄὅtΝpeὄicopeΝinΝwhichΝJoὅephΝappeaὄὅΝinΝδuke’ὅΝtextΝiὅΝΰέἀθ-38, 
traditionally described as the annunciation to Mary.   
                                                                                                                                                              
Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts (Philadelpia: Fortress Press,1986), p. 134; 
and John Nolland, Luke 1-9:20 (Dallas,TX: Word Books, 1989), p. 133. As previously 
acknowledἹedΝinΝtheΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝtheΝ‘ώiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝReὅeaὄch’,Νψὄown,ΝThe Birth of the Messiah 
(New Updated Edition, 1993), p. 642, goes on to conclude, in his later discussion of Luke that 
‘JoὅephΝwillΝneveὄΝbeΝmoὄeΝthanΝaΝὅhadowΝἸiἹuὄeΝoὄΝὅpeakΝinΝtheΝJeὅuὅΝὅtoὄy’έ 
      Luke Timothy Johnson, The Gospel of Luke (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1991), p. 
ἁλ,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘δuke’ὅΝἸocuὅΝonΝεaὄyΝiὅΝὅtὄikinἹΝnotΝonlyΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝpatὄiaὄchalΝchaὄacteὄΝoἸΝhiὅΝ
biblical tradition (and social world) but also because it is through Joseph that Jesus receives his 
DavidicΝleἹitimacyΝ“accoὄdinἹΝtoΝtheΝἸleὅhέ”ΝΝχtΝouὄΝdiὅtance,ΝitΝiὅΝimpoὅὅibleΝtoΝὅayΝwhetheὄΝ
hiὅtoὄicalΝὄeminiὅcence,ΝὅpecialΝtὄadition,ΝoὄΝδuke’ὅΝpὄedilectionΝἸoὄΝpὄeὅentinἹΝpoὅitiveΝwomenΝ
figures (evident throughout his narrative) dictated his choice.  The results, however, are clear: his 
narrative has exercised an incalculable influence in shaping Marian piety in subsequent Christian 
tὄaditionέ’ΝΝΝ          
         Among the few who have taken intereὅtΝinΝδuke’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJoὅephΝaὄeΝψὄown,ΝThe Birth of 
Messiah (1977), pp. 286-87, 393-94, 435-36, 440, 443-53 and 471-75 and Brown, The Birth of the 
Messiah (New Updated Edition, 1993), pp. 589, 625, and 642; Green, The Gospel of Luke, pp. 86, 
126-28, 138-40, and 152-56; and Bovon, Luke, I , pp. 43-44, 48-53, 80-86, 101 and 104.                            
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In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent by God to a town in Galilee 
called Nazareth, to a virgin engaged to a man whose name was Joseph, of  
theΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavidέΝΝἦheΝviὄἹin’ὅΝnameΝwas Mary.  And he came to her 
and ὅaid,Ν‘ύὄeetinἹὅ,ΝἸavoὄedΝone!ΝἦheΝδoὄdΝiὅΝwithΝyouέ’ΝΝψutΝὅheΝwaὅΝ
much perplexed by his words and pondered what sort of greeting this 
might be. The angel said to her, ‘DoΝnotΝbeΝaἸὄaid,Νεaὄy,ΝἸoὄΝyou have 
found favor with God.  And now, you will conceive in your womb and 
bear a son, and you will name him Jesus.  He will be great, and will be 
called the Son of the Most High, and the Lord God will give to him the 
throne of his ancestor David.  He will reign over the house of Jacob 
forever, and of his kinἹdomΝtheὄeΝwillΝbeΝnoΝendέ’ΝMary said to the angel, 
‘ώowΝcanΝthiὅΝbe,Νὅince IΝamΝaΝviὄἹinς’ΝἦheΝanἹelΝὅaidΝtoΝheὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝώolyΝ
Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will 
overshadow you; therefore the child to be born will be holy; he will be 
called Son of God. And, now, your relative Elizabeth in her old age has 
also conceived a son; and this is the sixth month for her who was said to 
be barren. όoὄΝnothinἹΝwillΝbeΝimpoὅὅibleΝwithΝύodέ’ΝThen Mary said, 
‘ώeὄeΝamΝI,ΝtheΝservant of the Lord; let it be with me according to your 
woὄdέ’ΝἦhenΝtheΝanἹelΝdeparted from her (Lk. 1.26-38).    
 
In this text the narrator recounts the visitation of ‘theΝanἹelΝύabὄiel’ΝtoΝεaὄyέΝ
However, surprisingly, the readers are not initially provided a formal introduction 
toΝεaὄyέΝInὅtead,ΝtheyΝaὄeΝonlyΝtoldΝthatΝύodΝhaὅΝὅentΝtheΝanἹelΝύabὄielΝtoΝ‘aΝ
viὄἹin’ΝinΝσaὐaὄethΝ(ȃαȗαȡὲș,Νΰέἀθ)ΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘enἹaἹedΝtoΝaΝman’(παȡșȑȞȠȞΝ
ἐȝȞȘıĲİυȝȑȞȘȞΝਕȞįȡ੿,1.27)46 and, then, curiously, formally introduced to the man 
toΝwhomΝὅheΝiὅΝenἹaἹed,Ν‘Joὅeph’Ν(੉Ȧı੽φ,1.27) and his position and place within 
theΝhieὄaὄchyΝoἸΝhiὅΝpeopleΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝ‘oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid’, ἐȟΝȠἴțȠυ 
                                                          
    
46
 I.H. Marshall, Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the Greek Text (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1978), p. 64, believes Joseph and Mary are not living together at 
this point although it is certainly suggested that they have been some months later (2.4-7).  David 
E. Garland, Luke (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), pp. 78-79 and John T. Carroll, Luke 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2012), p. 39, concur and believe Mary is still living at 
home with her family when the angel  Gabriel first visits her.  Some months later, Marshall, p.105, 
is convincedΝεaὄyΝ‘waὅΝlivinἹΝwithΝhimΝaὅΝhiὅΝwiἸe,ΝalthouἹhΝtheΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝhadΝnotΝyetΝbeenΝ
conὅummatedΝ(εtέΝΰέἀη)έ’ΝΝώeΝaddὅΝthatΝ‘itΝiὅΝunlikelyΝthatΝὅheΝwouldΝhaveΝaccompaniedΝJoὅephΝ
hadΝὅheΝbeenΝmeὄelyΝbetὄothedΝtoΝhimέ’ΝWilliamΝώendὄikὅen,ΝThe Gospel of Luke  (Edinburgh: The 
Banner of Truth Trust, 1979), p. 84; Robert H. Stein, Luke (Nashville,TN: Broadman Press,1993) , 
pp. 26 and 84; Darrell L. Bock, Luke, I (Grand Rapids: Baker Books,1994), p. 107; and Judith 
Lieu, The Gospel of Luke (London: Epworth Press, 1997), p. 7, concur with Marshall.  In contrast, 
Freed, The Stories of Jesus’ Birth, pp. 60-66, suggests Joseph and Mary were together and that 
Luke believed Joseph to be the actual father of Jesus. 
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Δαυȓį,1.27); factors that inform and shape the portrayal of Joseph in Luke. 47 
ἦhuὅ,ΝbeἸoὄeΝtheΝ‘viὄἹin’ΝhaὅΝbeenΝexplicitlyΝidentiἸiedΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝoἸΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝmaὄitalΝandΝἸamilialΝὅtatuὅΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝ‘theΝman’ΝwhoΝiὅΝenἹaἹedΝtoΝ‘theΝ
viὄἹin’),ΝhaveΝbeenΝintὄoducedΝtoΝhimΝbyΝname,ΝnotedΝhiὅΝpoὅitionΝandΝplaceΝ
within the hierarchy and spiritual history of the Hebrew peoples, and discovered 
that he may, as Mary, be from Nazareth; four details that help readers understand 
the role Joseph has within the story and his relationship to Mary and Jesus.48 
ἦheΝἸiὄὅtΝdetail,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmaὄital andΝἸamilialΝὅtatuὅΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝ‘enἹaἹed’ΝtoΝ
aΝ‘viὄἹin’,Νΰέἀιa),ΝiὅΝcὄiticalΝtoΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝhiὅΝὄoleΝ(aὅΝwellΝaὅΝthatΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅ)Ν
for it informs the readers that Joseph and Mary have made a marital commitment 
to each other that has been publicly acknowledged (1.27).  It also helps explain to 
them, among other things, their forthcoming response to the decree of Caesar 
(2.4-7) even though they have not yet become physically intimate (1.27 and 1.34), 
aὅΝiὅΝmadeΝcleaὄΝinΝεaὄy’ὅΝwoὄdὅ,Ν‘IΝknowΝnoΝman’Ν(ἄȞįȡαΝȠ੝ΝȖȚȞȫıțȦ,ΰέἁζ)έ49  
                                                          
    
47
 Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and 
ωompany,Νΰλκΰ),ΝpέΝἁζζ,ΝpointὅΝoutΝthatΝtheΝnameΝJoὅephΝwaὅΝ‘widelyΝuὅedΝamonἹΝJewὅΝinΝtheΝ
poὅtexilicΝpeὄiodΝ(ὅeeΝϋὐὄaΝΰίέζἀνΝσehΝΰἀέΰζνΝIΝωhὄonέΝἀηέἀ,λ)έ’ΝώeΝalὅoΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝδuke’ὅΝ
Joὅeph,ΝaὅΝotheὄΝJoὅephὅ,ΝattemptὅΝ‘toΝἸathomΝdivineΝintentionΝinΝhumanlyΝdiἸἸicultΝὅituationὅ’έΝΝ
ώoweveὄ,ΝitΝὅhouldΝbeΝaddedΝthatΝthiὅΝonlyΝbecomeὅΝevidentΝinΝtheΝὅecondΝchapteὄΝoἸΝδuke’ὅΝ
infancy narrative.  In a different regard, John Nolland, Luke 1-9:20,ΝpέΝζλΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝ‘theΝὅpeciἸicΝ
mention oἸΝJoὅephΝandΝtheΝbetὄothalΝatΝthiὅΝpointΝ…ΝhaὅΝpὄoducedΝdiἸἸicultieὅΝwithΝvέΝἁζΝ…’Ν 
    WithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝtheΝphὄaὅe,Ν‘oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid,’Νόitὐmyeὄ,ΝThe Gospel According to Luke, p. 
ἁζζ,ΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘thiὅΝὅteὄeotypedΝτἦΝphὄaὅeΝ(eέἹέΝIΝKἹὅΝΰἀέΰλνΝἀΝωhὄΝἀἁέ3) follows immediately on 
theΝnameΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝexpὄeὅὅeὅΝhiὅΝDavidicΝlineaἹeΝ(alὅoΝmentionedΝinΝἀέζΝandΝἁέἀἁ)έ’ΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝinΝ
contrast to the earlier work of Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Gospel According to St. Luke (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1896), p. 21, who argues that it is 
‘impoὅὅibleΝtoΝdecideΝwhetheὄΝtheὅeΝwoὄdὅΝ(ἐȟΝȠἴțȠυΝΔαυ੿d) go with αȞįȡȚ or with παȡșİȞȠȞ or 
withΝbothέ’ 
    
48
 Creed, St. Luke, pp. 13-14, believes this initial account about the relationship between Joseph 
andΝεaὄyΝiὅΝ‘wantinἹΝinΝcoheὅion’έΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘εaὄyΝbetὄothedΝtoΝJoὅeph,ΝaΝὅcionΝoἸΝtheΝὄoyalΝline,Ν
iὅΝtoΝbeaὄΝanΝheiὄΝtoΝDavid’ὅΝthὄone,Ν“oἸΝwhoὅeΝkinἹdomΝtheὄeΝὅhallΝbeΝnoΝend,”ΝbutΝεaὄyΝiὅΝtoΝbeaὄΝ
heὄΝὅon,ΝnotΝbyΝaΝmanΝbutΝbyΝtheΝpoweὄΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝSpirit. Two ideas lie here side by side, and they 
are not reconciled. The sonship of Jesus to Joseph is essential to the former idea, and is ruled out 
byΝtheΝὅecondέ’Νἦhuὅ,ΝheΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝ‘theΝἸiὄὅtΝnaὄὄatoὄὅΝwhoΝὅpokeΝoἸΝεaὄyΝaὅΝaἸἸiancedΝoὄΝ
wedded to JoὅephΝ“oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid”ΝmayΝbeΝὅuppoὅedΝtoΝhaveΝthouἹhtΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
ὅonέ’ 
    
49
 According to Nolland, Luke 1-9:20,ΝpέΝζλ,Ν‘theΝbetὄothalΝtoΝJoὅephΝὅeὄveὅΝtoΝpὄovideΝ(leἹal)Ν
DavidicΝanceὅtὄyΝἸoὄΝtheΝchildέ’ΝSeeΝalὅoΝωὄaiἹΝχέΝϋvanὅ,ΝLuke (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson 
Publishers, 1990), pp. 25-26. 
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δikewiὅe,ΝtheΝὅecondΝdetail,ΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝhaὅΝὄevealedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
nameΝ(ΰέἀιa)ΝbeἸoὄeΝthatΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅ,ΝiὅΝalὅoΝnotewoὄthyΝἸoὄΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝἸoὄΝitΝ
substantiates the importance Joseph has for the narrator.50 
     In turn, the third detail,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝandΝplaceΝinΝtheΝhieὄaὄchyΝoἸΝ
IὅὄaelΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝ‘oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid’, 1.27b), is also critical for it explains his 
role and his relationship to Jesus and Mary for readers and links him to virtually 
all the remaining pericopes in the text.51  ItΝiὅΝthiὅΝ‘ὅameΝDavidicΝmeὅὅianic 
theme’,ΝὄeἸeὄencedΝinΝΰέἀθ-28, that connects the second section oἸΝδuke’ὅΝἹoὅpelΝ
narrative (2.1-21), the third section (2.22-ἁκ)ΝandΝtheΝὄeὅtΝoἸΝδuke’ὅΝinἸancyΝ
account.52  At the same time, the fact that it is Joseph’ὅΝlineage (rather than 
εaὄy’ὅ)ΝthatΝiὅΝformally acknowledged, and the fact that his lineage places him in 
a superior position to those of priestly lineage (Zechariah, 1.5; Elizabeth, 1.5 and 
1.43; and even Mary, 1.36), also alludes to his importance and centrality in this 
infancy account.53  Thus, by giving priority to Joseph in the introduction to this 
section andΝὄevealinἹΝheΝiὅΝ‘oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid’,ΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝtoΝtheΝ
readers that deὅpiteΝεaὄy’ὅΝimpoὄtance,ΝὅheΝiὅ notΝableΝtoΝactΝaὅΝtheΝbὄidἹeΝἸoὄΝ‘theΝ
child’ΝbetweenΝtheΝὅpiὄitualΝpaὅtΝandΝἸutuὄeΝoἸΝIὅὄaelΝandΝexplicitlyΝconnectΝ‘theΝ
child’ΝtoΝtheΝ‘houὅeΝoἸΝDavid’, as Joseph.54  Joseph is not only the betrothed and 
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 David L. Tiede, Luke (Minneapolis, MN:Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), p. 48, notes the 
brevity of the presentation of Mary at this point.  Arthur A. Just, Luke 1.1-9.50 (St. Louis, MO: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1997), p. 63,  also alludes to this. 
    
51
 Mark L. Strauss, The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts (JSNTS 110; Sheffield, England: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), p. 117.  In a similar regard, Nolland, Luke 1-9:20, p. 58, says 
‘“ἦheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid”ΝpὄepaὄeὅΝἸoὄΝtheΝDavidicΝdeὅcentΝoἸΝtheΝchildΝtoΝbeΝboὄnέ’ΝSeeΝalὅoΝϋvanὅ,Ν
Luke,ΝpέΝἀη,ΝwhoΝὅtateὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝanceὅtὄyΝ‘ὃualiἸieὅΝJeὅuὅΝἸoὄΝhiὅΝmeὅὅianicΝὄoleΝandΝmakeὅΝ
what Gabriel says in vv.32-ἁἁΝpoὅὅibleέ’  Just as well, see Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (New 
Updated Edition, 1993), p. 589; Lieu, The Gospel of Luke, p. 6; and Carroll, Luke, p. 38. 
    
52
 Strauss, The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts,ΝpέΝΰΰιέΝΝἦheΝthemeΝiὅΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝiὅΝ…ΝtheΝDavidicΝ
Christ born to a descendantΝoἸΝDavidΝinΝψethlehem,ΝtheΝcityΝoἸΝDavidέ’Ν 
    
53
 Creed, St. Luke, pp. 16-ΰι,ΝbelieveὅΝthatΝ‘ὅince,ΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝδuke,ΝὅheΝ(εaὄy)ΝiὅΝaΝ
kinὅwomanΝoἸΝϋliὐabeth,ΝandΝϋliὐabethΝwaὅΝ“oἸΝtheΝdauἹhteὄὅΝoἸΝχaὄon”Ν(vέΝη),ΝitΝmayΝpὄobablyΝbeΝ
inferred that in thiὅΝcycleΝoἸΝὅtoὄieὅΝεaὄyΝtooΝwaὅΝoἸΝδeviticΝdeὅcentέ’ΝSeeΝalὅoΝStein,ΝLuke, p. 82 
and Bock, Luke, I , pp. 107-8. 
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 As Creed, St. Luke,ΝpέΝΰθ,ΝὅtateὅΝ‘ItΝiὅΝJoὅephΝwhoΝiὅΝoἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid,ΝandΝtheΝclaimΝoἸΝ
JeὅuὅΝ“toΝὅitΝuponΝtheΝthὄoneΝoἸΝDavid” ὄeὅtὅΝuponΝtheΝDavidicΝdeὅcentΝoἸΝJoὅephέ’ΝΝInΝcontὄaὅt,Ν
R.C.H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Publishing 
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husband of Mary but, even more, the spiritual Davidic figure who stands between 
KinἹΝDavidΝandΝtheΝoneΝwhoΝ‘willΝὄeiἹnΝἸoὄeveὄΝonΝtheΝthὄoneΝoἸΝDavid’ΝaὅΝεaὄyΝ
iὅΝtoldΝbyΝύabὄielΝinΝtheΝannunciationνΝbetweenΝύod’ὅΝpὄomiὅeὅΝinΝtheΝpaὅtΝandΝ
those in the present and future.55 
    Finally, with respect to the fourth detail, the probable geographical 
location of Joseph, it is necessary to acknowledge that the initial reference to 
‘σaὐaὄeth’Ν(ΰέἀθ) - and the relationship it suggests between Joseph and Mary (that 
Joseph is from where Mary is from) - may not be immediately evident to the 
readers. Nevertheless, it is likely this link becomes more obvious and significant 
to the portrayal of Joseph, as the readers interpret further and see this reference 
and its connection to Joseph and Mary reiterated in the following pericopes: 2.1-7, 
2.21-40, 2.41-52 and 4.16-30.  Thus, in summary, these four initial details help 
establish a foundation for the readers that enables them to understand and 
appreciate the role and significance of Joseph in the forthcoming pericopes in the 
first two chapters of Luke. 
     ώoweveὄ,ΝἸollowinἹΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝbὄieἸΝbutΝὄevealinἹΝconcentὄationΝonΝ
Joseph in the first part of verse twenty-ὅeven,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝattentionΝiὅΝὄediὄectedΝ
toΝεaὄyΝwhoΝiὅΝidentiἸied,ΝnotΝaὅΝὅheΝwaὅΝἸiὄὅtΝpoὄtὄayed,ΝaὅΝ‘aΝviὄἹin’Νbut,Νnow,Ν
most particulaὄly,ΝaὅΝ‘theΝviὄἹinΝεaὄy’(ĲોȢΝπαȡșȑȞȠυΝȂαȡȚȐȝ, 1.27b).  As such, 
here, in these three words, and in the rest of the words of her encounter with the 
 angel Gabriel (1.26-38), and her visit with her cousin, Elizabeth (1.39-45), and 
her poetic response to God in 1.46-56, readers are continually reminded of her 
uniqueness and importance in the birth and life of the one she will be instructed to 
callΝ‘Jeὅuὅ’Ν(ǿȘıȠυȞ,Νΰέἁΰ)έΝΝΝ 
Nonetheless, even as the readers read these narrative and poetic portrayals 
that emphasize the special role of Mary, they are reminded that ‘JoὅephΝoἸΝtheΝ
houὅeΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(ΰέἀι) has a role and priority that is continually contrasted with 
                                                                                                                                                              
House, 1971), pp. 59-61 claims Mary is a descendant of David, as does Hendriksen, The Gospel of 
Luke, p. 84. 
    
55
 Strauss, The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts, p. 76. 
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thatΝoἸΝ‘Zechaὄiah’ (ΖαȤαȡȓαȢ, ΰέη)ΝandΝ‘theΝdiviὅionΝ[oὄΝpὄieὅtlyΝoὄdeὄ]ΝoἸΝχbijah’Ν
(ἐξ ἐφȘȝİȡȓαȢΝἈȕȚȐ,Νΰέη)ΝandΝ‘oἸΝχaὄon’Ν(ἈαȡȫȞ, 1.5), with those of Levitical 
descent.  This is repeatedly revealed through the designations and attributes 
associated withΝεaὄy’ὅ forthcoming child, the messiah of the house of David 
(whoΝ‘willΝbeΝcalledΝtheΝSonΝoἸΝtheΝεoὅtΝώiἹh,ΝandΝtheΝδoὄdΝύodΝwillΝἹiveΝhimΝ
theΝthὄoneΝoἸΝhiὅΝanceὅtoὄΝDavid,’Ν1.32; ‘willΝὄuleΝoveὄΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝJacobΝἸoὄeveὄ,Ν
and of his kingdom there willΝbeΝnoΝend,’Ν1.33; whoΝiὅΝ‘theΝδoὄd’ΝoἸΝϋliὐabeth,Ν
1.43;  andΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘aΝmiἹhtyΝSavioὄΝ…ΝinΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝhiὅΝὅeὄvantΝDavid,’Ν1.69).  In 
this text, theΝ‘naὄὄatoὄΝpoὄtὄayὅΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝaΝ“KinἹΝtoΝbe”ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝoὄdeὄinἹΝoἸΝtheΝ
material concerned with Davidic deὅcent’ΝwithΝevidenceΝoἸΝthiὅ found in the 
numerous references to David located throughout the first two chapters of Luke, 
beἹinninἹΝwithΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝaὅΝbeinἹΝ‘oἸΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid’ (1.27, 
1.32, 1.69, 2.4, and 2.11).56  Thus, it can be argued that each of these references, 
in one way oὄΝanotheὄ,ΝtieΝtheΝἸutuὄeΝ‘KinἹ’ΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝJoὅeph,ΝwhoΝiὅΝtheΝὅouὄceΝoἸΝ
Jeὅuὅ’ΝconnectionΝtoΝtheΝὄoleΝoἸΝthe savior and messiah of Israel.  Although the 
readers have learned of the significance of the child to be born to Zechariah and 
Elizabeth, earlier in the text (1.5-26) and will learn more about this child (1.39-45 
and 1.57-1.80), the text lets them know that the child for whom Joseph will act as 
theΝeaὄthlyΝἸatheὄ,ΝwillΝbeΝevenΝmoὄeΝimpoὄtantΝandΝiὅ,ΝinΝἸact,Ν‘aΝmiἹhtyΝSavioὄΝ…Ν
inΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝhiὅΝὅeὄvantΝDavid’ (1.69). 
     As significant and moving as the events pertaining to Mary are for the 
readers, they do not diminish the importance the narrator gives Joseph in the first 
chapter of Luke.  Thus, the first chapter prepares the readers for the elaboration of 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝὄelationὅhipὅΝwithΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅΝinΝtheΝὅecond chapter. 
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 David Lee, Luke’s Stories of Jesus: Theological Reading of Gospel Narrative and the Legacy 
of Hans Frei, (JSNTS 185; Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), p. 211.  In 
contrast toΝthiὅΝbelieἸΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝtheΝὅoleΝὅouὄceΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝDavidicΝheὄitaἹe,ΝPlummeὄ,ΝSt. Luke, 
pέΝἀΰ,ΝbelieveὅΝthatΝ‘όὄomΝvvέΝἁἀΝandΝθλΝweΝmayΝwithΝpὄobabilityΝinἸeὄΝthatΝδukeΝὄeἹaὄdὅΝεaὄyΝaὅΝ
deὅcendedΝἸὄomΝDavidέ’Νώoweveὄ,ΝPlummeὄΝlateὄΝacknowledἹeὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘ὄepetitionΝinvolvedΝinΝ
ĲોϛΝπαȡșéȞȠυ is in favor of taking ἐȟΝȠἴțȠυΝΔαυ੿įΝwith ਕȞįȡ੿ …’ΝInΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝtheΝemphaὅiὅΝuponΝ
Jeὅuὅ’ΝDavidicΝdeὅcent,ΝὅeeΝalὅoΝϋvanὅ,ΝLuke, p. 29. 
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      As such, the readers are not surprised when Joseph assumes responsibility 
ἸoὄΝεaὄyΝandΝheὄΝunboὄnΝchildΝandΝtakeὅΝthemΝwithΝhimΝἸὄomΝtheΝ‘cityΝoἸΝ
σaὐaὄeth’ΝinΝύalileeΝtoΝ‘theΝcityΝoἸΝDavid’ΝinΝJudea in the next pericope.   
In those days a decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the world 
should be enrolled. This was the first enrollment, when Quirinius was 
governor of Syria. And all went to be enrolled, each to his own city.  And 
Joseph also went up from Galilee, from the city of Nazareth, to Judea, to 
the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the house 
and lineage of David, to be enrolled with Mary, his betrothed, who was 
with child. And while they were there, the time came for her to be 
delivered. And she gave birth to her first-born son and wrapped him in 
swaddling cloths, and laid him in a manger, because there was no place 
for them in the inn (Lk. 2.1-7). 
 
χlthouἹhΝtheΝadditionalΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝandΝtheΝ‘houὅeΝoἸΝDavid’,ΝandΝ
‘σaὐaὄeth’Ν(ἀέζ), may appear redundant, they expand the initial references and 
cleaὄlyΝeὅtabliὅhΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝtheΝpater familias.57  For, in this case, Joseph 
subsumes this role, takes the lead, acts as he must act, and goes where he must go. 
As Coleridge asserts, in thiὅΝcontext,ΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝ‘haὅΝJoὅephΝtakeΝtheΝinitiative,Ν
with Mary not mentioned at all in v. 4. When she is mentioned in v. 5, it is as an 
appendix to the action, in the midst of which, initially at least, Mary remains 
passive.  She is named, and her conditionΝiὅΝdeὅcὄibed,ΝbutΝὅheΝdoeὅΝnothinἹέ’58  
ἦhuὅ,ΝnotΝonlyΝdoeὅΝJoὅephΝactΝinΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝtheΝ‘decὄeeΝ…ΝἸὄomΝϋmpeὄoὄΝ
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 Once again, with regard to the portrayal of the Davidic Messiah in this gospel, see Strauss, 
The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts, p. 76. 
WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝtheΝ‘cityΝoἸΝDavid’ΝandΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavid,ΝϋaὄleΝϋlliὅ,ΝGospel 
of Luke (SanΝόὄanciὅcoμΝώaὄpeὄωollinὅ,Νΰλκΰ),ΝpέΝκΰ,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝhadΝaΝἸamilyΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝaΝ
tὄibalΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝDavidέ’ΝΝInΝaddition,ΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝΰέἁλ,ΝϋlliὅΝaddὅΝ(alὅoΝonΝpέΝκΰ)ΝthatΝ‘εaὄy’ὅΝ
ἸoὄmeὄΝhomeΝalὅoΝmayΝhaveΝbeenΝinΝthiὅΝὄeἹion’έΝΝGarland, Luke, p. 119, adds that here Luke wants 
toΝὅtὄeὅὅΝtheΝimpoὄtanceΝoἸΝ‘Jeὅuὅ’ΝconnectionΝtoΝtheΝhouὅeΝoἸΝDavidΝthὄouἹhΝJoὅephΝandΝ
ψethlehemΝ…’       
όuὄtheὄ,ΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝpater familias, see Bovon, Luke, I, pp. 83, 85, 101, 
and 104.  M.D. Goulder, Luke: A New Paradigm (JSNTS 20; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
ΰλκλ),ΝpέΝἀζλ,ΝalὅoΝacknowledἹeὅΝJoὅephΝhadΝthiὅΝὄoleΝwhenΝheΝnoteὅΝthatΝδukeΝ‘knewΝthatΝRomanΝ
cenὅuὅΝoἸἸicialὅΝ…ΝexpectedΝpeopleΝtoΝcomeΝandΝὄeἹiὅteὄΝatΝlocalΝtownὅΝ…έΝΝJoὅephΝ,Νas a 
deὅcendantΝoἸΝDavidΝ,ΝwillΝhaveΝbeenΝὄeὃuiὄedΝtoΝattendΝatΝDavid’ὅΝhome-town, Bethlehem, and 
εaὄyΝwithΝhimΝέέέ’ΝΝInΝtuὄn,ΝJohnὅon,ΝGospel of Luke,ΝpέΝζλ,ΝὅeeὅΝδuke’ὅΝwoὄdὅ,Ν‘lineaἹeΝoἸΝDavid,’Ν
aὅΝaΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘patria, which in Tob 5.12 and Jdt 8.2 appears as a subdivision of the phyle or 
tὄibeέ’ 
    
58
 See Mark Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative: Narrative as Christology in Luke 1-2 
(JSNTS 88; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), p. 132. 
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χuἹuὅtuὅ’Ν(ἀέΰ-2), but also because he must verify his union with Mary before the 
secular authorities within his country (2.3-5).59  In addition, Joseph does what he 
does in order to keep Mary close to him so he may protect her (2.5-6) and the 
forthcoming child (πȡȦĲȩĲȠțȠȞ, 2.5-7), and reaffirm his genealogical and 
spiritual heritage (2.3-5).60  Further, by his actions, Joseph confirms his role as 
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 Strauss, The Davidic Messiah, pp. 108-9, believeὅΝtheΝteὄmὅΝȠ੃țȠυΝandΝπαĲȡȚαȢΝinΝἀέζΝ‘aὄeΝ
used (by Luke) co-ὄeἸeὄentially,ΝbothΝὄeἸeὄὄinἹΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝDavidicΝdeὅcent’ΝwhichΝheΝaddὅ,Ν
‘leἹitimiὐeὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝclaimΝtoΝtheΝDavidicΝthὄone’έ 
     
59  WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝappeaὄanceΝwithΝJoὅephΝἸoὄΝtheΝcenὅuὅΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝ
Mary, Creed, St. Luke,ΝpέΝἁἁ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝaὄeΝὄepὄeὅentedΝ(inΝtheὅeΝveὄὅeὅ)ΝbyΝ
Luke as living together. It would be strange if Mary were to travel with Joseph when she was only 
betὄothedΝtoΝhimέ’ΝInΝturn, N. Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1979), pp. 100-ΰίΰ,ΝclaimὅΝthatΝ‘itΝwaὅΝnotΝneceὅὅaὄy’ΝἸoὄΝaΝwomanΝtoΝappeaὄΝatΝaΝ
Roman census.  He believes the fact that Luke records that Joseph brought the pregnant Mary with 
him, suggests Joseph clearly cared for Mary and was concerned for her and the child.  He 
hypotheὅiὐeὅΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝdidΝnotΝwantΝtoΝleaveΝheὄΝbehindΝinΝσaὐaὄeth,ΝὅinceΝὅheΝwouldΝpὄobably,Ν
when the child came to be born, be treated with insult and distrust, as the people knew that she had 
beenΝmaὄὄiedΝtoΝJoὅephΝἸoὄΝconὅideὄablyΝleὅὅΝthanΝnineΝmonthὅΝ(cἸέΝΰέηθ)έ’ΝΝSeeΝalὅoΝδenὅki,ΝThe 
Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel, p. 122; Hendriksen, The Gospel of Luke, p. 142, and Evans, 
Luke, p. 35.  In partial disagreement with Geldenhuys, Marshall, Gospel of Luke, p. 102, argues 
thatΝwhileΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeὅenceΝwouldΝnotΝhaveΝbeenΝὄeὃuiὄedΝinΝ‘aΝcenὅuὅ’ΝthatΝwomenΝ‘mayΝwellΝ
haveΝbeenΝὄeὃuiὄedΝtoΝappeaὄΝpeὄὅonallyΝatΝ‘anΝenὄollmentΝwhichΝdeteὄminedΝwhoΝwaὅΝtoΝpayΝ
taxeὅέ’ΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅ,ΝpέΝΰίἀμΝ‘InΝSyὄiaΝwomenΝoἸΝΰἀΝyeaὄὅΝandΝupwaὄdὅΝweὄeΝliableΝtoΝaΝpollΝtaxΝ
(Ulpian, 50:15:3; Schurer, History, I, p. 403 n. 12), and hence they may well have been required to 
appeaὄΝpeὄὅonallyΝέέέ’Νσolland,ΝLuke 1- 9:20, p. 101 and 104, concurs with this idea about the 
pὄoὅpectΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeὅenceέ  Garland, Luke, p. 120, in contrast to many others, go so far as to 
ὅuἹἹeὅtΝthatΝ‘theΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝ(betweenΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy)ΝhaὅΝnotΝyetΝbeenΝconὅummatedΝ…’ 
As before, Johnson, Gospel of Luke, p. 50, notes in ἀέη,ΝthatΝ‘δukeΝavoidὅΝcallinἹΝεaὄyΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝwiἸeΝ(inὅtead,ΝheΝὅayὅ, Ĳૌ ἐȝȞȘıĲİυȝȑȞῃ α੝Ĳ૶), even though the state of betrothal 
allowedΝthatΝdeὅiἹnationέ’Νσolland,ΝLuke 1- 9:20,Νpέΰΰΰ,ΝbelieveὅΝδukeΝuὅeὅΝthiὅΝwoὄdΝ‘toΝὅuἹἹeὅt,Ν
in line with the Matthean tradition (1:24-25), that although they lived together they had no sexual 
unionΝpὄioὄΝtoΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝtheΝchildΝthatΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝcaὄὄyinἹέ’ 
 ItΝὅhouldΝalὅoΝbeΝacknowledἹedΝthatΝdeὅpiteΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝconnectionΝtoΝ‘theΝhouὅeΝ
andΝlineaἹeΝoἸΝDavid’ΝthatΝδuke’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝbothΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy,ΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄicope,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅ,ΝaὅΝ
Johnson, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝηἀ,Νaὅὅeὄtὅ,ΝthatΝtheyΝaὄeΝ‘ὅimpleΝpeopleΝwhoΝaὄeΝobedientΝtoΝauthoὄityέΝΝ
The command of the empire does not stir them to join revolt; rather they obey the decree, in 
contὄaὅtΝtoΝδuke’ὅΝmentionΝoἸΝJudaὅΝtheΝύalileanΝwhoΝὄevoltedΝ“atΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝtheΝcenὅuὅ”Ν(χctὅΝ
ηέἁι)έ’ΝΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝtheΝRomanΝauthoὄitieὅΝὅeeΝalὅoΝεaὄὅhall,ΝGospel 
of Luke, p. 105 and Bock, Luke, Volume 1, p. 204.  εaὄὅhallΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝiὅΝpoὄtὄayedΝaὅΝaΝ
law-abiding citizen - perhaps in deliberate contrast to the Zealots and other rebels against Rome-
who in response to the imperial edict makes his way up from the comparatively low - lying 
countryside of Galilee to the hill-countὄyΝoἸΝJudaeaέ’ 
Futher, Johnson, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝηἀ,ΝbelieveὅΝδuke’ὅΝaccountΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄicopeΝatteὅtὅΝthatΝ
JoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝaὄeΝ‘amonἹΝtheΝpooὄΝoἸΝtheΝlandέΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝweΝconὅtὄueΝtheΝmanἹeὄΝandΝtheΝ
lodge and the wrapping bands put on the baby and the visit by shepherds, there is no doubt 
conceὄninἹΝδuke’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝtheΝeconomicΝoὄΝὅocialΝlevelΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸiὄὅtΝcompanionὅέ’ 
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pater familias.61  Therefore, in his efforts, Joseph protects Mary and the child, 
substantiates his position and relationship with them, offers witness to the coming 
salvation of God and, ultimately, acts with Mary, to fulfill the will of God with 
respect to this salvation.62   
Joὅeph’ὅΝὃuiet,Νobedient,ΝandΝappaὄentlyΝwillinἹΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝthiὅΝedictΝoἸΝ
the imperial Roman authorities is such that the readers are left with the sense that 
Joseph is confident that God is using Caesar Augustus as an agent of his divine 
plan, as Coleridge suggests.  He writes:  ‘ἦheΝauthoὄityΝoἸΝωaeὅaὄΝbὄinἹὅΝJoὅephΝ
and Mary to Bethlehem, but the readers know that it is the authority of God which 
brings the child to birth.  What begins in v. 1 is the narration of the 
implementationΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝplanνΝandΝthiὅΝbὄinἹὅΝwithΝitΝaΝchanἹeΝof subject as the 
initiativeΝpaὅὅeὅΝἸὄomΝωaeὅaὄΝ(andΝJoὅeph)ΝtoΝεaὄyέ’63  Thus, as the readers 
contemplate the response of Joseph in this situation, they understand better 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝaΝpeὄὅonΝoἸΝdeepΝἸaithέΝΝἦheyΝalὅoΝcomeΝtoΝaΝcleaὄeὄΝundeὄὅtandinἹ 
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcloὅeΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝεaὄyΝwithΝwhomΝheΝiὅΝformally united and 
conjoined in chapter two.  Thus, they are not surprised that Joseph acts in 
conjunction with Mary in the manner that he does, particularly with respect to 
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 As Tiede, Luke,ΝpέΝθκ,ΝacknowledἹeὅ,Ν‘JoὅephΝiὅΝtheΝpateὄnalΝlinkΝwithΝtheΝhouὅeΝandΝlineaἹeΝ
of David, and hiὅΝbetὄothedΝandΝtheΝunboὄnΝchildΝaὄeΝleἹitimatedΝthὄouἹhΝJoὅephέ’ 
    
62
 Marshall, The Gospel of Luke, p. 96, notes the significant differences between the birth of 
Jesus and that of John in his reflections on these initial verses in chapter two.  Among the 
diἸἸeὄenceὅ,ΝεaὄὅhallΝὄecountὅΝthatΝ‘theΝbiὄthΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Ν…Ν‘iὅΝἹivenΝaΝὅettinἹΝinΝwoὄldΝhiὅtoὄyΝbyΝtheΝ
reference to the census which brought Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem. It is the first hint of the 
cosmic significance of the birth and foreshadows the univeὄὅaliὅmΝdiὅcloὅedΝinΝἀέἁἀέ’ΝἦhiὅΝ
diἸἸeὄence,ΝinΝtuὄn,ΝhaὅΝimplicationὅΝἸoὄΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝpeὄceptionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝwhoὅeΝὄoleΝiὅΝmuchΝmoὄeΝ
ὅiἹniἸicantΝthanΝthatΝoἸΝZechaὄiah’ὅέΝΝχὅΝὅuchΝJoὅephΝiὅΝnotΝonlyΝtheΝ‘leἹalΝἸatheὄ’ΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝaὅΝ
Marshall states, but alὅoΝaΝὅpecialΝὅeὄvantΝandΝwitneὅὅΝoἸΝύodΝ‘inΝwoὄldΝhiὅtoὄy,’ΝaὅΝεaὄyέΝWithΝ
respect to these ideas, see also Green, The Gospel of Luke, pp. 126-27.  
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 See Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 130. He suggests the narrator shares the 
same belief that God is using Caesar Augustus in this context.  Carroll, Luke, pp. 64-67, concurs, 
notinἹΝthatΝδuke’ὅΝaudienceΝiὅΝbeinἹΝdiὄectedΝtoΝὅeeΝthatΝ‘itΝiὅΝύodΝwhoΝiὅΝdiὄectinἹΝtheΝactionέ’ΝΝIn 
this regard see also Evans, Luke,ΝpέΝἁη,ΝwhoΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝ‘δukeΝhas framed his account in such a 
wayΝthatΝduὄinἹΝtheΝὄeiἹnΝoἸΝtheΝeaὄth’ὅΝἹὄeateὅtΝkinἹ,ΝωaeὅaὄΝχuἹuὅtuὅ,ΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph-a man 
ἸὄomΝtheΝlineΝoἸΝDavidΝ(vέΝζ),ΝIὅὄael’ὅΝἹὄeateὅtΝkinἹΝandΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝtheΝεeὅὅiah-waὅΝboὄnέ’ 
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their relationship with the child and young boy, Jesus (2.4-7; 2.16; and 2. 22, 24, 
27, 33, 34, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, and 51).64                         
     This joint action is also evident in the next pericope wheὄeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
presence and union with Mary and the baby is detailed.   
And in that region there were shepherds out in the field, keeping watch 
over their flock by night. And an angel of the Lord appeared to them, and 
the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were filled with fear.  
χndΝtheΝanἹelΝὅaidΝtoΝthem,Ν‘Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good 
news of a great joy which will come to all the people; for to you is born 
this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord.  And this 
will be a sign for you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling cloths 
andΝ lyinἹΝ inΝ aΝ manἹeὄέ’ And suddenly there was with the angel a 
multitude of the heavenly host praising God and saying, 
 
‘Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace among men with  
whom he iὅΝpleaὅed!’  
When the angels went away from them into heaven, the shepherds said to 
oneΝ anotheὄ,Ν ‘Let us go over to Bethlehem and see this thing that has 
happened, which the Lord has made knownΝtoΝuὅέ’  And they went with 
haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger.  And 
when they saw it they made known the saying which had been told them 
concerning this child; and all who heard it wondered at what the 
shepherds told them. But Mary kept all these things, pondering them in 
her heart. And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for all 
they had heard and seen, as it had been told them (Lk. 2.8-20). 
 
Although the focus of the narration appears centered upon the subjects of the 
ὅhepheὄdὅ,ΝtheΝanἹelὅ’ΝannunciationΝtoΝthem,ΝandΝtheiὄΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝtheΝdiὅcoveὄyΝ
oἸΝtheΝchildΝὅavioὄ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicance,ΝoἸtenΝiἹnoὄedΝbyΝcontempoὄaὄyΝ
scholarship, is revealed to the readers in the foreground of the final scene, where 
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 Joὅeph’ὅΝunionΝandΝjuxtapoὅition with Mary in this chapter, and particularly in the second half 
of the chapter, is quite remarkable. In sharp contrast to this understanding see Coleridge, The Birth 
of the Lukan Narrative, pp. 134-ἁηέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘ώavinἹΝmadeΝhiὅΝἸiὄὅtΝappeaὄanceΝinΝthe narrative 
in v. 4, Joseph disappears from the scene once Mary returns to centre stage (vv. 6-7) for the first 
timeΝὅinceΝΰέηθ…έΝΝἦheΝἸocuὅΝiὅΝonΝheὄΝaloneνΝandΝὅheΝiὅΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝthὄeeΝveὄbὅΝinΝvέΝιέΝΝἦhiὅΝ
suggests that she who has been so privileged in the first phase and to whom the initiative now 
passes may prove to be the one to offer the interpretation which the narrator has left to the 
chaὄacteὄὅέ’ 
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he is situated, together with Mary and the child, as the shepherds approach to 
offer adoration (2.16-17 and 2.20).65   
While the readers understand that the shepherds have been directed to seek 
the inἸantΝ‘ὅavioὄ’Ν(ἀέΰΰ,Νΰἀ,Νΰθ),ΝtheyΝalὅoΝnoteΝthatΝ‘εaὄy’ΝandΝ‘Joὅeph’,ΝtheΝ
paὄentὅΝoἸΝtheΝ‘ὅavioὄ’,ΝaὄeΝmentioned before him (ਕȞİ૨ȡαȞΝĲȒȞΝĲİΝȂαȡȚὰȝΝțα੿ΝĲὸȞΝ
੉Ȧı੽φΝțα੿ΝĲὸΝȕȡȑφȠȢ, 2.16 ).  ItΝiὅΝalὅoΝnotableΝinΝveὄὅeΝὅixteenΝthatΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
identification and in the grammatical construction of the figures of Mary and 
Joseph and the baby (noted above) that the narrator portrays them as a family.  
ἦheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝthatΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅΝἸiὄὅtΝ‘noticeΝεaὄyΝandΝJoὅeph,ΝaboutΝwhomΝ
the angel has said nothing, though the shepherds can hardly have failed to wonder 
who the parents of such a child might be; and the mention of both Mary and 
JoὅephΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅΝjudἹeΝthemΝtoΝbeΝtheΝpaὄentὅέ’66  Thus, it is 
necessary toΝacknowledἹeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝwithΝεaὄyΝand the child at this point 
in the narrative and to recognize that the narrator is reminding the readers that 
Joseph is, once again, representing himself as the father of the baby, and the 
husband of Mary, here, before the shepherds as well as those with whom they 
share their discovery; just as he represented himself before the secular authorities 
in the prior pericope (2.1-7).67  It is also essential to recognize thatΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅ’Ν
offer acknowledgement to and of both parents, both Joseph and Mary, as well as 
the child, in this encounter (2.17).   
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 Evans, Luke,ΝpέΝἁθ,ΝthinkὅΝtheΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅΝ‘ὅtὄenἹthenὅΝtheΝconnectionΝbetween 
JeὅuὅΝandΝKinἹΝDavid’ΝὅinceΝDavidΝ‘waὅΝhimὅelἸΝaΝὅhepheὄdΝ(ΰSamέΝΰθέΰΰ),ΝandΝinΝὅomeΝoἸΝtheΝ
pὅalmὅΝ…ΝὄeἸeὄὅΝtoΝύodΝaὅΝaΝὅhepheὄdΝandΝtoΝύod’ὅΝpeopleΝaὅΝὅheepΝ(PὅέΝἀἁέΰνΝἀκέλνΝΰίίέἁ)έ’Ν
δuke’ὅΝaccountΝalὅoΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝheΝintendὅΝtoΝὄevealΝmoὄeΝaboutΝJoὅeph than Coleridge, Green, 
Bovon and others suggest. For the remarks of Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, pp. 
134-35, see note 125 above. Green, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝΰἁκ,ΝaὅὅeὄtὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝiὅΝonlyΝ‘to 
ceὄtiἸyΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὅtatuὅΝaὅΝὅonΝoἸΝDavid, boὄnΝinΝψethlehemέ’Νψovon,ΝLuke, Vol. 1, p. 86, virtually 
ignores the role of Joseph in this pericope. He makes only the briefest mention of the Carpenter, 
notinἹ,Ν‘JoὅephΝἸadeὅΝintoΝtheΝbackἹὄoundΝinΝvέΝἀΰέ’ΝInΝὅayinἹΝthiὅΝheΝconcuὄὅ,ΝtoΝaΝἹὄeatΝextent,Ν
withΝύὄeen’ὅΝὄemaὄkΝinΝGospel of Luke,ΝpέΝΰἁκ,ΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝheὄeΝiὅΝonlyΝ‘toΝceὄtiἸyΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
ὅtatuὅΝaὅΝὅonΝoἸΝDavid,ΝboὄnΝinΝψethlehemέ’ΝύὄeenΝἹoeὅΝonΝtoΝaddΝthatΝἸollowinἹΝveὄὅeΝὅixteenΝ
Luke effectively moves the Carpenter into the background.   
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 See Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 147. 
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 Even Stein, Luke, pp. 109-ΰί,ΝnoteὅΝthatΝheὄeΝ‘JoὅephΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝbeΝtheΝἸatheὄ’ΝandΝiὅΝpὄeὅentΝ
‘ὅinceΝtheΝtὄipΝtoΝψethlehemΝwaὅΝmadeΝdueΝtoΝhiὅΝneedΝtoΝenὄollΝinΝtheΝcenὅuὅ’έ 
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     At the same time, in verses seventeen and eighteen the readers learn that 
JoὅephΝiὅΝ(viaΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅ)ΝaΝὄecipientΝoἸΝtheΝmeὅὅaἹeΝoἸΝtheΝ‘anἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν
(2.10-12), just as Mary.68  Consequently, the readers would all understand that 
Joseph is part of the group (ȂαȡȚὰȝΝțα੿ΝĲὸȞΝ੉Ȧı੽φΝțα੿ΝĲὸΝȕȡȑφȠȢ, 2.16 ) who 
responded to the shepherds and, thus, would also respond, as Mary (2.19), to the 
encounter with the shepherds (2.16) and to their revelations (2.17-18).69  While it 
is necessary to recognize that εaὄy’ὅΝresponse is the focus of the narrative in 
2.19, theΝὅhepheὄdὅ’ΝpὄecedinἹΝactionΝ(ἀέΰι-ΰκ)ΝὄevealὅΝὅomethinἹΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
own response to these remarkable words.70  
     In the following pericope, 2.21-ζί,ΝtheΝaccountΝconceὄninἹΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
circumcision and presentation in the Temple, the readers learn more about the 
union of Joseph and Mary.   
After eight days had passed, it was time to circumcise the child; and he 
was called Jesus, the name given by the angel before he was conceived in 
the womb. When the time came for their purification according to the law 
of Moses, they brought him up to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord (as 
it is written inΝtheΝlawΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd,Ν‘ϋveὄyΝἸiὄὅtboὄnΝmale shall be 
designated as holy to theΝδoὄd’),ΝandΝtheyΝoἸἸeὄedΝaΝὅacὄiἸiceΝaccoὄding to 
what is stated in the law oἸΝtheΝδoὄd,Ν‘aΝpaiὄΝoἸΝtuὄtledoves or two young 
piἹeonὅέ’ΝΝNow there was a man in Jerusalem whose name was Simeon; 
this man was righteous and devout, looking forward to the consolation of 
Israel, and the Holy Spirit rested on him.  It had been revealed to him by 
the Holy Spirit that he would not see death before he had seenΝtheΝδoὄd’ὅΝ
Messiah.  Guided by the Spirit, Simeon came into the temple; and when 
the parents brought in the child Jesus, to do for him what was customary 
under the law, Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, saying 
‘εaὅteὄ,ΝnowΝyouΝaὄeΝdiὅmiὅὅinἹΝyouὄΝὅeὄvant in peace, according to your 
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 Nolland, Luke 1-9:20,ΝpέΝΰΰἀ,ΝcoὄὄectlyΝnoteὅΝthatΝonceΝtheΝὅhepheὄdὅΝhaveΝὅeenΝ‘theΝpὄomiὅedΝ
sign, they pay no further attention to the child. The angelic revelation is all-important, so they 
makeΝknownΝtoΝallΝinΝtheΝhouὅeΝwhatΝhadΝbeenΝmadeΝknownΝtoΝthemέ’ 
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 Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke, p. 412; Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s 
Gospel, p. 138; Hendriksen, The Gospel of Luke, p. 157; and Bock, Luke, I, pp. 221-22, recognize 
that Joseph as well as Mary heard the shepherds proclaim that the child would be a savior for all 
humanity. 
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 Goulder, Luke,ΝI,ΝpέΝἀθλ,ΝiὅΝconvincedΝthatΝ‘εaὄyΝtakeὅΝtheΝleadΝoveὄΝJoὅeph’ΝἸὄomΝἀέΰθΝuntilΝ
the end of the chapter and cites vv. 16, 19, 34, and 51 as evidence of this.  He sees this as a 
significant contrast inΝliἹhtΝoἸΝδuke’ὅΝeaὄlieὄΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝZechaὄiahΝandΝϋliὐabethΝ(ΰέη-25 and 
1.57-κί)έΝInΝtheὅeΝaccountὅΝZechaὄiah’ὅΝnameΝalwayὅΝappeaὄὅΝἸiὄὅtΝandΝheΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝbeΝtheΝmoὅtΝ
dominant figure. 
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word; for my eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared in 
the presence of all peoples, a light for revelation to the Gentiles and for 
glory to your people Israel. χnd,ΝtheΝchild’ὅΝἸatheὄΝandΝmotheὄΝweὄeΝ
amazed at what was being said about him. Then Simeon blessed them and 
said to hiὅΝmotheὄΝεaὄy,Ν‘ἦhiὅΝchildΝiὅΝdestined for the falling and the 
rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed so that the 
inner thoughts of many will be revealed and a sword will pierce your own 
ὅoulΝtooέ’ΝThere was also a prophet, Anna the daughter of Phanuel, of the 
tribe of Asher. She was of a great age, having lived with her husband 
seven years after her marriage, then as a widow to the age of eighty-four.  
She never left the temple but worshiped there with fasting and prayer night 
and day.  At that moment she came, and began to praise God and to speak 
about the child to all who were looking for the redemption of Jerusalem. 
When they had finished everything required by the law of the Lord, they 
returned to Galilee, to their own town of Nazareth.  The child grew and 
became strong, filled with wisdom; and the favor of God was upon him 
            (Lk. 2.21-40). 
Here, in the first verse (2.21), the circumcision and the naming of the child, 
predictable matters in which Joseph and Mary, faithful and dutiful Hebrew 
parents, would have naturally engaged, is recounted.  ‘χἸteὄΝeiἹhtΝdayὅΝhadΝ
passed, it was time to circumcise the child; and he was called Jesus, the name 
ἹivenΝbyΝtheΝanἹelΝbeἸoὄeΝheΝwaὅΝconceivedΝinΝtheΝwombέ’71   Since neither parent 
is given priority in these actions (despite the instructions given to Mary in 1.31),  
the readers would assume, at the very least, that Joseph and Mary cooperated with 
each other in the ritual of the circumcision and in the naming of the child.72  Thus, 
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 A spiritual and literary parallel to this is certainly present eaὄlieὄΝinΝδukeΝinΝZechaὄiah’ὅΝandΝ
ϋliὐabeth’ὅΝciὄcumciὅionΝandΝnaminἹΝoἸΝJohnέΝSeeΝδkέΰέηι-63.   
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 With regard to these two events it is very possible that Joseph took the lead, and possibly, 
circumcised his child since no one else is suggested in this regard (2.21), in contrast to what is 
stated with respect to presentation of the infant in the temple in Jerusalem (2.22-28).  It is also 
likely, in accord with Hebrew tradition and practice, suggested in Matthew, among other places, 
that Joseph was also directly involved in the naming of the child.  See Mt.1.21.  Certainly the fact 
that both gospels provide the same name to be used in the naming suggests this is possible. While 
Carroll, Luke,ΝpέΝιἁ,ΝacknowledἹeὅΝtheΝpaὄentὅ’ΝobedienceΝatΝthiὅΝpoint,ΝheΝdoes not believe it is 
appropriate to give emphasis to the role of either Joseph or Mary.  Instead, he notes (p. 73) that 
‘theiὄΝaἹencyΝiὅΝconcealedΝbehindΝtheΝpaὅὅiveΝvoice’ΝandΝpointὅΝoutΝthatΝonlyΝJeὅuὅ’ΝnameΝiὅΝ
formally mentioned.  SeeΝalὅoΝψὄown’ὅΝἸootnoteΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝ‘ἦheΝpaὄentὅΝ…ΝaὄeΝ
notΝevenΝmentionedΝinΝtheΝnaminἹΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ(inΝδukeΝἀέἀΰ)έ’ΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅΝinΝBirth of the Messiah 
(1977), pέΝζἁΰ,ΝnoteΝικμΝ‘ἦhiὅΝiὅΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝcuὄiouὅΝὅinceΝinΝΰέἁΰΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝtoldΝtoΝnameΝtheΝchild,Ν
and weΝwouldΝhaveΝexpectedΝδukeΝtoΝtellΝuὅΝthatΝitΝwaὅΝὅheΝwhoΝdidΝtheΝnaminἹέ’Νδuke’ὅΝaccountΝ
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Joseph would be seen as cooperating with Mary in fulfilling the command of God 
mediated earlier through the angel Gabriel (1.31).  Nevertheless, as Coleridge 
states, this verse also reveals the beginning of an important shift and transition for 
both the narrator and the readers.  He writes: 
In v. 21, the narrator named Jesus for the first time, waiting for the 
characters to name the child before he himself made the move. Until that 
moment, theΝpaὄentὅΝhadΝbeenΝnamedΝaὅΝ‘εaὄy’ (ȂαȡȚὰȝ, vv. 5, 16, and 
ΰλ)ΝandΝ‘Joὅeph’(੉Ȧı੽φ,ΝvvέΝζΝandΝΰθ)ΝthὄouἹhoutΝἀέΰ-21.  But once Jesus 
is named, their names disappear from the infancy narrative, with the sole 
exception of v. 34 where Mary is ὄeἸeὄὄedΝtoΝbyΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝaὅΝ‘εaὄyΝhiὅΝ
motheὄ’ (ȂαȡȚὰȝΝĲ੽ȞΝȝȘĲȑȡαΝα੝ĲȠ૨)ΝatΝaΝpointΝwheὄeΝSimeonΝἸocuὅeὅΝonΝ
her specifically.  Through this and the following episode the focus moves 
slowly but surely from the parents to Jesus; and the shift is reflected in the 
way the characters are named by the narrator.73 
 
      Although neither Joseph nor Mary are formally identified in verse twenty-
one, their union and cooperation become more explicit for the readers when the 
coupleΝὄetuὄnὅΝtoΝcenteὄΝὅtaἹeΝinΝδuke’ὅΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝpuὄiἸicationΝandΝtheΝ
pὄeὅentationΝinΝtheΝtempleΝandΝtheyΝaὄeΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝactinἹΝtoἹetheὄΝ(‘theyΝbὄouἹhtΝ
himΝup’, ਕȞȒȖαȖȠȞΝα੝ĲὸȞ, 2.22).74 Though these verses (2.22-28) do not clarify 
where Joseph and Mary and the child have been prior to the purification and the 
                                                                                                                                                              
(1.59-64) of the role of Zechariah in the naming of John the Baptist also adds support to the 
likelihoodΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝinvolvementέΝ 
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 Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 166, provides a notable insight with respect to 
the mention of the name of Jesus in verse 21. 
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 WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝ‘theiὄΝpuὄiἸication’,ΝĲȠ૨ΝțαșαȡȚıȝȠ૨Να੝Ĳ૵Ȟ,Νἀέἀἀ,ΝandΝtheΝ
poὅὅibilityΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝinvolvementΝatΝthiὅΝpoint in the narrative, see Creed, St. Luke, pp. 38-39; 
Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke, pp. 117-18; Evans, Luke, p. 45; and Johnson, 
Gospel of Luke, p. 54, who believe the phrase refers to Mary or Mary and the child.  Similarly, 
Marshall, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝΰΰθ,ΝthinkὅΝitΝiὅΝ‘moὅtΝlikelyΝthatΝδukeΝhaὅΝὄunΝtoἹetheὄΝtheΝcleanὅinἹΝ
oἸΝtheΝmotheὄΝandΝtheΝoἸἸeὄinἹΝoἸΝtheΝchildΝintoΝoneΝactέ’ΝCarroll, Luke, pp. 74-75, agrees, and 
ὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘τnlyΝtheΝmotheὄΝ…ΝwouldΝpaὄticipateΝinΝtheΝὄitualΝoἸΝpuὄiἸicationέ’ 
In contrast, Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke,ΝpέΝζἀζ,ΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘pὄonέ,Ν“theiὄ,”Ν
muὅtΝbeΝundeὄὅtoodΝtoΝὄeἸeὄΝtoΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝbecauὅeΝoἸΝtheΝmainΝveὄbΝaneἹaἹon,Ν“theyΝ(iέeέΝhiὅΝ
paὄentὅ)ΝbὄouἹhtΝhimΝupέ”’ΝΝώeΝcontinueὅ,ΝonΝpέΝζἀη,ΝὅtatinἹΝΝthatΝδukeΝ‘ὄelateὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpὄeὅentationΝ
(in verse 22) to the law about the firstborn.  Jesus was so designated in 2.7 and the obligation of 
ὄedeeminἹΝhimΝlayΝuponΝtheΝpaὄentὅέ’ΝΝἦheΝpaὄentὅΝinΝthiὅΝcaὅe,ΝoἸΝcouὄὅe,ΝwouldΝbeΝJoὅephΝandΝ
Mary.  Nolland, Luke 1-9:20,ΝpέΝΰΰι,Νconcuὄὅ,ΝὅtatinἹΝthatΝitΝ‘iὅΝpὄobablyΝbeὅtΝtoΝconὅideὄΝthatΝδukeΝ
ὅpeakὅΝlooὅelyΝoἸΝtheΝpuὄiἸicationΝaὅΝaΝἸamilyΝmatteὄΝ…’ΝΝInΝpaὄtialΝaἹὄeementΝwithΝόitὐmyeὄΝandΝ
Nolland, Ellis, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝκἁ,ΝthinkὅΝ‘their purification (ĲȠ૨ΝțαșαȡȚıȝȠ૨Να੝Ĳ૵Ȟ)ΝmayΝἹoΝ
with the following they (inΝਕȞ੾ȖαȖȠȞ)Νand,ΝinΝlooὅeΝidiom,ΝὄeἸeὄΝtoΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy’,ΝheΝbelieveὅΝ
the focus is upon Mary.    
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presentation, the readers now know they are presently in the city of Jerusalem. 
They also know Joseph and Mary have come for a specific purpose, to visit the 
temple, the spiritual center of Israel, located in the heart of Jerusalem (2.22 and 
27) in order to engage in these required spiritual acts.75  As Geldenhuys notes, 
heὄe,ΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝcomeΝaὅΝaΝcouple,ΝtoΝbὄinἹΝ‘JeὅuὅΝtoΝtheΝtempleΝ…ΝtoΝ
conὅecὄateΝώimΝtoΝtheΝὅeὄviceΝoἸΝύodέ’76 As such, it is predictable when, in the 
fulfillment of their spiritual responsibilities (especially noted in 2.21-24), Joseph 
andΝεaὄyΝaὄeΝὅpeciἸicallyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝpaὄentὅ’Ν(ĲȠὺȢΝȖȠȞİῖȢ) of the infant 
(2.27).77  However, Coleridge sees additional reasons for this designation. He 
believes 
                                                          
    
75
 With regard to these Hebrew rituals, see especially Exodus 13 and Leviticus 12.  Further, note 
the parallel Goulder, Luke, I, p. 255, sees between the journey of Joseph and Mary to the temple 
and the earlier journey of Elkanah and Hannah ( I Sam. 1.1-ἀέΰΰ)έΝΝχὅΝheΝnoteὅ,Ν‘ώannahΝhaὅΝbeenΝ
the model for Mary with her humility and her Song; and just as Elkanah and Hannah went up to 
the temple at Shiloh and dedicated the young Samuel, so will Joseph and Mary have taken Jesus to 
theΝJeὄuὅalemΝἦempleΝtoΝdedicateΝhim,ΝevenΝthouἹhΝtheyΝcannotΝhaveΝleἸtΝhimΝtheὄeέ’Νϋlliὅ,ΝGospel 
of Luke, p. 83, in contrast withΝύouldeὄ,ΝthinkὅΝtheΝ‘analoἹyΝtoΝώannah’ὅΝdedicationΝoἸΝSamuelΝiὅΝ
ὅecondaὄyΝatΝmoὅt’έ 
    
76
 Cf. Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of Luke, p. 118. It is interesting and most 
unuὅualΝ(andΝinΝconcoὄdΝwithΝtheΝwὄiteὄ’ὅΝideaὅ)ΝthatΝinΝhiὅΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝ‘the circumcision and 
dedicationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’,Νύeldenhuyὅ,Νppέΰΰκ-ἀί,ΝὄepeatedlyΝpaiὄὅΝ‘JoὅephΝandΝεaὄy’ΝaὅΝaΝcoupleΝwhoΝ
actΝinΝconjunctionΝwithΝoneΝanotheὄέΝΝώeΝalὅoΝdoeὅΝthiὅΝinΝhiὅΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝtimeΝwithΝtheΝ
teachers in the temple, pp. 126-27. 
    
77
 Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts: Volume I, p. 19, argues that the 
‘centὄalΝchaὄacteὄὅ’ΝinΝδuke’ὅΝinἸancyΝnaὄὄativeΝ‘aὄeΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝdevotedΝtoΝtheΝlawΝandΝtoΝtheΝ
hopeΝoἸΝIὅὄael’ὅΝὄedemptionΝ(ΰέθμΝZechaὄiahΝandΝϋliὐabethνΝἀέἀἁ-24, 27: Mary and Joseph; 2.25: 
Simeon; 2.37-38: Anna).  Certainly, the readers are lead to believe that both Joseph and Mary are 
obedient to the law.  In this regard see Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel, pp. 139-46; 
Craig A. Evans, Luke, p. 39; C.F. Evans, Saint Luke (London and Philadelphia: SCM Press and 
Trinity Press,1990), p. 212; Bock, Luke, I , pp. 224-25, and 234-35 and 240; Tannehill, Luke, p. 
69; and Garland, Luke, pp. 134-35.  At the same time, see Carroll, Luke, p. 75, who writes that this 
ὅectionΝoἸΝὅcὄiptuὄeΝoἸἸeὄὅΝ‘onlyΝclaὄityΝaboutΝtheΝἸidelityΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpaὄentὅΝtoΝύodΝandΝtoΝtheΝ
ἦoὄahέ’   
Steven M. Sheeley, Narrative Asides in Luke-Acts (JSNTS 72; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press,1992), p. 99, helps clarify the position and action of Joseph as well as Mary in these verses.  
ώeΝnoteὅΝwithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝtheΝaὅideΝinΝἀέἀἁΝ(aὅΝitΝiὅΝwὄittenΝinΝtheΝlawΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd,Ν‘ϋveὄyΝmaleΝthatΝ
opens the wombΝὅhallΝbeΝcalledΝholyΝtoΝtheΝδoὄd’)ΝthatΝthiὅΝ‘aὅideΝmakeὅΝceὄtainΝthatΝtheΝὄeadeὄΝiὅΝ
aware that the actions of Mary and Joseph are clearly linked to their piety and obedience. The 
parenthetical quotation of the law serves to underscore both motifs which are present in the 
passage (2.21-ζί)μΝtheΝconὅecὄationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝύodΝandΝtheΝobedienceΝoἸΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅΝtoΝtheΝlawέ’Ν 
Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke,ΝpέΝζἀΰ,ΝconcludeὅΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝ‘aimΝiὅΝtoΝὅtὄeὅὅΝ
fidelity to the Mosaic Law.  The new formΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝὅalvationΝcomeὅΝwithΝobedienceΝtoΝthiὅΝδawέ’Ν
He suggests, Luke,ΝpέΝζἀι,ΝthatΝδuke’ὅΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘theΝpaὄentὅ’ΝinΝἀέἀι,Νζΰ,ΝandΝζἁΝandΝtheΝ
ὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘ἸatheὄΝandΝmotheὄ’ΝinΝἀέἁἁΝandΝtoΝ‘youὄΝἸatheὄΝandΝI’ΝinΝἀέζκ,ΝmayΝindicateΝthatΝ
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there are good narrative reasons for a narrator who is well aware of the 
virginal conception to refer to εaὄyΝandΝJoὅephΝaὅΝ‘theΝpaὄentὅ’ 
nonetheless.  For one thing, the emphasis here is on their religious and 
social role rather than on them personally; and the description of them as 
‘theΝpaὄentὅ’ captures that well.  Secondly, to name them in relation to 
JeὅuὅΝ(aὅΝ‘theΝpaὄentὅ’ does) allows the narrator to shift the focus from 
them as the ones who bring Jesus to the Temple to Jesus himself as the 
one about whom Simeon will prophesy.  At the point where the narrative 
will focus on Jesus for the first time,ΝtheΝdeὅcὄiptionΝoἸΝthemΝaὅΝ‘theΝ
paὄentὅ’ looks away from Mary and Joseph to the figure of Jesus.78 
 
σonetheleὅὅ,ΝωoleὄidἹe’ὅΝὄemaὄkὅΝdoΝnotΝdiminiὅhΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝitΝiὅΝaὅΝaΝcoupleΝ
that Joseph and Mary bring the child to Simeon (țα੿ΝἐȞΝĲ૶ΝİੁıαȖαȖİῖȞΝĲȠὺȢΝȖȠȞİῖȢΝ
Ĳὸ παȚįȓȠȞ, 2.27).79  In turn, it is in the respective roles of theΝchild’ὅΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν(ὁΝ
παĲ੽ȡΝα੝ĲȠ૨)ΝΝandΝ‘motheὄ’Ν(ἡ ȝȒĲȘȡ) that Joseph and Mary marvel together 
(șαυȝȐȗȠȞĲİȢ) at the response of Simeon  toward the child (2.33) and, in the same 
positions, that they both receive a blessing from Simeon (țα੿Νİ੝ȜȩȖȘıİȞΝα੝ĲȠὺȢΝ
ΣυȝİὼȞ, 2.34), in the process of completing their purification and the presentation 
of their child before the Lord (2.22-32).80  Although the readers, having 
contemplatedΝtheΝtextΝupΝtoΝthiὅΝpoint,ΝmiἹhtΝwellΝhaveΝbelievedΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
                                                                                                                                                              
the SimeonΝepiὅodeΝ‘exiὅtedΝpὄeviouὅlyΝinΝanΝindependentΝἸoὄm,Νiέeέ,ΝindependentΝoἸΝchapέΰΝandΝitὅΝ
mentionΝoἸΝtheΝviὄἹinalΝconceptionέ’Ν 
    
78
 Cf. Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, pp.165-66. 
    
79
 Bock, Luke, I, p. 257, is emphatic in his notes on δukeΝἀέἀιΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝἸunctionedΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
Ἰatheὄ!’ 
    
80
 A.R.C. Leaney,  A Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Luke (New York: Harper and 
ψὄotheὄὅΝPubliὅheὄὅ,Νΰληκ),ΝpέΝΰίί,ΝbelieveὅΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘hiὅΝἸatheὄ’ΝinΝἀέἁἁΝ(aὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝ
other refeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘hiὅΝpaὄentὅ’ΝinΝἀέἀι,Νζΰ,ΝandΝζἁ)ΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝ‘JoὅephΝwaὅΝtheΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝandΝ
‘ὅtὄenἹthenὅΝtheΝimpὄeὅὅionΝthatΝweΝhaveΝinΝthiὅΝchapteὄΝ(ἀ)ΝaΝὅouὄceΝdiὅtinctΝἸὄomΝthatΝoἸΝchapteὄΝ
ΰέ’ΝΝόitὐmyeὄ,ΝLuke, pp. 428-ἀλ,ΝacknowledἹeὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘text-tradition is somewhat disturbed in this 
(vέΝἁἁ)Νveὄὅeέ’ΝΝώeΝἸeelὅ,ΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝJoὅeph,ΝthatΝtheΝattemptΝbyΝὅomeΝlateὄΝ
ὅcὄibeὅΝtoΝὄeplaceΝ‘hiὅΝἸatheὄ’ΝwithΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝ‘cleaὄlyΝaΝcopyiὅt’ὅΝcoὄὄection,ΝwhichΝeliminateὅΝtheΝ
designation of Joseph aὅΝ“hiὅΝἸatheὄ,”ΝinΝviewΝoἸΝtheΝviὄἹinalΝconceptionΝoἸΝchapέΝΰέ’ΝΝInΝaddition,Ν
Hendriksen, The Gospel of Luke, p. 169; Tiede, Luke, p. 77; Bock, Luke, I, p. 246; and Carroll, 
Luke, p. 78, believeΝSimeon’ὅΝbleὅὅinἹΝiὅΝaimedΝatΝbothΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyέΝΝ 
     Ellis, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝκζ,ΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝbothΝ‘εatthewΝ(ΰέΰθ)ΝandΝδukeΝὄecoἹniὐeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
ἸatheὄhoodΝbothΝleἹallyΝand,ΝpὄobablyΝἸollowinἹΝSemiticΝthouἹhtΝpatteὄnὅ,Νὄealiὅticallyέ’ΝϋlliὅΝ
believeὅΝthiὅΝiὅΝindicatedΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝinΝδuke,ΝtheΝ‘caὅeΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅ’ΝmeὅὅiahὅhipΝὄeὅtὅΝ
ὅolidlyΝonΝhiὅΝDavidicΝheὄitaἹe,ΝandΝnothinἹΝiὅΝmadeΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpoὅὅibleΝdeὅcentΝἸὄomΝtheΝtὄibeΝoἸΝ
δevi’έΝΝόuὄtheὄ,ΝϋlliὅΝaddὅΝthatΝ‘ἦhiὅΝiὅΝnot,ΝinΝtheiὄΝ(εatthew’ὅΝandΝδuke’ὅ)ΝthinkinἹ,ΝinconὅiὅtentΝ
with the fact that JosephΝiὅΝnotΝJeὅuὅ’ΝnatuὄalΝἸatheὄέΝἦheΝδeviὄateΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝ(cἸέΝἀίέἀκ)ΝoἸἸeὄὅΝaΝ
paὄtialΝpaὄallelμΝaΝὅonΝbyΝtheΝwiἸeΝoἸΝaΝdeceaὅedΝbὄotheὄΝiὅΝviewedΝaὅΝtheΝbὄotheὄ’ὅΝὅonέ’ 
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knowledge of the uniqueness and special purpose of the child was much more 
subὅtantialΝthanΝJoὅeph’ὅ,ΝinΝἀέἁἁ-34, the narrator suggests that Joseph and Mary 
aὄeΝappaὄentlyΝeὃuallyΝ‘amaὐed’Ν(șαυȝȐȗȠȞĲİȢ) by the words of Simeon and, 
likewiὅe,ΝeὃuallyΝtouchedΝbyΝhiὅΝ‘bleὅὅinἹ’Ν(İ੝ȜȩȖȘıİȞ) of them; even though 
Simeon appears to single-out Mary for a special revelation in the second part of 
verse thirty-four.   όuὄtheὄ,ΝitΝiὅΝalὅoΝaὅΝἸatheὄΝandΝmotheὄΝthat,ΝhavinἹΝ‘ἸiniὅhedΝ
everything required of the law of the Lord’, they return together to the Galilee 
(ἐπȑıĲȡİȥαȞΝİੁȢΝĲ੽ȞΝΓαȜȚȜαȓαȞ), with their child, and provide for his nurture and 
spiritual instruction (2.39-40).81  Thus, in this pericope, readers gain more 
understanding of the union and relationship of Joseph and Mary as well as more 
understanding of their individual roles and moral and spiritual characteristics. 
                                                          
    
81
 With respect to the piety of Joseph and Mary exhibited within this fourth pericope, Fitzmyer, 
The Gospel According to Luke, p. 421, thinks that in vv. 22-ἀζΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝὅtὄeὅὅeὅΝ‘theΝἸidelityΝoἸΝ
εaὄyΝandΝJoὅeph,ΝaὅΝdevoutΝandΝpiouὅΝJewὅ,ΝtoΝallΝtheΝὄeὃuiὄementὅΝoἸΝtheΝεoὅaicΝδawέ’ΝώeΝaddὅ,Ν
‘ἦheyΝcaὄὄyΝoutΝonΝbehalἸΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝallΝtheΝthinἹs that Luke thought were required by that Law for 
the birth of a child.  In these verses the Law is mentioned three times (vv. 22a, 23a, 24a), and it 
will be referred, to later in the manifestation of Simeon (v. 27) and in the conclusion of the 
epiὅodeέ’ΝΝEvans, Luke, p. 39, concurs with this as does Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (New 
Updated Edition, 1993), p. 625 and Carroll, Luke, pp. 81-82. 
      ύὄeen’ὅΝcommentὅΝinΝGospel of Luke, pp. 139-140 and 152-155 are also noteworthy. Green 
recognizes that LukeΝcontinueὅΝtoΝdiὅcloὅeΝexampleὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝ(aὅΝwellΝaὅΝεaὄy’ὅ)Ν
whichΝiὅΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝbyΝhiὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝconceὄnΝtoΝ‘keepΝtheΝlaw,’ΝnotinἹ,ΝamonἹΝotheὄΝthinἹὅ,ΝinΝ
his comments on the pericope of the presentation and circumcision of the child, in verses twenty-
oneΝthὄuΝἸoὄtyΝoἸΝchapteὄΝtwo,ΝthatΝδukeΝ‘pὄeὅentὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸamilyΝaὅΝobedientΝtoΝtheΝδoὄd,’ΝandΝ
‘unὃueὅtionablyΝpiouὅέ’Νύouldeὄ,ΝLuke,ΝI,ΝpέΝἀηη,ΝalὅoΝὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthiὅέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘ἦheΝtὄipleΝuὅeΝ
oἸΝtheΝphὄaὅeὅΝ“accoὄdinἹΝtoΝtheΝδawΝoἸΝεoὅeὅ,”Ν“aὅΝiὅΝwὄittenΝinΝtheΝδawΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd,”Ν“accoὄdinἹΝ
toΝwhatΝiὅΝὅaidΝinΝtheΝδawΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd,”ΝemphaὅiὐeὅΝtheΝpietyΝoἸΝtheΝἸamily’έΝΝώeὄe,ΝJohnὅon,Ν
Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝηζ,ΝalὅoΝaἹὄeeὅ,ΝalthouἹhΝheΝὅeeὅΝἸiveΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝtheΝ‘δoὄd’ὅΝlaw’ΝinΝtheΝ
fourth pericope (2.21-40), in 2.22, 23, 24, 27, and 39.  Although Green, Gospel of Luke, p. 139, 
asserts that Luke inhibits the action of Joseph in much of this narrative, he, nevertheless, 
ὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthatΝtheΝauthoὄΝἸὄameὅΝhiὅΝaccountΝinΝthiὅΝὅectionΝ‘byΝdemonὅtὄationὅΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝtoΝύodΝ(ἀέἀΰ,Νἀἀ,Νἀἁ-ἀζ,Νἁλ)έ’Νἦhuὅ,ΝwhetheὄΝinadveὄtentlyΝoὄΝadveὄtently,Ν
Luke continues to enunciate the theme oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝthὄouἹhoutΝthiὅΝpeὄicopeΝandΝwellΝ
into the next.  Additionally, Johnson, Gospel of Luke, p. 56, argues that, in this pericope (2.21-40), 
δukeΝleaveὅΝhiὅΝὄeadeὄὅΝwithΝtheΝbelieἸΝthatΝ‘theΝεeὅὅiahΝwillΝemeὄἹeΝἸὄomΝwithinΝaΝἸamilyΝandΝ
socialΝwoὄldΝdeeplyΝenmeὅhedΝinΝtheΝtὄaditionὅΝoἸΝIὅὄael’έΝΝIἸΝthiὅΝiὅΝδuke’ὅΝintention,ΝdoeὅΝthiὅΝnotΝ
also suggest theΝimpoὄtanceΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝinΝtheΝchildhoodΝandΝyouthΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝthatΝthiὅΝmilieuΝ
inΝwhichΝJeὅuὅ’ΝliἸeΝhaὅΝbeenΝὅhapedΝhaὅΝbeenΝinἸluencedΝby Joseph as well as Mary?       
     With regard to the location of verses thirty-nine and forty of chapter two, pertaining to the 
return to Nazareth, most scholars place them with this pericope because it is believed these verses 
both end this section and provide a transition to the next.  
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      Even so, in the fifth pericope, 2.41-52, the focus of the text clearly begins 
to shift to the figure of Jesus, the son, as more and more, he becomes the primary 
subject of the narration.82  
Now every year his parents went to Jerusalem for the festival of the 
Passover. And, when he was twelve years old, they went up as usual for 
the festival. When the festival was ended and they started to return, the 
boy Jesus stayed behind in Jerusalem, but his parents did not know it.  
Assuming that he was in theΝἹὄoupΝoἸΝtὄaveleὄὅ,ΝtheyΝwentΝaΝday’ὅΝjouὄneyέΝΝ
Then they started to look for him among their relatives and friends.  When 
they did not find him, they returned to Jerusalem to search for him.  After 
three days they found him in the temple, sitting among the teachers, 
listening to them and asking them questions.  And all who heard him were 
amazed at his understanding and his answers.  When his  parents saw him 
they weὄeΝaὅtoniὅhedνΝandΝhiὅΝmotheὄΝὅaidΝtoΝhim,Ν‘ωhild,ΝwhyΝhaveΝyouΝ
treated us like this?  Look, your father and I have been searching for you 
inΝἹὄeatΝanxietyέ’ΝΝώeΝὅaidΝtoΝthem,Ν‘WhyΝweὄeΝyouΝὅeaὄchinἹΝἸoὄΝmeςΝΝDidΝ
youΝnotΝknowΝthatΝIΝmuὅtΝbeΝinΝmyΝόatheὄ’ὅΝhouὅeς’ΝΝψutΝtheyΝdidΝnotΝ
understand what he said to them.  Then he went down with them and came 
to Nazareth, and was obedient to them.  His mother treasured all these 
things in her heart.  And Jesus increased in wisdom and in years, and in 
divine and human favor (Lk. 2.41-52). 
 
σonetheleὅὅ,ΝevenΝheὄe,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝdiὅcoveὄΝmoὄeΝdetailὅΝoἸΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
andΝεaὄy’ὅΝὄelationὅhip,Νchaὄacteὄ, and spirituality.83  As Green recognizes, these 
details, in turn, constitute a reassertion of the piety of Jesuὅ’ΝpaὄentὅΝandΝhiἹhliἹhtΝ
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 Among others, Green, Gospel of Luke, p. 156, notes this shift from Joseph and Mary to Jesus.  
    
83
 Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel, pp. 161-62; Brown, The Birth of the Messiah 
(1977), p. 471; Evans, Luke, pp. 41-42; Stein, Luke, p. 121; Bock, Luke, I, pp. 263-64; Lieu, The 
Gospel of Luke, p. 19; and Carroll, Luke, p. 84. ὅeeΝδuke’ὅΝὄepoὄtΝinΝἀέζΰ-42 as further indication 
oἸΝtheΝpietyΝandΝdevotionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpaὄentὅέΝΝ 
      In regard to verse forty-one it is also impoὄtantΝtoΝὄecallΝψovon’ὅΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝinΝLuke, I, p. 104 
onΝtheΝἸouὄthΝpeὄicopeέΝώeΝnoteὅΝthatΝaΝἸewΝlateὄΝωhὄiὅtianΝὅcὄibeὅΝamendedΝtheΝὄeἸeὄentΝtoΝ‘hiὅΝ
paὄentὅ’Ν(ἀέζΰ),Νheὄe,ΝwithΝtheΝpeὄὅonalΝnameὅ,Ν‘JoὅephΝandΝεaὄy,’ΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝdiὅtinἹuish the roles 
of Joseph and Mary. It is appropriate to acknowledge that some later Christian scribal copyists did 
change these Lucan referents in order to diminish the role of Joseph and remove suggestions of 
paternal intimacy with Jesus and romantic intimacy with Mary. See also Bruce M. Metzger, A 
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2007), 
p. 112. 
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‘theΝplaceΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝhiὅΝἸamilyΝandΝtheΝἸamilyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝas a household that serves 
ύod’έ84   Further, as Coleridge indicates, it is significant that in 2.41-42 
the language is strongly familial.  Mary and Joseph are referred to as ‘hiὅΝ
paὄentὅ’ …Νwhich again defines them not in themselves but in relation to 
Jesus, and so stresses the bond of family.  It is the parents who take the 
initiative, with the sole reference to Jesus being the mention of his age in 
v. 42. The child is backgrounded in a way that again underscores the bond 
oἸΝἸamilyέ’85   
 
ἦhuὅ,ΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄicope,ΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝὄelationὅhip,Νchaὄacteὄ,Ν
and spirituality are specifically exemplified for the readers in the disclosure of 
their travel with their twelve year old son to Jerusalem to celebrate the annual 
observance of Passover, a spiritual event that the readers are told they (2.41), ‘hiὅΝ
paὄentὅ’Ν(ȠੂΝȖȠȞİῖȢΝα੝ĲȠ૨),ΝattendedΝ‘eveὄyΝyeaὄ’Ν(țαĲʼ ἔĲȠȢ).86  Moreover, their 
ὄelationὅhip,Νchaὄacteὄ,ΝandΝὅpiὄitualityΝaὄeΝalὅoΝexempliἸiedΝbyΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝ
representations of their continual cooperation with each other in the rest of the 
pericope (2.42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, and 51).87   
     In addition, the readers discover a fuller and richer portrait of the 
ὄelationὅhipΝbetweenΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝwithΝεaὄy’ὅΝexplicitΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJoὅephΝ
andΝheὄὅelἸ,ΝinΝconveὄὅationΝwithΝheὄΝὅon,ΝaὅΝ‘youὄΝἸatheὄΝandΝI’Ν(ὁΝπαĲȒȡΝıȠυΝ(țα੿)Ν
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 Cf. Green, Gospel of Luke, p. 155. See also Plummer, St. Luke,ΝpέΝιζ,ΝwhoΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘theΝideaΝ
of ἸidelityΝtoΝtheΝδawΝiὅΝveὄyΝconὅpicuouὅ’ΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄicope and Garland, Luke, p. 143, who 
ὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthatΝ‘δukeΝaἹainΝemphaὅiὐeὅΝtheΝpietyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸamilyΝέέ.’  
    
85
 Cf. Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 190.    
    
86
 Green, Gospel of Luke, p. 155, finds support for his belief that Jesus regularly attended 
Passover with his family in the work of E.P. Sanders, Judaism: Practice and Belief (Valley Forge, 
PχμΝἦὄinityΝPὄeὅὅΝInteὄnational,Νΰλλἀ)έΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘SandeὄὅΝ(Judaism, pp. 129-131 and 137) not 
only finds evidence that families did attend (e.g., the existence of the Court of Women at the 
temple; Josephus Ant. 11.109; Exod 12. 26-ἀι),ΝbutΝalὅoΝὄemaὄkὅ,Ν“SocialΝὄealityΝwaὅΝmoὄeΝ
important than Pharisaic debates about who attended the festivals.  They were times for feasting 
andΝὄejoicinἹ,ΝandΝmenΝbὄouἹhtΝtheiὄΝἸamilieὅ”Ν’Ν(pέΝΰἁΰ)έΝSandeὄὅΝclaὄiἸicationΝaboutΝtheΝmeaninἹΝ
oἸΝtheΝPaὅὅoveὄΝἸoὄΝώebὄewΝἸamilieὅΝandΝtheΝὄoleΝoἸΝ‘men’ΝinΝthiὅΝὄeἹaὄdΝἸuὄtheὄΝelucidateὅΝtheΝὄoleΝ
of Joseph in this pericope. See also Brown, The Birth of the Messiah (1977), pp. 472-73. It is 
certainly possible that the appearance of Jesus before the teachers within the temple, represents, as 
ψὄownΝὅtateὅ,Ν‘Jeὅuὅ’ΝexempliἸyinἹΝ“ἦempleΝpiety”’έ 
    
87
 Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 191, sees further emphasis on the family bond 
betweenΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅΝinΝvέΝζἁΝoἸΝthiὅΝpeὄicopeέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘χἹainΝtheΝpaὄentὅΝ
appeaὄΝὅimplyΝaὅΝ“hiὅΝpaὄentὅ,”ΝwhichΝundeὄὅcoὄeὅΝaἹainΝtheΝἸamilyΝbondΝandΝtheὄeἸoὄeΝtheΝ
parentὅ’ΝὄoleΝandΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝinΝcaὄinἹΝἸoὄΝtheiὄΝchildέ’ΝΝPaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
family is also revealed in the reference to ‘theiὄΝὄelativeὅΝandΝἸὄiendὅ’Ν(ĲȠîȢΝıυȖȖİȞİȔıȚȞΝțαȓΝĲȠîȢΝ
ȖȞȦıĲȠîȢ,Νἀέζζ) 
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ἐȖὼ / țਕȖὼ, 2.48); an identification that reflects the character of their bond with 
each other as well as their child.88  It reveals that all the prior details in the early 
parts of the narrative that may have appeared to distinguish and separate Mary 
from Joseph have not prevented them from sharing the same concerns, worries, 
andΝpuὐὐlementΝinΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝabὅenceΝandΝhiὅΝbehavioὄΝinΝtheΝὅceneΝinΝtheΝ
temple.89   χdditionally,Νεaὄy’ὅΝidentiἸicationΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝthiὅΝway,ΝinΝthiὅΝ
context and time, likely discloses a belief she has held and articulated with respect 
toΝJoὅephΝ(thatΝheΝiὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄ,Νde facto) for some time, not only to Jesus (since 
he was a baby), but to others as well.90  Further, and perhaps, most significantly, 
Joὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝunionΝandΝpietyΝiὅΝalὅoΝὄevealedΝinΝtheiὄΝmutualΝlonἹinἹΝand 
ὅeaὄchΝἸoὄΝtheΝoneΝwhoΝhaὅΝbeenΝpὄeviouὅlyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘aΝὅavioὄ’Ν(ıȦĲ੽ȡ, 2.11) 
andΝwillΝbeΝ‘theΝὅalvationΝoἸΝύod’Ν(ĲὸΝıȦĲȒȡȚȠȞΝĲȠ૨ΝșİȠ૨, 3.6).  
        χtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝtheΝattentionΝoἸΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝiὅΝalὅoΝdὄawnΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
independence (2.43, 46, and 49), his spiritual acumen (2.47), and his passionate 
commitmentΝtoΝ‘theΝmatteὄὅ’ΝoἸΝtheΝoneΝwhomΝheΝidentiἸieὅΝaὅΝ‘myΝἸatheὄ’Ν(παĲȡȩȢΝ
ȝȠυ, 2.49); factors that appear to be introduced to distinguish him from Mary as 
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 With respect to 2.48, Tiede, Luke, pp. 81-κἀ,ΝpὄopeὄlyΝὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthatΝ‘theΝphὄaὅeΝyour father 
and I iὅΝanΝappealΝtoΝauthoὄity,ΝtoΝἸilialΝbondὅΝandΝὄeὅponὅibilitieὅ’έΝΝStillΝἸuὄtheὄ,ΝceὄtainlyΝ
Tannehill, Luke,ΝpέΝιι,ΝiὅΝcoὄὄect,ΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝἀέζκ,ΝinΝaὅὅeὄtinἹΝthatΝ‘theὄeΝiὅΝaΝplayΝonΝwords 
betweenΝ“youὄΝἸatheὄ”Ν(Joὅeph)ΝinΝεaὄy’ὅΝὅtatementΝandΝ“myΝἸatheὄ”Ν(ύod)ΝinΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄeplyέΝΝτneΝ
mayΝalὅoΝὅeeΝaΝpuὄpoὅeἸulΝjuxtapoὅition,Νheὄe,ΝmadeΝbyΝJeὅuὅέ’ΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝaὅΝἦannehill,ΝLuke, p. 
ιι,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅ,ΝthiὅΝcontὄaὅt,ΝbetweenΝ‘youὄΝἸatheὄ’Ν(Joὅeph)ΝandΝ‘myΝἸatheὄ’Ν(ύod)ΝdoeὅΝnotΝimplyΝanΝ
endΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝJoὅephΝ(oὄΝεaὄyΝἸoὄΝthatΝmatteὄ)έΝΝχὅΝδukeΝἀέηΰΝindicateὅ,ΝJeὅuὅΝ
‘ὄetuὄnedΝhomeΝwithΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅ’ΝandΝὄemainedΝ‘obedientΝtoΝthem’έΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝitΝcanΝbeΝaὅὅumedΝthatΝ
his parents continue to ἹuideΝandΝinὅtὄuctΝJeὅuὅΝandΝenableΝhimΝtoΝἹὄowΝinΝ‘wiὅdom’έ 
    
89
 As Tiede, Luke, p. 81, notes in his commentary on 2.41-50, both parents are worried and 
upὅetΝaboutΝtheiὄΝmiὅὅinἹΝchildΝandΝtheiὄΝ‘woὄὄy,Νdiὅtὄaction,ΝandΝanἹeὄΝ…ΝὅtandΝinΝmaὄkedΝcontὄaὅtΝ
toΝtheΝcompoὅuὄeΝandΝcontὄol’ΝJeὅuὅΝὅhowὅέΝΝ 
       It is impossible to minimize or overlook the fact that Joseph is specifically identified by Mary 
aὅΝ‘youὄΝἸatheὄ,’Ν(ἀέζκ)ΝaΝuniὃueΝaddὄeὅὅΝἸoὄΝJoὅephΝinΝtheὅeΝnaὄὄativeὅέΝΝχlthouἹhΝύὄeen,ΝGospel of 
Luke, p. 156, also alludes to the emphasis here and the significance of it, he, curiously, implies that 
itΝiὅΝanΝ‘inteὄchanἹe’ΝthatΝδukeΝhaὅΝ‘ὅtaἹed’έΝΝΝ 
    
90
 The text does not appear to offer any evidence that Mary acted in any other way.  Carroll, 
Luke,ΝpέΝκθ,ΝnoteὅΝtheΝimpoὄtanceΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝὄemaὄkΝwhenΝheΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘VeὄὅeΝζκΝaccentὅΝJoὅeph’ὅ 
identityΝaὅΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ(onΝεaὄy’ὅΝlipὅ,ΝevenμΝ“youὄΝἸatheὄΝandΝI”έ’ 
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well as Joseph (2.48-50).91  Coleridge provideὅΝinὅiἹhtΝintoΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝ
understanding of Joseph at this point when he writes the following: 
More than ever, the strange action of Jesus demands interpretation; and it 
iὅΝεaὄy’ὅΝὃueὅtionΝthatΝvoiceὅΝtheΝdemandέΝἦheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝὅtyleὅΝheὄΝ“hiὅΝ
mother”…ΝinΝaΝwayΝthatΝundeὄὅcoὄeὅΝanewΝtheΝἸamilyΝbondέΝἦoΝtheΝὅameΝ
end,ΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝalὅoΝhaὅΝεaὄyΝὄeἸeὄΝtoΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ“child”,ΝthuὅΝemphaὅiὐinἹΝ
hiὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅ,ΝandΝJoὅephΝaὅΝ“youὄΝἸatheὄ”έΝΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ
silent throughout, but he is given pride of placeΝinΝεaὄy’ὅΝexpὄeὅὅion,Ν
“youὄΝἸatheὄΝandΝI”,ΝwhichΝaὅΝDeΝJonἹeΝnoteὅΝiὅΝanΝunuὅualΝwoὄdΝoὄdeὄέΝΝ
ἦheΝeἸἸectΝoἸΝtheΝwoὄdΝoὄdeὄΝiὅΝtoΝὅtὄeὅὅΝtheΝphὄaὅeΝ“youὄΝἸatheὄ”ΝinΝ
reference to Joseph in order to prepare for what Jesus will say in v. 49, 
where that question of belonging will be cast in a quite different light.  
Joὅeph’ὅΝpateὄnityΝiὅΝemphaὅiὐedΝinΝvέΝζκΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝpὄepaὄeΝἸoὄΝitὅΝ
transcendence in v. 49.92 
 
Jeὅuὅ’ΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝmeanὅΝoἸΝtwoΝappaὄentlyΝὄhetoὄicalΝ
questions (ĲȓΝ੖ĲȚΝἐȗȘĲİῖĲȑΝȝİ and Ƞ੝țΝᾔįİȚĲİΝ੖ĲȚΝἐȞΝĲȠῖȢΝĲȠ૨ΝπαĲȡȩȢΝȝȠυΝįİῖΝİἶȞαȓΝ
ȝİ, 2.49), suggests that he is challenging them to consider that he has done what 
he has done, in significant part, because of their examples of faith and obedience 
to God.  He has not acted contrary to their spiritual instruction and example but, 
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 Leaney, A Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Luke,ΝpέΝΰίἁ,ΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘VeὄὅeΝζκΝ
shows that a close affection bound Joseph and Mary to Jesus, and verse 44 that they allowed him 
muchΝἸὄeedomέ’ΝΝInΝcontὄaὅt,Νόitὐmyeὄ,ΝLuke,ΝpέΝζἁκ,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝ‘incompὄehenὅion’ΝὅeenΝinΝ
ἀέζκΝandΝηίΝ‘ὄevealὅΝthatΝὅheΝ(aὅΝwellΝaὅΝJoὅeph)ΝhadΝmuchΝtoΝleaὄn’ΝwithΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝJeὅuὅέΝΝἦhuὅ,Ν
theiὄΝmutualΝ‘incompὄehenὅion’Νheὄe,ΝalonἹΝwithΝmutualΝ‘amaὐement’ΝeaὄlieὄΝ(ἀέἁἁ),ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝ
other factors, suggests Joseph and Mary are very similar, in many respects, and share much in 
common with respect to their understanding of Jesus. The amazement (ἐȟİπȜȐȖȘıαȞ,Νἀέζκ) and 
incomprehension (α੝ĲȠ੿ Ƞ੝ ıυȞોțαȞ, 2.50) of Joseph and Mary, with respect to Jesus, also unites 
them.  Luke asserts that both of them feel these emotions (2.48 and 2.50).  While Johnson, Gospel 
of Luke,ΝpέΝθΰ,ΝἸindὅΝtheΝ‘incompὄehenὅionΝoἸΝtheΝpaὄentὅ’ΝundeὄὅtandableΝandΝbelieveὅΝitΝ‘serves a 
bὄoadeὄΝliteὄaὄyΝἸunctionΝ(oἸΝδuke),’ΝheΝthinkὅΝitΝὄepὄeὅentὅΝ‘theΝἸiὄὅtΝnoteΝinΝtheΝthemeΝoἸΝ
“iἹnoὄance”ΝthatΝplayὅΝὅuchΝanΝimpoὄtantΝὄoleΝinΝδuke-Acts.  Luke shows the reader how even the 
moὅtΝἸaithἸulΝoἸΝtheΝpeopleΝ“didΝnotΝundeὄὅtand”ΝinΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝtheΝpὄophet’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝviὅitationέΝΝἦheΝ
ὄeadeὄΝiὅΝalὅoΝὄemindedΝthatΝjuὅtΝaὅΝJeὅuὅΝmuὅtΝ“pὄoἹὄeὅὅ”ΝinΝwiὅdom,ΝὅoΝmuὅtΝthoὅeΝwhoΝἸollowΝhiὅΝ
ὅtoὄy,Νwho,ΝlikeΝεaὄy,Ν“keepΝtheὅeΝwoὄdὅΝinΝtheiὄΝheaὄtέ”’ΝIὅΝitΝthenΝdiἸἸicultΝtoΝbelieveΝthatΝeaὄlyΝ
and later readers would not also note the similarity and commonality between the two parents of 
Jesus, despite certain unique experiences of Mary? 
       Green, Gospel of Luke, pp. 156-57, argues that even the parental identities, love, piety, and 
obedience of Joseph and Mary, authentic as they appear, run into conflict with a stronger force 
withinΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝδuke’ὅΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝyounἹΝJeὅuὅΝteachinἹΝinΝtheΝἦempleέΝΝ 
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 Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, pp. 197-98.  As Nolland, Luke 1-9:20, p. 131, 
ὅeeὅΝitΝ‘JeὅuὅΝiὅΝaccuὅedΝoἸΝhavinἹΝbetὄayedΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅ,ΝthatΝiὅ,ΝoἸΝhavinἹΝbetὄayedΝtheΝcallinἹΝthatΝ
waὅΝhiὅΝaὅΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅephέ’ 
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rather, in concord it.93  How else is one to explain why and how, following his 
response to his parents in this befuddling encounter that the narrator then shows 
Jesus following Joseph and Mary and acting in obedience to them (2.51); that in 
the end, their union with their son, Jesus, and his continual obedience to them is 
aἸἸiὄmedΝinΝtheΝἸinalΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝtheΝpeὄicopeμΝ‘ἦhenΝheΝwentΝdownΝwithΝthemΝandΝ
cameΝtoΝσaὐaὄeth,ΝandΝwaὅΝobedientΝtoΝthemΝ…’Ν(țα੿ΝțαĲȑȕȘΝȝİĲ'Να੝Ĳ૵ȞΝțα੿Ν
਷ȜșİȞΝİੁȢΝȃαȗαȡȑșΝțα੿Ν਷ȞΝਫ਼πȠĲαııȩȝİȞȠȢΝα੝ĲȠῖȢ)?94  This last reference and the 
rest of the pericope certainly permits the readers to understand and believe that 
Jeὅuὅ’ΝἸuὄtheὄΝyouthΝwaὅΝὅpentΝinΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝandΝinΝobedienceΝtoΝJoὅeph as 
well as Mary.95  A careful reading of this pericope also permits them to 
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 As Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel, p. 168, recognizes with regard to 2.49, 
‘Jeὅuὅ’ΝwoὄdΝiὅΝmiὅundeὄὅtoodΝwhenΝitΝiὅΝthouἹhtΝtoΝὄeἸuὅeΝἸuὄtheὄΝobedienceΝtoΝJoὅephΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
eaὄthlyΝἸatheὄ,ΝanΝideaΝthatΝiὅΝἸlatlyΝcontὄadictedΝinΝvέηΰέΝἦhiὅΝobedienceΝwaὅΝpaὄtΝoἸΝhiὅΝόatheὄ’ὅΝ
buὅineὅὅέ’ΝΝδenὅki,ΝpέΝΰθλ,ΝaddὅΝtoΝthiὅΝinΝhiὅΝὄemaὄkὅΝaboutΝἀέηΰέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘ώeΝ(Jeὅuὅ)ΝknewΝ
himὅelἸΝaὅΝtheΝSonΝoἸΝtheΝόatheὄΝ…ΝandΝyet,ΝnotΝinΝcontὄadictionΝtoΝbutΝinΝhaὄmonyΝwithΝthiὅΝ
knowledἹe,ΝheΝwentΝonΝaὅΝaΝchildΝthatΝwaὅΝobedientΝtoΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄyέ’ΝΝ 
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 Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative, p. 208, seems to confirm this when he writes 
that  
         χtΝἸiὄὅtΝὅiἹhtΝitΝὅeemὅΝὅtὄanἹeΝthatΝJeὅuὅ,ΝhavinἹΝjuὅtΝannouncedΝthatΝheΝmuὅtΝbeΝ‘inΝtheΝthinἹὅΝ
oἸΝmyΝἸatheὄ’,ΝὅhouldΝὄetuὄnΝtoΝσaὐaὄethΝwithΝJoὅephΝand Mary.  Having proclaimed his 
allegiance to his heavenly father, Jesus returns to the town of the man who appears to be his 
ἸatheὄέΝΝἦhiὅΝimmediatelyΝexpandὅΝtheΝὅenὅeΝoἸΝwhatΝitΝmeanὅΝἸoὄΝhimΝtoΝbeΝ‘inΝtheΝthinἹὅΝoἸΝ
myΝἸatheὄ’έΝΝItΝmeanὅΝnotΝonlyΝthatΝheΝstay unexpectedly in Jerusalem or the Temple, but also 
that he return with Joseph and Mary to Nazareth.  Clearly, then, it is not the location that 
decideὅΝwhatΝitΝmiἹhtΝmeanΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝbeΝ‘inΝtheΝthinἹὅΝoἸΝmyΝἸatheὄ’έΝΝWhatΝiὅΝdeciὅiveΝiὅΝ
that wherever he is Jesus be obedient to the will of his heavenly father; and it appears that the 
willΝoἸΝhiὅΝheavenlyΝἸatheὄΝnowΝiὅΝthatΝheΝbeΝobedientΝtoΝtheΝwillΝoἸΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅΝ… 
Carroll, Luke, p. 83, certainly concurs with this by acknowledging the reference to Jesuὅ’ΝobedienceΝ
inΝδkέΝἀέΝηΰΝaὅΝaΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝanΝ‘onἹoinἹΝὅtateΝoἸΝaἸἸaiὄὅΝinΝtheΝhouὅeholdΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Νpaὄentὅέ’ 
 ύὄeen’ὅΝcommentὅ,ΝGospel of Luke, p. 156, with respect to this pericope are also quite 
appὄopὄiateέΝΝώeΝὄemaὄkὅΝthatΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘commitmentΝtoΝύod’ὅΝpuὄpoὅe’ΝemeὄἹeὅΝandΝchanἹeὅΝtheΝ
central character, content, and focus of the narrative.  In his fitting summary of the pericope, 
ύὄeenΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘χὅΝtheΝὅceneΝopenὅ,ΝεaὄyΝandΝJoὅephΝaὄeΝtheΝὅubjectὅΝoἸΝtheΝaction,ΝbutΝaὅΝitΝunἸoldὅΝ
Jesus takes on the active role - for the first time in the Gospel.  As the scene closes, he went to 
σaὐaὄeth,ΝaccompaniedΝbyΝthem,ΝheΝhaὅΝbecomeΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝveὄbὅέ’ΝΝψyΝaddinἹΝtheὅeΝἸinalΝ
words in the pericope (2.51), particularly after the awkward encounter between Jesus and his 
parents in the temple (2.48-50), Goulder, Luke, I, pp. 266-θιΝbelieveὅΝ‘δukeΝhaὅΝtὄoddenΝaΝwaὄyΝ
pathΝwhichΝallowὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄΝtoΝthinkΝwellΝoἸΝpaὄentὅΝandΝchildΝalikeΝέέέ’ 
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 As Nolland, Luke 1- 9:20,ΝppέΰἁἀΝandΝΰἁζ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅ,Ν‘JeὅuὅΝhadΝnotΝbetὄayed his sonship. In 
fact, he had no intention of dishonoring either of his sonships.  Here, however, in the encounter 
with his distressed parents, this maturing child has set before him something of the complexity of 
the relationship between his identity aὅΝSonΝoἸΝύodΝandΝaὅΝὅonΝinΝtheΝἸamilyΝoἸΝJoὅephέ’ 
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acknowledge the role Joseph played in the spiritual education of Jesus and in the 
ultimate destiny of Jesus.96 
       Subsequently, Joseph reappears in the genealogy of Jesus in 3.23-38.  But, 
this reference does not add anything new to the portrait that has already been 
pὄeὅentedέΝΝRatheὄ,ΝtheΝwoὄdὅΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝ‘waὅΝthe son (as was thought) of Joseph’, 
(੫ȞΝυੂȩȢ,Ν੪ȢΝἐȞȠȝȓȗİĲȠΝ੉Ȧı੽φ, 3.23) both confirm what the readers have already 
been told (1.27 and 2.4) and reiterate earlier statements about the virginity and 
puὄityΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝabὅenceΝinΝtheΝpὄoceὅὅΝoἸΝtheΝἹeneὄationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝ
(1.26-38).97   
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 Without formally acknowledging the role of Joseph in the spiritual education of Jesus, 
Fitzmyer, Luke, p. 438, observes that in 2.41-52, as in 2.22-ἁκ,ΝthiὅΝepiὅodeΝaboutΝJeὅuὅΝ‘iὅΝ
dominated by Jewish piety, fidelity, and respect for custom, and it goes further in emphasizing the 
training of the young Jewish male, and the celebration of the most important pilgrim feast in the 
Jewish calendar.  Not only has Jesus been incorporated into Judaism and marked with the sign of 
the covenant (circumcision, 2.21), but he is now shown to be one trained in the Torah and its 
ὄeὃuiὄementὅΝandΝἸulἸillinἹΝhiὅΝobliἹationὅ,ΝevenΝinΝadvanceέ’ΝSeeΝalὅoΝϋlliὅ,ΝGospel of Luke, p. 85, 
whoΝaddὅΝthatΝ‘χtΝthiὄteenΝyeaὄὅΝoἸΝaἹeΝa Jewish boy entered into the full responsibilities of 
adulthood.  During the prior year the father (in this case, Joseph) was required to acquaint him 
withΝtheΝdutieὅΝandΝὄeἹulationὅΝwhichΝheΝwaὅΝὅoonΝtoΝaὅὅumeέ’ 
      It is curious that with respect to the length of the relationship between Joseph and Jesus that 
Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel,ΝpέΝΰθλ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝ‘σothinἹΝἸuὄtheὄΝiὅΝὅaidΝ
about Joseph.  From the strong periphrastic imperfect it is fair to conclude that he lived for some 
yeaὄὅΝaἸteὄΝthiὅΝoccuὄὄenceέ’ 
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 όitὐmyeὄ’ὅΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝthiὅΝύὄeekΝphὄaὅeΝaὅΝ‘inΝtheΝmindὅΝoἸΝtheΝpeople’ΝὅeemὅΝmoὅtΝ
appropriate. See his text, Luke, p. 489.  
       Creed, St. Luke,ΝpέΝηλ,ΝὅtateὅΝ‘itΝmayΝbeΝὅaἸelyΝinἸeὄὄedΝthatΝtheΝciὄcleὅΝinΝwhichΝthe 
ἹenealoἹieὅΝoὄiἹinatedΝὄeἹaὄdedΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έΝΝSeeΝalὅoΝσolland,ΝLuke 1-9:20, pp. 
169 and 171, and Evans, Luke, p. 60. Creed, St. Luke,ΝpέΝηλ,ΝalὅoΝbelieveὅΝ੪ȢΝἐȞȠȝȓȗİĲȠΝiὅΝ‘anΝ
additionΝtoΝcoveὄΝaΝdiὅcὄepancyΝwithΝtheΝciὄcumὅtanceὅΝoἸΝtheΝconceptionΝaὅΝtheyΝhadΝbeenΝὄelated’Ν
in chapter one.  In contrast, Marshall, Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝΰηι,ΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘theὄeΝiὅΝnoΝinconὅiὅtencyΝ
inΝδuke’ὅΝmind between the account of the virgin birth and the naming of Joseph as one of the 
parents of Jesus. From the legal point of view, Joseph was the earthly father of Jesus, and there 
was no other way of reckoning his descent.  There is no evidence that the compilers of the 
ἹenealoἹieὅΝthouἹhtΝotheὄwiὅeέ’ΝΝItΝiὅΝalὅoΝὄecoἹniὐedΝbyΝψὄown,ΝThe Birth of the Messiah (1977), 
p. 301, who states that the fact that Luke asserts that Mary can only come to bear the Christ-child 
withΝtheΝhelpΝoἸΝ‘poweὄΝἸὄomΝtheΝεoὅtΝώiἹh’Ν(ΰέἁη)ΝiὅΝἸuὄtheὄΝconἸiὄmedΝinΝthiὅΝlateὄΝὅtatementΝ
(ἁέἀἁ)ΝbyΝδuke,ΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝwaὅΝonlyΝtheΝ“ὅuppoὅedΝὅon”ΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έΝΝἦiede,ΝLuke, p. 96, agrees and 
ἸeelὅΝthiὅΝἹenealoἹyΝpὄovideὅΝἸuὄtheὄΝpὄooἸΝ‘oἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝleἹitimateΝpateὄnityΝἸὄomΝDavid’ΝwhichΝ‘iὅΝ
reckonedΝthὄouἹhΝJoὅephΝ…’ΝωέόέΝϋvanὅ,ΝSaint Luke, p. 254, likewise agrees and believes the 
ὄeἸeὄenceΝinΝtheΝpaὄentheὅiὅΝiὅΝἸὄomΝδukeΝandΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝonlyΝthatΝδukeΝundeὄὅtoodΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝcouldΝ
beΝ“commonlyΝpὄeὅumed”ΝtoΝbeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅonέ’ΝΝStein,ΝLuke, p. 142, concurs with this.  
       Sheeley, Narrative Asides in Luke-Acts,ΝpέΝΰΰί,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘aὅideΝinΝἁέἀἁΝiὅΝneceὅὅaὄyΝἸoὄΝ
theΝὄeadeὄ’ὅΝbeneἸitέΝΝωeὄtainlyΝtheΝὄeadeὄΝcannotΝbeΝexpectedΝtoΝbelieveΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝ
Joseph, having read the story of Mary’ὅΝviὄἹinalΝconceptionΝandΝcominἹΝonΝtheΝheelὅΝoἸΝtheΝ
baptismal christening by God.  The narrator, however, makes it clear to the reader that the people 
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        δaὅtly,ΝtheὄeΝiὅΝoneΝἸinalΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝζέΰθ-30.  Here, Jesus is 
explicitlyΝidentiἸiedΝbyΝhiὅΝliὅteneὄὅΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝinΝζέἀἀέ98  Early in this 
pericope, which recounts the rejection of Jesus at Nazareth (4.16-30), the readers 
aὄeΝtoldμΝ‘χllΝὅpokeΝwellΝoἸΝhimΝandΝweὄeΝamaὐedΝatΝtheΝἹὄaciouὅΝwoὄdὅΝthatΝcameΝ
fromΝhiὅΝmouthέΝΝἦheyΝὅaid,Ν“IὅΝnotΝthiὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅonς”’Ν(Ƞ੝Ȥ੿ΝυੂȩȢΝἐıĲȚȞΝ੉Ȧı੽φΝ
ȠὗĲȠȢ, 4.22).  While this reference to Joseph is very brief, it is, nonetheless, 
important for it would provide further evidence for the readers that Joseph is 
formally identified by worshippers in the synagogue in his community of 
Nazareth as the father of Jesus and Jesus as his son.  It might also explain why the 
members  of the synagogue were amazed (ἐșαȪȝαȗȠȞ, 4.22) and perhaps, even 
puzzled or troubled by the declaration of Jesus that the scriptures he had read 
from Isaiah had been fulfilled (πİπȜȒȡȦĲαȚ, 4.21) before them.99  After all, Jesus 
                                                                                                                                                              
with whom Jesus came into contact considered him to be the son of Joseph.  The only people who 
knew the circumstances surrounding the conception of Jesus were those intimately involved with 
the family (Mary, Joseph, and perhaps Elizabeth and Zechariah and the reader).  The reader is in 
possession of information which very few people have, and the narrator reinforces the knowledge 
byΝὄemindinἹΝtheΝὄeadeὄΝoἸΝheὄΝoὄΝhiὅΝpὄivileἹedΝpoὅitionέ’ΝSeeΝalὅoΝσolland,ΝLuke 1-9:20, p. 174. 
       It should be noted that Bovon, Luke, I, pp. 136-37, disagrees with this assessment.  He writes: 
‘χὅΝἸoὄΝἹὄammaὄ,ΝİȞȠȝȚȗİĲȠΝ(“heΝwaὅΝconὅideὄedΝ[toΝbe]”)ΝcanΝbeΝὄeadΝwithΝtwoΝveὄyΝdiἸἸeὄentΝ
meaninἹὅμΝ(ΰ)Ν“ώeΝwaὅΝconὅideὄedΝtoΝbeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝbioloἹicalΝὅon”Ν(but,ΝI,Νδuke,ΝknowΝthiὅΝiὅΝnotΝ
tὄue)νΝ(ἀ)Ν“ώeΝwaὅΝὄiἹhtἸullyΝdeclaὄedΝtoΝbeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅon”Ν(andΝI,Νδuke,ΝaἹὄeeΝwithΝthiὅ)έΝΝἦheΝ
genealogy would tend to lose its significance if the first translation was chosen, and this detracts 
ἸὄomΝitὅΝlikelihoodέ’ΝΝύouldeὄ,ΝLuke,ΝI,ΝpέΝἀκἁ,ΝὅomewhatΝdiἸἸeὄently,ΝinὅiὅtὅΝthatΝ‘δuke’ὅΝintentionΝ
iὅΝcleaὄ’ΝandΝthatΝitΝiὅΝtoΝaὅὅeὄtΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝwaὅΝὄeallyΝύod’ὅΝSonΝ(ΰ-2) and has now been assured 
thatΝthiὅΝiὅΝὅoΝ(ἁέἀΰἸ)…’ΝΝἦhiὅΝwaὅΝtheΝcaὅe,ΝwhateveὄΝtheΝthouἹhtὅΝoἸΝotheὄὅΝ(ἁέἀΰΝandΝζέἀἀ)έΝΝϋlliὅ,Ν
Gospel of Luke,ΝpέΝλἁ,ΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝconcuὄΝwithΝύouldeὄέΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘ἧnlikeΝεatthew,ΝδukeΝdoeὅΝnotΝ
place the genealogy among the birth narratives but among the series of episodes attesting the 
messiahship of Jesus. It seems, therefore, that this messianic motif is the primary reason for listing 
εeὅὅiah’ὅΝdeὅcentΝἸὄomΝχdam,ΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝύodΝ(ἁέἁκ)έ’ 
       Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Luke’s Gospel, pp. 218-ἀί,ΝpὄopoὅeὅΝthatΝδuke’ὅΝἹenealoἹyΝiὅΝ
(unlikeΝεatthew’ὅ)ΝἸocuὅedΝonΝεaὄy’ὅΝanceὅtoὄὅέ 
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 See the parallels to this in the Gospel of John (1.45 and, particularly, 6.42). 
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 Plummer, S. Luke, p. 125, thinkὅΝthiὅΝ‘ὃueὅtionΝiὅΝ…ΝaΝὅummaὄy’ΝoἸΝtheΝ‘ὅcepticiὅm’ΝoἸΝtheΝ
members of the synagogue.  Likewise, Nolland, Luke 1-9:20,ΝpέΝΰλλ,ΝthinkὅΝ‘δuke’ὅΝnaὄὄativeΝ
ὄeὃuiὄeὅΝthatΝtheὅeΝwoὄdὅΝexpὄeὅὅΝanΝobjectionΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’Νclaimὅ’έΝΝδenὅki,ΝThe Interpretation of St. 
Luke’s Gospel, p. 254; Evans, Saint Luke, p. 273, and Bock, Luke, Volume 1, p. 414, agree with 
PlummeὄΝandΝσollandέΝΝἦakinἹΝaΝὅomewhatΝdiἸἸeὄentΝappὄoach,ΝχleὅὅandὄoΝόalcetta,Ν‘ἦheΝωallΝoἸΝ
Nazareth: Form and Exegesis of Luke 4:16-ἁί’ΝinΝCahiers de la Revue Biblique, (Paris: J. Gabalda 
etΝωieΝÉditeuὄὅ,Νἀίίἁ),ΝppέΝηἁ,Νηθ,ΝandΝηι,ΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘ὃueὅtionΝoἸΝtheΝσaὐaὄeneὅ’ΝinΝζέΰθ-30 
‘ἸocuὅeὅΝonΝtheΝidentityΝoἸΝtheΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’έΝΝἦheiὄΝ‘blindneὅὅΝconὅiὅtὅΝinΝtheΝinabilityΝoἸΝὅeeinἹΝ
beneath the surface of whatΝtheyΝthinkΝtheyΝknowμΝJeὅuὅ’ΝappaὄentΝoὄiἹinΝdoeὅΝnotΝmatchΝhiὅΝ
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waὅΝoneΝoἸΝthemνΝaὅΝtheyΝὅuppoὅedΝandΝbelieved,Ν‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έ  However, it 
would probably not be completely clear to the readers if the question about 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝJeὅuὅ,ΝconὅtὄuctedΝaὅΝitΝiὅ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝJoὅephΝiὅΝaliveέΝ 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                              
woὄdὅέ’ΝΝόalcettaΝbelieveὅΝtheΝdiὅbelieἸΝoἸΝtheΝσaὐaὄeneὅΝiὅΝ‘oneΝὅtaἹe’ΝoἸΝ‘theΝlenἹthyΝpὄoceὅὅΝoἸΝ
ὄecoἹnitionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Νidentity’ΝwhichΝheΝiὅΝconvincedΝiὅΝaΝ‘majoὄΝδukanΝtheme’έ 
        In contrast, Creed, St. Luke,ΝpέΝθι,ΝbelieveὅΝtheΝὃueὅtionΝneedΝnotΝexpὄeὅὅΝmoὄeΝ‘thanΝ
ὅuὄpὄiὅe’έΝΝInΝtuὄn,Νϋvanὅ,ΝLuke,ΝpέΝιΰ,ΝbelieveὅΝitΝactuallyΝexpὄeὅὅeὅΝ‘pleaὅantΝὅuὄpὄiὅe’έΝΝδikewiὅe,Ν
Tannehill, Luke,ΝpέΝλἁ,ΝdoeὅΝnotΝthinkΝthiὅΝὃueὅtionΝiὅΝmeantΝ‘toΝdenigrate Jesus but to point out 
thatΝheΝiὅΝaΝhometownΝboy’έΝΝδieu,ΝThe Gospel of Luke, p. 33, concurs with this. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of John 
While the portrayal of Joseph in the gospel of John is not as detailed and 
substantial as the portrayals found in the gospels of Matthew and Luke, it still 
oἸἸeὄὅΝtwoΝexplicitΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝwhichΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝ
oἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(υੂὸȞΝĲȠ૨Ν੉Ȧı੽φ, 1.45 and ὁΝυੂὸȢΝ੉ȦıȒφ, 6.42); references that both 
intὄiἹueΝandΝchallenἹeΝὄeadeὄὅέΝΝἦhouἹhΝJohn’ὅΝἹoὅpelΝbeἹinὅΝwithΝaΝpὄoloἹueΝthatΝ
extends back into eternity, readers are only introduced to Joseph in the context of 
theΝbeἹinninἹΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝminiὅtὄyέΝ Thus, by the time the readers encounter the 
figure of Joseph in the narrative of John, they have already been told that Jesus is 
‘theΝWoὄd’Ν(ὁΝȜȩȖȠȢ,Νΰέΰ),Ν‘waὅΝwithΝύod’Ν(਷ȞΝπȡὸȢΝĲὸȞΝșİȩȞ,Νΰέΰ),Ν‘waὅΝpὄeὅentΝ
withΝύodΝinΝtheΝbeἹinninἹ’Ν(਷ȞΝἐȞΝਕȡȤૌΝπȡὸȢΝĲὸȞΝșİȩȞ,Νΰέἀ),ΝandΝthatΝ‘thὄouἹhΝhimΝ
allΝthinἹὅΝcameΝintoΝbeinἹ’Ν(πȐȞĲαΝįȚ'Να੝ĲȠ૨ΝἐȖȑȞİĲȠ, 1.3).  At the same time, they 
haveΝalὅoΝbeenΝtoldΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝwaὅΝtheΝ‘Woὄd’Ν(ὁΝȜȩȖȠȢ,Νΰέΰ,Νΰζ)ΝthatΝ‘becameΝ
Ἰleὅh’Ν(ıὰȡȟΝἐȖȑȞİĲȠ,Νΰέΰζ)ΝandΝ‘dwelledΝamonἹΝuὅ’Ν(ἐıțȒȞȦıİȞΝἐȞΝἡȝῖȞ, 1.14) 
andΝiὅΝtheΝ‘onlyΝbeἹottenΝύod’Ν(ȝȠȞȠȖİȞ੽ȢΝșİὸȢ, 1.18), the divine son of God. 
Even further, the readers have beenΝtoldΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝ‘theΝδambΝoἸΝύod’Ν(ὁΝਕȝȞὸȢΝ
ĲȠ૨ΝșİȠ૨,Νΰέἀλ,Νἁθ)Ν‘whoΝtakeὅΝawayΝtheΝwoὄld’ὅΝὅin,’(ὁΝαἴȡȦȞΝĲ੽ȞΝਖȝαȡĲȓαȞΝĲȠ૨Ν
țȩıȝȠυ, 1.29).  χtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝheΝhaὅΝalὅoΝbeenΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝύod’ 
(ὁΝυੂὸȢΝĲȠ૨ΝșİȠ૨, ΰέἁζ),Ν‘Rabbi’Ν(૧αȕȕȓ,Νΰέἁκ),Ν‘theΝεeὅὅiah’Ν(ĲὸȞΝȂİııȓαȞ, 1.41), 
andΝ‘ωhὄiὅt’Ν(ΧȡȚıĲȩȢ, 1.41), designations that largely direct readers to the divine 
characteὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpeὄὅonΝandΝdὄawΝtheiὄΝattentionΝtoΝhiὅΝcloὅeΝandΝὅpecialΝ
relationship with God.100  Therefore, when they are introduced to the assertion that 
JeὅuὅΝiὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(υੂὸȞΝĲȠ૨Ν੉Ȧı੽φ, 1.45), the readers are both 
                                                          
    
100
 These designations are also followed, after the initial introduction of Joseph, with other 
impoὄtantΝdeὅiἹnationὅΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅ,ΝincludinἹΝ‘KinἹΝoἸΝIὅὄael’,ΝthatΝἸuὄtheὄΝemphaὅiὐeΝJeὅuὅ’ΝdivineΝ
character.  
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challenged to contemplate the role and sgnificance of Joseph as well as expand 
their perceptions of Jesus.101  The text reads:         
The next day Jesus decided to go to Galilee.  He found Philip and said to 
him, ‘όollowΝmeέ’ΝσowΝPhilipΝwaὅΝἸὄomΝψethὅaida,Νthe city of Andrew 
and Peter.PhilipΝἸoundΝσathanaelΝandΝὅaidΝtoΝhim,Ν‘WeΝhaveΝἸoundΝhimΝ
about whom Moses in the law and also the prophets wrote, Jesus son of 
JoὅephΝoἸΝσaὐaὄethέ’Ν σathanaelΝὅaidΝtoΝhim,Ν‘ωanΝanythinἹΝἹoodΝcomeΝoutΝ
oἸΝσaὐaὄethς’ΝΝPhilipΝὅaidΝtoΝhim,Ν‘ωomeΝandΝὅeeέ’Ν When Jesus saw 
σathanaelΝcominἹΝtowaὄdΝhim,ΝheΝὅaidΝoἸΝhim,Ν‘ώeὄeΝiὅΝtὄulyΝanΝIὅὄaeliteΝinΝ
whomΝtheὄeΝiὅΝnoΝdeceit!ΝΝσathanaelΝaὅkedΝhim,Ν‘WheὄeΝdidΝyouΝἹetΝtoΝ
knowΝmeς’ΝΝJeὅuὅΝanὅweὄed,Ν‘IΝὅawΝyouΝundeὄΝtheΝἸiἹΝtὄeeΝbeἸoὄeΝPhilipΝ
calledΝyouέ’Ν Nathanael ὄeplied,Ν‘Rabbi,ΝyouΝaὄeΝtheΝSonΝoἸΝύod!ΝYouΝaὄeΝ
the King of Israel!  JeὅuὅΝanὅweὄed,Ν‘DoΝyouΝbelieveΝbecauὅeΝIΝtoldΝyouΝ
that I saw you under the fig tree?  YouΝwillΝὅeeΝἹὄeateὄΝthinἹὅΝthanΝtheὅeέ’ΝΝ
χndΝheΝὅaidΝtoΝhim,Ν‘VeὄyΝtὄuly,ΝIΝtellΝyou,ΝyouΝwillΝὅee heaven opened and 
the angels of God ascending and descendinἹΝuponΝtheΝSonΝoἸΝεan’Ν(Jn 
1.43-51). 
 
        In this first reference to Joseph, Philip, a recent follower of Jesus, tells 
Nathanael, a pὄoὅpectiveΝdiὅciple,ΝthatΝheΝhaὅΝ‘ἸoundΝhimΝaboutΝwhomΝεoὅes in 
the law and also the prophets wrote, Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth (੔ȞΝ
ἔȖȡαȥİȞΝȂȦȨıોȢΝἐȞΝĲ૶ΝȞȩȝῳΝțα੿ȠੂΝπȡȠφોĲαȚΝİਫ਼ȡȒțαȝİȞ,Ν੉ȘıȠ૨ȞΝυੂὸȞΝĲȠ૨Ν
੉Ȧı੽φΝĲὸȞΝਕπὸΝȃαȗαȡȑĲ,Νΰέζη)έ’102  χὅΝὅuch,ΝPhilip’ὅΝidentiἸicationΝoἸ Jesus as 
                                                          
    
101
 In this regard, see R. Alan Culpepper, The Gospel and the Letters of John (Nashville, TN: 
χbinἹdon,Νΰλλκ),ΝpέΝΰἀζ,ΝwheὄeΝheΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘SinceΝὅoΝmuchΝattentionΝhaὅΝbeenΝἹivenΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
oὄiἹinΝἸὄomΝύodΝinΝtheΝpὄoloἹueΝ(oἸΝJohn),ΝtheΝὄeadeὄΝcannotΝmiὅὅΝtheΝcontὄaὅt’ΝbetweenΝtheΝeaὄlieὄΝ
designations of the naὄὄatoὄΝaboutΝJeὅuὅΝandΝPhilip’ὅΝdeclaὄationΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ
ἸὄomΝσaὐaὄeth’έΝΝ 
    
102
 B.F. Westcott, The Gospel According to St. John (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1881, 
RepὄintedΝΰλκΰ),ΝpέΝἀθ,ΝtὄanὅlatinἹΝΝ੉ȘıȠ૨ȞΝυੂὸȞΝĲȠ૨Ν੉Ȧı੽φΝĲὸȞΝਕπὸΝȃαȗαȡȑĲ, 1.45 aὅΝ‘JeὅuὅΝoἸΝ
σaὐaὄeth,ΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘PhilipΝdeὅcὄibeὅΝtheΝδoὄdΝbyΝtheΝnameΝundeὄΝwhichΝώeΝ
wouldΝbeΝcommonlyΝknown’έΝΝ See also Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel According to St. John, 
Vol. I (New York: The Seabury Press, 1980), p. 315 and Andreas J. Kostenberger, John (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2004), p. 80. In his later more detailed text on the gospel of John, B.F. 
Westcott, The Gospel According to St. John: The Greek Text with Introduction and Notes 
(δondonμΝJohnΝεuὄὄay,Νΰλίκ),ΝpέΝηζ,ΝnoteὅΝPhilip’ὅΝdeclaὄationΝthatΝheΝhaὅΝ‘ἸoundΝhimΝaboutΝwhomΝ
Moses in the law and also the prophets wrote, Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth indicates that he 
‘ὄecoἹniὅedΝinΝτneΝwhomΝheΝknewΝaὅΝtὄulyΝman,ΝtheΝἸulἸillmentΝoἸΝallΝtheΝpὄomiὅeὅΝoἸΝScὄiptuὄeέ’Ν
This, according to Westcott, The Gospel According to St. John,ΝpέΝηζ,ΝὅtandὅΝinΝ‘contὄaὅt’ΝtoΝtheΝ
response in 6.42. See also F. F. Bruce, The Gospel of John (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 
1983), pp. 59 - 60, and Andrew T. Lincoln, The Gospel According to Saint John (London and 
New York: Continuum, 2005), p. 120. 
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‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝandΝ‘Ἰὄom Nazaὄeth’,ΝcominἹΝaὅΝitΝdoeὅ after repeated words about 
Jeὅuὅ’ΝdivinityΝandΝὄepὄeὅentationὅΝoἸΝhiὅΝdivineΝcapacity,ΝwouldΝlikelyΝὅuὄpὄiὅeΝ
the readers.103  Further, having been clearly and repeatedly informed of the divine 
nature of Jesus, these words challenge the readers to consider his human 
character, and particularly, the historical and familial relationships and realities 
pertaining to Jesus.104  AὅΝtheyΝleaὄnΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝaὅὅociationὅΝwithΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝandΝ
‘σaὐaὄeth’,ΝtheyΝaὄeΝὄemindedΝthatΝjuὅtΝaὅΝJeὅuὅΝwaὅΝtheΝ‘Woὄd’Ν(ὁΝȜȩȖȠȢ, 1.1, 14 
),ΝtheΝ‘onlyΝbeἹottenΝύod’Ν(ȝȠȞȠȖİȞ੽ȢΝșİὸȢ, 1.18), the divine son of God, he was 
alὅoΝ‘theΝWoὄd’ΝthatΝ‘becameΝἸleὅh’Ν(ıὰȡȟΝἐȖȑȞİĲȠ,Νΰέΰζ)ΝandΝ‘dwelledΝamonἹΝuὅ’Ν
(ἐıțȒȞȦıİȞΝἐȞΝἡȝῖȞ, 1.14); that he was relationally attached  aὅΝaΝ‘ὅon’Ν(υੂὸȞ) to a 
paὄticulaὄΝpeὄὅon,ΝaΝἸatheὄ,ΝinΝtheΝhiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝhiὅΝliἸe,Νnamed,Ν‘Joὅeph’,ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝ
attachedΝtoΝaΝphyὅicalΝandΝhiὅtoὄicalΝplace,Νnamed,Ν‘σaὐaὄeth’έ105  With respect to 
                                                                                                                                                              
    ItΝiὅΝinteὄeὅtinἹΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝinΝtwo encounters around the 
Sea of Galilee, some distance from Nazareth (1.43-45; 6.24 and 6.59).  This may suggest Jesus 
waὅΝoἸtenΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έΝΝInΝaddition,ΝitΝiὅΝalὅoΝἸaὅcinatinἹΝthatΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ
‘σaὐaὄeth’ΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄicopeΝiὅΝthe first in this gospel (1.45, 46; 18.5, 7; and 19.19).  
    
103
 See F. Godet, Commentary on the Gospel of John, Vol. I (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 
1886), p. 333; Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary (Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1971), pp. 103-104; Hermann N. Ridderbos, The Gospel according to John: A 
Theological Commentary (transl. by John Vriend; Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1997), p. 88.  Somewhat differently, J. Ramsey Michaels,  New International Biblical 
Commentary: John (Peabody,ΝεχμΝώendὄickὅonΝPubliὅheὄὅ,Νΰλκλ),ΝpέΝἁλ,ΝbelieveὅΝPhilip’ὅΝ
‘ὅtaὄtlinἹΝbitΝoἸΝnewὅ’ΝtoΝσathanaelΝincludeὅΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’,ΝtheΝoneΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘theΝ
εeὅὅiah’Νiὅ,ΝaὅΝσathanael,ΝaΝ‘ἸellowΝύalilean’έΝ 
    
104
 E.M. Sidebottom, The Christ of the Fourth Gospel (London: S.P.C.K., 1961), p. 97, believes 
theΝtwoΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝtheΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝaὄeΝimpoὄtantΝὄeἸeὄentὅΝtoΝhiὅΝhumanityέΝώeΝὅtateὅΝ
thatΝJeὅuὅ’ΝhumanityΝ‘iὅΝemphaὅiὐedΝmoὄeΝobviouὅlyΝandΝdelibeὄatelyΝheὄeΝ[in John] than in the 
ὅynopticὅέΝΝώiὅΝoὄiἹinΝandΝnameΝaὄeΝὅtὄeὅὅedμΝ“ἦheyΝὅaid,ΝIὅΝnotΝthiὅΝJeὅuὅ,ΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph,Ν
whose father and mother we know? How can he now say, I have come down from heaven? Philip 
tells Nathanael, We have found him of whom Moses in the Law and the prophets wrote -Jesus of 
σaὐaὄeth,ΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”’έ  J. Ramsey Michaels, The New International Commentary on the 
New Testament: John (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2010), p.128 disagrees. He writes: 
         Even without birth narrativeὅ,ΝtheyΝ(theΝὄeadeὄὅ)ΝwouldΝhaveΝknownΝthatΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝandΝΝ 
         “SonΝoἸΝύod”ΝaὄeΝnotΝcontὄadictoὄyΝteὄmὅέΝΝ“ἦheΝWoὄdΝcameΝinΝhumanΝἸleὅh,”ΝaἸteὄΝallΝ(vέΰζ), 
         andΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝiὅΝaὅΝleἹitimateΝexpὄeὅὅionΝaὅΝanyΝἸoὄΝ“humanΝἸleὅhέ”ΝΝχs to the virgin   
         biὄth,ΝtheΝteὄmΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝneitheὄΝimplieὅΝnoὄΝexcludeὅΝit,ΝaὅΝtheΝbiὄthΝnaὄὄativeὅΝinΝ 
         Matthew and Luke both recognize. 
    
105
 J.H. Bernard, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. John 
(ϋdinbuὄἹhμΝἦέΝandΝἦέΝωlaὄk,Νΰλἀκ),ΝpέΝθἀ,ΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝ‘itΝiὅΝceὄtainΝthatΝtheΝauthoὄΝoἸΝtheΝόouὄthΝ
ύoὅpelΝdidΝnotΝὄeἹaὄdΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝaΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”νΝἸoὄΝhimΝJeὅuὅΝwaὅΝȝȠȞȠȖİȞ੽ȢΝșİòȢέ’ΝΝSimilaὄly,Ν
C.K. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John (London: S.P.C.K., 1955), p. 153, concurs that it 
‘iὅΝinΝaccoὄdΝwithΝhiὅΝ(John’ὅ)ΝiὄonicalΝuὅeΝoἸΝtὄaditionalΝmateὄialΝthatΝheΝ(John)ΝὅhouldΝallowΝJeὅuὅΝ
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the association of Jesus with Nazareth in John, it is also important to note that he 
is later identiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝσaὐaὄene’Ν(ĲὸȞΝȃαȗȦȡαῖȠȞ) in Jn. 18.5 and 7 and (ὁΝ
ȃαȗȦȡαῖȠȢ)ΝinΝΰλέΰλέΝΝχὅΝὅuch,ΝinΝtheὅeΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝandΝ‘σaὐaὄeth’, 
readers are introduced to a tension within the narrative evoked by the dual 
portrayals of Jesus as both the divine son of God (illustrated by the particular 
references to the divine character of Jesus, noted in the first chapter as well as the 
following chapters) and the earthly son of Joseph, both the son of the One who 
transcends earth and the world and the son of one who is part and parcel, of the 
earth and the world, of Joseph and of Nazareth.106  And, yet, the readers already 
know, from what they have read in the text about the identity of Jesus that God 
has chosen to reveal his salvation through this particular historical and human 
                                                                                                                                                              
toΝbeΝiἹnoὄantlyΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝwhileΝhimὅelἸΝbelievinἹΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝhadΝnoΝhumanΝ
Ἰatheὄέ’ΝΝἦhiὅΝpeὄὅpective appears similar to that of R.H. Lightfoot, St. John’s Gospel (Oxford: 
ωlaὄendonΝPὄeὅὅ,Νΰληθ),ΝpέΝΰίἁ,ΝwhoΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘ώeὄe’Ν(inΝΰέζη)Ν‘theΝwoὄdὅΝ(‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’)ΝaὄeΝ
used by one called indeed to be a disciple and prepared to see the promises of the O.T. fulfilled in 
ώim,ΝbutΝaὅΝyetΝwithoutΝtheΝdeepeὄΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝoἸΝώiὅΝPeὄὅonέ’ΝΝInΝthiὅΝὄeἹaὄd,ΝὅeeΝalὅoΝ
Schnackenburg, St. John, Volume I, p. 315 and  Kostenberger, John, pp. 80-81. In contrast, 
Raymond Brown, The Gospel According to John, i-xii (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and 
ωompany,ΝIncέ,Νΰλθθ),ΝpέΝκἀ,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheΝdeὅiἹnationΝ‘Ν“Jeὅuὅ,ΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝiὅΝtheΝnoὄmalΝwayΝ
oἸΝdiὅtinἹuiὅhinἹΝthiὅΝpaὄticulaὄΝJeὅuὅΝἸὄomΝotheὄὅΝoἸΝtheΝὅameΝnameΝatΝσaὐaὄethΝ…’ΝandΝbelieveὅΝ
this holds true for the use of this phrase in 6.42 as well.  For a similar assessment, see also D.A. 
Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1991), p. 159. 
Additionally, Bultmann, The Gospel of John,ΝpέΝΰίζ,ΝcoὄὄectlyΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝἸatheὄhood’ΝiὅΝ
not disputed within the text.  See also Ernst Haenchen, John 1: A Commentary on the Gospel of 
John (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), p. 166. 
Bultmann, Gospel of John,ΝpέΝΰίζ,ΝalὅoΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘Jeὅuὅ’ΝoὄiἹinὅΝinΝσaὐaὄeth’Ν
iὅΝalὅoΝnotΝ‘modiἸiedΝbyΝtheΝaὅὅeὄtionΝthatΝheΝwaὅΝboὄnΝinΝψethlehemέ’ΝΝSeveὄalΝotheὄΝὅcholaὄὅΝ
acknowledἹeΝtheΝaὅὅociationΝoἸΝtheΝvillaἹeΝoἸΝ‘σaὐaὄeth’ΝwithΝJeὅuὅΝandΝὄecoἹniὐeΝthatΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ
it is not found in either literature before John (in the Old Testament, Hebrew Scriptures) or 
contemporary literature (the Talmud or Midrash or current pagan narratives and apologetics).  See 
especially the work of R.H. Lightfoot, St. John’s Gospel, p. 103; Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 
118; Schnackenburg, St. John, Vol. I, p. 315; F.F. Bruce, The Gospel of John, p. 60; George R. 
Beasley-Murray, Word Biblical Commentary: John (Waco, TX: Word Books,1987), p. 27; 
Herman N. Ridderbos, The Gospel according to John: A Theological Commentary, p. 88; 
Kostenberger, John, p. 81; and Lincoln, Gospel According to Saint John, p. 120. 
    
106
 Edwyn Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1947), p. 182, 
conἸiὄmὅΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝthiὅΝtenὅionΝbyΝὅtatinἹΝ‘PhilipΝiὅΝὅtillΝὅatiὅἸiedΝwithΝtheΝaὅὅeὄtionΝthatΝ
Jesus, the son of Joseph and the man from Nazareth, is the Christ who was foretold by Moses and 
byΝtheΝpὄophetὅΝoἸΝIὅὄaelΝ…’ΝΝψultmann,ΝThe Gospel of John, p. 104, also highlights this tension.  
ώeΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘theΝoἸἸenceΝoἸΝtheΝεeὅὅiah’ὅΝcominἹΝἸὄomΝσaὐaὄethΝbelonἹὅ,ΝaὅΝtheΝϋvanἹelist 
understands it, to the offence of the incarnation of the Logos.  No attempt is made to give a 
ὄationalΝdeἸenceέΝΝσathanaelΝiὅΝὅimplyΝtoldμΝ“ωomeΝandΝὅee!”’Νδincoln,ΝGospel According to Saint 
John, p. 120, also alludes to this tension. 
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figure.  ἦhuὅ,ΝtheyΝknowΝmoὄeΝthanΝσathanael,ΝbeἸoὄeΝheΝὄeὅpondὅΝtoΝPhilip’ὅΝ
declaὄationΝwithΝtheΝὅkepticalΝὃueὅtion,Ν‘ωanΝanythinἹΝἹoodΝcomeΝoutΝoἸΝ
σaὐaὄethς’Ν(ἐțΝȃαȗαȡὲĲΝįȪȞαĲαȓΝĲȚΝਕȖαșὸȞΝİἶȞαȚ, 1.46).107  As such, the readers are 
not astonished when Jesus surprises Nathanael by disclosing that he has 
ἸoὄeknowledἹeΝoἸΝσathanael’ὅΝlocationΝandΝidentityΝ(ΰέζι-48). Thus, the 
connectionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝandΝ‘σaὐaὄeth’ΝhelpὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝcompὄehendΝtheΝ
disbelief of Nathanael; a disbelief that gives way to unbridled faith in the 
conἸeὅὅionΝoἸΝthiὅΝ‘tὄueΝIὅὄaelite’ΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝ‘theΝεeὅὅiah’ΝandΝtheΝ‘KinἹΝoἸΝ
Iὅὄael’Ν(ΰέζλ)έ 
     Several chapters later, in 6.41-ηΰ,ΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝJoὅephΝiὅ,ΝaἹain,Ν
addressed. 
ἦhenΝtheΝJewὅΝbeἹanΝtoΝcomplainΝaboutΝhimΝbecauὅeΝheΝὅaid,Ν‘IΝamΝtheΝ
bὄeadΝthatΝcameΝdownΝἸὄomΝheavenέ’ΝΝἦheyΝweὄeΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘IὅΝnotΝthiὅΝJeὅuὅ,Ν
the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know?  How can he now 
ὅay,Ν‘IΝhaveΝcomeΝdownΝἸὄomΝheavenς’ JeὅuὅΝanὅweὄedΝthem,Ν‘DoΝnotΝ
complain among yourselves.  No one can come to me unless drawn by the 
Father who sent me; and I will raise that person up on the last day.  It is 
wὄittenΝinΝtheΝpὄophetὅ,Ν‘χndΝtheyΝὅhallΝallΝbeΝtauἹhtΝbyΝύodέ’Ν Everyone 
who has heard and learned from the Father comes to me.  Not that anyone 
has seen the Father except the one who is from God; he has seen the 
Father.  Very truly, I tell you, whoever believes has eternal life.  I am the 
bread of life.  Your ancestors ate the manna in the wilderness, and they 
died.  This is the bread that comes down from heaven, so that one may eat 
of it and not die.  I am the living bread that came down from heaven.  
Whoever eats of this bread will live forever; and the bread that I will give 
for the life of the world is my flesh’(Jn 6.41-51). 
 
       In this second reference to Joseph, in contrast to the first in chapter one, 
theΝὄeadeὄὅΝdiὅcoveὄΝthatΝaΝἹὄoup,ΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝJewὅ’Ν(ȠੂΝ੉ȠυįαῖȠȚ, 6.41), a 
group with a different perspective than that of the early followers of Jesus (1.35-
51), exhibited earlier in the text, also acknowledge the relationship between Jesus 
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 Ridderbos, The Gospel according to John,ΝpέΝκκέΝpointὅΝoutΝthatΝσathanael’ὅΝ‘objectionΝ
conceὄnedΝσaὐaὄethΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝplaceΝoἸΝoὄiἹinΝ(heΝdoeὅΝnotΝmentionΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄ)Ν…’ΝΝInΝthiὅΝ
regard, see also, C.H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (London: Cambridge 
ἧniveὄὅityΝPὄeὅὅ,Νΰλθἁ),ΝpέΝἁΰΰΝnέΝΰ,ΝwhoΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘σathanielΝ…ΝiὅΝcleaὄlyΝthinkinἹΝoἸΝanΝ
individual known, as was usual, by name and patronymic, and the fact that he comes from 
σaὐaὄethΝmakeὅΝitΝunlikelyΝthatΝheΝcanΝamountΝtoΝmuchέ’ 
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and Joseph (6.42).108  In the apparent context of a synagogue in the town of 
Capernaum on the Sea of Galilee (6.24 and 6.29), the readers are told that the 
members of this ἹὄoupΝexplicitlyΝidentiἸyΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(ὁΝυੂὸȢΝ
੉ȦıȒφ, 6.42).109  όuὄtheὄ,ΝtheiὄΝadditionalΝcommentὅΝ(‘whoὅeΝἸatheὄΝandΝmotheὄΝ
we know, ȠὗΝἡȝİῖȢΝȠἴįαȝİȞ ĲὸȞΝπαĲȑȡαΝțα੿ΝĲ੽ȞΝȝȘĲȑȡα, 6.42), expand this second 
assertion and veὄiἸyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝhiὅΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝandΝ
ὄelationὅhipΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝmotheὄΝ(θέζἀ)ΝἸoὄΝὄeadeὄὅέ110   Indeed, by speaking of Joseph 
inΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝtenὅe,ΝtheyΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝtoΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝinΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝ
Jesus is ongoing and has been of a substantial length.111  And, yet, as in the 
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 Bernard, Gospel According to St. John, pp. 202-ἀίἁ,ΝbelieveὅΝ‘theΝJewὅ’ΝaὄeΝ‘nativeὅΝoἸΝ
ύalileeΝandΝacὃuaintedΝwithΝtheΝhouὅeholdΝΝatΝσaὐaὄethέ’ΝΝώoὅkynὅ,ΝThe Fourth Gospel, p. 296, 
aὅὅeὄtὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘pateὄnityΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝ…ΝwellΝknownΝtoΝtheΝJewὅΝinΝtheΝὅynaἹoἹueΝat Capernaum 
…’ΝΝInΝthiὅΝὄeἹaὄd,ΝὅeeΝalὅoΝSchnackenbuὄἹ,ΝStέΝJohn,ΝVolέΝII,ΝpέΝζλέΝΝSomewhatΝdiἸἸeὄently,Νψaὄὄett,Ν
Gospel According to St. John, pp. 244-ζη,ΝbelieveὅΝJohnΝ‘alludeὅ’ΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝviὄἹinΝbiὄthΝinΝθέζΰ-51, 
ὅuἹἹeὅtinἹΝthatΝ‘iἸΝtheΝobjectoὄὅΝhadΝknownΝtheΝtὄuthΝaboutΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpaὄentaἹeΝtheyΝwouldΝhaveΝbeenΝ
compelledΝtoΝὄecoἹniὐeΝthatΝitΝwaὅΝentiὄelyΝconἹὄuentΝwithΝhiὅΝhavinἹΝcomeΝdownΝἸὄomΝheavenέ’ΝΝ
Michaels, John,ΝpέΝΰΰί,ΝaὄἹueὅΝthatΝJeὅuὅ’ΝidentityΝaὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝveὄiἸieὅ,ΝinΝthiὅΝὅecondΝ
pericope,ΝthatΝtheΝdivine,ΝtheΝtὄueΝ‘manna’ΝiὅΝtheΝ‘Ἰleὅh-and-blood person who stands before them-
JeὅuὅΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅephέΝΝJeὅuὅΝdoeὅΝnotΝmeὄelyΝἹiveΝbὄeadΝ…ΝώeΝiὅΝthatΝbὄeadνΝinΝallΝthatΝheΝὅayὅΝ
andΝdoeὅΝ…’ 
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 Cf. Bruce, Gospel of John, p. 155.  In contrast toΝJeὅuὅ’ΝidentiἸicationΝinΝΰέζηΝaὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝ
Joὅeph’Ν(υੂὸȞΝĲȠ૨Ν੉Ȧı੽φ),Νheὄe,ΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(ὁΝυੂὸȢΝ੉ȦıȒφ) in 6.42.  
Barnabas Lindars, The Gospel of John (London: Marshall, Morgan, and Scott, 1972), p. 117, 
ὄecoἹniὐeὅΝthiὅΝadditionalΝὃualiἸicationΝaὅΝanΝattemptΝtoΝoἸἸeὄΝ‘ἸulleὄΝdetail’ΝaboutΝJeὅuὅ’ΝhumanΝ
backἹὄoundέΝΝώeΝbelieveὅΝ‘theὅeΝdetailὅΝaὄeΝneceὅὅaὄy’ΝἸoὄΝtheΝlateὄΝdialoἹueΝinΝtheΝpeὄicopeέΝΝIn 
addition,ΝὅeeΝJudithΝδieu,Ν‘χnti-Judaiὅm,ΝtheΝJewὅ,ΝandΝtheΝWoὄldὅΝoἸΝtheΝόouὄthΝύoὅpel,’ΝinΝ
Richard Bauckham and Carl Moser, eds., The Gospel of John and Christian Theology (Grand 
RapidὅμΝWmέΝψέΝϋeὄdmanὅ,Νἀίίκ),ΝpέΝΰιθ,ΝwhoΝbelieveὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὅtatementΝinΝζέἀἀΝthatΝ‘ὅalvationΝiὅΝ
ἸὄomΝtheΝJewὅ,’ΝiὅΝinἸoὄmativeΝἸoὄΝθέζἀέΝΝWhileΝthiὅΝὅeemὅΝaΝὄealΝpoὅὅibility,ΝcouldΝitΝnotΝalὅoΝbeΝtheΝ
caὅeΝthatΝbothΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝinΝΰέζηΝandΝθέζἀΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝoὄΝevenΝveὄiἸyΝ
this idea of 4.22?   
Still further, Carson, Gospel According to John, pp.159-60, agrees with Barrett (see earlier 
noteΝηθ)ΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝuὅeὅΝiὄonyΝinΝtheΝuὅeΝoἸΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝbutΝonlyΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝitὅΝuὅe,Ν
here, in 6.42. 
Additionally, Michaels, The New International Commentary: John (2010), p. 384, points out 
thatΝinΝtheΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝJohnΝ“ωapeὄnaumΝ…ΝiὅΝaὅΝmuchΝJeὅuὅ’ΝhomeΝaὅΝσaὐaὄethΝ…’ΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝoneΝ
might conclude that the individuals criticizing Jesus at this point might well have encountered his 
parents at his home in Capernaum or, more likely, in synagogue in Capernaum. 
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 It is also important to note that this is the first and only reference to the mother of Jesus in 
these two pericopes. 
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 Michaels, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: John (2010), p.383, 
fnέΝη,ΝintὄiἹuinἹlyΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝcouldΝhaveΝbeenΝknownΝbyΝὄeputationΝaὅΝ“ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph,”ΝevenΝ
by those not personally acquainted with his father or mother, suggesting that Jesus might well 
haveΝbeenΝὅometimeὅΝaddὄeὅὅedΝaὅΝ“Jeὅuὅ,ΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph”ΝoὄΝ“JeὅuὅΝbaὄΝJoὅeph”ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝaὅΝ
“JeὅuὅΝoἸΝσaὐaὄethέ”ΝΝώeΝaddὅΝ(pέΝἁκζ,ΝἸnέθ)ΝthatΝalthouἹhΝ‘theΝabὅenceΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄΝ…ΝatΝtheΝ
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protest of Nathanael, the readers see that the protest of the members of this group, 
oἸΝ‘theΝJewὅ’,ΝaὅΝtheyΝaὄeΝidentiἸied,ΝiὅΝbaὅedΝonΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheyΝdoΝacknowledἹeΝ
Jeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄΝand mother to be the real earthly parents of Jesus.112   Still further, 
thiὅΝἹὄoupΝhiἹhliἹhtὅΝtheiὄΝpὄoteὅtΝἸoὄΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝbyΝaddinἹΝtheΝὃueὅtion,Ν‘ώowΝ
can he now ὅay,Ν“IΝhaveΝcomeΝdownΝἸὄomΝheavenέ”ς’Ν(π૵ȢΝȞ૨ȞΝȜȑȖİȚΝ੖ĲȚΝἐțΝĲȠ૨Ν
Ƞ੝ȡαȞȠ૨ΝțαĲαȕȑȕȘțα, 6.42).113  ἦhuὅ,ΝtheὅeΝwhoΝpὄoteὅtΝJeὅuὅ’ΝclaimΝἸindΝitΝ
impossible to acknowledge, as the readers realize, that it is also possible for Jesus 
toΝhaveΝcomeΝoutΝoἸΝheaven,ΝἸoὄΝύodΝtoΝὄevealΝtheΝὅalvationΝoἸΝhumanityΝ‘inΝ
hiὅtoὄy’,ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝveὄyΝ‘man,ΝwhoὅeΝἸatheὄΝand motheὄΝtheyΝknowΝ…’114  After 
all, as the readers would probably admit, the kind of divinity claimed for Jesus, is 
not usually manifested in the very humble and ordinary context in which Jesus 
appears to have emerged.115 
     Thus, the repetition of this designation and identification of Jesus in this 
second reference, coming as it does after even more revelations of the divinity of 
                                                                                                                                                              
Cana wedding (2.1) and at Capernaum afterward (2.12) suggests that he was probably dead by this 
timeΝ…Ν“theΝJewὅ”ΝclaimΝtoΝ“know”Ν(ἡȝİῖȢΝȠἴįαȝİȞ) both the father and the mother, as if both are 
ὅtillΝaliveέ’ 
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 J. Marsh, Saint John (London: Penguin Press, 1983), p. 304, summarizes the objection of the 
membeὄὅΝoἸΝthiὅΝἹὄoupΝbyΝὅtatinἹΝthatΝ‘ὅinceΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpaὄentaἹeΝiὅΝknownΝ(andΝnoὄmal?) it cannot be 
theΝinὅtὄumentΝoἸΝanyΝdivineΝὄevelationμΝἸoὄΝnatuὄalΝpὄoceὅὅΝiὅΝnatuὄalΝpὄoceὅὅέ’ΝΝώaenchen,ΝJohn, p. 
ἀλἀ,ΝconcuὄὅΝandΝaddὅΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝ‘aὅὅumeὅΝ…ΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝaΝtὄueΝman,ΝhadΝanΝeaὄthlyΝἸatheὄΝ
and mother; he further assumes that this does not deny that he came from God.  It is not said that 
oneΝencounteὄedΝthiὅΝopinionΝonlyΝamonἹΝ“Jewὅ”νΝitΝiὅΝpoὅὅibleΝthatΝtheΝϋvanἹeliὅtΝalὅoΝknewΝ
Christians for whom the acceptance of a human father for Jesus was not compatible with their 
ChristoloἹyΝaὅ,ΝἸoὄΝexample,ΝthoὅeΝὄepὄeὅentedΝinΝεatthewΝandΝδukeέ’  In this regard, see also 
Michaels, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: John (2010), pp. 383-84. 
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 Leon Morris, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids: Wm.B.Eerdmans, 1971), p. 371 
believeὅΝthatΝtheΝuὅeΝoἸΝ‘now’ΝinΝθέζἀΝὅhouldΝbeΝinteὄpὄetedΝaὅΝἸollowὅμΝ‘“σow”ΝmeanὅΝ“aἸteὄΝallΝtheΝ
yeaὄὅΝώeΝhaὅΝlivedΝlikeΝanyoneΝelὅeέ”’ 
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 Bultmann, The Gospel of John, p. 229.  Lincoln, Gospel According to Saint John, p. 230, 
also ὄecountὅΝanΝimpoὄtantΝpointΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝθέζἀέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘ἦheΝevanἹeliὅtΝandΝthoὅeΝ
whom he represents want to maintain the paradox of the incarnation in which both perspectives 
(divineΝandΝhuman)ΝonΝJeὅuὅ’ΝoὄiἹinὅΝaὄeΝtὄue,ΝbecauὅeΝheΝiὅΝtheΝdivine Logos who has become 
flesh.  The Jewish opposition to such Christian claims insisted that the earthly perspective was 
ὅuἸἸicientΝtoΝcateἹoὄiὐeΝJeὅuὅέ’ 
    
115
 Jerome H. Neyrey, S.J., The Gospel of John (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), p. 126, n. 179, points out that  
         ‘ϋncomiaΝandΝbioiΝinΝantiὃuityΝbeἹinΝbyΝnotinἹΝἹendeὄ,ΝἹeneὄation,ΝandΝἹeoἹὄaphyνΝnobleΝ
people necessarily come from noble poleis (not Nazareth) and from noble families and 
parents (not peasant laborers), but, of course, the crowd does not know that Jesuὅ’Νgeography 
iὅΝtheΝheavenlyΝwoὄldΝandΝthatΝύodΝiὅΝhiὅΝόatheὄέ’ 
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Jesus (in the second, third, fourth, and fifth chapters), heightens the interest of the 
readers and,ΝaἹain,ΝdὄawὅΝtheiὄΝattentionΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝconnectionΝandΝὄelationὅhipΝ
with Joseph.  At the same time, this reaffirmation of the relationship by this 
ὅecondΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(ὁΝυੂὸȢΝ੉ȦıȒφ, 6.42) and by the 
further assertion, previouὅlyΝnoted,ΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘theΝἸatheὄ’Ν(ĲὸȞΝπαĲȑȡα, 6.42) 
of Jesus, leads readers both to appreciate the person of Joseph and comprehend 
better the extent and significance of his role in the life of Jesus.  In turn, the 
specific representations of Joseph in 1.45 and 6.42, also remind readers of the 
dual nature of the person of Jesus (that he is both human and divine).  In the 
process, these portrayals also lead readers to recall the historical and physical 
chaὄacteὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝliἸe,Νminiὅtὄy,ΝὅuἸἸeὄinἹ,Νὄesurrection, and salvation that the 
narrator details.  Therefore, in the end, these particular representations of Joseph 
(aὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝὄepὄeὅentationὅΝoἸΝtheΝmotheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ)ΝenlaὄἹeΝandΝenhanceΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
portrayal. 
       Additionally, it may not be without significance that the mother of Jesus is 
notΝidentiἸiedΝbyΝnameΝwithinΝtheΝpὄioὄΝpeὄicopeὅΝnotedΝoὄΝanywheὄeΝinΝJohn’ὅΝ
naὄὄativeέΝΝSheΝiὅΝmentionedΝinΝὅeveὄalΝpaὅὅaἹeὅΝaὅΝ‘theΝmotheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Ν(ἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝ
ĲȠ૨Ν੉ȘıȠ૨, ἀέΰΝandΝἁ),Ν‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’Ν(ἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝα੝ĲȠ૨, 2.5 and 12 and 19.25), 
‘motheὄ’Ν(ȝȘĲȑȡα,Νθέζἀ),ΝandΝ‘youὄΝmotheὄ’Ν(ἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝıȠυ, 19.27) but, is never 
identified by name, as Joseph is.116  Nonetheless, her portrayal in the later account 
of the passion in John raises questions about the actual significance the absence of 
her name would ultimately have for the readers.  In 19.25-27, the narrator relates 
anΝencounteὄΝbetweenΝtheΝdyinἹΝJeὅuὅ,ΝtheΝ‘diὅcipleΝwhomΝheΝloved’ΝandΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
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 Morris, John,ΝpέΝΰικ,ΝwhoΝchooὅeὅΝtoΝ‘commentΝonΝtheΝabὅenceΝoἸΝanyΝmentionΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝinΝ
the context in which the mother of Jesus is first mentioned in the gospel of  John, in chapter two, 
2.1,3, 5, and 12,  is one of the few scholars who raises this issue.       
      The fact that the mother of Jesus is not mentioned by name in the Gospel of John does not 
suggest that she is unimportant for the narrator.  Alan Culpepper, Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), pp. 133-34, along with others, has acknowledged the 
significance of the mother of Jesus in this gospel.  However, he has put this significance in proper 
perspective.  
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mother that has a bearing upon the portrayal of Joseph in this gospel.  Beginning 
in verse twenty-five of the chapter, John wrote: 
εeanwhile,ΝὅtandinἹΝneaὄΝtheΝcὄoὅὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝweὄeΝhiὅΝmotheὄ,ΝhiὅΝmotheὄ’ὅΝΝ 
sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene.  When Jesus saw 
his mother and the disciple whom he loved standing beside her, he said to 
his motheὄ,Ν‘Woman,ΝheὄeΝiὅΝyouὄΝὅonέ’117  Then he said to his disciple, 
‘ώeὄeΝiὅΝyouὄΝmotheὄέ’118  And, from that hour the disciple took her into his 
own home (Jn. 19.25). 
 
It would have been difficult for the readers not to be affected by the words of 
Jesus in this encounter and not to be led to serious reflection upon them.  The 
impact and effect of this scripture on the perception, understanding, and 
representation of the mother of Jesus (and, in turn, on the perception, 
understanding, and representation of Joseph) has been profound.  In particular, the 
woὄdὅ,Ν‘ψehold,ΝyouὄΝmotheὄ,’Ν(ἴįİΝἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝıȠυ, 19.27) spoken by the dying Jesus 
toΝ‘theΝdiὅcipleΝwhomΝheΝloved’,ΝinviteὅΝὄeadeὄὅΝtoΝὄeἸlectΝandΝὅpeculateΝuponΝtheΝ
future role and significance of the mother of Jesus.119  In addition, these words 
also suggest that the mother of Jesus had already achieved a special position 
within the Johannine community.  Thus, it is likely that the poignancy and content 
of this account would assume a priority even over the earlier affirmations of the 
role of Joseph for the readers.  Although, as has been acknowledged,  Joseph is 
theΝἸiὄὅtΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpaὄentὅΝtoΝbeΝintὄoducedΝtoΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝ(ΰέζη),ΝandΝtheΝonlyΝoneΝ
named, with the mother of Jesus being introduced shortly thereafter (2.1, 3, 5 and 
ΰἀ),ΝandΝbothΝbeinἹΝὄeἸeὄencedΝtoἹetheὄΝlateὄΝ(θέζἀ),ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝeyeὅΝaὄeΝdὄawn to 
Jeὅuὅ’ΝotheὄΝpaὄentΝatΝthiὅΝpointΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄativeέΝ For it is the mother of Jesus who 
is the last parent to appear in the narrative and her appearance (19.25-27), 
ampliἸiedΝbyΝJeὅuὅ’ΝwoὄdὅΝtoΝandΝaboutΝheὄΝ(ȜȑȖİȚΝĲૌΝȝȘĲȡȓ·ΝȖȪȞαȚ,ΝἴįİΝὁΝυੂȩȢΝ
ıȠυέΝ İἶĲαΝȜȑȖİȚΝĲ૶ΝȝαșȘĲૌ·ΝἴįİΝἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝıȠυ, 19.26b-27), enhances her character 
and role in this gospel. 
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 ώeὄe,ΝtheΝύὄeekΝtextΝἴįİΝὁΝυੂȩȢΝıȠυΝliteὄallyΝὄeadὅ,Ν‘ψehold,ΝyouὄΝὅonέ’ 
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 Similaὄly,Νheὄe,ΝtheΝύὄeekΝtextΝἴįİΝἡΝȝȒĲȘȡΝıȠυΝliteὄallyΝὄeadὅ,Ν‘ψehold,ΝyouὄΝmotheὄέ’ 
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 See footnote 20 above. 
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         Thus, the narrator emphasizes the importance of Joseph to the readers in 
oὄdeὄΝthatΝtheyΝmayΝundeὄὅtandΝJeὅuὅ’ΝhumanityΝ(ΰέζηΝandΝθέζἀ),ΝandΝὄaiὅeὅΝthe 
prospect that Joseph may still be present for part of the ministry of Jesus (6.42).120 
Nevertheless, the absence of Joseph from the narrative in 19.25-27 strongly 
suggests that he has expired by the time oἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝcὄuciἸixion. 
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 As such, while Joseph has literary and narrative significance, it is curious that he never 
actually appears within the text, as does the mother of Jesus.  So, in essence, it could be said that 
with respect to Joseph in this gospel narrative, we have a characterization without a character. 
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Conclusion: The Canonic Portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter 
 
Having offered a careful reading of these three canonic narratives, what portraits 
emerge to which later narrators and artists would have access to inform their own 
work?  This conclusion seeks to make these canonic portraits clear. 
        In Matthew, they would find a portrayal of Joseph that depicts his unusual 
relationship to Mary and to her child - where he is represented as her husband but 
not identified as the biological father of her child (1.16).  This portrait reveals the 
fear and anguish that gripped him when he discovers that Mary, his betrothed, 
was pregnant (1.18-19); how these troubles led him to prayer, sleep, and how in 
this time an angel of God spoke to him, reassuring him, directing him to accept 
the child of Mary, and to name him, thus claiming this child as his own (1.20-21).  
They would learn that Joseph not only believes what the angel of God has told 
himΝbutΝἸollowὅΝύod’ὅΝdiὄectionὅ,ΝnotΝonlyΝacceptinἹΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝchild, but also 
abstaining from sexual intimacy with her for a certain period, and naming the 
childΝ‘Jeὅuὅ’Ν(ΰέἀζ-25).  The portrait also reveals a Joseph to whom God continues 
to speak directives through dreams, directives which Joseph always, without 
question, obeys to the letter, with identical language often occurring in both the 
commandΝandΝtheΝdeὅcὄiptionΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedienceέΝΝSuchΝobedienceΝiὅΝὅeenΝinΝ
the account of the second dream where Joseph is directed  to take Mary and the 
child and flee to Egypt, a command Joseph fulfills exactly (2.13-15), remaining 
faithfully in Egypt until his next divine encounter that appears to take a couple of 
years in narrative time (2.14-15).  This obedience, spirituality, and care for his 
family are also underscored in the account of his third dream (in 2.19-21), when 
he is directed to return with Mary and the child to the land of Israel.  As Matthew 
ὄelateὅ,ΝJoὅephΝobeyὅΝύod’ὅΝcommandΝinΝthiὅΝdὄeamΝaὅΝwellΝ(ἀέἀΰ)έΝΝHowever, on 
this occasion Joseph's obedient response is delayed by what he hears – Archelaus 
iὅΝ‘ὄulinἹΝoveὄΝJudeaΝinΝplaceΝoἸΝhiὅΝἸatheὄΝώeὄod’Ν– whichΝmakeὅΝhimΝ‘aἸὄaidΝtoΝἹoΝ
theὄe’Ν(ἀέἀἀ)έΝ At this point he is warned in yet another dream (2.22-23) to go to 
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the district of Galilee.  Apparently, discerning his way from there, Joseph takes 
the family to the city of Nazareth that, though not divinely directed in the text, 
nevertheless, fulfills the words of the prophets.  Thus, it may be suggested that it 
iὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅpiὄitualΝdiὅceὄnmentΝthat leads him to choose a new location, 
Nazareth in Galilee, which is not only within the land of Israel to which God had 
directed him but also the exact place he must reside in order to fulfill the destiny 
of his son according to the words of the prophets (2.22-23).  One more reference 
to Joseph occurs in 13.54-58, which ὄelateὅΝtheΝὄejectionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝhiὅΝἸamily’ὅΝ
synagogue in Nazareth.  This last reference to Joseph in Matthew is the only place 
where Jesus is described, in the present tense, aὅΝtheΝ‘ὅon’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ(ΰἁέηη)έΝΝ
Significantly, this designation is made by the very people with whom Jesus has 
lived and who have known his family, the ‘peopleΝinΝtheΝὅynaἹoἹue’ΝinΝσaὐaὄethΝ
(13.54).  ἦheΝpaὅὅaἹeΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝinΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝhaὅΝbeenΝof a 
substantial length and may even be ongoing, providing further substantiation of 
the role and significance Joseph.  Thus, Matthew presents Joseph as a very 
prominent figure who plays the important roles of father, husband, protector, and 
guide in the earliest period of the life of Jesus.  In his focus upon Joὅeph’ὅΝ
heritage, authority, spirituality, righteousness and obedience, Matthew 
emphaὅiὐeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝwithinΝthiὅΝnaὄὄativeέΝΝAt the same time, Matthew 
portrays Joseph as a spiritual exemplar whoΝbothΝliὅtenὅΝἸoὄΝύod’ὅΝdiὄectionΝ(ΰέΰκ-
20; 2.13; 2.19-ἀίνΝandΝἀέἀἀ)ΝandΝobeyὅΝύod’ὅΝdiὄectionὅ,ΝaὅΝtheΝtextΝὄevealὅΝ(ΰέἀζ-
25; 2.14-15; 2.21; and 2.22-23).  As a result, later writers and artists would find 
εatthew’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJoὅephΝpὄovideὅΝthemΝwith a substantial source for 
developing their own perceptions and representations of the person and character 
of Joseph.   
       A careful reading of Luke reveals that Joseph is held in high esteem in this 
narrative.  From the earliest references in chapter one, in which he is identified as 
theΝ‘betὄothed’ΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝaὅΝaΝmembeὄΝoἸΝtheΝ‘houὅeΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(ΰέΝἀι),ΝtheΝ
portrait reveals a Joseph formally identified before Mary is formally introduced 
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(1.2ι)έΝΝἦheΝintὄoductionΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝlineaἹeΝandΝtheΝemphaὅiὅΝonΝconnectionὅΝ
between Joseph and the messiah of the house of David (1.32 and 1.69), reveal the 
pὄioὄityΝJoὅephΝhaὅΝoveὄΝthoὅeΝaὅὅociatedΝwithΝtheΝpὄieὅtlyΝoὄdeὄὅΝoἸΝ‘χbijah’ΝandΝ
‘χaὄon’Ν(ΰέη),Νincluding Mary.  The portrait not only underscores Joὅeph’ὅΝ
heritage (1.27, 1.32, 1.69, and 2.4-7) andΝitὅΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅ’ΝidentityΝandΝ
ὄole,ΝbutΝalὅoΝemphaὅiὐeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅ, obedience, and parental 
affection and concern.  Later interpreters and artists would find further evidence 
of respect for Joseph in chapter two, where he is formally portrayed as pater 
familias, the de facto father of Jesus and the husband of Mary, who first publicly 
acknowledges his relationship with Mary (and, thus, with the child she will bear) 
in the act of registration (2.1-5) and then provides safety for her and the child 
(2.6-7).  Subsequently, they would see the esteem shown to Joseph and his 
importance in the roles he plays as witness and protector when shepherds come to 
see the savior (2.1-20).  Further substantiation of the high regard given Joseph 
would be seen when Joseph joins with Mary in bringing the child for circumcision 
(2. 21), presenting him in the temple (2.22-38), where the portrait reveals that 
JosephΝiὅΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘paὄent’Ν(ἀέἀι)ΝandΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν(ἀέἁἁ)έΝΝEven more signs of this 
respect toward Joseph are found in the references to Joseph and Mary taking Jesus 
to the festival of Passover (2.41-43), in the search for Jesus in the temple in 
Jerusalem (2.44-50), and in the instruction of Jesus as a child and youth (2.51-52), 
wheὄe,ΝaἹain,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝdiὄectlyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘paὄent’Ν(ἀέζΰΝandΝζἁ)ΝandΝ
‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν(ἀέζκ)έΝΝδateὄΝnaὄὄatoὄὅΝandΝaὄtiὅtὅΝaὄeΝoἸἸeὄedΝoneΝbὄieἸΝἸinalΝdetailΝoἸΝthiὅΝ
portrait of Joseph in a reἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝζέἀἀέ121  In this pericope (4.16-30), 
which recounts the rejection of Jesus at Nazareth, Jesus is explicitly identified by 
ὅomeΝὄeὅidentὅΝoἸΝσaὐaὄethΝaὅΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝὅon’Ν(ζέἀἀ),ΝonceΝaἹain,ΝhiἹhliἹhtinἹΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’Νfather.  Luke presents Joseph as a prominent figure in his 
                                                          
121
 ἦhiὅΝiὅΝtheΝoneΝ‘ἸinalΝdetail’ΝthatΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝaddΝmoὄeΝtoΝtheΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJoὅephέΝτἸΝcouὄὅe,Ν
as was noted earlier, on pp. 74-75, ‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝmentionedΝinΝtheΝἹeneaoloἹyΝἸoundΝinΝδukeΝἁέΝΝ
However, the reference here simply confirms what the readers have already been told and 
ὄeiteὄateὅΝeaὄlieὄΝὅtatementὅΝaboutΝtheΝviὄἹinityΝandΝpuὄityΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝabὅenceΝinΝtheΝ
process of the generation of Jesus.  
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narrative although Mary is more dominant.  In the process, he makes it clear that 
Joseph has significant roles and, acts as father, husband, protector, and guide in 
the earliest period of the life of Jesus.  Luke places great emphasis upon the 
relationship between Joseph and Mary and offers specific scenes in which they 
seem to act as a couple, as husband and wife, in their efforts to obey God, follow 
the law, and protect and guide their son (2.4-7; 2.16-18; 2.21-24; 2.27-34; 2.39-
40; 2.41-43;  2.44-50; and 2.51). While there is an emphasis upon the importance 
of Joὅeph’ὅΝheὄitage, Joὅeph’ὅΝrighteousness and obedience are represented as 
something he shares with his wife, the mother of his adopted child.  As a result, 
later writers and artiὅtὅΝwouldΝἸindΝδuke’ὅΝpoὄtὄait of Joseph to be a foundation 
upon which they could base their own representations of Joseph.   
       John’ὅΝpoὄtὄaitΝoἸΝJoὅeph, although brief, wouldΝalὅoΝinἸoὄmΝlateὄΝwὄiteὄὅ’Ν
and artiὅtὅ’ΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝoἸΝJoὅephΝἸoὄΝitΝconfirms his role aὅΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝoἸ Jesus 
by offering twoΝexplicitΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝwhichΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ
‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝandΝJoὅephΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝΰέζηΝandΝθέζἀέΝ 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝiὅΝalὅoΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝinΝthiὅΝnaὄὄativeέΝΝThe Johannine portrait 
of Joseph also reveals that the nature of his relationship with Jesus was once the 
subject of community discussion (6.41-51).  The Johannine portrait indicates that 
Jesus was believed to be the ‘ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ΝandΝoἸΝεaὄy. But it also may imply 
(in light of the question raised about Jesus) that Joseph was still alive at the 
beἹinninἹΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝminiὅtὄyΝἸoὄΝin the apparent context of a synagogue in the 
town of Capernaum on the Sea of Galilee (6.24 and 6.29), the readers are told that 
theΝmembeὄὅΝoἸΝthiὅΝἹὄoupΝexplicitlyΝidentiἸyΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅeph’Ν(θέζἀ)έΝΝ
TheiὄΝadditionalΝcommentὅΝ(‘whoὅeΝἸatheὄΝandΝmotheὄΝweΝknow’, 6.42), expand 
this second assertion and further veὄiἸyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄΝaὅΝwellΝ
aὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝandΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝmotheὄΝ(θέζἀ)έΝΝBy speaking of 
JoὅephΝinΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝtenὅe,ΝtheyΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝtoΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄole in the 
life of Jesus may be ongoing and likely has been of a substantial length.   
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   An appreciation for and knowledge of these canonic portraits of Joseph 
makes the task of tracing his effective history in literature and art possible, for it 
provides a basis by which later developments can be assessed.  With these 
portraits in mind, this study turns its attention to portraits of Joseph revealed in 
later narratives. 
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PART III 
 
THE RESPONSE OF LATER CHRISTIAN WRITERS AND THEIR 
COMMUNITIES TO THE CANONIC PORTRAYALS OF JOSEPH 
   
Following the creation of the New Testament gospels in the first century, 
additional narratives were created over the next several centuries, both to defend 
the nascent faith and to articulate certain perspectives in regard to the virginity of 
Mary and the divinity of Jesus.  It is to these narratives that this study now turns 
for four of them, notably, the Infancy Gospel of James, the Infancy Gospel of 
Thomas, the History of Joseph the Carpenter, and the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, 
also contain representations of Joseph the Carpenter.  Thus, the main concern of 
Part III will be to track the development of the Joseph tradition as it appears in 
these non-canonic narratives.1 
            Formal analysis of the four non-canonic narratives will be organized 
according to the approximate respective chronology of each narrative.  Thus, the 
first narrative to be reviewed will be the Infancy Gospel of James.  This 
examination will then be followed by analyses of the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, 
the History of Joseph the Carpenter, and the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew.   
            In order to understand the response of these later Christian writers and 
their communities to the canonic portrayals of Joseph, consideration will first be 
given to the issues of the date, provenance, language, stability of the text, history 
of translation and dissemination, availability and accessibility, purpose, and 
                                                          
    
1
 With respect to the importance of these texts for understanding the history of interpretation 
andΝinἸluenceΝoἸΝtheΝσewΝἦeὅtamentΝpoὄtὄayalὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph,ΝωέΝPhilipΝDeaὅey,Ν‘StέΝJoὅephΝinΝtheΝ
ϋnἹliὅhΝεyὅteὄyΝPlayὅ’,ΝPhDΝdiὅὅeὄtation (Washington: Catholic University of America, 1937), p. 
5, asserts that they are the ‘ultimateΝὅouὄceΝoἸΝtheΝpopulaὄΝmedievalΝconceptionΝoἸΝJoὅeph’έΝΝInΝaΝ
ὅimilaὄΝὅpiὄit,ΝεaὄjoὄyΝψolἹeὄΝόoὅteὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝStέΝJoὅephΝinΝσetheὄlandiὅhΝχὄt,Νΰζίί-
1ηηί’,ΝPhDΝdiὅὅeὄtationΝ(δawὄence, KS: University of Kansas,1978), p. 9, correctly notes that 
‘όὄomΝtheΝpointΝoἸΝviewΝoἸΝtheΝiconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝStέΝJoὅephΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝtὄeatedΝatΝmuchΝ
greater length in the Apocrypha than in the authentic Gospels is a primary factor in understanding 
theΝinἸluenceΝoἸΝtheὅeΝwὄitinἹὅΝonΝthiὅΝimaἹeέ’ 
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content of each non-canonic narrative, to the extent to which they can be 
ascertained.   
            Second, attention will be directed to the characterization of Joseph; to the 
particular way(s) he is portrayed within the text.  This will include consideration 
of the varied details each narrative reveals with respect to the following: Joὅeph’ὅΝ
age, his physical features and characteristics, demeanor, and posture; his 
proximity to Mary and the Christ-child; his physical position and location within 
the particular event or scene in which he is portrayed (i.e. within the narrative 
background or foreground of the image); the roles and actions in which it appears 
he engaged; and the different ways he and Mary are juxtaposed as complementary 
or contrasting figures.   
            Third, consideration will be given to the level of autonomy theΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅ 
work reveals in relationship to earlier canonic and non-canonic narrative 
accounts, as appropriate; to the role earlier canonic and non-canonic portrayals of 
Joseph (narrative and artistic) may or may not have played in the portrayal of 
Joseph in each non-canonic narrative, i.e. to the uniqueness of the portrayal of 
Joseph in each of these texts.                                                                                                                              
            Fourth, an effort will be made to determine if and how a specific narrator 
received or assimilated canonic as well as earlier non-canonic narratives; if he/she 
may have created their own non-canonic portrayals of Joseph independent of 
received (and certainly later) non-canonic texts; and if and how a specific narrator 
may have been influenced by prior visual representations of Joseph. 
            Fifth, the focus will then turn to the perceptions and beliefs the narrators 
of the non-canonic texts and their respective ecclesiastical communities held 
about Joseph.   
            Sixth, and finally, a summary will be offered of the development of the  
Wirkungsgeschichte of the canonic portrayals of Joseph found in each non-
canonic narrative along with an evaluation of the similarity and dissimilarity this 
portrayal discloses with respect to the canonic portraits of Joseph in Matthew, 
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Luke, and John.  At the same time, it will be determined if the representation of 
Joseph in each non-canonic narrative reveals evidence of a pattern or trajectory 
that largely affirms and enhances his portrayal and role found in the canonic 
accounts or evidence of a pattern or trajectory that largely dismisses and 
diminishes this portrayal.   
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CHAPTER 4 
The Portrayal of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of James 
Introduction 
With few exceptions, most scholars think the Infancy Gospel of James (hereafter 
identified as IGJames) was composed in the second half of the second century 
CE, some time around or after 150.2  They usually base this conclusion on two 
factors.  The first is found in the narrative of the church father, Origen, in his 
Commentary on Matthew (in his reference in 10.17 to Mt. 13.55), in what most 
believeΝtoΝbeΝaΝ‘ceὄtainΝὄeἸeὄence’ΝtoΝtheΝIύJameὅέ3  The second factor consists of 
theΝ‘apoloἹeticΝconceὄnὅΝthatΝdὄiveΝmuchΝoἸΝtheΝnaὄὄative’έ4  By this time, if not 
before this narrative was composed, Jewish and pagan writers had started to raise 
serious questions about the divinity of Jesus through attacks upon his virtue and 
that of his mother.5  These attacks inevitably led to a variety of apologetical 
                                                          
    
2
 Most scholars believe the Infancy Gospel of James was written in the second half of the 
second century CE. See Harm Reinder Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi: A Commentary. Apocrypha 
Novi Testamenti1(Assen: van Gorcum, 1965), p. 24; J.K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, 
p. 49; and Ronald F. Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 11-12. 
    
3
 WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅΝἸiὄὅtΝἸactoὄΝὅeeΝψaὄtΝDέΝϋhὄmanΝandΝZlatkoΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels: 
Texts and Translations (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 32.  They note 
thatΝτὄiἹenΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘JameὅΝwaὅΝtheΝὅonΝoἸΝJoὅephΝἸὄomΝaΝpὄeviouὅΝmaὄὄiaἹe,ΝΝclaiminἹΝthatΝthiὅΝ
iὅΝtauἹhtΝeitheὄΝinΝ“theΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝPeteὄ”ΝoὄΝtheΝ“ψookΝoἸΝJameὅ,”ΝtheΝlatteὄΝoἸΝwhich,ΝheΝὅayὅ,Ν
stresses the ongoing virginity of Mary.  As the latter is a key theme of the Protevangelium (the 
InἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝJameὅ),ΝtheὄeΝiὅΝlittleΝdoubtΝthatΝτὄiἹenΝiὅΝὄeἸeὄὄinἹΝtoΝouὄΝtextέ’ΝΝSmid,Ν
Protevangelium Jacobi: A Commentary. Apocrypha Novi Testamenti 1, pp. 22-24; Elliott, The 
Apocryphal New Testament, p. 49; and Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 11, concur with this point.  
Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi: A Commentary. Apocrypha Novi Testamenti 1, pp. 22-24, and 
Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 49, believe additional support for dating this narrative 
in the second half of the second century CE can be found in the writings of Clement of 
Alexandria, in his Stromateis 7.16.93. 
4
 ἦhiὅΝὃuoteΝἸὄomΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 35, summarizes the second 
factor that leads to this conclusion. 
5
 One of the most noted attacks was executed by Celsus, the pagan philosopher.  In his work 
(ἸoundΝinΝτὄiἹen’ὅ,ΝContra Celsum 1.28-39), he argued that the divinity of Jesus was a fabrication 
becauὅe,ΝaὅΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 35, recount 
  Jesus came from the lower class, that his parents were poor and not of royal blood, that his  
  ‘father’ was a common  laborer (a carpenter), and that his mother had to spin for a living.     
  Moreover, the circumstances of his birth were highly suspect: his mother, according to   
  Celsus, had been seduced by a Roman soldier and given birth out of wedlock. 
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responses from the Christian community in this period and many scholars believe 
IGJames is one of these.6   
            But, in contrast to their reflections on the date of the text, scholars offer 
little definitive with respect to the provenance of this text.  While some postulate 
a possible location in Syria, only Elliott offers explicit evidence for this 
hypothesis.7  He believes this may be suggested since IGJames, the Odes of 
Solomon, and Ignatius (ad EphέΝΰλ)ΝὅeemΝtoΝὅhaὄeΝtheΝideaΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝviὄἹinityΝ
waὅΝ‘viὄἹinityΝin partu’έ8  However, most scholars are reluctant to suggest more 
than some location within the Greek east of the Roman Empire.9 
            In light of the large reservoir of early Greek manuscripts of IGJames, few 
question that the original language was Greek.10 
            But, there is some dispute about the shape and completeness of the text for 
evenΝtheΝ‘eaὄlieὅtΝἸullΝmanuὅcὄipt,ΝψodmeὄΝV,Ν…ΝdemonὅtὄateὅΝthatΝenoὄmouὅΝ
textual alterations have been made in the course of the transmission’έ11  Further, 
as Ehrman and Pleše aὅὅeὄt,ΝanyΝὅeaὄchΝ‘Ἰor an ostensible original is complicated 
by the circumstance that the Protevangelium gives clear signs of being based on 
yetΝeaὄlieὄΝὅouὄceὅΝavailableΝtoΝtheΝauthoὄέ’12  However, the editor of the best 
available edition of IGJames, E. de Strycker, and IGJames scholars, Hock and 
ϋlliott,ΝbelieveΝtheΝvocabulaὄyΝandΝliteὄaὄyΝὅtyleΝoἸΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝtextὅΝalludeΝtoΝ‘anΝ
oὄiἹinalΝunityΝoἸΝtheΝtextΝ…’13  
                                                          
    
6
 This led to numerous apologetical treatises by Christians, including that of  Origen who, in his 
Contra Celsum, defended both the virtue and virginity of Mary and the divinity of Jesus. 
    
7
 See Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 49.  Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi, p. 22, 
makes the same claim but offers no evidence for this hypothesis. 
    
8
 Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 49.   
    
9
 Most scholars believe the origin remains elusive.  In this regard see especially Hock, The 
Infancy Gospels, pp. 12-ΰἁ,ΝandΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 35. They believe 
there is not enough evidence to warrant a conclusion in this regard.  
    
10
 See Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 28-30. 
    
11
 See ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 33. 
    
12
 See ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 33. 
    
13
 See Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 13-14; Elliott, Apocryphal New Testament, p. 50; and 
ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 33. 
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            Nonetheless, the multiplicity of extant manuscripts of this work alone 
suggest that the thoughts and beliefs articulated in this narrative were shared by 
members of other early Christian communities throughout eastern Christianity. 
Thus, various forms of the manuscript would have either been available to artists 
and artisans, as well, or, at least, available to others around them who would have 
read it aloud or told them stories from the text.  Evidence of this may be found in 
the fact that there are over one hundred extant Greek manuscripts as well as nu-
merous translations in other eastern Christian languages as Syriac, Ethiopic, 
Georgian, Sahidic, Old Church Slavonic, and Armenian in which the IGJames 
appears.14  Subsequently, this confirms the widespread dissemination and popu-
larity of this narrative in this part of Christendom.15  This is the case despite the 
efforts of Jerome and his followers to limit the dissemination of IGJames in the 
fifth and sixth centuries, especially in western Christianity.16  Moreover, it is also 
critical to remember that within two or three centuries a substantial portion of IG-
James emerged in the West, in the non-canonic narrative of the Gospel of Pseudo-
Matthew.17  This narrative incorporated and elaborated significant portions of IG-
James (including many of the ideas about Joseph that were initially introduced in 
IGJames) and was also quite popular. Thus, it became a means through which IG-
Jameὅ’ΝpoὄtὄaitΝoἸΝJoὅephΝcould be perpetuated.   
The Purpose of the Infancy Gospel of James 
Although the title attributed to this narrative might suggest it is very similar to the 
canonic gospels, it takes little time for the readers to discover this is not the case.  
For in contrast to these earlier narratives, the IGJames consists of accounts that 
                                                          
    
14
 See Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 48 and David R. Cartlidge and J. Keith Elliott, 
Art and the Christian Apocrypha (London and New York: Routledge, 2001), p. 3. 
    
15
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 27-28; Luigi Gambero, Mary and the Fathers of the Church: 
The Blessed Virgin Mary in Patristic Thought (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1999), p. 35 and 
Cartlidge and Elliott, Art and the Christian Apocrypha, pp. 3 and 21. 
    
16
 See ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 31-32.  It is important to recall, as Hock, 
The Infancy Gospels, p. 27,Νnoteὅ,ΝthatΝIύJameὅΝ‘didΝnotΝἸaceΝoἸἸicialΝὄejection’ΝinΝeaὅteὄnΝ
Christianity.  
17
 See ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 31-32 and Hock, The Infancy Gospels, 
p. 27. 
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ὄeἸlectΝitὅΝauthoὄ’ὅΝdeὅiὄeΝtoΝveneὄateΝεaὄyΝandΝaddὄeὅὅΝchallenἹeὅΝandΝὃueὅtionὅΝ
about her and the origin of her child raised by critics of the early Christian 
movement; very different narrative accounts from those found in the earlier 
gospels.  This is seen not only in those chapters where she is the only or dominant 
subject (6-7 and 11-12)  but also in those chapters where her character either 
influences or determines the content and movement of much of the narrative  (1-5, 
8-10, 13, 14-15, 16-17, 18-20, 22, and 23).18  Therefore, even a cursory review of 
the IGJames reveals that Mary is the most important character in this narrative.  
Thus, from its very first chapter, the readers learn this text is more akin to an 
‘encomiaὅticΝhiὅtoὄy’ΝoὄΝ‘ὄecitation’ΝoἸΝpὄaiὅeΝthanΝaΝ‘Ἱoὅpel’,Νthat its primary 
interest is with Mary and the nature of her relationship with the other characters in 
the narrative, including Joseph.19  Accordingly, the narrative concerns presented 
to the readers are largely different from those of the earlier gospels.20  
                                                          
    
18
 The author of this narrative has been variously identified as James, the step-brother of Jesus 
(see Mk 6.3), James the Less (see Mk 15.40), son of Alphaeus and one of the twelve apostles of 
Jesus, or an unknown pseudonymous Christian narrator.  However, few would suggest he was the 
step-brother of Jesus in light of his lack of knowledge of Palestinian geography and Hebrew 
tradition and religious practice.  Filas, Joseph: The Man Closest to Jesus, p. 25, suggests the 
authoὄΝmayΝbeΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝapoὅtleΝJameὅΝtheΝδeὅὅ–theΝἸiὄὅtΝbiὅhopΝoἸΝJeὄuὅalem’έΝΝ
Nonetheless, there is no proof for this.  Most scholars conclude, as Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi, 
pp.12-ΰζ,Νcontendὅ,ΝthatΝthiὅΝnaὄὄatoὄΝ‘hideὅΝhimὅelἸΝbehindΝaΝἹὄeatΝmanΝoἸΝtheΝapoὅtolicΝtime’,Ν
notably,ΝJameὅΝ‘theΝbὄotheὄΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(ὅeeΝIύJameὅΝἀηέΰ-4) in order to give authority to his 
account and remains hidden to modern interpreters.  In this regard, see also Elliott, The 
Apocryphal New Testament, p. 49; and Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 9-11. 
       WithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝauthoὄ’ὅΝpuὄpoὅeὅ,ΝὅeeΝeὅpecially,ΝSmid, Protevangelium 
Jacobi, pp. 14-19; Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, pp. 50-51; Hock, The Infancy Gospels, 
pp. 11-12 and 15-20; Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity, p. 8; Gambero, Mary and the 
Fathers of the Church, pp. 40-41, and Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy 
Narratives, p. ix.  
    
19
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 15-20, argues that it is this literary genre that best describes 
the narrative form found in the IGJames. 
    
20
 As such, in the process of reading the IGJames, they learn several key details about Mary that 
shape her portrait.  First, the readers learn that Mary was born of very rich and righteous parents, 
named Joachim and Anna, who were members of the twelve tribes of Israel (1.1-3 and 2.1).  
Second, they discover that Mary was named by her mother (5.10) and her life dedicated to God 
(4.2 and 7.1).  Then, they are told that at the occasion of her first birthday, the high priests blessed 
her and prophesied that her nameΝwouldΝbeΝ‘onΝtheΝlipὅΝoἸΝἸutuὄeΝἹeneὄationὅΝἸoὄeveὄ’Ν(θέθ-7 and 
9).  In addition, the readers learn that Mary has been kept pure since her birth by her parents (6.4-
η)ΝandΝtheΝpὄieὅtΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’ὅΝtempleΝ(κέἀ),ΝandΝthatΝduὄinἹΝheὄΝtimeΝinΝtheΝtempleΝὅheΝwaὅΝ‘ὄaiὅedΝ
inΝtheΝώolyΝoἸΝώolieὅ’,Ν‘ἸedΝbyΝheavenlyΝmeὅὅenἹeὄὅ’,ΝandΝ‘dancedΝἸoὄΝthem’Ν(κέἀ,Νΰἁέι,ΝandΝΰηέΰΰ-
12).  
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Nonetheless, IGJames offers a very distinctive portrait of Joseph which warrants 
exploration.21 
 
The Characterization of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of James 
‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝmentionedΝbyΝnameΝtwenty-one times in the IGJames.22  However, the 
first references to Joseph do not occur until ch. 8, notably, in the account in chs. 8 
andΝλ,ΝinΝwhichΝ‘Jameὅ’ΝdetailὅΝtheΝὅelectionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝtoΝbeΝtheΝἹuaὄdianΝoἸΝεaὄyέΝΝ
                                                                                                                                                              
όuὄtheὄ,ΝtheyΝcomeΝtoΝundeὄὅtandΝthatΝὅheΝiὅΝaΝ‘viὄἹinΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(λέιΝandΝΰίέἀ-4), who has been 
repeatedly acknowledged by many to be chosen by the Lord for a special purpose (7.7-8; 11. 2, 5, 
and 7-8; 12.2 and 5; 13.6-7; 14.5-6; and 15.11-12).  In turn, they are also told that the Lord 
(through a sign) has selected Joseph to take her into his care and protection (8.7-8 and 9.7 and 11).  
Still further, the readers also learn that Mary is the antithesis of Eve (13.5 and 14.6), has prophetic 
ability (17.8-λ)ΝandΝὅometimeὅΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝἸunctionΝinΝtheΝὄoleΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ‘miὅtὄeὅὅ’ΝoὄΝ‘lady’,Ν
upon whom he obediently waits (9.7-8 and 11-12; 17.10-11; 18.1-2; 19.1-16).    
      Thus, in sum, the IGJames seems to suggest several things with respect to Mary.  First, it 
reveals that she has always been a virgin and never had intimate contact with a man.  Second, it 
discloses that Mary is a person of deep spirituality and righteousness who regularly receives 
ὅpecialΝcommunicationὅΝἸὄomΝ‘aΝheavenlyΝmeὅὅenἹeὄ’ΝandΝ‘theΝmeὅὅenἹeὄΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(ΰΰέΰ-7).  
ἦhiὄd,ΝtheΝIύJameὅΝὄepὄeὅentὅΝheὄΝaὅΝaΝuniὃueΝἸiἹuὄeΝwhoΝhaὅΝbeenΝchoὅenΝbyΝύodΝtoΝ‘diὅcloὅeΝhiὅΝ
redemptionΝtoΝtheΝpeopleΝoἸΝIὅὄaelΝduὄinἹΝtheΝlaὅtΝdayὅ’Ν(ιέι- 8) and give birth to the one who is to 
be the savior of the world (11.8 and 14.6).  Fourth, the readers are led to believe that Mary is able 
to fulfill these purposes without the assistance of anyone one else (except God).  As such, they 
seem led to the conclusion that Mary, and Mary alone, is the real mother and earthly parent of the 
child,ΝandΝthatΝὅhe,ΝandΝὅheΝalone,ΝwillΝhaveΝtheΝὄoleὅΝoἸΝbὄinἹinἹΝ‘ὄedemptionΝtoΝtheΝpeopleΝoἸΝ
Iὅὄael’Ν(ιέκ)ΝandΝoἸΝhaving intimate familial contact with the child (11.7-8; 14.6; 17.11; 19.15-16) 
and act as his sole caregiver and caretaker (21.10-11 and 22.3) 
   21 Therefore, summaries of both the outline of the IGJames and of the portrayal of Mary 
give readers insights into the larger literary context in which an early narrative portrait of 
Joseph is found as well as insights into the dynamics of the principal character with 
whom Joseph is often engaged and juxtaposed (8.6-9.12; 13.1-14.8; 15.1-16.8; 17.1-19.17; 
and 21.1-12). 
   22 Several scholars have briefly acknowledged the portrayal of Joseph in the Infancy 
Gospel of James, in one way or another, but have not explored the matter in depth.  See 
Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi, p. 185, who does not explore the matter but recognizes the 
number of times ‘Joseph’ is identified by name in his ‘Index Verborum’.  In addition, see 
Foster, ‘The Iconography of St. Joseph in Netherlandish Art, 1400-1550’, pp. 9-19; Hock, 
The Infancy Gospels, pp. 24-25; J.K. Elliott, The Apocryphal Jesus: Legends of the Early 
Church (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 44-46; and Lienhard, St. Joseph in 
Early Christianity, pp. 7-9.  
        Several scholars have commented on James’ portrayal of Mary.  See the following 
scholarly texts: Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi: A Commentary; Elliott, The Apocryphal 
New Testament: A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an English 
Translation; Hock, The Infancy Gospels; Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity; 
Gambero, Mary and the Fathers of the Church: The Blessed Virgin Mary in Patristic 
Thought; and J.K. Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives. 
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Here, the readers learn that Joseph has been married, is a widower, is an obedient 
ἸolloweὄΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd,ΝhaὅΝ‘ὅonὅ’,ΝiὅΝ‘anΝoldΝman’ΝandΝiὅΝaΝbuildeὄΝoἸΝ‘houὅeὅ’Ν(κέιΝ
and 9, 9.8, 9.12 and 13.1).23  όuὄtheὄ,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝalὅoΝleaὄnΝthatΝJoὅephΝhaὅΝ‘beenΝ
choὅenΝ…ΝtoΝtakeΝtheΝviὄἹinΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’ΝintoΝhiὅΝ‘caὄeΝandΝpὄotection’Ν(λέιΝandΝ
9.11) and has only reluctantly agreed to take her as a result of his sense of 
spiritual obligationΝandΝ‘Ἰeaὄ’Ν(λέλΝandΝλέΰΰ)έΝΝἦhus, by implication and by the 
clarification of the high priest and the narrator (see the difference between 8.8, 
and 9.7 and 9.11 for the different descriptions of the relationship between Joseph 
and Mary), it is suggested that Joseph has no real personal or romantic interest in 
Mary and, for this reason, will not become her husband.24  
            These first details about Joseph place him in sharp juxtaposition to what 
the readers are toldΝaboutΝεaὄyμΝthatΝὅheΝiὅΝalὅoΝunmaὄὄied,ΝiὅΝaΝveὄyΝ‘younἹΝ
woman’, andΝaΝveὄyΝὅpecialΝpeὄὅon,ΝaΝ‘viὄἹinΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(κέἁ-9, 9.7, and 9.8).25  
Similaὄly,ΝtheΝdetailΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝiὅΝ‘toΝtakeΝtheΝviὄἹinΝoἸΝ
theΝδoὄd’ΝintoΝhiὅΝ‘caὄeΝandΝpὄotection’Ν(λέιΝandΝλέΰΰ),ΝἸuὄtheὄΝdiὅtinἹuiὅheὅΝhimΝ
from the virgin, illuminates his character, and suggests roles and actions he will 
take with respect to Mary and the forthcoming child.26   
       Even so, following  IGJameὅ’ΝintὄoductionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝin this account in 
chs. κΝandΝλ,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝattentionΝiὅΝὄediὄectedΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝtoΝtheΝaccountὅΝoἸΝheὄΝ
selection to help create the temple veil (ch. 10), of the annunciation of the 
messenger of the Lord to her about the child she will bear (ch. 11), and of her visit 
withΝheὄΝὄelative,ΝϋliὐabethέΝΝInΝtheΝpὄoceὅὅ,Νεaὄy’ὅΝviὄtue,Νpuὄity,ΝviὄἹinity,ΝandΝ
uniqueness (10.2-4; 11.2-3 and 11.7-9; and 12.2 and 12.5-6) are reiterated for the 
readers.  As a result, they become further aware of the distinctions between 
JoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝthat,ΝinΝpaὄt,ΝpὄepaὄeΝthemΝἸoὄΝJoὅeph’ὅΝlateὄΝactionὅΝandΝ
interactions with her and the child and the other characters in the narrative. 
                                                          
   
23
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 47, 49, and 55. 
    
24
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 49. 
    
25
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 47 and 49. 
    
26
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 49. 
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        In the next section in which Joseph is mentioned, in chs. 13 and 14, 
additional distinctions aὄeΝdὄawnΝaὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄetuὄnΝtoΝεaὄyΝ
(λέΰἀ),ΝoἸΝhiὅΝdiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancy,ΝoἸΝhiὅΝὄepὄoachΝtowaὄdὅΝhimὅelἸΝandΝ
her (13.1-10) and of the annunciation of the messenger of the Lord to Joseph in a 
dream (14.1-8).  They see that, upon discovering Mary is pregnant, Joseph 
initially blames himself for what has transpired (13.1-3).  As such, Joseph 
questions and discloses his own spiritual limitations and raises the genuine 
possibility that he has done something wrong.  Joseph asks, ‘WhatΝὅoὄtΝoἸΝἸaceΝ
should I present to the Lord God?  What prayer can I say on her behalf since I 
received her as a virgin from the temple of the Lord God and did not protect 
heὄς’(ΰἁέἀ-3).27  
       At the same time, in his struggle to understand what has taken place, 
Joseph also imagines Mary may be to blame and levels accusations against her by 
ὃueὅtioninἹΝheὄΝpuὄity,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘WhyΝhaveΝyouΝbὄouἹhtΝὅhameΝonΝyouὄὅelἸ,ΝyouΝ
whoΝweὄeΝὄaiὅedΝinΝtheΝώolyΝoἸΝώolieὅΝandΝἸedΝbyΝaΝheavenlyΝmeὅὅenἹeὄς’(ΰἁέη-7) 
or queὅtionὅΝheὄΝtὄuthἸulneὅὅ,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘ἦhenΝwheὄeΝdidΝtheΝchildΝyou’ὄeΝcaὄὄyinἹΝ
comeΝἸὄomς’(ΰἁέλ)έ28  Such accusations against the one who has been lauded for 
heὄΝviὄtueΝandΝpuὄityΝandΝevenΝdeὅcὄibedΝheὄὅelἸΝaὅΝoneΝwhomΝ‘eveὄyΝἹeneὄationΝ
on earth will congratulate’Ν(ΰἀέθ),ΝpoiἹnantlyΝdiὅcloὅeΝtheΝὅubὅtantialΝdiἸἸeὄenceὅΝΝ
between Joseph and Mary, and may temporarily cast him in a further negative 
light. 
            Nonetheless, the readers may have some sympathy for Joseph for they 
know he has not been told what Mary has been told, he has not had the spiritual 
revelations and experiences she has had.  They may also see in his struggle a deep 
desire to do the right thing, to be in right relationship with God, disclosed in his 
own profound reflections:  
IἸΝIΝtὄyΝtoΝcoveὄΝupΝheὄΝὅin,ΝI’llΝendΝupΝἹoinἹΝaἹainὅtΝtheΝlawΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄdέΝ
χndΝiἸΝIΝdiὅcloὅeΝheὄΝconditionΝtoΝtheΝpeopleΝoἸΝIὅὄael,ΝI’mΝaἸὄaidΝthatΝtheΝ
                                                          
    
27
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 55. 
    
28
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 55 and 57. 
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child inside her might be heaven-ὅentΝandΝI’llΝendΝupΝhandinἹΝinnocentΝ
blood over to a death sentence.  So what should I do with her? (I know) 
I’llΝdivoὄceΝheὄΝὃuietlyΝ(IGJames 14.2-4).29 
 
ωoncuὄὄently,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅpiὄitualityΝiὅΝalὅoΝὅeenΝinΝtheΝeventΝoἸΝtheΝannunciationΝ
and dream, in ch. 14, which brings him reassurance.  It reminds the readers that 
Joὅeph’ὅΝinclinationΝtoΝἸollowΝandΝobeyΝtheΝδoὄd,Νὄemainὅ,ΝdeὅpiteΝhiὅΝmoὄalΝandΝ
ὅpiὄitualΝlimitationὅΝandΝiὅΝmaniἸeὅtedΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝwillinἹneὅὅΝtoΝbothΝὄeceiveΝandΝ
respond positivelyΝtoΝtheΝannunciationΝoἸΝtheΝ‘meὅὅenἹeὄΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν(ΰζέη)έ30   
This account also discloses that, following the annunciation and dream, Joseph is 
able to offeὄΝpὄaiὅeΝtoΝ‘theΝύodΝoἸΝIὅὄael’, and return to his proper role as the 
protector and guardian oἸΝ‘theΝἹiὄl’ΝεaὄyΝandΝheὄΝὅavioὄΝὅon,Ν‘Jeὅuὅ’Ν(ΰ4.6-7); 
actions that reassure theΝὄeadeὄὅΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝpuὄityΝandΝviὄἹinityΝhaὅΝbeenΝ
maintained and that he has not had sexual relations with her or entered into a 
familial or marital relationship with her.31 
          Further, the readers learn even more about Joseph in chs. 15 and 16 where 
Joseph and Mary are conjoined, presented as a spiritual couple who must face, 
together, spiritual judgments, accusations, and tests. Thus, just as the readers 
imagine the iὅὅueΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancyΝhaὅΝbeenΝὄeὅolved,ΝtheyΝdiὅcoveὄΝJoὅephΝ
and Mary face another crisis - (that they are accused by the high priest and his 
assistants of having had sexual relations).  Consequently, Joseph and Mary find 
themselves pitted, together, against those who are supposed to represent the 
highest standards of piety and righteousness within their spiritual community.   
           First, the high priest questions Mary, asking, among other questions, 
‘εaὄy,Νwhy have you done this?’ (15.10).  In response, Mary responds strongly, 
ὅayinἹ,Ν‘χὅΝtheΝδoὄdΝύodΝliveὅ,ΝIΝὅtandΝinnocentΝbeἸoὄeΝhimέΝΝψelieveΝme,ΝI’veΝnotΝ
                                                          
    
29
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 57. 
    
30
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 57. 
    
31
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 57.  Several of the verses 
in chapters thirteen and fourteen parallel Mt. 1.18-25 and are based upon verses in this canonic 
pericope, notably IGJames 13.1 (Mt. 1.18); IGJames 14.2 and 14.3 (Mt. 1.19); IGJames 14.5 (Mt. 
1.20); IGJames 14.6 (Mt. 1.21); and IGJames 14.7-8 (Mt. 1.24-5).  But, the rest of the verses in 
these chapters are unparalleled in the canonic gospels.  
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had sex with any man’, (15.13) a statement that not only absolves Joseph and 
reaffirms his righteousness but also reaffirms that she remains both pure and a 
virgin.32   Next, the high priest questions Joseph.  He, in turn, responds similarly, 
ὅayinἹ,Ν‘χὅΝtheΝδoὄdΝliveὅ,ΝIΝamΝinnocent where she is concerned’Ν(ΰηέΰη).  
However, the high priest continues his attack upon Joseph, asserting the Carpenter 
haὅΝlied,ΝhadΝhiὅΝ‘wayΝwithΝheὄ’,ΝhadΝnotΝ‘humbledΝhimὅelἸΝbeἸoὄeΝύodΝ[ὅoΝhiὅΝ
imagined child might be blessed]’,ΝandΝnotΝὄevealedΝhiὅΝactionΝ‘toΝtheΝpeopleΝoἸΝ
Iὅὄael’,ΝaΝὅtatementΝthatΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝJoὅephΝbeaὄὅΝaΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝtoΝ‘theΝpeopleΝoἸΝ
Iὅὄael’ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝheὄΝchildΝ(ΰηέΰθ-17).  Intriguingly, in reaction to the 
pὄieὅt,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘ὅilent’Ν(ΰηέκ)έ 
      Finally, in an attempt to substantiate his conviction that Joseph and Mary 
have lied to him the high priest says,Ν‘I’mΝἹoinἹΝtoΝἹiveΝyouΝtheΝδoὄd’ὅΝdὄinkΝteὅt,Ν
and it will disclose your sin clearly to both of you’(ΰθέἁ).33  This he administers, 
first to Joseph, by making him drink the water, and then, by sendinἹΝ‘himΝintoΝtheΝ
wilderness’ (16.4).34  Subsequently, the high priest does the same with Mary.  
However, they both return unharmed (16.4-6).  As such the moral and spiritual 
character of both figures, Joseph and Mary, is reaffirmed.  So the readers are told, 
            everybody was surprised because their sin had not been revealed. And so 
theΝhiἹhΝpὄieὅtΝὅaid,Ν‘If the Lord God has not exposed your sin, then 
neitheὄΝdoΝIΝcondemnΝyouέ’ And he dismissed them. Joseph took Mary and 
returned home celebrating and praising the God of Israel (IGJames 16.6-
8).35  
 
Thus, once again, Joseph is able to act as a witness to the piety, purity, and 
virginity of Mary; a role, curiously, that Mary, through her actions in these 
chapters, also fulfills with respect to his character.   
        Next, following the account of their exoneration by the high priest and 
Joὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝjoyἸulΝὄetuὄnΝtoΝtheiὄΝὅhaὄedΝhomeΝ(ΰθέι-8), the readers are 
offered an account of the birth of Jesus (17.1-19.17).  In the process, the 
                                                          
    
32
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 59. 
    
33
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 61. 
    
34
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 61. 
    
35
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 61. 
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distinctions between Joseph and Mary are further accentuated in these three 
chapters by the immediate disclosure that Joseph is uncertain about how he will 
‘enὄoll’ΝεaὄyΝinΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝanΝ‘oὄdeὄ …ΝἸὄomΝϋmpeὄoὄΝχuἹuὅtuὅΝthatΝeveὄybodyΝ
inΝψethlehemΝoἸΝJudeaΝbeΝenὄolledΝinΝtheΝcenὅuὅ’Ν(ΰιέΰ-4).36   The readers are told 
thatΝJoὅephΝhaὅΝnoΝconceὄnΝaboutΝtheΝenὄollmentΝoἸΝhiὅΝ‘ὅonὅ’,ΝbutΝhaὅΝὅeὄiouὅΝ
questions about how Mary should be enrolled, questions which reiterate for the 
readers the significant chronological and familial distinctions between Joseph and 
Mary (17.1-3).37  ἦhuὅ,ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝὄevelationΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝownΝwords and 
struggle to define precisely his relationship to Mary (17.2-3) and the description 
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝactivitieὅΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝjouὄneyΝtoΝψethlehemΝ(ΰιέἀ-11), the 
ὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝὄemindedΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝmoὅtΝappὄopὄiatelyΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
caὄetakeὄΝandΝpὄotectoὄ,ΝaὅΝoneΝwhoὅeΝpὄimaὄyΝὄeὅponὅibilitieὅΝὄelateΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
and her unborn child’ὅΝὅaἸety,ΝcomἸoὄtΝandΝpὄotection,ΝὄeὅponὅibilitieὅΝheΝappeaὄὅΝ
to share, at this point, with his unnamed son and his second son, Samuel (17.5-
18.2).38   
          In addition, in this propitious time, the readers discover that Joseph can 
express care, in part, by engaging in self-reflection out of concern for Mary 
(17.7), as well as by engaging in conversation with Mary (17.6-11) that facilitates 
a soteriological declaration by the virgin (17.9).  This may be an allusion to Luke 
2.34 and may refer to the joy that will be forthcoming for those who believe in the 
child Mary carries and the sorrow for those who do not.39  Thus, in the process, 
Joseph helps Mary along the journey toward Bethlehem (17.5 and 10) and is 
sensitive to her needs (17.5, 7, and 11).40   
       InΝtuὄn,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅenὅitivityΝandΝcaὄeΝaὄeΝἸuὄtheὄΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝἸollowinἹΝ
εaὄy’ὅΝὅpeciἸicΝὄeὃueὅtΝἸoὄΝhelpΝaὅΝὅheΝappὄoacheὅΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝheὄΝ
childΝ(ΰιέΰί)έΝΝInΝὄeὅponὅe,ΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝthatΝJoὅephΝἸindὅΝὅhelteὄΝ(inΝ‘aΝcave’,Ν
                                                          
    
36
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 61 and 63. 
    
37
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 61 and 63. 
    
38
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 49, 61, 63, and 65.  
    
39
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels,ΝpέΝθἁέΝSeeΝalὅoΝώock’ὅΝ
commentaὄyΝonΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝtheΝ‘twoΝpeopleὅ’ΝinΝΰιέλ,ΝThe Infancy Gospels, p. 63. 
    
40
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 63. 
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18.1) for heὄΝinΝwhichΝὅheΝwillΝhaveΝ‘pὄivacy’Ν(ΰιέΰΰ)ΝandΝinὅuὄeὅΝthiὅΝbyΝ
ὅtationinἹΝ‘hiὅΝὅonὅΝtoΝἹuaὄdΝher (18.1)’.41   
         Subὅeὃuently,ΝJoὅephΝleaveὅΝtoΝἸindΝ‘aΝώebὄewΝmidwiἸe’ΝwhoΝheΝbelieveὅΝ
will be necessary to help Mary with the birth (18.2).42  On his way, Joseph is a 
recipient of a revelatory experience, a dramatic vision that he recounts in first-
person, in which he and other people and animals, and all nature appear to stand 
still, suspended in time (18.2-11).43  Among other things, it is an account that 
ὄemindὅΝὄeadeὄὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpietyΝandΝὅpiὄituality,ΝandΝhiὅΝὄeὅponὅiveneὅὅΝ
(previously demonstrated in his reception of a messenger of the Lord in the night) 
to new revelation from God.  It also diὅcloὅeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcapacity,Νpreviously 
acknowledged, to be a witness to the supernatural and miraculous power of God. 
Further, it suggests he might understand that his vision reflects something 
momentous.  However, Joseph’ὅΝonἹoinἹΝὅeaὄchΝἸoὄΝaΝmid-wife and his apparent 
conviction the child has not yet been born (19.6 and 9-11), following his vision, 
seems to infer Joseph does not fully comprehend the meaning of his vision and 
the revelation it offered.44  InΝaddition,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝphyὅicalΝὅepaὄationΝἸὄomΝεaὄyΝ
and the child during the time of the birth highlights a real distinction between 
them, illuminated not only by means of the two distinct physical locations (Joseph 
- on the road and Mary - in a cave), in which they are envisioned by the readers 
but also by the distinctive emotional and spiritual locations in which the readers 
probably imagine them (Joseph - preoccupied by his search for someone to help 
Mary and thus, separated from Mary and the child and the experience of the birth-
and Mary - caught up in the profundity and miracle of the birth of her own child).  
                                                          
    
41
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels,  pp. 63 and 65.  
    
42
 Cited according to the translation of Hock,  p. 65.  Additionally, it should be noted that in 
chapter seventeen, IGJames begins his narration of the events surrounding the birth of Jesus 
(which he details in chapters seventeen through twenty-four) which has some parallel to the 
pericope of Lk. 2.1-7.  Of these chapters, chapters seventeen and eighteen of James reveal 
parallels with verses in this Lukan pericope, notably in IGJames 17.1 (Lk. 2.1), IGJames 17.2-3 
(Lk. 2.3 and 2.5), and IGJames 17.10-18.2 (Lk. 2.6-7).  In contrast, as noted with respect to 
chapters thirteen and fourteen, the rest of the verses of this chapter are without parallel in the 
canonic portraits.  
    
43
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 65. 
    
44
 Cited according to the translations of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 67. 
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        These distinctions, in turn, are similarly confirmed in the account of 
Joὅeph’ὅΝencounteὄΝandΝdialoἹueΝwithΝ‘aΝώebὄewΝmid-wiἸe’Ν(ΰλέΰ-9).45  Once 
JoὅephΝhaὅΝclaὄiἸiedΝheΝiὅΝ‘anΝIὅὄaelite’ΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘lookinἹΝἸoὄΝaΝώebὄewΝmidwiἸe’ΝtheΝ
readers are further reminded that Mary is not his wife (19.6-λ),ΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝownΝ
words.  In response to the mid-wiἸe’ὅΝὃueὄyΝaboutΝtheΝidentityΝoἸΝεaὄy,ΝJoὅephΝ
says: 
            She is Mary, who was raised in the temple of the Lord; I obtained her                           
            byΝlotΝaὅΝmyΝwiἸeέΝΝψutΝὅhe’ὅΝnotΝὄeallyΝmyΝwiἸeνΝὅhe’ὅΝpὄeἹnantΝbyΝtheΝ 
            holy spirit (IGJames 19.8-9).46 
 
Then, he invites the midwife to follow him to the site of theΝbiὄth,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘ωomeΝ
and see’, the last words Joseph speaks in the narrative (19.11).  There she and 
Joseph enter the cave (19.12-ΰἁ)έΝΝἧponΝdoinἹΝὅo,ΝtheyΝencounteὄΝ‘anΝintenὅeΝ
liἹht’Ν(ΰλέΰη)ΝthatΝὅhoὄtlyΝὄecedeὅΝandΝὄevealὅΝ‘theΝinἸant’ΝandΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄΝεaὄy’Ν
(19.16).47  However, strangely, Joseph, unlike the midwife, does not formally 
respond to this miraculous event, and virtually disappears from the story; 
suggesting to readers that he is no longer necessary to the narrative.48  Further, 
Joὅeph’ὅΝdiὅenἹaἹementΝhiἹhliἹhtὅΝεaὄy’ὅΝindependence and autonomy (she did 
notΝὄeallyΝneedΝJoὅephΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝhaveΝthiὅΝchild),ΝtheΝlimitationὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
significance and role, and the priority given Mary within the IGJames. 
 
The Infancy Gospel of James and the History of Effects 
A close reading of the text of the IGJames reveals a lack of allusion to most of the 
canonic references related to Joseph.  In fact, a comparison of the references to 
                                                          
    
45
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 67. 
    
46
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 67. 
    
47
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 67. 
    
48
 There is one final reference to Joseph in the IGJames.  In 21.1-12, the readers learn of the 
aὄὄivalΝoἸΝceὄtainΝ‘aὅtὄoloἹeὄὅ’ΝandΝtheΝ‘ἹὄeatΝupὄoaὄ’ΝtheiὄΝaὄὄivalΝandΝὃueὅtionὅΝaboutΝ‘theΝnewboὄnΝ
kinἹΝoἸΝtheΝJudeanὅ’ΝὄaiὅeέΝΝἦheyΝaὄeΝalὅoΝinἸoὄmedΝthatΝthiὅΝtakeὅΝplaceΝaὅΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ‘aboutΝὄeadyΝ
toΝdepaὄtΝtoΝJudea’,ΝandΝoccuὄὅΝinΝtheΝvillaἹeΝoἸΝψethlehemΝ(ἀΰέΰ-2). In this regard see the 
translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 71.  Although Mary is mentioned in two verses in the 
ὄeὅtΝoἸΝIύJameὅ’ΝnaὄὄativeΝ(ἀἀέἁ-4 and 25.4), there is no mention of Joseph or allusion to him after 
21.1.  
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Joseph in the canonic gospels with those in IGJames reveals that only references 
to Joseph in Mt. 1.18-21 and 24-25 and in Lk. 2.1, 3, 5, and 6-7 appear in the 
IGJames and that these are limited to chs. 13, 14, 17 and 18.49  This comparison 
also suggests that the purpose of these canonic references is largely to enhance 
εaὄy’ὅΝownΝpoὅitionΝandΝὄoleΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄativeέΝΝἦhiὅ,ΝinΝtuὄn,ΝhelpὅΝexplainΝwhyΝ
Joὅeph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayal in the IGJames is limited in the ways that it is; so much so that 
even his primary roles as caretaker and protector of Mary and her child are 
significantly restricted.   
            Thus, this portrait of Joseph provides additional details and 
characterizations that, among other things, set Mary and her child apart from the 
other characters, highlight her virtues and holiness, and signify her distinction and 
special relationship with Jesus. At the same time, in the process, this portrait also 
expands the image of Joseph with additional details and characterizations that 
significantly alter his role in relationship to Mary and Jesus.  As such, the portrait 
of Joseph in the IGJames responds to the literary challenges of the Leerstellen, 
‘ἹapὅΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄative’ΝandΝtheΝUnbestimmtheitsstellen,Ν‘placeὅΝwheὄeΝthinἹὅΝaὄeΝ
uncleaὄ’,ΝὄaiὅedΝbyΝtheΝcanonic gospels by providing more information about the 
natuὄeΝandΝchaὄacteὄΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝ
significance of the figure of Mary.50  In the process, the narrator of the IGJames 
provides an intriguing portrayal of Joseph.  
 
                                                          
    
49
 It is notable that IGJames does not include or adapt the following texts from the gospel 
nativity and infancy narratives that represent Joseph in a very positive light, especially, Mt. 2.13-
ΰηΝ(theΝ‘ϋὅcapeΝtoΝϋἹypt’)ΝandΝἀέΰλ-ἀἁΝ(theΝ‘RetuὄnΝἸὄomΝϋἹypt’)ΝandΝδkέΝΰέἀθ-27 (the 
‘χnnouncementΝthatΝaΝviὄἹinΝ[εaὄy]ΝiὅΝenἹaἹedΝtoΝaΝmanΝwhoὅeΝnameΝwas Joseph), 2.21-38 (the 
‘σaminἹΝandΝPὄeὅentationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝtheΝἦemple’),Νἀέἁλ-ζίΝ(theΝ‘RetuὄnΝoἸΝJoὅeph,Νεaὄy,ΝandΝ
JeὅuὅΝtoΝσaὐaὄeth’),ΝandΝἀέζΰ-ηἀΝ(theΝ‘ψoyΝJeὅuὅΝinΝtheΝἦemple’)έΝItΝiὅΝalὅoΝnotewoὄthyΝthatΝ
IGJames also does not include or adapt the three additional pericopes, namely, Mt. 1.1-17 (the 
‘ύenealoἹyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝtheΝεeὅὅiah’)ΝandΝδkέΝἀέκ-ἀίΝ(theΝ‘ViὅitationΝoἸΝtheΝShepheὄdὅ’)ΝandΝἁέἀἁ-38 
(theΝ‘ύenealoἹyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’)έΝΝχὅΝὅuch,ΝtheΝexcluὅionΝoἸΝtheὅeΝnineΝcanonicΝtextὅΝalὅoΝalteὄὅΝtheΝ
image of Joseph for the readers of IGJames because it excludes key portions of the canonic 
representations of Joseph the Carpenter.   
    
50
 See Smid, Protevangelium Jacobi, p. 14 and Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity 
and Infancy Narratives, p. ix. In regard to the importance of considering these literary challenges 
in reviewing the Wirkungsgeschichte of biblical narratives, see Wolfgang Iser, quoted in John F.A. 
Sawyeὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝRoleΝoἸΝReceptionΝἦheoὄy,’ΝpέΝκέ 
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The Distinctiveness of the Portrait of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of James 
Therefore, the effect of this narrative upon the image and perception of Joseph, 
formally recognized by few scholars, must also be acknowledged.  While this 
distinct portrait, in one respect,ΝenlaὄἹeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcanonic portrayal, it also 
significantly transforms it, as particular details found in the IGJames suggest.51  
ἦheὅeΝinclude,ΝamonἹΝotheὄὅ,ΝnewΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝaἹe - (that he was a 
very old man, who felt embarrassed to beΝaὅὅociatedΝwithΝὅuchΝaΝyounἹΝ‘Ἱiὄl’)ΝandΝ
his marital and familial history - (that he had been previously married, had lost his 
wife to death and already had two sons).  They also include new information 
aboutΝtheΝhiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝεary - (that he had known her 
since she was twelve and had taken her from the Temple and been responsible for 
her care and protection and was her caretaker and guardian; not her husband).  
They also indicate that from the perspective of the narrator of the IGJames, 
Joὅeph’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄoleὅ,ΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝchild,ΝaὄeΝthoὅeΝoἸΝcaὄetakeὄ, 
protector, and witness, aὅΝwaὅΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝatΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeception of 
Mary (9.7 and 9.11).  At those times Joὅeph’ὅΝpὄeὅence,Νobὅeὄvation,ΝandΝὄeὅponὅeΝ
conἸiὄmΝεaὄy’ὅΝkeyΝchaὄacteὄiὅticὅ,Νeὅpecially,ΝheὄΝpuὄityΝandΝviὄἹinityΝ(λέινΝΰἁέΰ-
14.8; 15.1-16.8; 17.1-18.2;18.3-11; and 19.1-15).  Thus, IGJames establishes its 
distinction from the canonic gospels with respect to Joseph by responding to the 
literary challenges of the Leerstellen and the Unbestimmtheitsstellen, raised by 
these earlier gospels, by providing more information about Joseph.  Accordingly, 
it can be concluded that the portrayal of Joseph in the IGJames offers a substantial 
reservoir of information about the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the 
Joseph tradition in the second century CE.  
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 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 24-25 and Lienhard, pp. 7-9. 
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ἦheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝandΝtheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝ
Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of James 
 
The outline, organization, and content of IGJames (with its heavy emphasis on the 
birth and childhood of Mary and her virginity and purity) suggest that the primary 
concern of the narrator and his/her community is to offer veneration to Mary. 
Thus, they are not very concerned with the character of Joseph and seek to ensure 
that his presence (which they know is necessary) and his role (which is kept 
subsidiary in most scenes) in the narrative do nothing to detract from Mary or to 
diminish their portrait of her as holy, pure, and virginal.  Consequently, they 
construct a clear wall between Joseph and Mary, aὅΝwellΝaὅΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
child, that is exemplified by the representation of Joseph as a very elderly figure 
who has been previously married and fathered adult children.  At the same time, 
they heighten this wall by portraying Joseph as a reticent character who prefers to 
deal with Mary at arms-length and appears quite disengaged from her child.  
Accordingly, from the beginning until the end of the narrative, very strict limits 
on his overall position in the narrative and upon the nature and character of his 
relationship with Mary and the child shape his portrait in the IGJames.  Thus, it 
canΝbeΝconcludedΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝandΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝcommunityΝbelievedΝJoὅephΝ
was an ancillary figure whose significance needed to be carefully represented and 
always limited in relationship to Mary and her child. 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 
 
Introduction 
Many scholars also believe the Infancy Gospel of Thomas (abbreviated in this 
study as IGThomas) was composed in approximately the same period, between 
c.150 and 225 CE.52  Reasons for this conclusion vary but center primarily on two 
convictions, clearly summarized by Ehrman and Pleše: first, that early Christians 
would have early generated stories about the childhood of Jesus in order to fill-in 
gaps about his life present in the canonic birth narratives in Matthew and Luke 
and, second, that the church father, Irenaeus, writing in the middle to late second 
century CE, appears to document the presence of a prominent story found in 
IGThomas.53   
            There is also significant, if not complete, consensus with respect to the 
original language of the text which most scholars believe was Greek.54 
            The provenance of this narrative, in contrast, is much harder to ascertain.  
Opinions about this seem only united in the idea that it most likely originated in a 
ωhὄiὅtianΝcommunityΝὅomewheὄeΝcloὅeΝtoΝaΝὄuὄalΝpὄoximityΝinΝtheΝ‘ύὄeekΝϋast of 
theΝRomanΝϋmpiὄe’έ55   
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 Most scholars believe the IGThomas was written in this time range. See Hock, The Infancy 
Gospels, p. 91; Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity, pp. 7 and 9-10; Tony Chartrand-Burke, 
‘ἦheΝInἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅμΝἦheΝἦext,ΝiὅΝτὄiἹinὅ,ΝandΝitὅΝἦὄanὅmiὅὅion’,ΝPhDΝdiὅὅeὄtationΝ
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 2001), p. 408; J.K. Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity 
and Infancy Narratives, p. xiii; Reidar Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 2; and Ehrman and 
Pleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 5.  
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 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 5-θέΝΝἦheyΝbelieveΝthatΝtheΝὅtoὄyΝ‘wheὄeΝtheΝ
young Jesus confronts and confounds a potential teacher by explaining to him the mysteries of the 
alphabet (see ch. 14) --- is attested already in the writings of Irenaus from around 180 CE (Adv. 
Haaer. 1.20.1) and in the Epistula Apostolorum (ch. 4), which dates possibly several decades 
eaὄlieὄέ’ΝΝχdditionalΝὅuppoὄtΝἸoὄΝtheὅeΝconvictionὅΝcanΝbeΝἸoundΝinΝtheΝwoὄkΝoἸΝώock, The Infancy 
Gospels, pp. 91-92 and Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 14 and 167-68. 
    
54
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 99-101 and ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 
4-5.  
    
55
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 91-92 suggests the former and concludes the latter.  With 
ὄeὅpectΝtoΝώock’ὅΝὅuἹἹeὅtionΝthatΝIύἦhomaὅΝemeὄἹedΝwithinΝaΝὄuὄalΝcontext,ΝὅeeΝeὅpeciallyΝ
Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 187-91.  In regard to his belief that this narrative was a 
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            However, the most problematic issue with regard to IGThomas centers 
around the shape and size of the text.  For, as Ehrman and Pleše note, the extant 
‘ύὄeekΝmanuὅcὄiptὅΝthatΝcontainΝtheΝaccountΝdiἸἸeὄΝὄadicallyΝἸὄomΝoneΝanotheὄ,Ν
withΝentiὄeΝchapteὄὅΝmiὅὅinἹΝἸὄomΝὅomeΝwitneὅὅeὅΝandΝpὄeὅentΝinΝotheὄὅ’έΝ56 
            Nonetheless, this problem did not inhibit the spread of much of this 
narrative.  This is indicated, in part, by theΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝIύἦhomaὅΝ‘iὅΝἸoundΝinΝaΝ
considerable number of manuscripts, both Greek and versional’.57  While there 
are only fourteen separate manuscripts of this infancy gospel in Greek, the 
narrative is much moreΝcommonΝ‘aὅΝpaὄtΝoἸΝlaὄἹeὄΝὅtoὄyΝcollectionὅ’, and it is 
through this kind of format that the IGThomas was often disseminated.58  The 
number and diversity of the manuscripts in other languages is quite substantial 
and includes texts in Latin, Syriac, Armenian, Ethiopic, Arabic, Georgian, 
Slavonic and several other European and Slavic languages.59  χaὅἹaaὄd’ὅΝ
discussion on the dissemination of the narrative is quite illuminating and 
highlights the fact that it would have been available and accessible to a wide 
variety of peoples in many different geographical locales.  He writes: 
The diversity of languages into which the material was spread and the 
ἸaiὄlyΝhiἹhΝmanuὅcὄiptΝnumbeὄΝinΝὅomeΝveὄὅionὅΝatteὅtΝtoΝIύἦ’ὅΝbὄoadΝ
appeal.  The quick and broad dissemination of the short form also supports 
this.  Already in the third to fourth centuries it had spread from Greek to 
Latin (West) and Syriac (East), and was by the fifth to sixth centuries 
known in Armenian and Georgian (North-East) and Ethiopic (South).  
And it was well-known in reworked and combined forms in Irish and 
Arabic in the seventh to early eighth centuries.60  
                                                                                                                                                              
creative product of eastern Christianity, see Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 181 and Ehrman 
andΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 5. 
    
56
 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 3.  
    
57
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 180.  Significant study of the manuscripts has been 
detailed in Chartrand-ψuὄke,Ν‘InἸancyΝύoὅpel’,Νppέΰίΰ-33, 245-64, and 277-88. 
    
58
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 181. 
    
59
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 181-85.  
    
60
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 184-85. 
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Certainly these numbers and the diversity of the texts confirms this narrative was 
both widely circulated and very popular.61  Thus, Aasgaard concludes that there 
‘iὅΝnoΝὅiἹnΝthatΝtheΝmateὄialΝwaὅΝtheΝὄeὅeὄveΝoἸΝὅomeΝὅpecialΝtheoloἹicalΝmilieuνΝ
rather, it appears to have been embraced and forwarded by early Christianity at 
laὄἹeέ’62  And, yet, there is no direct evidence that the portrayals of Joseph in this 
narrative, as the strong, compassionate, and engaged parent and father of Jesus, 
were adopted by later Christian writers and artists.  Nonetheless, Joὅeph’ὅΝpoὄtὄaitΝ
in the IGThomas represents an important literary witness to the development of 
the Wirkungsgeschichte of the Joseph tradition.  
The Purpose of the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 
As was the case with respect to the IGJames, it is also the case in regard to this 
second non-canonic narrative that the title attributed to this document might 
suggest it is very similar to the canonic gospels.  However, readers quickly 
discover that this is not the case for the IGThomas consists of new stories about 
the character and life of Jesus between the ages of five and twelve years and make 
‘knownΝtheΝextὄaoὄdinaὄyΝchildhoodΝdeedὅΝoἸΝouὄΝδoὄdΝJeὅuὅΝωhὄiὅt’Ν(ΰέΰ)έ63  But 
                                                          
    
61
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 184-κηέΝΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocrpyhal Gospels, 
p. 3, also acknowledge its popularity.  At the same time, the dissemination and popularity of the 
Infancy Gospel of Thomas with its foci that include significant attention to the nature of the 
relationship between Jesus and Joseph, may help explain later positive representations of Joseph 
and portrayals of his relationship with Jesus as well as less positive and even negative portrayals.  
     With respect to the possible influence of the Infancy Gospel of Thomas on art, there appears to 
be only limited evidence that (unlike the influence of the Infancy Gospel of James) it exercised 
much influence on the creation and shaping of Christian art.  In this regard, again, see Aasgaard, 
ἦheΝωhildhoodΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ,ΝppέΝΰθλΝandΝΰιἁέΝΝώeΝnoteὅΝthatΝwhileΝceὄtainΝ‘elementὅ’Νas the 
pὄeὅentationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝaΝ‘younἹΝmiὄacleΝwoὄkeὄ’ΝandΝaΝ‘deliveὄeὄΝἸὄomΝὅickneὅὅΝandΝdeath’,ΝἸoundΝ
in its narrative, may be found in later art and some specific parallels may be drawn between the 
InἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅΝandΝ‘aΝἸewΝaὄtiὅticΝdepictionὅΝ…ΝinΝeleventh-to-fifteenth century 
material’, its influence upon later art appears slight. With respect to this, also see Cartlidge and 
Elliott, Art and the Christian Apocrypha, pp. 106-16.  
    
62
 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 185. 
    
63
 The exception to this is the story in the final chapter, chapter nineteen, of the IGThomas is a 
rendition of the account of Jesus in the temple found in Lk. 2.41-52.  Chartrand-ψuὄke,Ν‘ἦheΝ
InἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅ’,ΝppέΝἁλι-98 and Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p. 129, both 
believe the narrator of this apocryphal gospel did not see a need to reinterpret the nativity accounts 
in the canonic gospels.  Rather the narrator had other concerns, especially the concern to provide 
an account of the childhood of Jesus not found in the canonic gospels.   
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itΝdoeὅΝmoὄeΝthanΝjuὅtΝὄelateΝtheὅeΝ‘deedὅ’,ΝaὅΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše, recognize.  These 
ὅtoὄieὅΝὅeὄve,ΝaὅΝthoὅeΝoἸΝotheὄΝancientΝbioἹὄapheὄὅ,Ν‘toΝadumbὄateΝtheΝoutὅtandinἹΝ
featureὅΝoἸΝtheiὄΝ(pὄotaἹoniὅtὅ’)ΝpeὄὅonalitieὅΝthatΝcameΝtoΝἸullΝexpὄeὅὅionΝinΝdeedὅΝ
duὄinἹΝtheiὄΝadulthoodὅέ’64  Further, IGThomas, in sharp contrast to IGJames, also 
reveals significant details about the nature and character of the relationship 
between Joseph and Jesus, who are explicitly and implicitly identiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν
andΝ‘ὅon’,ΝwhileΝpὄovidinἹΝonlyΝlimitedΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝtheΝnatuὄeΝandΝchaὄacteὄΝ
of the relationship between Mary and Jesus.  Therefore, IGThomas offers much 
additional detail that expands the portrait of Joseph.  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 
A brief summary of the IGThomas suggests the priority given to Joseph.  
Organized, in part, on the basis of four chronological stages within the childhood 
of Jesus (at ages five, seven, eight, and twelve), the narrator relates the 
development of Jesus, during this period, in nineteen chapters.65  In the first 
chapter readers are briefly introduced to the author who identifies himself as 
‘ἦhomaὅΝtheΝIὅὄaelite’ΝandΝclaimὅΝtoΝbeΝaddὄeὅὅinἹΝhiὅΝwoὄdὅΝtoΝ‘allΝmyΝnon-
JewiὅhΝbὄotheὄὅΝandΝὅiὅteὄὅ’ΝinΝoὄdeὄΝ‘toΝmakeΝknownΝtheΝextὄaoὄdinaὄyΝchildhood 
deeds of our Lord Jesus Christ …’(1.1).66   
   Next, they are introduced to a long selection of stories that they are told 
took place when Jesus was five-years-old, and which span several chapters and 
                                                                                                                                                              
See also, Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 105.  Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 99, bases his 
translation, which covers pp. 104-ζἁ,ΝuponΝtheΝύὄeekΝtextΝoἸΝἦiὅchendoὄἸΝχ,ΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝ‘ὅtandaὄdΝ
textΝἸoὄΝtὄanὅlationὅΝandΝὅtudieὅ’ΝoἸΝthiὅΝnaὄὄativeΝalthouἹhΝheΝhaὅΝincoὄpoὄatedΝΝὅomeΝchanἹeὅΝheΝ
deems appropriate (p. 101).  Chartrand-Buὄke,Ν‘ἦheΝInἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅ’,ΝppέΝἁίη-11, 
believes the Elijah and Elisha narratives were possibly examples and sources for the narrator of 
the Infancy Gospel of Thomas.  As Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, p.  9, notes, Chartrand-
ψuὄkeΝthinkὅΝ‘the pὄoblematicΝἸeatuὄeὅΝ(oἸΝthiὅΝ“Ἱoὅpel”)ΝὅuchΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝcuὄὅinἹΝcanΝbeΝexplainedΝ
onΝthiὅΝbaὅiὅ,ΝὅinceΝὅuchΝactivityΝiὅΝalὅoΝattὄibutedΝtoΝthemΝ(ϋlijahΝandΝϋliὅha)’έ 
    
64
 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 6.  
    
65
 There is considerable debate about which text is the closest to the original text of this 
narrative. Extensive discussion of this can be found in Chartrand-ψuὄke,Ν‘ἦheΝInἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝ
ἦhomaὅ’,ΝppέΝΰἁζ-244.  However, as noted, for the purposes of this examination, the Greek text of 
TiὅchendoὄἸ’ὅΝχΝ,ΝuὅedΝbyΝώock,ΝiὅΝἸollowedΝheὄeέ 
    
66
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 105. 
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detailΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝJeὅuὅΝinΝthiὅΝpeὄiodΝ(ἀέΰ-10.4).  This lengthy 
selection begins with three accounts of the divine power exhibited by Jesus.  This 
set of stories about the powers of Jesus are then followed by a lengthy series of 
three related narratives, in 6.1-8.4, thatΝdetailΝJoὅeph’ὅΝattemptὅΝtoΝhaveΝtheΝ
teacheὄΝZacchaeuὅΝinὅtὄuctΝJeὅuὅΝandΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄeactionὅΝtoΝtheὅeΝattemptὅνΝallΝoἸΝ
which proved futile.  Afterwards, two miracle stories are presented, in 9.1-10.4, in 
which, once again, Jesus brings healing to people.  But, Joseph is not featured in 
either of these.  Subsequently, the readers are introduced to a smaller selection of 
stories, covering events when Jesus was six and eight in which he performed 
miracles for his own family.  These stories are found in 11.1-13.4.67  They, in 
turn, are followed by other attempts by Joseph to find instruction for Jesus in 
14.1-ΰηέιέΝΝτnceΝaἹain,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝattemptὅΝinitiallyΝendΝin failure. However, 
ὄeὅolutionΝoveὄΝthiὅΝmatteὄΝiὅΝἸinallyΝὄeachedΝwhen,ΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝlaὅtΝattemptΝtoΝἸindΝ
instruction for his son (15.1-7), Jesus demonstrates to the teacher,ΝaΝ‘cloὅeΝἸὄiend’Ν
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅ thatΝ‘alὄeadyΝhe’ὅΝἸullΝoἸΝἹὄaceΝandΝwiὅdom’Ν(ΰηέθ).68  Thus, the 
teacheὄΝtellὅΝJoὅephΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝnotΝinΝneedΝoἸΝinὅtὄuctionΝandΝaὅkὅΝhimΝ‘toΝtake 
himΝbackΝhome’Ν(ΰηέθ)έ69  Afterwards, the readers are then presented a series of 
three additional miracle stories in which Jesus saves his brother James from a 
deadly snake bite (16.1-2), brings a child back to life befoὄeΝaΝ‘cὄowdΝoἸΝ
onlookeὄὅ’Ν(ΰιέΰ-4), and does the same with a man who has fallen from the top of 
a building (18.1-3).70  Finally, in the last chapter, 19.1-13, they encounter a 
representation of the Lukan account of Jesus in the temple in which his mother, 
notably, has a more prominent role than Joseph.  Nevertheless, as this summary 
indicateὅ,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝἹivenΝpὄioὄityΝaὅΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝandΝpaὄentΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝthὄouἹhoutΝ
this narrative. 
                                                          
    
67
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 129.     
    
68
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 137.  
    
69
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 137.   
    
70
 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 137 and 139.   
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      However, few ὅcholaὄὅΝhaveΝἸoὄmallyΝacknowledἹedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝ
in the IGThomas or examined his portrayal in detail.71  Thus, in order to achieve a 
better understanding of the evolution and history of reception of the early gospel 
portrayals of Joseph, it is necessary to examine his portrayal in the IGThomas and 
give it appropriate consideration.  Having briefly addressed the issues of the date, 
provenance, language, purpose, and content of this narrative, it is now appropriate 
to turn to the characterization of Joseph within it.   
            Joseph is referred to by name thirty-one times (2.4 and 5; 3.3 and 4; 4. 4; 
5.1 and 4; 6.1, 2, 3, 4, 13 and 14; 7. 4 and 11; 12.3; 13.2 [2], 3, and 4; 14.1, 2, and 
5 [2]; 15.1, 2, 5, 6, and 7; 16.1; and 17.1).  In addition, the readers also find 
Joseph  deὅcὄibedΝaὅΝ‘Jeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄ’Ν(ἀέζΝandΝΰἁέΰ)ΝandΝ‘hiὅΝ(Jeὅuὅ’)ΝἸatheὄ’ (12.1 
and 13.2 and 4).72  Additionally, they learn that Jesus also identifies Joseph as 
‘myΝἸatheὄ’Ν(θέζ) and, throughout the narrative, responds to Joseph as his father.  
Similarly, Jesus is identified by others, in conversation with Joseph, aὅΝ‘youὄΝ
[Joὅeph’ὅ]Νboy’Ν(ἀέζΝandΝἁέζ)ΝandΝiὅΝlateὄΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅ ‘hiὅΝ[Joὅeph’ὅ]Νchild’Ν(ηέΰΝ
and 15.7).73  The focus of IGThomas upon the relationship between Joseph and 
Jesus is further highlighted by the fact that the first reference to the mother of 
Jesus does not occur until 11.1 and little interest is shown in her relationship with 
Jesus.74   
                                                          
    
71
 Two scholars have reflected on select aspects of the role of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of 
Thomas, notably, Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 85-90; and Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, 
pp. 56, 58, 60-61, 64, 66, 75, 76-79, 108, 109, 110, 112, 157-58, and 163 but neither has engaged 
in a thorough examination of his portrayal.  In turn, others have only briefly acknowledged the 
ὄoleΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝtheΝInἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅέΝΝInΝthiὅΝὄeἹaὄd,ΝὅeeΝόoὅteὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝ
St. Joseph in Netherlandish Art, 1400-ΰηηί’,ΝppέΝλ-19; and Lienhard, St. Joseph, pp. 7 and 9-10, 
and Chartrand-ψuὄke,Ν‘ἦheΝInἸancyΝύoὅpelΝoἸΝἦhomaὅ’,ΝpέΝζίίέΝΝΝΝΝ 
    
72
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 107, 129, and 131[3]. 
    
73
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 107, 109, 111, 113, and 137.  There are also further allusions 
to Joseph beinἹΝtheΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅέΝΝSeeΝ(‘youΝhaveΝὅuchΝaΝboy’ΝandΝ‘teachΝhimΝtoΝbleὅὅΝandΝnotΝ
cuὄὅe’),ΝζέζΝandΝ(‘YouΝhaveΝaΝbὄiἹhtΝchildΝέέέ’),Νθέἀέ 
    
74
 InΝΰΰέΰΝandΝὅeveὄalΝotheὄΝplaceὅ,ΝὅheΝiὅΝὄeἸeὄὄedΝtoΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’Ν(ΰΰέΰ,ΝἁΝandΝζνΝΰζέηνΝΰλέθΝ
andΝΰλέΰΰ[ἀ])έΝΝSimilaὄly,ΝὅheΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘theΝmotheὄΝoἸΝthiὅΝchild’ΝinΝΰλέκέΝΝόinally,ΝὅheΝiὅΝ
identified by name, but surprisingly, only once, at the endΝoἸΝtheΝdocument,ΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄΝεaὄy’Ν
(19.6). 
Joseph and Mary are only conjoined and directly engaged with one another within the narrative 
on two occasions, in 14.5 and in the account of 19.1-12.  Further, they are only referred to 
toἹetheὄ,ΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝpaὄentὅ’,ΝonΝaΝἸewΝoccaὅionὅΝ(ΰλέΰ,Νἀ,ΝandΝΰΰ)έΝΝ 
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     The first references to Joseph in the IGThomas occur early in the 
narrative, in 2.1-7 and 3.1-4, in two related episodes about the miraculous powers 
of Jesus at age five.  ώeὄe,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝintὄoducedΝtoΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὅΝ‘Joὅeph,ΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
Ἰatheὄ’Ν(ἀέζ)ΝandΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘youὄΝboy’Ν(ἀέζ)έ75  Thus, their relationship 
as father and son is confirmed.  Within a short time it is also demonstrated for the 
ὄeadeὄὅΝwhenΝJoὅephΝὄeὅpondὅΝtoΝtheΝcomplaintΝoἸΝ‘aΝJew’ΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝ‘haὅΝviolatedΝ
theΝὅabbath’Ν(ἀέζ)έ76  Revealing his own adherence to the sabbath, and his 
responsibility for Jeὅuὅ’Νbehavioὄ,ΝJoὅephΝὃuicklyΝappὄoacheὅΝJeὅuὅΝandΝὅhoutὅ,Ν
‘WhyΝaὄeΝyouΝdoinἹΝwhat’ὅΝnotΝpeὄmittedΝonΝtheΝSabbathς’(ἀέη)έ77    
       This episode is followed by a related one in 3.1-4 in which the readers 
leaὄnΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝconἸὄontationΝwithΝaΝyounἹΝboyΝ(‘theΝὅonΝoἸΝχnnaὅΝtheΝὅcholaὄ’,Ν
3.1) that makes the young boy wither away.78  Shortly afterwards the parents of 
theΝyounἹΝboyΝἹatheὄΝtheiὄΝ‘witheὄed’ΝὅonΝandΝbὄinἹΝhimΝtoΝJoὅeph,ΝaccuὅinἹΝhim 
andΝὅayinἹμΝ‘It’ὅΝyouὄΝἸaultΝ- youὄΝboyΝdidΝallΝthiὅ’Ν(ἁέζ)έ79   
         These two stories are, in turn, connected to two accompanying accounts in 
chs. 4 and 5 (4.1-5.6), that also reveal the amazing powers of the five-year-old 
Jesus.  In the first account Jesus is walking in his village when, as the readers 
leaὄn,Ν‘aΝboyΝὄanΝbyΝandΝbumpedΝhimΝonΝtheΝὅhouldeὄ’Ν(ζέΰ)έ80  χnἹὄyΝatΝtheΝboy’ὅΝ
act,ΝtheΝyounἹΝJeὅuὅΝtellὅΝhimΝthatΝheΝwillΝnotΝ‘continue’ΝhiὅΝjouὄneyΝ(ζέΰ)ν a 
declaὄationΝthatΝiὅΝἸollowedΝbyΝtheΝboy’ὅΝcollapὅeΝandΝdeathέ81  ώoweveὄ,ΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
actionὅΝalὅoΝleadΝtheΝ‘paὄentὅΝoἸΝtheΝdeadΝboy’Ν(ζέζ),ΝaὅΝotheὄὅΝbeἸoὄeΝ(ἁέζ),ΝtoΝ
appὄoachΝJoὅephΝandΝblameΝhimΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅ’ΝactionὅέΝΝInΝtheΝpὄoceὅὅ,ΝtheyΝiὅὅueΝanΝ
                                                                                                                                                              
With regard to the specific designations and titles attributed to characters within the holy 
Ἰamily,ΝitΝiὅΝalὅoΝinteὄeὅtinἹΝtoΝnoteΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝὅometimeὅΝὄeἸeὄὄedΝtoΝaὅΝ‘theΝchild’Ν(θέΰΰ,ΰη,ΰθνΝ
7.1; 8.1 and ἁνΝΰίέζνΝΰἀέΰ[ἀ]νΝΰἁέἀ,ἁΝandΝζνΝΰζέΰ,ΝἀΝandΝηνΝΰηέΰ,ἀ,ΝandΝινΝΰιέἀνΝandΝΰλέἀ)ΝoὄΝ‘thiὅΝ
child’Ν(θέἁ,λ[ἀ]νΝιέἁ,ζ,λνΝΰἁέζνΝΰηέθνΝΰιέζνΝΰκέἁΝandΝΰλέκ)ΝoὄΝevenΝ‘thiὅΝboy’Ν(ζέἁ)ΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄativeνΝaΝ
designation that appears to set him apart from other children as well as the adults in the text. 
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 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 107. 
    
76
 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, p. 107. 
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ultimatumΝtoΝJoὅephΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝhiὅΝἸamily’ὅΝὄeὅidenceΝwithinΝtheΝvillaἹeΝandΝ
tell Joseph what he must do.  They sayμΝ‘ψecauὅeΝyouΝhaveΝὅuchΝaΝboy,ΝyouΝcan’tΝ
live with us in the village or else teach him to bless and not curse.  ώe’ὅΝkillinἹΝ
ouὄΝchildὄen!’(ζέζ)82  Thus, through these stories, the readers are informed that 
those living in the village with Joseph believe he is the father of Jesus (2.4, 3.3, 
and 3.4).  They treat Joseph as though (and apparently he, alone) is responsible 
ἸoὄΝhiὅΝchild’ὅΝbehavioὄ,ΝandΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝὄeὅponὅibleΝἸoὄΝteachinἹΝJeὅuὅΝ
to use his powers for the good of others (2.4 and 3.4).  The assumption behind the 
ultimatumΝoἸΝtheΝdeadΝchild’ὅΝpaὄentὅΝappeaὄὅΝtoΝbeΝthatΝiἸΝJoὅephΝwillΝ‘teach’Ν
(4.4) JeὅuὅΝtoΝuὅeΝhiὅΝpoweὄὅΝinΝpoὅitiveΝwayὅΝ(‘toΝbleὅὅΝandΝnotΝcuὄὅe’,Νζέζ) that 
his family may be able to continue to reside in the village.83    
            In light of this the readers are likely not surprised when Joseph summons 
Jesus and confronts the five-year-oldΝ‘inΝpὄivate’ΝandΝὅayὅμΝ‘WhyΝaὄeΝyouΝdoinἹΝallΝ
thiὅςΝΝἦheὅeΝpeopleΝaὄeΝὅuἸἸeὄinἹΝandΝὅoΝtheyΝhateΝandΝhaὄaὅὅΝuὅ’Ν(ηέΰ)έ84  Jesus, in 
tuὄn,ΝὄeὅpondὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄoteὅtΝbyΝpὄomiὅinἹΝthatΝheΝwillΝ‘keepΝὃuietΝἸoὄΝyouὄΝ
ὅake’Ν(ηέἀ)έ85  Even so, the readers discover that despite his promise, Jesus quickly 
abandonὅΝthiὅΝcommitmentΝandΝcauὅeὅΝ‘theΝpaὄentὅΝoἸΝtheΝdeadΝboy’ΝtoΝbecomeΝ
blind (4.4 and 5.2).86  As a result, this exacerbates the situation and leads Joseph 
toΝἹetΝanἹὄyΝandΝἹὄabΝJeὅuὅ’ΝeaὄΝ(ηέζ)έΝΝχὅΝaΝὄeὅult,ΝJeὅuὅΝlaὅheὅΝoutΝatΝJoὅephΝandΝ
ὅayὅμΝ‘It’ὅΝoneΝthinἹΝἸoὄΝyouΝtoΝὅeekΝandΝnotΝἸindνΝit’ὅΝὃuiteΝanotheὄΝἸoὄΝyouΝtoΝactΝ
this unwisely’Ν(ηέη),ΝaΝὅtatementΝthatΝmiἹhtΝleadΝὄeadeὄὅΝtoΝimaἹineΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝ
ὅuἹἹeὅtinἹΝthatΝJoὅephΝlackὅΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝoἸΝhiὅΝὅon’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝpuὄpoὅeέ87  The 
limitὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅpiὄitualΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝandΝtheΝlimitὅΝoἸΝhiὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝ
Jesus also appear to be impliedΝinΝJeὅuὅ’ΝwoὄdὅΝtoΝJoὅephμΝ‘Don’tΝyouΝknowΝthatΝIΝ
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don’tΝὄeallyΝbelonἹΝtoΝyouς’Ν(ηέθ)έ88  Thus, Jesus appears to draw a line, separating 
himὅelἸΝἸὄomΝJoὅeph,ΝwhileΝὅuἹἹeὅtinἹΝtheὄeΝaὄeΝὄealΝlimitationὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
ἸatheὄhoodέΝΝχtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝJeὅuὅ’ΝnextΝwoὄdὅ,Ν‘Don’tΝmakeΝmeΝupὅet’Ν(ηέθ),Ν
seem to assert his dominance over Joseph.89  Therefore, as the account in ch. 5 
draws to an end, the readers perceive that a certain tension has emerged between 
Joseph and Jesus.  As such, in these two accounts they learn more about the 
nature of the relationship between Joseph and Jesus and the challenges Joseph 
faces as he attempts toΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝandΝ‘paὄent’ΝtheΝchildΝJeὅuὅέΝΝ 
            As the narration unfolds at the beginning of ch. 6,ΝJeὅuὅ’ΝbehavioὄΝevokeὅΝ
awe as well as sympathy from the figure of a teacher named, Zacchaeus.  On the 
oneΝhand,ΝZacchaeuὅ’Νinitial private reaction to Jesus, in which he says to himself, 
‘ώeΝiὅΝjuὅtΝaΝchildΝandΝὅayinἹΝthiὅ!’Νwould remind the readers of some of the 
villaἹeὄὅ’ΝpὄioὄΝattitudeΝtowaὄdΝJeὅuὅΝandΝmiἹhtΝnotΝὅuὄpὄiὅeΝthemΝ(5.3 and 6.1).90  
On the other hand, filledΝwithΝὅympathyΝἸoὄΝJoὅeph’s dilemma, Zacchaeus 
summons the troubled father, saying, ‘YouΝhaveΝaΝbὄiἹhtΝchild,Νand he has a good 
mind …  I’llΝteachΝhimΝeveὄythinἹΝheΝneedὅ to know so as not to be unruly’(θέἀ).91  
In light of Jeὅuὅ’ΝpὄioὄΝbehavioὄΝthe readers may well understand Joὅeph’ὅΝ
skepticiὅmΝaboutΝZacchaeuὅ’Νoffer (6.2) and wouldΝlikelyΝempathiὐeΝwithΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
waὄninἹΝtoΝZacchaeuὅΝthatΝ‘σoΝoneΝiὅΝableΝtoΝὄuleΝthiὅΝchildΝexceptΝύodΝ
alone’(θέἁ)έ92  Further, their sense of the challenge facing Joseph would intensify 
even more with the bold declaration Jesus directs toward his prospective teacher, 
Zacchaeus. 
            If you wish to be a perfect teacher, liὅtenΝtoΝmeΝandΝI’llΝteachΝyouΝwisdom 
that no one else knows except for me and the one who sent me to you. It’ὅΝ
you who happen to be my student ... (IGThomas 6.6-7).93 
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        σonetheleὅὅ,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝwouldΝlikelyΝcompὄehendΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdeciὅionΝtoΝ
accept Zacchaeuὅ’ΝoἸἸeὄΝtoΝteachΝJeὅuὅΝ(an offer that will play out within this long 
cycle of stories in 6.1-8.4), in part, in light of earlier demands of his fellow 
villagers who insisted Jesus be taught how to use his knowledge and power for 
good (4.4, 6.2 and 14).94  So the readers may well interpret Joseph’ὅΝeἸἸoὄtΝaὅ both 
natural and logical, the kind of thing that the parent of Jesus may well be expected 
to do in order to attempt to harness and discipline the amazing prowess of his 
child.  However, Zacchaeus is unsuccessful and after a short time he asks Joseph 
toΝ‘takeΝhimΝ(Jeὅuὅ)ΝbackΝtoΝyouὄΝhouὅe’Ν(ιέΰΰ)έ95      
        όollowinἹΝthiὅΝaccountΝandΝtheΝintὄoductionΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Νmotheὄ,ΝJoseph 
reappears in chs.12 and 13, in the context of two miracle stories.96  Here, 
intriguingly, there is no evidence of the prior tension between Joseph and Jesus.  
Instead, in both stories, Joseph joyfully welcomes and responds to the amazing 
powers of his child.  In the first account, the now eight year old, assists Joseph, 
who is sowing, and his assistance results in a crop so large that Joseph and Jesus 
are able to provide for all the poor in their village (12.1-4).97 
        In the second story, in ch. 13, Jesus miraculously resolves a problem his 
father has created in his poor carpentry of a bed for a rich man.  Joseph has cut 
one of the boards for the bed too short.  In his fear, Joseph turns to Jesus who 
miraculously expands the size of the board in order that it might properly fit the 
bedΝandΝὅatiὅἸyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcuὅtomeὄΝ(13.1-4).98  Thus, in these stories the readers 
witness a new level of cooperation between Joseph and Jesus that leads the child 
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to help his father in ways that not only benefit Joseph (13.1-4) but those in their 
village who once wished them ill (12.1-4).  They also witness, in these two 
accounts, something of a role reversal.  While Joseph still takes the lead in 
matters, Jesus offers assistance, through his miraculous powers, that substantially 
enhances the efforts of Joseph (13.1-4).  In the first story this is seen in the 
immenὅeΝhaὄveὅtΝpὄoducedΝἸὄomΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὅimpleΝὅowinἹΝoἸΝ‘oneΝmeaὅuὄeΝoἸΝἹὄain’Ν
(12.1) that is so great that it enables Joseph toΝἸeedΝ‘allΝtheΝpooὄΝinΝtheΝvillaἹe’ 
(12.3).99    
         The next set of references to Joseph (in chs. 14 and15), also relate 
attempts by Joseph to find a teacher to instruct Jesus.  In the first episode, detailed 
in 14.1-5, Joseph takes Jesus to a new teacher with the hope that his son will 
respond to instruction.100  But,ΝtheΝnewΝteacheὄΝὄapidlyΝtiὄeὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
unὄeὅponὅiveneὅὅΝandΝhitὅΝJeὅuὅΝ‘onΝtheΝhead’Ν(ΰζέζ)έ101  In response, the readers 
leaὄnΝthatΝ‘JeὅuὅΝἹotΝanἹὄyΝandΝcuὄὅed’ΝtheΝteacheὄΝwhoΝ‘immediatelyΝloὅtΝ
consciousness and fell face downΝonΝtheΝἹὄound’Ν(ΰζέζ)έ102  Afterwards, Jesus 
ὄetuὄnὅΝ‘toΝJoὅeph’ὅΝhouὅe’ΝwheὄeΝJoὅeph,ΝupὅetΝbyΝtheΝactionὅΝoἸΝhiὅΝὅon,ΝinὅtὄuctὅΝ
hiὅΝmotheὄΝnotΝtoΝ‘letΝhimΝἹoΝoutὅide,ΝbecauὅeΝthoὅeΝwhoΝannoyΝhimΝendΝupΝdead’Ν
(14.5).103 
         However, matters take a different turn in the second episode in 15.1-7 
whenΝ‘aΝcloὅeΝἸὄiend’ΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝtellὅΝhimμΝ‘SendΝtheΝchildΝtoΝmyΝὅchoolὄoomέΝ
PeὄhapὅΝwithΝὅomeΝἸlatteὄyΝIΝcanΝteachΝhimΝhiὅΝletteὄὅ’Ν(ΰηέΰ)έ104  At this point, 
following all his attempts to provide instruction foὄΝhiὅΝchild,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝ
cautionΝtoΝhiὅΝἸὄiend,Ν‘IἸΝyouΝcanΝmuὅteὄΝtheΝcouὄaἹe,Νbὄotheὄ,ΝtakeΝhimΝwithΝyou’Ν
(15.2), reveal that he is at his wits end.105  Accordingly, the readers would 
understand the surprise of Joseph when, after some time, the teacher tells Joseph, 
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uponΝhiὅΝappὄoachΝtoΝtheΝclaὅὅὄoom,Ν‘ψὄotheὄ,ΝpleaὅeΝknowΝthatΝIΝacceptedΝthiὅΝ
childΝaὅΝaΝὅtudent,ΝbutΝalὄeadyΝhe’ὅΝἸullΝoἸΝἹὄaceΝandΝwiὅdomέΝΝSo,ΝI’mΝaὅkinἹΝyou,Ν
bὄotheὄ,ΝtoΝtakeΝhimΝbackΝhome’Ν(ΰηέθ)έ106  In turn, they would also comprehend 
Joὅeph’ὅΝpleaὅuὄeΝandΝὄelieἸΝonceΝheΝheaὄὅΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝtheΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝtheΝ
teacheὄμΝ‘ψecauὅeΝyouΝhaveΝὅpokenΝandΝteὅtiἸiedΝὄiἹhtly,ΝthatΝotheὄΝteacheὄΝwhoΝ
waὅΝὅtὄuckΝdownΝwillΝbeΝhealed’Ν(ΰηέι)έ107   For this response of Jesus suggests 
that after much effort and worry, the matters of Jesus’ΝeducationΝandΝbehavioὄΝ
appear to have finally been positively resolved.  Thus, Joseph was able to take 
‘hiὅΝchild’ΝandΝἹoΝhome,ΝaὅΝtheΝteacheὄΝὄecommendedΝ(ΰηέι)έ108  
         There are only two brief reἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝ‘Joὅeph’ΝinΝchs. 16 and 17.109  The 
first is the story of another miraculous healing by Jesus.  This time, Jesus heals 
another son of Joseph (who is curiously introduced for the first time at this point 
within the narrative) identified onlyΝaὅΝ‘hiὅΝ(Joὅeph’ὅ)Νὅon James’, who may be 
ὅomewhatΝoldeὄΝthanΝJeὅuὅΝwho,ΝinΝthiὅΝcaὅe,ΝiὅΝdeὅcὄibedΝaὅΝ‘theΝchildΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
(16.1).110  In turn, in ch. 17, there is only a brief mention of the father of Jesus in 
whichΝὄeἸeὄenceΝiὅΝmadeΝtoΝ‘anΝinἸantΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝneiἹhboὄhood’ΝbecominἹΝ‘ὅick’Ν
and dying (17.1).111 
           Finally, the last set of references to Joseph occurs in the final chapter of the 
IGThomas, ch. 19.  Here, in this representation of the event of Jesus in the temple, 
the readers discover an emphasiὅΝuponΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄΝεaὄy’Ν(ΰλέθ-11), an emphasis 
the readers have not encountered in prior portions of the narrative, not even in the 
earlier portrayal of her in ch. 11 (11.1-4).112  At the same time they also discover 
that the role of Joseph has changed.  He is no longer the sole or primary parent 
juxtaposed with Jesus in the narrative.  Rather, in this last account, he is conjoined 
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with Mary (as he was briefly conjoined with her in 14.5) and formally identified, 
withΝheὄ,ΝaὅΝoneΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘paὄentὅ’Ν(ΰλέΰ,Νἀ,ΝandΝΰΰ)έ113  In turn, in this context, it 
is also the case that the readers realize that Joseph now fulfills his parental 
responsibilities in conjunction with Mary rather than independent of her; as was 
largely the case in the previous eighteen chapters.114 
       So, the IGThomas ends with a shift from an extensive focus upon Joseph 
to a brief but important focus upon Mary in the final pericope of the last chapter 
of the narrative.  Nonetheless, even the inclusion of Mary and the attention given 
her at the end, does not diminish either the prominence or priority given to Joseph 
within the IGThomas. 
         Therefore, the importance of this narrative upon the image and perception 
of Joseph, must be acknowledged.  For the examination of the portrayal of Joseph 
within the IGThomas reveals that this portrayal does expand the canonic 
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        Thus, among other things, at the very end of this narrative, the readers are reminded of the 
importance of Mary in the life of Jesus through both her words and actionὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝthoὅeΝoἸΝ‘theΝ
ὅcholaὄὅΝandΝtheΝPhaὄiὅeeὅ’Ν(ΰλέθ-ΰί)έΝΝόoὄΝinΝthiὅΝencounteὄΝεaὄy’ὅΝintimateΝὄoleΝinΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝ
Jesus is further acknowledged and enhanced for the readers.  Prior to this pericope, aside from the 
brief account in chapter eleven, Mary has remained largely behind the scenes in the story.  
However, in this account she is brought to the foreground of the narrative in a new way and 
cleaὄlyΝaἸἸiὄmedΝἸoὄΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝinΝtheΝἸollowinἹΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝ‘theΝὅcholaὄὅΝandΝtheΝPhaὄiὅeeὅ’Νwho say: 
‘YouΝmoὄeΝthanΝanyΝwomanΝaὄeΝtoΝbeΝconἹὄatulated,ΝἸoὄΝύodΝhaὅΝbleὅὅedΝtheΝἸὄuitΝoἸΝyouὄΝ
womb!’(ΰλέΰί)ΝΝ 
        Additionally, Mary is kept in the foreground in 19.11 where, again, special emphasis is 
placedΝuponΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’ΝaὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝinὅtὄuctedΝthatμΝ‘JeὅuὅΝἹotΝupΝandΝwent with his mother 
andΝwaὅΝobedientΝtoΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅέ’ΝΝΝ 
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portrayals of him and does so largely in very positive ways.  This is seen in the 
numerous additional details related in the accounts of interaction between Joseph 
and Jesus, as well as in their respective and mutual interactions with others within 
this narrative. 
        Subὅeὃuently,ΝὄeadeὄὅΝὄecoἹniὐeΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝiὅΝmuchΝmoὄeΝ
ὅubὅtantialΝthanΝεaὄy’ὅ,ΝandΝthat,ΝaὅΝhaὅΝbeenΝdocumentedΝinΝinnumeὄableΝ
references to him within the IGThomas, he has a much more significant presence 
in most of the narrative.  InΝtuὄn,ΝtheΝuὅualΝὄeleἹationΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Ν‘motheὄ’ΝtoΝὅimpleΝ
domestic tasks (11.1-4 and 14.5; aside from 19.1-13) and her limited appearance 
within the text, further confirms the idea that she ‘leaveὅΝaΝmuch fainter 
impression than Joseph’.115  At the same time, the fact that the primary 
responsibilities (particularly with respect to his behavior and education) for 
parenting Jesus are left to Joseph is also probably quite telling for the readers of 
this narrative and instructive with respect to the proper role of fathers in the care 
of their children.116  Thus, the readers (and, perhaps, particularly male readers), 
might well perceive Joseph as an exemplar and model for them in their own 
parenting.  Subsequently, it seems fair to conclude that the expansion and 
elaboration of Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝand his relationship with Jesus offers significant data 
about the transformation that is taking place in the development of the Joseph 
tradition of Matthew, Luke, and John. 
 
The Infancy Gospel of Thomas and the History of Effects   
A comparison of the portrayal of Joseph in the canonic gospels with the 
representation of Joseph in the IGThomas, leads to the conclusion that their 
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 Aasgaard, The Childhood of Jesus, pp. 109-ΰίέΝΝχaὅἹaaὄd,ΝpέΝΰίλ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝ‘JoὅephΝ…Ν
emeὄἹeὅΝ(inΝthiὅΝnaὄὄative)ΝaὅΝaΝveὄyΝliἸelikeΝἸiἹuὄeέ’ΝΝώeΝἹoeὅΝonΝtoΝaddΝthatΝ‘εaὄyΝandΝJoὅephΝeachΝ
have their distinctive profiles, which very much mirror ancient thinking.  Stated in modern terms:  
Mary has the role of a supporting and protecting mother, Joseph of a controlling and advising 
ἸatheὄέΝΝψutΝ…ΝJoὅephΝemeὄἹeὅΝaὅΝἸaὄΝmoὄeΝimpoὄtantΝἸoὄΝhiὅΝ(Jeὅuὅ’)ΝὅocialiὐationΝ…’Ν(pέΝΰΰί)έ 
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 Aasgard, The Childhood of Jesus,ΝpέΝθθ,ΝbelieveὅΝthiὅΝiὅΝappὄopὄiateέΝΝώeΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘InΝkeepinἹΝ
with ancient practice, Joseph as paterfamilias emeὄἹeὅΝaὅΝhavinἹΝpὄimaὄyΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝἸoὄΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
upbὄinἹinἹέ’ 
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influence is largely limited to the inclusion of significant portions of Lk. 2.41-52 
in the final chapter of the document, ch. 19.  While it is clear that there is a 
dependence upon this canonic pericope, it is also clear that there are significant 
differences between the earlier and later texts, differences that start to emerge 
after verse four of chapter nineteen.117  One of the most striking is the change 
evident in the response of the temple teachers to Jesus.  In Lk. 2.47, the readers 
aὄeΝtoldμΝ‘allΝwhoΝheaὄdΝhimΝweὄeΝamaὐedΝat his understanding and answers’.   In 
contrast, in the IGἦhomaὅ,Νΰλέη,ΝtheΝmiὄaculouὅΝchaὄacteὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄemaὄkὅΝtoΝtheΝ
temple teachers is suggested.118 
        At the same time, significant differences appear in the second half of ch. 
19, in 19.6-13.119  Here, in 19.6-13, in the IGThomas, in contrast to what is found 
in Lk. 2.48-52, the readers note a special emphasis on the role of Mary and her 
relationship with Jesus, as was highlighted in the discussion of chapter 19.120  
Thus, among other things, at the very end of this narrative, the readers are 
reminded of the importance of Mary in the life of Jesus through both her words 
andΝactionὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝthoὅeΝoἸΝ‘theΝὅcholaὄὅΝandΝtheΝPhaὄiὅeeὅ’Ν(ΰλέθ-10); words 
and actions that represent formal changes in the canonic account upon which this 
pericope is based, Lk. 2.48-52.121  These changes include, first, the change from 
theΝδukanΝwoὄdὅ,Ν“WhenΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅΝὅawΝhimΝtheyΝweὄeΝaὅtoniὅhed’,ΝwheὄeΝtheὄeΝ
iὅΝanΝemphaὅiὅΝonΝbothΝpaὄentὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝ‘ώiὅΝmotheὄΝεaὄyΝcameΝup’Ν(ΰλέθ),Ν
which puts the focus on one parent.122  Second, these changes include the 
inὅeὄtionΝoἸΝaΝhiἹhlyΝpoὅitiveΝencounteὄΝbetweenΝ‘theΝὅcholaὄὅΝandΝtheΝPhaὄiὅeeὅ’Ν
in the temple with Mary in regard to her and her relationship to Jesus which 
further highlights her significance for the readers (19.8-10).123  Subsequently, they 
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the Lukan text. 
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also include the special attention given to Mary in 19.11.  In Lk. 2.51 readers 
weὄeΝtoldμΝ‘ἦhenΝheΝ(Jeὅuὅ)ΝwentΝdownΝwithΝthemΝ(JoὅephΝandΝεaὄy)ΝandΝcameΝtoΝ
Nazareth and was obedient to themέ’  Still, in the account in the IGThomas, 
special significance iὅΝplacedΝuponΝ‘hiὅΝmotheὄ’,ΝaὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝinὅtὄuctedΝthatμΝ
‘JeὅuὅΝἹotΝupΝandΝwentΝwithΝhiὅΝmotheὄΝand was obedient to his parents’ 
(19.11).124   
        Finally, it should be noted that examples of the influence of the canonic 
gospels can also be found, among other references and allusions, in the regular 
mention of the main characters of Joseph (including a fascinating reference and 
diὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝhiὅΝwoὄkΝaὅΝ‘aΝcaὄpenteὄ’,Νΰἁέΰ-4), Jesus, and Mary, repeated use of 
the name, Zacchaeus (6.1-8.3) as well as a single reference to Annas (3.1).125            
       Nonetheless, having acknowledged these examples, it can be concluded, 
as was the case with the IGJames, that a close reading of the text of the IGThomas 
reveals that it has little interest in the canonic references related to Joseph.126  As 
such, it is not surprising that a comparison of the references to Joseph in the 
canonic gospels with those in IGThomas reveals that only the specific New 
Testament references and allusions to Joseph in Mk. 6.3, Mt. 13. 55 and in Lk. 
2.41-52 appear in the IGThomas and that these references are limited to chapters 
13, 16, and 19.127  
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 It is notable that IGThomas does not include or adapt numerous references to Joseph in 
εatthew,ΝδukeΝandΝJohnΝthatΝὄevealΝaὅpectὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝnatuὄeΝandΝchaὄacteὄΝἸoundΝinΝtheὅeΝ
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 Further, this comparison also suggests that the desire of the narrator of IGThomas to respond 
both to the need for knowledge and information about the childhood of Jesus and to provide 
guidance to parents and children through the models of Joseph and Jesus in these accounts made 
him less inclined to use extensive references from the canonic narratives.  In turn, it may also help 
explain why Joseph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝinΝtheΝIύἦhomaὅΝiὅΝaὅΝextenὅiveΝaὅΝitΝiὅέΝΝχtΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝitΝalὅoΝ
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The Distinctiveness of the Portrait of Joseph in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 
 
Thus, in conclusion, this infancy gospel offers a portrait of Joseph that stands in 
some tension with the earliest gospel portrayals.  This is evident in additional 
elementὅΝtoΝtheΝ‘chaὄacteὄiὐation’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝthatΝstretch the parameters of the 
conception and image of the Carpenter in early Christianity.  Among these is the 
fact that in this gospel, Joseph is a very active father who continually engages 
with Jesus. This, in itself, puts IGThomas in sharp contrast with IGJames for 
whom Joseph has little to offer.  Further, as Hock notes, this new role for Joseph 
is made even more intriguing by the fact that he is often at odds with his son and 
must regularly discipline him.  And yet, it is in this context of the continuous 
engagement of Joseph with Jesus that this non-canonic narrative reveals a much 
fuller picture of Joseph that presents him as a caring, patient, thoughtful, 
conciliatory, and loving father who embodieὅΝtheΝchaὄacteὄiὅticὅΝoἸΝaΝ‘Ἱood’Ν
father.128  As such, the portrayal of Joseph in the IGThomas (as the portrayal of 
Joseph in the IGJames), responds to the literary challenges of the Leerstellen, 
‘ἹapὅΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄative’Νand the Unbestimmtheitsstellen,Ν‘placeὅΝwheὄeΝthinἹὅΝaὄeΝ
uncleaὄ’, raised by the canonic gospels by providing more information about the 
natuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝJeὅuὅΝandΝtheΝὄoleΝJoὅephΝplayedΝinΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
earthly family.129  In the process, it provides its own thought-provoking and 
paradigmatic portrayal of Joseph.  
 
 
ἦheΝσaὄὄatoὄΝandΝtheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPerceptions and Beliefs about 
Joseph the Carpenter in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas 
 
For these reasons, in light of the priority given to Joseph and the ways in which he 
is characterized and represented in the IGThomas (aside from the brief attention 
directed toΝεaὄy),ΝitΝiὅΝevidentΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄΝandΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝcommunityΝheld 
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Joseph in high regard and believed he was an essential and positive figure in the 
childhood of Jesus.  By presenting Joseph as the primary parent and the most 
prominent adult in the narrative, they offer a more complete portrait of Joseph that 
not only depicts him in multiple roles but also sheds more insight into the breadth 
and depth of his personal relationship with Jesus.  Thus, in this account, Joseph 
can be understood as a caring and loving character as well as a disciplinarian; as 
one who seeks the best for his child as well as one who insists his child respects 
their neighbors; as a real, nurturing father.  As a result, the narrator and the 
naὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝcommunityΝindicateΝthat theyΝbelieveΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄole,ΝaboveΝallΝ
others, was that of pater familias. 
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CHAPTER 6 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the History of Joseph the Carpenter 
 
Introduction 
Having examined two early non-canonic narrative portrayals of Joseph in the 
IGJames and the IGThomas, consideration is now directed toward a third, later 
narrative that, interestingly, bears the name of the primary character of this study 
in its traditional title: the History of Joseph the Carpenter (hereafter abbreviated as 
HJC).  It appears to stand in a period between the composition of the Infancy 
Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew.  Morenz130, James131, and 
Bienert132, and Elliott133 believe the HJC may be dated as early as the fourth or 
fifth century, around two to three hundred years after the compositions of the 
IGJames and the IGThomas, but only Elliott provides specific support for this 
suggestion.  However, Elliott also thinks that it may be dated later since its focus 
is on the glorification of Joseph and this would appear to be more appropriate to a 
later period when ‘ὅaintὅ’Νdayὅ’ΝweὄeΝobὅeὄved.134  Ehrman and Pleše concur and 
ἹoΝὅoΝἸaὄΝaὅΝtoΝὅtateΝthatΝtheΝtextΝwaὅΝ‘likelyΝcompoὅed …ΝinΝtheΝlateΝὅixthΝoὄΝeaὄlyΝ
ὅeventhΝcentuὄyέ’135  They believe this range of dates is more likely because the 
accountΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdeathΝΝiὅΝ‘ὅtὄikinἹlyΝὅimilaὄΝinΝἸoὄmΝandΝcontentΝtoΝvaὄiouὅΝ
                                                          
    130 Siegfried Morenz, Die Geschichte von Joseph dem Zimmermann (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 
1951), p. 112, believes some of the narrative may have been written as early as the third quarter of 
the fourth century. 
    131 Similarly, Montague Rhodes James, The Apocryphal New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon 
Pὄeὅὅ,Νΰληἁ),ΝpέΝκζ,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheΝώiὅtoὄyΝoἸΝJoὅephΝtheΝωaὄpenteὄΝmayΝhaveΝbeenΝwὄittenΝinΝ‘theΝ
ἸouὄthΝcentuὄy’έ 
    132 δikewiὅe,Νψieneὄt,Ν‘ἦheΝRelativeὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’,ΝpέΝζκζ,ΝconcuὄὅΝwithΝthiὅΝὄanἹeΝoἸΝdateὅΝwhen he 
ὅtateὅΝthatΝthiὅΝdocumentΝ‘pὄeὅumablyΝoὄiἹinatedΝ…ΝaboutΝζίίΝ…’ 
    133 Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 111, also concurs when he notes that the 
‘exiὅtenceΝoἸΝtheΝbookΝinΝbothΝmainΝωopticΝdialectὅΝiὅΝoneΝoἸΝtheΝaὄἹumentὅΝthatΝhaveΝbeenΝputΝ
forward in favour of a fourth-ἸiἸthΝcentuὄyΝdateΝἸoὄΝitὅΝcompoὅition’έΝΝInΝaddition,ΝϋlliottΝnoteὅΝthatΝ
theΝ‘millenaὄianΝteachinἹΝoἸΝchέΝἀθ’ΝandΝ‘otheὄΝeὅchatoloἹicalΝteachinἹ’ΝmayΝalὅoΝὅuppoὄtΝdatinἹΝ
the text to this period.  
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sixth-and seventh-century Coptic accounts of the passing of the Virgin Mary 
…’έ136  Therefore, a period of composition that extends from around 350 to 625 
CE seems most appropriate.   
            In regard to the provenance of the narrative, scholars also appear to 
believeΝthiὅΝ‘hiὅtoὄy’ΝoὄiἹinated, as the IGJames and the IGThomas, in a location 
within eastern Christianity.137  Although the precise origin remains a matter of 
debate, it appears that the HJC may have been composed in Egypt.138  This seems 
likely, for three reasons.  First, parallels appear to exist between some of the 
teachings about death in this narrative and comparable teachings found in 
accounts about the death of the Virgin Mary in other Coptic literature.139  Second, 
an Egyptian origin may also be suggested by the early presence of this text in the 
two main Coptic dialects; in toto in the Bohairic dialect and in fragments in the 
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 See the discussions offered by James, The Apocryphal New Testament, pέΝκζνΝΝψieneὄt,Ν‘ἦheΝ
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(trans., Helen Waddell; New York: Vintage Books, 1998).  In this regard also see Ehrman and 
Pleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels,ΝpέΝΰηκέΝἦheyΝnoteΝthatΝ‘χll four manuscript witnesses of the 
Sahidic version, now randomly distributed in three major European collections, originate from the 
same locale-theΝlibὄaὄyΝoἸΝtheΝWhiteΝεonaὅteὄyΝinΝἧppeὄΝϋἹyptέ’ 
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Sahidic dialect.140  όinally,ΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝ‘theΝcult’ΝoἸΝStέΝJoὅephΝ‘waὅΝlonἹΝconἸinedΝ
toΝϋἹypt’ΝmayΝalὅoΝὅuppoὄtΝanΝϋἹyptianΝpὄovenanceέ141   While these factors raise 
the likelihood of this hypothesis, they do not appear able to resolve the question 
of the naὄὄative’ὅΝoὄiἹinΝcompletelyέΝ  
Scholars are also divided with respect to the issue of the original language 
of the text.  Ehrman and Pleše, believe the text was initially composed in a Coptic 
dialect and most likely, Sahidic, although an early complete copy is lost.142  In 
contrast, Morenz and Elliott believe a Greek text lies behind the Coptic ones.143 
However, there appears to be little dispute about the basic  integrity of the 
shape and size of the text as it is found in its three different linguistic redactions 
of Bohairic, Sahidic, and Arabic.144   
            Further, while proof of interest in the text of the HJC is found in the early 
presence of the HJC in texts of two of the main Coptic dialects, Bohairic and Sa-
hidic, and in its presence in early Arabic texts, and in the existence of a later Latin 
translations, there is no extant evidence that it was disseminated beyond the re-
gion of Egypt and its neighboring areas. This, in turn, indicates that it was not 
widely available or accessible and was probably not known to the larger Christian 
community outside these confines or familiar to many writers, artists, and artisans 
beyond these areas.  Additionally, there is no explicit evidence that this narrative 
was incorporated into a later Gothic, Medieval, or Renaissance texts as parts of 
the IGJames, the GPM, and other early Christian non-canonic texts were.  Still 
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further, there is also no evidence that any other writer or theologian within this 
period of time came to share the same passion, found in the HJC, to glorify the 
life of Joseph and to celebrate his feast day for some centuries.  Thus, it seems 
difficult not to conclude that what must have been created or intended as a theo-
logical correction or as an attempt to provide balance to the emphasis typically 
placed upon Mary, failed to meet its objective.145  Finally, with respect to the im-
portance and significance of the HJC, it must be acknowledged that important and 
significant as it was and remains for the study of the evolution of the portrayal of 
Joseph in the early centuries of the Christian church, its influence appears to have 
been diminished as time has passed.   
 
The Purpose of the History of Joseph the Carpenter 
The general purpose of this text, as with the earlier two non-canonic texts, is to 
fill gaps the narrator and his community believe that the canonic accounts did not 
fill. In this case, in contrast to the others, the main concern is to focus on Joseph 
and to relate much more information about his life and death, as well as his 
relationship with Jesus.  
           The HJC consists of a prologue and thirty-two chapters.  In the prologue, 
theΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝinἸoὄmedΝthatΝtheΝnaὄὄativeΝiὅΝentitled,Ν‘ἦhiὅΝiὅΝtheΝdepaὄtuὄeΝἸrom 
the body of our father Joseph, the carpenter, the father of Christ according to the 
flesh’Ν(pὄoloἹue)έ146  In addition, they are told that the source or author of this 
account is Jesus himself, whoΝtoldΝthiὅΝὅtoὄyΝaboutΝ‘theΝliἸeΝoἸΝmyΝἸatheὄΝJoὅeph,Ν
the bleὅὅedΝoldΝcaὄpenteὄ’ΝtoΝhiὅΝ‘diὅcipleὅ’ΝonΝ‘theΝεountΝoἸΝτliveὅ’(ch.1).147   
Subsequently, in chs. 2-11, the readers learn from Jesus, himself, several details 
aboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝoὄiἹinὅ,Νvocationὅ,ΝmaὄὄiaἹe,Νbiological family, first contact with 
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Mary, registration of Mary and Jesus in Bethlehem, presence during the birth of 
Jeὅuὅ,ΝtheΝἸamily’ὅΝeventualΝὄeὅidenceΝinΝσaὐaὄethΝoἸΝύalilee,ΝandΝJeὅuὅ’ΝliἸeΝwithΝ
JoὅephΝandΝεaὄyΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝyounἹeὅtΝchildὄen,ΝJudaὅΝandΝJameὅΝtheΝLess (ch. 
11).148  Following this, they are informed by Jesus about the last days and death of 
Joseph in an extensive recollection that lasts for most of the rest of the narrative 
(chs. 10 and 12-29).149   In the process, they also discover more details about 
Joὅeph’ὅΝliἸeέΝΝInΝthe final three chapters, chs. 30-32, the readers learn about the 
ὄeὅponὅeΝoἸΝtheΝ‘apoὅtleὅ’ΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝwhoΝheaὄdΝ‘theὅeΝthinἹὅΝἸὄomΝouὄΝSavioὄ’ 
(ch.30) and of their reiteration to Jesus of his commission to them, that  
       WhenΝIΝ…ΝὅendΝyouΝtoΝpὄeachΝtheΝholyΝύoὅpel,Νpὄeach also my beloved                             
       father Joseph; and again, Speak these words of life in the testament of his       
       departure from the body; and again, Read the words of this testament on  
       the feast days and on the sacred days … (HJC 30).150 
 
Thus, as the narrative draws to a close, the readers are reminded that Joseph 
remains an important figure in the life of the Christian community and in the story 
of the gospel of Jesus Christ.   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in the History of Joseph the Carpenter 
InΝtheΝώJω,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝdiὅcoveὄΝὅubὅtantialΝdetailὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicance,Ν
background, character and faith (and beliefs), relationship with Jesus (and 
relationship with Mary), and his role as a model and help for others within the 
larger contemporary Christian community that shape the portrait of Joseph in this 
narrative.  Hints of this emerge from the very beginning of the narrative, with the 
introduction of its title and prologue that invite readers to consider the role and the 
significance of Joseph and his position within the larger Christian story and 
gospel.151  Through the title, the prologue, and the first chapter the readers are 
introduced to some of the aforementioned details about Joseph that are addressed 
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in later parts of the text.152  Thus, they learn that Joseph is a very important figure 
whoὅeΝdeathΝandΝliἸeΝoἸἸeὄΝmeaninἹΝandΝhopeΝἸoὄΝthemΝ(‘woὄdὅΝoἸΝliἸe’,Νchέ 30), 
even in their present lives.153  Second, because he is identified within the title as 
‘ouὄΝἸatheὄ’,ΝitΝiὅΝalὅoΝὅuἹἹeὅtedΝthatΝJoὅephΝὅhouldΝbeΝὄecoἹniὐedΝandΝ
acknowledged as a spiritual father for all Christians (prologue).154  Third, at the 
same time, by means of the phrases,Ν‘theΝholyΝoldΝman’ andΝ‘theΝbleὅὅedΝoldΝ
caὄpenteὄ’ and similar phrases, the readers are introduced to specific 
characteristics of this figure (that he is ‘holy’,Ν‘bleὅὅed,’ and ‘old’)ΝthatΝwill 
repeatedly inform their perception and understanding of the figure of Joseph 
(prologue and ch. 1).155  όinally,ΝbyΝmeanὅΝoἸΝtheΝwoὄdΝ‘caὄpenteὄ’,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝ
inἸoὄmedΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅ primary vocation (prologue and ch. 1).156  Thus, these initial 
references, found in the title, prologue, and ch. ΰ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicance,Ν
set the tone, and introduce subjects that will be addressed throughout the 
narrative.               
It can be assumed that the readers have these things in mind when they 
turn to ch. 2 where the focus is largely onΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpaὅtέΝΝSinceΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝpὄeὅentedΝ
as the source of this information, readers are likely not surprised that they are 
provided a host of details.  Thus, it is not unexpected to learn that Joseph was 
‘ἸὄomΝaΝcityΝcalledΝψethlehemΝ…ΝtheΝcityΝoἸΝKinἹΝDavid’Ν(chέ 2) and was 
acknowledἹedΝtoΝbeΝaΝ‘ὅonΝoἸΝDavid’Ν(chὅέ 6, 7, and 17).157  Further, in light of 
what they had been told in the title, prologue, and ch. 1, they are not surprised to 
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diὅcoveὄΝthatΝJoὅephΝwaὅΝ‘wellΝveὄὅedΝinΝtheΝknowledἹeΝandΝcὄaἸtΝoἸΝcaὄpentὄy’Ν
(ch. 2).158  TheΝἸactΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝmoὅtΝoἸtenΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝaΝ‘caὄpenteὄ’ΝandΝἹivenΝ
the full appellationΝ‘JoὅephΝtheΝωaὄpenteὄ’Ν(title,ΝpὄoloἹue,Νchέ 1, and ch. 30), 
indicates this is his primary vocation.159  Jesus also reveals that following the 
Ἰamily’ὅΝὄetuὄnΝἸὄomΝϋἹyptΝthatΝtheyΝὅettledΝinΝσaὐaὄeth,ΝalὅoΝanΝanceὅtὄalΝ
residence, where Joseph wouldΝὄemain,Νwoὄk,ΝandΝbeΝbuὄied,Ν‘nextΝtoΝhiὅΝpaὄentὅ’Ν
(chs. ἀιΝandΝἀλ)έΝΝΝώeὄe,ΝJoὅeph,ΝaἹain,Ν‘woὄkedΝatΝtheΝcὄaἸtΝoἸΝcaὄpentὄyΝandΝweΝ
livedΝἸὄomΝtheΝwoὄkΝoἸΝhiὅΝhandὅ’Ν(chέ 9).160  The readers also learn details about 
Joὅeph’ὅΝeaὄlieὄΝliἸeΝnotΝὅuἹἹeὅtedΝin the title and prologue.  These include that 
JoὅephΝwaὅΝ‘Ἰoὄty’ΝbeἸoὄeΝheΝmaὄὄiedΝ(chέ ΰζ)ΝandΝwaὅΝmaὄὄiedΝἸoὄΝ‘Ἰoὄty-nine 
yeaὄὅ’Ν(chέ ΰζ)ΝtoΝaΝwomanΝwhoΝ‘died’Ν(chὅέ 2 and 14).161  Further, they learn that 
JoὅephΝἸatheὄedΝὅixΝchildὄen,Ν‘ἸouὄΝmaleΝὅonὅΝandΝtwoΝἸemaleΝdauἹhteὄὅ’,Ν(chέ 2) 
with this woman.162   
Accordingly, as a result of this information and other details, they are led 
to understand that Joseph was quite old before he met Mary.163  However, despite 
hiὅΝaἹe,ΝaὄoundΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝtheΝdeathΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝwife, the priests in Jerusalem 
begin to contemplate what they would do about the future care of Mary, who was 
aΝ‘viὄἹin’Ν(chὅέ ἁ,Νζ,ΝandΝη),Ν‘ἹoodΝandΝbleὅὅedΝinΝeveὄyΝmanneὄ’Ν(chέ 3), and had 
lived in the temple for several years (ch. 3).164  Subsequently, the readers learn 
thatΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝ‘ὄeceived’Ν(chέ ζ)ΝbyΝJoὅephΝintoΝ‘hiὅΝhouὅe’Ν(chέ 4).165  Thus, the 
ὄeadeὄὅΝwitneὅὅΝaΝὅpeciἸicΝexampleΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝinΝhiὅΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝtheΝ
priests (and to God).   
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Yet,ΝonceΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝeὅtabliὅhedΝinΝJoὅeph’ὅΝhomeΝheΝ‘tookΝtoΝtheΝὄoadΝtoΝ
woὄkΝinΝcaὄpentὄy’Ν(chέ 4).166  Joὅeph’ὅΝimmediateΝdepaὄtuὄeΝἸollowinἹΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
aὄὄival,ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝdiὅcloὅuὄeΝoἸΝheὄΝaἹeΝ(‘twelve’,Νchέ 3) and unavailability for 
sexual intimacy (she is described as pure and virgin), would imply to the readers 
that the relationship between Joseph and Mary was not like that of a married 
couple,ΝevenΝthouἹhΝὅheΝhaὅΝbeenΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ‘betὄothed’Ν(chὅέ 2 and 
3).167  ώoweveὄ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸamilialΝcommitmentΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝemphaticallyΝ
demonstrated when, upon his arrival in Bethlehem for the registration required by 
ϋmpeὄoὄΝχuἹuὅtuὅ,ΝJoὅephΝ‘hadΝhiὅΝnameΝὄecoὄdedΝbyΝtheΝὅcὄibeμΝ“Joὅeph,ΝtheΝὅonΝ
oἸΝDavid,ΝandΝεaὄyΝhiὅΝwiἸe,ΝandΝJeὅuὅΝhiὅΝὅonΝaὄeΝoἸΝtheΝtὄibeΝoἸΝJudahέ”’168 
Following the birth of Jesus, Joseph remained with Mary, Jesus, Judas, 
and James the Less and lived and acted as the real father of Jesus until Jesus 
reached eighteen or nineteen years of age (chs. 9, 11, 12, and 15) and, Joseph, the 
aἹeΝoἸΝ‘oneΝhundὄedΝandΝelevenΝyeaὄὅ’ (chs. 15 and 29) of age.169 
     Additional hintὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝandΝἸaithΝemeὄἹeΝeaὄlyΝwhen 
JeὅuὅΝdeὅcὄibeὅΝJoὅephΝaὅΝ‘theΝbleὅὅedΝoldΝcaὄpenteὄ’Ν(chέ ΰ),Ν‘aΝὄiἹhteouὅΝman’Ν
(ch. ἀ),Ν‘thiὅΝὄiἹhteouὅΝman’Ν(chέ ἀ),Ν‘theΝἹoodΝoldΝman’Ν(chὅέ ζ,Νι,ΝandΝἀΰ),Ν‘the 
ἹuileleὅὅΝJoὅeph’(chέ η),Ν‘theΝbleὅὅedΝoldΝman’Ν(chὅέ λ,Νΰη,ΝandΝἀζ),Ν‘theΝbleὅὅedΝ
oldΝmanΝJoὅeph’(chὅέΰκΝandΝἁί),ΝandΝ‘theΝὄiἹhteouὅΝoldΝman’(chέ 22).170  
ἦheὄeἸoὄe,ΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝleἸtΝwithΝnoΝdoubtΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝaΝ‘ὄiἹhteouὅ’ΝpeὄὅonέΝ 
    Further, they discover that Joὅeph’ὅΝcommitmentΝtoΝhiὅΝpὄimaὄyΝvocationΝ
oἸΝcaὄpentὄyΝandΝ‘theΝδawΝoἸΝεoὅeὅ’Ν(chὅέ ἀΝandΝλ)ΝwaὅΝὅoΝhiἹhΝthatΝheΝ‘neveὄΝateΝ
bὄeadΝheΝdidΝnotΝeaὄn’Ν(chέ λ)Νand,ΝinΝἸact,Ν‘waὅΝwoὄkinἹΝatΝtheΝcὄaἸtΝoἸΝcaὄpentὄyΝ
until the day he fellΝὅickΝwithΝtheΝillneὅὅΝoἸΝwhichΝheΝwaὅΝtoΝdie’Ν(chέ 29).171 
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      ἦheΝὄeadeὄὅΝalὅoΝleaὄnΝmoὄeΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸaithΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝ
means of particular beliefs he appears to hold.  With regard to his theological 
convictions, they learn that he believes in God, believes he can turn to God in 
times of fear and need (chs. 5-9 and 13), and believes that God addresses him 
directly in dreams (ch. 6) and in other ways, and that he is obligated to obey God 
andΝἸollowΝύod’ὅΝdiὄectionὅΝ(chὅέ 7, 8, and 9).172   
         ἦhiὅΝbecomeὅΝevidentΝinΝJeὅuὅ’ΝὄecollectionΝoἸΝhiὅΝconceptionΝandΝtheΝ
response this evoked in Joseph.  Recounting this event, Jesus states that upon 
diὅcoveὄinἹΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝpὄeἹnant,ΝJoὅephΝinitiallyΝ‘plannedΝtoΝdiὅmiὅὅΝheὄΝὅecὄetly’Ν
(ch. 5).173  Even so,ΝaὅΝJeὅuὅΝὄecallὅ,ΝwithinΝaΝὅhoὄtΝtime,Ν‘inΝtheΝmiddleΝoἸΝtheΝ
niἹht’,ΝinΝtheΝmidὅtΝoἸΝhiὅΝ‘ἹὄieἸ’,Ν‘ύabὄiel,ΝtheΝaὄchanἹelΝoἸΝjoy’,ΝappeaὄedΝtoΝ
Joseph and spoke to him in a dream (chs. 5 and 6).174  Having heard what God 
wanted him to do, the readers learn that Joseph relinquishes his fear, consents to 
‘takeΝεaὄy’Ν(chέ θ)ΝaὅΝhiὅΝ‘wiἸe’Ν(‘youὄΝwiἸe’,Νchέ 6, a designation first made in the 
ὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝεaὄyΝaὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ‘wiἸe’ΝinΝchέ 2) and reassures Mary that he will bind 
himself to her in order to protect her and her child from social ostracism.175  Thus, 
theΝexampleΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝiὅΝexempliἸiedΝbyΝhiὅΝopenneὅὅΝtoΝύodΝinΝ
the midst of his great anxiety, his trust that God will help him, and his willingness 
to do what God requires, despite the difficulty involved. 
        In chs. 8, 9, and 10,ΝJeὅuὅΝὄevealὅΝoneΝexampleΝaἸteὄΝanotheὄΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
efforts to be pater familias, to take care of Mary and him and to provide for their 
protection.176  χὅΝaΝὄeὅult,ΝJeὅuὅΝdiὅcloὅeὅ,ΝonceΝaἹain,ΝtheΝbὄeadthΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
openness to God, trust of God, and willingness to obey God.   
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        InΝtuὄn,ΝinΝtheΝaccountΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄayeὄΝthat follows in ch. 13, the readers 
gain more inὅiἹhtΝintoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸaithΝand spirituality as he openly addresses God 
aὅΝtheΝ‘ύod,ΝtheΝόatheὄΝoἸΝallΝmeὄcyΝandΝtheΝύodΝoἸΝallΝἸleὅh’Ν(chέ 13).177  
ἧnabaὅhedlyΝaddὄeὅὅinἹΝtheΝτneΝheΝalὅoΝcallὅΝ‘theΝδoὄdΝoἸΝmyΝὅoul,Νbody,ΝandΝ
spirit’ΝJoseph asks God to send the angel Michael to comfort and guide him (ch. 
13).178  χlὅoΝdeὅiὄouὅΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝmeὄcy,ΝJoὅephΝpὄayὅΝinΝaΝmanneὄΝὄeminiὅcentΝoἸΝ
theΝpὅalmiὅtὅΝwhenΝheΝaddὅΝ‘O God who judges everyone with equity and 
righteousness, let now your mercy, my Lord, become my solace; for you are the 
fountain of all good. Yours is the glory forever and ever’ (ch. 13).179 
      But, they also learn that, in sharp contrast to his prior prayer in the temple, 
here, Joseph, feeling even closer to his forthcoming death, engages in a prayer of 
woes, of lamentation about his physical and spiritual condition (ch. 16).180 
         InΝchέΝΰι,ΝaἸteὄΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄayeὄΝoἸΝlamentationΝ(whichΝJeὅuὅΝὅeemὅΝtoΝhaveΝ
heaὄd),ΝJeὅuὅΝἹoeὅΝtoΝJoὅephΝandΝὅeekὅΝtoΝcomἸoὄtΝhimέΝΝἧponΝJeὅuὅ’Νaὄὄival,Ν
Joseph cries out, ‘ώailΝmanyΝtimeὅ,ΝmyΝbelovedΝson.  Behold, my soul has rested 
within me a little when I heard your voice’Ν(chέ 17).181  It is at this point that 
Joseph begins to disclose his personal beliefs about Jesus, revealing his 
convictionὅΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝiὅΝdivine,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘YouΝaὄeΝtὄulyΝύod,ΝyouΝaὄe truly the Lord 
…’Ν(chέ 17).182 
          InΝadditionΝtoΝleaὄninἹΝdetailὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicance,ΝbackἹὄound,Ν
andΝchaὄacteὄΝandΝἸaith,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝalὅoΝdiὅcoveὄΝmoὄeΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝ
with Jesus.  By repeatedly acknowledging Joseph as ‘Joὅeph myΝἸatheὄ’,Ν‘myΝ
ἸatheὄΝJoὅeph’ΝoὄΝ‘myΝἸatheὄ’Ν(inΝchὅέ 2, 3, 4[2], 11, 12, 15[3], 17, 18[2], 21[4], 
22[4], 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 31), ‘myΝἸatheὄΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝtheΝἸleὅh’Ν(chs. 2, and 
17), andΝ‘myΝbelovedΝἸatheὄΝJoὅeph’Ν(chὅέ 14, 17[2], 24, 25, 26[2], and 30), Jesus 
challenges the readers to understand that he had a real familial, substantive, and 
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extensive relationship with Joseph, as any son might with any father.183  In the 
context of that relationship, Jesus demonstrated great respect and love toward 
Joseph, just as he did toward Mary (ch. 11).184  Thus, the readers understand that 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝJeὅuὅΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅ parenting of him were critical to his 
growth and development.  Jesus describes growing up in the followinἹΝwayμΝ‘And 
I called Mary my mother and Joseph my father, and I obeyed them in everything 
they told me.  I never contradicted them, but I loved them dearly’ (ch. 11).185 
While much is revealed about the depth and breadth of the relationship 
between Joseph and Jesus in the first half of the HJC, much is also disclosed in 
the second half of the text.  Here, the readers discover that Jesus made specific 
and significant efforts to reassure his father of the wonderful salvation of God that 
awaited him beyond his earthly life (chs. 17-19, 21-22, and 26).186  In turn, they 
learn that during this time, Jesus invited others, including Mary, and the 
biological children of Joseph, and the villagers and neighbors of Joseph in 
Nazareth to express their grief and love and respect for him freely and openly 
(chs. 18-20, 24, 25, and 27).187    
Subsequently, the readers note even more the passion and care Jesus 
shows Joseph as he approaches death, the amazing human tenderness and spiritual 
intimacy between them, the continual substantiation that they are father and son, 
highlighted in many ways by the depth of love that Jesus exhibits, the poignancy 
oἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝJeὅuὅ,ΝbothΝaὅΝJoὅephΝiὅΝdyinἹΝandΝaἸteὄΝhiὅΝdeathΝ
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(chs. 18-29).188  This is particularly evident in chs. 18-29.  From the time of 
Joὅeph’ὅΝlaὅtΝhouὄὅΝtoΝhiὅΝbuὄial,ΝJeὅuὅΝaὅὅumeὅΝcaὄeΝἸoὄΝtheΝoneΝheΝcallὅΝ‘myΝ
Ἰatheὄ’ΝandΝdiὅplayὅΝinΝoneΝexampleΝaἸteὄΝanotheὄΝhiὅΝintimacyΝwithΝandΝloveΝἸoὄΝ
Joseph (ch. 18).189  Perhaps to their surprise, the readers discover that Mary, likely 
moved to comfort Joseph, rises to assist Jesus in his efforts with his father.  In 
ὄeὅponὅe,ΝJeὅuὅΝinviteὅΝhiὅΝ‘belovedΝmotheὄΝεaὄy’ΝtoΝ‘ἹoΝinὅideΝtoΝtheΝbleὅὅedΝoldΝ
manΝJoὅeph’,ΝwhichΝὅheΝdoeὅΝ(chὅέ 18-19).190  όuὄtheὄ,ΝtheyΝleaὄnΝthatΝJeὅuὅΝὅatΝ‘atΝ
hiὅΝ(Joὅeph’ὅ)Νhead’ΝandΝ‘heldΝhiὅΝhandὅΝandΝhiὅΝkneeὅΝἸoὄΝa long while, as he 
(Joὅeph)ΝlookedΝatΝmeΝ(Jeὅuὅ)’ΝandΝbeἹἹedΝJeὅuὅ,ΝὅayinἹ,Ν‘DoΝnotΝletΝmeΝbeΝtakenΝ
away!’Ν(chέ 19).191  InΝaddition,ΝtheyΝdiὅcoveὄΝthatΝJeὅuὅ’ΝactionὅΝevokedΝὄeὅponὅeὅΝ
ἸὄomΝεaὄyΝandΝledΝεaὄyΝtoΝtouchΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸeetΝ(chὅέ 19 and 20).192  Finding 
Joὅeph’ὅΝἸeetΝcold,ΝJeὅuὅΝὅummonedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅonὅΝandΝdauἹhteὄὅΝandΝtoldΝthemΝtoΝ
‘ύetΝupΝandΝὅpeakΝwithΝyouὄΝἸatheὄνΝἸoὄΝthiὅΝiὅΝtheΝtimeΝtoΝὅpeakΝ…’Ν(chέ 20).193  
χὅΝaΝὄeὅult,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝbioloἹicalΝchildὄenΝὄeὅpondΝandΝjoinΝtoἹetheὄΝwithΝJeὅuὅΝandΝ
Mary, and mouὄnΝandΝweepΝalonἹΝwithΝthemνΝanΝevent,ΝaccentuatedΝbyΝJeὅuὅ’ΝlaὅtΝ
woὄdὅΝinΝtheΝchapteὄμΝ‘I,Νtoo,ΝandΝεaὄy,ΝmyΝviὄἹinΝmotheὄ,ΝcὄiedΝwithΝthem,ΝἸoὄΝ
ὅuὄelyΝtheΝhouὄΝoἸΝdeathΝwaὅΝcome’Ν(chέ 20).194  Thus, at this point in the narrative, 
the readers are left with an image of a dying Joseph surrounded by all the 
different members of his family. 
  In chapters twenty-one through twenty-three, the readers learn how Jesus 
ὅtayedΝwithΝJoὅephΝ(whomΝJeὅuὅΝidentiἸieὅΝaὅΝ‘myΝἸatheὄ’ΝὅeveὄalΝtimeὅΝin chs. 
21[4] and 22[4]) inΝhiὅΝlaὅtΝwakinἹΝmomentὅΝandΝ‘ὄepὄimandedΝtheΝDevilΝandΝ
thoὅeΝwhoΝweὄeΝwithΝhim’ΝandΝ‘ὄaiὅedΝaΝpὄayeὄΝtoΝmyΝόatheὄΝoἸΝmanyΝmeὄcieὅ’ΝonΝ
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behalf of Joseph (chs. 21 and 22).195  Turning to his heavenly Father on behalf of 
Joseph, his earthly father, Jesus prays: 
My Father and the Father of all mercies, the Father of truth, the eye that 
sees, the ear that hears, hear me, your beloved Son, as I beseech you for 
the work of your hands, namely my father Joseph: send me a great choir of 
angels, and Michael the steward of goodness, and Gabriel the herald of 
liἹht,ΝthatΝtheyΝmayΝwalkΝwithΝtheΝὅoulΝoἸΝmyΝἸatheὄΝJoὅephΝ…  And be 
merciful toward the soul of my father Joseph as it is ascending to your 
holy hands, for this is the hour when he needs mercy (HJC 22).196  
 
Afterwards, Jesus reports that  
The angels took his soul and wrapped it in finest linen packages …Ν And, I 
made εichaelΝandΝύabὄielΝwatchΝoveὄΝhiὅΝὅoulΝ…ΝandΝtheΝanἹelὅΝὅanἹΝ
before it until they delivered it to my good Father (HJC 23).197 
 
όollowinἹΝthiὅ,ΝJeὅuὅΝ‘bὄouἹhtΝdownΝhiὅΝ(Joὅeph’ὅ)ΝeyeὅΝandΝtὄiedΝtoΝcloὅeΝthemΝ
andΝhiὅΝmouth’Ν(chέ 24).198 
       ἦhenΝ‘aΝhoὅtΝoἸΝanἹelὅ’ΝcameΝandΝtookΝupΝ‘theΝbleὅὅedΝbodyΝoἸΝmyΝἸatheὄΝ
Joὅeph’Ν(chέ 25).  Subsequently, JeὅuὅΝ‘laidΝhiὅΝhandὅΝuponΝhiὅΝ(Joὅeph’ὅ)ΝbodyΝ
andΝpὄomiὅedΝhimΝmanyΝthinἹὅ,ΝandΝaὅὅuὄedΝhimΝthatΝ‘allΝwillΝbeΝwellΝwithΝyou’ 
(ch. 26).199  After offering this reassurance, Jesus makes six further promises to 
Joseph and, by implication, to those reading the text, that he will keep if certain 
ὅtipulationὅΝaὄeΝmetΝbyΝωhὄiὅtianΝwoὄὅhippeὄὅΝonΝtheΝdayΝinΝwhichΝJoὅeph’ὅΝliἸeΝiὅΝ
remembered (ch. 26).200   
σext,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸinalΝtimeΝwithΝtheΝbodyΝoἸΝJoὅeph,ΝandΝ
howΝtheΝ‘diἹnitaὄieὅΝoἸΝtheΝtownΝcame’ΝandΝtookΝtheΝbodyΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ‘outΝtoΝtheΝ
tomb’ΝwheὄeΝhiὅΝ‘paὄentὅ’ΝweὄeΝbuὄiedΝ(chέ 27).201  However, as Jesus is 
ὄecountinἹΝtheiὄΝaction,ΝitΝevokeὅΝmemoὄieὅΝἸoὄΝhimΝoἸΝ‘theΝdayΝwhenΝheΝ(Joὅeph)Ν
had traveled with me down to Egypt and the great torments he had suffered 
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becauὅeΝoἸΝme’Ν(chέ 27).202  Reflecting upon this thought led Jesus to lie upon 
Joὅeph’ὅΝbodyΝandΝweepΝ‘oveὄΝhimΝἸoὄΝaΝlonἹΝwhile’Νand,ΝonceΝaἹain,ΝὄevealΝbothΝ
Jeὅuὅ’ΝhumanityΝandΝhiὅΝdeepΝaἸἸectionΝἸoὄΝhiὅΝeaὄthlyΝἸatheὄΝ(chέ 27).203 
      InΝliἹhtΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝobviouὅΝaἸἸectionΝandΝloveΝoἸΝhiὅΝeaὄthlyΝἸatheὄ,ΝaὅΝwellΝ
aὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝownΝchaὄacter and faith, the readers are invited by Jesus to consider 
Joseph as a model for their own lives, both as spiritual father and exemplar.  
Specifically, from the beginning of the narrative, they are asked to consider 
JoὅephΝaὅΝtheiὄΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’Ν(‘ouὄΝἸatheὄ’,ΝpὄoloἹue)Νand,ΝaὅΝJeὅuὅ’Νdiὅcipleὅ,ΝtoΝ‘liὅten’Ν
(andΝtakeΝὅeὄiouὅly)ΝwhatΝJeὅuὅΝὅayὅΝaboutΝ‘theΝliἸeΝoἸΝ…ΝJoὅeph’Ν(chέ 1).  Further, 
they are directed by Jesus to show honoὄΝandΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝliἸeΝbyΝ
paὄticipatinἹΝinΝhiὅΝ‘memoὄialΝday’ΝandΝtakinἹΝvery specific ethical actions on this 
‘day’ΝinΝhiὅΝmemoὄyΝ(chέ 26).204  ἦheὅeΝactionὅ,ΝincludeΝmakinἹΝ‘anΝoἸἸeὄinἹ’ΝandΝ
placinἹΝ‘itΝinΝyouὄΝὅhὄine’ΝonΝthiὅΝdayνΝἹivinἹΝ‘bὄeadΝintoΝtheΝhandΝoἸΝaΝpooὄΝpeὄὅonΝ
inΝyouὄΝname’νΝἹivinἹΝ‘aΝcupΝoἸΝwineΝintoΝtheΝhandΝof a stranger, a widow, or an 
oὄphanΝonΝyouὄΝmemoὄialΝday’νΝandΝcopyinἹΝ‘theΝbookΝoἸΝyouὄΝdepaὄtuὄeΝἸὄomΝtheΝ
body and all the words that have come forth from my mouth today …’Ν(chέ 26).205  
PὄoviὅionΝiὅΝalὅoΝmadeΝἸoὄΝtheΝveὄyΝpooὄΝinΝtheΝcommunityέΝΝIἸΝ‘aΝpooὄΝpeὄὅon’Ν
ἸatheὄὅΝ‘aΝὅonΝandΝnameὅΝhimΝJoὅeph,ΝἹloὄiἸyinἹΝyouὄΝname’ΝthenΝJeὅuὅΝpὄomiὅeὅΝ
thatΝ‘noΝἸamineΝoὄΝpeὅtilenceΝwillΝhappenΝinΝthatΝhouὅeΝbecauὅeΝyouὄΝnameΝdwellὅΝ
inΝit’ (ch. 26).206 
       όinally,ΝonΝtheΝbaὅiὅΝoἸΝtheΝapoὅtleὅ’ΝpeὄὅonalΝὄepoὄtΝthatΝJesus directed 
themΝtoΝ‘pὄeachΝalὅoΝmyΝbelovedΝἸatheὄΝJoὅeph’Νwhen,ΝundeὄΝtheΝ‘poweὄ’ΝoἸΝ‘theΝ
χdvocate,ΝtheΝώolyΝSpiὄit’ΝIΝ‘ὅendΝyouΝtoΝpὄeachΝtheΝholyΝἹoὅpel’Ν(chέ 30), the 
readers are likewise enjoined to do just as the apostles and show appropriate 
honor to Joseph in the ways described.207  
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The Portrait of Joseph in the History of Joseph the Carpenter and the History of 
Effects 
 
A comparison of the references to Joseph in the nativity and infancy accounts in 
the canonic gospels with those in the HJC reveals that specific references to 
Joseph and events associated with Joseph in the pericopes of Mt. 1.18-25, 2.13-
15, and 2.19-23, appear in the HJC.  Relative to their appearances in this non-
canonic narrative, the first evidence of the influence of Matthew seems present in 
Jeὅuὅ’ΝdeὅcὄiptionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝaὅΝ‘aΝὄiἹhteouὅΝman’ΝandΝhiὅΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝhiὅΝbetὄothalΝ
to Mary (ch. 2); references present in Mt.1.18 and 19.208  Subsequent evidence is 
ἸoundΝinΝJeὅuὅ’ΝaccountΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancy,Νin ch. 5 of the 
HJC.209  ώeὄe,ΝtheΝtextΝappeaὄὅΝdependentΝonΝtheΝeaὄlieὄΝὄepὄeὅentationΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
doubt aboutΝεaὄy,ΝἸoundΝinΝεtέΰέΰλΝἸoὄΝitΝὄeadὅμΝ‘χndΝwhenΝὅheΝwaὅΝthὄeeΝmonthὅΝ
pregnant, the guileless Joseph came from the place where he worked in carpentry 
and found my virgin mother pregnant.  Disturbed and fearful, he planned to 
diὅmiὅὅΝheὄΝὅecὄetly’Ν(chέ 5).210  This, in turn, is closely followed by an account of 
the annunciation to Joseph  in ch. 6.211  It also seems to have a significant reliance 
upon the early portrayal of this annunciation found in Mt. 1.20-24.212  Further 
evidence of the influence of Matthew also appears present in chs. 8 and 9.213  
Here, there are accounts of the flight into Egypt and the arrival of Joseph, Mary, 
and Jesus in Nazareth in Galilee that appear dependent upon the earlier 
representations of these events in Mt. 2.13-15 and Mt. 2.19-23.214  In addition, 
Joὅeph’ὅΝlateὄΝconἸeὅὅionΝaboutΝhiὅΝdiὅtὄuὅtΝoἸΝεaὄy,ΝἸollowinἹΝtheΝdiὅcloὅuὄeΝoἸΝ
her pregnancy in the HJC also seems to depend, in part, upon the earlier account 
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of the doubt of Joseph and the annunciation to him found in Mt. 1.19-21 (ch. 
17).215 
      όinally,ΝmentionΝὅhouldΝalὅoΝbeΝmadeΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝaccountΝoἸΝtheΝbuὄialΝoἸΝ
Joseph in ch. 27 of the HJC for this text also includes a brief reference by Jesus to 
the ‘ἹὄeatΝtoὄmentὅ’ΝJoὅephΝenduὄedΝonΝJeὅuὅ’ΝaccountΝduὄinἹΝtheΝἸliἹhtΝintoΝ
Egypt, found in Mt. 2.13-15.216  Thus, there appear to be several ways in which 
Matthew directly and indirectly informed the HJC.217 
          A similar comparison of the references to Joseph in the nativity and 
infancy accounts of the gospel of Luke with those in the HJC reveals that Luke 
has a more limited influence upon this later narrative.  It appears that only one 
specific reference is clearly dependent upon Luke: that found in ch. 7.218   Here, 
there are references toΝtheΝcenὅuὅΝoἸΝ‘χuἹuὅtuὅ’,ΝtheΝ‘oὄdeὄ’ΝἸoὄΝ‘allΝtheΝinhabitedΝ
woὄld’ΝtoΝ‘beΝὄeἹiὅteὄed’,ΝἸoὄΝ‘eachΝpeὄὅon’ΝtoΝἹoΝtoΝ‘hiὅΝcity’,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedientΝ
ὄeὅponὅeΝ(‘theΝἹoodΝoldΝmanΝalὅoΝwent’),ΝandΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝ‘ψethlehem’(ch. 
7) that appear to parallel ones in Lk. 2.1-7.219 
        A comparison of the references to Joseph in the non-canonic gospel of the 
IGJames with those in the HJC reveals that specific non-canonic allusions to 
Joseph and events associated with Joseph in IGJames 7.4, 8.1-9, 9.1-8, 9. 11-12 
and 18.1, appear in the HJC.  The first evidence of the influence of IGJames 
appears in ch. 2 of the HJC,ΝwheὄeΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄeviouὅΝmaὄὄiaἹeΝandΝ
his children by another woman, appear to parallel earlier references in IGJames 
8.7-9 and IGJames 9.8.220  This is closely followed by another short reference to 
JoὅephΝaὅΝaΝ‘widoweὄ’ΝandΝaΝmoὄeΝextenὅiveΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝὅtatuὅΝinΝtheΝ
temple prior to her marriage to Joseph in ch. 3; references that seem to parallel 
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earlier ones in IGJames 8.3-4 and IGJames 8.7-9.221  Additional evidence of the 
influence of IGJames may also appear in ch. 4.  Here, there is a reference to 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὅelectionΝbyΝ‘lot’ΝtoΝὄeceiveΝεaὄy,ΝaΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdepaὄtuὄeΝἸὄomΝ
Mary after her reception into his home; references that seem to parallel earlier 
ones in IGJames 8.7-9, 9.7, and 9.11-12.222  A fourth reference to IGJames 8.7-9 
mayΝalὅoΝbeΝpὄeὅentΝinΝtheΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄioὄ marriage in ch. 14.223  
Thus, the influence of IGJames appears likely in the texts although it does not 
appear to be as significant as that of Matthew. 
         In turn, a comparison of the references to Joseph in the non-canonic 
gospel of the IGThomas with those in the HJC suggests this non-canonic text had 
minor influence on it.  The most that can be said is that allusions to chs. 16, 17, 
and 18 of IGThomas may be present in chs. 11 and 17 of the HJC.224  Thus, these 
numerous references from earlier Christian narratives, found within the HJC, 
indicate that it clearly stands within the effective history of Joseph.  
 
The Distinctiveness of the Portrait of Joseph in the History of Joseph the 
Carpenter 
 
The distinctiveness of the portrayal of Joseph in the HJC is revealed in at least 
seven different ways.  First, it is disclosed by the fact that Joseph is the primary 
ὅubjectΝoἸΝthiὅΝnaὄὄativeΝandΝbyΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝbookΝdiὅcloὅeὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝownΝ
thoughts, feelings, and words.  ἦheὅeΝaὄeΝoἸtenΝἸoundΝinΝJeὅuὅ’Νὄevelations of 
Joὅeph’ὅΝownΝconἸeὅὅionὅ,Νpὄayeὄὅ,ΝandΝteὅtimonieὅ,ΝaboutΝhiὅΝpeὄὅonΝandΝ
character.  Second, it is also revealed by the frequency with which his name is 
referenced - 58 times - (prologue, chs. 1, 2 [4], 3, 4 [4], 5, 6 [2], 7 [2], 8, 9, 11 [2], 
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12, 14, 15[3], 17 [3], 18 [4], 19, 20[3], 21[4], 22 [4], 24 [4], 25 [2], 26 [ 3], 28, 29, 
30 [2], and 31).225  Third, it is also seen, as previously noted, in the fact that 
JoὅephΝiὅΝidentiἸiedΝbyΝJeὅuὅΝaὅΝ‘JoὅephΝmyΝἸatheὄ’,Ν‘myΝἸatheὄΝJoὅeph’ΝoὄΝ‘myΝ
Ἰatheὄ’Ν(in chs. 2, 3, 4[2], 11, 12, 15[3], 17, 18[2], 21[4], 22[4], 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
andΝἁΰ),Ν‘myΝἸatheὄΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝtheΝἸleὅh’Ν(chs. 2, and 17),ΝandΝ‘myΝbelovedΝ
ἸatheὄΝJoὅeph’Ν(chὅέ 14, 17[2], 24, 25, 26[2], and 30), aὅΝwellΝaὅΝ‘ouὄΝἸatheὄ’Ν
(prologue) and the ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝoἸΝallΝtheΝἸolloweὄὅΝoἸΝJeὅuὅέ226  Fourth, the 
distinctiveness of this particular portrayal of Joseph is also indicated by the fact 
that most of the narrative (particularly those parts pertaining to the elucidation of 
the character, role, words, and actions of Joseph), is disclosed through the words 
of Jesus (chs. 2-31).  Fifth, it is also seen by the fact that, in this text, Jesus 
proclaims in explicitΝandΝdetailedΝwayὅΝhowΝheΝ‘willΝalὅoΝbleὅὅΝinΝtheΝceleὅtialΝ
oἸἸeὄinἹ’ΝallΝthoὅeΝ‘whoΝwillΝpὄovideΝan offering and deposit it in your shrine on 
youὄΝmemoὄialΝday’ΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝdoΝotheὄΝthinἹὅΝtoΝcommemoὄateΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝJoὅephΝ
(ch. 26).227  Indeed, it is striking that Jesus promises Joseph that explicit and 
particular veneration of Joseph on the particular day in which his life is 
remembered will lead believers (and by implication those reading the text) to 
receive several particular blessings and rewards from Jesus, himself (ch. 26).228  
Sixth, the distinctiveness of the portrayal of Joseph in this text is indicated by the 
fact that this text explicitly directs readers to offer specific veneration to Joseph in 
their present lives (ch. ἀθ)ΝandΝtoΝtellΝtheΝὅtoὄyΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝliἸeΝ(chέ 30).229  
Therefore, each of these factors within the narrative lead to the expansion of the 
ὄeadeὄὅ’ΝpeὄceptionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝὄeinἸoὄceΝtheΝinitialΝideaὅΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝ
theiὄΝ‘Ἰatheὄ’ΝandΝoneΝwhomΝtheyΝὅhouldΝimitateΝandΝveneὄateέΝΝSeventh, the 
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special character of this portrait of Joseph in the HJC is also found in the fact that 
this text, as earlier non-canonic narratives, also responds to the literary challenges 
of the Leerstellen,Ν‘ἹapὅΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄative’ΝandΝtheΝUnbestimmtheitsstellen,Ν‘placeὅΝ
where things are uncleaὄ’,ΝὄaiὅedΝbyΝtheΝcanonic gospels by providing more 
information about Joseph.  The HJC does this in large part, as has been noted, by 
pὄovidinἹΝnewΝandΝὅubὅtantialΝdetailὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicance,ΝbackἹὄound,Ν
work, character and faith, relationship with Jesus and role as a model and help for 
others within the larger contemporary Christian community.230  Thus, it offers a 
portrait of Joseph that not only stands in some tension with the earliest canonic 
images of Matthew, Luke, and John and the portrayals offered by the IGJames 
and the IGThomas, but contributes further information about the characterization 
of Joseph.  Among the critical elements in this information are the facts that in 
this narrative Joseph is clearly and unabashedly portrayed as the earthly father of 
Jesus and as an integral figure in the life of Jesus, and is understood to be so 
important and special in the life of Jesus that his life is represented as an essential 
feature in the message of the Christian faith and offered as a holy exemplar for 
Christians.  
        In conclusion, this portrait of Joseph in the HJC provides additional details 
and characterizations that accentuate the close relationship shared by Joseph and 
JeὅuὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝviὄtueὅΝandΝholineὅὅέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝtheΝώJω provides a unique, 
exemplary, and evocative portrayal of Joseph that warrants serious consideraton. 
 
ἦheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝandΝtheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝ
Joseph the Carpenter in the History of Joseph the Carpenter 
 
Finally, consideration must be given to the beliefs and practices of the community 
in which the HJC arose.  In this regard, it seems fair to conclude that this 
community was one in which Joseph was held in very high esteem for this 
appears to be substantiated in at least five ways.  It is, perhaps, first, indicated in 
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the early words of the prologue of the narrative which reveal not only that Joseph 
the Carpenter is the primary subject but that he is also understood to be a spiritual 
ἸatheὄΝ(‘ouὄΝἸatheὄ’,ΝpὄoloἹue), if not the spiritual father of the community.231  
Second,ΝpὄooἸΝoἸΝthiὅΝhiἹhΝlevelΝoἸΝeὅteemΝandΝoἸΝtheΝ‘Ἰatheὄhood’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝmayΝ
also be seen in the fact that Jesus (the Lord and Savior of the community) narrates 
most of this account of Joseph and, in the process, repeatedly identifies Joseph as 
‘Ἰatheὄ’, ‘myΝἸatheὄ’ andΝ‘myΝbelovedΝἸatheὄ’,Νand is unabashed in his respect and 
affection for the man.  Third, substantiation of this respect for Joseph can also be 
seen in the fact that in the process of relating an amazing array of stories and 
details about Joseph,  Jesus alwayὅΝὅeemὅΝtoΝὄemindΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
spirituality, his love of God, and of his love of Jesus, himself.  Fourth, the 
community’ὅΝἹὄeatΝappὄeciationΝoἸΝJoὅephΝalὅoΝὅeemὅΝto be exemplified by this 
community’ὅΝveneration of Joseph with an annual celebration during their 
liturgical year, as well as with a set of further times in which Joseph is also 
remembered.232  Fifth, this very high esteem for Joseph also seems to be indicated 
byΝJeὅuὅ’ΝpὄomiὅeὅΝtoΝhim,ΝinΝJeὅuὅ’Νdeclarations toward the end of the narrative 
that this explicit adoration of Joseph on the particular day in which his life is 
remembered, will lead believers (and by implication those reading the text) to 
receive particular blessings and rewards from Jesus, himself (chs. 26 and 30).233  
         In addition, it should also be recognized that this explicit focus upon 
Joseph and clear desire to respect and revere him (while at the same time still 
acknowledging the significance and priority of Mary), may suggest that this 
community seeks to establish some semblance of parity between the earthly 
parents of Jesus, in both the narrative of the community and in the worship and 
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liturgy of the community; something not found in all early Christian 
communities.234 
        Consequently, it should be noted that the narrative sheds some insight on 
the beliefs of the community with respect to the roles of Jesus and Mary.  This 
seems evident in light of the dominance Jesus retains (and in light of the ongoing 
significance of Mary) in the text, even when (and, perhaps, notably, when) he is 
the channel for innumerable details about Joseph and, also, in light of the 
significance Joseph retains, even in relationship to Jesus and Mary.  Similarly, the 
community’ὅΝbelieἸὅΝin the humanity and divinity of Jesus and in the perpetual 
virginity and purity of Mary also appear to be exhibited, among other ways, by 
Jesus acting as the narrator (and in the process providing readers with an 
extensive collection of his own words as well as those of Joseph) and by the 
confessions and professions of Joseph.  This could suggest that the members of 
this community share central beliefs that also appear to be held by additional 
Christian communities, including, to some extent, by the earlier communities of 
the IGJames and the IGThomas.235  
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 χὅΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels,ΝpέΝΰηι,Νὄemaὄk,ΝthiὅΝnaὄὄativeΝἸunctionὅΝaὅΝ‘aΝ
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 By offering a text that is posited as representing the actual memory and words of Jesus, the 
community of the HJC, appears to assert it has possession of a scripture and written witness that is 
of similar and, possibly, equal merit to that of the gospel witnesses of Mark, Matthew, Luke, and 
John.  This may also suggest that this community is older than some scholars have suggested and 
may have existed in a place and time in which there was still some debate about the extent of the 
New Testament canon. 
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CHAPTER 7 
The Portrayal of Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 
Introduction 
The fourth and final non-canonic narrative to be examined is entitled: the Gospel 
of Pseudo-Matthew (hereafter abbreviated as GPM).  Possibly the most influential 
non-canonic narrative of the nativity and youth of Jesus, it was likely composed 
between 500-800 CE.236   
            Scholars are reluctant to proffer suggestions with respect to a specific 
geographical provenance of GPM.  But, in light of the language of most of the 
early extant manuscripts, they seem willing to conclude that it originated 
somewhere in the Latin west, was initially composed in Latin, and was possibly 
adapted from IGJames by an individualΝaὅὅociatedΝwithΝ‘monaὅticΝoὄdeὄὅ’έ237 
            A redacted work, GPM, is primarily based upon the IGJames (chs. 1-17 
are adapted from this earlier text) and as such, served to introduce this earlier 
Greek and eastern Christian non-canonic text to medieval Europe.238  But, 
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 J. Gijsel, Libri de Nativitate Mariae : Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, 
Volume 9, (Corpus Christianorum, Series Apocryphorum, Brepols-Turnhout, Association Pour 
δ’etudeΝDeΝδaΝδitteὄatuὄeΝχpocὄypheΝωhὄetienne,Νΰλλι),ΝpέΝv,ΝadheὄeὅΝtoΝthe title C. Tischendorf 
ἹaveΝthiὅΝwoὄkέΝώeΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘theΝattὄibutionΝoἸΝtheΝwoὄkΝtoΝtheΝϋvanἹeliὅtΝεatthewΝiὅΝtheΝὅecondΝ
ὅtepΝinΝtheΝtὄaditionΝandΝtheΝpὄimitiveΝtitleΝwaὅΝpὄobablyΝ“σativityΝoἸΝεaὄy”έ’ΝΝώeΝdateὅΝtheΝoὄiἹinΝ
of the text to the early seventh century (p. v), although he adds that it may be dated as early as the 
middleΝoἸΝtheΝὅixthΝcentuὄyΝandΝaὅΝlateΝaὅΝtheΝendΝoἸΝtheΝeiἹhthΝcentuὄyέΝInΝtuὄn,ΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,Ν
The Apocryphal Gospels,ΝpέΝιη,ΝὅeemΝtoΝconcuὄΝwithΝύijὅel’ὅΝdate,ΝbyΝὅayinἹΝthatΝ‘heΝmakes a 
convincinἹΝaὄἹumentΝthatΝtheΝtextΝwaὅΝpὄoducedΝinΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝὃuaὄteὄΝoἸΝtheΝὅeventhΝcentuὄyΝ…’Ν
James, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 70, states that the text dates to the eighth or ninth 
century.  Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 86, concurs with James in this volume but 
gives an earlier date (of the sixth to the seventh century) in another volume, Elliott,  A Synopsis of 
the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives, p. xiv.  Further, preferring earlier dates, Foster, 
‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸ St. Joseph in Netherlandish Art, 1400-ΰηηί’,ΝpέΝλ,ΝdateὅΝPὅeudo-Matthew to 
the middle of the sixth century and Filas, Joseph: The Man Closest to Jesus, p. 26, dates it to the 
fifth century. 
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 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 73-75. 
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 ἦheΝtὄanὅlationΝnotedΝandΝἸollowedΝinΝthiὅΝὅtudyΝiὅΝthatΝoἸἸeὄedΝbyΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe 
Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 73-ΰΰἁέΝΝχὅΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 75, 
acknowledἹe,ΝtheiὄΝtὄanὅlationΝἹiveὅΝ‘theΝoὄiἹinalΝintὄoductionΝ(ἸὄomΝtheΝPΝὄecension) followed by 
theΝbeὅtΝatteὅtedΝἸoὄmΝoἸΝtheΝtextΝ(theΝχΝὄecenὅion)’έΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝinΝtheiὄΝϋnἹliὅhΝtὄanὅlation,ΝtheΝ
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additional sources for the remaining chapters (chs. 18-24) may include an earlier 
edition of the Arabic Infancy Gospel or a similar text.239  The inclusion of this 
previous non-canonic literature, especially portions of the IGJames (which had 
been deemed heretical by the influential fifth century church father, Jerome) 
constitutes a most curious literary resurrection that can only be completely 
comprehended if the theological agenda, disclosed early in the narrative, is 
understood.  While Tischendorf did include further chapters (chs. 25-42) in his 
nineteenth century edition of GPM even he separated them from the rest by 
identiἸyinἹΝthemΝaὅΝ‘alteὄaΝpaὄὅ’έ240  ϋhὄmanΝandΝPlešeΝbelieve the additional 
chapters (chs. 25-42) found in thὄeeΝoἸΝἦiὅchendoὄἸ’ὅΝἸouὄΝmanuὅcὄiptὅΝoἸΝtheΝ
GPM constitute a clear addition to the text that was appended some years after 
their present translation was composed.241  ἦheyΝbelieveΝitΝconὅtituteὅΝaΝ‘δatinΝ
reworking of the Infancy Gospel of Thomas’έ242  Thus, they have not included it.  
Most contemporary scholars concur with them on this matter.  Gijsel believes chs. 
25-42 should not be included in modern editions of the manuscript because they 
are not present in the best and earliest manuscript families, notably A and P.243  
Also Mary Clayton agrees.  She writes:  
 
The last part (the part based on the Infancy Gospel of Thomas) is clearly 
not part of the original text of Pseudo-Matthew and is not included in 
ύijὅel’ὅΝedition,ΝbutΝwaὅΝincludedΝinΝἦiὅchendoὄἸΝinΝhiὅΝveὄyΝinἸluential 
edition, with the label ‘Pars Altera’. It was added to the text at the stage of 
the Q redaction, dated probably to the eleventh century, and is not found 
in the earlier manuscript families, A and P.244 
 
                                                                                                                                                              
naὄὄativeΝiὅΝnotΝ‘attὄibutedΝ…ΝtoΝεatthewΝbutΝtoΝJameὅΝ(ppέΝιζ-ιη)’έΝSubὅeὃuently,Ν‘theΝepiloἹueΝoἸΝ
the Protevangelium (the IGJames) has, in effect, become the prologue of Pseudo-εatthewΝ(pέΝιη)’έΝΝ 
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 Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives, p. xiv. 
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 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 74. 
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 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 74.  
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 ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 74.  
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 Gijsel, Libri de Nativitate Mariae : Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, 
Volume 9, pp. v-vii. 
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 Mary Clayton, The Apocryhal Gospels of Mary in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 18-23. 
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Thus, most scholars see the text as a finished work that is encompassed in 
chapters 1-24 and was composed between 500 and 800 CE.  For this reason, the 
parameters of this study will only focus on the representation of Joseph found in 
these chapters in GPM that most scholars believe were written by this date.  
       With respect to the availability of this text, it can be concluded that the 
multiplicity of the extant manuscripts of the GPM in at least one hundred and 
eighty existing Latin manuscripts as well as numerous versions and adaptations in 
other western Christian languages as Old French, Anglo-Norman, German, Old 
English, suggests the texts would have been accessible to a variety of peoples 
through a variety of means --- both oral and written --- during the latter period of 
this study.245  
        Further, the reach and inspiration of GPM can be ὅeenΝinΝώὄoὅvitha’ὅΝlateΝ
tenth century versed legend, Maria; the later tenth or eleventh century non-
canonic narrative, the Gospel of the Birth of Mary - with which the GPM appears 
to have been frequently associated; as well the eleventh and twelfth century Old 
English translations of the GPM, and numerous shorter complimentary English 
texts, including the early fourteenth century English Holkham Picture Bible.246  
At the same time, both the GPM and compositions containing parts of both texts 
were often used to influence the liturgy of particular medieval Christian 
celebὄationὅ,Νnotably,Ν‘theΝmoὅtΝimpoὄtantΝεaὄialeΝholidayΝoἸΝtheΝninthΝcentuὄy’,Ν
the Assumption of the Virgin and, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the 
lituὄἹicalΝcelebὄationὅΝoἸΝtheΝ‘σativity’,ΝtheΝ‘ωonception’,ΝandΝ‘theΝcelebὄationΝoἸΝ
StέΝχnne’έ247  Gijsel notes further that it was also incorporated into a versified 
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 See Elliott, The Apocryphal Jesus: Legends of the Early Church, p. 48; Gijsel, Pseudo-
Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 22-34; M. Clayton, Apocryphal Gospels of 
Mary, pp. 1-5; and Cartlidge and Elliott, Art and the Christian Apocrypha,  pp. 3 and 21. 
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 Several scholars have noted the influence of the GPM, particularly during the medieval 
period. See James, The Apocryphal New Testament,ΝpέΝιλνΝόoὅteὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝStέΝJoseph 
in Netherlandish Art, 1400-ΰηηί’,ΝppέΝΰί-17;  Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et 
Commentarias, pp. 22-34 and p. 266; Clayton, The Apocryphal Gospels of Mary in Anglo-Saxon 
England, pp. 2, 23, and 153; Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, pp. 84-86 and 120 and 
Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives, xiv-v. 
    
247
 Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 24-25. 
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‘wὄittenΝhiὅtoὄy’ΝἸoὄΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝtimeΝinΝtheΝlatteὄΝpaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝtwelἸthΝcentuὄyΝandΝthatΝ
‘theΝdeἸinitiveΝveὄὅion’ΝappeaὄὅΝinΝύodἸὄeyΝoἸΝViteὄbo’ὅ,ΝPantheonέ248  It also 
inspired two additional twelfth century books of poems in German by Wernher of 
Augsburg and Konrad von Fußesbrunnen.249  Gijsel adds that it is also likely that 
Old French and Anglo-σoὄmanΝ‘poemὅΝonΝtheΝmiὄacleὅΝoἸΝtheΝJeὅuὅΝchild’Ν(thatΝ
‘aὄeΝadaptationὅΝoἸΝchapteὄὅΝΰκ-22 from the Pseudo-εatthew’)ΝweὄeΝalὅoΝcὄeatedΝ
toward the end of the thirteenth century.250  In turn, the GPM provided inspiration 
for the mid-thirteenth century hagiographical work by the French author, Jacques 
of Voragine, known as the Golden Legend.251 
            With respect to the later influence this portrait of Joseph  had on 
contemporary and later representations of Joseph, M.R. James, well states the 
importance and influence of this narrative. He writes:              
            The real importance of Pseudo-Matthew lies not so much in the stories 
which it preserves, as in the fact that it was the principal vehicle by which 
they were known in the Middle Ages and the principal source of 
inspiration to the artists and poetὅΝ…  It is upon this text that the many 
vernacular versions for the most part depend; and by this that the pictures 
oἸΝtheΝRejectionΝoἸΝJoachim’ὅΝoἸἸeὄinἹ,ΝhiὅΝmeetinἹΝwithΝχnneΝatΝtheΝ
Golden Gate, the Presentation of the Virgin, the Repose in Egypt, and the 
few that we have of the Infancy Miracles, are inspired.252 
 
In turn, following the idea of M.R. James, it could be added that GPM was also 
theΝinὅpiὄationΝἸoὄΝtheΝmanyΝ‘pictuὄeὅ’ΝoἸΝJoὅephΝthatΝlikewiὅeΝappeaὄΝinΝlateὄ 
Christian literature and art.  
         Accordingly, it can be argued that the portrayal of Joseph in the GPM, 
represents an important literary witness to the Wirkungsgeschichte of the New 
Testament representations of Joseph the Carpenter in the early medieval period.      
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 Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias , p. 26.  
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 Gijsel Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, p. 28, records the name of the 
‘thὄeeΝbookΝpoem’ΝbyΝWeὄnheὄΝaὅΝDriu liet von der maget and the poem by Konrad von 
Fußesbrunnen as Kindheit Jesu.  
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 Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 28-29.  
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 Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 29-34.  
    
252
 James, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 79. 
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The Purpose of the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 
Even a cursory reading of the text reveals that beliefs and ideas, found in 
IGJames,  that explicitly venerate Mary have been incorporated and placed in the 
first several chapters (chs. 1-8) of GPM as well as in the rest of the text.253  Thus, 
as was the case with the IGJames, from its very first chapter, the readers learn that 
thiὅΝtextΝiὅΝmoὄeΝὅimilaὄΝtoΝanΝ‘encomiaὅticΝhiὅtoὄy’ΝoὄΝ‘ὄecitation’ΝoἸΝpὄaiὅeΝthanΝaΝ
‘Ἱoὅpel’νΝthatΝitὅΝpὄimaὄyΝinteὄeὅtΝlayΝwith Mary and the nature of her relationship 
with the other characters in the narrative (including Joseph and Jesus) as well as 
her relationship with the readers of the narrative.254  Nonetheless, the portrait of 
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 As the translation of Ehrman and Pleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 73-89, reveals, the 
readers encounter clear evidence of the veneration of Mary from the very beginning of the 
narrative.  First, they learn that Mary is distinguished from Joseph as well as others by the 
deὅiἹnation,Ν‘holyΝεaὄy’Ν(pὄoloἹue,ΝpέΝιλ)έΝΝSecond,ΝtheyΝdiscover that Mary is held in the highest 
eὅteemΝbyΝpeopleΝἸὄomΝallΝwalkὅΝoἸΝliἸe,ΝἸὄomΝ‘allΝtheΝpeopleΝoἸΝIὅὄael’ΝtoΝpὄominentΝchuὄchΝleadeὄὅΝ
and authorities and was, early on, distinguished from other human beings by her demeanor and 
actions (chs. 1-8, pp. 79-89).  Thus, the readers see that even before her birth it is said that   
This one will be the temple of God and the Holy Spirit will rest within her, and 
she will be blessed above all holy women, so that no one will be able to say that 
there has ever been anyone like her, nor will there be anyone like her after her        
(GPM 3). 
Third, the narrative also reveals that even before she was born, her life was dedicated solely to 
God (ch. 2, pp. 79-81) and that this dedication has been affirmed by her in heὄΝdeclaὄationΝthatΝ‘ItΝ
iὅΝnotΝpoὅὅibleΝἸoὄΝmeΝtoΝknowΝaΝmanΝoὄΝἸoὄΝaΝmanΝtoΝknowΝme’Ν(chέΝι,ΝppέΝκι-89); a statement that 
is reaffirmed, implicitly and explicitly, before and after the introduction of Joseph (ch. 8, pp. 89-
93).  Fourth, the GPM also discloses that Mary is a person of deep spirituality and righteousness 
who regularly engages in prayer and praise to God and is aided and fed by angels of the Lord (ch. 
6, p. 87).  In turn, fifth, they read that she is also described, even in comparison with the other 
viὄἹinὅΝinΝtheΝtempleΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄdΝaὅΝ‘moὄeΝpeὄἸectΝinΝviὄtue’(chέΝθ,ΝpέΝκι)έΝΝSixth,ΝtheΝnaὄὄativeΝalὅoΝ
reveals her spiritual and miraculous powers, which the readers discover include the capacity to 
both speak with angels but to get them to care ἸoὄΝheὄΝΝ‘aὅΝtoΝaΝmoὅtΝeὅteemedΝlovedΝone’Ν(chέΝθ,ΝpέΝ
κι)έΝΝSimilaὄly,Νὅeventh,ΝitΝalὅoΝdiὅcloὅeὅΝheὄΝabilityΝtoΝheal,ΝὅoΝeaὅilyΝthatΝitΝiὅΝὅaidΝthatΝ‘anyΝὅickΝ
peὄὅonΝwhoΝtouchedΝheὄΝwaὅΝimmediatelyΝὄeὅtoὄedΝtoΝhealthΝbyΝheὄ’Ν(chέΝθ,ΝpέΝκι)έΝΝϋiἹhth,ΝandΝ
finally, this gospel also teaches the readers that with the advent of the life of Mary, God instituted 
‘aΝnewΝaὄὄanἹementΝ…ΝὅinceΝὅheΝhaὅΝvowedΝtoΝύodΝtoΝὄemainΝaΝviὄἹin’ΝἸoὄΝliἸeΝ(chέΝκ,ΝpέΝκλ)έΝΝΝ 
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 Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 15-20, argues that it is most appropriate to identify the 
IύJameὅΝaὅΝ‘encomiaὅtic’ΝliteὄatuὄeέΝΝInΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝappaὄentΝpuὄpoὅeΝandΝcontentΝoἸΝtheΝύPε,ΝandΝ
the similarities it shares with regard to much of its purpose and content, it seems that it could also 
be categorized this way. 
        ἦheΝἸocuὅΝonΝεaὄyΝiὅΝceὄtainlyΝevidentΝinΝtheΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe 
Apocryphal Gospels, pp. 73-ΰΰἁέΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝauthoὄ’ὅΝpuὄpoὅeὅ,ΝὅeeΝ
especially, Filas, Joseph: The Man Closest to Jesus, pp. 26 and 31-ἁζνΝόoὅteὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝ
of St. Joseph in Netherlandish Art, 1400–ΰηηί’Ν,ΝpέΝΰίνΝΝύijὅel,ΝPseudo-Matthaei Evangelium 
Textus et Commentarias, pp. 16-34; Clayton, The Apocryhal Gospels of Mary in Anglo-Saxon 
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Joseph offered in this text warrants exploration and documentation as the three 
previous non-canonic narratives.  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 
 
While several scholars have formally acknowledged and examined the portrayal 
of Mary in this narrative, only a few have given appropriate consideration to the 
significance of the portrayal of Joseph in this narrative.255  Thus, a close 
examination of this narrative is necessary and warranted.  Consequently, having 
briefly addressed the issues of the date, provenance, language, stability of the text, 
history of translation and dissemination, availability and accessibility, purpose, 
and content of each non-canonic narrative, to the extent to which they can be 
determined, it is now appropriate to turn to the characterization of Joseph within 
this narrative. 
                                                                                                                                                              
England,  pp. 18-23;  Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early Christianity ,  pp. 7-10;  Elliott, The 
Apocryphal New Testament: A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an English 
Translation, p. 85; and Elliott, A Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives, p. 
ix.   
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 Several scholars have commented on Pseudo-εatthew’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝεaὄyέΝΝSeeΝtheΝ
following scholarly texts: Filas, Joseph: The Man Closest to Jesus, pp. 26 and 31-34; Gijsel, 
Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 16-34 and 348-472; Clayton, The 
Apocryhal Gospels of Mary in Anglo-Saxon England, pp. 18-23; Lienhard, St. Joseph in Early 
Christianity, pp. 7 and 9-10; and Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, p. 85.  In contrast, 
Gijsel, Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium Textus et Commentarias, pp. 348-472, offers some 
discussion of the role and portrayal of Joseph in his notes that accompany his new translation of 
the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. In addition, note that the portrayal of Joseph in this text (along 
with other apocryphal texts) is alὅoΝexaminedΝinΝωέΝPhilipΝDeaὅey,Ν‘StέΝJoὅephΝinΝtheΝϋnἹliὅhΝ
εyὅteὄyΝPlayὅ’,ΝppέΝζ-15.  Further, see Filas, Joseph: The Man Closest to Jesus, pp. 26 and 31-34. 
He offers a succinct summary of the portrayal of Joseph in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew in these 
pages and refers to this text in relationship to his discussion of Joseph (which has an explicit 
doctὄinalΝpeὄὅpective)ΝatΝὅeveὄalΝotheὄΝpointὅέΝΝInΝtuὄn,Νόoὅteὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝStέΝJoὅephΝinΝ
Netherlandish Art, 1400 - ΰηηί’,ΝppέΝλ-19, also offers a fairly comprehensive summary of the 
portrayal of Joseph in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew.  In contrast, most other scholars make either 
no mention or only brief mention of the portrayal of Joseph within this non-canonic narrative.  In 
this regard, see Elliott, The Apocryphal Jesus: Legends of the Early Church, pp. 44-46;  Clayton, 
The Apocryhal Gospels of Mary in Anglo-Saxon England, pp. 18-23; Lienhard,  St. Joseph in 
Early Christianity, p. 10; Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, pp. 84-86; and Elliott, A 
Synopsis of the Apocryphal Nativity and Infancy Narratives, pp. xiv-v.                                                     
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      ‘Joὅeph’ΝiὅΝmentionedΝbyΝnameΝin the GPM forty-two times.256  The initial 
ὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJoὅephΝaὄeΝἸoundΝinΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝwoὄdὅΝoἸΝJameὅ,ΝwhoΝwὄiteὅμΝ‘I,ΝJameὅ,Ν
ὅonΝoἸΝJoὅephΝtheΝcaὄpenteὄ,Ν…ΝhaveΝcaὄeἸullyΝὄecoὄdedΝeveὄythinἹΝIΝhaveΝὅeenΝ
with my own eyes that occurred at the time of the birth of the holy Mary and of 
theΝSavioὄ’Ν(pὄoloἹue)έΝΝSo,ΝἸὄomΝtheΝveὄyΝbeἹinninἹΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝhaveΝὅomeΝὅenὅeΝ
that Joseph will have some import since he is identified as the father of the 
narrator.  However, they must wait until ch. 8 to discover this for Joseph does not 
reappear in the narrative until theΝtimeΝcomeὅΝἸoὄΝεaὄyΝtoΝbeΝ‘Ἱiven’ΝbyΝtheΝpὄieὅtὅΝ
of the temple to a male guardian and he,ΝaὅΝaΝmembeὄΝoἸΝ‘theΝtὄibeΝoἸΝJudah’ΝandΝ
oneΝwhoΝiὅΝ‘old’ΝandΝwithoutΝaΝwiἸe, is considered a candidate (ch. 8).257   But, 
becauὅeΝheΝiὅΝ‘anΝoldΝman’ΝJoseph is initially ignored in this selection process (ch. 
8).258   Nevertheless,ΝἸollowinἹΝtheΝviὅitationΝoἸΝ‘theΝanἹel’ΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd to the high 
priest and his direction to him to reconsider Joseph, the high priest calls Joseph 
forward to receive his branch,ΝwhichΝtheΝhiἹhΝpὄieὅtΝhadΝpὄeviouὅlyΝplacedΝinΝ‘theΝ
holyΝoἸΝholieὅ’(ch. 8).259  Subsequently, the readers learn that once Joseph 
reὅpondὅΝandΝtakeὅΝ‘theΝbὄanch’, that it becomes clear that Joseph is the choice of 
ύodΝἸoὄΝ‘immediately from the tip of the branch a dove emerged, brighter than 
snow, very beautiful, and after flying a long time around the top of the Temple, it 
wentΝupΝtoΝtheΝheavenὅ’(ch. 8).260  
       Nevertheless, the readers are further informed that, following the priestὅ’ 
command to Joseph to take Mary, he protests, saying, ‘IΝam an old man and I have 
sons: why are you handing this little girl over to me’ (ch. 8)? 261  Nonetheless, his 
sense of obligation to God, his tribe, the priests, and the people of Israel leads him 
toΝbecomeΝ‘heὄΝἹuaὄdian’ΝἸoὄΝaΝpeὄiodΝoἸΝtimeΝ(chέ 8).262  However, uncomfortable 
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with the situation,  Joseph asks theΝhiἹhΝpὄieὅtΝtoΝpὄovideΝ‘ὅeveὄalΝviὄἹinὅ’ΝwhoΝ
canΝὅeὄveΝaὅΝ‘heὄΝcompanionὅ’ΝandΝἹiveΝ‘comἸoὄt’ΝtoΝheὄ (ch. 8).263  The high 
priest does (ch. 8).264  But, not even this act is enough to prevent Joseph from 
keeping a significant distance between himself and Mary.  As the readers learn, 
shortly after ‘JoὅephΝὄeceivedΝεaὄyΝinto his home, along with the five other 
virgins’, he decided he had to leave and went off to work (aὅΝaΝcaὄpenteὄ)Ν‘inΝ
Capernaum’(chs. 8 and 9).265 
       ἦhuὅ,ΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝmeanὅΝoἸΝὄepeatedΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸamilialΝὅtatuὅΝ
and old age, in chs. 8 and 9, it is suggested that Joseph and Mary have very little 
in common and, by implication, very little to draw them close to one another, 
either emotionally or physically.  In the process, the readers are led to believe that 
a substantial wall exists between Joseph and Mary that will shape their developing 
relationship and, among other things, preserve her righteousness, purity, and 
virginity (and, thus, ultimately, the divinity of the forthcoming child). 
         This wall only appears to grow in chs.10 and 11, as the readers learn of 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄetuὄninἹ,ΝaἸteὄΝ‘nineΝmonthὅ’ΝandΝhiὅΝdiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝheὄΝpὄeἹnancyΝ(chέ 
10).266  όoὄΝtheΝdiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpὄeἹnancyΝevokeὅΝimmenὅeΝanxietyΝinὅideΝ
Joseph and convinces him that either Mary has abandoned her commitment to her 
virginity or some man has taken advantage of her and forced himself upon her 
(ch. 10).  Yet,ΝhiὅΝὅuὅpicionὅΝandΝἸeelinἹὅΝaὄeΝimmediatelyΝchallenἹedΝbyΝ‘theΝ
viὄἹinὅΝwhoΝweὄeΝwithΝεaὄy’,ΝwhoΝattemptΝtoΝaὅὅuaἹeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdoubtΝand grief 
(ch. 10).267  ἦeὅtiἸyinἹΝtoΝtheΝpuὄityΝandΝὄiἹhteouὅneὅὅΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝchaὄacteὄ,ΝtheyΝ
tellΝJoὅephΝthatΝtheyΝknowΝ‘noΝmanΝhaὅΝeveὄΝtouchedΝheὄ’ΝandΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝ‘anΝanἹelΝoἸΝ
theΝδoὄdΝhaὅΝmadeΝheὄΝpὄeἹnant’(chέ 10).268  But, their words do not appear to 
diminish his grief and fear.  ἦhiὅΝonlyΝoccuὄὅΝaἸteὄΝ‘anΝanἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’ΝappeaὄὅΝ
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toΝhimΝ‘inΝhiὅΝὅleep’ΝandΝoἸἸeὄὅΝhim reassurance (ch. 11).269  Only this encounter 
leads Joseph to respond positively, to give thanks to God, to return to 
conveὄὅationΝwithΝ‘εaὄyΝand theΝviὄἹinὅ’Ν(atΝwhichΝpointΝheΝapoloἹiὐeὅΝtoΝεaὄyΝ
for suspecting her of sin), and to return toΝhiὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝheὄΝ‘Ἱuaὄdian’ (ch. 11).270  In 
addition, through these actions (his thanks to God, his apology to Mary, and his 
resumption of his role as guardian), Joseph also confirms what the virgins with 
Mary had earlier confirmed: that she has not had sexual relations with any man 
(ch. 11).  As such, heΝalὅoΝἹiveὅΝwitneὅὅΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅ purity and virginity have 
been maintained.271               
        Even so, as the narrative moves forward, into ch. 12, the readers may 
beginΝtoΝwondeὄΝiἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸeaὄὅ,ΝdemonὅtὄatedΝinΝtheΝpὄeviouὅΝtwoΝchapteὄὅ,Ν
were not warranted.  For within a short time, they discover that Joseph and Mary 
must both face charges that they have had sexual relations.  Joseph is the first to 
face accusations.  Presuming Joseph has had intimacy with Mary, the priests 
declaὄeμΝ‘IἸΝyouΝhadΝnotΝdoneΝheὄΝviolence,ΝὅheΝwouldΝhaveΝὄemainedΝaΝviὄἹinΝtoΝ
thiὅΝday’Ν(chέ 12).272  Yet,ΝtheiὄΝveὄbalΝaccuὅationΝiὅΝmetΝbyΝJoὅeph’ὅΝvowΝthatΝheΝ
haὅΝ‘neveὄΝevenΝtouchedΝheὄ’Ν(chέ 12).273  σeveὄtheleὅὅ,ΝὅtillΝconvincedΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
Ἱuilt,ΝtheΝhiἹhΝpὄieὅt,Νχbiathaὄ,ΝtellὅΝJoὅeph,Ν‘χὅΝtheΝδoὄdΝliveὅ,ΝnowΝIΝwillΝmakeΝ
you drink the water of the δoὄd’ὅΝdὄinkinἹ,ΝandΝyouὄΝὅinΝwillΝimmediatelyΝbeΝ
ὄevealed’Ν(chέ 12).274 
        At the same time,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝthatΝεaὄyΝiὅΝ‘bὄouἹhtΝtoΝtheΝἦemple’Ν
andΝbeἸoὄeΝheὄΝὄelativeὅΝandΝtheΝpὄieὅtὅ,ΝdiὄectedΝbyΝtheΝ‘pὄieὅtὅ,ΝheὄΝpaὄentὅ,ΝandΝ
heὄΝὄelativeὅ’ΝtoΝconfess her sin (ch. 12).275  
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         After this, the events surrounding the administration of the water test to 
JoὅephΝaὄeΝdeὅcὄibedΝandΝitΝiὅΝὄevealedΝthat,ΝinΝtheΝend,Ν‘noΝὅiἹnΝoἸΝὅinΝappeaὄedΝinΝ
him’Ν(chέ 12).276  Accordingly,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldΝthatΝ‘all the priests, and 
ministers andΝpeople’ΝabὅolvedΝJoὅephΝ(chέ 12).277 
        ἦhen,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅ’ΝattentionΝiὅΝὄediὄectedΝtoΝεaὄyΝwhoΝiὅΝtoldΝtoΝ‘conἸeὅὅΝ
whoΝhaὅΝὅeducedΝyou’Ν(chέ 12).278  However, Mary defends her righteousness and 
immediately and fearlessly appὄoacheὅΝ‘theΝaltaὄΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’,ΝdὄinkὅΝ‘theΝwateὄΝoἸΝ
dὄinkinἹ’ΝandΝwalkὅΝὄoundΝtheΝaltaὄΝ‘ὅevenΝtimeὅ’Ν(chέ 12). 279  Still some doubt 
her.  Thus, Mary, again, declares her purity and reasserts her vow to remain a 
virgin her whole life.280  This, in turn, leadὅΝtheΝpeopleΝtoΝ‘beἹin kissing her 
kneeὅ,ΝaὅkinἹΝheὄΝ(aὅΝJoὅephΝhadΝeaὄlieὄ)ΝtoΝἸoὄἹiveΝtheiὄΝevilΝὅuὅpicionὅ’Ν(chέ 
12).281                
            Further distinctions between Joseph and Mary are disclosed to the readers 
inΝchὅέΝΰἁΝandΝΰζέΝΝχmonἹΝotheὄΝthinἹὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝiὅΝsignificantly diminished 
in the account of the journey to Bethlehem (ch. 13).  This becomes evident 
ἸollowinἹΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝaΝviὅionΝεaὄyΝhaὅΝhadΝ(chέ 13).  Having scolded 
her, he finds himself confronted by a beautiful angelic boy,Νwho,Ν‘dὄeὅὅedΝinΝ
bὄiἹhtΝclothinἹ’,ΝbothΝὃueὅtionὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcὄiticiὅmΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝviὅionΝandΝexplainὅΝ
her vision (ch. 13).282  His criticism of Joseph and his inteὄpὄetationΝoἸΝεaὄy’s 
vision would suggest that Joseph does not have a comparable spiritual capacity to 
that of Mary and the angelic boy.  This impression is reinforced by the fact that 
following his interpretation, the angelic boy seems to subsume the role of Joseph 
who, in essence, disappears from this account.  As such, the readers see the 
angelic boy take the lead in guiding and directing Mary in the rest of the account 
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(ch. 13).283  Similarly, they witness him commanding Mary to get down off the 
animal and go into the cave.  In turn, they see that she does as the angelic boy 
says, and goes on to give birth to the child sans Joseph, who has gone to find 
midwives (ch. 13).  
            Following the birth of the child, Joseph returns with one midwife whom 
he believeὅΝεaὄyΝmiἹhtΝneedΝἸoὄΝheὄΝ‘medicine’, but Mary is largely unresponsive 
toΝJoὅeph’ὅΝeἸἸoὄtὅΝ(chέ 13).284  Joὅeph’ὅΝὅpiὄitualΝlimitations are further disclosed 
for readers when, following his announcement to Mary that the midwife has 
aὄὄived,ΝheΝtellὅΝheὄΝtoΝ‘notΝὅmile’,ΝanΝexpὄeὅὅionΝthat,ΝaἹain, reflects his lack of 
undeὄὅtandinἹΝaboutΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpuὄityΝandΝviὄἹinity (ch. 13).285 
        Still, the readers find Joseph and Mary conjoined in chs. 14 and 15 and 
acting together in ways that reveal their mutual righteousness and spirituality.  
Joὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝactionὅΝ(ἸὄomΝtheiὄΝenteὄinἹΝψethlehemΝonΝtheΝὅixthΝdayΝtoΝ
their circumcising and offering of the child on the eighth day) are repeatedly 
described as actions they take together (although Joseph is sometimes identified 
as taking the leadΝinΝtheΝactionὅ)έΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝaὅΝtheyΝenteὄΝψethlehem,ΝitΝiὅΝὅaidΝthatΝ‘heΝ
(Joὅeph)ΝenteὄedΝψethlehem’ΝandΝthatΝ‘heΝὅpentΝὅevenΝdayὅ’ΝtheὄeΝ(chέ 15).286  
ἦhen,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldΝthatΝ‘heΝbὄouἹhtΝtheΝchildΝtoΝtheΝἦempleΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν
(ch. 15).287  Nonetheless, the fact that Joseph and Mary are both engaged in these 
actionὅΝὄeemeὄἹeὅΝinΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝJeὅuὅ’ΝciὄcumciὅionΝandΝtheΝoἸἸeὄinἹΝoἸΝhimΝtoΝ
God (ch. 15).  SpeciἸically,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldΝthatΝ‘whenΝtheΝchildΝὄeceivedΝ
circumcision, they (Joseph and Mary) offered up for him a pair of turtledoves and 
twoΝyounἹΝdoveὅ’ΝbeἸoὄeΝύodΝandΝSimeonΝandΝχnnaΝ(chέ 15).288 
     Yet, following the conjoined action of Joseph and Mary in these events, in 
the narration of the visit and adoration of the magi, the focus shifts to Mary and 
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the child.289  For as the magi went into the house where the child was ‘theyΝἸoundΝ
theΝchildΝJeὅuὅΝὅittinἹΝonΝεaὄy’ὅΝlap’Ν(chέ 16).290  Nonetheless, this shift is 
modiἸiedΝbyΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝwhenΝtheΝmaἹiΝ‘openedΝtheiὄΝtὄeaὅuὄeὅ’,ΝtheyΝ‘pὄeὅentedΝ
expensive gifts to Mary and Joὅeph’Ν(chέ 16).291 
          χἸteὄwaὄdὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝis reasserted in ch. 17, in the account of 
the massacre by Herod.  The readers discover that the day before the massacre of 
allΝtheΝmaleΝchildὄenΝwaὅΝtoΝbeἹin,Ν‘JoὅephΝwaὅ waὄnedΝbyΝtheΝanἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’,Ν
toΝtakeΝ‘εaὄyΝandΝtheΝchildΝandΝἹo,ΝtakeΝtheΝdeὅeὄtΝὄouteΝtoΝϋἹypt’Ν(chέ 17).292 
          FollowinἹΝtheΝὅtoὄieὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅecondΝdὄeamΝandΝtheΝmaὅὅacὄeΝoἸ the 
young children by Herod, in ch. 17, much more is revealed about Joseph and 
Mary in chs. 18-24, which offer accounts of their journey in Egypt.  Among other 
things, the readers learn, in ch. 18 that Joseph did exactly as directed by the angel 
(in ch. 17) and took Mary and the child and entered Egypt.  At the same time, 
three other developments took place that changed the dynamics of the account.  
όiὄὅt,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldΝthatΝ‘thὄeeΝmaleΝὅeὄvantὅ’ΝandΝ‘oneΝἸemaleΝὅeὄvant’ΝhaveΝ
joined Joseph and Mary and the child Jesus for the journey and were, in fact, 
already with them in the cave where they were resting (ch. 18).293  Second, they 
aὄeΝinἸoὄmedΝthatΝἸὄiἹhteninἹΝ‘dὄaἹonὅ’ΝaὄeΝalὅoΝpὄeὅentΝwithΝthemΝinΝtheΝcaveΝ(chέ 
18).294  Third, they are further startled by the unexpected response of the child 
Jesus to the dragons, who,ΝtheyΝaὄeΝtold,Ν‘ὄouὅedΝhimὅelἸ,ΝἹotΝtoΝhiὅΝἸeet,ΝandΝ
ὅtood’ΝbeἸoὄeΝtheΝdὄaἹonὅΝ(chέ 18).295  The response of the dragons is perhaps even 
more startling for amazingly they adoὄedΝtheΝchildΝandΝ‘woὄὅhipedΝhim’Ν(chέ 
18).296  Joὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝall this was quite natural for they were 
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bothΝaἸὄaidΝtheΝdὄaἹonὅΝmiἹhtΝ‘haὄmΝtheΝchild’Ν(chέ 18).297  ώoweveὄ,ΝJeὅuὅ’Ν
ὄeὅponὅeΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝἸeaὄΝandΝtheΝὄeὅponὅeΝoἸΝtheΝdὄaἹonὅΝtoΝhim,Ν
might well take the readers aback.   
        Nonetheless, it waὅΝlikelyΝthatΝJeὅuὅ’ΝboldΝaction as well as the behavior of 
theΝbeaὅtὅΝtowaὄdὅΝthemΝdiminiὅhedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝandΝεaὄy’ὅΝἸeaὄΝaὅΝtheyΝcontinuedΝ
on their journey in ch. 19.  Certainly, as they traveled on, Joseph and Mary saw 
theΝ‘ἹὄeatΝὄeveὄence’ΝtheΝdὄaἹonὅ,Νlions, and leopards showed them (ch. 19).298  
Learning this, the readers may well feel led to contemplate their own thoughts and 
feelings not only toward the child Jesus but also toward those who travel with 
him, most particularly toward Joseph and Mary. 
       Additional contemplation upon the roles and characters of Joseph and 
Mary may emerge aὅΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝleaὄnΝoἸΝtheΝeventὅΝ‘onΝtheΝthiὄdΝday’ΝoἸΝtheΝ
journey into Egypt (ch. 20).299  According to the GPM,ΝhavinἹΝἹὄownΝ‘weaὄy’Ν
from her extensive journey, and spotting a large palm tree where she might find 
ὅhelteὄ,ΝεaὄyΝ‘wantedΝtoΝὄeὅtΝawhileΝinΝitὅΝshade’ (ch. 20).300  InΝὄeὅponὅeΝ‘JoὅephΝ
hastened to lead her to the palm and he had her descend from the donkey’ (ch. 
20).301  Here, Joseph assumes the kind of role the readers would imagine he 
should assume (though he seemed to be kept from doing so earlier) as he gently 
and lovingly cares for the woman who had recently delivered a child and been 
entrusted to him.  But,ΝtheΝlimitὅΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅ ability are shortly revealed in his  
response to her request for fruit from the (tall) palm for her to eat.  Joseph says:  
I am surprised that you are saying this, when you can see how high the 
palm is.  You are thinking of the fruit of the palm; but I am thinking about 
the water that we no longer have in our skins; we have nowhere to 
replenish them to quench our thirst (GPM 20).302 
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Clearly, Joseph cannot simply pull the branches of the tree down to the ground.  
Nonetheless, the readers immediately note that the child Jesus can and does.  
τnceΝaἹain,ΝaὅὅeὄtinἹΝhiὅΝpoweὄ,ΝtheΝchildΝaddὄeὅὅeὅΝtheΝtὄeeΝandΝὅayὅ,Ν‘ψendΝ
down,ΝτΝtὄee,ΝandΝὄeἸὄeὅhΝmyΝmotheὄΝἸὄomΝyouὄΝἸὄuit’Ν(chέ 20).303  Later, in turn, 
Jeὅuὅ,ΝὄeὅpondinἹΝtoΝJoὅeph’ὅΝconceὄn, demonstrates further power and commands 
theΝpalmΝtὄeeΝtoΝ‘openΝupΝἸὄomΝyouὄΝὄootὅΝtheΝhiddenΝὅpὄinἹὅ,ΝthatΝwateὄΝmayΝἸlowΝ
ἸὄomΝthemΝtoΝὃuenchΝouὄΝthiὄὅt’Ν(chέ 20).304  ἦhuὅ,ΝaὅΝaΝὄeὅultΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’Νwoὄdὅ,Ν
Mary, Joseph, and the others, are fed and refreshed and the readers (as well as the 
travelers) are able to comprehend further the divinity and power of the child Jesus 
(which is especially highlighted for the readers in this section, in chs.18-20, of the 
GPM).305  
       The same conclusion may also be drawn with respect to the role of Jesus 
in ch. 21, where, he, again, addresses the palm tree and announces that one of its 
bὄancheὅΝwillΝ‘beΝtakenΝbyΝmyΝanἹelὅΝandΝplantedΝinΝtheΝpaὄadiὅeΝoἸΝmyΝόatheὄ’Ν
(ch. 21).306  Here, curiously, as before, his role is stressed, while the roles of his 
fellow travelers (including Joseph and Mary) are only alluded to with the plural 
pὄonoun,Ν‘they’Ν(chέ 21).307  InΝtheΝpὄoceὅὅ,ΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸaithΝandΝspirituality is 
contrasted with that of his fellow travelers (including Joseph and Mary), whom 
theΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝtoldΝhaveΝletΝ‘Ἰeaὄ’ΝoveὄtakeΝtheiὄΝ‘heaὄtὅ’Ν(chέ 21).308 
Following this chapter, the final reference to Joseph in the GPM occurs in 
the first part of the next chapter, ch. 22.  Here, the readers are informed that at a 
later time, while the group was traveling further within Egypt, Joseph complains 
to Jesus about the terrible heat they are experiencing within the desert and asks if 
the group could travel another way (ch. ἀἀ)έΝΝInΝὄeὅponὅe,ΝJeὅuὅΝtellὅΝJoὅephΝ‘DoΝ
not fear, Joseph; I will shorten the stages along the way for you, so that you will 
reach your humble abode in this single day, when it would normally take you 
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thiὄtyΝdayὅΝoἸΝhaὅte’Ν(chέ 22).309  Just as Jesus makes this promise, the readers 
learn that Joseph and Mary and their fellow travelers sense themselves being 
miὄaculouὅlyΝtὄanὅpoὄtedΝ‘towaὄdΝtheΝmountains of Egypt and its plains’, and 
ὅhoὄtlyΝaἸteὄwaὄdὅ,Ν‘theyΝenteὄedΝoneΝoἸΝtheΝcitieὅ,ΝcalledΝSohennen’Ν(chέ 22).310   
Subsequently, after this last reference to Joseph by Jesus in the first part of 
ch. 22, the emphasis of the narrative is upon the prominence of Mary and the 
child Jesus.  This continues in chs. 23 and 24.   
 
 
The Portrait of Joseph in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew and the History 
of Effects 
 
 A close reading of the text of the GPM reveals some similarities between this 
narrative and the gospels of Matthew and Luke.  In fact, a comparison of the 
references to Joseph in the canonic gospels with those in the GPM reveals that 
several references to Joseph (Mt. 1.18-20 and 24-25; Mt.  2.1-12 and Mt.  2.13-15 
as well as Lk. 2.1-7 and Lk.  2.21-38) are represented or alluded to in the GPM 
and that these references occur in chs. 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.311  However, 
careful analysis of their use suggests that evenΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄoleὅΝoἸΝἹuaὄdianΝ
of Mary and her child and witness, articulated in the canonic gospels, are 
significantly restricted in the GPM inΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝenhanceΝεaὄy’ὅ own position and 
role.  In this regard, it is notable that the GPM does not include or adapt the 
following texts from the Matthean and Lukan nativity and infancy narratives that 
represent Joseph in a very positive light, notably, Mt. 1.1-ΰιΝ(theΝ‘ύenealoἹy of 
JeὅuὅΝtheΝεeὅὅiah’)ΝandΝΝἀέΰλ-ἀἁΝ(theΝ‘RetuὄnΝἸὄomΝϋἹypt’)ΝandΝδkέ 1. 26-27(the 
‘χnnouncementΝthatΝaΝviὄἹinΝ[εaὄy]ΝiὅΝenἹaἹedΝtoΝaΝman whose name was 
Joὅeph’),  2.39-ζίΝ(theΝ‘RetuὄnΝoἸΝJoὅeph,Νεaὄy,ΝandΝJeὅuὅΝtoΝσaὐaὄeth’),Ν 2.41-52 
(the ‘ψoyΝJeὅuὅΝin theΝἦemple’)ΝandΝἁέἀἁ-ἁκΝ(theΝ‘ύenealoἹyΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’)έΝ  As was 
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noted in previous comparisons between the canonic gospels and specific non-
canonic texts, the exclusion of these passages, in this case, seven canonic 
pericopes, alters the image of Joseph for the readers of the GPM because it 
excludes key portions of the canonic representations of Joseph the Carpenter.   
          At the same time it is also important to consider the influence the IGJames 
had on the GPM.  Its influence has been duly noted by several scholars and is 
particularly evident in chs. 1-17.312  In this regard, once again, a close reading of 
the GPM reveals some very significant similarities between this narrative and the 
IGJames.  In fact, a comparison of the references to Joseph in the IGJames with 
those in the GPM reveals that several references to Joseph in IGJames (chs. 9, 13 
and 14, 15 and 16, 17, 19 and 20, 21, and 22) are represented or alluded to in the 
GPM and that these references occur in chs. 8, 10 and 11, 12, 13, 16, and 17.313   
    Therefore, it can be concluded that this portrait of Joseph provides 
additional details and characterizations that, among other things, set Mary and her 
child apart from him as well as other characters by highlighting her virtues and 
holiness, and signifying her uniqueness and special relationship with Jesus.  On 
the one hand, the GPM expands the image of Joseph in the canonic gospels, in 
part, by providing these additional details and characterizations of Joseph through 
the disclosure of new stories and accounts.  Accordingly, this narrative does 
respond to the literary challenges of the Leerstellen,Ν‘ἹapὅΝinΝtheΝnaὄὄative’ΝandΝtheΝ
Unbestimmtheitsstellen,Ν‘placeὅΝwheὄeΝthinἹὅΝaὄeΝuncleaὄ’,ΝὄaiὅedΝbyΝtheΝcanonic 
gospels byΝpὄovidinἹΝmoὄeΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝtheΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝandΝ
his relationship with Mary and Jesus.  On the other hand, these additional details 
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and characterizations often hiἹhliἹhtΝJoὅeph’ὅΝeldeὄlyΝcharacter and physical 
impediments as well as his spiritual and emotional limitations, factors that 
invariably diminish his role and significance in relationship to Mary and Jesus.  
Nonetheless, in the process of relating the events it recounts, and building and 
expanding upon the foundation of IGJames, the GPM testifies to the ongoing 
development and evolution of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the Matthean, Lukan, 
and Johannine portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter. 
 
 
The Distinctiveness of the Portrait of Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of 
Pseudo-Matthew 
 
The GPM reveals significant distinctions between the background, characteristics, 
and actions of Joseph, on the one hand, and those of Mary, on the other hand, with 
these distinctions repeatedly disclosed and highlighted.  Desiring to construct a 
large wall between Joseph and Mary, the GPM presents Mary, from the very 
beginning, as someone who is substantially different from both Joseph and all the 
other human beings with whom she associates and has contact.  This is indicated 
in dramatic and profound ways by the fact that ὅheΝiὅΝaddὄeὅὅedΝaὅΝ‘theΝholyΝ
εaὄy’,ΝevenΝbeἸoὄeΝtheΝnaὄὄativeΝἸoὄmallyΝbegins (prologue).314  However, as the 
readers learn, this title is but a reminder and sign of aspects of her person and 
character that will be revealed to them throughout the remaining portions of the 
GPM.  So it is that as they read beyond the prologue they discover, as has been 
acknowledged, that Mary is held in the highest esteem by people from all walks 
of life.  So it is that this title suggests, as the readers come to discern, that Mary is 
‘moὄeΝpeὄἸectΝinΝeveὄyΝviὄtue’ (ch. 6) and spirituality, so much so thatΝ‘noΝoneΝwillΝ
be able to say that there has ever been anyone like her, nor will there be anyone 
like her after her’Ν(chέ 3).315  So it is that they learn from the narrative that even 
angels feed and care for her, and the sick find her touch makes them well (ch. 
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6).316  So it is that they come to understand that, in and through her virginal life, 
God has instituted ‘aΝnewΝaὄὄanἹementΝ…ΝὅinceΝὅheΝhaὅΝvowedΝtoΝύodΝto remain a 
viὄἹin’Ν(chέΝκ).317  As with the prior non-canonic narrative representations that 
have been examined, it is also the case that GPM adds to the portrait of Joseph 
that was offered in the canonic gospels.  In the process, it responds, in its own 
way, to what it perceives to be the literary challenges of the Leerstellen,Ν‘ἹapὅΝinΝ
theΝnaὄὄative’ΝandΝtheΝUnbestimmtheitsstellen,Ν‘placeὅΝwheὄeΝthinἹὅΝaὄeΝuncleaὄ’,Ν
with regard to Joseph, raised by these earlier gospel narratives, by providing 
‘additional’Νinformation about him.  Accordingly, the GPM provides a distinctive 
and important portrayal of Joseph. 
 
ἦheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝandΝtheΝσaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝ
Joseph the Carpenter in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 
 
Next to the exceptionally youthful and virtuous image of Mary presented in the 
GPM, the readers see an image of Joseph who they discover, in a variety of ways, 
is almost everything Mary is not.  Among other things, the readers are informed 
early in the narrative that heΝiὅΝ‘anΝoldΝman’νΝaΝchaὄacteὄiὅticΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝbyΝtheΝ
fact that they are also told, directly and indirectly, that he is notΝonlyΝ‘anΝoldΝman’,Ν
but also a person who has grandsons who are older than Mary (ch. 8).318  Thus, 
very quickly, his substantial age difference from Mary, as well as his marital and 
familial history (that he has had a wife with whom he has had relations that have 
led to the birth of children) set him apart from the fourteen year old virgin whose 
‘Ἱuaὄdian’ΝheΝiὅΝὅuppoὅedΝtoΝbecomeΝ(chέ 8).319  At the same time, this 
juxtaposition is also sharpened by the fact that Joseph is a less than enthusiastic 
participant in the matters in which God has asked him to be engaged; is a person 
who, though faithful to God, is reluctant to be involved with Mary and has some 
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serious doubts about what is to transpire.  Therefore, it is this early portrayal of 
Joseph and juxtaposition of Joseph and Mary that informs and shapes his 
representation throughout the rest of the text. 
      In turn, the details of the GPM alὅoΝindicateΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄoleὅ,Ν
with respect to Mary and the child, are believed to be those of guardian and 
witneὅὅ,ΝaὅΝwaὅΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝatΝtheΝtimeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄeceptionΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝatΝthoὅeΝ
timeὅΝwheὄeΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpὄeὅence,Νobὅeὄvation,ΝandΝὄeὅponὅeΝconἸiὄmΝεaὄy’ὅΝkeyΝ
characteristics, especially, her purity and virginity.320   As such, it seems safe to 
assume that both the portrayal of Joseph and the veneration and praise offered 
Mary in this narrative reflect thoughts and beliefs of the spiritual community from 
which it arises.   
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Conclusion: The Non-Canonic Portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter in Early 
Christian and Early Medieval Literature  
 
Analysis of these portrayals of Joseph has revealed that several later literary 
interpreters continued to be interested in the character and role(s) of Joseph.  This 
may be documented in at least two ways.  First, evidence that Joseph remains a 
major character and continues to evoke substantial interest within the later 
narratives is corroborated by the fact that Joseph is frequently acknowledged and 
mentioned in each of the four narratives examined (mentioned by name twenty-
one times in the IGJames; thirty-one times in the IGThomas; fifty-eight times in 
the HJC; and forty-two times in the GPM).  Second, each of the respective 
naὄὄatoὄὅΝὄelateΝὅubὅtantiveΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝbothΝtheiὄΝpeὄceptionὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
character and their beliefs about the nature of his relationships with Mary and 
Jesus, going to some effort to craft their portrayals of Joseph.  
       This examination of the four non-canonic narratives has also revealed that 
Christians in different communities felt they had the theological warrant to 
expand and contract the portrayals of Joseph in the Matthean, Lukan, and 
Johannine gospels for their own theological and apologetical reasons (particularly 
in order to clarify the nature of the relationships between Joseph and Mary and 
Joseph and Jesus).321  It appears that these later narrators interacted with these 
portrayals of Joseph in at least four different ways that document the development 
of the reception history of the early gospel portrayals of Joseph in these non-
canonic texts.  
      The first way in which the later narrators interacted with these early 
narrative portrayals documents their response to representations of Joseph based 
upon specific canonic events in which he was explicitly featured.  There are 
numerous examples of this type of composition and they include representations 
of Joseph, especially in the scenes of the Annunciation to Joseph and First Dream 
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of Joseph, the Journey to Bethlehem, and the Nativity.  The second way 
documents their engagement with portrayals of Joseph that are based upon one 
specific canonic event which, interestingly, did not explicitly feature Joseph; 
notably, the event of the Adoration of the Magi.322   
        The third way substantiates their engagement with canonic accounts that 
may infer events not described and imply the direct participation of Joseph; 
notably, the event of Joseph Taking Mary into His Home (or of Joseph Taking 
Guardianship of Mary).  This event was not directly recounted in the canonic 
records.  But, the extant non-canonic narrative portrayals of it suggest that some 
Christians believed the canonic narratives alluded to it.  Thus, these first three 
ways seem to have their inspiration and foundation primarily in canonic scenes.                   
     In contrast, the fourth way in which they responded to the earlier canonic 
portraits of Joseph was by creating representations of Joseph either based upon 
theΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝandήoὄΝcommunity’ὅΝbelieἸὅΝor upon one or more earlier non-
canonic narrative accounts (in one of the four extant non-canonic narratives 
reviewed) in which Joseph is explicitly featured.  While it is evident that these 
specific examples are not based upon the early gospel portrayals of Joseph, they 
nonetheless document important responses to the them and so constitute a 
significant part of their reception history.  Among these examples are found two 
large narratives, the IGThomas and the HJC, that present a substantial amount of 
new information and new scenes related to the character of Joseph and, largely, 
his relationship with Jesus.  The first text, IGThomas, is focused primarily on 
depictions of the child Jesus interacting with his father, Joseph.  The second 
narrative, HJC, is mainly concerned with stories of Jesus about the life, 
fatherhood, character, and last days of Joseph, information Jesus related to his 
disciples on the Mount of Olives.  Representations of Joseph in scenes of the 
WateὄΝἦeὅt,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝSeaὄchΝandΝDiὅcoveὄyΝoἸΝaΝεid-wife or mid-wives, other 
                                                          
    
322
 It is both intriguing and curious that narrators (and their communities) deemed it important 
to portray this scene and to include Joseph in it although there is not an explicit canonic record of 
his presence. 
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scenes of Joseph Leading the Holy Family to Egypt, and the Greeting of the Holy 
Family by Afrodisius in Sotina on their Flight into Egypt, are also found in these 
later Christian narratives.  Thus, these numerous and variegated portrayals of 
Joseph provide concrete evidence of the various way(s) in which the later 
Christians related, integrated, and supplemented the earliest canonic portraits of 
Joseph as well as canonic nativity and infancy accounts.   
     This investigation has revealed three areas of theological and literary 
agreement between these texts: a belief in the divinity of Jesus, a belief in the 
purity and perpetual virginity of Mary, and a belief in the right of their Christian 
communities to contract and expand the canonic accounts in order to accomplish 
their particular theological goals.  For example, although the HJC places a strong 
emphasis on the role and significance of Joseph in the life and moral and spiritual 
development of Jesus, this emphasis does not diminish its concern simultaneously 
to show particular deference and veneration toward Mary.  Despite such 
theological lines of agreement, they do not overshadow the significant differences 
visible between the documents.  
       This analysis of these non-canonic portrayals of Joseph also suggests that 
they reveal at least two trajectories: these later narrators seemed inclined to 
expand the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portraits of Joseph in ways that 
affirmed and enhanced Joseph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄΝandΝὄole, on the one hand, or seemed 
inclined to contract them in ways that diminished or weakened his figure, on the 
other hand.  Evidence of these two tendencies or inclinations --- either to expand 
or contract the canonic portraits --- appears abundant in the variety of narrative 
chaὄacteὄiὐationὅΝoἸΝJoὅephέΝΝἦheὅeΝὅuἹἹeὅtΝthatΝtheΝchaὄacteὄiὐationΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
roles could also substantially vary and that some narrators believed it more fitting 
to portray him in certain roles.  While these roles were suggested, if not based 
upon prior ones, found in the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portrayals, some of 
them were emphasized much more than others.  
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      Similarly, related to the variation in roles, is the variation also found in the 
characteὄiὐationΝandΝdeὅcὄiptionΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅέΝΝ
The different portrayals of Joseph clearly indicate that some narrators felt it was 
appropriate to place Joseph in close proximity to Mary and Jesus (as the early 
gospel narratives imply), while others felt it was more appropriate to place Joseph 
some distance from Mary and Jesus (as some non-canonic accounts imply).   
      While it may not be possible to date exactly the beginning of these 
tendencies or to track precisely the trajectories of these tendencies, it seems 
tenable that the former, the first trajectory (the one inclined to expand the canonic 
portraits of Joseph in ways that enhanced the meaning of the earliest gospel 
portrayals of Joseph), likely emerged at least by the latter half or last quarter of 
the second century CE and is clearly visible in the IGThomas.  The HJC appears 
to move along the same theological trajectory in regard to Joseph as the 
IGThomas.   
       As the prior narrative and literary analysis has shown, these two narratives 
clearly and repeatedly expand the role of Joseph and increase his significance.   
ἦheὅeΝexpanὅionὅΝincludeΝanΝemphaὅiὅΝonΝJoὅeph’ὅΝconnectionΝtoΝtheΝlineΝoἸΝ
David, the annunciation and spiritual dreams, the care and protection of Mary and 
the child, the direction and guidance of Mary and the child, his relationship with 
God, and his relationship with Mary and the child.  In the case of these two 
narratives, with respect to the representation of Joseph, the focus seems primarily 
to be two-fold: first, to highlight and emphasize the significance and role of 
JoὅephΝduὄinἹΝtheΝpeὄiodΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’ΝchildhoodΝ(aὅΝὅeenΝinΝtheΝIύἦhomaὅ)Νand,Ν
second, to highlight and emphasize the significance and role of Joseph throughout 
his relationship with Jesus,ΝupΝtoΝtheΝpeὄiodΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdeathΝandΝJeὅuὅ’ΝyounἹΝ
adulthood (as seen in the HJC). 
       As the first, the second trajectory appears to have emerged in roughly the 
same period, in the latter half of the second century.  However, initially 
manifested in the IGJames, it appears inclined to minimize the canonic portraits 
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of Joseph in ways that diminish or weaken the meaning and value of the 
Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portraits.   In light of the many similarities 
between the IGJames and the GPM (created between the beginning of the sixth 
century and the beginning of the ninth century), it appears that the GPM moves 
along much the same theological trajectory in regard to Joseph as the IGJames.  
As the prior narrative and literary analysis of the IGJames and the GPM has 
shown, these two narratives clearly and repeatedly dissipate the role of Joseph and 
diminish his significance.  This is manifested in the efforts of both IGJames and 
ύPεΝlaὄἹelyΝtoΝiἹnoὄeΝoὄΝdepὄeciateΝJoὅeph’ὅΝconnectionΝwithΝtheΝlineΝoἸΝDavid, 
the annunciation and spiritual dreams, the care and protection of Mary and the 
child, the direction and guidance of Mary and the child, his relationship with God, 
andΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄelationὅhipΝwithΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝchildΝ(diὅcloὅedΝinΝεatthewΝandΝ
Luke).323  In the case of these two narratives, the focus seems primarily to 
hiἹhliἹhtΝandΝemphaὅiὐeΝεaὄy’ὅΝpuὄityΝandΝviὄἹinityΝandΝtheΝconnectionΝoἸΝtheὅeΝ
characteristics to her relationship to Jesus.  However, the reworking and reshaping 
of the character of Joseph and his relationship with Mary and Jesus in these two 
narratives also suggests that they have other purposes that include an intent 
largely to contract and diminish the role and significance of Joseph in the stories 
of the nativity and childhood of Jesus.  Thus, as in the IGJames, so in the GPM, a 
clear effort is seen to depreciate the canonic portraits of Joseph in ways that 
seriously limit their value and significance.          
             These two trajectories represent two theological and aesthetical schools of 
thought.  One school documents the positive representation of Joseph as important 
and essential and as in no way, threatening or diminishing the virginity and purity 
of Mary or the divinity of Jesus.  The other places priority on Mary and Jesus and 
believes it must limit and diminish the role of Joseph.  From this perspective 
every effort is made to enhance their images, especially the ideas of the virginity 
                                                          
    
323
 It is this position (that limited the role of Joseph and minimized his existence) that eventually 
‘wonΝtheΝday’ΝinΝmost places in later years.  
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and purity of Mary and the divinity of Jesus, even if such efforts should minimize 
the significance and role(s) of Joseph.              
       Accordingly, it may be concluded that these four later non-canonic 
narratives reveal both the existence of different historical attempts to define 
Joseph and the existence of different historical perceptions of Joseph and his 
role(s) in the Christian story in the first several hundred years of Christianity.  
Spread over a set period of time (at least over the period between c. 150-800 CE), 
these later narratives also disclose the existence of an ongoing struggle within the 
broader Christian community of how to respond to the canonic portraits of Joseph 
in light of certain theological and apologetical concerns.  Together, these 
narratives provide numerous details about the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of the canonic representations of Joseph from the early 
Christian to the early medieval periods; details that witness to the emergence of 
two very different perspectives about Joseph.   
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PART IV 
 
THE RESPONSE OF LATER CHRISTIAN ARTISTS AND THEIR 
COMMUNITIES TO THE CANONIC PORTRAYALS OF JOSEPH 
 
Having documented the various responses to the portraits of Joseph in Matthew, 
Luke, and John in the representations of Joseph in IGJames, the IGThomas, the 
HJC, and the GPM, composed between c. 150 CE and 800 CE, and discovered the 
presence of two different trajectories within the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of the Joseph tradition, attention is now turned to further 
responses found in eighteen distinct artistic portrayals of Joseph, created between 
c. 300 CE and 800 CE in order to determine if they also reveal evidence of these 
two trajectories.1   
           However, in contrast to these earlier analyses of canonic and non-canonic 
Christian literature in Parts II and III, that were organized according to the 
approximate respective chronology of each narrative, in Part IV, this review will 
begin with some remarks about the beginnings of Christian art and issues that 
must be addressd with respect to the rise of Christian art.  Thus, with the help of 
certain scholars, an effort will be made, in this prefatory discussion, to come to 
some general conclusions about the different communities with which artists may 
have associated; how artists may have received or assimilated canonic as well as 
non-canonic texts related to narrative portrayals of Joseph; if they developed their 
own non-canonic representations of Joseph independent of received (and, 
certainly, later) non-canonic texts; and if they may have been influenced by prior 
visual portrayals of Joseph. 
                                                          
    
1
 While forty-seven portrayals of Joseph from this period have been located and identified, an 
examination of such a large number of artifacts is beyond the space limits of this study.  It is 
believed that the eighteen portrayals that will be examined in this study are representative of both 
the quality and the diversity of these works and represent a fair sampling for the hypotheses set 
forth in this thesis. 
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            The formal examination of eighteen art compositions that include portraits 
of Joseph will follow and will be organized according to five specific 
iconographic themes found in canonic or non-canonic literature, related to the 
birth of Jesus of Nazareth.  The first images to be examined will be 
representations of the First Dream of Joseph and the Annunciation to Joseph that 
will be reviewed in Chapter 8.  These will be followed by compositions of the 
four other themes, notably, the Water Test (in Chapter 9), the Journey to 
Bethlehem (in Chapter 10), the Nativity (in Chapter 11), and the Adoration of the 
Magi (in Chapter 12).   
            Subsequently, consideration will first be given to the subject, date, and 
provenance of each work, as well as these matters can be determined.2   
            Second, attention will be directed to the way and manner in which Joseph 
is portrayed and characterized in each composition.  In this regard, as with the 
narratives, the focus will be directed to: the age of Joseph; his physical features, 
characteristics, demeanor, and posture; his proximity to Mary and the Christ-
child; his physical position and location within the particular composition (i.e. 
within the background or foreground of the image); the roles and actions in which 
he appears to be engaged; and, finally, to the different ways Joseph and Mary are 
juxtaposed as complementary or contrasting figures.  As a result, attention will 
also be given to the independenceΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅ work reveals between itself and 
possible canonic and non-canonic literary referents; its substantial or minimal 
difference from possible narrative referents; the distinctiveness of the 
representation of Joseph found in these artistic works.              
                                                          
    
2
 Although the provenance of certain objects can be determined with relative certainty, that is 
not the case with others, as O.M. Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era, pp. 
xliii-xliv, notes in his remarks on ivory compositions. As previously noted, Dalton, p.xliv, 
acknowledἹeὅΝitΝiὅΝ‘oἸtenΝveὄyΝdiἸἸicultΝtoΝdateΝ(ivoὄieὅ)ΝwithΝpὄeciὅionΝoὄΝaὅὅiἹnΝ(them)ΝtoΝanyΝ
paὄticulaὄΝlocality’έΝΝ 
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            Third, an attempt will be made, with regard to each work of art, to 
ascertain if it is possible to determine whether an artist received or assimilated 
canonic as well as non-canonic texts; if he/she developed their own non-canonic 
representations of Joseph independent of received (and, certainly, later) non-
canonic texts; and if the artist was influenced by prior visual portrayals of Joseph.  
            Fourth, in light of the information gleaned from the analysis of these 
initial three concerns, consideration will be directed to the perceptions and beliefs 
these specific art works suggest their creators and their respective ecclesiastical 
communities, patrons, commissioners or guilds, appear to have held with respect 
to Joseph.   
            Fifth, and finally, consideration will be given as to whether or not a 
portrayal of Joseph reveals evidence of a trajectory that largely affirms and 
enhances the portrayal and role of Joseph found in the canonic accounts or 
evidence of a trajectory that largely dismisses and diminishes this portrayal and 
role.  ἦhiὅΝceὄtainlyΝὅeemὅΝpoὅὅibleΝἸoὄ,ΝaὅΝώaὄveyΝhaὅΝὄecoἹniὐed,Ν‘imaἹeὅΝoἸΝtheΝ
ψibleΝ…ΝenἹaἹeΝaΝὅpeciἸicΝtextΝand,ΝmoὄeΝoἸten,ΝaΝpaὄticulaὄΝaὅpectΝoἸΝitέ’3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
3
 John Harvey, The Bible as Visual Culture: When Text Becomes Image (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Phoenix Press, 2013), p. 10. 
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The Beginnings of Christian Art and the Reception and Assimilation of Canonic 
and Non-Canonic Texts by Artists in the Early Christian and Early Medieval 
Periods 
 
Any study of the literary and artistic reception history of a narrative character 
from the New Testament must begin with the recollection of the historical and 
political context in which Christianity developed.  It should be remembered that 
as rapid as the Christian movement spread in the first two centuries of the 
Common Era the context in which it grew was one in which it was both often 
outlawed and persecuted.  However, an indication of the end of this situation 
cameΝwithΝωonὅtantine’ὅΝdeciὅionΝtoΝliἸtΝὅanctionὅΝaἹainὅtΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝinΝtheΝ
western portion of the empire in 306 CE.  This policyΝpeὄmittedΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝ‘toΝ
pὄacticeΝtheiὄΝὄeliἹionΝunhindeὄed’ΝandΝalὅoΝpὄovidedΝἸoὄΝ‘theΝimmediateΝ
ὄeὅtoὄationΝoἸΝpὄopeὄtyΝeaὄlieὄΝconἸiὅcatedΝἸὄomΝtheΝωhuὄchΝ…’4  Further, this 
effort was complemented in the spring of 311 CE, when Emperor Galerius (one of 
the most vigorous persecutors of the Christians) issued his Edict of Toleration.  In 
this Edict, issued but days before his death, Galerius not only ended the formal 
peὄὅecutionΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝbutΝalὅoΝoὄdeὄedΝ‘theΝὄeὅtoὄationΝoἸΝplaceὅΝoἸΝwoὄὅhipΝὅoΝ
thatΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝmiἹhtΝaἹainΝἹatheὄΝ…’5  Thus, Galerius opened the door for 
eastern Christians to begin to feel they could worship and express their 
convictions in a more open and public way.6  This act was amplified in February 
313, when the new co-emperors, Constantine in the West and Licinius in the East, 
                                                          
    
4
 Jonathan Bardill, Constantine, Divine Emperor of the Christian Golden Age (Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 133 and 271.  
    
5
 Bill Leadbetter, Galerius and the Will of Diocletian (Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2009), 
p. 225.  It was posted a few days after his death on April 30, 311 in Nicomedia, the eastern and 
most important capital of the Roman Empire at the time.  Part of the motivation of Galerius was 
his desire to get the Christians on his sideέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝheΝconcludedΝthiὅΝϋdictΝbyΝdiὄectinἹΝ‘ωhὄiὅtianὅΝ
toΝpὄayΝtoΝtheiὄΝύodΝonΝhiὅΝbehalἸΝandΝἸoὄΝthatΝoἸΝtheΝempiὄe’έΝΝ 
    
6
 This text of the Edict of Toleration is found in Lactantius, Of the Manner in which the 
Persecutors Died in ANF, 2nd series, Vol. 7 (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 2004), p. 315.  
χΝlenἹthyΝexplanationΝoἸΝύaleὄiuὅ’ΝattitudeΝtowaὄdΝtheΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝcanΝbeΝἸoundΝinΝδeadbetteὄ,Ν
Galerius and the Will of Diocletian, pp. 221-26. 
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‘aἹὄeedΝonΝaΝpolicyΝbyΝwhichΝδiciniuὅΝwouldΝextendΝtoΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝinΝχὅiaΝεinoὄ,Ν
Syria, Palestine, and Egypt the privileges that Christians in the West had 
poὅὅeὅὅedΝbyΝlawΝὅinceΝἁίθΝundeὄΝωonὅtantineΝ…’7    
     Prior to this period a not insignificant amount of Christian worship was 
conducted in secret, usually in private homes.8  As a result, most Christian art was 
limited to very small objects and images painted in underground catacombs.  The 
images painted in the catacombs, cemeteries of the early Christians, have been 
documented in extensive detail.9   δeὅὅΝhaὅΝbeenΝὅaidΝaboutΝ‘ὅmall-scale Christian 
                                                          
    
7
 Bardill, Constantine, Divine Emperor of the Christian Golden Age, p. 133, explains that the 
identiἸicationΝoἸΝthiὅΝpolicyΝaὅΝ‘theΝϋdictΝoἸΝεilan’ΝiὅΝ‘miὅleadinἹ’έΝΝώeΝnoteὅΝthatΝtheὄeΝiὅΝ‘noΝ
evidenceΝthatΝanyΝedictΝwaὅΝiὅὅuedΝinΝthatΝcity’έΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝheΝacknowledἹeὅΝthatΝaΝtextΝoἸΝtheΝ
‘aἹὄeed policy’ΝiὅΝ‘pὄeὅeὄvedΝinΝtwoΝveὄὅionὅμΝaΝletteὄΝὅentΝbyΝδiciniuὅΝtoΝtheΝἹoveὄnoὄΝoἸΝψithyniaΝ
in June 313, which is preserved in Latin by Lactantius; and another document posted in Caesarea 
some time later, which reads more like an edict and is preserved inΝύὄeekΝbyΝϋuὅebiuὅ’έΝΝχΝcopyΝoἸΝ
theΝpuὄpoὄtedΝ‘edict’ΝἸὄomΝδiciniuὅΝcanΝbeΝὅeenΝinΝδactantiuὅ,ΝOf the Manner in which the 
Persecutors Died in ANF, 2nd series, Vol. 7, p. 320.  A contemporary translation of these two texts, 
mentioned by Bardill, is found inΝδactantiuὅ’ΝPersecutors, 48.2-12, pp. 70-73 (quoted in G. 
ωlaὄke,Ν‘ωhὄiὅtianityΝinΝtheΝόiὄὅtΝἦhὄeeΝωentuὄieὅμΝἦhiὄd-ωentuὄyΝωhὄiὅtianity,’ΝinΝχέKέΝψowman,Ν
P. Garnsey, and A. Cameron [eds.], 2005, Cambridge Ancient History, pp. 589-671) and Eusebius, 
Church History 10.5.2-14, pp. 322-32. 
      Having acknowledged this agreement, it should also be noted, as Thomas F. Mathews, The 
Clash of Gods (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), p. 3, reports, that Licinius ultimately 
broke his commitment to this newΝpolicyΝandΝtoΝωonὅtantineΝandΝbeἹanΝ‘puὄἹinἹΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝἸὄomΝ
the ranks of government and army, a move that provided Constantine with the pretext for taking 
upΝaὄmὅΝaἹainὅtΝhim’έΝΝSeeΝεathewὅ’ΝdetailedΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝthiὅΝonΝppέΝἁ-11. 
    
8
 Bardill, Constantine, Divine Emperor of the Christian Golden Age, p. 247.  
    
9
 Several scholars address the subject of the early beginnings of Christian Art.  In this regard, 
see W.F.Volbach, Early Christian Art: The Late Roman and Byzantine Empires from the Third to 
the Seventh Centuries (trans., Christopher Ligota; New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc.,1961); Pierre 
du Bourguet, Early Christian Painting (trans., Simon Watson Taylor; New York: The Viking 
Press, 1965); André Grabar, Christian Iconography:A Study of Its Origins (trans. Terry Grabar; 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968) and André Grabar, Early Christian Art: From the 
Rise of Christianity to the Death of Theodosius (trans. by Stuart Gilbert and James Emmons; New 
York: Odyssey Press, 1968); Pierre du Bourguet, Early Christian Art (trans. Thomas Burton; New 
York: Reynal & Company in association with William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1971); Gertrud 
Schiller, The Iconography of Christian Art, Vol. I; Kurt Weitzmann, (ed.), The Age of Spirituality: 
Late Antique and Early Christian Art, Third to Seventh Century (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1979); John Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art (London and New York: 
Phaidon Press, 1997); Robin M. Jensen, Understanding Christian Art (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2000); Neil Macgregor and Erika Langmuir, Seeing Salvation: Images of  Christ in Art 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000); Matilda Webb, The Churches and 
Catacombs of Early Christian Rome (Sussex: Sussex Academic Press, 2002); and Jeffrey Spier 
(ed.), Picturing the Bible: The Earliest Christian Art (New Haven and London:Yale University 
Press, 2009).                                        
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aὄt’ΝthatΝwaὅΝpὄobablyΝ‘poὄtable’ΝandΝuὅedΝinΝpὄivateΝwoὄὅhipΝbyΝὅomeΝeaὄlyΝ
Christians.10  Writing about these small artistic works, Lowden notes that 
The church historian and biographer of Constantine, Eusebius, Bishop of 
ωaeὅaὄiaΝinΝPaleὅtineΝ(dέΝἁζί),ΝcommentedμΝΝ‘IΝhaveΝexaminedΝimaἹeὅΝoἸΝ
the apostles Peter and Paul and indeed of Christ himself preserved in 
painting: presumably men of old were heedlessly wont to honour them 
thuὅΝinΝtheiὄΝhouὅeὅέ’ΝΝώiὅΝὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝ‘menΝoἸΝold’ΝimplieὅΝthatΝheΝ
believed such practices went back well before the time of Constantine.11 
  
Thus, early in their history at least some Christians engaged in the creation and 
use of artistic images. 
       Therefore, it is not surprising that following the recognition Christianity 
received through the actions of Constantine, Galerius, and Licinius that many 
more and larger Christian works of art and architecture were created.12  Several of 
these were commissioned byΝωonὅtantineΝwhoΝ‘notΝonlyΝbuiltΝnewΝchuὄcheὅΝ
throughout the empire, helping to compensate for the damage of the persecutions, 
butΝalὅoΝendowedΝaΝnumbeὄΝoἸΝthemΝἹeneὄouὅly’έ13  Others were also created by 
affluent Christians and groups of Christians who finally felt free to express openly 
and boldly their devotion to God.  Certainly included in these creations were 
images of portraits of one or more members of the holy family.  
       Unfortunately, only a limited number of Christian artifacts remain from 
the first centuries of the early Christian period.  Nonetheless, those that are extant 
provide important insight into both the theological beliefs and perceptions of the 
early Christian community, including insight into early beliefs and perceptions 
about Joseph the Carpenter.  For, along with the numerous canonic and non-
canonic narratives created within this time that presented portraits of members of 
the holy family and expressed varying levels of interest, appreciation, and even 
devotion toward Jesus, Joseph, and Mary, there are also early artistic 
                                                          
    
10
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, pp. 56-57. 
    
11
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, pp. 56-57. 
    
12
 ἦhiὅΝwaὅΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝtὄueΝἸollowinἹΝωonὅtantine’ὅΝὅanctionΝoἸΝtheΝὄeliἹion,ΝaἸteὄΝἁἀηέ 
    
13
 Bardill, Constantine, Divine Emperor of the Christian Golden Age, p. 248.  
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representations on sarcophagi, mosaics, liturgical ivory plaques and book covers, 
and other artifacts that reveal similar things.14  Therefore, it is the intention of this 
chapter and the following chapters in this section of the thesis to examine and 
document the different levels of appreciation toward Joseph found in eighteen 
different early Christian and early medieval artistic portrayals in order to establish 
more understanding of the reception history of the canonic portrayals of Joseph.  
But, first, some reflection must be given to the world of Christian artists in the 
early Christian and early medieval periods and to the issue of their reception and 
assimilation of canonic and non-canonic texts. 
           An exact picture of the world of the artists in the early Christian and early 
medieval periods is very hard to discern.  Few textual accounts related to art in 
these periods remain and so one must rely upon what can be gleaned about the 
content, function, purpose, design, materials, date, and social, ecclesiastical, and 
geographical contexts, in order to discover pieces of evidence that can give 
insight into the world of these early creators and the various influences that could 
have, and sometimes did, inform and shape their work.   
            ἦheΝ‘communitieὅ’ΝwithΝwhichΝtheΝaὄtiὅt had association could include 
monasteries or other ecclesiastical groups, guilds, ateliers, or private or public 
patrons.  And, yet, this is difficult to determine because there are scant references 
toΝὅuchΝ‘communitieὅ’ΝandΝfew artists were known to leave discernible signatures 
or marks, as later artists.15  Thus, much about the nature and character of artists’ 
associations and communities remains elusive.  Still, some clues (and, in some 
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 SomeΝtimeΝaἹo,ΝεέΝωhaὄleὅΝεuὄὄay,Ν‘χὄtΝandΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhuὄch’,ΝJournal of Theological 
Studies 28 (1977), pp. 304-45,  appropriately argued that the time had arrived in Christian 
ὅcholaὄὅhipΝ‘thatΝtheΝmonumentὅΝoἸΝtheΝωhuὄchΝὅhouldΝbeΝputΝbackΝintoΝtheΝcontext of church 
history alongside the literary remains in order to arrive at a more rounded estimate of matters of 
ἸactΝinΝtheΝeaὄlyΝωhuὄchέ’ 
15
 While it can be assumed that some artists worked alone (perhaps with the aid of an 
apprentice or assistant), it can be also be assumed that others did not and, instead,  affiliated with a 
guild or workshop and worked together and shared and borrowed ideas.  They are believed to have 
existed in major cities in before the rise of Christianity so they would likely have continued. 
Certainly some artistic projects required this; necessitated a team or guild of workers in order to 
completeΝὅpeciἸicΝelaboὄateΝpὄojectὅ,ΝpaὄticulaὄlyΝaἸteὄΝωonὅtantine’ὅΝὄecognition of Christianity 
and his commitment to use the treasury of the state to  restore, build, and enhance innumerable 
Christian architectural structures.   
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cases, very specific clues) can be discovered by considering two different factors: 
the size and the function of the work and asking the appropriate questions related 
to these factors. While it may not be possible to achieve a definitive answer in all 
cases it is still appropriate to ask, with respect to the size of the artistic creation, if 
the work appears to have required the effort of an individual artist or the efforts of 
a group of artists. Similarly, with regard to the function of an artistic work, it is 
reasonable to ask both for whom it may have been created (an individual or a 
family or a larger group) and for what purpose it was made (ecclesiastical or 
secular). The prospective answers to these questions will be noted as they are 
found in later examinations of the individual artistic compositions with which this 
study is concerned. 
           At the same time, the scholar must also face the fact that the evidence 
peὄtaininἹΝtoΝaὄtiὅtὅ’ΝὄeceptionΝoὄΝaὅὅimilationΝoἸ canonic and non-canonic 
Christian texts is limited.  This has led Cassidy, among others, to caution modern 
scholars to be careful in their attempts to substantiate the level of influence 
ancient texts had upon artists inΝthiὅΝpeὄiodΝ‘ὅinceΝaὄtiὅtὅΝὄaὄelyΝiἸΝeveὄΝadheὄeΝ
scrupulously to a text even on those occasions when they have recourse to one 
…’16  As Cassidy continues, 
            It was not for their learning that they earned reputations.  The proper 
            object of their talents was to represent the characters and events of 
            history, mythology, and religion in ways that were visually compellinἹΝ… 
            Only occasionally would artists have had to resort directly to written   
            sources, or receive from the oft-cited but rarely sighted humanist or   
            theologian detailed instructions about the subjects they were expected to 
            represent.  For most commissions they would have drawn from a common 
            ἸundΝoἸΝoὄalΝloὄeΝandΝpictoὄialΝtὄaditionΝ…Νψut,Νmoὅtly,ΝtheiὄΝacὃuaintance 
            with the stories would have been acquired in less deliberate, non-literary 
                                                          
      
16
 Brendan Cassidy, ‘Intὄoduction μΝIconoἹὄaphy,ΝἦextὅΝandΝχudienceὅ’,ΝinΝψὄendanΝωaὅὅidayΝ
(ed.), Iconography at the Crossroads (Princeton, NJ : Index of Christian Art, Princeton University 
Press, 1993), pp. 9-10. Similar caution has been expressed by David Cartlidge, ‘WhichΝPathΝatΝtheΝ
Crossroads? Early Christian Art as Hermeneutical and TheoloἹicalΝωhallenἹe’,ΝinΝJulianΝVέΝώillὅΝ
(ed.), Common Life in the Early Church: Essays Honoring Graydon F. Snyder (Harrisburg, PA: 
Trinity Press International, 1998), pp. 357-72, andΝRobinΝJenὅen,‘ύivinἹΝἦextὅΝViὅionΝandΝImaἹeὅΝ
Voice: The Promise and Problems oἸΝInteὄdiὅciplinaὄyΝScholaὄὅhip’,Νin Julian V. Hills (ed.), 
Common Life in the Early Church: Essays Honoring Graydon F. Snyder (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity 
Press International, 1998), pp. 344-56.  
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            wayὅέΝΝχnd,ΝleἸtΝtoΝhiὅΝownΝdeviceὅ,ΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝὅenὅeΝoἸΝwhatΝwaὅΝΝ 
            impoὄtantΝ…ΝwouldΝhaveΝaὅΝmuchΝtoΝdoΝwithΝtheΝpictoὄialΝpoὅὅibilitieὅΝoἸΝ 
            the narrative ...17 
 
However, while there is some validity to ωaὅὅidy’ὅΝpeὄὅpective,ΝitΝdoeὅΝnotΝtellΝtheΝ
whole story. 
            Writing about the use of texts in Greco-Roman society and specifically, 
about their use in Christian communities, Gamble, offers clues about how artists 
could come to receive and assimilate different texts.18  In his study, he provides 
important insight into the social and cultural world of early Christians and the 
different types of exposure they had to early Christian literature; insight that is 
suggestive of the social and cultural context in which artists lived and worked.  
Acknowledging the estimate that literacy in the Greco-Roman world was 
probably seldom higher than 10-15% of the population, Gamble argues that it, 
nonetheless, cannot be concluded that the lack of literacy inhibited Christians 
from familiarity with early Christian texts.  As he has noted, it must be 
acknowledged in light of the documentary evidence that does exist that  
            all ancient reading was reading aloud and that much of it occurred in 
            public, quasi-public, and domestic settings where those listening might 
            includeΝὅemiliteὄateΝandΝilliteὄateΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝtheΝliteὄateΝ…ΝΝεoὅtΝωhὄiὅtian 
            texts were meant to speak to the whole body of the faithful to whom they 
            were read.  These writings envisioned not individual readers but gathered 
            communities and through public, liturgical reading they were heard by the 
            whole membership of the church.19 
So illiteracy or semi-literacy did not inhibit Christians (including Christian artists) 
‘ἸὄomΝbecominἹΝἸamiliaὄΝwithΝωhὄiὅtianΝtextὅ’έ20  Indeed, as Gamble argues, it is 
the case that 
Those who were drawn to Christianity were intensively schooled in its    
literature, especially scripture.  The extended catechetical process by  
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 ωaὅὅidy,Ν‘IconoἹὄaphy,Νἦextὅ,ΝandΝχudienceὅ’,ΝppέΝι-8. 
18
 Harry Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1995). 
19
 Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church, pp. 39-40. 
20
 Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church
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which converts came into the church concentrated, at least from the 
second century onward, upon doctrinal and moral instruction.  It certainly 
did not include learning to read or write, but it did include close 
familiarization with Christian scripture.  Further, an essential element of 
Christian liturgical gatherings was the reading of scripture.  In the early 
centuὄieὅΝὅcὄiptuὄeΝwaὅΝnotΝὄeadΝinΝὅnippetὅΝbutΝinΝlonἹΝὅeἹmentὅΝ…ΝΝWithΝ
such regular and lengthy readings, followed by their homiletical 
exposition, Christians who could not read nevertheless became conversant 
with the substance of scriptural literature and also with other texts that 
were occasionally read in the setting of worship.21 
 
ἦheὄeἸoὄe,Ν‘theΝlimitedΝextentΝoἸΝindividualΝliteὄacyΝ…ΝhadΝlittleΝadveὄὅeΝeἸἸectΝonΝ
the ability of Christians generally to gain a close acquaintance with Christian 
liteὄatuὄe’έ22  This is particularly relevant for comprehending the access artists had 
to Christian literature for as Gamble, building upon the work of Meeks, recounts,  
           The most typical members of the Christian groups (in the first centuries of 
            the Christian movement) were free craftspeople, artisans, and small       
            tὄadeὄὅ,ΝὅomeΝoἸΝwhomΝhadΝattainedΝaΝmeaὅuὄeΝoἸΝaἸἸluence,Ν…ΝhadΝtheΝ 
            resources to travel, and were socially mobile.23 
  
Thus, he reminds scholars that artists (‘ἸὄeeΝcὄaἸtὅpeople’ΝandΝ‘aὄtiὅanὅ’)Νwere 
often in the very center of places and people where they would in fact have had 
repeated accessibility to the stories and accounts of the canonic and non-canonic 
narratives.            
           Further, there is documentary evidence from three particular Christian 
sources in the late fourth and early fifth centuries, Paulinus of Nola, Prudentius of 
Rome, and an anonymous source that artists could also be exposed to these 
narratives through the means of the theological criteria and programs of their lay 
and ecclesiastical patrons and other theological figures (that certainly 
incorporated selections from canonic and non-canonic texts). Thus, this represents 
another way in which they could be exposed to these narratives.  Certainly an 
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 Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church, p. 8. 
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 Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church, pp. 8-9. 
23
 Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church, p. 5. See Wayne Meeks, First Urban 
Christians (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,1983). 
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example of this is evident in the poem of Paulinus, a wealthy Christian patron, 
written to his friend, Nicetas, a bishop of Remesiana.  In describing a set of fresco 
scenes from the Hebrew scriptures that he had had created in a basilica (and in 
other surrounding buildings) he had endowed near the tomb of St. Felix near Nola 
(in the southern Italian province of Campania), Paulinus discloses not only his 
own involvement in the designs and compositions of Christian artists who worked 
for him but also hiὅΝdeὅiὄeΝtoΝὅhapeΝtheΝbelieἸὅΝoἸΝtheΝ‘peaὅant’ΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝaὄound 
him.24  At the same time, he reveals his wish to give them access to the stories and 
teachinἹὅΝoἸΝtheΝὅcὄiptuὄeὅΝinΝaΝ‘ἸaithἸul’ΝandΝ‘cleaὄ’ΝwayέΝΝWὄitinἹΝtoΝσicetaὅ,Ν
Paulinus says: 
 
Now I desire thee to see the paintings on the porticoes decorated with a 
long series and to take the slight trouble of bending thy neck    
backwards, taking stock of everything with head thrown back.  He who 
on seeing this recognizes Truth from the idle figures, feeds his faithful 
spirit with a by no means idle image.  For the painting contains in  
ἸaithἸulΝoὄdeὄΝeveὄythinἹΝthatΝεoὅeὅΝwὄoteΝinΝἸiveΝbookὅΝ… 
 
It may be asked how we arrived at this decision, to paint, a rare custom, 
images of living beings on the holy houses. 
 
Hark and I will attempt briefly to expound the causes. What crowds the 
glory of St. Felix drives hither, is unknown to none; the majority of the 
crowd here, however, are peasant people, not devoid of religion but not 
able to read.  These people, for long accustomed to profane cults, in which 
their belly was their God, are at last converted into proselytes for Christ 
whileΝtheyΝadmiὄeΝtheΝwoὄkὅΝoἸΝtheΝὅaintὅΝinΝωhὄiὅtΝopenΝtoΝeveὄybody’ὅΝ
ἹaὐeΝ… 
 
ἦheὄeἸoὄeΝitΝὅeemedΝtoΝuὅΝuὅeἸulΝwoὄkΝἹailyΝtoΝembelliὅhΝόelix’Νhouὅeὅ 
all over with sacred paintings in order to see whether the spirit of the 
peasants would not be surprised by this spectacle and undergo the 
influence of the coloured sketches which are explained by inscriptions 
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 Caecilia Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 300-1150: Sources and Documents (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1986), pp. 17-18.  
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over them, so that the script may make clear what the hand has exhibited 
…25 
 
Impassioned and involved as Paulinus was in the numerous artistic projects in and 
around Nola, it is not surprising to know that more evidence of his involvement in 
the design and composition of illustrations in other Christian basilicas and 
churches can be found.26  Consequently, it is easy to concur with Davis-Weyer 
whenΝὅheΝὅtateὅΝthatΝPaulinuὅΝ‘waὅΝaὅΝmuchΝtheΝauthoὄΝoἸΝtheΝiconoἹὄaphicΝ
programs as of the poems which accompanied them and took an equal pride in 
both’.27 
            A similar desire to offer guidance and direction about the nature and 
character of illustrations in Christian basilicas and churches (and in the process to 
provide further accessibility the Christian scriptures) may be present in a poem 
written by the Roman Christian poet, Prudentius, entitled, Lines to be Inscribed 
under Scenes from History.28  As Davis-Weyer states, the poem, written around 
ζίί,Ν‘mayΝhaveΝbeenΝeitheὄΝaΝbluepὄintΝἸoὄΝoὄΝaΝὄeminiὅcenceΝoἸ’ΝtheΝinὅideΝoἸΝaΝ
basilica or large church in which one side of the walls of the nave were illustrated 
with images from themes and subjects in the Hebrew scriptures and the other side 
with images from themes and subjects in the Christian scriptures.29  SinceΝ‘theΝ
titleΝoἸΝPὄudentiuὅ’ΝpoemΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝitὅΝveὄὅeὅΝweὄeΝcompoὅedΝaὅΝinὅcὄiptionὅ’ΝitΝ
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 Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 300-1150, pp. 18-19.  Davis-Weyer took this translation 
from Paulinus of Nola, Carmina XXVII, 512-95 in Rudolf Carel Goldschmidt, Paulinus’ 
Churches at Nola (Amsterdam: N.V. Noord-Hollandische Uitgevers Maatschappig, 1940), pp. 61-
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 Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 300-1150, pp. 20-23, includes a second letter in her 
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describes his desires to provide a theological program of illustrations for other churches.  Davis-
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 Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 300-1150, p. 20. 
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History, trans. H.J. Thompson (Cambridge, Mass. And London: Harvard University Press and 
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is certainly possible that he used this poem to offer not only actual texts to 
accompany specific portrayals but explicit content for the representations.  In 
some of the lines of his poem that are focused on the birth of Jesus, Prudentius 
reveals his choices of narrative themes and subjects (and his particular 
interpretations of specific texts from Matthew and Luke) which he believes artists 
should illustrate. 
 
 XXV. THE ANGEL GABRIEL IS SENT TO MARY 
 The coming of God being at hand, Gabriel comes down as a messenger 
 ἸὄomΝtheΝόatheὄ’ὅΝthὄoneΝonΝhiἹhΝandΝunexpectedlyΝenteὄὅΝaΝviὄἹin’ὅ 
 dwellinἹέΝ‘ἦheΝώolyΝSpiὄit,’ΝheΝὅayὅ,Ν‘willΝmakeΝtheeΝwithΝchild,Νεaὄy, 
 andΝthouΝὅhaltΝbeaὄΝtheΝωhὄiὅt,ΝthouΝholyΝviὄἹinέ’ 
           
 XXVI. THE CITY OF BETHLEHEM 
 Holy Bethlehem is the head of the world, for it brought forth Jesus from 
 whom the world began, himself the head and source of all beginnings. 
 This city gave birth to Christ as man, yet this Christ lived as God before 
 the sun was made or the morning star existed.              
 
 XXVII.THE GIFTS OF THE WISE MEN 
 ώeὄeΝtheΝwiὅeΝmenΝbὄinἹΝcoὅtlyΝἹiἸtὅΝtoΝtheΝchildΝωhὄiὅtΝonΝtheΝviὄἹin’ὅ 
 breast, of myrrh and incense and gold.  The mother marvels at all the  
 honours paid to the fruit of her pure womb, and that she has given birth 
 to one who is both God and man and king supreme. 
 
            The third and earliest extant example of specific instructions about 
Christian illustrations can be found in four pages of fragments from an 
illuminated Bible from the community of Quedlinburg, Germany.  Composed by 
an anonymous Christian between 350 and 410, the manuscript contains Old Latin 
(Old Itala) selections from the text of Kings in the Hebrew scripture.  The 
manuscript presents alternating pages so that the scripture can be found on one 
page and illustrations (of the text) on the corresponding page.  What makes this 
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particularly important for this study, as Davis-Weyer reveals, is that a 
considerable amount  
            of the color has fallen off, revealing instructions for the painter written 
            underneath.  They tell him not only what elements to include in his 
            painting, but at the same time furnish him with a summary of the story. 
            The completeness of the instructions seems to indicate that the painter 
            was expected to follow them without further recourse to a prototype.30 
 
Three examples from these instructions indicate the explicit nature of the 
instructions with which artists could be faced. 
            Make Saul by the oak and his servant and three men who talk to him, one 
            carrying three kids, one three loaves of bread, one a wineskin. 
            Make prophets, one with a cithara, another with a flute, the third one with 
            a drum, and Saul prophesying and his servant with a harp. 
            Make where the prophet Samuel and Saul meet in Mapha and talk to the   
            peopleΝ… 
            Make where King Saul begs the angry prophet that they may pray God for  
            him and pleads his ignorance.31 
 
Despite the fact that only a small portion of this illuminated text remains, there 
should be little doubt that the kind of direct instructions witnessed here were not 
also given in the rest of the manuscript in order to facilitate its illustration.  Thus, 
in light of these extant instructions (and the numerous others that can be assumed 
to have once existed), the anonymous author leaves little question about what 
he/she believes the artist(s) should do.  Certainly, these three examples indicate 
that the anonymous writer and Paulinus, and probably Prudentius, held particular 
ideas about which canonic characters should be portrayed as well as how they 
should be portrayed and believed their iconographic agenda (which consistently 
included references to specific canonic scriptures) was appropriate for the artists 
to follow.                                                
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            Additionally, it is hardly likely that these three diverse sources were the 
only Christian patrons/commissioners to offer such guidance and direction.  
Rather, their existence suggests that others likely provided similar instruction for 
theological portrayals, including instruction for different portrayals of 
themes/subjects related to the birth and childhood of Jesus.  Still further, the early 
date and the organization of the theological and aesthetic programs offered by 
these individuals suggests they were probably not the first to provide such 
prescriptions. 
            However, it is much easier to discern if artists developed their own non-
canonic representations of Christian themes and characters and, specifically, of 
Joseph, independent of canonic (and, certainly later) non-canonic texts.  Although 
it was certainly the case that canonic and non-canonic narratives served as 
referents for artists as they developed the different themes and the characters 
within them for their various audiences, even a cursory review of the eighteen 
compositions to be examined in the forthcoming chapters suggests artists were 
inclined to act in an independent fashion and spirit.32  Harvey acknowledges one 
example of this ‘independence’ΝinΝhiὅΝdiὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝ‘conἸlation’ΝinΝωhὄiὅtianΝaὄtέ33 
           Precedents for representing biblical stories, themes, and characters in the     
           guise of periods, places, and persons remote from their original historical   
           context date back to the beginnings of Christian art.  It represents an   
           example of conflation: the practice of fusing biblical stories with the   
           aὄtiὅt’ὅΝviὅionΝoἸΝtheiὄΝcontempoὄaὄyΝwoὄldέ34 
 
           Thus, as he goes on to note and as is evident in the images in this study, 
aὄtiὅtὅΝweὄeΝinclinedΝtoΝbindΝ‘theΝimaἹeΝoἸΝtheΝbiblicalΝnaὄὄativeΝtoΝa specific time 
and place’.35  This led them to be inclined to dress, as it were, biblical characters 
andΝὅubjectὅΝinΝtheΝ‘clotheὅ,Νaὄchitectuὄe,ΝandΝaὄteἸactὅΝcontempoὄaὄyΝtoΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’Ν
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 Harvey, The Bible as Visual Culture: When Text Becomes Image, pp. 32-37. 
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and his/her cultural context.36  Therefore, it is not surprising, in light of the period 
and locales of the works examined in this study, to find biblical characters dressed 
in Roman attire in Graeco-Roman architectural settings, as will be noted in future 
discussions.  Harvey believes this allowed artists to create compositions that 
becameΝ‘ἹὄoundedΝinΝtheΝpὄeὅent’,ΝinΝtheiὄΝownΝpaὄticulaὄΝwoὄldὅέ37 
       Parallel, and related as canonic and non-canonic texts and early Christian 
and early medieval art may be on some levels, the art created from the narrative is 
never simply a copy or reproduction of the text.  Rather, it often represents 
characters and events as well as the interpretation of these things in different ways 
from a canonic or non-canonic narrative.  So it is that in the process of creating 
his/her work of art, the artist not only creates his/her own interpretation of the 
subject/theme and the characters within it but their own independent account; an 
account that has narrative, historical, and aesthetic integrity in and of itself, and 
provides an important record of early Christian perception and belief with regard 
to many matters --- including the understanding of Joseph.  In fact, it can be said 
thatΝtheΝaὄtiὅtΝtellὅΝ‘moὄe’Νbecause he/she addresses issues such as the 
‘chaὄacteὄiὐation’ΝandΝ‘pὄoximity’ΝoἸΝtheΝchaὄacteὄὅΝinΝdiἸἸeὄentΝwayὅΝandΝhaὅΝtheΝ
ability in the composition(s) created to address more directly and succinctly the 
issues of the size of the characters, their proximity to each other, their relationship 
to each other, the roles they play, the context of their actions, and other details.38  
In many respects, they speak, in a different language and, as an example, by their 
simple positioning of a character, can often tell us quite a bit about both him/her 
and their relationships with the other characters.  Thus, the artistic works from the 
period provide complimentary and parallel data to the texts that goes far beyond 
being ancillary or supplementary. 
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            It is also easier to substantiate the influence of prior visual representations 
of other Christian themes and portrayals of Joseph.  In many respects, early 
Christian and early medieval art are part and parcel of Roman and Greek classical 
art which provided the aesthetic environment in which the former arose.  So it is 
inevitable as one looks closely at the different works under examination in this 
study that evidence of this environment and of the adaptation of specific artistic 
patterns and themes can be found in some degree or another.  This must be 
acknowledged, as Grabar states, for  
at the beginning of the Christian experiment in iconography, the 
inspiration could have only come from the art of other religions or from 
pὄoἸaneΝaὄtΝ…ΝΝἦheΝmakeὄὅΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtianΝimaἹeὅΝcouldΝnotΝhaveΝbeenΝ
ignorant of the multifarious figurations that surrounded them, nor could 
they have escaped being to some degree influenced by them.  One could 
ὅayΝ…ΝthatΝωhὄiὅtianΝiconoἹὄaphyΝwaὅΝboὄnΝinΝthiὅΝepochΝthankὅΝtoΝtheΝ
exceptional growth of figurative art in the Roman Empire.39 
The hard truth of this, Grabar continues,  
can be verified by observation of certain of the most general and frequent 
features of Christian images: the presentation of the human figure, its                                                      
common accessories, and the architecture or furnishings that surround the 
figure.40  
Subsequently, he adds,  
it was actually because of this that the new, Christian images they 
(Christian artists) created were understandable to their contemporaries, 
and therefore effectively achieved the ends intended.41 
                                                          
39
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, p. xliii. Grabar (p. xliii) goes on to 
add thatΝ‘anyΝpaὄticulaὄΝimaἹeΝoἸΝanyΝpeὄiodΝoἸΝhiὅtoὄyΝcontainὅΝitὅΝὅhaὄeΝoἸΝmotiἸὅΝcommonΝtoΝtheΝ
society that produced it --- commonplaces, in truth --- just as a written text or any verbal 
expὄeὅὅion,ΝcontainὅΝwoὄdὅΝandΝlocutionὅΝoἸΝcuὄὄentΝuὅaἹeέ’ΝΝInΝjuὅtΝthe same way, he continues (p. 
xliii),Ν‘theΝbaὅeὅΝuponΝwhichΝtheΝoὄiἹinalΝPaleo-ωhὄiὅtianΝimaἹeὅΝweὄeΝἸoundedΝ…ΝἸoundΝ
expression entirely, almost uniquely, in the general language of the visual arts and with the 
techniques of imagery commonly practiced within the Roman Empire from the second to the 
ἸouὄthΝcentuὄy’έ 
40
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, pp. xlv-xlvi. 
41
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, p. xlvi. 
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            Therefore, this influence must be acknowledged.  Yet, it is also the case 
that as the Christian movement grew in power and prestige and came into a 
clearer sense of its own identity that it was able to define itself in more distinctive 
wayὅΝwithΝmuchΝmoὄeΝeaὅeΝbecauὅeΝtheyΝ‘hadΝonly to trace a few new features and 
details to transform an image of a type common in that period into a Christian 
imaἹe,Ν…ΝintoΝoneΝthatΝevokedΝaΝωhὄiὅtianΝthouἹhtΝoὄΝaΝhiὅtoὄicalΝeventΝchaὄἹedΝ
withΝωhὄiὅtianΝmeaninἹέ’42  
            What is more surprising (and will become manifest as this study 
progresses) is that Christian artists (and even secular or pagan artists engaged in 
work for Christians), exercised the kind of interpretive and stylistic independence 
from each other that they did.  With the exception of certain patterns (found in 
representations of the Journey to Bethlehem and the Adoration of the Magi), they 
exercised significant independence with respect to their artistic creations, 
including those of concern in this analysis, the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph, the Water Test, the Journey to Bethlehem, the Nativity, 
and the Adoration of the Magi.  Thus, they were largely independent not only of 
the canonic and non-canonic narrative referents that informed the particular 
themes with which they were engaged but also significantly independent of the 
work of earlier artists and of prior visual portrayals, even with regard to the 
portrait of Joseph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
42
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, p. xlvi. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Portrayals of Joseph in Compositions of the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph 
 
The first canonic theme to be considered is the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph.  It is well-documented in canonic and non-canonic 
narratives that have been reviewed in Parts II and III and can be found in Mt 1,    
IGJames 14, HJC 6, and the GPM 11.  The theme is also well-documented in 
early Christian and early medieval art, and illustrated, in this analysis, in four 
representative compositions, made of different materials (marble, mosaic, and 
ivory) that include portraits of Joseph from the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries. 
            The first composition, found on a fourth century Gallic sarcophagus lid, 
features a reclining Joseph.  Its importance and the importance of other 
representative sarcophagi in this study are indicated for three reasons.  First, as 
χnnaΝἦaἹἹaὄtΝnoteὅ,ΝtheὅeΝὅaὄcophaἹiΝἸὄomΝtheΝlateὄΝRomanΝϋmpiὄeΝ‘documentΝanΝ
unbὄokenΝevolutionΝoἸΝὄelieἸΝὅtyleΝ…ΝtoΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝworld of the fourth 
centuὄy,ΝwhichΝiὅΝnotΝotheὄwiὅeΝatteὅted’έ43  Second, they also offer very early 
representations of the birth and infancy of Jesus of Nazareth.  Third, and most 
important for this analysis, they appear to present early representations of Joseph, 
if not the earliest extant representations of Joseph.44  Thus, these sarcophagi 
constitute significant sources for the documentation of the Wirkungsgeschichte of 
the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portrayals of Joseph in the periods with 
which this study is concerned.45  Consequently, they warrant careful review and 
                                                          
    
43
 Anna McCann Taggart, Roman Sarcophagi in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1978), p. 20.  
    
44
 Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, pp. 71-72. 
    
45
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Terzo, Supplemento, pp. vii–viii, only speaks 
bὄieἸlyΝaboutΝtheΝὅpeciἸicΝὅubjectΝoἸΝtheΝ‘ὄepὄeὅentationὅΝoἸΝSaintΝJoὅeph’ΝinΝpoὄtὄayalὅΝinΝ
sarcophagi.  His analysis is significantly shaped by hiὅΝaὅὅumptionΝthatΝinΝ‘theΝἸiὄὅtΝthὄeeΝcentuὄieὅΝ
RomanΝaὄtiὅtὅ’ΝdidΝnotΝpὄeὅentΝtheΝἸiἹuὄeΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝὅceneὅΝoἸΝtheΝnativityΝoἸΝJeὅuὅΝinΝoὄdeὄΝtoΝ
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analysis in order to determine what information they may provide about early 
Christian perceptions of the person and role of Joseph.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                              
avoidΝtheΝappeaὄanceΝthatΝJoὅephΝmayΝhaveΝbeenΝJeὅuὅ’ΝἸatheὄέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝWilpeὄtΝiὅΝconvincedΝ(pέΝvii)Ν
that portrayals of Joseph can only be found in the fourth century and beyond. 
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              [Figure 1] 
              Sarcophagus, Arles, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph,  
              Gallic, Fourth Century, εuὅeeΝdeΝl’χὄleὅΝχntiὃue,Νχὄleὅ,Νόὄance 
 
Introduction  
While some scholars have suggested that the various sarcophagi and sarcophagi 
fragments found in southern Gaul around Arles and other French cities were 
products of Roman workshops or artists, located some distance away, this is not a 
necessary conclusion.  In light of the history and significance of the Christian 
population in and around Arles, the fact it was encircled by graveyards, and the 
accompanying demand they would have for the creation of sarcophagi, by this 
time, it is more likely that this area would have come to have its own independent 
artists and workshops.46  Further, the very personal nature of this art and the 
                                                          
46
 However, this does not negate the prospect that their artistic sensibilities had been formed by 
Roman artisan and workshops. 
    Arles became a critical Roman seaport and political and military center in the first century 
CE following the decision of its leaders to side with Julius Caesar in his victorious fight against 
Pompey.  This lead both J. Caesar and later Roman rulers to bestow their blessings and monies 
upon the city for an arena, an amphitheatre, a substantial cryptoporticus (subterranean galleries) 
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circumstances surrounding a request for the creation of such works, and the fact 
that most clients for these works were people of means, would require that the 
sarcophagus sculptor or the director of the atelier of sculptors have some personal 
contact with the individual or family of the deceased in order that they might 
properly accommodate their wishes.47  Thus, it is likely that this art was part of 
the creation of an anonymous Gallic sculptor who, whether by direction or choice, 
created this composition of the First Dream of Joseph and the Annunciation to 
Joseph,ΝilluὅtὄatedΝinΝόiἹuὄeΝΰ,ΝandΝnowΝlocatedΝinΝtheΝεuὅéeΝdeΝl’Arles Antique, 
Arles, France.   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 1 
In this image Joseph, dressed in an exomis, lies reclined on a bed with his legs 
crossed and his right hand supporting his head as if he is in a state of 
contemplation or sleep, against the backdrop of an architectural structure that 
                                                                                                                                                              
and numerable monuments, several of which remain. These gifts and its location and prominence 
also enabled Arles to become an important Roman political center.  They certainly also helped 
Arles to become a center of Christian activity and life.  Substantiation of this can be documented 
byΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝcity’ὅΝωhὄiὅtianΝpopulationΝwaὅΝἹuidedΝbyΝὅeveὄalΝimpoὄtantΝeaὄlyΝωhὄistian 
leaders, including, Saint Trophimus, Saint Honore, and Saint Hilary and the fact that it was 
sometimes the site for critical Christian councils in the early Christian period, including the 
famous council of 314 (that dealt with the issue of Donatism) which was supervised by 
Constantine (in competition with the northern Gallic Christian centers of Vienne and Lyon). 
Further information about the importance of Arles in the early Christian movement can be found 
in Charles Herbeὄmann,Ν‘χὄchdioceὅeΝoἸΝχix’ΝandΝ‘δeΝPuy’,ΝCatholic Encyclopedia (New York: 
Robert Appleton Company, 1913), n.p. 
    
47
 Sarcophagi can be found in marble, stone, alabaster, terracotta, and lead.  Having noted the 
materials and forms used in these sarcophagi, it is highly likely that the extant Christian 
sarcophagi (as is the case with the extant pagan sarcophagi) that will be examined in this survey, 
probably represents work done for wealthy Christians (a minority of the Christian population) 
ὄatheὄΝthanΝthatΝconὅtὄuctedΝἸoὄΝ‘aveὄaἹe’Νωhristians.  Many Christians would have had only 
modest financial means.  Giovanni Battista de Rossi, James Spencer Northcote, and William R. 
Brownlow, Roma Sotterranea (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1869), p. 296, 
acknowledἹeὅΝthatΝ‘theΝὅaὄcophagus was an expensive article, and the mass of the Christian 
communityΝwaὅΝcompoὅedΝoἸΝtheΝpooὄ’έΝΝἦaἹἹaὄt,ΝRoman Sarcophagi, p. 27, also confirms this.  
SheΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘Plain,ΝpuὄelyΝἸunctionalΝcoἸἸinὅΝhadΝlonἹΝbeenΝuὅedΝbyΝtheΝpooὄeὄΝclaὅὅeὅ’έΝΝἦhuὅ,Ν
their sarcophagi would have probably been made of wood or may have only consisted of a thick 
cloth wrapping.   
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represents Joὅeph’ὅΝὄeὅidenceέ48  To his right, a figure, dressed in a Roman toga 
ὅtandὅΝatΝtheΝedἹeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝbedΝandΝextendὅΝhiὅΝὄiἹhtΝhandΝtowaὄdΝhim,ΝaὅΝiἸΝheΝ
is addressing him.  With his left hand, this angelic figure holds an object (possibly 
a scroll) that may contain the message he brings to Joseph with respect to the 
veiled female figure that stands to the right of the angel.  Wilpert believes this is 
suggested (and at least part of the content of the message implied) by the 
‘pὄeὅenceΝoἸΝaΝveiledΝwoman’ΝandΝby her location, just to the right of the angelic 
figure.49  It is this individual character (who Wilpert identifies as Mary) that he is 
convincedΝ‘deteὄmineὅΝtheΝὅcene’ΝandΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝthatΝtheΝanἹelΝiὅΝdiὄectinἹΝJoὅephΝ
toΝ‘takeΝhomeΝtheΝViὄἹin’έ50  Consequently, in light of the formulation of this 
composition of the First Dream of Joseph and the specific characterization of 
Joseph in it, it is obvious that the sculptor has created a portrayal that has 
incorporated certain characters and aspects of the canonic narrative in Mt. 1.18-
26.  Yet, at the same time, with this narrative offering no physical description of 
Joseph, and few other illustrative details, the artist has had to create his/her own 
representation in marble, significantly distinct from the textual canonic narrative 
and, in the process, a new and probably unique portrait of Joseph and composition 
of the First Dream of Joseph.  Additionally, although this theme is also found in 
the narrative account of IGJames 14 (which may have been known to the creator 
of this work), there is no explicit evidence within the design of this composition 
to substantiate that this sculptor assimilated material from this or any other non-
canonic text. Further, there is no extant evidence to indicate that this composition 
of the First Dream of Joseph and the portrait of Joseph it offers bears any 
relationship to any earlier or later representations of the same theme.  Thus, the 
                                                          
    
48
 This piece is featured in Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Tavole, Tav. 
XX.1.  His discussion of the image is found in  I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, 
Testo, p. 23.  In addition, in  I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Terzo, Supplemento, p. VII, he 
aὄἹueὅΝthatΝtheΝ‘people’ΝἸoundΝinΝόiἹuὄes 6 and 7, (from the city of Le Puy-en-Velay) of this essay 
are also present in Figure 1 (Arles) ‘withΝὅomeΝvaὄiationὅΝ…’ 
    
49
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Testo, p. 23. 
    
50
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Testo, p. 23.  Wilpert believes the 
‘aὄtiὅtΝaddedΝ(thiὅ)ΝtoΝmakeΝthiὅ’ΝaΝcleaὄeὄΝcompoὅitionέ 
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value and integrity of his/her work as an independent witness to the Christian 
story from the fourth century is evident.  It is, perhaps, most manifest in the fact 
that it provides significant illustrative details that are not found in the text of Mt. 
1.18-26.  For, unlike this canonic narrative portrayal, this later artistic 
composition illustrates the size and dress of Joseph and the other characters, 
places them in very specific physical positions in relationship to each other, and 
notably includes the figure of Mary, whom it seems the sculptor has inserted with 
the angelic messenger in order to highlight the specific directions the messenger 
has given to Joseph and the fact that these directions require an immediate 
response from Joseph. 
 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψeliefs about Joseph in 
Figure 1      
 
While the client(s) who sought to purchase this sarcophagus may have conferred 
with the director of a workshop of sculptors in order to make sure certain wishes 
were met with regard to the style and design of the resting place of their loved 
one, it is likely that an individual sculptor created and executed the specific design 
seen here.  Consequently, it was this specific artist who portrayed Joseph as he is 
portrayed here, in a very positive light, as a character of equal size to the other 
characters in the composition and as the figure both the angelic messenger and 
Mary turn to with expectation and hope.   
       Therefore, it can be said that this positive portrait of Joseph in this relief 
carving in this fragment of a sarcophagus, created in or around Arles, in southern 
France, in the fourth century, is an example of a work that enhances the Matthean 
portrayal of Joseph in Mt 1 and substantiates the presence of a trajectory that 
aἸἸiὄmὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝinΝtheΝωhὄistian story.  
.   
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[Figure 2] 
Mosaic, Annunciation to Mary and First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to 
Joseph, Roman, Fifth Century, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome, Italy 
 
 
 
       [Figure 3] 
       Mosaic, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph, Roman,  
       Fifth Century, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome, Italy 
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Introduction  
Much more is known about the provenance, history, and date of Figure 3 that 
presents the right side of the larger conflated portrayal of the Annunciation to 
Mary and First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph found in Figure 2. 
Shortly after the decision of the Council of Ephesus in 431 CE to designate Mary 
theotokos,Ν‘motheὄΝoἸΝύod’,ΝψiὅhopΝSixtuὅΝIIIΝoἸΝRome,ΝdecidedΝtoΝconὅtὄuctΝaΝ
church in her honor, a magnificent architectural structure that still stands on the 
Esquiline Hill in Rome, the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore.51  Inside this 
structure, in the nave, in the upper sections of the triumphal arch that frames the 
main altar and the apse behind it, is a group of large conflated fifth-century 
mosaics that reveal the wishes of Sixtus III.52  A most impressive spiritual and 
                                                          
    
51
 Although he officially identified himself as the Bishop of Rome in the formal dedication he 
had inscribed in the middle of the mosaics on the triumphal arch, he was identified as the 
successor to Peter, and thus the Pope of the Christian church, by many within Christendom.  He 
was consecrated as pope in July 31, 432 and remained in this office until his death in August 19, 
440.  Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt,ΝpέΝιθ,ΝbelieveὅΝtheὅeΝmoὅaicὅΝconὅtituteΝ‘aΝἹloὄiἸicationΝoἸΝtheΝϋpheὅianΝdoἹmaΝ
oἸΝtheΝdiἹnityΝoἸΝtheΝεotheὄΝoἸΝύod,Νεaὄy’έ 
       ἦheΝψaὅilicaΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄeΝiὅΝoneΝoἸΝἸouὄΝ‘majoὄ’ΝoὄΝ‘papal’ΝbaὅilicaὅΝinΝRomeέΝItΝiὅΝ
also known as the Liberian Basilica because it is believed to have been constructed on or near the 
site of this earlier basilica, constructed c. 360, that was commissioned by Pope Liberius who was 
consecrated pope in 352 and remained in office until his death in 366.  The apexΝoἸΝSixtuὅ’ΝwoὄkΝ
as a creator of Christian churches in the holy city, his designation of the Basilica and influence 
uponΝtheΝmoὅaicΝnaὄὄativeὅΝwithinΝitΝconὅtitutedΝnotΝonlyΝanΝacknowledἹmentΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpaὄticulaὄΝ
role in Christian Heilsgeschichte butΝalὅoΝaΝwindowΝintoΝhiὅΝandΝotheὄὅ’ΝpeὄceptionὅΝandΝbelieἸὅΝ
about the events of the nativity and the early childhood of Jesus and the roles of the main actors, 
including Joseph the Carpenter.            
        The importance of these mosaics is also aἸἸiὄmedΝbyΝSuὐanneΝSpain,Ν‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝ
όiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝPhDΝdiὅὅeὄtationΝ(σewΝYoὄkμΝσewΝYoὄkΝ
ἧniveὄὅity,Νΰλθκ),ΝpέΝἁ,ΝwhoΝwὄiteὅΝthatΝ‘ἦheΝἸiἹuὄativeΝcycleὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄeΝaὄeΝnotΝ
only the oldest extant, but they appear to have been the first examples of such a decorative scheme 
in a Roman Christian basilica.  The decision to so embellish a church thus constitutes an 
innovationΝinΝchuὄchΝdeὅiἹnΝandΝaΝmodiἸicationΝoἸΝeccleὅiaὅticalΝpolicyέ’Ν 
    
52
 Sixtus III commissioned and paid for the construction of this basilica as is indicated in the 
dedication he had prepared in the mosaic circle located in the center of the triumphal arch. The 
δatinΝὄeadὅμΝ‘XYSἦἧSΝϋPISωτPἧSΝPδϋψIΝDϋI’έΝΝItΝcanΝbeΝtὄanὅlatedμΝ‘SixtuὅΝtheΝψishop to the 
peopleΝoἸΝύod’έΝΝχὅΝὅuch,ΝitΝὅeemὅΝappὄopὄiateΝtoΝconcludeΝthatΝthiὅΝdedicationΝveὄiἸieὅΝhiὅΝ
approval and imprimatur upon both the content and design of these mosaics.  Thus, there should 
be little question that he was also involved, to some extent in decisions about the theological 
content and aesthetic composition of these mosaics. Lawrence Nees, Early Medieval Art , Issue 
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artistic cycle, it offers pictorial representations of narrative scenes from the first 
century canonic gospels of Matthew and Luke, with non-canonic elements, as 
well as a scene from a later and familiar non-canonic Christian text.  In order, on 
the left side of the arch, from top to bottom, are found images of the Annunciation 
to Mary and the First Dream of Joseph and the Annunciation to Joseph, the 
Adoration of the Magi, the Mothers of Bethlehem Pleading before Herod for  
Their Children (also identified as the Massacre of the Innocents) and the Sheep 
before the Gates of Jerusalem, some of which include important representations 
of Joseph the Carpenter.53  On the right side of the arch, in order, from top to 
bottom, are found images of the Presentation in the Temple and the Second 
Dream of Joseph and the Second Annunciation to Joseph, the Adoration of the 
Magi, the Greeting of the Holy Family by Afrodisius at Sotinen in Egypt during 
the Flight into Egypt (the scene from a non-canonic Christian gospel) and the 
Sheep before the Gates of Bethlehem, some of which also include important 
portrayals of Joseph the Carpenter.54  Finally, in the center of the arch, are found 
                                                                                                                                                              
5970, (New York and London: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 88-89, thinks the dedication 
suggests even more.  He believeὅΝthiὅΝ‘dedicatoὄyΝinὅcὄiption’ΝiὅΝaΝdeclaὄationΝbyΝSixtuὅΝIIIΝthatΝheΝ
iὅΝbothΝ‘buildeὄ’ΝandΝ‘politicalΝleadeὄ’,ΝaΝὄoleΝandΝpoὅitionΝthatΝσeeὅΝaὄἹueὅΝSixtuὅΝhadΝtakenΝbyΝ
aὅὅuminἹΝaΝ‘tὄaditionallyΝimpeὄialΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝandΝpὄeὄoἹative’ΝandΝbeἹinninἹΝthe construction 
of this large basilica in the first place.   
    
53
 The Annunciation to Joseph can also be designated as the First Dream of Joseph, as is 
sometimes suggested. 
    
54
 In light of the broader artistic context in which the portrayal of the Second Dream of Joseph is 
featured within this mosaic cycle, notably just above the representation of the Greeting of the Holy 
Family by Afrodisius at Sotinen in Egypt during the Flight into Egypt, it seems reasonable to 
suggest this portrayal of a dream of Joseph is based upon the second dream recounted in Matthew 
2.13-15 rather than one of the two later dreams in 2.19-21 and 2.22.        
       Although few examples of cycles of Christian images from this early period remain, this 
pictorial cycle of biblical and non-canonic scenes of the nativity and early childhood of Jesus in 
Santa Maria Maggiore was probably one of many extant in the first several centuries of 
Christianity.  Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, pp. 52-56, states this, while noting that 
‘ὅoΝlittleΝὅuὄviveὅ’ΝandΝaddὅΝthatΝtheiὄΝ‘ubiὃuitouὅ’ΝpὄeὅenceΝandΝtheiὄΝpuὄpoὅeΝiὅΝὅuἹἹeὅtedΝinΝ
written Christian sources, notably in the writing of the fifth century saint, Neilos of Sinai, and his 
contemporary, the Roman poet Prudentius. Lowden writes: ‘ἦheΝaὅceticΝSaintΝσeiloὅΝ(σiluὅ)ΝoἸΝ
SinaiΝ(dέcέζἁί)Ν…ΝiὅΝὄepoὄtedΝtoΝhaveΝἹivenΝtheΝἸollowinἹΝadviceμΝ“RepὄeὅentΝaΝὅinἹleΝcὄoὅὅΝinΝtheΝ
ὅanctuaὄyΝ…ΝόillΝtheΝώolyΝωhuὄchΝonΝbothΝὅideὅΝwithΝpictuὄeὅΝἸὄomΝtheΝτldΝandΝσewΝἦeὅtamentὅ,Ν
executed by an excellent painter, so that the illiterate who are unable to read the Holy Scriptures 
may, by gazing at the pictures, become mindful of the manly deeds of those who have genuinely 
ὅeὄvedΝtheΝtὄueΝύod,ΝandΝmayΝbeΝὄouὅedΝtoΝemulateΝtheiὄΝἸeatὅ”έ’ΝΝόuὄtheὄ,Νδowden,ΝpέΝηθ,  recounts 
thatΝtheΝωhὄiὅtianΝ‘RomanΝpoetΝPὄudentiuὅΝcompoὅedΝaὄoundΝζίίΝχDΝaΝὅeὄieὅΝoἸΝveὄὅeὅΝonΝτldΝandΝ
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images of Peter and Paul as well as images of the symbols of the four evangelists, 
situated to the right and left of a circle in which aὄeΝἸoundΝimaἹeὅΝoἸΝ‘theΝ
apocalypticΝthὄoneΝandΝtheΝψookΝoἸΝtheΝSevenΝSealὅ’έ55  Beneath these images is 
the Latin dedication of Sixtus III.56  Therefore, it is evident that the nature, 
construction, and context of Figure 2 is much more elaborate and complex. 
            In contrast to Figure 1, the second composition of the theme of the First 
Dream of Joseph and the Annunciation to Joseph, represented in Figure 3, is a 
very public liturgical work, explicitly designed through a commission of Pope 
Sixtus III, to inspire and encourage the numerous ecclesiastical leaders and laity 
who  regularly visited and worshipped in this fifth-century sanctuary of Santa 
Maria Maggiore.  Further, it is a much more complex work, not only because this 
theme is conflated with that of the Annunciation to Mary, and this large conflated 
composition is but one of several mosaic representations in a series on the birth 
and childhood of Jesus, but also because this composition is a more dynamic and 
elaborate work, with many more characters and much more action. 
            The first of the mosaics in this series in which Joseph figures, Figure 2 is 
located in the upper left section of the triumphal arch.  A rare if not unique 
                                                                                                                                                              
New Testament subjects that read as though they could have been intended to accompany a church 
decoration of this sort [of the sort mentioned by Neiloὅ]έ’ΝΝInΝheὄΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝtheΝδatinΝpoemὅΝoἸΝ
Prudentius, Sister M. Clement Eagan, Prudentius  (Washington, DC: Catholic University of 
America Press, 1962), pp. xiii-xiv, identifies this series of verses as the Dittochaeon or Tituli 
Historiarum. She asseὄtὅΝthatΝitΝconὅiὅtὅΝoἸΝ‘Ἰoὄty-nine hexameter quatrains on Old and New 
ἦeὅtamentΝὅceneὅ’ΝandΝ‘iὅΝἹeneὄallyΝattὄibutedΝtoΝPὄudentiuὅ’έΝΝωontinuinἹ,ΝϋaἹanΝnoteὅΝthatΝ‘ἦheΝ
quatrains were probably intended as inscriptions for mosaics or frescoes in some basilica, and may 
have been inspired by the epigrams of Pope Damasus and the verses composed by Paulinus of 
σolaΝtoΝaccompanyΝpictuὄeὅΝinΝchuὄcheὅ’έΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝaΝὄeviewΝoἸΝaΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝtheὅeΝinὅcὄiptionὅΝ
of Prudentius [found in a translation of this list is in Caecilia Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 
300-1150, pp. 25-33] reveals no reference to Joseph the Carpenter.  Nonetheless, the evidence of 
the present mosaic cycle, sponsored and endorsed by Sixtus III, certainly suggests it was 
acceptable to include elements found in non-canonic accounts in artistic portrayals within 
churches. 
    
55
 WhileΝtheὄeΝhaὅΝbeenΝὅomeΝdiὅputeΝaboutΝwhatΝthiὅΝthὄoneΝactuallyΝὅiἹniἸieὅ,ΝεatildaΝWebb’ὅΝ
interpretation seems appropriate.  See Webb, The Churches and Catacombs of Early Christian 
Rome, pp. 63-4. 
    
56
 See note 35 for the details on this dedication.  With respect to the selection of the scenes in 
theΝmoὅaicΝitΝiὅΝcuὄiouὅ,ΝaὅΝSpain,Ν‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝ
εaἹἹioὄe’,ΝpέΝΰίη,ΝnoteὅΝthatΝtheὄeΝis no nativity scene although there is a scene of the non-canonic 
‘χphὄodiὅiuὅΝincident’έΝ 
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representation, it features and juxtaposes two literary scenes that are seldom 
portrayed together: the angelic encounter with Mary and the angelic encounter 
with Joseph the Carpenter; the annunciation to Mary by the angel, Gabriel, from 
Lk.1.26-ἁκ,ΝwithΝthatΝoἸΝtheΝannunciationΝtoΝJoὅephΝbyΝanΝ‘anἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’Ν
during a dream, from Mt. 1.20-24.57  Moreover, it is not only this conflation that 
is rare but also the way and manner in which the two scenes are brought together 
in this mosaic.  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 3 
WhileΝtheΝpὄimaὄyΝliteὄaὄyΝchaὄacteὄὅΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝ‘theΝanἹelΝoἸΝtheΝδoὄd’ΝaὄeΝ
found in the Matthean narrative (1.20 and 24), this composition of the First 
Dream of Joseph clearly includes more characters and details than the narrative 
provides and reveals that the creator of this composition and portrait of Joseph has 
gone to great lengths to create a new and intriguing representation of this theme 
that, as the work of the sculptor of Figure 1, sets it apart from the narrative in the 
ways the dream of Joseph is portrayed, the annunciation by the angel is presented, 
and Joseph is characterized.   
            ωeὄtainlyΝpaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝuniὃueneὅὅΝoἸΝtheΝchaὄacteὄiὐationΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdὄeamΝ
in this composition is found in the fact, as Seitz observed, that, here, Joseph is 
poὄtὄayedΝaὅΝaΝheavilyΝ‘ὄobuὅtΝmanΝέέέ’ΝwhoΝappeaὄὅΝaleὄtΝandΝὅpiὄituallyΝenἹaged, 
standing and awake, with a staff (a scepter?) in his left hand, with eyes wide open, 
as he is approached.58  At the same time, curiously, he has his right arm raised and 
appears to point his right hand toward himself, as if to suggest that he questions 
that the angels seek him.  In addition, in this portrayal he is not approached by one 
angel but two who, with their right hands raised, appear to address and direct him 
                                                          
    
57
 This event takes place within a large pericope (Mt. 1.18-25) in which additional subjects are 
addressed including the conception and birth of Jesus, the relationship of Joseph to Mary, the 
doubt and initial resolution of Joseph, the acceptance of Mary and the Child, and the naming of 
JeὅuὅέΝΝἦheὅeΝtwoΝὅceneὅΝaὄeΝὄelativelyΝcloὅeΝtoΝeachΝotheὄΝinΝἦatian’ὅ,ΝDiastessaron and 
χuἹuὅtine’ὅ,ΝHarmony. 
    
58
 Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, pp. 76-77, has suggested this object may be seen as a scepter. 
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with an announcement from God (as the other angels address and direct Mary).  
Joseph is also distinguished by the fact that he appears, as Seitz asserts, to have 
juὅtΝemeὄἹedΝἸὄomΝaΝ‘temple-like buildinἹ’Ν(‘aΝhouὅeΝoἸΝpὄayeὄ’),Ν‘wheὄeΝheΝhaὅΝ
ὅhaὄedΝhiὅΝconceὄnὅΝwithΝύod’έ59  Joseph seems to share the same relative height 
and weight and age of Mary, despite the special position reserved for her on a 
throne.  As early as the writing of the IGJames (c.150-175 CE), there is a strong 
effort to present Mary as a young adolescent or maiden and to present Joseph as a 
very elderly figure: an effort realized in many later Christian images and writings.  
Yet, here, Joseph and Mary are represented as being close in age.60   
        It is also evident that there is a significant contrast between Joὅeph’ὅΝdὄeὅὅΝ
and Mary’ὅ.  Although both appear in Roman attire (as the adult-looking angelic 
ἸiἹuὄeὅΝthatΝappὄoachΝthemΝwithΝoutὅtὄetchedΝaὄmὅΝandΝhandὅ),ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdress 
ὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝheΝhaὅΝaΝleὅὅΝpὄominentΝὄoleΝthanΝεaὄyέΝΝώeΝappeaὄὅΝinΝaΝ‘Dalmatika,ΝaΝ
tunic that covers the knees with two drapes cascading down from the shoulders, 
oveὄΝwhichΝaΝpalliumΝiὅΝwὄapped’έ61  It is the type of dress that might be 
customary for a prominent citizen of the Empire or of a member of the court of 
the Emperor.  However, significant as this is, it is not the same as the dress of 
εaὄyΝwhoΝappeaὄὅΝdὄeὅὅedΝinΝanΝ‘impeὄialΝRomanΝcoὅtume’,ΝaὅΝanΝempὄeὅὅΝonΝaΝ
throne, in a fashion similar to representations of earlier Roman and Oriental 
images of the Egyptian goddess, Isis, as well as the images of Roman and 
                                                          
    
59
 Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, pp. 76-77.  Mary, in contrast to Joseph, sits upon a throne.  There, she is 
surrounded by other figures.  One angelic figure appears to her right.  Her attention appears to be 
focused upon him and he, in turn, seems to be addressing her.  At the same time, two other angelic 
figures appear to her left who seem to be in conversation with each other.  In addition, two other 
spiritual figures, both seemingly focused upon Mary, appear above her: a descending white bird 
(which may symbolize the overshadowing of the Holy Spirit upon her - mentioned in Lk. 1.35) 
and a flying angel.   
    
60
 In this regard, note that Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen 
Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von Trient dargestellt, p. 76, believes the portrayal of Joseph in these 
moὅaicὅΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝheΝiὅΝ‘betweenΝἁίΝandΝζίΝyeaὄὅ’έΝΝItΝiὅΝinteὄeὅtinἹΝthatΝSeitὐΝdoeὅΝnotΝὅpeculateΝonΝ
the age of Mary.  She does appear to be slightly younger than Joseph. 
    
61
 Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt,  p. 76.  
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Byzantine empresses.62  Thus, in these ways, the mosaicist reveals that he/she feel 
free to offer an interpretation that is significantly independent of the actual words 
of the text in Mt 1 (as well as those in the text of Lk 1) in order to highlight more 
explicitly the importance and place of Joseph within this specific encounter as 
well as within the larger story of the nativity and infancy of Jesus.   
            In addition, there are also signs of pagan and imperial influence that 
confirm, as Gertrude Schiller notes, in her discussion of the form of the mosaic 
series, the influence of prior visual iconographies, not from earlier Christian work, 
in this case, but from imperial work.  For in this mosaic series, 
ἦheΝὅtoὄyΝoἸΝωhὄiὅt’ὅΝchildhoodΝiὅΝnotΝtoldΝchὄonoloἹicallyΝinΝtheΝἸoὄmΝoἸΝaΝ
narrative sequence, rather those scenes are chosen which demonstrate the 
divinity of the Child and the dawn of the era of salvation for the whole 
world.  This intention is in keeping with the hieratic style of the work, 
which derives from the court art of the time.  Dependent upon this art too 
are the triumphal arch as such and the arrangement of the pictorial 
registers, also the ceremonial of homage, individual figural types, 
attributes and the dress of the Virgin.  Christian art of the fifth and sixth 
                                                          
    
62
 As Seitz notes, in Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum 
Konzil von Trient dargestellt, p. 76, ‘εaὄyΝappeaὄὅΝ…ΝlikeΝtheΝmotheὄΝoἸΝaΝdivine king, like a 
ὃueenΝheὄὅelἸ,ΝaὅΝheὄΝexὃuiὅiteΝclothinἹΝandΝaΝἸollowinἹΝoἸΝanἹelὅΝindicateΝ…’ΝΝSpain,Ν‘ἦheΝ
PὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝppέΝΰΰη-ΰλ,ΝaὄἹueὅ,ΝthatΝ‘theΝ
Joseph in the Annunciation scene is an outrageous inteὄpolation’,ΝtheΝὄeὅultΝoἸΝanΝelaboὄateΝ
ὄeὅtoὄation,ΝandΝhaὅΝὄeplacedΝ‘anotheὄΝἸiἹuὄe’ΝwhoΝὅheΝlateὄΝclaimὅΝtoΝbeΝχbὄahamΝ(ppέΝΰἁθ-139).  
She compares the artistry and composition of the angelic messengers with that of Joseph and, on 
this basis, insists the present figure of Joseph must be a later interpolation.  Among other things, 
ὅheΝὅayὅΝJoὅephΝiὅμΝ‘aΝblockyΝἸiἹuὄe,ΝὅtubbyΝandΝὅhoὄt-leἹἹed’ΝwhoΝ‘ὅtandὅΝonΝὅmallΝmiὅὅhapenΝἸeetΝ
ὅetΝonΝtheΝboὄdeὄΝoἸΝtheΝmoὅaicΝἸield’Ν(pέΝΰΰθ)έΝΝδateὄ,ΝinΝ‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝthe Fifth Century 
εoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝppέΝΰἀθ-ἀι,ΝὅheΝdiὅcuὅὅeὅΝtheΝ‘impeὄial’ΝtypeΝoἸΝεaὄyΝinΝὅomeΝ
detailέΝΝSeeΝalὅoΝἦhomaὅΝόέΝεathewὅΝandΝσoὄmanΝεulleὄ,Ν‘IὅiὅΝandΝεaὄyΝinΝeaὄlyΝiconὅ’,ΝinΝεaὄiaΝ
Vassilaki (ed.), Images of the Mother of God (Hants, UK and Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing, 
2005), pp. 3-λέΝΝἦheyΝὄecountΝthatΝ‘IὅiὅΝhaὅΝbeenΝcalledΝbothΝtheΝ“εotheὄΝoἸΝύod”,ΝmeaninἹΝtheΝ
motheὄΝoἸΝtheΝdivineΝώoὄoὅΝ(ώaὄpocὄateὅ)ΝandΝtheΝ“ύὄeatΝViὄἹin”έΝψyΝδateΝχntiὃuityΝIὅiὅΝhaὅΝ
become the most widely venerated divinity of the Graeco-Roman world as she was gradually 
identified with the most popular and most powerful goddesses of the whole Mediterranean, from 
theΝεaἹnaΝεateὄΝtoΝχphὄoditeΝ(Venuὅ)ΝtoΝἦycheΝ(όoὄtuna)έ’ΝεathewὅΝandΝεulleὄΝbelieveΝtheΝeaὄly 
Christians associated many of the physical, contextual, and theological attributes of Isis (such as 
heὄΝthὄoneΝandΝhalo)ΝtoΝεaὄyΝinΝoὄdeὄΝ‘toΝdemonὅtὄateΝthatΝὅheΝ(εaὄy)ΝwaὅΝeὃualΝto,ΝandΝindeedΝ
ὄeplaced,ΝtheΝancientΝεotheὄΝoἸΝύod’έΝΝώoweveὄ,ΝtheΝinἸluence of images of Roman and Byzantine 
empresses is also evident in interpretations of Mary in early Christian frescoes of the Adoration of 
the Magi, notably in the fourth century Catacomb of Sts. Mark and Marcellian  and the late third 
century Catacomb of Priscilla, located in Rome.  Nees, Early Medieval Art, Issue 5971, p. 90, 
noteὅΝthatΝtheΝcoὅtumeΝoἸΝεaὄyΝiὅΝanΝimpeὄialΝRomanΝcoὅtumeΝthatΝbὄinἹὅΝtoΝmindΝ‘theΝcoὅtumeΝ
woὄnΝbyΝtheΝcontempoὄaὄyΝϋmpὄeὅὅ,ΝύallaΝPlacida’έ 
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centuries took over these existing artistic premises and gave them new 
meaning.  It used the forms of imperial art primarily when prominence had 
to be given to the divinity of Christ and to his new world-dominion.  This 
represents a protest against the deification of the imperial office, for as 
people looked upon the divinity of Christ in familiar pictorial formula, so 
gradually veneration of the emperor faded from their minds.63  
            Furthermore, there is no evidence of the presence of material from any 
non-canonic textual source in this particular artistic portrayal of Joseph, other than 
the evidence also found in the narrative of Matthew.  Thus, it is evident that the 
creators of this ecclesiastical work did develop their own non-canonic 
representation of Joseph largely independent of received (and, certainly, later) 
non-canonic texts.  In the process, whether by their own choice or the choice of 
Pope Sixtus or one of his ecclesiastical administrators, a decision was made to 
create this positive portrayal of Joseph and conjoin it with a very positive 
portrayal of the Virgin Mary in a conflated work that retold, in a unique way, the 
textual narratives of both of their annunciations in the context of a much larger 
work dedicated to the Virgin Mary.  
            
ἦheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’ΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’Νωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 3 
 
Although it is possible that a single mosaicist or the head of an atelier of 
mosaicists was commissioned by Pope Sixtus III to design and execute the large 
mosaic series in the triumphal arch in the basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore of 
which this composition of the First Dream of Joseph is a part, it is more likely 
that the work was completed by a Roman guild/atelier of mosaicists who were 
                                                          
    
63
 See Schiller, The Iconography of Christian Art, I, pp. 26-d27.  Lowden, Early Christian and 
Byzantine Art, pp. 52-56, also acknowledges the significance of these fifth century mosaic images 
in Santa Maria Maggiore.  The significance of this mosaic cycle is also recognized in several 
additional studies on the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore.  See especially Richard Krautheimer, 
‘SέΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝinΝCorpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, Vol.3 (Vatican City: 
Pontifico istituto di archeologia Cristiana,1937-1980), pp. 1-60; the later article by Suzanne Spain, 
‘ἦheΝPὄomiὅedΝψleὅὅinἹμΝἦheΝIconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝtheΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝThe Art 
Bulletin 61 (1979), pp. 518-40;  and Joanne DeaneΝSieἹeὄ,Ν‘ViὅualΝεetaphoὄΝaὅΝἦheoloἹyμΝδeoΝtheΝ
ύὄeat’ὅΝSeὄmonὅΝonΝtheΝIncaὄnationΝandΝtheΝχὄchΝεoὅaicὅΝatΝSέΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝGesta 26 
(1987), pp. 83-91. 
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known for their skilled craft.  As Spain has recognized, determination of the 
artist(s) involved in the creation of these mosaics is complicated by the fact that 
significant portions of the iconogὄaphyΝoἸΝtheΝtὄiumphalΝmoὅaicὅΝaὄeΝ‘uniὃue’,ΝinΝ
paὄticulaὄ,Ν‘theΝχnnunciationΝandΝχdoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹiΝdiἸἸeὄΝinΝcompoὅitionΝandΝ
iconoἹὄaphyΝἸὄomΝotheὄΝilluὅtὄationὅΝoἸΝtheΝὅameΝtheme’έ64  This fact and the fact, 
which Spain later acknowledges, that there iὅΝaΝ‘paucityΝoἸΝὅuὄvivinἹΝmonumentὅΝ
ἸὄomΝthiὅΝιηΝtoΝΰίίΝyeaὄΝpeὄiod’Νmakeὅ,ΝaὅΝὅheΝὅtateὅΝ‘anyΝattemptΝatΝcompaὄativeΝ
analysis futile and inconclusive.  The stylistic relationship of mosaic monuments 
in this period and the geographical origins of style remainΝeluὅiveέ’65 
            Nevertheless, the role of Pope Sixtus III in the conception and 
development of the sanctuary in which this composition of the First Dream of 
Joseph and the portrait of Joseph lies can be established in part.  Sixtus III 
commissioned and paid for the construction of this basilica as is indicated in the 
dedication he had prepared in the mosaic circle located in the center of the 
triumphal arch that was previously mentioned.66  As such, it is appropriate to 
conclude that this dedication verifies his approval and imprimatur upon both the 
content and design of these mosaics.67  Thus, there should be little question that 
he was also involved, to some extent, in decisions about the theological content 
and aesthetic composition of these mosaics.  Lawrence Nees, writing in Early 
Medieval Art, thinks the dedication suggests even more.  He believes this 
‘dedicatoὄyΝinὅcὄiption’ΝiὅΝaΝdeclaὄationΝbyΝSixtuὅΝIIIΝthatΝheΝiὅΝbothΝ‘buildeὄ’ΝandΝ
‘politicalΝleadeὄ’,ΝaΝὄoleΝandΝpoὅitionΝthatΝσeeὅΝaὄἹueὅΝSixtus had taken by 
aὅὅuminἹΝaΝ‘tὄaditionallyΝimpeὄialΝὄeὅponὅibilityΝandΝpὄeὄoἹative’ΝandΝbeἹinninἹΝ
the construction of this large basilica in the first place.68  Spain concurs, adding,  
                                                          
64
 Spain,Ν‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝpέΝἁκέΝΝ 
      
65
 Spain,Ν‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝpέΝζΰέΝΝ  
66
 Again, see fn. 35 in this chapter. 
      
67
 ἦheΝapexΝoἸΝSixtuὅ’ΝwoὄkΝaὅΝaΝcὄeatoὄΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtianΝchuὄcheὅΝinΝtheΝholyΝcity,ΝhiὅΝdeὅiἹnationΝ
of the Basilica and influence upon the mosaic narratives within it constituted not only an 
acknowledἹmentΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝpaὄticulaὄΝὄoleΝinΝωhὄiὅtianΝHeilsgeschichte but also a window into his 
andΝotheὄὅ’ΝpeὄceptionὅΝandΝbelieἸὅΝaboutΝtheΝeventὅΝoἸΝtheΝnativityΝandΝtheΝeaὄlyΝchildhoodΝoἸΝ
Jesus and the roles of the main actors, including Joseph the Carpenter.            
      
68
 Nees, Early Medieval Art, Issue 5970, pp. 88-89. 
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The figurative cycles of Santa Maria Maggiore are not only the oldest 
extant, but they appear to have been the first examples of such a 
decorative scheme in a Roman Christian basilica.  The decision to so 
embellish a church thus constitutes an innovation in church design and a 
modification of ecclesiastical policy.69 
Along with this decision, the configuration of the different themes, including that 
of the First Dream of Joseph and the portrait of Joseph found within this 
portrayal, reveals that Sixtus III gave permission to the mosaicists contracted for 
this ecclesiastical project to exhibit substantial liberty in their execution of the 
whole series of mosaics.  In conclusion, it can be said that this portrait of Joseph 
in this mosaic composition that they created, in a monumental series that related 
the birth and childhood of the Savior of the Christian faith, set in a basilica 
dedicated to the Virgin Mary and created as a result of an important commission 
by Pope Sixtus III, is an example of a work that enhances the Matthean  portrayal 
of Joseph.  It provides more substantiation of the presence of a trajectory that 
aἸἸiὄmὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝinΝtheΝωhὄiὅtianΝὅtoὄyΝevenΝthouἹhΝitΝiὅΝpaὄtΝoἸΝaΝ
laὄἹeὄΝtὄibuteΝthatΝaἸἸiὄmedΝtheΝωouncilΝoἸΝϋpheὅuὅ’ΝdeclaὄationΝthatΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝ
theotokos. 
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 SuὐanneΝSpainΝ‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,ΝpέΝἁέ 
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                            [Figure 4] 
 
                            Ivory Plaque, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to             
                            Joseph and the Journey to Bethlehem, Cathedra for Archbishop  
                            Maximianus of Ravenna, Byzantine, 546-556, Archiepiscopal  
                            Museum, Ravenna, Italy 
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               [Figure 5]      
               Ivory Plaque, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph,    
               Cathedra for Archbishop Maximianus of Ravenna, Byzantine, 546-556,   
               Archiepiscopal Museum, Ravenna, Italy 
 
Introduction 
The third portrait of Joseph to be reviewed is found in a composition in the upper 
part of a conflated panel (Figure 4) featured in the famous sixth century ivory 
cathedra created for Archbishop Maximianus of Ravenna. This image of the First 
Dream of Joseph and the Annunciation to Joseph (Figure 5) is conjoined with a 
second representation of Joseph, the Journey to Bethlehem (which will be 
examined later in this study), illustrated in the lower portion of the panel that 
features Figure 5.70  Unlike the prior elaborate portrayal in Figure 3, this 
configuration in Figure 5 is simple and conveys only part of the narrative account 
found in Mt.1.20-26: that an angelic figure came to Joseph while he slept.  
Another important source for this study, this ivory carving is an example of both a 
later interpretation  of this Matthean account and of one of many Christian ivories 
that document of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the canonic portrayals of Joseph in 
                                                          
    
70
 G.W. Morath, Die Maximianskathedra in Ravenna: Ein Meisterwerk christlich-antiker 
Reliefkunst (Freiburg: Herder, 1940), pp. 40-41, discusses the two carvings in this panel in some 
detail.  
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the early Christian and early medieval periods.71  While ivory carvings from this 
peὄiodΝhaveΝbeenΝὄeἸeὄὄedΝtoΝaὅΝpaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝ‘minoὄΝaὄtὅ’,ΝWilliamὅonΝcoὄὄectlyΝ
notes that they provideΝaΝcὄiticalΝandΝinἸoὄmativeΝὅouὄceΝἸoὄΝ‘theΝὅtyliὅticΝandΝ
iconoἹὄaphicΝchanἹeὅΝthatΝoccuὄὄed’ΝinΝtheΝpeὄiodΝ‘betweenΝηίί-ΰίηί’ΝbecauὅeΝ
‘littleΝmonumentalΝὅculptuὄeΝoἸΝtheΝhiἹheὅtΝὃuality’ΝoἸΝthiὅΝtimeΝὄemainὅέ72  The 
forms of the Christian ivories that are extant suggest that these works of art were 
usually carved in relief on a flat square or rectangular plaque that was mounted on 
ivory or wooden boards in order to serve as a cover for a bible or liturgical text 
(as is the case with many of the objects that will be reviewed in this study).73  
WhileΝtheΝdiptychΝἸoὄmΝoὄΝ‘theiὄΝdeὄivativeὅ’,Νnamely,Ν‘bookΝcoveὄὅΝandΝ
devotionalΝpanelὅ’ΝconὅtitutedΝtheΝ‘moὅtΝimpoὄtantΝoἸΝallΝivoὄyΝcaὄvinἹὅ’,ΝpanelὅΝ
were also carved for other private and public objects, including, as shall be seen in 
this analysis, a box or casket or even a chair in order to express the faith of  
believers.74  Thus, these artistic creations provided another means of relating key 
                                                          
    
71
 JohnΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅ Visual 
χὄἹument’,ΝinΝWilliamΝϋέΝKlinἹὅhiὄnΝandΝδindaΝSaἸὄanΝ(edὅέ),ΝThe Early Christian Book 
(Washington: The Catholic University of America Press, 2007), p. 47, affirms the importance of 
ωhὄiὅtianΝivoὄieὅΝwhenΝheΝacknowledἹeὅΝthatΝ‘theΝeaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝbookΝcoveὄΝwaὅΝ…ΝaΝlocuὅΝἸoὄΝ
public affirmation of orthodox belief ’.  Accordingly, it is not surprising that Lowden argues on 
pp. 46-ζιΝthatΝ‘theΝchaὄacteὄiὅticΝiconoἹὄaphyΝoἸΝaΝἸive-part diptych, those themes - including the 
Protevangelium scenes - common to all examples, imply that the images were intended to affirm 
theΝbὄoadΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝandΝmeaninἹΝoἸΝtheΝἹoὅpelΝtextὅ’έ 
    
72
 Paul Williamson, An Introduction to Medieval Ivory Carvings (δondonμΝώeὄΝεajeὅty’ὅΝ
Stationary Office, 1982), p. 5, highlights the importance of the ivory carvings of this period.  
Although Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings,ΝpέΝxxvii,ΝdoeὅΝὄeἸeὄΝtoΝivoὄyΝcaὄvinἹΝaὅΝ‘theΝ
minoὄΝaὄt’ΝheΝconcuὄὅΝwithΝWilliamὅon’ὅ claimΝbyΝnotinἹΝthatΝ‘veὄyΝἸὄeὃuentlyΝtheΝcaὄveὄΝiὅΝἸoundΝ
to have studied the works of sculptors in marble and bronze, reproducing their style and quality as 
ἸaὄΝaὅΝhiὅΝnaὄὄowΝlimitὅΝallowed’.  However, Dalton goes on to acknowledge that there were times 
whenΝtheΝivoὄyΝcaὄveὄὅΝpὄovidedΝinὅpiὄationΝἸoὄΝtheΝὅculptoὄὅέΝΝώeΝaddὅ,ΝpέxxviiμΝ‘εoὄeΝὄaὄely,ΝheΝ
(the ivory carver) has himself provided the models for the greater work, and thus exercised a most 
important influence over the development of the arts in Euὄopeέ’ΝΝ 
    
73
 δowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄldΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝ
χὄἹument’,ΝppέΝζη-ζθ,ΝbelieveὅΝ‘theΝpὄimaὄyΝἸunctionΝoἸΝὅuchΝcoveὄὅΝwaὅΝdiὅplay’.  ἦhiὅΝ‘diὅplay’Ν
couldΝbeΝmaniἸeὅtedΝtempoὄaὄilyΝ‘whenΝtheΝbookΝwaὅΝcaὄὄiedΝpὄoceὅὅionallyΝduὄinἹΝtheΝlituὄἹy’ΝoὄΝ
ἸoὄΝaΝlonἹeὄΝpeὄiodΝ‘whenΝtheΝbookΝwaὅΝὅetΝupΝonΝanΝaltaὄ’ΝandΝ‘diὅplayedΝopenΝwithΝtheΝcoveὄὅΝ…Ν
towaὄdΝtheΝvieweὄὅ’.  ἦheΝlatteὄΝdiὅplayΝpeὄmitted,ΝamonἹΝotheὄΝthinἹὅ,Ν‘aΝnaὄὄativeΝoὄΝpὄoἹὄeὅὅiveΝ
reading of the two (caὄvedΝimaἹeὅ)ΝtoἹetheὄ,ΝἸὄomΝleἸtΝtoΝὄiἹht’. 
    
74
 Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era, pp. xix-xxi, discusses the 
importance of ecclesiastical diptychs and book covers and devotional panels in some detail.  For 
his discussion of boxes or caskets and furniture see pp. xxii-xxiii.  The rarity of ivory 
ecclesiastical book covers in the first several centuries of Christianity is also discussed by J.A. 
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narrative accounts of the Bible and other early Christian texts, including accounts 
pertaining to the birth and infancy of Jesus.  As such, it is not surprising to find 
depictions of many of the canonic scenes (as well as the non-canonic scene of the 
Water Test), represented in early Christian and early medieval ivories, which, in 
turn, incorporate and detail portrayals of Joseph.   
      Therefore, this conflated ivory image in Figure 4, with its portrayal of 
Joseph, sheds further light on perceptions of him within this early period.75   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 5 
In this composition of the First Dream of Joseph in Figure 5, the character of 
Joseph is, again, as in Figure 3, represented as a bearded figure who is dressed in 
a Roman toga. 
        Found in the upper portion of the panel, a double-winged angel 
approaches a reclined Joseph while he sleeps on an elongated pallet. With a staff 
in his left hand, the angel leans toward Joseph, touching his bed with the same 
hand.  At the same time, the angel extends his right hand toward the sleeping 
figure, suggesting he is presenting a message to Joseph.76     
        Thus, in this portrayal, the artist offers an abbreviated composition of the 
First Dream of Joseph; the most abbreviated of the representations of this theme 
offered in this study.  While it indicates a basic dependence upon the story found 
in Mt 1, in light of the presence of the two main characters of Joseph and the 
angel and the representation of the event as an event that occurred while Joseph 
                                                                                                                                                              
Szirmai, The Archaeology of Medieval Bookbinding (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999), pp. 7-10, 15-16, 
40-41, 48-49, 78-81, and 127-30 and in Paul Needham, Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings: 400-
1600 (New York and London: The Pierpont Morgan Library and Oxford University Press, 1979), 
pp. 3-29. 
    
75
 For the purposes of this study, the dates and origins attributed by most specialists to the extant 
ivories that are examined, have been followed.  Nevertheless, as has been noted, as Dalton, 
Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings of the Christian Era, pp. xliii-xliv,ΝacknowledἹeὅΝitΝiὅΝ‘oἸtenΝveὄyΝ
difficult to dateΝ(ivoὄieὅ)ΝwithΝpὄeciὅionΝoὄΝaὅὅiἹnΝ(them)ΝtoΝanyΝpaὄticulaὄΝlocality’.  Few ivories 
provide inscriptions that would help in this regard.  
    
76
 Since this scene appears in the same panel as the scene of the Journey to Bethlehem, found in 
the lower portion, it might be assumed that this angel is both directing Joseph to accept Mary and 
the child she is carrying and instructing him to take them to Bethlehem. 
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was asleep, there are no indications to suggest the artist has assimilated 
information from a non-canonic literary source.  Rather, the very simplicity of the 
caὄveὄ’ὅΝeἸἸoὄtΝindicateὅΝheήὅheΝwiὅheὅΝtoΝacknowledἹeΝthat Joseph plays a central 
ὄoleΝandΝiὅΝpὄeὅentedΝaὅΝbothΝaΝὄecipientΝoἸΝύod’ὅΝattentionΝandΝcommunication; as 
one, set apart and chosen to play a special role in this story.  
 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’ΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’Νωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph  
in Figure 5 
 
The presence of the carved monogram of Archbishop Maximianus, found in the 
front center of the cathedra, directly above the representation of John the Baptist, 
certainly serves as an imprimatur on the work and indicates his approval of its 
content, including the nature and character of the compositions of Joseph.77  
Accordingly, one must acknowledge the role of the Archbishop and the hierarchy 
associated with the church and ecclesiastical community in Ravenna.  Likewise, 
the carved monogram may also suggest that Maximianus acted as the patron for 
the creation of this piece and possibly suggested the theological outline of the 
piece: the priority given to the four gospel writers and John the Baptist, and the 
emphasis placed upon key themes in the birth and early childhood of Jesus (that 
includes the specific inclusion of Joseph the Carpenter in every representation of 
these themes) and key themes in the life of Joseph of Genesis.   
             Thus, while it is certainly conceivable that this panel (as the rest of the 
panels from the cathedra that are included in this thesis) was created and carved 
by artists associated with a monastic community in or near Ravenna, another 
possibility exists, as Williamson suggests.78  Reflecting upon the generosity and 
patronage of Emperor Justinian I (527- 565 CE), he states that the cathedra may 
have been aΝἹiἸtΝἸὄomΝtheΝϋmpeὄoὄΝand,ΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝitὅΝ‘unὅuὄpaὅὅedΝὃualityΝ…Ν
muὅtΝhaveΝcomeΝἸὄomΝtheΝmetὄopoliὅΝωonὅtantinople’έ79  However, the evidence 
                                                          
    
77
 Paul Williamson, An Introduction to Medieval Ivory Carvings, pp. 8-9. 
    
78
 Paul Williamson, An Introduction to Medieval Ivory Carvings, pp. 8-9. 
    
79
 Paul Williamson, An Introduction to Medieval Ivory Carvings, p. 8. 
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of the monogram of the Archbishop on the cathedra lends more credibility to the 
idea that it was commissioned by him and made in Ravenna.  In any event, 
without additional information, it is impossible to ascertain the specific 
community in which this work originated.  
            Nonetheless, it can be confirmed that this artistic carving of the First 
Dream in Figure 5 stands on its own, as an independent work of art, as can be 
ὅeenΝinΝtheΝdiἸἸeὄenceὅΝthatΝexiὅtΝbetweenΝthiὅΝRavennaΝoὄΝψyὐantineΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝὅixthΝ
century illustration of this biblical theme and the illustrations created by the 
earlier artists in the fourth and fifth centuries. 
            Finally, its broader artistic context must also be taken into account.  This 
ivory panel is one of several compositions found in an extensive group of ivory-
carved panels that were prepared in order to decorate a cathedra for Archbishop 
Maximianus of Ravenna between 546 and 556 CE.80  While it is possible that this 
cathedra may have been created and designed as a throne for Maximianus, its size  
and fragility suggest it may instead have had another function.81  As Lowden 
ὅtateὅ,Ν‘ItΝiὅΝdiἸἸicultΝtoΝimaἹineΝthatΝὅuchΝaΝἸὄaἹileΝobjectΝcouldΝhaveΝbeenΝ
intended for a bishop actually to sit on, since it has no underlying wooden 
ὅtὄuctuὄeΝthatΝwouldΝhaveΝabὅoὄbedΝtheΝὅtὄeὅὅeὅ,ΝonlyΝtheΝivoὄieὅΝthemὅelveὅέ’82  In 
attempting to disceὄnΝitὅΝ‘ὄealΝpuὄpoὅe’,ΝδowdenΝhypotheὅiὐeὅΝthatΝitΝmayΝhaveΝ
beenΝdeὅiἹnedΝaὅΝ‘aΝconὅpicuouὅΝὅymbolΝoἸΝtheΝpoweὄΝoἸΝtheΝὅeeΝoἸΝRavenna’ΝandΝ
aὅΝὅuch,ΝpoὅὅiblyΝevenΝ‘enviὅaἹedΝaὅΝbecominἹΝitὅelἸΝaΝpὄeciouὅΝὄelic’έ83  In 
                                                          
    
80
 The ivory panels in the cathedra of Archbishop Maximianus in Ravenna are discussed in 
detailΝinΝψέWedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅμΝχΝReevaluationΝoἸΝtheΝόunction,Νόoὄm,ΝandΝImaἹeὄyΝoἸΝ
theΝωathedὄaΝoἸΝεaximian’,ΝεχΝtheὅiὅΝ(Dekalb,ΝIδμΝσoὄtheὄnΝIllinoiὅΝἧniveὄὅity, 2009).  Earlier 
important works include: Carlo Cecchelli, La cattedra di Massimiano ed altri avorii romano-
orientali (Roma: La Libreria dello Stato, 1936-44); Morath, Die Maximianskathedra in Ravenna: 
Ein Meisterwerk christlich-antiker Reliefkunst ; and PέχέWaddy,Ν‘ἦheΝωathedὄaΝoἸΝεaximianΝandΝ
Other Sixth-ωentuὄyΝIvoὄieὅΝἸὄomΝωonὅtantinople’,ΝεχΝtheὅiὅΝ(σewΝτὄleanὅ,ΝδχμΝἦulaneΝ
University, 1965).  Shorter discussions of this cathedra are also found in J.Natanson, Early 
Christian Ivories (London: Alec Tiranti Ltd), pp.30-32; and Lowden, Early Christian and 
Byzantine Art, pp. 116-18. 
    
81
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, p. 116. The cathedra measures 22 (W) x 59 (H) 
inches. 
    
82
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, p. 116. 
    
83
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, p. 116. 
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making this argument Lowden opens the door to the proposals of Wedoff that this 
cathedra may have been used as an altar upon which a large copy of the gospels or 
the bible was placed, following the liturgical procession by the Archbishop and 
his attendants at the beginning of worship and that the primary purpose of this 
thὄoneΝandΝtheΝimaἹeὅΝattachedΝtoΝitΝwaὅΝtoΝpὄovideΝ‘witneὅὅ’ΝtoΝtheΝincaὄnationΝoἸΝ
the Christ.84  Thus, it can be concluded that it was a piece created for regular 
public view.  Now located in the Archiepiscopal Museum in Ravenna, the 
cathedra features a variety of series, including a series of five vertical panels of 
portraits of the four apostles and John the Baptist (with the Baptist situated in the 
center) in the front of the cathedra; a series of ten horizontal panels that relate the 
story of Joseph from Genesis on both sides of the throne; and a series of five 
different two-sided vertical panels (originally there were eight two-sided panels 
and six one-sided panels) that recount the birth and life of Jesus from the gospels 
on the interior and exterior of the back of the cathedra.85   
                                                          
    
84
 WedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅμΝχΝReevaluationΝoἸΝtheΝόunction,Νόoὄm,ΝandΝImaἹeὄyΝoἸΝtheΝ
ωathedὄaΝoἸΝεaximian’, np,ΝhypotheὅiὐeὅΝinΝheὄΝabὅtὄactΝthatΝ‘theΝἸoὄm,Νmateὄial,Νpoὄtability,ΝandΝ
decoὄationΝ(imaἹeὄy)’ΝoἸΝthiὅΝpaὄticulaὄΝcathedὄaΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝ‘itΝmayΝhaveΝὅeὄvedΝanΝalteὄnativeΝ…Ν
ἸunctionΝtoΝthatΝoἸΝaΝbiὅhop’ὅΝchaiὄ’,ΝthatΝitΝmayΝwellΝhaveΝbeenΝuὅedΝ‘aὅΝaΝplatἸoὄmΝonΝwhichΝtoΝ
diὅplayΝaΝὅacὄedΝύoὅpelΝbookΝἸoὄΝωhὄiὅtianΝveneὄation’έΝΝχὅΝὅheΝnoteὅΝinΝheὄΝinitialΝdiὅcussion of 
theΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝtheΝἸouὄΝevanἹeliὅtὅ,ΝonΝpέΝζΰ,Ν‘ἦheΝmeὄeΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝtheΝevanἹeliὅtὅΝonΝtheΝthὄoneΝ
directly associates the chair with the Gospels.  Each evangelist holds a Gospel book marked with a 
Greek cross, recalling his role in the divine planΝaὅΝaΝdocumenteὄΝoἸΝωhὄiὅt’ὅΝliἸeΝandΝwoὄkὅέΝΝἦheΝ
figures gesture, as if in the act of preaching the news of the Gospel.  This particular representation 
of the evangelists is unique in that the hand of each evangelist holding the Gospel is veiled in 
reverence, an artistic choice that affirms the importance of the Gospel stories, but also the sanctity 
oἸΝtheΝphyὅicalΝtextὅΝthemὅelveὅέ’ΝΝSheΝἹoeὅΝonΝtoΝnoteΝthatΝεoὄath,ΝΝDie Maximianskathedra, p. 
κθ,Ν‘mentionedΝthatΝcleὄἹy,ΝincludinἹΝbiὅhopὅΝwouldΝveilΝtheir hands when touching both the 
Eucharistic bread and the Gospel book not only to demonstrate their unworthiness but also in 
oὄdeὄΝtoΝexpὄeὅὅΝtheΝimpoὄtanceΝoἸΝtheΝὅacὄedΝobjectὅ’.  Later, in her conclusion, on p. 92, Wedoff 
summarizes her findings by statinἹμΝ‘ἦheΝimaἹeὄyΝ…ΝemphaὅiὐeὅΝnotΝonlyΝtheΝύoὅpelΝnaὄὄativeΝ
and symbolism of the New Law, but also the physical text of the Gospel itself, and witnesses to 
the miraculous stories therein.  The combination of factors surrounding the cathedra suggests that 
theΝobjectΝ…ΝmayΝhaveΝbeenΝemployedΝtoΝdiὅplayΝtheΝύoὅpelΝtextΝtoΝdeὅiἹnateΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝ
Christ.  In identifying a chair owned by a bishop with Christ incarnate, the symbolism of the 
biὅhop’ὅΝὄoleΝaὅΝvicaὄΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtΝwouldΝbeΝἸuὄtheὄedΝandΝhiὅΝauthoὄity strengthened.  We might go as 
ἸaὄΝtoΝὅayΝthatΝthiὅΝbiὅhop’ὅΝcathedὄaΝwouldΝὄeachΝitὅΝἸullΝideoloἹicalΝpotentialΝiἸΝitΝwaὅΝemployedΝtoΝ
hoὅtΝωhὄiὅtΝincaὄnate,ΝtheΝὅacὄedΝύoὅpelΝtextέ’ΝΝInΝaddition,ΝὅeeΝWedoἸἸ’ὅΝὄemaὄkὅΝaboutΝtheΝ
purpose of the cathedra on pp. 38 and 39. 
    
85
 InΝὄeἹaὄdΝtoΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝdeὅiἹnΝoἸΝtheΝcathedὄaΝὅeeΝWaddy,Ν‘ἦheΝωathedὄaΝoἸΝεaximianΝandΝ
Other Sixth-ωentuὄyΝIvoὄieὅΝἸὄomΝωonὅtantinople’,ΝpέΝΰνΝδowden,ΝEarly Christian and Byzantine 
Art,ΝpέΝΰΰθνΝandΝWedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅμΝχΝReevaluationΝoἸΝtheΝόunction,Νόoὄm,ΝandΝImaἹeὄyΝ
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     There are five ivory panels that presently decorate the interior of the 
backrest of the cathedra, the most visible section aside from the series of the 
apostles and the Baptist.  They relate the following canonic and non-canonic 
events of the birth and infancy of Jesus: the First Dream of Joseph and 
Annunciation to Joseph, the Water Test, the Journey to Bethlehem, the Nativity 
and the Healing of the hand of Salome and the Adoration of the Magi.86  Thus, the 
very position of these narrative images on the front of the cathedra, including 
beside the image in Figure 5 featured here those found in Figures 8 and 11, 
suggests their priority for the patron and the carver(s) and the importance they 
place upon the figures and the events portrayed within these carved 
representations.   
        Consequently, this portrayal of Joseph, visible in Figure 5, in the context 
of all these other positive representations of Joseph from the cathedra of 
Maximianus, provides more proof of the presence of a trajectory that affirms the 
positive portrayal of Joseph in the Matthean account and continues to expand his 
significance in the larger Christian story.  Therefore, it offers further evidence for 
understanding the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the earliest gospel 
representations of Joseph the Carpenter in the middle of the sixth century.  
            
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                              
oἸΝtheΝωathedὄaΝoἸΝεaximian’,ΝpέΝΰέΝΝIt also features a carved monogram of Archbishop 
Maximianus (located directly above the carving of the Baptist), along with several decorative 
veὄticalΝandΝhoὄiὐontalΝpanelὅΝoἸΝ‘ἹὄapevineὅΝinhabitedΝbyΝanimalὅΝandΝbiὄdὅ’ΝthatΝἸὄameΝtheΝ
portrait and narrative series. 
    
86
 For a general survey of these particular panels, see Morath, Die Maximianskathedra, pp. 36-
45. See also Wedoff, ‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅ’,ΝpέΝζζ,ΝwhoΝmakeὅΝthe impoὄtantΝpointΝthatΝtheΝ‘ἸὄontΝ
ἸaceΝoἸΝtheΝbackὄeὅt’ΝiὅΝinΝ‘aΝlocationΝὅecondΝonlyΝinΝpὄominenceΝandΝviὅibilityΝtoΝtheΝevanἹeliὅtΝ
figures, providing the infancy scenes a level of high importance as the only frontally visible 
naὄὄativeὅ’έ 
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                  [Figure 6] 
                  Sarcophagus, Le Puy, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to   
                  Joseph and the Marriage of Joseph and Mary, Gallic, Fourth Century,           
                  Musée Crozatier, Le Puy-en-Velay, France 
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[Figure 7] 
Sarcophagus, Le Puy, First Dream of Joseph and 
                          Annunciation to Joseph, Gallic, Fourth Century, 
                          Musée Crozatier, Le Puy-en-Velay, France 
 
Introduction           
Scholars also believe Joseph to be present in a conflated portrayal of the First 
Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph and the Marriage of Joseph and 
Mary , seen in Figure 6, which is the source of the image of the First Dream of 
Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph, featured in Figure 7.87  Little is known about 
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 Edmond Frederic Le Blant, Les Sarcophages Chretiens de la Gaule (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1886), p. 75, certainly confirmed his conviction that Joseph is the figure juxtaposed to 
Mary in in the second scene in Figure 9.  He offers an extensive discussion of this scene in this 
text.  Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, pp. 74-75, also believes Joseph is portrayed in these scenes.  G. Koch, 
Frühchristliche Sarkophage (München: Verlag C.H. Beck, 2000), p. 156, concurs and both 
believeὅΝJoὅephΝiὅΝaΝcentὄalΝἸiἹuὄeΝinΝtheὅeΝtwoΝpoὄtὄayalὅΝandΝthatΝtheyΝaὄeΝtheΝpὄoductΝoἸΝ‘aΝlocalΝ
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this image of the First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph in Figure 7 
and the larger conflated portrayal (Figure 6) of which it is a part, other than that 
this sarcophagus fragment was created by an anonymous Gallic sculptor and is 
quite rare.88  It is presently located in the Musée Crozatier in Le Puy-en-Velay.89 
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 7 
Joὅeph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝiὅΝὃuiteΝdiὅtinctiveΝinΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝὅcene,ΝinΝtheΝimaἹeΝonΝtheΝleἸtΝ
side of the sarcophagus, which recounts the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph, particularly with respect to the physical size of Joseph.  
Here, the sculptor casts Joseph as a diminutive figure, something neither specified 
nor suggested in the canonic or non-canonic texts or in prior art portrayals, 
indicatinἹΝthiὅΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝindependence.  However, his/her representation of Joseph 
as a seated individual, apparently in a state of dreaming, and possibly asleep, is, as 
noted in the prior review of Figure 5, based upon in the aforementioned Matthean  
narrative account.90  While this is also provided in IGJames and other non-
                                                                                                                                                              
ὅhop’έΝΝWilpeὄt,ΝI Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Secondo, Testo, p. 279, also identifies both 
works as examples of Gallic sculpture. 
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 Figures 6 and 7 are found in Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Tavole, 
Tav. XXVI. 1.  His commentary on this work is found in I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume 
Primo, Testo, pp. 23-24 and 33-34.  While there may have been other portrayals that presented 
these two particular images together, the example in Figure 6 is the only known extant example in 
which this is the case.  Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung 
bis zum Konzil von Trient dargestellt, p. 74, thinks the setting of the First Dream and 
Annunciation iὅΝ‘theΝἹateΝoἸΝσaὐaὄeth’. He believes (pp. 74-75) the second scene in this 
sarcophagus in Figure 4 poὄtὄayὅΝtheΝanἹelΝoἸΝύodΝdiὄectinἹΝJoὅephΝtoΝ‘takeΝεaὄyΝtoΝbeΝhiὅΝwiἸe’Ν
andΝJoὅephΝ‘obediently’ΝὄeὅpondinἹΝtoΝthiὅΝdiὄectionέΝWhileΝKoch,ΝFrühchristliche Sarkophage, 
p.156, does not deny that the right part of this portrayal, in Figure 6, may represent the marriage of 
JoὅephΝandΝεaὄy,ΝheΝὄeἸeὄὅΝtoΝitΝaὅΝtheΝὅceneΝinΝwhichΝ‘JoὅephΝtakeὅΝεaὄyΝintoΝhiὅΝhouὅe’έ 
    
89
 Although Le Puy-en Velay is a Gallic city like Arles, it is located some distance north of it.  
While much less is known about the presence and activity of Christians in this community, its 
proximity to Lyon (the center of much Christian activity in Gaul in the early Christian period), 
some sixty miles southwest of the city, suggests there may be authenticity to the reports that 
Christians were active as early as the third century and that it was known for its early devotion to 
Mary.  In this regard, see Ean Begg, The Cult of the Black Virgin (New York, NY: Penguin, 
1989).  See also C. Herbermann,Ν‘‘δeΝPuy’, Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert Appleton 
Company, 1913), n.p. 
 
    
90
 That the dreaming occurred during sleep is clearly conveyed in the words of Mt. 1.20-24.  
While Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, p. 34, acknowledges this, in part, in her specific remarks 
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canonic texts, there is nothing in the present composition to suggest that the 
creator of this piece used information from those narratives in this artistic 
composition.   
            Moreover, as in Figures 1-5, the sculptor provides a particular dress for 
JoὅephΝthatΝadditionallyΝinἸoὄmὅΝtheΝvieweὄΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄέΝΝInΝtheΝcaὅeΝ
oἸΝόiἹuὄeΝι,ΝJoὅephΝiὅΝdὄeὅὅedΝinΝanΝexomiὅ,Ν‘muchΝlikeΝaΝRomanΝὅhepheὄd,Ν
comprising a short, girdled tunic which often leaves one shoulder uncovered, his 
headΝiὅΝbaὄeΝandΝheΝcaὄὄieὅΝaΝὅhepheὄd’ὅΝὅtaἸἸΝ(pedum),ΝwhichΝiὅΝcὄookedΝatΝtheΝ
top’έ91  Standing behind Joseph is an angel of God who is dressed in a Roman 
toἹaέΝΝόuὄtheὄ,ΝwhileΝtheΝὅculptoὄ’ὅΝὄepὄeὅentationΝoἸΝtheΝdὄeὅὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph and the 
dress of the angel reflect, along with other factors noted, his/her independence 
from the canonic and non-canonic narratives, they raise the prospect that he/she 
may have been influenced by the prior characterizations of the dress of Joseph 
and the angel found in Figure 1, in the sarcophagus fragment from Arles, a 
community near Le Puy. 
           Yet, this possibility seems minimal in light of the substantial differences 
that do exist between the portrait of Joseph found in this representation of the 
                                                                                                                                                              
about the portrayal of Joseph in this sarcophagus, her general discussion of the topic of the posture 
of Joseph seems much too informed by classical images and interpretations.  While it can be 
argued that this position or posture of Joseph may represent what Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ 
Joseph, pp. 21-22 and 26, ὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝ(‘aΝἹeὅtuὄeΝoἸΝὅoὄὄowἸulΝcontemplationΝandΝmouὄninἹ’),ΝthiὅΝ
supposition seems largely unreflective of the character and person of Joseph.  Although it may be 
claimedΝthatΝitΝmiἹhtΝὄeἸlectΝJoὅeph’ὅΝἸeelinἹΝoὄΝdemeanoὄΝinΝtheΝpeὄiodΝpὄioὄΝtoΝtheΝannunciationΝoἸΝ
the angelic messenger, the canonic (as well as most of the non-canonic) literature related to the 
nativity suggests this physical posture more likely conveys the role of Joseph as a dreamer and 
receipient of the revelations of God (a role that is especially highlighted in the first two chapters of 
Matthew).  Further, the same early literature (that informed so many other aspects of the portrayal 
oἸΝJoὅeph)ΝdiὅcloὅeὅΝnoΝindicationΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝchaὄacteὄ,Νdemeanoὄ,ΝoὄΝὅpiὄitΝweὄeΝdiὅheaὄtenedΝoὄΝ
shaken following his brief doubt upon initially discovering that Mary was pregnant.  In fact, the 
literary evidence suggests Joseph acted obediently, boldly, courageously, judiciously, and 
lovingly, once he understood what his responsibilities were to be.  Thus, the idea that this posture 
indicates Joseph remains in doubt or despair following the birth of the child is unwarranted.  Even 
the ideaΝthatΝJoὅephΝiὅΝinΝ‘deepΝimmeὄὅion’ΝmayΝbeΝmadeΝbutΝnotΝtheΝideaΝthatΝitΝiὅΝ‘deepΝ
immeὄὅionΝinΝitὅelἸΝthatΝiὅΝἸilledΝwithΝwoὄὄyΝandΝὅuἸἸeὄinἹ’,ΝaὅΝὅomeΝὅcholaὄὅΝὅuἹἹeὅtέΝΝSeeΝalὅo,Ν
Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, p. 74. He notes that in the Annunciation and First Dream image, Joseph is 
‘layinἹΝhiὅΝcheekΝinΝhiὅΝleἸtΝhandΝandΝiὅΝὅuppoὄtinἹΝtheΝelbowΝwithΝhiὅΝὄiἹhtΝhandΝonΝhiὅΝkneeΝ…’ΝΝ 
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 Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, I, pp. 59-60. 
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First Dream and the three prior representations (in Figs. 1, 3, and 5).  This leads 
to the conclusion that this visual influence is unlikely and that this sculptor has 
created his/her own non-canonic composition that is both largely distinct from 
canonic and non-canonic narratives and from prior visual representations. 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 7 
 
ώavinἹΝacknowledἹedΝtheΝὅculptoὄ’ὅΝindependenceΝinΝliἹhtΝoἸΝtheΝἸunctionΝoἸΝtheΝ
sarcophagus that this fragment represents, it seems likely, as was stated in the 
diὅcuὅὅionΝoἸΝόiἹuὄeΝΰΝthatΝbecauὅeΝoἸΝtheΝὅiὐeΝoἸΝδeΝPuy’ὅΝωhὄiὅtianΝpopulationΝ
and the accompanying demand they would have for the creation of sarcophagi 
that, by this time, this area would have come to have its own independent marble 
artisans and workshops.92  This seems to be the case despite the fact that this 
composition is part of a two-part conflated portrayal that includes a more positive 
image of Joseph.  For the sculptor could certainly have decided to represent the 
First Dream of Joseph in a more positive light, in a way that would have been 
more complementary to the portrayal of Joseph found on the right side of the 
larger conflated configuration.  Thus, the characterization of Joseph in Figure 7 
ὄaiὅeὅΝtheΝpὄoὅpectΝthatΝaΝὅpeciἸicΝtenὅionΝexiὅtedΝinΝtheΝὅculptoὄ’ὅΝcommunityΝinΝ
regard to Joseph.  Accordingly, although it stands in sharp contrast to the 
portrayal next to it, the composition of the Marriage of Joseph and Mary, Figure 
7 still confirms this tension and documents the presence of a trajectory in early 
Christian art that negates the positive portrayal of Joseph in the New Testament. 
        Nonetheless, in summary of this chapter, it can be concluded that the 
portrayal of Joseph, in this scene of the First Dream of Joseph and the 
Annunciation to Joseph, in four compositions, highlights the significance of his 
dream and annunciation (as the annunciation of Mary was often highlighted in 
other art).   Therefore, examination of these four compositions of the canonic and 
non-canonic theme of the First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph 
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 See the discussion about these matters on pp. 183-84 and 185-86 in this thesis. 
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indicates that Gallic, Roman, and Ravennian or Byzantine artists, working from 
the fourth century to the sixth century, exercised and exhibited considerable 
freedom in their representation of both this theme and in their portraits of Joseph.  
Additionally, it reveals substantial evidence of the presence of a trajectory that 
affirmed the positive portrayal of Joseph in the Matthean narrative account in 
Figures 1, 3, and 5 as well as an example of some proof of the presence of a 
trajectory that diminished this positive portrayal in Figure 7. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Portrayals of Joseph in Compositions of the Water Test 
The second theme to be considered is the Water Test which is not found in 
canonic narratives but is well-documented in non-canonic narratives.  A textual 
reference to it first appears in IGJames 15 -16.  Another account is also found in 
the GPM 12.  Likewise, portrayals of it are also present in early Christian and 
early medieval art.  Two portraits of Joseph in compositions of this theme are 
illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.  The first, created in the medium of ivory, is from 
the sixth century, and is a panel, as Figure 3, from the cathedra of Maximianus, 
located in the Archiepiscopal Museum in Ravenna.  The second is from the sixth 
century and presents a carved section of a liturgical ivory book cover presently in 
the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. 
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                             [Figure 8] 
                             Ivory Plaque, Water Test, Cathedra for Archbishop Maximianus  
                             of Ravenna, Byzantine, 546-556, Archiepiscopal Museum,  
                             Ravenna, Italy 
 
Introduction 
The second of the portrayals to be examined from the cathedra of Maximianus is 
seen in Figure 8 above.  While it has been suggested that the male character in the 
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left side of this carving is someone other than Joseph, most scholars adhere to the 
assumption, made in the present analysis, that this figure is Joseph.93   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 8 
In this representation Joseph is portrayed as a bearded figure who, dressed in a 
Roman toga, holds a staff (or rod) in his left arm.  He stands before Mary and the 
angel and, with his right hand raised, and his eyes directed toward Mary, 
addresses her.  This occurs as Mary, dressed in much the same clothing as Joseph, 
looks sadly upon a large cup she has raised with her right hand and appears 
reluctant to drink.  At the same time, the angel, standing behind and above Mary 
looks down toward Joseph and with his/her right hand raised, addresses him.  
They all appear in front of a large columned temple-like structure (featured 
directly behind Joseph and before a stream of water that may be the source for the 
water of the test as well as symbolize the spiritual differences between Joseph and 
Mary).  
       This composition appears to reflect the fact that Joseph has already taken 
andΝpaὅὅedΝtheΝ‘wateὄΝteὅt’έ94  ItΝalὅoΝὅeemὅΝtoΝὄevealΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝliἸtinἹΝoἸΝhiὅΝ
right hand may well be at the instruction of the angel, who, standing next to Mary, 
alὅoΝhaὅΝhiὅΝὄiἹhtΝhandΝὄaiὅedέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝactΝmayΝwellΝbeΝoneΝoἸΝcomἸoὄt,Ν
aimed at reassuring the younger, pregnant, and troubled Mary that she should do 
                                                          
    
93
 WedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅ’,ΝpέΝηζ,ΝbelieveὅΝtheΝ‘identityΝoἸΝthiὅΝἸiἹuὄeΝiὅΝinΝὃueὅtion’ΝandΝ
seems inclined, in light of contemporary portrayals of the Water Test in the Etchmiadzin Gospel 
and Saint-Lupicin Gospel cover and the location of this male figure in front or within the context 
of the temple, as well as other matters, to believe it is most appropriate to identify this figure as 
Zacharias.  ώoweveὄ,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝintimateΝinvolvementΝinΝthiὅΝeventΝ(aὅΝὄecoὄdedΝinΝbothΝtheΝIύJameὅΝ
and the GPM) and the similarities in construction and composition between this representation of 
JoὅephΝ(includinἹΝhiὅΝcompoὅitionΝwithΝaΝὅtaἸἸ)ΝandΝtheΝotheὄΝ‘eὅtabliὅhed’ΝpoὄtὄayalὅΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝ
the First Dream of Joseph and the Journey to Bethelehem, the Nativity, and the Adoration of the 
Magi, suggest this figure may be identified as Joseph.  In addition, there is nothing in the dress of 
this figure or in other elements associated with his character (this figure carries a staff, not a pyxis) 
to indicate that this figure is Zacharias.  Morath, Die Maximianskathedra, pp. 38-39, also believes 
this figure is Joseph.  In addition, Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, Volume I, p. 57, is not 
heὅitantΝtoΝidentiἸyΝtheΝmaleΝἸiἹuὄeΝinΝthiὅΝὅceneΝaὅΝJoὅephΝandΝtoΝὅtateΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝ‘ἸaceΝexpὄeὅὅeὅΝ
greater distress than does that of Joseph, who comforts her and at the same time listens to the 
anἹel’ὅΝvoice’έΝΝ 
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 Morath, Die Maximianskathedra, p. 38. 
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as he did and drink the water and not be afraid.95  It is also possible that Joseph 
may be drawing attention to Mary and to the fact that, despite her sadness, she is 
willing to have her purity tested because she is the pure virgin through whom God 
will bear the Christ.  Thus, by hiὅΝpὄioὄΝexampleΝ(havinἹΝalὄeadyΝtakenΝtheΝ‘wateὄΝ
teὅt’),ΝhiὅΝactionὅΝinΝthiὅΝὅceneΝandΝhiὅΝpoὅitionΝinΝtheΝἸoὄeἹὄoundΝoἸΝtheΝimaἹe,Ν
directly across from Mary, Joseph appears both to encourage her and to bear 
witness to her purity and virginity.  While the angel stands closest to Mary, above 
whomΝheΝiὅΝpoὅitioned,ΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝattentionΝandΝdiὄectionΝὅeemΝἸocuὅedΝuponΝ
Joseph who, in turn, appears to focus his attention upon Mary and provide her the 
instruction and encouragement she needs to face this particular test.96   
            While it is certainly clear that the carver of this work had somehow 
become aware of the basic details of the story of the Water Test that was first 
related in IGJames 15 -16 and assimilated them (some centuries later, represented 
in GPM 12), it is clear that this artist has chosen to add details not found in 
IGJames in order heighten the illustrative quality of this work.  Thus, here, in 
Figure 8, the carver inserts an angelic figure alongside Joseph and Mary and a 
stream of flowing water, as well as other details.  At the same time, by placing the 
characters in the positions he/she does and portraying each in the particular ways 
he/she does, so as to suggest specific roles they have in the portrayal the artist 
enhances the drama of the theme.  Further, it is also clear that he/she has chosen 
to portray Joseph as the pivotal and significant figure that he is in this scene as a 
ὄeὅultΝoἸΝhiὅήheὄΝὅenὅeΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝinΝthiὅΝeventΝandΝinΝtheΝliἸeΝoἸΝεaὄyΝ
and that of her child.  Thus, the carver has asserted his/her aesthetic independence 
from non-canonic literary images of Joseph as well as from the earliest gospel 
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 Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art,ΝI,ΝpέΝηι,ΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheὄeΝiὅΝnoΝ‘ὅtὄaiἹhtἸoὄwaὄdΝ
explanation’ΝἸoὄΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝanΝanἹelicΝἸiἹuὄeΝinΝtheΝWater Test scenes.  In any case, she does 
think it can be argued that the ‘anἹelΝὅtandὅΝinΝtheΝplaceΝoἸΝtheΝhiἹhΝpὄieὅtνΝheΝiὅΝpὄobablyΝintendedΝ
toΝundeὄlineΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝoὄdealΝiὅΝaΝdivineΝone’έΝώavinἹΝὅuἹἹeὅtedΝthiὅ,ΝὅheΝcautionὅΝthatΝitΝ‘iὅΝ
hardly possible to interpret this relief, as has sometimes been done, as combining the trial by water 
andΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdὄeam,ΝἸoὄΝtheΝdὄeamΝiὅΝdepictedΝonΝtheΝnextΝplaὃueΝoἸΝtheΝἦhὄoneΝ(oἸΝεaximian),Ν
aboveΝtheΝjouὄneyΝtoΝψethlehem’έΝΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝcontὄaὄyΝtoΝtheΝopinionΝoἸΝtheΝpὄeὅentΝaὄἹumentΝandΝiὅΝ
explained here and in the forthcoming pages. 
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 Again, see Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, I, p. 57. 
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narratives of Matthew, Luke, and John that did not relate this account and theme. 
What is also clear is that in Figure 8 the creator of this ivory panel from the 
cathedra chair of Archbishop Maximianus of Ravenna has gone to great efforts to 
create an image of Joseph as a helpmate of Mary and in the process, given the 
impression that he is responding to her as one who cares and loves her and seeks 
to make sure that she comes to no harm in the present challenge she faces. 
  
ἦheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’ΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’Νωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 8 
 
As was recognized in the discussion of the panel of the First Dream of Joseph, in 
Figure 5, theΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝtheΝχὄchbiὅhop’ὅΝcaὄvedΝmonoἹὄam,ΝinΝtheΝἸὄontΝcenteὄΝ
of this cathedra, serves as an imprimatur on the work and indicates his approval of 
its content, including the portrait of Joseph in the representation of the Water Test 
in Figure 8.  Therefore, one cannot talk about the carver and his/her community 
without acknowledging the role of the Bishop and the hierarchy associated with 
the church and ecclesiastical community in Ravenna (and in light of the fact that 
the cathedra did include the representation of a non-canonic theme, the Water 
Test, found first in IGJames 15 - 16).  Further, as noted with respect to Figure 5, 
the carved monogram may also suggest that the Bishop acted as the patron for this 
piece and suggested what should be included within it.  While it may be 
hypothesized that the cathedra was a gift of Justinian I and originated in 
Constantinople,  the evidence of the monogram of the Archbishop on the cathedra 
lends more support to the idea that the cathedra originated in Ravenna and had the 
patronage of the Archbishop, himself.97                
            In addition, this analysis of Figure 8 permits one to conclude two things 
with respect to the perceptions and beliefs of the carver of these images and 
his/her community.  First, the inclusion of Joseph in this scene of the Water Test 
indicates a very high regard for Joseph.  Second, the placement of Joseph in close 
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 Williamson, An Introduction to Medieval Ivory Carvings, pp. 8-9. 
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proximity to the angelic messenger (who appears to represent and symbolize the 
presence of God) and Mary in each of these images, suggests they believed 
Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝwaὅΝnotΝonlyΝneceὅὅaὄyΝbutΝcὄiticalΝtoΝthis theme as well as the larger 
salvation story.   
        Consequently, this portrayal of Joseph, visible in Figure 8, from the 
cathedra of Maximianus, a significant Christian artifact, offers evidence of the 
presence of a trajectory that continues to confirm the earlier positive portrayals of 
Joseph the Carpenter in Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine narratives even into the 
period of the middle of the sixth century. This is the case even though the literary 
inspiration of this theme likely had its source in the non-canonic account of 
IGJames 15 – 16 that, as previously acknowledged, presented largely diminished 
representations of Joseph. 
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             [Figure 9] 
 
             Ivory Book Cover, St. Lupicin Gospels, Water Test, Byzantine, Sixth  
             Century, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Figure 9, illustrated above, is part of a five-part ivory book cover that has been 
reused on the St. Lupicin Gospels, now located in Paris in the Bibliothèque 
nationale.98  Created around 550 CE, possibly in Constantinople or some other 
location in the Byzantine east, the recto of this cover has one composition in the 
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 The panels of the the St. Lupicin Gospels are discussed in some detail in F.Steenbock, Der 
kirchliche Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter: Von den Anfängen bis zum ßeginn der Gothik 
(Berlin: Deutscher Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft, 1965), pp. 76-ιιΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝ
εadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝppέΝζί-41. 
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right vertical panel that features an older and bearded Joseph in the scene of the 
Water Test.99  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 9 
In this second composition of the Water Test, as in the previous carving of Joseph, 
in Figure 8, his right hand is raised and he appears to direct and encourage Mary 
to drink the water in the cup.  While it is possible that the male character in the 
left side of this carving is someone other than Joseph, in keeping with the prior 
discussion of Figure 8, it is here assumed that this figure is Joseph.100  Thus, from 
this perspective, in this representation Joseph is portrayed as a bearded figure 
who, dressed in a Roman toga, holds a staff (or rod) in his left arm.  In contrast to 
the image in Figure 8, Joseph and Mary are the only figures featured, and they 
both appear to stand in front of the entrance to a large arched stone doorway.  
Therefore, here, the focus of the scene is upon the interaction between them.  
With respect to this interaction, it should also be noted that Joseph stands before 
Mary and, with his right hand raised, and his eyes focused upon Mary, addresses 
her.  This occurs as Mary, dressed in much the same clothing as Joseph, looks 
reluctantly upon a large cup she has raised with her right hand and appears 
hesitant to drink.  
            ItΝalὅoΝappeaὄὅΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝliἸtedΝὄiἹhtΝhand,ΝaὅΝbeἸoὄe,ΝinΝόiἹuὄeΝκ,Ν
indicates an effort by him to provide comfort to the younger, pregnant and 
concerned Mary; to reassure her that she should do as he did and drink the water 
                                                          
    
99
 Steenbock, Der kirchliche Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter: Von den Anfängen bis zum 
ßeginn der Gothik , pp. 76-ιιΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝ
ωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝpέΝζἁέΝΝἦhiὅΝnaὄὄativeΝaccountΝwaὅΝpὄeviously discussed in 
the chapters on the IGJames and the GPM.  
    
100
 In this regard, again, see Morath, Die Maximianskathedra, pp. 38-39 and Schiller, 
Iconography of Christian Art, Volume I, p. 57.  She is not hesitant to identify the male figure in 
this scene aὅΝJoὅephΝandΝtoΝὅtateΝthatΝεaὄy’ὅΝ‘ἸaceΝexpὄeὅὅeὅΝἹὄeateὄΝdiὅtὄeὅὅΝthanΝdoeὅΝthatΝoἸΝ
Joὅeph,ΝwhoΝcomἸoὄtὅΝheὄΝandΝatΝtheΝὅameΝtimeΝliὅtenὅΝtoΝtheΝanἹel’ὅΝvoice’έ  Joὅeph’ὅΝintimateΝ
involvement in this event (as recorded in both the IGJames and the GPM) and the similarities in 
conὅtὄuctionΝandΝcompoὅitionΝbetweenΝthiὅΝὄepὄeὅentationΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝtheΝotheὄΝ‘eὅtabliὅhed’Ν
portrayals of Joseph, noted in this discussion, suggest this figure should be identified as Joseph.  
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and not be afraid.  Thus, by his actions in this scene and his position in the 
foreground of the image, Joseph offers support to Mary.  
            In light of the similarities that exist between the portrait of Joseph in this 
representation (in Figure 9) and the prior portrayal (in Figure 8) which is a 
contemporary work, it can be concluded that the carver of this work may well 
have been influenced by the former design.  Nonetheless, as the creators of the 
prior compositions, the carver of Figure 9 demonstrates his/her independence 
from the non-canonic narrative of IGJames 15 -16 that details this theme.  This is 
evident in light of both the additional details he/she provides and because the 
caὄveὄ’ὅΝportrayal of Joseph suggests he plays a critical role and has a significant 
position in relationship to Mary and her forthcoming child.  
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 9 
 
While it has been noted that some scholars believe this composition and the set of 
compositions of which it is a part originated in Constantinople, other scholars, 
focused upon the study of the creation of early Christian books, offer more ideas 
about both the type of possible communities in which carvers of book covers 
could be found and their location.  Since this ivory represents the first of several 
ivory works used in ecclesiastical book covers that will be examined it is 
appropriate to broach this issue in this particular discussion.   
            Although little is known about specific ivory carvers in this period, the 
research of O.M. Dalton and Chrysi Kotsifou, among others, has established that 
theὄeΝweὄeΝ‘centeὄὅΝoἸΝbookΝpὄoductionΝ(which naturally included the creation of 
ivory book covers---myΝὄemaὄk)Ν…ΝinΝmonaὅteries in the Early Christian and early 
medievalΝpeὄiodὅΝaὅΝwellΝaὅΝlateὄ’έ101  In these monastic communities different 
                                                          
      
101
 ωhὄyὅiΝKotὅiἸou,Ν‘ψookὅΝandΝψook Production in Monastic Communities of Byzantine 
ϋἹypt’,ΝinΝWilliamΝϋέΝKlinἹὅhiὄnΝandΝδindaΝSaἸὄanΝ(edὅέ),ΝThe Early Christian Book (Washington: 
Catholic University of America Press, 2007), p. 50.  See also Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory 
Carvings, p. xliv,ΝwhoΝὅtateὅΝthatΝ‘inΝtheΝeaὄlieὄΝcentuὄieὅΝoἸΝtheΝεiddleΝχἹeὅΝivoὄieὅΝweὄeΝchieἸlyΝ
madeΝinΝtheΝἹὄeatΝmonaὅteὄieὅ’ΝandΝalὅoΝ(pέΝxli)ΝaὅὅeὄtὅΝthatΝthiὅΝὄemainedΝtheΝcaὅeΝinΝtheΝ
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members engaged in different aspects of book production --- from the creating or 
copying of books to the illustrating and binding of books.  While they sometimes 
worked on their own in order to create texts for their monastic communities, they 
also earned income from those outside their communities who sought books for 
private devotion or for their churches.102  Additionally, with respect to the 
function of most of the ivory carvings in this study, it can be concluded that the 
intent of the carver (whether the carving was to cover a text created for private 
devotion or for a public ecclesiastical setting) was to detail certain themes of the 
canonic and/or non-canonic gospels in a positive way.   
           Thus, in light of this scholarship serious consideration should be given to 
the hypothesis that this portrayal of Joseph in this particular sixth century 
composition of the Water Test is the creation of a member of a monastic Christian 
community located in the Byzantine east.  At the same time, while the specific 
identity of the carver and his community remains uncertain, it is clear that this 
carving discloses the perceptions and beliefs the ivory carver and his/her 
community held with regard to Joseph.  It reveals, as the prior ivory composition 
of the Water Test, that the inclusion of Joseph, in this significant book cover, 
indicates he was held in high esteem by both the artist and the community of the 
artist.  Second, the position of Joseph in close proximity to Mary in both of these 
imaἹeὅ,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝbelieἸΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝwaὅΝeὅὅentialΝinΝtheὅeΝaccountὅέΝΝἦhiὄd,Ν
Joὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝiὅΝalὅoΝhiἹhliἹhtedΝbyΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝJoὅephΝand Mary are also 
portrayed as having equal size and stature.  Finally, it is also revealed in the fact 
                                                                                                                                                              
ωaὄolinἹianΝpeὄiodΝwhenΝmoὅtΝoἸΝtheΝ‘ivoὄieὅΝpὄobablyΝcameΝἸὄomΝtheΝἹὄeatΝmonasteries on the 
RhineΝandΝitὅΝtὄibutaὄieὅΝ…’ 
102
 KotὅiἸou,Ν‘ψookὅΝandΝψookΝPὄoductionΝinΝεonaὅticΝωommunitieὅΝoἸΝψyὐantineΝϋἹypt’,ΝinΝ
Klingshirn and Safran (eds.), The Early Christian Book (Washington: Catholic University of 
America Press,2007), p. 55. Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings, p. xliv, adds that 
monks who were distinguished for any particular craft, whether carving (ivory), enameling,    
oὄΝἹoldὅmith’ὅΝwoὄk,ΝmiἹhtΝbeΝὅummonedΝtoΝdiὅtantΝhouὅeὅΝoἸΝtheiὄΝoὄdeὄ,ΝoὄΝtheiὄΝὅeὄviceὅ,Ν 
might be requisitioned by high ecclesiastics or secular rulers with whom their own superiors   
entertained friendly relations: in this way the style of the same man might affect the art of   
places situated at considerable distances from each other. 
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that Joseph and Mary are presented as a conjoined and respectful couple (Joseph 
standing up for Mary in the Water Test).               
           So, this portrayal of Joseph, created in the middle of the sixth century and 
present in Figure 9, in a book cover, offers more evidence of the presence of a 
trajectory that affirms the positive portrayal of Joseph found in the Matthean, 
Lukan, and Johannine narratives.  At the same time, it reveals more insight into 
the development of the Wirkungsgeschicte of these particular narrative 
representations of Joseph. 
           Although this scene has its origin in a non-canonic text (and is later 
represented in other non-canonic narratives), the character of its artistic 
representation in Figure 9 reflects the positive spirit of the earliest gospels.  Thus, 
it must be acknowledged that both extant compositions provide substantiation of 
the presence of this positive trajectory.  No artistic portrayals of this account exist 
that suggest Joseph was represented in a diminished way during the early 
Christian and early medieval periods.  
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CHAPTER 10 
Portrayals of Joseph in Compositions of the Journey to Bethlehem 
The third canonic theme to be considered is the Journey to Bethlehem.  It is well-
documented in canonic and non-canonic narratives that have been reviewed in 
Parts II and III and can be found in Lk 2, IGJames 17.1-11, HJC 7, and the GPM 
13.  This theme is also found with some frequency in works of art in the early 
Christian and early medieval periods.  Four examples from these periods are 
illustrated in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14.  They offer four portraits of Joseph in 
ivory from the sixth to the eighth centuries.   
            The seventh portrait of Joseph to be examined is found in Figures 10 and 
11, on an ivory plaque, as were Figures 5 and 8, and is part of the same sixth 
century cathedra of Archbishop Maximianus of Ravenna.  
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                            [Figure 10] 
                 Ivory Plaque, First Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to  
                            Joseph and the Journey to Bethlehem, Cathedra for Archbishop  
                            Maximianus of  Ravenna, Byzantine, 546-556, Archiepiscopal  
                            Museum, Ravenna, Italy 
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                            [Figure 11]      
  
                            Ivory Plaque, Journey to Bethlehem, Cathedra for Archbishop  
                            Maximianus of Ravenna, Byzantine, 546-556, Archiepiscopal  
                            Museum, Ravenna, Italy 
 
Introduction 
The upper part of the conflated plaque in Figure 10, which includes the First 
Dream of Joseph and Annunciation to Joseph, has been previously discussed in 
the review of Figure 5.  The lower part, illustrated in Figure 11 directly above, 
portrays the Journey to Bethlehem and is the subject of the present analysis.103   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 11 
In the narrative account of the Journey to Bethlehem, first recorded in Lk. 2.1-6, 
readers and listeners are  presented with a limited number of details: with the key 
                                                          
    
103
 Morath, Die Maximianskathedra in Ravenna, pp. 40-41, discusses the carving in this panel in 
some detail.  
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characters of Joseph and Mary and her forthcoming child and with a reason why 
Joseph is taking the pregnant Mary to Bethlehem with him.  Thus, while these 
narrative details in Lk 2 help carry the narrative forward, they only reveal part of 
what the creator of the composition in Figure 11 shows.  Much the same may be 
said in regard to the two non-canonic narratives with which the artist may have 
had some familiarity.  In IGJames 17 the readers and listeners are told that Joseph 
‘saddled his donkey and had her(Mary) get on it’,ΝthatΝheΝwaὅΝaccompaniedΝbyΝ
two sons from a previous marriage, and that he and Mary engaged in conversation 
but only two pieces from this narrative are found in Figure 11: that Mary is seated 
and onΝaΝ‘donkey’έ104  Mention of Mary riding a donkey, Joseph and Mary 
ὅpeakinἹ,ΝandΝtheΝὅuddenΝappeaὄanceΝoἸΝaΝ‘beautiἸulΝchild’ΝwhoΝaccompanies them 
is also found in GPM 13.105  But, again, these additional details  do not appear to 
further inἸoὄmΝthiὅΝcaὄveὄ’ὅΝaὄtέΝΝἦhuὅ,ΝbothΝtheΝcanonicΝandΝtheΝnon-canonic 
narratives only disclose a portion of what the carver creates.  For the carver, 
creating his/her own work provides more details and, in the process, provides a 
more elaborate portrayal of Joseph; one which shows Joseph physically holding 
and supporting the pregnant Mary.  Moreover, he/she also suggests that God is 
helping them in their difficult and precarious journey by including the character of 
a winged angel, who, with his eyes focused on Mary (and her eyes focused on the 
angel) also walks closely with the couple and guides the donkey upon which 
Mary sits.  As a result, the carver offers a portrayal, as it were, that goes 
significantly beyond the text of the Lukan narrative and demonstrates his/her 
independence from both this canonic narrative as well as the two later non-
canonic narratives he may have known that also relate this event and theme.  In 
the process, the creator of this composition of the Journey to Bethlehem choses, 
                                                          
    104 Cited according to the translation of Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 61-63.  Although some 
scholars believe the HJC was composed some years before GPM, its dissemination was much 
more limited than that of GPM.  Thus, it is unlikely that the artist of this composition would have 
been familiar with its account of the Journey to Bethlehem.  
    105 ωitedΝaccoὄdinἹΝtoΝtheΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 99.  
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artistically, to add the figure of an angel who assists the couple, and demonstrates 
bothΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝtoΝtheΝeaὄlieὄΝmeὅὅaἹeΝof the angel (that he received in 
theΝuppeὄΝpanelΝoἸΝthiὅΝconἸlatedΝwoὄk)ΝandΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdὄamaticΝmaniἸeὅtationΝoἸΝ
this obedience --- his complete physical and emotional engagement with a very 
pregnant Mary.106           
        At the same time, the carver expands his/her portrayal of the theme by 
making it evident that both Joseph and the angel are seeking to be very careful 
and thoughtful with regard to Mary and the child she carries.  As such, it is not 
ὅuὄpὄiὅinἹΝthatΝbothΝJoὅephΝandΝtheΝanἹelΝ‘lookΝtoΝεaὄy’ΝandΝhaveΝtheiὄΝattentionΝ
focused upon her as they move along the road to Bethlehem.  This care, as has 
been acknowledged, is also indicated by the way Joseph holds Mary, with his left 
arm wrapped around her back to hold her steady and his right arm positioned on 
her right knee to brace her.  Likewise, it is exemplified by the action of the angel 
who, tightly holding the reins of the donkey, guides the movement of the animal.  
Finally, it is also clear that, as Joseph and Mary make their journey, Mary openly 
acknowledges her dependence upon Joseph and her need of his support as she 
leans upon him.  
        Thus, in this image, in Figure 11, the carver reveals a desire to emphasize 
the importance and significance of Joseph in the Journey to Bethlehem. 
 
The χὄtiὅtὅ’ΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’Νωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 11 
 
InΝliἹhtΝoἸΝthiὅΝwoὄk’ὅΝὄelationship to the prior panels in Figures 5 and 8, it can be 
assumed that the present composition and portrayal of Joseph shares certain 
similarities with these objects. 
                                                          
    
106
 ReἸlectinἹΝuponΝtheΝwayΝtheΝtopΝὅceneΝleadὅΝtoΝtheΝbottom,ΝWedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅ’,ΝpέΝ
ηη,ΝaὅὅeὄtὅΝthatΝ‘Joὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝtoΝtheΝanἹelΝoἸΝhiὅ visionary dream is realized in the bottom 
portion of the composition.  Not only is Joseph responding to civil law which required that he 
enὄollΝinΝaΝcenὅuὅΝinΝtheΝtownΝoἸΝhiὅΝoὄiἹin,Νψethlehem,ΝbutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝobedienceΝtoΝhiὅΝanἹelicΝ
vision is evident in hiὅΝaὅὅiὅtanceΝtoΝεaὄyέ’ Morath, Die Maximianskathedra in Ravenna, p. 41, 
noteὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝdiὄectΝandΝpeὄὅonalΝenἹaἹementΝwithΝεaὄyΝinΝthiὅΝὅecondΝὅceneΝandΝbelieveὅΝitὅΝ
inspiration lies with Lk. 2.1-7 rather than with the account in the IGJames. 
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            Although Figures 5, 8, and 11 offer portrayals of Joseph in different 
contexts and in different roles, it should be noted that they each portray him as an 
older bearded figure dressed in the formal garb of a Roman toga.  Further, 
similarities are also seen when the carved configurations of the characters of Mary 
and the angel in Figure 11 are compared with those in Figures 5 (with respect to 
the angelic figure) and Figure 8 (with respect to the Mary and angelic figures).  
And, yet, this composition, in Figure 11, as the prior compositions related to it in 
Figures 5 and 8, demonstrates theΝcaὄveὄ’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicantΝindependenceΝἸὄomΝpὄioὄΝ
canonic and non-canonic narratives and previous iconographic works as well as 
his/her commitment to characterize and portray Joseph in a very positive way, in 
the same spirit, disclosed in the other portrayals from the cathedra of the 
Archbishop Maximianus.  This is substantiated in three ways.  First, by the 
emphasis the carver gives Joseph in this composition of the Journey to Bethlehem. 
Second, the placement of Joseph in close proximity to the angelic messenger 
(who appears to represent and symbolize the presence of God) and Mary in this 
image, suggests the artist believedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝwas not only necessary but 
critical to the salvation story.  Third, the fact that Joseph and Mary are placed in 
such close proximity, represented as being of equal size and stature, and portrayed 
as a loving couple (Joseph helping to carry her and her child in the Journey to 
Bethlehem), may well reflect the belief (as found in the nativity and infancy 
accounts in the canonic gospels of Matthew and Luke) that they were indeed 
conjoined as husband and wife and father and mother in the period of the nativity 
and the infancy of Jesus and beyond. 
        Accordingly, this portrayal of Joseph, visible in Figure 11, reveals the 
presence of an ongoing trajectory that affirms and expands upon the positive 
narrative portrayal of Joseph in the Journey to Bethlehem found in Lk 2.  
Consequently, it offers additional information for comprehension of the 
development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the earliest gospel portrayals of Joseph 
in the middle of the sixth century.  
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                       [Figure 12] 
 
 
                       Ivory Book Cover, St. Lupicin Gospels, Journey to Bethlehem,  
                       Byzantine, Sixth Century, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France 
 
Introduction 
 
The next composition is found in another five-part ivory book cover that has been 
reused on the St. Lupicin Gospels, now located in Paris in the Bibliothèque 
nationale.107  Created around 550 CE, possibly in Constantinople, the recto of this 
cover has two scenes in the right vertical panel that feature an older and bearded 
Joseph.  The first, illustrated in Figure 9, and reviewed earlier, details the Water 
                                                          
    
107
 The panels of the the St. Lupicin Gospels are discussed in some detail in Steenbock, Der 
kirchliche Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter: Von den Anfä0ngen bis zum ßeginn der Gothik, 
pp. 76-ιιΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtian Book as 
ViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝppέΝζί-41. 
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Test, while this composition, featured in Figure 12, provides an image of the 
Journey to Bethlehem.108   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 12 
Here, Joseph is shown with his left arm around the back of a pregnant Mary and 
the left side of his body leaning into Mary while his right arm and hand are 
extended to the bridle of the beast in order to control its movement.  In turn, Mary 
has her right arm wrapped around the shoulder and head of Joseph.109  Again, as 
inΝόiἹuὄeΝΰΰ,Νheὄe,ΝinΝόiἹuὄeΝΰἀ,ΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝἸocuὅΝiὅΝuponΝtheΝcloὅeneὅὅΝandΝ
inteὄconnectedneὅὅΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝεaὄy,ΝandΝuponΝεaὄy’ὅΝdependenceΝonΝJoὅephΝ
in her circumstance --- which is even more striking here since, in Figure 12, in 
contrast to the composition in Figure 11, Joseph and Mary are the only characters 
in this portrayal.  There is no angelic figure or other person who assists them on 
their journey.  In addition, in this representation, it is Joseph, who also has to 
guide the animal.  Thus, the viewer is left with little doubt that the couple feel 
alone in the reality and challenge of their journey and clearly dependent upon 
each other.  Accordingly, it is evident that this carver (as the creator of Figure 11) 
has probably only relied upon certain narrative details related to Lk 2 and 
IGJames 17 and created a largely independent composition.  At the same time, 
he/she has also shown aesthetic independence in his/her specific carvings of the 
figures of Joseph, Mary, and the donkey and of the architectural setting in which 
these figures are portrayed.  However, the different ways in which the carver has 
chosen to portray the interaction between these three characters, as detailed 
above, suggests that he/she was likely dependent upon an earlier or contemporary 
                                                          
    
108
 Steenbock, Der kirchliche Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter: Von den Anfängen bis zum 
ßeginn der Gothik , pp. 76-ιιΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝ
Christian Book as Visual AὄἹument’,ΝpέΝζἁέΝΝἦhiὅΝnaὄὄativeΝaccountΝwaὅΝpὄeviouὅlyΝdiὅcuὅὅedΝinΝ
the chapters on the IGJames and the GPM.  
    
109
 Strong similarities clearly exist between this portrayal of Joseph and the one found 
in the Journey in the cathedra of Maximianus in Figure 11.  While this may indicate that 
Figure 12 was based upon Figure 11, the similarity may suggest the different images 
were based upon the same model (that could have been current or available to different 
ivory carvers in the period) and is now lost. 
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configuration and possibly that found in the earlier image of Figure 11 although 
the present work is more primitive. 
       Thus, in Figure 12, as was the case in Figure 11, Joseph continues to play 
anΝimpoὄtantΝὄoleΝandΝiὅΝpὄeὅentedΝaὅΝύod’ὅΝobedientΝandΝὄiἹhteouὅΝὅeὄvant,ΝtheΝ
loving spouse and husband of Mary, and the guardian of the expected child.  
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph 
in Figure 12 
 
The prospect and likelihood that this carving was created by a member of a 
monastic Christian community located in the Byzantine east, has already been 
suggested in the discussion about the community of the artist who composed 
Figure 9 and there appears no better explanation, at present.  Nonetheless, as was 
also noted in the earlier analysis of Figure 9, the nature and character of the 
caὄveὄ’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝthe other figures in this composition, does reveal 
at least three perceptions and beliefs of the ivory carver and his/her community 
with respect to Joseph.  First, the inclusion of Joseph, once again, in the Journey 
to Bethlehem, in this significant book cover, indicates he was held in high esteem 
by both the artist and the community of the artist.  Second, this carving shows that 
both the artist and the community of the artist believed Joseph was conjoined with 
Mary, familially, and spiritually, and as a result, familially and spiritually 
connectedΝtoΝJeὅuὅέΝΝἦhiὄd,ΝthiὅΝὄepὄeὅentationΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝandΝὄoleΝ
are essential to the Christian story.   
        Therefore, this portrayal of Joseph, created in the middle of the sixth 
century and present in Figure 12, in a carving of the Journey to Bethlehem, 
located on a book cover found on the St. Lupicin Gospels, offers more specific 
evidence of the presence of a trajectory that affirms both the particular positive 
representation of Joseph in Lk 2 as well as the positive spirit with which he is 
portrayed in the other early gospels. 
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             [Figure 13] 
             Ivory Pyx, Journey to Bethlehem, Syrian-Palestinian, Sixth Century,  
             Staatliche Museen Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, Germany 
 
Introduction 
The next portrayal of the Journey to Bethlehem, illustrated in Figure 13, and 
presently located in the Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin, 
also includes a representation of Joseph.  Probably created in the region of Syria-
Palestine in the sixth century, this composition of Joseph in this ecclesiastical 
object parallels similar images of Joseph found in other ivory portrayals of this 
subject, namely, in Figures 11 and 12.110  PὄopeὄlyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝaΝ‘pyx’ΝoὄΝ
‘pyxide’,ΝtheὅeΝivoὄyΝcylindὄicalΝ(oὄΝὄectanἹulaὄ)ΝboxeὅΝweὄeΝ‘employed’ΝbyΝ
                                                          
    
110
 Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings, p. xxii and Weitzmann (ed.), Age of Spirituality: 
Late Antique and Early Christian Art, Third to Seventh Century, p. 497.   
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ωhὄiὅtianὅΝ‘toΝcontainΝὄelicὅΝoἸΝὅaintὅ,Νoὄ,ΝmoὄeΝὄaὄely,ΝpeὄhapὅΝtheΝconὅecὄatedΝ
bὄeadέ’111 
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 13 
Here, again, as in previous images, Joseph is portrayed as an older, bearded 
figure.  With his head and eyes looking toward the sky (perhaps for direction from 
God), he supports Mary, as she sits side-saddle upon a donkey.  While Joseph 
does these things, Mary, with her right arm firmly locked around his neck and her 
left arm and hand raised, appears dependent upon Joseph and engaged in 
conversation with him.112  At the same time, on the right side of the image, an 
angel, with his head and eyes turned toward the couple, tightly holds the reins of 
the donkey and guides the movement of the animal.                   
         In light of the tight and close interaction between these three characters, it 
is quite evident that both Joseph and the angel are seeking to exercise great care 
and regard for Mary and the child she carries.  As such, it is not surprising that 
Joseph looks to the heavens (or to God) as he does while he attempts to keep 
Mary secure and steady and that the angel concentrates his attention upon both as 
theyΝmoveΝalonἹΝtheΝὄoadΝtoΝψethlehemέΝΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcaὄeΝiὅΝhiἹhlighted by the way 
he holds Mary, with his left arm wrapped around her back to hold her steady and 
his right arm seemingly thrust forward to hold her saddle in place to keep her and 
the child she bears, safe.  
            While this particular carving would seem to suggest the dependence of it 
upon the two prior iconographic compositions (especially Figure 11 which also 
incorporates an angelic figure), there are also signs of distinction in this liturgical 
work.  This is best seen in the actual carvings of the four figures of Joseph, Mary, 
the angel, and the donkey, which appear significantly different from the earlier 
                                                          
    
111
 Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings, pp. xxii-xxiii.  
    
112
 Joseph and Mary are also represented as being of equal size and stature. 
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carved representations of the same figures.  Still further, the character of the event 
is more dynamic and fluid than those before, particularly in light of the 
conversation that appears to be occurring between Joseph and Mary.  
Additionally, as has been noted with respect to the influence of canonic and non-
canonic narratives, the carver uses only certain details and adds much of his/her 
own creativity to the composition. 
             Most importantly, theΝcaὄveὄ’ὅΝwoὄkΝinΝthiὅΝpiece,ΝaὅΝthatΝoἸΝtheΝaὄtiὅtὅ’Ν
carvings in Figures 11 and 12, indicates his/her desire to provide a clearer and 
more intimate portrait of the relationship between Joseph and Mary than is related 
in the canonic and non-canonic narrative accounts of the Journey to Bethlehem. 
      Thus, in this ivory pyx (Figure 13), once again, Joseph is presented as an 
important character in the foreground of a scene who, by his actions, discloses his 
love and care for both Mary and the child she bears.  
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝand Beliefs about Josephin 
Figure 13 
 
While there is no documentary evidence to establish clearly the identity of the 
artist and his/her community, the purpose of this ecclesiastical work, the quality 
of its carving, and its probable region of origin, make it possible to hypothesize 
that its origin, as those of the carved sections in the book covers that have been 
examined, in Figures 9 and 12, lie with a monastic or ecclesiastical community.  
However, in this case, Weitzmann believes the community of its origin is located 
in the Syrian-Palestinian region that was also home to numerous monasteries.113 
             Additionally, the amount of space devoted to this composition of this 
event that highlighted Joseph and his relationship with Mary and her forthcoming 
child on this cylindrical pyx (a liturgical piece of significant value to the Christian 
community in which it was used) indicates that the carver and his/her community 
                                                          
    113 Weitzmann (ed.), Age of Spirituality: Late Antique and Early Christian Art, Third to Seventh 
Century, p. 497.   
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perceived Joseph to be a very important figure in the Christian story and held him 
in very high esteem.   
            Hence, this portrayal of Joseph, illustrated in Figure 13, in this sixth 
century ivory pyx, of possible Syrian-Palestinian origin, offers extra 
documentation of the presence of a trajectory that affirmed the positive portrayal 
of Joseph in both Luke and the other early gospel accounts. 
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[Figure 14] 
Ivory Book Cover, Murano Ivories, Journey to Bethlehem, Syrian, Sixth-Eighth 
Century, Louvre, Paris, France 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The final composition of the Journey to Bethlehem under consideration is featured 
in Figure 14.  It is found in another five-part ivory book cover, known as the 
Murano ivories, possibly created in Syria between the middle of the sixth century 
and the eighth century and now situated in different locations.114  With respect to 
this analysis, only this bottom horizontal panel of the recto, located in a collection 
in the Louvre in Paris, will be considered for only it features a portrayal of 
Joseph.115  
 
 
 
                                                          
    
114
 The Murano ivories are discussed in detail in Steenbock, Der kirchliche Prachteinband im 
frühen Mittelalter, pp. 73-75; Danielle Gaborit- Chopin, Ivoires medievaux: Ve-XVe siècle (Paris: 
DépaὄtementΝdeὅΝτbjetὅΝd’χὄt,ΝεuὅéeΝduΝδouvὄe,ΝϋditionὅΝdeΝlaΝRéunionΝdeὅΝmuὅéeὅΝnationaux,Ν
2003), pp. 60-θἀ,ΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝ
ψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝppέΝζΰ-43. 
  
115
 Steenbock, Der kirchliche Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter, pp. 73-75; Gaborit-Chopin, 
Ivoires medievaux: Ve-XVe siècle, pp. 60-θἀ,ΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝ
ϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝpέΝζΰέΝ 
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The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 14 
 
Lk. 2.1-6 is the first and earliest text to make a reference to the event and theme 
of the Journey to Bethlehem.  But, while it presents us with the key characters of 
Joseph and Mary and the child inside her who is to be born, and suggests a reason 
why Joseph is taking the pregnant Mary to Bethlehem with him, it offers little 
more.  Thus, while it offers sufficient details to move the story ahead, it does not 
reveal either what earlier artists of this theme have conveyed or what the carver of 
this artistic composition in Figure 14 relates.  For, here, an angel of the Lord 
appears to guide a young pregnant Mary who, with her head turned back toward 
Joseph, rides an animal, while a seemingly older Joseph (with a bent back), and a 
raised right hand, follows behind.  Joseph and Mary, both apparently dressed in 
Roman togas, interact with one another and appear engaged in conversation, as 
they make their way, with the angel, to their destiny.     
            Thus, while the three characters found in two of the three previous artistic 
compositions are also present, their portrayal is markedly different in this 
representation of the Journey to Bethlehem.  This is particularly evident in the 
caὄveὄ’ὅΝdeciὅionΝtoΝplace Joseph some distance from both Mary (and, thus, the 
child with whom she is pregnant) and the angelic figure; a decision which 
suggests he/she believes that the prior portrayals of closeness (whether the carver 
waὅΝoὄΝwaὅΝnotΝawaὄeΝoἸΝthem)ΝandΝεaὄy’ὅ physical dependence upon Joseph, 
previously seen in Figures 11, 12, and 13, would be inappropriate.  In so doing, 
he/she demonstrates his/her independence from prior canonic narrative sources 
and prior visual iconographies.  However, there is a real possibility that, here, 
there is an allusion to the narrative representation of this subject found in IGJames 
17 and GPM 13 for both narratives make mention of a verbal exchange between 
Joseph and Mary that may well be illustrated in this particular composition where 
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such an exchange appears to be portrayed.116  Nonetheless, even if this is the case, 
it must be concluded that the carver of this composition of the Journey to 
Bethlehem has revealed much independence in his/her work. 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝ
Joseph in Figure 14 
 
Although it is likely, as has been asserted with respect to other images carved for 
ecclesiastical book covers that the author and the origin of this composition can 
be found in a monastic community, further information is difficult to discern.  
However, both the general configuration of the event of the Journey to Bethlehem 
in Figure 14 and the characterization and representation of the figure of Joseph 
and of his interaction with Mary, indicateΝthatΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝ
community’ὅΝpeὄceptionὅΝandΝbelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝweὄeΝὃuiteΝdiἸἸeὄentΝἸὄomΝthoὅeΝ
identified in the three prior images in Figures 11, 12, and 13.  In sharp contrast to 
those, here, in Figure 14, the artist has created a clear space of separation between 
Joseph and Mary, placed Joseph at the end of the line, behind Mary, and implied, 
by his/her placement of the angel in the front and right side, that Joseph had lost 
his pivotal role as the guide and main supporter of Mary. 
             Therefore, it can be concluded that the portrayal of Joseph, visible in 
Figure 14, from this book cover associated with the Murano ivories and possibly 
created in Syria, proffers an example of a representation of Joseph that minimizes 
the earliest portrayal of Joseph in Lk 2 and negates the positive spirit of his 
representation in other accounts in Matthew, Luke, and John. Thus, it provides 
substantiation of the presence of an ongoing trajectory that diminishes the 
significance of Joseph and his place within the salvation story in the period 
between the middle sixth century and the eighth century.   
            Consequently, in summary, both the positive representations of Joseph in 
Figures 11, 12, and 13, and the negative portrayal of Joseph in Figure 14, offer 
                                                          
    116 In this regard see both the translation of IGJames 17 in Hock, The Infancy Gospels, pp. 61-
63and the translation of GPM 13 in ϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe Apocryphal Gospels, p. 99.  
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significant evidence for understanding the development of the Wirkungsgeschich-
te of the earliest gospel portrayals of Joseph.  
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CHAPTER 11 
Portrayals of Joseph in Compositions of the Nativity 
The fourth theme to be considered is the Nativity.  It is well-documented in 
canonic and non-canonic narratives that have been reviewed in Parts II and III and 
can be found in Lk. 2, IGJames 18-19, HJC 7, and the GPM 13-14.  It was also a 
subject of interest in the early Christian and early medieval periods as extant 
works of art from the period indicate.  Four examples from these periods are 
illustrated in Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18.  They offer four portraits of Joseph (three 
in ivory and one on parchment), from the sixth to the ninth centuries.  
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   [Figure 15] 
   Ivory Book Cover, Nativity, Italian, Fifth Century, Cathedral Treasury of  
   Milan, Italy 
 
Introduction 
This eleventh portrait of Joseph is found in the earliest surviving ten-part ivory 
and jeweled ecclesiastical book covers (with five parts to each cover), now 
located in the Cathedral Treasury of Milan (Tesoro del Duomo).117  Created 
between 450 and 500 CE, the five-part recto of this set has the only scene that 
                                                          
    
117
 The panels of this ten-part ivory are discussed in detail in Steenbock, Der kirchliche 
Prachteinband im frühen Mittelalter, pp. 69-ιΰΝandΝinΝδowden,Ν‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝ
ϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝpέΝἁθέ 
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features Joseph, notably, as seen in Figure 15, in an account of the Nativity, found 
in the upper panel of this liturgical book cover.118  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 15 
In the account of the Nativity in Lk ἀ,ΝtheΝὄeadeὄὅΝaὄeΝonlyΝpὄovidedΝtheΝ‘baὄe-
boneὅ’ΝwithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝtheΝeventέ  They are told who is present and where the birth 
occurs and little more.  As a result, much is left to the imagination of the reader.  
Accordingly, it is not surprising that the creator of this illustration seeks to 
provide more information; to present a picture that his/her viewers can keep in 
their minds; a visual mnemonic device as it were; something that, as with many 
other compositions, attempts to provide many more details about this special 
event for early Christians.  In the process, the carver provides a clear and distinct 
physical context for the birth that includes a raised brick/stone and thatched  
resting place for the child, under a thatched roof that also provides cover for two 
animals.  Just outside the boundaries of the roof lines, Joseph, sits upright on an 
apparent stone seat, at the feet of the child in the crib, and directly across from 
εaὄyέΝΝόὄomΝhiὅΝpoὅitionΝ‘heΝἹaὐeὅΝuponΝtheΝchild’ΝaὅΝSeitὐΝὄecoἹniὐeὅ,Ν‘aὅΝiἸΝinΝ
ὄeἸlection’έ119  Here, he is dressed in an exomis, the dress of a shepherd or 
tradesman.120  Likewise, Joseph is represented as a slightly smaller figure than 
Mary.  Additionally, he appears to hold the handle or top of a saw (a framing 
saw?) in his left hand; thereby confirming his association with carpentry.121  
Similarly, though Joseph seems to be bearded, the additional details in the faces 
of Joseph and Mary do not suggest he is necessarily older than her.  
                                                          
    
118
 Steenbock, Der kirchliche Prachteinband in frühen Mittelalter, pp. 69-71 and  in Lowden, 
‘ἦheΝWoὄdΝεadeΝViὅibleμΝἦheΝϋxteὄioὄΝoἸΝtheΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝψookΝaὅΝViὅualΝχὄἹument’,ΝpέΝἁιέΝ 
    
119
 Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, p. 78.  Seitz discusses this image in some detail. 
    
120
 Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, pp. 22-23. 
    
121
 Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, p. 22.  She notes that the portrayal of Joseph with his tool 
iὅΝὃuiteΝὄaὄeΝandΝoccuὄὅΝonlyΝ‘occaὅionallyΝupΝuntilΝtheΝΰζthΝcentuὄyΝ…’ΝWith regard to this 
portrayal of the Nativity, see also Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, I, p. 60.  
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            Thus, once again, it can be concluded that while key characters and certain 
details suggest the carver of this ivory was familiar with Lk 2, this portrayal in 
Figure 15 reveals particular details neither found in this early gospel or in the later 
non-canonic literary referent of IGJames 18-19.122  He/she also configures the 
characters as he/she envisions they may have been positioned --- all to give the 
viewer a better sense of what the context of the birth was and what kind of 
relationship existed between the main characters.  In the process, the artist offers 
the viewer a more elaborate portrait of Joseph that indicates he played an 
important role and had a significant position in relationship to Mary and to the 
child.123  At the same time, the carver demonstrates his/her independence from 
both canonic and non-canonic narratives and earlier visual sources and the distinct 
nature of his/her own interpretation of this event.124 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅ Perceptions and Beliefs about Joseph in 
Figure 15 
 
The person who created these ivory ecclesiastical book covers (which contain this 
portrayal of Joseph) likely wanted them to be representative of their beliefs and 
                                                          
    
122
 WhileΝthiὅΝimaἹeΝdoeὅΝincludeΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝanΝ‘oxΝandΝanΝaὅὅ’ΝwhichΝaὄeΝnotedΝἸoὄΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝ
time in the non-canonic account of GPM 14, Cartlidge and Elliott, Art and the Christian 
Apocrypha, pp. 18-19, point out that it is quite possible that artists first introduced these figures to 
scenes of the Nativity and that only later were they incorporated into Christian literature.  It is very 
possible that the initial origin of this reference in this image would have been the reference in the 
Hebrew scripture of Isaiah 1. 3-ζΝ(δXX,Νχἦ)ΝwheὄeΝitΝiὅΝὅtatedΝthatΝ‘ἦheΝoxΝknowὅΝitὅΝowneὄΝandΝ
theΝdonkeyΝitὅΝloὄd’ὅΝmanἹeὄΝ…’ΝΝSomeΝeaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝaὄtiὅtὅΝwouldΝbeΝἸamiliaὄΝwithΝthiὅΝ
prophetic reading. The Hebrew prophetic literature was very popular with some early Christians.  
It would not be surprising that a Christian artist was familiar with it or had heard it read at one 
time or another. If this were true it would certainly provide one explaination for how this 
information came to be found in a much later non-canonic text, such as GPM. 
    
123
 ἦhiὅΝiὅΝtheΝcaὅeΝalthouἹhΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝpoὅitionΝaὄeΝnotΝaὅΝimpoὄtantΝandΝὅiἹniἸicantΝaὅΝ
thoὅeΝoἸΝεaὄyΝέΝΝItΝiὅΝindicatedΝinΝbothΝtheΝὅpeciἸicΝcontextΝoἸΝthiὅΝcompoὅitionΝ(wheὄeΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
physical dominance is quite notable) and in the larger context of the nine scenes found on the recto 
(Figure 14) of this set of ivory ecclesiastical book covers from Milan.  Mary is represented on at 
least two other occasions - in the smaller scenes of the Annunciation to Mary and in her 
Introduction to the Temple in Jerusalem - found just below the carving of the Nativity).  
    
124
 This is not to say that this design and its clients and/or the carver might not have been 
influenced by a prior non-iconic artistic design.  A very similar design is present in another image 
of the nativity in the Werden Casket.  It is discussed in some detail in Joseph Natanson, Early 
Christian Ivories (London: Alec Tiranti Ltd., 1953), p. 27 and illustrated in Figure 15 of his 
catalogue. 
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also suitable for liturgical purposes in their fifth-century Christian community (it 
would seem most unlikely that they would seek or wish to use such detailed work 
that was not representative of their beliefs and suitable for their liturgical 
purposes).  Thus, it was likely the carver who executed this specific design and 
portrayed Joseph as he is portrayed, did what he did for use within his/her  
monastic or ecclesiastical community or for clients from another particular 
religious community.  In light of the specific placement of the composition of the 
Nativity at the top of the recto of this multi-faceted ivory book cover, it is 
appropriate at least to conclude, first, that the inclusion of Joseph, here, in Figure 
ΰη,ΝindicateὅΝtheΝhiἹhΝὄeὅpectΝἸoὄΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleὅΝinΝtheΝnativityΝandΝinἸancyΝ
accounts within the ecclesiastical community for which this object was created.  
Second,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝcloὅeΝproximity to Mary and the child as well as his central 
location within the upper panel in this ivory book cover additionally substantiates 
their respect for Joseph and the positive nature and character of his relationships 
with the virgin and the baby.  
           Subsequently, it can be concluded that this positive representation of 
Joseph in this fifth-century ivory book cover, likely from Milan, is another 
example of a work that enhances the canonic portrayal of Joseph.  Therefore, 
there is no question that this work of art in Figure 15 further substantiates the 
pὄeὅenceΝoἸΝaΝtὄajectoὄyΝthatΝaἸἸiὄmὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹnificance in the Lukan narrative 
as well as in the rest of the eaὄlieὅtΝἹoὅpelὅ’Νὄepὄeὅentations of the Christmas 
story.  
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                              [Figure 16] 
                              Illumination, Parchment Folio Sheet of Rabbula Codex, Syrian,  
                              Monastery of St. John Zagba, 586 CE, Biblioteca Laurenziana,  
                              Florence, Italy 
 
 
Introduction              
Created in 586, in a Syriac Christian community in the Monastery of St. John of 
Zagba in Mesopotamia by a scribe who identified himself as Rabbula, this 
illumination in Figure 16 is one of several marginal miniature images found on 
the folio parchment sheet in which this portrayal was created (identified as Plut. I, 
ηθ,ΝόolioΝζΝv)ΝoἸΝ‘canonΝtableὅ’έ125  This particular folio page, which offers a 
‘canonΝtable’ΝandΝimaἹeὅΝoἸΝSolomon and David, the Baptism of Christ, the 
                                                          
    
125
 Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, pp. 21-22. 
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Nativity of Christ, Herod, and the Massacre of the Innocents (in two separate 
images - with the portrayal of Herod in the bottom left corner and the portrayal of 
the massacre in the bottom right corner), is one page of an extant two hundred and 
ninety-two page codex.126  One of only four extant illustrated Gospels to have 
survived from the pre-iconoclastic East, this codex contains the Peshitta version 
oἸΝtheΝSyὄiacΝtὄanὅlationΝoἸΝtheΝcanonicΝἹoὅpelὅΝandΝanΝinὅeὄtedΝ‘ἹatheὄinἹ (not 
formally part of the text) of fourteen folios of full-page illustrations and other 
decoὄationὅΝatΝtheΝbeἹinninἹΝoἸΝtheΝtext’έ127  Twenty-eight images are found in 
these fourteen folios.128  Nineteen of these images (including the present folio 
sheet) are ‘deὅiἹnὅΝoἸΝaὄchitectuὄalΝaὄcadeὅΝencloὅinἹΝcanonΝtableὅΝbetweenΝ
columnὅ’ΝthatΝἸeatuὄe,ΝalonἹΝwithΝpoὄtὄayalὅΝἸὄomΝtheΝώebὄewΝὅcὄiptuὄeὅΝ
(especially the Old Testament prophets), compositions from the New Testament 
(as this one of the Nativity)Ν‘inΝtheΝmaὄἹinὅ’έ129 
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 16 
Presently located in the Biblioteca Laurenziana in Florence, Italy, the portrayal of 
this scene of the Nativity presents a significant representation of Joseph.130  In this 
portrayal Mary is presented as a nimbed figure, dressed in a purple and bluish 
gown, sitting on an unknown object, in the foreground of the image; in a position 
                                                          
    
126
 RobeὄtΝDeὅhman,‘ἦheΝIlluὅtὄatedΝύoὅpelὅ’,ΝinΝύaὄyΝVikanΝ(edέ),ΝIlluminated Greek 
Manuscripts from Armenian Collections (Princeton: The Art Museum and Princeton University 
Press, 1973), p. 29.  K. Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination 
(New York: George Braziller, 1977), pέΝΰι,ΝiὅΝconvincedΝthatΝ‘ύoὅpelΝψookὅ’ΝὅuchΝaὅΝthiὅΝlaὄἹeΝ
codexΝ‘weὄeΝpὄoducedΝnotΝtoΝbeΝkeptΝonΝtheΝlibὄaὄyΝὅhelἸ,ΝbutΝtoΝbeΝdepoὅitedΝonΝtheΝaltaὄΝtable,ΝaὅΝ
theΝἸocalΝpointΝoἸΝtheΝὅeὄvice’. 
    
127
 Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination, p. 40. 
    
128
 Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination, p. 42, states that 
these twenty-eiἹhtΝimaἹeὅΝconὅtituteΝ‘theΝmoὅtΝextenὅiveΝcycleΝinΝeaὄlyΝmanuὅcὄiptΝdecoὄationΝ…’ 
    
129
 Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination, p. 40.  In addition to 
the images mentioned, Weitzmann notes (p. 40) that there are six full-page portrayals of New 
Testament accounts, a folio with images of Ammonius and Eusebius, ‘whoΝhadΝcontὄibutedΝtoΝtheΝ
oὄἹaniὐationΝoἸΝtheΝωanonὅΝoἸΝωoncoὄdance’,ΝandΝtwoΝdecoὄatedΝtextΝpaἹeὅΝ‘withΝϋuὅebiuὅ’ΝletteὄΝ
toΝωaὄpianuὅΝandΝtheΝpὄoloἹueΝtoΝtheΝcanonΝtableὅΝ…’ 
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 While Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination, p. 97, 
acknowledges the presence of Joseph in this folio, Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, pp. 21-22, 
highlights his importance in this portrayal and the rarity of it.  Still, many scholars have simply 
overlooked the significance of this portrayal of Joseph. 
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and location often occupied by Joseph in both earlier and later images.  In 
contrast, Joseph is presented right next to the child in the crib, directly behind the 
crib.131  While it is unclear if he is sitting or standing, it is clear that he is leaning 
over the crib and looking at the face of the child and, with his right hand raised, 
speaking with the child or reflecting upon the presence of the child.  Moreover, he 
is also portrayed as a nimbed figure, and it is this, as well as his very intimate 
poὅitionΝinΝὄelationὅhipΝtoΝtheΝchildΝ(inΝcontὄaὅtΝtoΝεaὄy’ὅΝpoὅitionΝinΝtheΝimaἹe)Ν
that make this image so unusual and unique among the extant images in the period 
of this study.132  In addition, it should also be noted that an ox and ass appear 
directly behind Joseph and are separated from him and the child by a large 
horizontal object that suggests the animals are in a stable. 
            As has been noted, the canonic narrative of Lk 2 only provides certain 
basic pieces of information about what happened, where it happened, and who 
was present in the event of the Nativity.  As a result it is not surprising that the 
artist incorporates these pieces into his portrayal.  While much more can be 
imagined, in light of these details, the creator of this composition chose to 
highlight only certain things --- the close proximity of Joseph to the child, his 
enἹaἹementΝwithΝtheΝchild,ΝtheΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄole,ΝandΝtheΝdiὅtanceΝoἸΝ
Mary.  However, neither these details nor others are found in a non-canonic 
literary source in this period.  Thus, with so little to go on, the illuminator has a 
lot of freedom to portray the characters and the context of this theme.  So he can 
nimb Joseph, place him as close as he does to the child, and put him in a very 
nurturing role while at the same time, setting Mary some distance from Joseph 
and the child.  In so doing, this sixth century Syrian monastic artist and member 
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 Weitzmann (ed.), Late Antique and Early Christian Book Illumination, p. 97, believes the 
‘backἹὄound’ΝoἸΝthiὅΝcompoὅitionΝ‘iὅΝὄeminiὅcentΝoἸΝtheΝcaveΝtuὄnedΝintoΝaΝὅanctuaὄyΝaὅΝitΝexiὅtedΝinΝ
the Nativity Church (in Bethlehem), and thus the representation (in this particular illumination) is 
a locus sanctus pictuὄeΝἸὄomΝψethlehem’έ 
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 Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, pp. 21-22.  
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of the Monastery of St. John of Zagba, creates one of the most remarkable 
compositions of the Nativity and of Joseph in the history of Christianity.133   
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 16                                                                     
Much more is known about the illuminator and his relationship with his 
community with respect to Figure 16.  This is the case because the specific 
ecclesiastical community with which he is affiliated is identified and also because 
theΝaὄtiὅtΝnameὅΝhimὅelἸ,Ν‘Rabbula’,ΝandΝὄelateὅΝthatΝheΝiὅΝaΝὅcὄibeΝ(andΝobviouὅlyΝaΝ
manuscript illustrator) within his monastic community.  Furthermore, the 
ὄelationὅhipΝbetweenΝtheΝilluminatoὄΝandΝtheΝ‘clientὅ’ΝoὄΝcommunityΝἸoὄΝwhomΝheΝ
works or serves is also quite different since he is both associated with this group 
and a functioning member of this community (in this case, the late sixth century 
Syriac monastic community of St. John of Zagba).  Subsequently, both the 
information provided by the artist and his relationship with his community make 
it clear that both he and the other members of his Syrian monastic ecclesiastical 
body had a very positive impression of Joseph.  This seems verified by the 
concluding words at the end of this codex where Rabbula suggests that 
responsibility for both the writing and the illuminations within this codex lies with 
all the members of the seemingly small community of the Monastery of St. John 
oἸΝZaἹbaέΝΝόoὄΝinΝtheὅeΝwoὄdὅ,ΝheΝἹiveὅΝcὄeditΝtoΝhiὅΝ‘pὄeὅbyteὄΝandΝabbot’ΝoἸΝhiὅΝ
convent,Ν‘SeὄἹiuὅ’,ΝandΝhiὅΝἸellowΝmonkὅΝandΝὅeveὄalΝindividualὅΝἸὄomΝ‘theΝ
conventΝoἸΝδaὄbik’Ν(pὄeὅumptivelyΝaΝneiἹhboὄinἹΝconvent),ΝincludinἹΝoneΝ‘nobleΝ
εonὅiἹnoὄΝDamianΝ…ΝoἸΝψetΝPeὄotaἹin’,ΝwhoΝhaveΝdevotedΝthemὅelveὅΝtoΝ
revising and finishing and arranging and collating and sewing and writing these 
books’ΝwithinΝhiὅΝconventέ134   
                                                          
    
133
 In fact, this monastic artist appears to have created a work that is unique among 
compositions that represent the theme of the Nativity. There is no evidence of his direct 
dependence upon the work of other artistic compositions in his portrayal of Joseph. 
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 http://sor.cua.edu/Bible/RabbulaMs.html., page 6.  
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            δikewiὅe,ΝtheΝpeὄceptionὅΝandΝbelieἸὅΝoἸΝRabbula’ὅΝmonastic community 
can be seen in the two ways in which he presents Joseph in the context of this 
composition of the birth of Jesus.  First, the fact that Joseph is portrayed in very 
close proximity to the child and is clearly engaged with him, suggests that the 
artist and his community believed Joseph to be essential to the life of the child, 
abὅolutelyΝneceὅὅaὄyΝtoΝtheΝchild’ὅΝliἸeΝandΝwell-being.  Second, these facts and 
the fact that Joseph is nimbed also suggest they held Joseph in high esteem.135 
         ἦhuὅ,ΝitΝὅeemὅΝappὄopὄiateΝtoΝconcludeΝthatΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὄtὄayalΝinΝόiἹuὄeΝΰθΝ
reflects the beliefs of the sixth century Syriac monastic scribe, Rabbula, and his 
fellow monks and others within the communities of St. John Zagba and the 
convent of Larbik.  At the same time, it offers another illustration of a 
composition that both affirms the representation of Joseph in the account of the 
Nativity in Lk. 2 and the spirit of the Joseph traditions in the other early gospels 
narrative accounts.  Subsequently, Figure 16 provides more evidence of the 
presence of an ongoing trajectory that positively affirms the significance of 
Joseph and his place within the salvation story. 
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 SomeΝinὅiἹhtΝintoΝtheὅeΝilluminationὅΝcanΝbeΝἸoundΝinΝtheΝcalliἹὄaphicΝ‘ὅubὅcὄiptionΝoἸΝallΝtheΝ
ύoὅpelὅΝoἸΝtheΝωodex’,ΝlocatedΝatΝtheΝendΝoἸΝtheΝcodexΝthatΝhaὅΝbeenΝtὄanὅlatedΝbyΝύiuὅeppeΝ
Furlani.  A copy of this translation by Guiseppe Furlani can be found in Carlo Cecchelli, Guiseppe 
Furlani, and Mario Salmi (eds.), Facsimile Edition of the Miniatures of the Syriac Manuscript in 
the Medicaean-Laurentian Library (Olten and Lausanne: Urs Graf-Verlag,1959). This translation 
can be found at the websiteΝἸoὄΝSyὄiacΝτὄthodoxΝReὅouὄceὅΝundeὄΝtheΝheadinἹ,Ν‘εiniatuὄeὅΝἸὄomΝ
theΝRabbulaΝύoὅpelὅέmὅέ’ΝΝἦheὅeΝonlineΝpaἹeὅΝcanΝbeΝlocatedΝat 
http://sor.cua.edu/Bible/RabbulaMs.html. In these concluding remarks, the scribe Rabbula, asks 
thatΝ‘whoeveὄΝὄeadὅΝthiὅΝbookΝ…ΝpὄayΝἸoὄΝmeΝὅoΝthatΝIΝmayΝobtainΝmeὄcyΝonΝtheΝteὄὄibleΝDayΝoἸΝ
Judgment as the robber on the right side found mercy through the prayer of our Lady Mary, the 
Godbearer, the ever-viὄἹinΝ…’ΝΝWhileΝὅuchΝὄeἸeὄenceὅΝtoΝεaὄyΝceὄtainlyΝpὄovideΝanΝexplanationΝ
for why she is nimbed, placed in the foreground of the image, and highlighted as she is, they do 
not provide an explanation for the very positive portrayal of Joseph.  Nonetheless, in this context, 
they do indicate that Joseph could be highly esteemed and represented accordingly even in 
contextὅΝwheὄeΝεaὄyΝwaὅΝemphaticallyΝidentiἸiedΝaὅΝ‘δadyΝεaὄy,ΝtheΝύodbeaὄeὄ,ΝtheΝeveὄ-virgin 
…’ 
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         [Figure 17] 
                     Ivory Book Cover, Dagulf Plaque, Nativity, Court of Charlemagne   
                     (?), Eighth-Ninth Century, Bodleian Library, Oxford, England 
 
 
Introduction 
The thirteenth composition of Joseph is found in the ecclesiastical ivory carving 
identified as the Dagulf plaque that is a cover for the Douce 176 manuscript, 
presently located in the Bodleian Library in Oxford.136  Illustrated in Figure 17 
above, it is believed to have been created in the late eighth or early ninth century, 
possibly in the Court School of Charlemagne.137   
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 P.Harbison, Earlier Carolingian Narrative Iconography: Ivories, Manuscripts, Frescoes, 
and Irish High Crosses (Mainz: JahὄbuchΝdeὅΝR miὅch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, 1984),  
pp. 458-63. 
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 Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art, I, pp. 208-209 and Harbison, Earlier Carolingian 
Narrative Iconography: Ivories, Manuscripts, Frescoes, and Irish High Crosses, pp. 455-63. 
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The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 17 
Reflective of the freedom of artists of the period and the different ways they could 
perceive Joseph, this portrayal of Joseph in a small scene of the Nativity in the 
upper right corner of a larger plaque, stands in sharp contrast to the 
representations of Joseph in Figures 15 and 16.  While the general literary referent 
for this theme is obviously Lk 2, as noted in regard to these earlier images, and 
this is reflected in the presence of key characters, the creator of this account 
includes other elements in this portrayal.  In light of the late date of this 
composition and its likely geographical locale, it is possible that these elements 
reflect evidence of the influence of the GPM in this work which was accessible in 
this period and area.  This can be substantiated by the presenceΝoἸΝtheΝ‘oxΝandΝtheΝ
aὅὅ’,Νwhich may have been incorporated in this composition in light of their 
mention in GPM 14.  But, more significantly, it seems suggested by the 
demeaning way in which Joseph is featured in this ivory carving.  For his position 
and characterization in this image reflects the spirit and tone of his 
characterization in the GPM where his position and characterization serve to 
severely limit his role as well as to create a substantial spiritual wall between 
himself and Mary, as noted in the discussion of his characterization in GPM in 
Part III.  This seems likely since, here, Joseph is represented as an older and 
diminutive figure whose role has been minimized.  Situated on the ground, at the 
bottom of the composition, below the Christ-child in the manger, a large and 
ὄeclinedΝἸiἹuὄeΝoἸΝεaὄy,ΝandΝtheΝtwoΝbeaὅtὅΝoἸΝbuὄden,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpoὅitionΝinΝ
relationship to the other figures in the image and within the composition, suggests 
he is the least important of all the characters.  At the same time, his limited 
significance appears to be highlighted in particular, by the way a dominant Mary 
is juxtaposed with him.  Thus, in this representation, in contrast to the two prior 
portrayals, Joὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝandΝimpoὄtanceΝaὄe substantially diminished.  
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ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 17 
 
Little definitive can be determined about the creator of this image and the 
tentative hypothesis that this ivory carving was created in the late eighth to early 
ninth century in the Court School of Charlemagne does not significantly help to 
clarify the issue of its authorship.  Nonetheless, the composition itself, and the 
fact that it is one of several carvings used in a liturgical book cover is suggestive, 
as has been noted in prior discussions of book covers, that the author may have 
been a member of a monastic Christian community and that he/she created this 
cover to protect and enhance an important spiritual text.138 
            Moreover, the manner in which Joseph is portrayed and what that says 
about his roles and relationships with respect to Mary and the child does offer 
specific clues as to the peὄceptionὅΝandΝbelieἸὅΝtheΝaὄtiὅtΝandΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝ
community held with regard to Joseph.  In light of these factors, it seems 
reasonable to believe that the position and size of Joseph (when compared with 
the position and size of Mary - who is represented as not only clearly above 
Joseph but also as a much larger and important figure), and his proximity to Mary 
and the child (beneath and some distance from both of them - as well as from the 
animals), all suggest Joseph played a very diminished role in this artistic 
portrayal.  Subsequently, it seems fair to conclude that the artist and his/her 
community had a limited vision of the significance and role of Joseph.  
       These conclusions with respect to the perceptions and beliefs of the carver 
and his/her community, in turn, suggest that they certainly perceived Mary to be 
the most important adult in the Nativity and associated very positive 
characteristics with her character and personality; characteristics they did not 
appear to associate with Joseph.   
        For this reason, this single portrayal of Joseph, illustrated in Figure 17, in 
the book cover identified as the Dagulf plaque, and possibly created in the Court 
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 Dalton, Catalogue of the Ivory Carvings, xli-xlii. 
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School of Charlemagne, provides more specific evidence of the presence of an 
ongoing trajectory that negates the positive portrayal of Joseph in the account of 
the Nativity in Lk 2 and diminishes his role and significance in the larger 
Christian story in the late eighth or early ninth century. 
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     [Figure 18] 
     Ivory Plaque, Nativity, Syrian-Palestinian, Seventh-Eighth Century,    
     Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C. 
 
Introduction 
Joseph is also featured in the single ivory plaque of the Nativity, illustrated above 
in Figure 18 and believed to have been created in the region of Syria-Palestine in 
the late seventh-eighth century.139  Located in the collection of Dumbarton Oaks 
in Washington, D.C., it presents Joseph as an older and bearded figure, dressed in 
an exomis.   
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 18 
The level of freedom in artistic expression in early medieval Christianity and in 
perceptions and beliefs about Joseph is even more dramatically revealed in this 
composition of the Nativity in Figure 18 where Joseph, seated on the left side of 
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 With regard to this image, see Weitzmann (ed.), Age of Spirituality: Late Antique and Early 
Christian Art, Third to Seventh Century, pp. 582-83.  
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the image, is juxtaposed to a very large and reclined figure of Mary, who is posed 
in front of the crib of the child (a second adult figure, possibly a midwife, is 
situated on the right side of the ivory).140  As the composition reveals, Mary 
clearly overshadows both Joseph and this other woman, whose poses suggest they 
are reflecting upon what has taken place.  At the same time, both Joseph and this 
other female seem to have their attention focused upon Mary, as she rests 
following her delivery.  Thus, while Joseph is physically represented, here, as he 
is sometimes portrayed (in a reflective and contemplative pose), and may be said 
(as the figure on the right side) to function in this work as a witness, his position, 
posture, and size suggest his role is limited.  For the central focus of this 
composition, as the carver has made clear, is the very large and dominant figure 
of Mary.  Thus, while it is clear that the artist has been informed by the early 
gospel referent of Lk 2, with respect to certain characters, it is even clearer that 
this carver has demonstrated significant independence from this narrative referent 
of Lk 2 and turned to later non-canonic narrative referents as well as his/her own 
imagination in order to compose this piece as he/she wishes. Both the late date of 
the work and its geographic region suggest that the artist would have had access 
to IGJames which introduced another female figure during the birth and 
established a basic dichotomy between Mary and Joseph, and marginalized 
Joseph.  And, yet, thiὅΝiὅΝnotΝtoΝdenyΝtheΝcaὄveὄ’ὅΝἸὄeedomΝinΝthiὅΝwoὄk which is 
expressed with an unusual boldness.   
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 18 
Therefore, in light of the way this carver has chosen to portray Joseph, especially 
in relationship to Mary and the child, it seems fair to conclude that the artist and 
his/her community did not believe Joseph had a significant role in the Nativity as 
it is represented, here, in Figure 18. 
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 Heublein, Der ‘verkannte’ Joseph, p. 36. 
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       This conclusion with respect to the perceptions and beliefs of the carver 
and his/her community, in turn, suggests that they certainly perceived Mary to be 
the most important adult in this event and associated very positive attributes with 
her character and personality; attributes they did not appear to also associate with 
Joseph.  At the same time, these things also suggest that the artist and his/her 
community believed spiritual authority could be attributed to certain non-canonic 
narrative accounts.  
         Thus, it is evident that this portrayal of Joseph in Figure 18 offers 
additional proof of the presence of an ongoing trajectory in the late seventh to 
eighth century that negates the positive portrayal of Joseph found in Lk 2 as well 
as the positive attitude toward Joseph found in the other earliest gospels.   
            Furthermore, the significant differences between the four compositions of 
the Nativity and their portraits of Joseph in Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18, provides 
more documentation for comprehending the evolution of the Wirkungsgeschichte 
of the earliest narrative representations of Joseph and for verifying the presence of 
two distinct trajectories in the early Christian and early medieval periods. 
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CHAPTER 12 
Portrayals of Joseph in Compositions of the Adoration of the Magi 
The fifth and final theme to be considered is the Adoration of the Magi.  As with 
most themes, it is found in canonic and non-canonic narratives that have been 
reviewed in Parts II and III and can be found in Mt 2, IGJames 21, and the GPM 
16.  It was also a very common theme in extant works of art from the early 
Christian and early medieval periods.  Four examples from these periods are 
illustrated in Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22.  They offer portraits of Joseph in marble 
and mosaic, from the fourth, fifth, and eighth centuries.  The first of these, the 
fifteenth portrait of Joseph (illustrated in Figure 19) is found on a marble frieze, 
and is part of a fourth century Roman sarcophagus. 
            But, before engaging in formal analysis of this work, it is appropriate to 
recall that the Adoration of the Magi was the most common scene in Christian 
ὅaὄcophaἹiΝinΝtheΝeaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝpeὄiodΝand,ΝaὅΝPanoἸὅkyΝnoteὅ,ΝthatΝ‘pὄeἸiἹuὄativeΝ
oὄΝὅymbolicalΝinteὄpὄetation’ΝmayΝwellΝinἸoὄmΝtheΝundeὄὅtandinἹΝoἸΝ‘hiὅtoὄicalΝ(or 
naὄὄative)Νeventὅ’έ141  Thus, the Adoration of the Magi may be seen as one of 
ὅeveὄalΝ‘maniἸeὅtationὅΝandΝpὄomiὅeὅΝoἸΝὅalvation’ΝthatΝὄepὄeὅentΝtheΝ‘dominatinἹΝ
pὄincipleΝoἸΝϋaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianΝἸuneὄaὄyΝaὄt’,ΝthatΝbeinἹΝ‘deliveὄanceΝἸὄomΝdeathΝand 
ὅin’έ142    
            While ‘theΝωhὄiὅtianiὐationΝoἸΝ…ΝmytholoἹicalΝthemeὅ’ΝmayΝbeΝ
acknowledged, the influence of key narrative accounts from the Hebrew 
scriptures and the earliest Christian scriptures, appear to have been pivotal to the 
creation of much of the content of these sarcophagi.143   It is not surprising to find 
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 E.Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1992), pp. 41-42.  Early on 
Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von 
Trient dargestellt, pp. 71-ιἀ,ΝnotedΝthatΝthiὅΝ‘ὅceneΝwaὅΝὄepὄoducedΝoἸtenΝinΝtheΝeaὄlyΝyeaὄὅΝ…’ 
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 Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture, p. 42 
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 A.Seta, Religion and Art (tὄanὅέΝεaὄionΝωέΝώaὄὄiὅonνΝσewΝYoὄkμΝωhaὄleὅΝScὄibneὄ’ὅΝSonὅ,Ν
1914), pp. 341-42.  According to Seta the key narrative accounts from the Hebrew scriptures and 
the earliest Christian scriptures include ‘χdamΝandΝϋveΝneaὄΝtheΝtὄeeΝinΝtheΝteὄὄeὅtὄialΝPaὄadiὅe,ΝtheΝ
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accounts based upon canonic texts pertaining to the nativity and infancy of Jesus 
represented in sarcophagi, which, in turn, incorporate and detail portrayals of 
Joseph.  Alessandro della Seta believes some insight into their content as well as 
their meaning can also be found by recognizing the similarities between early 
Christian sarcophagi and early Christian cemetery painting.  Addressing these 
similarities, della Seta notes that theyΝ‘coὄὄeὅpondΝto the same funerary 
requirements and the same spirit, and follow a parallel road both in the contents of 
theΝὅceneΝandΝtheΝtὄeatmentΝoἸΝἸoὄm’ΝandΝaddὅΝthatΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝotheὄΝὅubjectὅΝ
inΝtheΝὅaὄcophaἹiΝ‘ὅuchΝaὅΝ…ΝtheΝσativity’ΝonlyΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝ‘theyΝmayΝhave been 
includedΝinΝcemeteὄyΝpaintinἹὅΝwhichΝhaveΝὅinceΝdiὅappeaὄedΝ…’144  Thus, he 
believeὅΝtheΝ‘ὅymbolicΝandΝalleἹoὄicalΝnatuὄeΝoἸΝtheΝὅubjectὅΝiὅΝindicated,ΝaὅΝiὅΝtheΝ
caὅeΝoἸΝtheΝcemeteὄyΝpaintinἹὅ’,ΝbyΝἸiὄὅt,Ν‘theΝὅobὄietyΝoἸΝtheΝelementὅΝoἸΝwhichΝ
they aὄeΝconὅtituted’νΝὅecond,Ν‘byΝtheΝἹὄeatΝnumbeὄΝiἸΝnotΝbyΝtheΝpὄevalenceΝoἸΝτldΝ
ἦeὅtamentΝὅubjectὅ’ν thiὄd,ΝbyΝ‘theΝiὅolationΝoἸΝeachΝὅubject’νΝἸouὄth,Ν‘byΝtheiὄΝ
ἹὄoupinἹΝwithoutΝὄeἹaὄdΝἸoὄΝchὄonoloἹicalΝὅucceὅὅion’νΝἸiἸth,ΝbyΝ‘theΝaὄtΝoἸΝtheΝ
Christian sarcophaἹi’νΝandΝὅixthΝandΝἸinally,ΝbyΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝ‘theὄeΝiὅΝnoΝὅubjectΝ
thatΝiὅΝnotΝtakenΝἸὄomΝtheΝpaὅt,’ΝandΝ‘noΝὅceneΝwhichΝdiὅplayὅΝtheΝjoyὅΝoὄΝpainὅΝoἸΝ
theΝἸutuὄeΝliἸeέ’145 
       χlthouἹhΝdellaΝSeta’ὅΝandΝPanoἸὅky’ὅΝcommentὅΝhaveΝceὄtainΝvalueΝaὅΝἸaὄΝ
as they go, they do not really explain the substantial emphasis given to the 
                                                                                                                                                              
sacrifice of Abraham, Noah in the ark, Moses striking the rock, Daniel among the lions, Jonah 
swallowed and thrown up by the monster, the coming of the Magi, the cure of the man sick of the 
palsy, of the blind man and of the woman with the issue of blood, the miracle of the loaves, the 
ὄeὅuὄὄectionΝoἸΝδaὐaὄuὅ,ΝandΝSέΝPeteὄ’ὅΝdenialΝoἸΝJeὅuὅέ’ΝΝϋέΝDinkleὄ,Ν‘χbbὄeviatedΝ
Repὄeὅentationὅ’,ΝΝinΝKέΝWeitὐmannΝ(ed.), Age of Spirituality: Late Antique and Early Christian 
Art, Third to Seventh Century (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1979), p. 402, 
wὄitinἹΝὅomeΝyeaὄὅΝlateὄ,ΝὅuppoὄtὅΝthiὅΝcontentionέΝΝώeΝὅtateὅΝthatΝtheὅeΝωhὄiὅtianΝ‘typeὅΝultimatelyΝ
go back to narrative contexts and thus enhance the likelihood that these were the source of the 
abbreviated composition.  Adaptation and integration within a given context, however, do not 
exclude the possibility that some iconographic scenes are original in conceptionΝ…’ΝΝσeveὄtheleὅὅ,Ν
Dinkleὄ,Ν‘χbbὄeviatedΝRepὄeὅentationὅ’,ΝpέΝζίἀ,ΝὃualiἸieὅΝtheὅeΝὄemaὄkὅΝὅomewhatΝbyΝlateὄΝaddinἹΝ
thatΝ‘χlthouἹhΝtheΝabbὄeviatedΝὄepὄeὅentationΝiὅΝalwayὅΝὄootedΝinΝaΝbiblicalΝepiὅode,ΝitὅΝὅymbolicΝ
allusions transcend that text.  It is intended, at least by the person who gave the commission, as a 
ὄeἸeὄenceΝtoΝtheΝἸunctionΝoἸΝtheΝobjectΝoὄΝtoΝtheΝpatὄon’ὅΝliἸeέ’ 
    
144
 Seta, Religion and Art, pp. 341-42.  
    
145
 Seta, Religion and Art, p. 342. 
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Adoration of the Magi in early Christian sarcophagi (the scene in which most 
prospective images of Joseph are found).146  One explanation may be found in the 
‘declineΝinΝheὄmeneuticΝὅubtlety’ΝthatΝψὄilliantΝbelieveὅΝ‘canΝbeΝtὄacedΝthὄouἹhΝtheΝ
evolution of visual narratives in Roman art during the second and third 
centuὄieὅ’έ147  ‘ItΝled,’ΝaὅΝheΝaὅὅeὄtὅ,Ν‘toΝaΝconcentὄationΝoἸΝeἸἸectὅΝandΝtoΝaΝἹὄowinἹΝ
reliance on typological formulations because they were readily perceived by the 
availableΝaudienceέ’148   ἦhuὅ,ΝitΝiὅΝnotΝὅuὄpὄiὅinἹ,ΝaὅΝDinkleὄΝaὅὅeὄtὅ,ΝthatΝ‘theΝ
χdoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹiΝiὅΝaΝἸavoὄedΝtheme’ΝoἸtenΝpoὄtὄayedΝbyΝωhὄiὅtianΝaὄtiὅtὅΝaὅΝ
‘abbὄeviatedΝὄepὄeὅentationὅΝ…ΝὄeducedΝtoΝtheΝmoὅtΝessential figures, yet 
maintaininἹΝtheΝὄecoἹniὐabilityΝoἸΝtheΝὅceneΝ…’149  Further, as Soper suggests, it 
waὅΝlikelyΝtheΝcaὅeΝthatΝὅceneὅΝlikeΝtheΝχdoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹiΝweὄeΝ‘oἸΝtheΝὅoὄtΝ
that could hardly fail to become fixed in a simple iconographic formula from the 
ὅtaὄt’έ150 
       Another explanation for the emphasis given to the Adoration of the Magi 
may be found in the purposes (or theological goals) of the owner, the artist, and 
the communities with which they were associated.  Again, as Brilliant affirms, 
‘theΝnaὄὄativeΝpὄoἹὄamΝwaὅΝὅuὄelyΝdevelopedΝἸoὄΝanΝactiveΝaudience,ΝtheΝpuὄchaὅeὄΝ
and his associates, who chose the sarcophagus from the collection in the 
workshop and who wished to satisfy the urgings of their beliefs in anticipation of 
deathέ’151  For example, with regard to the emphasis given to scenes of the 
                                                          
    
146
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Secondo, Testo, p. 285, notes that scenes of 
the Adoration of the Magi occuὄΝmoὅtΝἸὄeὃuentlyΝ‘amonἹΝtheΝchildhoodΝὅceneὅ’ΝoἸΝJeὅuὅέ 
    
147
 R. Brilliant, Visual Narratives: Storytelling in Etruscan and Roman Art (Ithaca and New 
York: Cornell University Press, 1984), p. 163. 
    
148
 Brilliant, Visual Narratives, p. 163. 
    
149
 Dinkleὄ,Ν‘χbbὄeviatedΝRepὄeὅentationὅ’,ΝppέΝζίίΝandΝἁλθέΝΝDinkleὄ,ΝpέΝζίἀ,ΝlateὄΝaddὅΝthatΝ‘inΝ
theΝWeὅtΝabbὄeviatedΝὅceneὅΝ…Νpὄedominatedέ’ΝώeΝbelieveὅ,ΝpέΝζίί,ΝthatΝthiὅΝthemeΝoἸΝthe 
Adoration waὅΝ‘ἸaὅhionedΝaἸteὄΝaΝcompoὅitionΝpeὄtaininἹΝtoΝtheΝimpeὄialΝcultέΝΝSuchΝimpeὄialΝtὄaitὅΝ
as scepter, nimbus, and acceptance of homage by prostration were transferred to Christ in the 
fourth century.  The epitaph of Severa in Rome, from 325-350 (fig. 57), shows this theme in an 
inteὄeὅtinἹΝveὄὅion,ΝaὅΝdoeὅΝtheΝenἹὄavedΝὄinἹΝὅtoneΝatΝτxἸoὄdΝ(noέΝἁλἁ)έ’ΝΝE.L. ωuttὅ,Ν‘ἦὄaditionὅΝ
oἸΝωhὄiὅtianΝχὄt,ΝωhapteὄΝII,ΝἦheΝSaὄcophaἹiΝandΝεoὅaicὅ’, The Art Journal, 2 (1876), p. 141, 
notedΝtheΝ‘populaὄityΝoἸΝtheΝὅubject’ΝὅeveὄalΝdecadeὅΝeaὄlieὄέ 
    
150
 A.C.Sopeὄ,Ν‘ἦheΝδatinΝStyleΝonΝωhὄiὅtianΝSaὄcophaἹiΝoἸΝtheΝόouὄthΝωentuὄy’,ΝThe Art 
Bulletin, 19.2 (1937), p. 160.  
    
151
 Brilliant, Visual Narratives, p. 126. 
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Adoration it is certainly possible that their presence on several sarcophagi 
constitutes an affirmation that the homage of the person(s) entombed has been and 
remains focused upon the Christ, the Word incarnate (and to a lesser but still 
notableΝextentΝuponΝtheΝωhὄiὅt’ὅΝeaὄthlyΝpaὄentὅ),ΝjuὅtΝaὅΝthatΝoἸΝtheΝmaἹiέΝΝ 
        Similarly, as Grabar suggests, the emphasis upon the Adoration of the 
Magi, in both the early Christian catacombs and sarcophagi, may also reflect the 
woὄὅhipΝoἸΝtheΝeaὄlyΝωhὄiὅtianὅΝwho,ΝinΝcontὄaὅtΝtoΝmodeὄnΝωhὄiὅtianὅ,Ν‘celebὄatedΝ
hiὅΝ(Jeὅuὅ’)ΝbiὄthΝeitheὄΝonΝtheΝdayΝoἸΝtheΝϋpiphanyΝoἸΝψaptiὅmΝ(JanuaὄyΝθ)ΝoὄΝtheΝ
dayΝoἸΝtheΝtheophanyΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹiΝ(JanuaὄyΝη)Ν…’152  From their perspective, the 
χdoὄation,ΝdeὅeὄvedΝaΝ‘ὅpecialΝplace’ΝandΝencompaὅὅedΝallΝoἸΝtheΝeventὅΝoἸΝtheΝ
nativity and infancy.153 
      Thus, it could be said that in contrast to others before them, whose focus 
mayΝwellΝhaveΝbeenΝuponΝtheΝempeὄoὄΝoὄΝmembeὄὅΝoἸΝtheΝempeὄoὄ’ὅ family or 
another god or goddess - as was the case in other processional portrayals - the 
attention of Christian believers was quite different.  If the focus of the early 
Christian was different, then it further suggests that the portrayals of the 
Adoration of the Magi, although abbreviated by the limited space in which they 
have been sculpted, may well testify to the faith of deceased Christians and, 
thereby distinguish them from pagans associated with the imperial cult.154  At the 
same time, in light of their visual character and position on the sarcophagi, they 
                                                          
    
152
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins,ΝpέΝΰἀέΝΝKathleenΝεέΝIὄwin,Ν‘ἦheΝ
Liturgical and Theological Correlations in the Associations of Representations of the Three 
ώebὄewὅΝandΝεaἹiΝinΝtheΝωhὄiὅtianΝχὄtΝoἸΝδateΝχntiὃuity’,ΝPhDΝdiὅὅeὄtationΝ(ψeὄkeley,ωχμΝ
Graduate Theological Union, 1985), pp. 141-ζθ,ΝconcuὄὅΝwithΝύὄabaὄ’ὅΝaὅὅumptionΝaboutΝwhyΝ
images of the Adoration were common and expresses some additional ideas.  She writes: 
‘χlthouἹhΝtheΝtὄaditionalΝaὅὅumptionΝhaὅΝbeenΝthatΝtheΝadoὄationΝὅceneὅΝὄepὄeὅentΝεatthew’ὅΝmaἹiΝ
story, some art historians and theologians have proposed various meanings for this scene and 
reasons for its use in the art of Late Antiquity, including (1) it proclaims the announcement of the 
gospel to the Gentiles and the rejection of Christ by the Jews, (2) it represents the Epiphany and 
the establishment of feasts commemorating the birth and early childhood of Jesus, and (3) it is a 
ὄeἸlectionΝoἸΝimpeὄialΝaὄtΝandΝanΝacknowledἹmentΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtΝaὅΝkinἹέ’ 
    
153
 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, p. 12. 
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 Dinkleὄ,Ν‘χbbὄeviatedΝRepὄeὅentationὅ’,ΝpέΝζίίέΝΝSeeΝalὅoΝDinkleὄ,ΝpέΝζΰλέΝΝώeΝaἹὄeeὅΝthatΝ
ὅaὄcophaἹiΝcanΝὄevealΝtheΝ‘ἸaithΝoἸΝtheΝdeceaὅedΝ…’ 
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also offer a witness of the veracity of the Christian faith to others who might later 
see the sculpted image.   
          The first portrayal to be examined will be that of a representation of the 
Adoration of the Magi (found in Figure 19) that typically presents a male figure 
standing behind Mary and the child as the magi approach.   
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[Figure 19] 
‘SaὄcophaἹuὅΝoἸΝtheΝἦwoΝἦeὅtamentὅ’ΝoὄΝ‘ἦheΝDoἹmaticΝSaὄcophaἹuὅ,’Adoration 
of the Magi, Roman, Fourth Century, Museo Pio Cristiano (the Vatican Museum), 
Rome, Italy 
 
Introduction  
The large marble sarcophagus, seen in Figure 19, and identified as either the 
‘SaὄcophaἹuὅΝoἸΝtheΝἦwoΝἦeὅtamentὅ’ΝoὄΝ‘ἦheΝDoἹmaticΝSaὄcophaἹuὅ’,Νpresents a 
common pictorial formula found in many portrayals of the Adoration of the 
Magi.155  However, its unadorned lid and its central medallion, with the 
unfinished couple, suggest this sarcophagus was never sold or used.  Thus, it is 
                                                          
    
155
 This piece is portrayed in Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Tavole, 
Tav. LXXXVI.  His discussion of the image is found  in I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume 
Pὄimo,Νἦeὅto,ΝpέΝΰἀκέΝΝIὄwin,Ν‘ἦheΝδituὄἹicalΝandΝἦheoloἹicalΝωoὄὄelationὅΝinΝtheΝχὅὅociationὅΝoἸΝ
Representations of the Three Hebrews and Magi in the Christian Art of Late χntiὃuity’, p. 300, 
also records Figure 2 in her list of sarcophagi that feature the Adoration of the Magi.  See also 
Soper, ‘ἦheΝδatinΝStyleΝonΝωhὄiὅtianΝSaὄcophaἹiΝoἸΝtheΝόouὄthΝωentuὄy’,ΝppέΝΰηΰΝ(όiἹuὄeΝθ)ΝandΝ
155; Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture, p. 44 and Figure 167; and Koch, Frühchristliche Sarkophage, 
Tafel 46. 
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likely that it was part of a remaining stock of an early sarcophagus sculptor.156   
Probably carved in the second quarter of the fourth century CE by a Roman artist, 
the face of this two-registry sarcophagus frieze, presently located in the Museo 
Pio Cristiano (the Vatican Museum) in Rome, also features a variety of scenes 
from the Hebrew scriptures and the New Testament.157  Originally discovered in 
the Basilica of St. Paul beyond-the-walls in Rome in the nineteenth century, it 
also includes a portrayal of Joseph in a representation of the Adoration of the 
Magi that is very similar to many others.158    
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 19 
Here, with his body turned out slightly to the right, a slightly diminutive, bearded 
Joseph, dressed in a Roman toga, stands directly behind Mary and the child.159  
With his right hand holding onto the side of the back of her wicker cathedra with 
a suppedaneum, he looks at the three magi as they approach with their gifts.  
                                                          
    
156
 Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art, p. 49. 
    
157
 Dinkleὄ,Ν‘χbbὄeviatedΝRepὄeὅentationὅ’,ΝppέΝἁλλ-401, sees similarities between the figures in 
thiὅΝimaἹeΝandΝthoὅeΝinΝ‘hiὅtoὄicalΝὄelieἸὅΝoἸΝtheΝχὄchΝoἸΝωonὅtantine’Ν(ἁΰἁ-315 CE). Thus, he 
concludeὅΝthatΝbothΝweὄeΝlikelyΝ‘pὄoduced’ΝinΝtheΝὅameΝwoὄkὅhopΝoὄ in a workshop where the 
artisans were very familiar with pagan sculpture. 
    
158
 As has been noted, not all scholars even acknowledge the presence of a male figure behind 
Mary and the child in this image; let alone suggest the figure may be Joseph.  Johann Wilhelm 
Appell, Monuments of Early Christian Art (London: George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 
1872), p. 17, exemplifies this position.  Although he provides extensive commentary on the 
numerous characters and scenes in this sarcophagus, he does not mention the presence of a male 
figure in this context.  However, other scholars accept the idea that this male figure is Joseph.  
ωuttὅ,Ν‘ἦὄaditionὅΝoἸΝωhὄiὅtianΝχὄt,ΝωhapteὄΝII,ΝἦheΝSaὄcophaἹiΝandΝεoὅaicὅ’,ΝpέΝΰζἀΝidentiἸieὅΝtheΝ
figure behind Mary as Joseph.  While recognizing that all scholars do not agree that this figure is 
Joseph, Seitz, Die Verehrung des hl. Joseph in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil 
von Trient dargestellt, p. 73, concurs with Cutts and notes that this figure and the others put 
forward in portrayals of the Adoration, bear a real similarity to each other.  Offering another 
alternative, Schiller, The Iconography of Christian Art, Volume I, pp. 100-101, in speaking about 
όiἹuὄeΝΰλ,ΝὅayὅΝ‘ψehindΝεaὄy’ὅΝchaiὄΝὅtandὅΝψalaam,Νthe prophet, an allusion to the prophecy of 
theΝὅtaὄΝoἸΝJacobΝandΝtoΝtheΝἸactΝthatΝtheΝωhildΝiὅΝindeedΝtheΝεeὅὅiah’έ 
    
159
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Secondo, Testo, p. 287, certainly concurs 
with the idea that this image presents a portrayal of Joseph.  He notes, on p. 287, that the figure 
behind Mary in this so-calledΝ‘DoἹmatic’ΝὅaὄcophaἹuὅΝiὅΝnotΝonlyΝinΝ‘theΝὅameΝclotheὅ’Ν(aὅΝinΝotheὄΝ
paὄallelΝὅceneὅΝoἸΝtheΝχdoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹi)ΝbutΝalὅoΝinΝ‘theΝὅameΝplace’ΝandΝlocationέΝΝἦhiὅΝimaἹeΝ
can be seen in Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Tavole, Tav. CXV. 2. 
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             In the context of this portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi, the location 
of Joseph, behind Mary and the child, within this pictorial formula initially may 
appear to suggest his role is limited.  However, the fact that Joseph stands as 
closely as he does to Mary and the child and looks directly toward the 
approaching magi indicates he has an important position in this image.  This can 
be asserted when it is recalled that the compositional pattern presented in this 
image (that includes Joseph) was not the only pictorial formula offered for the 
Adoration of the Magi.  There are portrayals of this scene, found within the period 
of the fourth and fifth centuries and later that include Mary, the child, and the 
magi but exclude Joseph.160  Thus, while the artist has certainly been informed by 
the account in Mt 2, where Joseph is not formally mentioned, he/she have felt free 
to include him in this composition.  Although there is mention of the Adoration in 
the later non-canonic account of IGJames 21, there is no indication that this 
literary referent inἸoὄmedΝthiὅΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝwoὄkέ   
        Consequently, although he stands behind (or to the side of) the figures of 
Mary (who is typically seated on a throne or stone seat) and the child, Joseph still 
plays a significant role by acting as the evangel and guardian who watches over 
the mother and child and witnesses to them.161  Therefore, his presence in this 
extant image is both reflective of the positive ways he was represented in 
Matthew and the other earliest gospels and indicative of the significance he held 
for some early Christian communities in the fourth century. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
    
160
 Wilpert, I Sarcofagi Cristiani Antichi, Volume Primo, Tavole, and Volume Secondo, Tavole, 
presents several of these images in his multi-volume set.   
    
161
 χὅΝWedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅ’,ΝpέΝηλ,Νnoteὅ,Ν‘theΝenthὄonementΝoἸΝmotheὄΝandΝchild,ΝwhileΝ
partly narrative, is also devotional.  Mary and the Christ child are presented to us, not only by their 
enthὄonement,ΝbutΝbyΝ…ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmanneὄiὅmὅέ  We are instructed as viewers to join the Magi and 
venerate the enthroned couple, perhaps in a similar manner that veneration would be shown to an 
enthὄonedΝύoὅpelΝtextέ’ 
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ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝinΝ
Figure 19 
 
In this composition of the Adoration of the Magi and the portrayal of Joseph, it is, 
once again, evident that early Christian artists or artisans who worked for 
Christian clients had significant liberty in their work, including the freedom to 
represent the themes and events of canonic and non-canonic narrative accounts in 
a way that permitted them to create their own independent non-canonic 
interpretations.  This is certainly clear in this composition with respect to the 
earliest narrative account of this theme and event in Mt 2 and can be seen in the 
fact the sculptor has inserted Joseph into the Adoration and associated him with 
Mary and the child and the other characters as he/she has.  It can also be seen in 
the way he/she has represented Mary and the child and the roles the sculptor has 
given them in their positions on the cathedra and in the ways they have been 
dressed.  And, yet, it is reasonable to assume that these factors incorporated into 
this particular portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi, in the context of several 
other images, must have been considered appropriate by this sculptor and those he 
imagined to be prospective clients. This is probable with respect to this specific 
sarcophagus since it appears to have never been used and, as was noted in the 
discussion in the introduction, was probably part of a remaining stock.  This is 
likely because this particular portrayal of the Adoration followed a pictorial 
pattern (that usually moves from left to right, with Joseph standing behind Mary, 
who is holding the child while seated on a chair or cathedra, as three magi 
approach) and has its roots in both imperial iconography as well as earlier 
Christian iconography (a very similar pictorial pattern can even be found in a very 
early composition ---apparently sans Joseph --- in early Christian catacomb 
art).162  For, as previously recognized in earlier discussions of sarcophagi 
compositions, the personal character of this type of artistry and the reasons 
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 du Bourguet, Early Christian Art, p. 46. 
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surrounding the need for the creation or purchase of such works, and the fact that 
most clients of these works were people of means, would suggest that the client 
would interact directly with the artist or with the supervisor of the atelier or guild 
of sculptors with respect to their wishes. 
            όinally,ΝatΝtheΝὅameΝtime,ΝtheΝὅculptoὄ’ὅΝinὅeὄtionΝoἸΝJoὅephΝandΝplacementΝ
of him in close proximity to Mary and the child and the approaching magi, makes 
it clear that he/she sought to highlight him and his role as guardian and witness, in 
a compositional context where others had left him out.  On that account, his 
presence and role in this sarcophagus portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi, in 
Figure 19, created in fourth century Rome, is an example of a work that imitates 
the positive canonic portrayals of Joseph in Matthew, Luke, and John, and 
pὄovideὅΝmoὄeΝevidenceΝoἸΝtheΝpὄeὅenceΝoἸΝaΝtὄajectoὄyΝthatΝconἸiὄmὅΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
significance in the Christian proclamation. 
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         [Figure 20]  
 
         Sarcophagus, Adoration of the Magi, Cherchell, Algeria, Fourth Century,   
         Louvre, Paris, France 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Probably created in the latter half of the fourth century CE, this marble 
sarcophagus lid, located in the Louvre in Paris, France, was discovered in the 
seaport of Cherchell, Algeria, according to Metzger.163  This portrayal of the 
Adoration of the Magi, visible in Figure 20, is found on the left side of this 
                                                          
    
163
 Figure 20 iὅΝnotedΝinΝtheΝliὅtΝandΝcommentaὄyΝoἸΝΝIὄwin,Ν‘ἦheΝδituὄἹicalΝandΝἦheoloἹicalΝ
Correlations in the Associations of Representations of the Three Hebrews and Magi in the 
ωhὄiὅtianΝχὄtΝoἸΝδateΝχntiὃuity’,ΝpέΝἀλιέΝΝωatheὄineΝεetὐἹeὄ,Ν‘δeὅΝὅaὄcophaἹuὅΝchὄetienὅΝd’χἸὄiὃueΝ
duΝσoὄd’,ΝinΝKochΝ(edέ),ΝAkten des Symposiums ‘Frühchristliche Sarkophage’, Sarkophag-Studien 
(Deutsches Archäologisches Institut), Band 2 (Mainz: Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2002), pp. 153-
55, makes no mention of Joseph in her analysis of this image. Initially named Iol or Jol, Cherchell, 
a town on the Mediterranean Sea, was later named Caesarea in honor of Augustus Caesar.  Despite 
its relatively small size, it was a significant city in the Roman period.  By the time this 
sarcophagus was created, it is estimated that a considerable portion of its population may have 
been Christian. Ramsey MacMullen, The Second Church: Popular Christianity, A.D. 200-400 
(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2009), p. 127, states that there is mention of a martyὄ’ὅΝ
shrine or chapel (cella) in the 4th century according to an inscription found in Y. Duval, Loca 
sanctorum Africae. Le culte des martyrs en ‘Afrique du IVe au VIIe siècle (Rome: ÉcoleΝόὄan aiὅe,Ν
1982), n.p.  Further information can be found in S. Petὄideὅ,Ν‘ωaeὅaὄeaΝεauὄetaniae’ and 
‘ωheὄcell’, Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1913), n.p. 
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fragment.  In contrast to the prior image, in Figure 19, that follows the pictorial 
pattern mentioned in the discussion of that composition, the portrayal on this lid, 
particularly that of the magi and the camels, has a more dynamic style. 
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 20 
As can be seen, it features Joseph in a Roman toga, bearded, and slightly smaller 
than Mary.  Thus, in many respects, he is represented in Figure 20 in much the 
ὅameΝwayΝaὅΝheΝiὅΝἸoundΝinΝtheΝpὄioὄΝpoὄtὄayalΝinΝόiἹuὄeΝΰλέΝΝώeὄe,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ(andΝ
εaὄy’ὅΝandΝtheΝchild’ὅ)ΝἸiἹuὄeΝhaὅΝbeenΝcaὄvedΝandΝtuὄnedΝὅoΝthatΝhiὅΝhead,Νtoὄὅo,Ν
and feet suggest he is observing both the viewer as well as the unfolding event.  
Thus, in this image, in contrast, Joseph appears to stand both behind and to the 
side of Mary and child, who sit upon a cathedra.  Nonetheless, as in the prior 
sarcophagus, with his riἹhtΝhandΝholdinἹΝontoΝtheΝὅideΝoἸΝtheΝbackΝoἸΝεaὄy’ὅΝ
cathedra, in Figure 20, Joseph appears to fulfill the same roles of guardian and 
witness as he looks out at the viewers, while simultaneously, acknowledging the 
approach of the magi.  While no explicit evidence is present of the influence of 
any non-canonic text that relates this scene, it has its basis in the literary account 
in Mt 2. 
            As was seen in the discussion of Figure 19, so it is the case here that in the 
context of this portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi, the location of Joseph, 
behind Mary and the child, within this pictorial formula, may initially appear to 
suggest his role is limited.  Even so, the fact that Joseph stands as closely as he 
does to Mary and the child, looks toward the approaching magi and, 
simultaneously looks out at the viewers, in contrast to Figure 19, indicates he has 
an important position in this image.  
        Therefore, although he stands behind (or to the side of) the figures of 
Mary (who is typically seated on a throne or stone seat) and the child, Joseph still 
plays a significant role by acting as the evangel and guardian who watches over 
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the mother and child and witnesses to them.164  Accordingly, his presence in this 
extant image is both significant and suggestive of the esteem with which he was 
held in some early Christian communities, including the fourth century Algerian 
Christian community of Chercell. 
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝinΝ
Figure 20 
 
Having examined this sarcophagus fragment and the role and position of Joseph 
in this composition, it is now appropriate to ask what might be deduced from this 
portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi in Figure 20, with respect to the 
perceptions and beliefs of its sculptor and his/her Christian community in fourth 
century Cherchell, Algeria.  First, the inclusion of Joseph in this representation of 
the Adoration of the Magi indicates a clear regard for Joseph and his position 
within salvation history.  Second, the location of Joseph in close proximity to both 
εaὄyΝandΝtheΝchildΝinΝthiὅΝimaἹe,ΝὅuἹἹeὅtὅΝtheyΝbelievedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὄoleΝwaὅΝ
essential to the revelation of this theme andΝeventέΝΝἦhiὄd,ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝposition, 
proximity, and actions indicate that he was perceived as the guardian of Mary and 
the child (with his arm typically extended to the side of the chair or cathedra upon 
which she sits) and as a witness (Joseph calling the attention of the magi to Mary 
and the child in the Adoration of the Magi) to Mary and the child.  Further, these 
factors may well reflect the belief that Joseph and Mary were indeed conjoined as 
husband and wife and father and mother in the period of the nativity and the 
infancy of Jesus and beyond.165   
       Although the inclusion of key characters and elements from Mt. 2 (Mary, 
and Jesus, and the magi expressing adoration) indicates the influence of this text, 
                                                          
    
164
 χὅΝWedoἸἸ,Ν‘WoὄdΝandΝWitneὅὅ’,ΝpέΝηλ,Νnoteὅ,Ν‘theΝenthὄonementΝoἸΝmotheὄΝandΝchild,ΝwhileΝ
partly narrative, is also devotional.  Mary and the Christ child are presented to us, not only by their 
enthὄonement,ΝbutΝbyΝ…ΝJoὅeph’ὅΝmanneὄiὅmὅέΝΝWeΝaὄeΝinὅtὄuctedΝaὅΝvieweὄὅΝtoΝjoinΝtheΝεaἹiΝandΝ
venerate the enthroned couple, perhaps in a similar manner that veneration would be shown to an 
enthὄonedΝύoὅpelΝtextέ’ 
    
165
 To state this is not to necessarily suggest that this belief negates the early Christian belief 
that Jesus was born of a virgin. 
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it is also important to realize that the sculptor of this sarcophagus portrayal of the 
Adoration of the Magi, as the sculptor of the previous composition in Figure 19, 
goes significantly beyond the information of this text as well as beyond the details 
of the non-canonic texts that relate this theme and event.  In the process, he/she 
creates an image that reveals its independence of these texts while, at the same 
time, showing its aesthetic dependence upon a basic pictorial pattern found in 
both earlier Christian portrayals of the Adoration of the Magi and earlier pagan 
portrayals that recount themes and events related to the honoring of the emperor 
and other dignitaries in Graeco-Roman history.  Perhaps, most importantly, as is 
the case with regard to Figure 19 but is not the case with respect to all artistic 
portrayals of this theme and event, the sculptor of Figure 20 includes Joseph in 
his/her representation and interpretation and places him in a special position in 
relationship to Mary, the child, and the three magi.  
            So, it seems appropriate to conclude that the portrayal of Joseph in Figure 
20, born in a fourth century Algerian Christian community in north Africa also 
offers evidence of the presence of a trajectory that affirms the specific portrayal of 
Joseph found in Mt 2 and the broad positive tradition found in the other canonic 
gospels. 
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[Figure 21] 
Mosaic, Adoration of the Magi, Roman, Fifth Century, Santa Maria Maggiore, 
Rome, Italy 
 
Introduction 
Figure 21 offers the second of two themes from the fifth-century mosaic narrative 
cycles found in Santa Maria Maggiore, as noted in the discussion of the prior 
composition of Figure 3.  This representation of the Adoration of the Magi, in 
Figure 21, is a very public liturgical work, explicitly designed through a 
commission of Pope Sixtus III.  Therefore, as previously asserted, it is very 
probable that the size and complexity of the mosaic work in the immense 
architectural structure was carried out by a guild of mosaicists rather than a single 
artisan.  Further, this composition is different from most of the other portrayals 
reviewed in this study because it has more characters and is one of several large 
mosaic images in a series on the birth and childhood of Jesus.  Likewise, in this 
mosaic, in contrast to the prior compositions of the Adoration in Figures 19 and 
20, the Christ-child appears in the center of the image as a royal or imperial 
figure, seated on a large ornate throne, is older, and is portrayed with a nimbus, as 
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are the four angels standing directly behind his throne.166  Here, surrounded by his 
mother (who sits to his left), another woman (an unknown figure who sits to his 
right), four angels, and Joseph (who stands in the left corner), the child receives 
the three magi.    
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 21 
In sharp contrast to the portrayal of the Christ child, and even Mary, Joseph, 
positioned at the very end of the scene, appears marginalized and disengaged.  
Situated as far as possible from the center of the composition, apart from both the 
child and Mary, Joseph is the only figure in the scene who looks out toward those 
whom might view the event.  
            Although this mosaic reflects what Mt 2 states in the emphases it places 
upon Mary and the child and the magi, it constitutes an obvious expansion and 
elaboration of this literary account.  While part of this expansion, notably, the 
positioning of Joseph at the very edge of the composition, may well reflect the 
spirit of the literary trajectory that sought to diminish the role and character of 
Joseph, there is little indication (aside from the presence of a second woman) of 
the insertion of specific elements from the early non-canonic text of IGJames that 
did reflect this trajectory and would have been available in this period. 
Consequently, the facts of the inclusion of the numerous characters, the 
representations of their interactions with each other, the staging of the event in an 
                                                          
    
166
 There is no explicit or implicit reference to an angel or group of angels being present with 
the holy family in the Matthean account of the Adoration of the Magi.  However, there is a 
reference to the magi receiving direction through a dream (which may imply an encounter with an 
angelic figure) in Mt. 2.12 and a reference to their receiving direction from a star in 2.2, 9 and 10.  
Further, there is a reference in the account of the Adoration in the IGJames to the magi receiving 
diὄectionΝ‘byΝtheΝheavenlyΝmeὅὅenἹeὄ’έΝWithΝὄeὅpectΝtoΝthiὅΝὅeeΝchέΝἀΰΝinΝtheΝIGJames in Hock, The 
Infancy Gospels, pp. 71-73. In addition, there is a reference in the narrative of the Adoration of the 
Magi in the GPM to the appearance of an angel.  See ch. 16 in the GPM inΝϋhὄmanΝandΝPleše,ΝThe 
Apocryphal Gospels: Texts and Translations, pp. 103 and 105. But, there is no reference to an 
angel or group of angels being present with the holy family at the time of the Adoration in any of 
these texts.  While some scholars date the GPM to a much later period, to one or two or three 
centuries after the construction of these mosaics, it is possible that earlier versions of this text may 
well have influenced these matters.  
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imperial-like setting, the size of the child and the placement of Joseph, all 
highlight both the uniqueness of this composition of the Adoration and its 
aesthetic independence from other images as well as its distinction from the 
canonic and even non-canonic narratives.  
 
ἦheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’ΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅtὅ’Νωommunity’ὅΝPeὄceptionὅΝandΝψelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅephΝ
in Figure 21 
 
There is no evidence within the mosaics or in tradition pertaining to them that 
provides specific reference to a particular artist or group of artists.167  
Accordingly, the identity of the mosaicist(s) remains uncertain. 
     However, as was previously acknowledged in the discussion of a 
composition of the First Dream of Joseph in Figure 3, the historical patron of this  
series has been identified as Pope Sixtus III.  The dedication to him, believed to 
be instituted by him in order to indicate his approval of the art and architecture 
substantiates this.  It is found in a mosaic circle, in the center of the triumphal 
arch, beneath images of Peter and Paul, images of the symbols of the four 
evangelists, and images of the apocalyptic throne and the Book of the Seven 
Seals.  The unusual artistic organization of this composition, the configuration of 
the characters, and the inclusion of many additional characters and elements not 
found in either the canonic or non-canonic accounts of this theme and event, 
indicate that Sixtus III believed it was appropriate to respond with a certain 
freedom and creativity with respect to canonic and non-canonic nativity texts and 
passed this belief on to the mosaicist and his/her associates who completed this 
composition and the rest.  Therefore, in light of his role and involvement in this 
                                                          
    
167
 Determination of the artist(s) involved in the creation of these mosaics is complicated, as 
Spain,Ν‘ἦheΝPὄoἹὄamΝoἸΝtheΝόiἸthΝωentuὄyΝεoὅaicὅΝoἸΝSantaΝεaὄiaΝεaἹἹioὄe’,Νpέ 38, states by the 
fact that significant portions of the iconography oἸΝtheΝtὄiumphalΝmoὅaicὅΝaὄeΝ‘uniὃue’,ΝinΝ
paὄticulaὄ,Ν‘theΝχnnunciationΝandΝχdoὄationΝoἸΝtheΝεaἹiΝdiἸἸeὄΝinΝcompoὅitionΝandΝiconoἹὄaphyΝ
ἸὄomΝotheὄΝilluὅtὄationὅΝoἸΝtheΝὅameΝtheme’έΝΝἦhiὅΝἸactΝandΝtheΝἸact,ΝwhichΝSpainΝlateὄΝ
acknowledges (p. 41), that there iὅΝaΝ‘paucityΝoἸΝὅuὄvivinἹΝmonumentὅΝἸὄomΝthiὅΝιηΝtoΝΰίίΝyeaὄΝ
peὄiod’Νmakeὅ,ΝaὅΝὅheΝὅtateὅΝ‘anyΝattemptΝatΝcompaὄativeΝanalyὅiὅΝἸutileΝandΝinconcluὅiveέΝΝἦheΝ
stylistic relationship of mosaic monuments in this period and the geographical origins of style 
remainΝeluὅiveέ’ 
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massive project, it can be assumed, among other things, that Sixtus III thought it 
was important to expand upon prior literary portrayals of Joseph in this artistic 
representation of the Adoration as well as upon other portrayals within this 
mosaic series and to do so in ways that acknowledged, to some extent, the 
existence of both trajectories in regard to Joseph, that were present in this period.  
This belief is exemplified, in part, by the contrast that can be found in the 
portrayal of Joseph in this composition, in Figure 21 (which, as has been noted 
presents Joseph as a marginalized and disengaged figure) with the way he was 
represented in Figure 3 (where is presented as a very significant and engaged 
figure). 
       Of course, in this specific composition of the Adoration of the Magi, in 
Figure 21, what is seen is evidence of the presence of an ongoing trajectory that 
diminishes the positive portrayal of Joseph found in the earliest gospels.  Its 
presence, in a series of mosaics that present largely positive portraits of Joseph 
indicates that Pope Sixtus III was willing to permit the presence of both 
trajectories even in this large series in such a public liturgical setting. 
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                 [Figure 22] 
 
                 εoὅaic,ΝStέΝPeteὄ’ὅΝψaὅilica, Adoration of the Magi, Roman, Eighth                             
                 Century, Basilica of Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome, Italy 
   
Introduction 
 
Commissioned by Pope John VII in the early years of the eighth century for the 
chapel of  John VII in the first StέΝPeteὄ’ὅΝψaὅilica,ΝthiὅΝἸὄaἹmentΝoἸΝaΝmoὅaicΝ
features an image of the Adoration of the Magi that includes a portrayal of 
Joseph.168  Considering the size and quality of this composition and the rest of the 
                                                          
    
168
 With regard to Pope John VII who was the ecclesiastical leader of Rome from 705 - 707, see 
Hugh Chisholm, (ed.), ‘John VII (pope)’, Encyclopædia Britannica (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1911), n.p., C. Herbermann, ‘PopeΝJohn’,ΝCatholic Encyclopedia (New York: 
Robert Appleton Company, 1913), n.p., and J.N.D. Kelly, The Oxford Dictionary of Popes 
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 84.  For further information on the 
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work that initially surrounded it, it would have been necessary that the mosaicist 
who created this fragment was part of a guild and worked with many other 
mosaicists on this composition.  
 
The Characterization of Joseph in Figure 22 
Illustrated in Figure 22, and presently located in the sacristy of Santa Maria in 
Cosmedin, it appears to represent Joseph in a formulaic fashion, as he is found in 
Figures 19 and 20, with his eyes focused on the movement of the magi as he 
stands positioned behind the cathedra in which Mary and the child sit.  However, 
this portrayal of Joseph stands in sharp contrast to his representations in Figures 
19 and 20 and even in contrast to his portrayal in Figure 21.  For, in Figure 22, the 
thὄeeΝotheὄΝ‘adult’Νchaὄacteὄὅ,Νεaὄy,ΝtheΝanἹel,ΝandΝtheΝoneΝwiὅeΝmanΝ(diὅcloὅedΝinΝ
the extended visible arm in the lower right corner) are each represented as much 
larger than Joseph.  Further, three of the other four characters - Mary, the child, 
and the angel (and perhaps the magi whose head is not visible) - are also nimbed, 
which,Νadditionally,ΝdiὅtinἹuiὅheὅΝthemΝἸὄomΝJoὅephέΝΝStillΝἸuὄtheὄ,ΝwhileΝJoὅeph’ὅΝ
position, on the far left side, permits him to be a witness, the enlarged figures of 
Mary and the angel appear to act as a symbolic wall that effectively sets him apart 
from the action of the event in which the other four characters are obviously 
engaged. 
            While the basic construction and organization of this composition (with 
Joseph behind Mary and the child and others placed in front of her or to her side), 
indicates that it shares specific similarities with prior Adoration compositions, as 
noted, especially those in Figures 19 and 20, Figure 22 stands as a largely unique 
work of art created to represent this important theme and event of the Adoration 
of the Magi.  At the same time, it is evident that in the configuration of the size, 
                                                                                                                                                              
additionalΝcommiὅὅionὅΝexecutedΝbyΝJohnΝVIIΝὅeeΝPeὄΝJonaὅΝσoὄdhaἹen,Ν‘ἦheΝόὄeὅcoeὅΝoἸΝJohnΝVIIΝ
inΝSέΝεaὄiaΝχntiὃuaΝinΝRome’ΝinΝACTA III, (Rome: Institutum Romanum Norvegiae, 1968), n.p. 
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dress, and positions of the five figures of Joseph, Mary, the child, the angel, and 
the wise man that the mosaicist has created a portrayal that reflects significant 
independence from both the Matthean account and prior non-canonic narrative 
accounts.  ώoweveὄ,ΝthiὅΝdoeὅΝnotΝdiὅmiὅὅΝtheΝideaΝthatΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅΝlocationΝandΝ
configuration of Joseph may have been influenced by the spirit and tradition of 
the negative trajectory found in the non-canonic narratives of IGJames and GPM 
that sought to inhibit and diminish the significance of Joseph. 
         
ἦheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝandΝtheΝχὄtiὅt’ὅΝωommunity’ὅΝPerceptions and Beliefs about Joseph 
in Figure 22 
ἦheΝmoὅaiciὅt’ὅΝappὄoachΝtoΝtheΝchaὄacteὄiὐationΝoἸΝJoὅephΝdiὅcloὅeὅΝmuchΝaboutΝ
his/her beliefs about Joseph as well as his/heὄΝcommunity’ὅΝpeὄceptionὅΝabout 
Joseph.  For although he/she includes Joseph, and positions him behind Mary and 
the child and the magi, this mosaicist has chosen to let Joseph be overshadowed 
by the four other characters in the composition whom he/she has made clear are 
proportionally (and salvifically?) larger than Joseph.  Included in this group, 
opposite Joseph, is a very large portrait of Mary (situated to the right and front of 
Joseph), a comparably large portrait of an angelic messenger (also to the right of 
Joseph), and a similarly large portrait of one of the magi (who kneels in front of 
Mary and the child), whose size is suggested by the comparable proximity of his 
extended arm to the arms of Mary and the angel; three of the four characters of 
which the mosaicist has also chosen to nimb.  Thus, although the artist has 
included Joseph, he/she has gone to considerable effort to delineate a sharp 
contrast between Joseph and the other figures he/she portrayed.   For this reason, 
this mosaicist has left little question that he/she sees Joseph as a necessary but 
ancillary figure in this portrayal of the Adoration of the Magi.   
            Since this mosaic was commissioned by Pope John VII for St. Peter’ὅ 
Basilica, it is likely that he was involved in the initial planning and design and 
gave final approval to the content of the designs that were scheduled to be 
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developed in this holy sanctuary, especially in light of the significance of this 
artistic and architectural project.  While the mosaicist and his/her guild were 
likely granted significant leeway in how they created this composition and others, 
it would seem only natural and reasonable, because of their desire for further 
commissions, that they would want their work to please the pontiff.  
Subsequently, it can be concluded that although the inclusion of Joseph in this 
composition of the Adoration of the Magi indicates an effort to acknowledge 
Joseph, that the manner of his representation suggests he is held in much less 
esteem than the other figures in this piece, especially Mary. 
            Thus, in this portrayal of Joseph, the moὅaiciὅtΝὄevealὅΝPopeΝJohnΝVII’ὅΝ
limited appreciation of Joseph.  In the process, he/she also discloses further 
evidence, in Figure 22, of the ongoing presence of a theological trajectory that 
ὅouἹhtΝtoΝdiminiὅhΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiἹniἸicanceΝinΝtheΝἸiὄὅtΝὃuaὄteὄ of the eighth century 
in the important and influential Christian community of Rome. 
            Consequently, as was the case with the theme of the Journey to 
Bethlehem, here, with the theme of the Adoration of the Magi in Figure 22, there 
is evidence of both similarities and differences in the basic designs of the 
compositions, with the first two compositions in Figures 19 and 20 showing very 
close similarity and the last two, in Figures 21 and 22, exhibiting not only 
significant differences from Figures 19 and 20 but even significant differences 
between themselves.  This then, as has been noted with respect to the prior 
compositions in this study, permits the conclusion that most artists responded to 
the canonic and non-canonic accounts as well as prior visual iconographies with 
great freedom and creativity.  In the process, as has been seen in this chapter on 
the portrayals of Joseph in the Adoration of the Magi, some (Figures 19 and 20) 
provided proof of the presence of an ongoing trajectory that affirmed the positive 
portrayal of Joseph in the earliest gospels while others (Figures 21 and 22), in 
contrast, substantiated the presence of an ongoing trajectory that diminished this 
positive portrayal.  At the same time, these four final compositions, created 
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between the fourth and eighth centuries, offer further documentation for 
comprehending both the evolution of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the earliest 
gospel portrayals of Joseph in Matthew, Luke, and John and the presence of two 
distinct trajectories in the interpretation of Joseph in the early Christian and early 
medieval periods. 
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Conclusion: The Portrayals of Joseph in Early Christian and Early Medieval Art 
 
The general goal of Part IV has been to engage in an analysis of eighteen works of 
art from the early Christian and early medieval periods in order to determine what 
they might reveal about the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the early 
gospel portraits of Joseph.  In order to reach this goal, consideration had to be 
given to several issues.   
            First, attention had to be directed to the ways Christian artists received and 
assimilated canonic as well as non-canonic texts related to narrative portrayals of 
Joseph.  Second, notice had to be given to the different ways Joseph is portrayed 
in each composition; to the similarities and dissimilarities found in his 
characterization.  Third, consideration had to be focused upon the independence 
or dependenceΝanΝaὄtiὅt’ὅ work revealed in relationship to possible canonic and 
non-canonic literary referents as well as prior visual portrayals of Joseph; thus, 
upon the distinctiveness of the representation of Joseph found in these artistic 
works.  Fourth, attention was next directed to the perceptions and beliefs these 
specific art works suggested their artists and their respective ecclesiastical 
communities, patrons, commissioners or guilds, held with respect to Joseph.  
Fifth, and finally, consideration had to be given to whether or not these portrayals 
of Joseph revealed any patterns or evidence of trajectories that affirm or 
disconfirm the representation of Joseph found in the early gospel accounts.                                                                                                                             
           As attention has been given to these different matters, it has become 
possible to come to conclusions about what these eighteen representations of 
Joseph reveal about the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the Matthean, 
Lukan, and Johannine portraits of Joseph.  Consequently, several have emerged. 
           The first, while seemingly simple and perhaps obvious to some, has been 
long ignored by most art historians: Christians in the early Christian and early 
medieval periods had significant interest in Joseph.  This interest is manifest not 
only in the number of times he is portrayed (of which only eighteen of forty-seven 
extant representations of Joseph have been selected for this study) but also in the 
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fact that Joseph is represented in different types of art, materials, media, contexts, 
and geographical locales.   
            Consequently, evidence of this interest in Joseph appears in marble 
sculpture, ivory carving, glass work, and painting found in sarcophagi, 
ecclesiastical book covers and pyxes, mosaics, and an illumination and a cathedra.  
Further, it can be found in both public and private contexts, in both public 
ecclesiastical creations (as seen in Figures 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18, 
21, and 22) that were composed in order to be seen and appreciated by many 
people and, at the same time, in private art (as seen in Figures 1, 7, 19, and 20), 
that was created for familial and individual use and appreciation.  Additionally, 
this interest in Joseph existed among Christians located throughout Europe, the 
Middle East, and North Africa.  Therefore, it is present in the works of artists 
from the Gallic communities of Arles and Le Puy-en-Velay and the Italian 
communities of Rome, Milan, and Ravenna to a monastic center and other 
communities in Syria and Palestine and to the community of Cherchel (Caesarea) 
on the Mediterranean coast of Algeria in North Africa, among other places. 
            The second conclusion that has emerged from this analysis is that while 
the work of many artists was informed, in different ways, by canonic and non-
canonic narrative accounts (or summaries of such) that were directly related to the 
subject or theme they were representing and, on occasion, informed by prior 
visual portrayals, that most works show a remarkable independence from these 
referents.  This is not to suggest that their portrayals of the themes that have been 
analyzed (with the exception of the Water Test) did not show clear evidence of 
reliance upon the earliest gospels.  After all, these texts were the earliest sources 
of these themes and provided basic content (in the way of characters and details) 
ἸoὄΝtheΝaὄtiὅtὅ’ΝcompoὅitionὅέΝΝσonetheless, as was noted in earlier remarks, related 
as the canonic and non-canonic texts and the early Christian and early medieval 
works of art may be on some levels, the art that has been examined is never 
simply a copy or reproduction of the text, and typically presents the interpretation 
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of these events in more illustrative ways as a result of the addition of more (and, 
sometimes, new) characters and details.  So it is that in the process of creating 
their work of art, the artist not only creates his/her own interpretation of a prior 
narrative account but their own account; their own portrayal, that has narrative, 
historical, and aesthetic integrity in and of itself, and provides an important record 
of early Christian perception and belief with regard to many matters --- including 
the understanding of Joseph.  In fact, it can be said that the artist often tells us 
‘moὄe’ΝbecauὅeΝheήὅheΝaddὄeὅὅeὅΝiὅὅueὅΝὅuchΝaὅΝtheΝ‘chaὄacteὄiὐation’ΝandΝ
‘pὄoximity’ΝoἸΝtheΝchaὄacteὄὅΝinΝdiἸἸeὄentΝwayὅ.  This is the case because he/she 
has the ability, in his/her composition, to more completely address the issues of 
the size and age of characters and their proximity to each other and their 
relationship to each other and the roles they play.  Thus, the artistic works from 
the period provide complementary and parallel data and evidence that has its own 
authenticity and importance and goes far beyond being ancillary or 
supplementary. 
            Similarly, much the same may be said with respect to the influence of 
prior visual portrayals of Joseph.  Christian artists (and even secular or pagan 
artists engaged in work for Christians) exercised a considerable amount of 
interpretive and stylistic independence from each other.  With the exception of 
their obvious dependence upon the figurative art of the Graeco-Roman world and 
upon certain general compositional patterns found in earlier representations of the 
Journey to Bethlehem and the Adoration of the Magi (and even here the different 
creators added their own interpretations), the artists exercised significant 
independence with respect to their creations.  Therefore, they were largely 
independent not only of the canonic and non-canonic narrative referents that 
informed the particular themes with which they were engaged but also 
significantly independent of the work of earlier artists and of prior visual 
portrayals, even with regard to the portrait of Joseph. 
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            Third, diverse and independent as the characterization of Joseph is in these 
early Christian and early medieval works, they, nevertheless, reveal a third 
conclusion, affirmed in the analysis of the non-canonic literature of IGJames, 
IGThomas, HJC, and GPM: two diverse schools of thought and trajectories(based 
upon two very different sets of perceptions and beliefs about Joseph), existed in 
this period of  Christianity.  While it may not be possible to date precisely the 
trajectories of these tendencies in artistic works (since the earliest compositions of 
Joseph cannot be dated before the early fourth century), as was concluded in the 
discussion on the canonic and non-canonic narratives, they must have emerged 
early and may well have been present, as was the case with the narratives, by the 
latter half or last quarter of the second century CE.169   
           One school/trajectory, representing a majority of the art works, believed 
patrons, additional persons of influence, and artists should see and portray Joseph 
in the spirit and positive ways in which they thought he was represented in the 
Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine accounts --- as an important and essential figure 
in the holy family (and in no way a challenge or threat to the virginity and purity 
of Mary or the divinity of Jesus).  The other school/trajectory, in contrast, 
representing a minority of the art works, placed priority on Mary and Jesus and 
diminished the role of Joseph.  Thus, it is not surprising that these trajectories 
presented different artistic characterizations of Joseph that were often 
diἸἸeὄentiatedΝbyΝtheΝwayὅΝtheΝtwoΝtὄajectoὄieὅ’ΝὄeὅpectiveΝaὄtiὅtὅΝaeὅtheticallyΝ
addreὅὅedΝtheΝiὅὅueὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiὐe,ΝaἹe,ΝphyὅicalΝpὄoximityΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅ,Ν
and role.  This can be seen in portrayals of both trajectories but is perhaps most 
noticeable in the one which sought to represent Joseph in the spirit and ways in 
which it was believed he was presented in the earliest gospel accounts.  For in this 
tὄajectoὄyΝtheΝiὅὅueὅΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiὐe,ΝaἹe,ΝphyὅicalΝpὄoximityΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅ,Ν
and roles are addressed in ways that enhance the image of Joseph, are more in 
                                                          
   
169
 This would seem to be the case for both the trajectory inclined to expand the canonic portraits 
of Joseph in ways that affirmed and enhanced the early gospel portrayals of Joseph and the one 
inclined to diminish these. 
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concord with the portrayals found in these earliest narratives, and reflect the 
respect and esteem many held for Joseph. 
            This respect and esteem is certainly evident in a significant majority of the 
art objects which feature Joseph in similar roles to those he held in the Matthean 
and Lukan portrayals.  Therefore, it is not surprising to find him represented in 
roles related to his First Dream and Annunciation aὅΝaΝ‘ὄecipientΝoἸΝdivineΝ
communicationὅ’ΝandΝanΝ‘obedientΝὅeὄvantΝoἸΝύod’έΝΝRepὄeὅentationὅΝoἸΝJoὅephΝinΝ
one or more of these roles can be found in Figures 1, 3, and 5, which feature 
scenes of his first dream and parallel scenes that feature both the first dream of 
Joseph and his response to the message of the dream.   
            At the same time, it is not unexpected to find him in numerous 
compositions of the scene of the Nativity in which he could be portrayed in at 
leaὅtΝἸouὄΝὄoleὅμΝ‘witneὅὅ’Ν(oὄΝ‘evanἹel’ΝtoΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝtheΝchild),Ν‘Ἱuaὄdian’Ν(oὄΝ
‘pὄotectoὄ’ΝoὄΝ‘ὅhepheὄd’ΝoἸΝεaὄyΝandΝtheΝchild),Ν‘eaὄthlyΝἸatheὄΝoἸΝJeὅuὅ’,ΝandΝ
‘ὅpouὅeΝoἸΝεaὄy’έΝΝϋxampleὅΝoἸΝtheὅeΝcanΝbeΝὅeenΝinΝόiἹuὄeὅΝΰηΝandΝΰθέΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ 
            χdditionally,ΝotheὄΝaὄtiὅtὅΝpoὄtὄayedΝJoὅephΝinΝtheΝὄoleὅΝoἸΝ‘witneὅὅ’Ν(oὄΝ
‘evanἹel’ΝtoΝtheΝbiὄthΝoἸΝtheΝchild)ΝandΝ‘Ἱuaὄdian’Ν(oὄΝ‘pὄotectoὄ’ΝoὄΝ‘ὅhepheὄd’ΝoἸΝ
Mary and the child) in scenes of the Adoration of the Magi in Figures 19 and 20.   
            Joseph is also represented with regard in works based on events found in 
non-canonic literature, such as the subject of the Water Test, as can be seen in 
Figures 8 and 9.  Here, he is represented as acting in very particular roles with 
ὄeὅpectΝtoΝεaὄyμΝaὅΝ‘comἸoὄteὄ’ΝandΝ‘witneὅὅΝtoΝtheΝpuὄityΝandΝviὄἹinityΝoἸΝεaὄy’έΝΝ
Therefore, respect and esteem for Joseph seem abundantly present in the roles in 
which he is found in many of the eighteen works of art reviewed and analyzed for 
this study.  
            Respect and esteem for Joseph is also suggested in many of the ways 
Joseph is positioned in relationship to Mary and Jesus.  Review of the eighteen 
compositions in this study indicates that most artists felt it was appropriate to 
place Joseph in close proximity to Mary and Jesus (as the early gospel narratives 
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imply),ΝdeὅpiteΝceὄtainΝbelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝaἹe,Νὅiὐe,ΝandΝὄoleὅΝ(pὄobablyΝ
developed in response to specific beliefs related to the protection of the virtue and 
virginity of Mary and the divinity of Jesus).  This is especially evident in his 
portrayals in scenes of the Water Test, the Journey to Bethlehem, the Nativity and 
the Adoration of the Magi in Figures 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, and 20, in which 
artists place Joseph close to Mary alone or to Mary and the child.  This is further 
substantiated by closer examinations of particular positions in which Joseph is 
placed in relationship to Mary and of specific positions in which he is placed in 
relationship to the child.170  In the first case, regard and esteem for Joseph seems 
quite evident in the several scenes in which he is closely tied to Mary and is 
shown either standing in spiritual and public support of her (especially in the 
Water Test) in Figures 8 and 9 or is shown spiritually and physically supporting 
her as well as the expectant child (in the Journey to Bethlehem) in Figures 11, 12, 
and 13.  In the second case, it is manifested in the scenes in which Joseph is 
presented as a central figure in relationship to the child.  Thus, evidence of this 
attitude can be found in scenes of the Nativity, especially in Figures 15 and 16.  
           In contrast, the other school/trajectory, represented in far fewer objects in 
this study, thought patrons, other persons of influence, and artists should see and 
portray Joseph quite differently from the positive ways he was represented in the 
Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine accounts.  Subsequently, in this trajectory the 
chaὄacteὄiὐationΝoἸΝJoὅeph’ὅΝὅiὐe,ΝaἹe,ΝphyὅicalΝpὄoximityΝtoΝεaὄyΝandΝJeὅuὅ,ΝandΝ
roles are approached in ways that diminish his image.  This is especially evident 
in Figures 7, 14, 17, 18, 21, and 22.  As such, while the figure of Joseph is 
                                                          
   
170
 To acknowledge that most felt it was appropriate to place Joseph in close proximity to Mary 
or to the child or to both is not to suggest that they believed it was appropriate to make Joseph the 
central figure in the work of art or to present Joseph as the central adult figure in relationship to 
the child.  Further study of these art objects also reveals, in other examples (which portray the 
Adoration of the Magi as well as a few other scenes), that Joseph may be positioned close to Mary 
and the child (usually behind them) but still not be directly engaged with one or both of them.  
This can be seen in Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22.  It must be noted that in a couple of  cases, namely 
in Figures 14 and 21, that it is also the case that artists went even further and placed Joseph some 
distance from Mary or from her and the Jesus.   
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included in scenes of the First Dream, the Journey to Bethlehem, the Nativity, and 
the Adoration of the Magi, his portrayal is devalued because the creators of these 
compositions make him smaller and older than Mary, and usually separate Joseph 
from both her and Jesus.  This occurred because followers of this 
school/trajectory believed this was necessary in order to affirm and protect the 
virtue and virginity of Mary and the virtue and divinity of Jesus.  Thus, they 
thought it was acceptable to represent Joseph in these ways. 
          Therefore, in this regard, it must be said that although these works of art 
provide clear evidence of esteem for Joseph, they also provide proof of the 
existence and persistence of an ongoing struggle within the broader Christian 
community within the period of this study. They proffer substantiation of an 
ongoing struggle about the appropriate theological and spiritual ways to portray 
Joseph; about how to respond to the earliest gospel portraits of Joseph, in light of 
the theological and apologetical concerns reflected in the two different schools of 
thought and trajectories that appear to have emerged early in the history of 
Christianity.171  Consequently, the examination of examples of both trajectories 
provides specific and extensive documentation of the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine representations of 
Joseph the Carpenter from the early Christian to the early medieval periods.   
            Fourth, and finally, although it is believed that these two diverse schools 
of thought and trajectories did exist, analysis of these eighteen portrayals of 
Joseph has led to the conclusion that the trajectory that offered positive artistic 
portrayals of Joseph and, in the process, affirmed the earliest gospel portraits of 
Joseph, was dominant in the first centuries of Christianity.  This can be 
determined by the fact that twelve of the eighteen art works (representing a 
variety of material, media, subjects, and locales) show Joseph in a positive light, 
as that has been described in comments in this conclusion.  
 
                                                          
    
171
 The existence of this ongoing struggle was also documented in the examination of the four 
non-canonic narratives.  
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PART V 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
This examination has led to several conclusions that make a contribution to 
scholarship with respect to the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the 
eaὄlieὅtΝἹoὅpelὅ’Νportrayals of Joseph in early Christian and early medieval 
literature and art.  
      First, the literary analysis of the representation of Joseph in the canonic 
narratives is the most intentional in scholarship at this point.  Prior analyses have 
not necessarily sought to treat these narratives as portraits to which later 
interpreters would have access.      
       Second, the examination of the development of the reception history of the 
portrayals of Joseph in these same narratives is the most extensive to date.  
Although Joseph has been discussed as a subject in certain commentaries and 
some studies have focused upon him, none of these have centered upon the 
development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of these narrative portrayals.  
       Third, the analysis of the portrayals of Joseph in the IGJames, the 
IGThomas, the HJC, and the GPM is also the most extensive that these non-
canonic narratives have received.  While periodic commentary has been offered 
with respect to the role of Joseph in individual narratives in this list, there has not 
been an effort to focus formally upon the nature and character of his portrayal in 
these texts nor an attempt to document the roles of these early Christian non-
canonic texts upon the development of the reception history of the Matthean, 
Lukan, and Johannine portrayals of Joseph.  
Fourth, this examination of the portrayals of Joseph in specific sarcophagi, 
mosaics, ivories, and other works of art is also the most extensive survey that 
these images have received.  While scattered analyses have been proffered with 
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respect to the nature and character of the portrayal of Joseph in certain works of 
art, there has not been a systematic review of his portrayal in such a variegated 
and extensive array of early Christian and early medieval art.  Nor has there been 
an effort to document the role of these images in the evolution of the reception 
history of the Matthean, Lukan, and Johannine portrayals of Joseph.  
            Fifth, building upon the ideas and methodologies of Gadamer, Jauss, and 
Luz, this study has proposed a creative methodology for the exploration of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte of these early gospel texts.  In this methodology the selected 
Christian non-canonic literature that is believed to be part of the  
Wirkungsgeschichte has been analyzed by addressing the following issues with 
respect to each narrative: first, the date, provenance, language, stability of the 
text, history of translation and dissemination, availability and accessibility, 
purpose, and content, to the extent to which they can be ascertained; second, to 
the characterization of Joseph; the particular way(s) he is portrayed within the 
text; third, theΝindependenceΝtheΝnaὄὄatoὄ’ὅΝwoὄkΝὄevealὅΝbetweenΝitὅelἸΝandΝ
canonic and earlier non-canonic literary referents and prior visual portrayals of 
Joseph, as appropriate; i.e. to the distinctiveness of the portrayal of Joseph; fourth, 
the perceptions and beliefs these specific narratives suggest their narrators and 
their respective ecclesiastical communities appear to have held with regard to 
Joseph; and fifth, and finally, if the representation of Joseph in each non-canonic 
narrative reveals evidence of a pattern or trajectory that largely affirms and 
enhances his portrayal in the canonic accounts or evidence of a pattern or 
trajectory that largely dismisses and diminishes this portrayal.  In turn, the 
selected Christian art that is believed to be part of the development of the 
Wirkungsgeschichte has been analyzed by addressing the following issues with 
respect to each artistic work: first, the theme/subject, date, provenance, purpose 
and content; second, the ways in which Joseph is characterized; third, the 
independenceΝtheΝaὄtiὅt’ὅ work reveals between itself and possible canonic and 
non-canonic literary referents and prior visual images; i.e the distinctiveness of 
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the representation of Joseph found in these artistic works; fourth, the perceptions 
and beliefs these specific art works suggest their creators and their respective 
ecclesiastical communities, patrons, commissioners or guilds, appear to have held 
with respect to Joseph; and fifth,  and finally, whether or not a portrayal of Joseph 
reveals evidence of a trajectory that largely affirms and enhances the portrayal 
and role of Joseph found in the canonic accounts or evidence of a trajectory that 
largely dismisses and diminishes this portrayal and role.                                                                                                                                       
            Sixth, this examination has documented and substantiated that there was 
much more interest in the character and role of Joseph the Carpenter in both 
literature and art in the early Christian and early medieval periods than has been 
often acknowledged and recognized.  This study has revealed that more scholars 
than not have ignored the significance of the character of Joseph.  It has drawn 
attention to many scholars of canonic and non-canonic literature who, while 
acknowledἹinἹΝJoὅeph’ὅ presence, have disregardedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝimpoὄtanceΝevenΝinΝ
particular works of literature where references to him are abundant.  At the same 
time, it has highlighted many scholars of early Christian and early medieval art 
who, likewise, have overlooked Joseph’ὅΝὄole in Christian images of the period, 
even in works of art where it is significant.  In contrast, in the analysis of the 
canonic and non-canonic literature of this period, substantial interest in Joseph has 
been revealed.  Using the tools of literary and narrative analysis as well as other 
means, it has been shown that both canonic and non-canonic narrators detail 
ὅiἹniἸicantΝinἸoὄmationΝaboutΝtheiὄΝbelieἸὅΝaboutΝJoὅeph’ὅΝpeὄὅonΝandΝchaὄacteὄΝaὅΝ
well as their perceptions of the nature of his relationships with Mary and Jesus.  
Similarly, significant interest in Joseph has been found in artistic compositions.  
As was noted, this interest has been uncovered not only in the number of times 
Joseph is portrayed but also in the fact that he is represented in different types of 
art, materials, media, contexts, and geographical locales. 
            Seventh, the study has also revealed that Christian narrators and artists 
(and their theological and financial patrons) believed they had the theological 
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warrant to expand and contract the portrayals of Joseph in the Matthean, Lukan, 
and Johannine gospels for their own theological and apologetical reasons 
(particularly in order to clarify the nature of the relationships between Joseph and 
Mary and Jesus).  Thus, not surprisingly, as has been documented, both groups 
exercised considerable independence in their work in relationship to prior literary 
and artistic referents.  There is little question that the later Christian non-canonic 
narrators were generally informed by either what they read or heard of the early 
different canonic gospel referents but a simple comparison between their texts and 
the earliest canonic narratives makes it evident that they largely sought to create 
rather than imitate.  This does not mean that some of the narrators did not let 
themselves be influenced by the spirit and tradition of the canonic literature.  It is 
very clear, as has been demonstrated, that both the narrators of IGThomas and 
HJC were influenced by the positive portrayals of Joseph in these earlier gospels.  
And, yet, they also exercised significant independence in their own writings.  
Much the same may be said with regard to Christian artists.  While there is proof 
(noted in the introduction to Part IV) that some artists were supplied very specific 
instructions by certain patrons and commissioners about who and what they 
would include in relating specific biblical subjects and themes, it can be 
concluded that there is no explicit evidence of this type of instruction in any of the 
eighteen artistic compositions examined in this study.  This is not to say, as has 
been made clear, that patrons, commissioners, and other influential individuals 
did not provide specific directions and give guidance about the design and content 
of compositions that is no longer extant.  In all likelihood, they did offer both at 
some level.  But, no formal proof of this has emerged in this study in the analysis 
of the eighteen works of art.  Finally, it is also the case, that there has been little 
evidence to suggest that these artists received and assimilated a significant 
amount of material from non-canonic literary accounts (with the obvious 
exception of portrayals of the Water Test).  While there is little question that the 
spirit of certain non-canonic narratives in this period (notably IGJames and GPM 
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---that were widely disseminated) was influential, particularly those that sought to 
constrict and inhibit the character and roles of Joseph, few characters and details 
were taken directly from these narratives and placed in works of art.  Thus, 
although Christian artists were clearly dependent upon their general aesthetic 
environment (the Graeo-RomanΝwoὄld),ΝaὅΝύὄabaὄΝaὄἹued,ΝἸoὄΝ‘theΝpὄeὅentationΝoἸΝ
the human figure, its common accessories, and the architecture or furnishings that 
ὅuὄὄoundΝtheΝἸiἹuὄe’ΝandΝΝcould follow certain prior icongraphic patterns with 
certain themes and subjects (as previously acknowledged) such as the Journey to 
Bethlehem and the Adoration of the Magi, they also sought to create rather than 
imitate and this is evident in these eighteen portrayals of Joseph.172 
            Eighth, at the same time, this extensive interest in Joseph and the freedom 
both narrators and artists exhibited, has also helped confirm the hypothesis that 
two trajectories are present in the development of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the 
eaὄlieὅtΝἹoὅpelὅ’Νportrayals of Joseph in early Christian and early medieval 
literature and art.  Although a limited number of Christian narratives and artifacts 
remain from the early Christian and early medieval periods, it has been shown 
that two of the non-canonic narratives and twelve of the extant art works 
examined in this study provide proof of the esteem with which Joseph was held 
(they represent the first trajectory --- the one that positively expanded the canonic 
portraits of Joseph in ways that enhanced the portrayals of Joseph).  However, this 
review has also disclosed that two non-canonic texts as well as six artistic 
compositions (a much smaller number) provide proof of a trajectory that 
significantly constricts the portrayal of Joseph (they represent the second 
trajectory --- the one that minimized the canonic portraits of Joseph in ways that 
diminiὅhedΝJoὅeph’ὅΝrepresentations).  Evidence of these two trajectories has been 
seen by means of the analyses of the narrative portrayals of Joseph in the later 
Christian non-canonic gospels of IGJames, IGThomas, the HJC, and the GPM.  
At the same time, interest in Joseph and verification of the existence of these two 
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 Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins, pp. xlv-xlvi. 
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trajectories is indicated in the presence and manner of his portrayals in the 
eighteen artistic representations found on graves, on the covers of books, within 
the walls and decorations of churches, and in elaborate artifacts and documents.  
Thus, interest in Joseph and the substantiation of the presence of two trajectories 
in the development of the history of reception of the early gospel portrayals of 
Joseph has been exemplified in a variety of narratives and artifacts spanning the 
period of this study.  
            Ninth, review of the eighteen portrayals of Joseph considered in this study 
has led to the conclusion, as previously acknowledged, that the trajectory that 
offered positive images of Joseph and, in the process, affirmed the earliest gospel 
portrayals of Joseph, was dominant  in the first centuries of Christianity.                                                                                                                             
Tenth, and finally, the discovery and acknowledgment of these two 
trajectories has provided an explanation for the development of and presence of 
different types of portraits of Joseph in Christian literature and art and 
documented the presence of certain tensions with the Christian community with 
respect to the interpretation of the person, character, and role of Joseph the 
Carpenter. 
 Having identified some of the more significant contributions of this study, 
how might they be used or further developed in the future?  Perhaps, first, the 
design of this study and the methodology that has been constructed for it might be 
used to explore further the topic of the development of the reception history of the 
earlieὅtΝἹoὅpelὅ’ representations of Joseph in both later Christian literature and art, 
in assessing the presence or absence of these early trajectories in later 
Christianity.  Second, it seems to be self-evident that this methodology could be 
applied to the study of the development of the reception history of additional 
biblical characters, notably, the figures of the Joseph or Moses in the Hebrew 
scriptures or to analyses of the figures of Paul and Peter in the Christian 
scriptures.  Third, and finally, this methodology could be applied to the study of 
the development of the reception history of further biblical scenes. For example, it 
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could be applied to the analysis of a singular scene such as that of the sacrifice of 
Issac in the Hebrew scriptures or to analyses of the multiple scenes of the death of 
Jesus or the resurrection of Jesus found in the Christian scriptures. 
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PART VI 
 
APPENDIX 
 
   Chart of Artistic Portrayals of Joseph Between c. 300 CE – 800 CE According to Theme 
 
 
FIRST DREAM OF 
JOSEPH AND 
ANNUNCIATION TO 
JOSEPH
 positive portrayal of 
Joseph
6th century
6th century
6th century
plaque for cathedra for 
Archbishop 
ecclesiastical book cover 
ecclesiastical communion cup 
JOURNEY TO 
BETHLEHEM Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 9 ivory ecclesiastical book cover Byzantine 
6th-8th century
Ravenna, Italy
Paris, France
Berlin, Germany
Paris, Franceecclesiastical book cover 
Italian, Byzantine
Byzantine
Syrian-Palestinian 
SyrianFigure 14
ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory 
6th century Paris, France 
WATER TEST Figure 8 ivory Italian, Byzantine 6th century Ravenna, Italy
plaque in church cathedra for 
Archbishop
6th century
4th century
Arles, France
Rome, Italy
Ravenna, Italy
Le Puy-en-Velay, 
France 
plaque in church cathedra for 
Archbishop 
sarcophagus 
Gallic 
Roman
Italian, Byzantine
Gallic
Figure 5
Figure 7
marble 
mosiac
ivory 
marble 
Location Trajectory
Figure 1
Figure 3
sarcophagus 
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
church illustration for Santa Maria 
Maggiore 
4th century
5th century
Theme Figure Medium Function DateProvenance
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
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Location Trajectory
NATIVITY Figure 15 ivory ecclesiastical book cover Italian 5th century Milan, Italy 
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
Theme Figure Medium Function Provenance Date
Syrian
Court of Charlemagne?
Syrian-Palestinian 
Figure 16
Figure 17
Figure 18 
parchment
ivory
ivory 
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph 
ADORATION OF MAGI Figure 19 sarcophagus 4th century 
6th century
8th-9th century
7th-8th century Washington, D.C.
Oxford, England
Florence, Italy
ecclesiastical illuminated 
manuscript 
ecclesiastical book cover
ecclesiastical plaque 
Figure 21
Figure 22
marble
marble
mosaic
mosaic 
Figure 20
church illustration for Santa 
Maria Maggiore Basilica 
church illustration
Roman
Algerian 
Roman
Roman 
sarcophagus 
5th century 
8th century 
Rome, Italy 
Rome, Italy 
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
positive portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph
negative portrayal of 
Joseph 
Paris, France 
Rome, Italy 
4th century 
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